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Foreword

[his is the second VD1 sP x irnposi uan (in t he subject otfR a4d naint cninc ir ii r alin iliteer. ialn. _11 he reos o4ne2 NlC44
organized together with the AGARI) PropulsikuA and Energctics Panel ,PEP) in May 198 1. Uilven the overall positiie response
,o the first swmposium. and in light of the trcm.:.idous progress achieved in related technical areas, and because of the need for
increasinalx integl-rated deCsign, of Cix il and nililitarv aircraft and missile,,. this second synpos~ium Seemed to be t1Imels after l!I
Near".

The aerodynamic engine airframe integration of aircraft and missiles involves complex flows%, highly influenced by viscous
effects and, in most eases. by aerodynamic interactions between the airframe and the populsion sy stem. This engineering, task is
co~nsidered to bea "ePrbm"dinthdesign phase of most ness fluight vehicles. bT'e rbei uigtedhe continuing demand for the highest
efficiencx in civil transport aircraft and for increased performance and maneuverability of both missiles and fighter aircraft has
!kJ tc :in exten~e in-rvase in experimental and especially CIFD-related design efforts.

It ssax the aimi of the s),mposiuns to i-exicxs the state-of-the-art in aerodynamic engine airtranie integration techniques and to
rcport on the progress wkhich has been madec during engineering project work in recent years. Because aerodynamic engine
,iirframe integration has, become an interdisciplinary challenge, both experimentalists and theoreticians, ssere invited ito
c4in tribute to the meieting.

[his sy mposium is te!chnieally associated wiith several other activities within the AGiAR[) commumitv: FDP WG 131 ( l9ns7-
11 iJ n A-ir In takes, for High Speed Ve`hicles" (AGARD-AR-2701 and PEP WG IN (1985-1988) (in 'k:st Case~s for

Com1pu~tation of Internal Flow\s in Aero Enigine Com ponlenlts" IAGARD-AR-2751. More recently, the PEP conducted at
xx riposiurn in May 1991 on -CEI Techniques inl Propulsion Applications" IAGARD-CP-5 I0j. It "xas decided to include atl
least technical overviews of these activities inl the programme of the present symposium. Therefore, the PEP \%as invited to
iirkgani/c anl Invied Session" onl 'Engine Related Integration Problems" (Session 11). The Programme Committee gratefully
acknoss ledges the efforts, of the PEP and specifically the support given by Professor Leonard Fottner ot the lUniversitv of
Neubibere_. Cicrnanv. \%ho organized and chaired this session.

Statistics,: Papers No.2. S and 21) tront the original schedule of 33 papers were withdrawn a, a late datte Fortuinatelv. tsxo
replacement paicm's %kere deelolped nit eplace Nos. 2 and 11). and Paper No. 9 "its extended to use the time slo, for No.8.
THicretore. at total of 32 papers scre delivered. Contributors to the papers, - including authors and co-authors - came front
Beliunm ( J ) France ( 7). Ge'rma~ny It)) italy (2), The Netherlands (2). the United Kingdom (9), and the United States (9).

Oin ehIlot the Programme Committee. I would like to express my appreciation for the commitments made bý . Leynaert.
()NERA,. FR. W. Burgsinuiller. IDcutsehe Airbus GE: and R. Rudnik. A. Ronzheimer. C.-C. Rosso%v and HI. 1-loheisel, DER, GiE

foir preparing replacement papers and presentations inl such at short time.

The xx miposiumi wa s structured inl six sessions:

0)I Engine Integration for (i\ il Iran~sport (4) paprs
(11) 1: nogne Related Integ.atiori Problems (4 papers)
(111) 1-A periniental Techniques Used in Aerodynamic Engine Airframe Integration (6 papers)
(IV) .\ro sNxn iminic Inlet Airframe In tegrat 4 n (5 papers)
(k Aerodsnarnic Notile: Airframe Integration (i papers)

(VI) Aerodx namic Engine Airframe Integration for Hypersonic Speed Vehicles (3 papers)

[he Technical Evaluation Report ([ER) aimed at assessing the relevance and success of the symposium inl meeting the
technicail needs of the aerospace commnunity wast, prepared bv Wolfgang Schmidt, MBB. (it'. In addition to the 32 papers from
the sy mnposikum. the IE R and the transcript of the Round Table D~iscussion held at the end of the meeting are included in these
proceedings.

PW. Sacher
Chairman. Programme C'ommittee



Avant-Propos

(citte reunion est le deuxsicni .symrposiumn organise par Ile FIR sur le theniL dc I integration wirodyniarique des propulseurs
cellules, le premier ayant ct tenu au mois de mat 1981 en collaboration avcc le Panel PEP dc IA(;ARD. Vu ]a reaction
globalement favorable ýt cc premier symposium, vu les progres considerables qui ont ct6. re~alises dans ICS dorvntines techniques
coialexes. ct en raison de ]a demande croissane Lile conception intt.gr&e pour les aeronets civils ci militajics et les msie.Ic
Panel a jug6 opportun dorganiser. apr~s un intervalle de di x ans. cc deuxi~me symposium.

Lintcgration a&odynamique des propulseurs/cellules des a~ronefs et des missiles met en jeu des &oulements complcxes. qui
sont~fortement influenctis par des effets visqueux et. dans la plupart des cas. par les interactions atiodynamniques entre lit cellulc
et le propulseur. (Citte operation est consider&e comme un -probltmc clci* pendant la phase detude do: Ia majoritte des nouseaux
vtihieules acriens. Les exigences en cc qui concerne le maintien de la plus grande efficacitti des avions de transport civils ci
l'anitlioration des performances ct de Ia mranoeuvrabiliite des missiles ct des asions de combat (tnt cu pour r~suliat
Iamplification des programmes d'etudes experimentales. en particulier Iorsqu'ils font appel ý aerodynamique numtirique.

Le symposium a eu pour object de revoir 1titat de l'art dans le domaine des techniques d'initigration atiodynamique dcs
propulsiir~s cellules ci de rendre compte des progrtis rtialistis par le biais des projects d'iingtnitirie ces dernitires annecs.
PuiSqUC l'initgration aerocd~namnique des propuls.c~rs.'ccllules est actuelleinent considtSe commei un ddii interdisciplinairc. Ics
experimentateurs ont etc invites at participer a la reunion au rntime titre que Ics thtioriciens.

Le symposium est associti techniquement ii un certain nombre d'autres activittis entreprises au sein de la commiunautti de
IAGARD: FDP WG 13 (1987-199(0) "Enitrtes d~air pour vtihicules atiriens ~i grande vitesse" (AGARD AR _27(Ij ct PEP WO IS
(1985-1988) "(*as dI'essai pour Ie calcul des flux internes dans les ortganes des moteurs d'avion" (A(;ARL) AR 275y
Rtiemment. Ie PEP a organisei un symposium, au mois de mai 1991, sur "Les techniques de l'atrodynamique numerique (CM-))
pour des applications dans le domaine de la propulsion' (AGARD CP 5 10). 11 a ýtit dticidti d'inclure au momns des rcsumes
techniques de ces actis'ittis au programme de cc symposium. Ainsi. il a 6t6t propose au PEP dorganiser une "Session par
imsitation" sur lI.cs probenies dfinitgration lieis aux moteurs" (Session I1). Lec comitti du programme ticilt -'I exprimcr sa
reconnaissance ensvers Ie PEP pour les efforts qui y out etc- consacre~s et, en particulier pour le soutien fourni par le Professeur
Leonard FOITNER de liniversite de Neubiberg, en Allemagne. LIui a organise et preisidei ceite session.

Queiques chiffres: Les commujications Nos. 2. 8. ei 29 qui figuraient sur la liste initiale de 33 communications ont tet retireies
peu avant Ie symposium. Fieuresement. deux autres communications ont pu etre proposties en remplacement des Nos. 2 ct 29.,
ci Ia communication No. 9 a etit amplifieic afin Lie profiter du temps programme certe par l'absence du No. 8. Trente deux
commnunications oni done etc presentees au total. LeCs contributions des nuteurs ci Co-aulteurs de~s diffterentcs communications
s etablissent comme suit: lit Belgique ( I). la France (7). lAllemagne (10). Iltalie (2), Ics Pays-Bas (2), le Rovaumei-Uni (9) ct les
Fiats,-U~nis (9).

Au nom du comite du programme. je tiens -'I remercier J. Leynaeri dc O'NF RA FR: W. Burgsimiiller. lDeutscbc A-irbus, OF1; ci
R. Rudnik, A. Ron/heimer. C.C. Rossoss ci 11.1 I ohcisel. DI AR (IF3 Pour asoir bien %soulu accepter de preparer des presentations
de remplacemeni asec si peu de preavis.

I~e s" mposium a ete organise en six sessions:

(I) Limnici.ration des moteurs dans les aeronet's cisil~s
(9 Communications)

(11) Ies% problemes d'initigration lies aux moteurs;
(4 comnmniunicatio ins)

(III) Les iechniques experimentales mises en ocuv re pour 'integration aerodynamique des propulseurse'ellules
(6 communications)

(IV) I integration acrodynamique des entrties d'air cellules
(i communications)

(V) L~integration aerodynamnique des tuyi.rcs, cellules
(5 communications)

(V 1) L~iiiegration aerodynamnique des propulseurs cellules pour whieules hypersoniques
(3 communications)

ILe rapport d'evaluation technique (TER). qui a POUr object d~cvaluer la pertinence du symposium ci Ia mesure dans laquelle il a
repondu aux attentes de Ia communautti atirospatiale. a ýtit rtidigti par Wolfgang Schmidt. MBB. GF. Cc contptc-rendu
comprend. en plus de% 32 communications figurant au programme du symposium. Ie TER ei Ia transcription des discussions
qui ont co lieu It rs dc [Ia table rt mdc.

P.W.Sachcr
President, Comitti du Programme

Vi
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Technical Evaluation Report

Wolfgang Schmidt

Messerschnitt-B6lkow-Blohm AG.
DASA - Military Aircraft Division

P.O. Box 80 11 60
D-8000 Munich 80

Abstract It was the aim of the symposium to review the state of the

The Fluid Dynamics Panel of AGARD arranged a Sym- art in aerodynamic engine/airframe integration techniques rea-
posium on "Aerodynamic Engine/Airframe Integration for ched at present and to report on the progress which has bee'n
High Performance Aircraft and Missiles" during October 7- achieved during engineering project work in the past. Because
10, 1991 in Fort Worth/Texas, USA. The purpose of the Sym- of the fact that engine/airframe integration has become a highly
posium was to provide an assessment of the status of CFD, interdisciplinary challenge, both experimentalists and theoreti-
design tools, and testing techniques for aerodynamic engi- cians were invited to contribute to the success of the meeting.

ne/airframe integration. The conference was technically associated with several

The meeting was structured in six sessions, one of them other activities within the AGARD community. So the AGARD
having been organized and chaired in form of an invited ses- FDP has organized in 1987-1990 WG13 on "Air Intakes for

sion by PEP contributions. Each session will be reviewed se- High Speed Vehicles", (AGARD-AR-270) and in 1985-1988
parately in this paper and conclusions (in some case recom- PEP WG18 on "Test Cases for Computation of Internal Flows
mendations for future AGARD activities) are made based on in Aero Engine Components", (AGARD-AR-275). More re-
the major outcome of the sessions including contributions and cently PEP has arranged a symposium in May 1991 on "CFD
comments from the auditorium after the presentations or from Techniques in Propulsion Applications", (AGARD CP 510). It

the closing Round-Table-Discussion at the end of the mee- was decided to include at least the technical evaluations of this
ting. AGARD activities in the programme of this symposium. So

PEP was invited to organize an "Invited Session" on "Engine
It has been clearly demonstrated, that the subject of the Related Integration Problems", (Session II). The Programme

symposium is a highly interdisciplinary effort, which overlaps Commitee gratefully acknowledged the efforts of PEP and spe-
the terms of reference of both AGARD Panels, FDP and PEP cifically the support given by Prof. Leonhard Fottner, Universi-
to a large extend. This is specifically true for major compo- ty of Neubiberg, GE, who organized and chaired this session.
nents of the propulsion system like the air intake and the
nozzle. Both, experimental and computational techniques for
analysis and design being used during engine/airframe inte-
gration for all kinds of flight vehicles have been reported. 33 Papers (including three invited papers and four papers in an

invited session) have been presented. Contributions to the mee-
ting came from Belgium (1), France (7), Germany (10), Italy

Introduction (2). The Netherlands (2), The United Kingdom (9) and USA
This was the second FDP meeting focussed on the subject (9).

of aerodynamic engine/airframe integration. The preceding The symposium was structured in six sessions:
one was organized together with the AGARD Propulsion and
Energetics Panel in May, 1981. Due to the overall positive re- (I) Engine Integration for Civil Transport (10 papers)

sponse to the first symposium, realizing the tremendous pro- (H) Engine Related Integration Problems (4 papers)

gress in the related technical area, and due to the raising need (III) Experimental Techniques used in Aerodynamic Engi-

for morm and more integrated design of civil and military air- ne/Airframe Integration (6 Papers)

craft and missiles in recent applications, this second sympo- (IV) Aerodynamic InletiAirframe Integration (5 papers)

sium after 10 years was very timely. (V) Aerodynamic Nozzle/Airframe Integration (5 papers)
(VI) Aerodynamic Engine/Airframe Integration for

The aerodynamic engine/airframe integration of aircraft Hypersonic Speed vehicles (3 papers)
and missiles involves complex flows, highly influenced by
viscous effects and, in most cases, by aerodynamic interac- Each session will be reviewed separately in this paper and
tions between the airframe and the propulsion system. This conclusions (in some cases recommendations for future
engineerag task is considered to be a "Key-Problem" during AGARh i activities) are made based on the major outcome of
the design phaie of new flight vehicles of any kind. The con- the sessions including contributions and comments from the au-
tinuing demanu for highest efficiency in civil transport air- Tdito su s after the presentations or from the closing Round-
craft and the increase in performance and maneuverability for Table-Discussion at the end of the meeting.
both, missile and fighter aircraft development, have led to ex- As outlined in Fig. 1, there is some logic in the structure of

nswive increae of experimental and specifically C' D-related the programme given by more and more complex applications.
design efforts The contributions specifically mentioned in this review
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Geometric Complexity Wing/Pylon/Nacelle Civil Transport
Speed (Session 1)

Forebody/Inlet Military Aircraft & Missiles
(SST ?, HSCT ?)

Afterbody/Nozzle (Session IV, V)

Increase Tip-to-Tail Simulation amimo Space Transport Systems
(Session VI)

Fig. 1 Logic of the Programme of the Symposium on Aerodynamic Engine/Airframe Integration

will be referenced by the paper number, as to be found in the 3. CFD applications still rather limited for cruise conditions
conference proceedings (AGARD CP 498). No N.S. solutions

SESSION I: Euler analysis [3], [8], [51, [7]

ENGINE/INTEGRATION FOR CIVIL AIRCRAFT Still work using Panel 16] and full potential [4] me-
thods

The main objectives of this session can be summarized as

follows: 4. CFD limited not only due to computing cost - to a large

1. Survey of experimental test techniques for engi- degree due to mantirne cost (e.g. for grid generation)

ne/nacelle/wing integration [1] 5. Many engineering efforts restricted to simply adding py-

2. Survey of numerical prediction methods for engi- lon/nacelle/engine to clean wing design

ne/nacelle/wing intereference effects, [3], [41, [5], [6], 6. Wing design procedures taking into acount the effects of
[7], [8] propulsion systems installation are required.

3. Integration effects of installed thrust reverser, [9], [10]
SESSION lI:

This was a quite well balanced session. Both, experimen- ENGINE-RELATED INTEGRATION PROBLEMS (IN-
tal investigations and theoretical work have been reported. VITED PEP-SESSION)
The invited introductory paper, given by A. E. Harris [1], was
an extremely detailed description of all major aerodynamic The Session was chaired by L. Fortner from the PEP and
interference effects due to propulsion systems integration for all contributions came from this panel. The objectives of the
civil and military aircraft at all speeds (see paper [1], Figs. 2, session can be summarized as follows:
9 and 18 for a summary). The use of CFD for engine/airframe I. Survey on PEP WG 18, "Test Cases for Internal Flows in
integration was reported in several papers and for different Turbomachines" [11]
classes of flow models. In Figs. 11 and 15 in paper [6] results
obtained by van Beek/Piers/Oskam demonstrate the useful- 2. Survey on PEP symposium 1 CFD Techniques for Propul-
ness of linearized potential flow codes ("Panel Methods") and sion Applications" [12]
Figs. 23 and 24 of paper [41 presents engine installation ef- 3. Intake-engine compatibility [13], [14]
fects on the wing planform by Godard/Jaquotte/Gisquet pre- The WG18 had compiled an extensive experimental data-
dicted by a solution of the full potential flow equations. base on various test cases as L. Former [11] showed. The im-

As highest level of 3D CFD, solutions of the Euler equa- pression remains that a follow-on activity is needed and the
tions, were demonstrated by Rossow/Ronzheimer, GE [5], question comes up whether the experimental data being avail-
see Figs. 5 and 9, Gippe/Fratelloilecordix from France [3] able are sufficient for code validation or not.
and Naik/Chen/Su/Kao from US [7]. Two papers [9] and The review from Ch. Hirsch [12] reported on the outcome
[101, were dealing with the important aspects for civil trans- of the PEP symposium Spring 1991 in San Antonio, US, on
port aircraft of thrust reversing in flight and in ground effect. the subject of "CFD Techniques in Propulsion Applications".

In conclusion the session may be charcterized as follows: Rather than adding own comments, I would like to refer

I. Civil transport aircraft are dominated by economic requi- to the recommendations of the Technical Evaluator of this
rements. Airframe/engine integration is important for PEP conference, Dr. L. Povinelli, since they are most certain-

second segment climb ly of general validity also for the FDP community.

cruise 9 Mor emphasis should be given to validation and to a
strong interaction between experimentalists and CFD spe-

thrust reverser interference cialists.

2. In Europe well established testing techniques exist using * Efforts should be expanded on turbulence and transition
TPS for Turbo-Fan and Turbo-Prop simulation in Wr's, modelling, including compressibility effects, higher order
(TPS is facility equipment). US industry prefers powered closures, pdf modelling, direct numerical simulations
nacelles using pressurized air. (DNS) of turbulence.
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"* Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations are essen- due to engine integration effects and the question arises whe-
tial for piopulsion system simulations, having already led ther there is also the same kind of parallel effort on the engine
to significant progress. Fine grids are needed, since coar- manufacturers side.
se computations will normally not be sufficient.

"* Future activities, such as Symposia, should be encotraged Conclusions for session III:
within the AGARD Panels, in the field of Validation of 1. Wind tunnel, water tunnel, ground and flight test used for
Propulsion CFD. investigations to understand interference effects due to en-

The remaining two papers dealt with the important effects gine/airframe integration.
of intake/engine compatibility. In Fig. 8 the test apparatus and 2. TPS is standard in Europe, tools owned by test facilities
test instrumentation arrangement for the assessment of the therefore reasonable ROI because being used in many pro-
flow field at the engine entry cross sections is shown by Me- tref so
yer/Pazur/Fottner [13]. Swirl distortion is generated by a grammes.
"Vortex-Generating" Delta Wing planform. 3. TPS starts to move in military A/C development, problem

Steady and unsteady distortion of total pressures obtained with hot gas (afterburner) simulation.

in ground and flight testing were compared by Joubert/Eyraud 4. LDA techniques start to be used for full scale flow analy-
in (14] and typical results are shown in Figs. 2 and 13 of [141. sis [20] allowing for validation of TPS and CFD work.

5. Extensive data reduction and data acquisition systems on a

Conclusions for session II: mobile basis available. Question: What can the engine ma-

1. PEP WG18 compiled an extensive experimental data be nufacturer do with large amount of flow details obtained?

but follow-on activities are needed. 6. Increased effort on airframe side to understand complex

2. Experiment needs new quality to satisfy requirements for flowfields due to engine integration

accuracy and details to be datum solutions for validation
of CFD, therefore: CFD validation extremely difficult SESSION IV:
sintce nothing to validate against in real 3-D flow (only AERODYNAMIC INLET/AIRFRAME INTEGRATION
calibration?) Five papers were presented in this session. They focussed

3. Air intake distortions require extensive experimental ef- on the following subjects
forts. So far very limited CFD work (if not none), therefo- 1. Techniques used for aerodynamic inlet/airframe integra-
re: Communication airframe/engine manufacturer manda- tion, [21].
tory. 2. CFD applications to inlet airframe integration [241, [25]

4. Session indicates many common areas of interest in PEP and the survey on FDP WG13 activities: "Aerodynamics
and FDP activities therfore: coordination, communication of High Speed Air Intakes" [22].
and more joined efforts strongly recommended. 3. Experimental investigations of pitot type air intakes in se-

veral European WT's [23]
SESSION IH: An introductory invited paper was given by L. Goldsmith
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES USED IN AERODY- [21] on the techniques used for aerodynamic inlet/airframe in-
NAMIC ENGINE/AIRFRAME INTEGRATION tegration. A huge variety of geometrical arrangements of inta-

Again the main objectives of the session will be described kes exists in different aircraft and missile designs. There was
first: no tendency to find an optimum of the inlet position, because

this is dependent on mission profile and geometric shape. The
1. Engine simulators for wind tunnel research of engine in- individual results may be an answer to high angle-of-attack or

tegration effects, [15] speed requirements and it is completely different for aircraft

2. Intake flow field data acquisition systems used for inve- and missiles. What was missing is a general philosophy on
stiganon of Intake/airframe interaction [16], [17], [18] how to find the optimum position of the inlet in each different

3. Test technique used for investigation of jets in the ground application. Ganero/Lacau have addressed this question in

effect region [191, [20]. Figs. 1, 2 and 3 in paper [241.

Wind tunnel, see Haff/Wilde/Smitt/Mundel/Davidson The results of the FDP WGI3 have been quite impressive,

1151, Figs. 4 and 8 water tunnels, see Maggio [ 18], Figs. 5 and see Bissinger/Benson/Bradley [22]. The compilation of test ca-

12 and ground-, see Hoheisel / Blitefisch / Lehmann / Henke/ ses and contributions for CFD application is shown in Tables 1

Roscher/ Seelhorst [20], Figs. 2, 3, 12 and 13 and flight te- and 2 of paper [221. A huge amount of data has been produced
wstg ere reported extensively. Each of this engineering but the main conclusion from this exercise is, that for code va-

stingique isoredvextense Eai h inetis engie lidation "specific designed experiments" are needed. But CFD
techniques is heavily in use during investigations of engi-difrnefothsaecssfeqtos

inairframe installation effects and during the configuration results show also diffences for the same class of equations

optimization process during design of a new aircraft. TPS having been solved. The mesh refinement plays obviously a

Technique begins also to be used for military fighter aircraft most important role for the quality of any solution.

design. In addition complex data reduction and data acquisi- Another observation is the need for highly experenced,
tion systems on a mobile basis are available and laser doppler trained-on-the-job engineers, becamuse these CFD codes are
anemometrie starts to be used for full scale flow analysis allo- really not any more black boxes which may be used by any-
wing validation of experimental tools like TPS in addition to one.
CFD tools. There is a remakable increased effort on the air- Also experimental investigations on intakes of the same
frame maumfacturer side to understand complex flow physics
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geometry in different wind tunnels show differences as Ma,- vehicles like Laughrey/Moorhouse describe in Figs. I and 2
Lk-'Goldsmith/McGregor/Leynaert/Garcon/Brill report in of paper [30]. Typical representative data fom N.S. CFD si-
[23]. This is another remarkable international effort which mulations in comparison with experimental results are shown
has been performed in true cooperation. Figs. 1, 14 and 17 of in Figs. 6, 7, 12, 16, 17 and 18 of paper [28] reported by
paper [23] shows one of the comparisons of data obtained in Reed/Muyshoundt.
three different windtunnels as an representative example. The major findings of this session can be summarized as

In summary, the following conclusion might be drawn follows:
from the session on inlet/airframe integration problems: 1. No major break-through since WG08 (1986) in experi-

1. Huge variety of geometrical arrangements of intakes for mental techniques. Interesting Question: "Will the "State-
different A/C and missile designs [21], [24]. of-the-Art" of tomorrow be as good as today"? (D. Bo-

2. Optimum of intake position dependent on mission profi- wers)

le, vehicle design, AOA- and speed range. 2. Major findings from CFD applications:
3. Outcome of WGl3, [221: only the highest level (full Navier-Stokes) promising

impressive collection of data. to simulate the complex viscous flow regime

CFD needs specifically designed experiments, again strong requirements for test cases "designed"
for CFD validation.

CFD results differ even for the same class of physical but turbulence
model. Progress in 2D NS Solvers modellingstill unsatifactory.
Grid resolution plays an important role.stlunaifcoy

Geometric restrictions due to lack of 3D N.S. codes -
Need for highly experienced (trained-on-the-job) en- strong requirement for "User-Friendlyness" of CFD
gineers - Results from internal flow test cases even codes.
more confusing than for external flow.

4. Experimental (Pitot-Type) inlet test case [231, shows sig-
nificant deviations for DC60 in three different WT's and
comparison with CFD is missing.

5. Remarkable effort dedicated to HSCT (2<M<5), CFD-
Tools have been applied to 3D external and internal flow
simulation A (GV, AST, Missiles...) [24]. Experiment

6. FDP WG13-Report considered as "State-of-the-Art" no-
tebook for designers and guide for CFD and testing tech- Test Cases

niques.

7. As already stated new quality of experiments is needed
for validation of EFD and CFD.

8. More approaches needed to set up a design concept phi- Application Development
losophy for engine/airframe integration (24] using data Requiiements for user Code Validation
base, CFD and EFD.

9. CFD community should not only share success but also
bad luck (to get "lessons learned").

SESSION V: AGARD WGI7 starts in 1992!
AERODYNAMIC NOZZLE/AIRFRAME INTEGRA.
TION SESSION VI:

The main emphasis was given to the following objecti- AERODYNAMIC ENGINE/AIRFRAME INTEGRA-
yes: TION FOR HYPERSONIC SPEED VEHICLES

I. Survey on progress made since WG08 (1984) with re- The last session was quite short. Only three papers have
spect to experimental and numerical techniques [261. been submitted, but it concentrates on the highest degree of

engine/airframe integration.
2. Calibration of 2D full N.S. solutions for complex highly Ottieiti on.

integrated propulsive exhaust systems [271, [28]. Objectives:

3. Propulsion integration results of the STOL and Maneuver 1. Force accounting systems for hypersonic propulsion sy-
Technology Demonstrator Programme (S/MID) [301. stem integration.

The survey on exhaust system design requirements given 2. Integration of turbo-ramjet engines for hypersonic airc-
by BowersiLaug•,rey in [261 is characterized in Figs. 1 and 3 raf
of iaper [261. The increasing requirements on the overall per- 3. Variable-capture-area intakes for hypersonc vehicles
fortnance of nozzle designs lead to the conclusion that "Ex-haus Nozle Are't oun Anyore! ~~ ~The integration of the airbreathing propulsion system for
havs technology has to be imlment M n More of hypersonic flight vehicles is not yet engineering routine todaytehnooyand ore it cad be explained that the highest identifica-tary aircrft desip. This his led to tehn demonstratr tion with the national prgams has to be acetd This
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leads to the conclusion that most of the data but even more 2. Successful engine/airframe integration relies to a large de-
the procedures used during systems design are "Company gree on extensive WT-testing using engine simulation
Confidential". But nevertheless the contributions given to this tools (TPS).
session have been impressive. So 0. Herrmann reviews the 3. Optimization of civil and military configurations need
probiems of the integration of turbo-ramjet engines for hyper- complementary support from CFD.
sonic aircraft intensively in paper [32] and Fig. 1.1 of this pa-
per gives some impression of the complexity of the enginee- 4. Need f-w viscous flow representation in CFD, but still li-
ring task. Again CFD is extensively used and typical mitatons for practical ("engineering") work exisit.
representative results obtained by 2D Euler solutions for the 5. CFD even more important (and complex) for internal
nozzle aftbody integration are shown in Fig. 3.3. The force flow.
accounting system for hypersonic flight vehicles was addres-
sed by K. E. Numbers in paper [31], Fig. 4. Nearly each air- 6. Future trend to even higher integrated designs therefore
frame and engine manufacturer has introduced his own ver- requirements for "Tip-to-Tail" numerical simulation.
sion of creating the "engine/airframe-interface". A specific
problem for vehicles flying with airbreathing propulsion over
an extended Mach number range is treated by Falem-
pin/Duveau in [33]. Three concepts for variable capture area
intakes to compromise diverging requirements for massflow
and drag at low and high speed are presented according to
Figs. 11, 12, 14, 15 and 17 in paper [33].

Conclusions from session IV:

1. Only three papers submitted but highly qualified and im-
pressive presentations given.

2. Highest degree of engine/airframe integration needed -
not yet "Routine Engineering Procedure" therefore:)

3. Highest identification with programmevroject stitus

NASP

HOTEL

SANGER - Results classified!

STAR-H

Subject for future AGARD activities (e.g. FDP
WG18)

CONCLUSIONS

Some general observations may be as follows:

1. Objectives of the meeting (according to the call for pa-
pen) have been reached to a large degree.

2. Successful attempt to "integrate people" working in diffe-
rent engineering areas:

experimentalists/theoreticians

civil/military/space transport applications

exterraliternal flow specialists

FDP/PEP AGARD community

3. Active and stimulating discussions have taken place:

all papers being available in written form at the mee-
ting

excellent professional presentations

perfect opnization, optimal local arrangements and

-outandi hospitality

The technical evaluation of the oucome of the meeting
comes to the following conclusions:

1. Propulsive flowks involve more and Wmme complex
eoney snd complex ptyss



TEST TECHNIQUES FOR ENGINE/AIRFRAME INTEGRATION

A E Harris

Aircraft Research Association Ltd
Manton Lane, Bedford MK41 7PF, England

SUMMARY I INTRODUCTION

The paper traces a path through modem experimental The demands for high quality high accuracy engine/airframe
techniques in use for the study of installation performance in integration testing have progressed steadily in the last 30 years.
the context of military and civil engine/airframe integration This paper will focus attention on testing techniques for engine
studies. installation aerodynamics arising out of experience gained in

the period 1960 to 1990.
For military and civil transport designs it is shown that separate
treatment of air intake and exhaust regions is generally In order to avoid a travelogue approach a path is traced to
undertaken in contemporary methods. An early entry into the embrace the 'preferred methodology' rather than to review
aerodynamics of the complete engine/airframe is emphasised in candidate or optional techniques. The main concerns of the
order to avoid costly integration difficulties. paper relate to the studies necessary for combat and transport

aircraft types; no reference is made specifically to techniques
Using examples largely drawn from direct experience gained for studies of missiles, weapons, unmanned aircraft or
during the period 1960 to 1990 the author presents a set of spacecraft.
'most preferred methods' for use in high speed configuration
development model tests. It is noted that current trends in civil With the events of the early 90s close to our collective
and military designs require increased attention to be paid to consciousness, it is clear that a substantial set of re-appraisals
off-axis thrust/drag/lift variations in the engine/airframe of future military and civil requirements is at hand. An
integration process. increasing emphasis on quality assurance and overall certainty

of the methodologies is a natural outfall of the changing
Methods of flow visualisation are briefly reviewed and the priorities. In particular, it now appears that future combat
emerging laser methods are also identified. aircraft will be developed to even higher levels of overall

refinement and will undoubtedly be produced in more sparing
The paper closes with a conceptual configuration for a year numbers than has hitherto been the case. The 'quantity' cold
2000 totally integrated engine/airframe to meet 21st century war is over, quality will become the valid and necessary
civil transport mass transit requirements. substitute. Effectiveness above all things will be the key in the

drive for stealthy and ASTOVL designs. As a result, the
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS current and future high performance combat/strike aircraft will

present increased levels of technical challenge for the engine/
Aannulus RDS annular compensating cell area airframe integration specialist. Use of the most effective
Adisc RDS disc area testing techniques giving assured quality accurate simulations
AF, NF Axial Force, Normal Force will remain the leading requirement; exploitation of the
ASTOVL Advanced Short Take-Off, Vertical strengths of CFD both in design and for test support will

Landing receive increased emphasis.
BLC Boundary Layer Control
BPR By Pass Ratio For civil transports the cycle of events which suggested a more
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics widespread use of open rotors has receded and it now becomes
CL Lift coefficient clear that we will see turbofan by-pass ratios move from
CMAPS Compact Multi-Mission Aircraft Powered around 2 to 6 to cover the scale 2 to 15. It is clear that the

Simulator cycle selection will be firmly based on experimentally
DBTFN, TFN Double Body, Through Flow Nacelle determined performance analyses allied to related structural/
FPR Fan Pressure Ratio acoustic/aeroelastic design considerations. The cycle selection
H Test cell or TWT stagnation total pressure is also likely to be made with increased regard to fuel
HGR Hot Gas Reingestion economy, environmental noise and first cost; the expanded use
M1, MCC) M Local, freestream Mach number of composities and service life for high performance will play
MFR Mass Flow Ratio significant parts in the trade studies. The advent of very high
MOD Ministry of Defence performance gas generators will clearly lead to higher by-pass
MST Mach Simulation Tank ratio turbofans; it is noted that a natural limit arises due to
'17 Spanwise station shaft speed to fan tip speed matching where the step to a
NPR Nozzle Pressure Ratio geared fan is required. As a result it is likely that installations
PS Calibration tank or freestream static in the 90s will fall near to BPR = 9 and some much larger

pressure (15?) values for geared options. In overall terms it is preferred
RAE Royal Aerospace Establishment to call all of these variants VHBPR turbofans to distinguish the
S/G Strain Gauge UHB or UHBPR open rotor parlance.
S & C Stability and Control Current VHBPR research activities have yet to reach the point
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption where trade studies can be carried out with full powered model
TPS Turbine Powered Simulator interference data in support; however, much has been, and is
TWT Transonic Wind Tunnel being achieved in the pursuit of understanding the various
UHBPR Ultra High By Pass Ratio features of interference aerodynamics which arise with the step
VHBPR Very High By Pass Ratio from conventional to VHBPR installations. High accuracy



methods will be in even greater demand for these VHBPR In his 1976 paper3 Mr A B Haines argued the case for
installations as a result of the low specific thrust with very 'Computers and Wind Tunnels' using the subtitle
much increased airflow levels. Some advances in 'Complementary Aids to Aircraft Design'. It is as well, today,
methodologies in response to these greater demands are to reflect on the past decade to draw out those lessons which
outlined in this paper. Since the first cost of new installations are evident in this regard, namely, the interplay of computers
represents a major part of the overall airline system costs it is and wind tunnels in the engine/airframe integration process.
clear that these new VHBPR and variants of existing turbofans
will require yet higher levels of engine/airframe integration test
quality assurance and accuracy definition. On the one hand, we are regularly assured that 'in 10 years we

will no longer need testing in the design process, it will all be
2 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE done using CFD'; on the other hand, this does seem to have

been the stated case for the last 10 years. So where do we
In November 1927 Mr Rex Pierson, the Chief Designer at really believe we are, being careful to avoid the perception
Vickers Aviation, Weybridge, read a prophetic paper' to the being distorted due to the point from which the subject is
Royal Aeronautical Society entitled 'The Use of the Wind viewed. Today it is clear that the wind tunnels and computers
Channel for Performance Prediction'. In his paper Pierson co-exist comfortably just as it was argued by Barry Haines in
made a set of very telling observations. He noted that 1976. The isolated performance of many of the separate
difficulties of aircraft performance prediction will arise for a elements of many engine installations can be relatively well
completely new design 'owing to our inability to make correct predicted using a combination of CFD and semi-empirical data
allowances for the effect on lift and drag of various bases and CFD/experiment matching points. The full CFD
interferences', three-dimensional viscous treatments have been applied to

relatively few complete integrated engine/airframes, to study
'All these factors', he went on, 'can be taken into account by the external flow fields and, in some cases, to study internal
wind-channel tests on the complete model of the proposed flow fields. Many thousands of hours of wind tunnel time are
machine in the presence of the propeller delivering the correct still being used, each year or project, in pursuit of performance
thrust'... Pierson also noted that 'if we can obtain from these verification for complex overall configuration designs, at all
wind-channel tests accurate predictions by testing with various points of the planned operating envelope.
arrangements, we can find the most efficient combination
which will fulfil the specification requirements' and to round The engine/airframe integration process is thus clear, it is as
off he advised 'The usefulness of the predictions depends follows:
entirely on the accuracy of agreement with full-scale tests in all
cases'.

Stage I Design based on prior experience; data base
Today, despite the length of the intervening period since those from flight and wind tunnel; variations and
prophetic words, extensive efforts are still expended both to broad characteristics assessed using CFD;
match specification requirements and later to show that good
agreement between wind-tunnel and full-scale (flight) tests has Stage 2 Define selected configurations for experiment at
been achieved in all cases!! model Reynolds numbers based on Stage I

baseline design plus variants;
A full 30 years later Mr L F Nicholson, of the Royal Aircraft
Establishment at Farnborough, read a benchmark paper,2 again Stage 3 Conduct testing including wind tunnel work at
to the Royal Aeronautical Society in London, his title was high and low speed with maximum set of
simply, Engine-Airframe Integration. In the quite prolonged performance data, pressures and flow field data
discussion after his paper the debate focussed on what is meant covering first:
by the words 'engine/airframe integration'. It is perhaps worth
an attempt here to give an answer as the definition was a) simplest low cost models/tests, then
somewhat masked in the 1957 debate. b) more costly, more refined model

hardware;
Let us define 'Engine/Airframe Integration' as that process
which is used whenever 'the performance of the integrated Stage 4 Consolidat understanding of design, CFD and
engine/airframe, when operated in a designed combination, is test data using CFD modelling of model scale
significantly different from the sum of the individual engine experiments (including tunnel walls, stings etc);
and airframe performances', that is, for given values of flight
Mach number, angle of attack and power setting. Stage 5 Refine design as in 2 above.

Nicholson's argument, which holds totally today, was that 'the Stage 6 Conduct definitive (contract demonstration)
aircraft cannot be conceived first and the propulsive units (be) testing on the refined design;
considered afterwards'.

Stage 7 Run CFD computations to strengthen test/CFD
To a very large degree it can be argued that the engine correlated data base; and to extrapolate model
airframe integration process is at the yery h of the overall data to obtain flight prediction;
design process - certainly this has been noted before. The
focus in design of an aircraft must not rest Itolng on the Stage 8 Conduct flight tests and define overall
individual components or the integration process will be entered performance;
too late and ten things can get to be very costly in fime, very
costly in mangm.., and even very costly in lack of Stage 9 Consolidate flight to test/CFD data base
performance achievement. There has certainly been ample covering integrated engine/airframe performance
evidence to support this viewpoint in the past decade. for the full operating envelope.



199/ M To return specifically to the testing aspect we must note that
450 much has been published covering modern methods for engine

NPR airframe integration at conferences in the period since'Haines's

L astute 1976 guidance. At the May 81 Toulouse AGARD
NCZZLE 3 5 gathering4 the topic was 'Aerodynamics of Power Plant

PAESSUOE I Installation'; whilst the subject of Aerodynamics and Acoustics

25 T of Propellers was well addressed' at the Toronto October 1984

2 0 A meeting; in addition a number of essentially test technique
topics have been reported in our May 1984 AIAA paper on
turbofan techniques as well as the September 1990 contribution

S0 Y to ICAS on wind tunnel testing techniques for contra-rotating
, 0 propellers.

3 20 .0 60 80 100 
p e0

WILE T/ANOZZLE

This paper will be divided into two main sections dealing with
UPPER PLOTS FOR M FT 'preferred methods' appropriate firstly to high speed

SEA LEVEL STANDARD DAY LFPRLIE

NPQ I0NC1T[ONS LO PR combat/strike type aircraft and secondly the civil/transport end
FPO of the spectrum. In Figure 1 the overall characteristics of

] ,8. contemporary military and civil engines are given in terms of

S7 I 7 nozzle pressure ratio and inlet specific airflow based on nozzle
7/ V •area; the emerging trends are also indicated. For military

5. installations it is clear that higher specific thrust levels will
4I arise out of the coupling of high performance compact

* L 1 2- compressors with the new levels of core performance; even at
sea level standard day conditions the nozzle pressure ratios are53 10 4C 5C2 • S? 60 70 80 'O

BY-PASS RATIC WINLET/AOZ.E. shown to enter the region of 4 to 5; thus more powerful but
.oASFC RELATIVE To smaller jet plumes can be anticipated in new designs, at least

CURRENT TURBOFANJ close to the nozzles. For the emerging civil engines higher fuel
INSTALLED TURBOFAN efficiencies allied to use of advanced core units will lead to
I FULLY COWLED) INSTALLED

0-HP% ANO BLEED larger airflows and, in some cases, significantly higher BPR
with attendant lower specific thrust levels, as shown. The

FAN COWL DRAG trends for civil transports clearly point to larger nacelles
-10 handling larger airflows, a trend offering significant scope for

%e SFC BY-PASS DUCT careful design as indicated by large ASFC versus BPR trade-off
%°oRAA PRESSURE LOSS in Figure 1.

-20 (ZERO LOSS COWLS) - NOZZLE LOSSES

-CORE COWL DRAG L EXAMPLES OF MILITARY ENGINE/AIRFRAME

M= 0 8, 30000 ft, ISA From Ref 2•. INTEGRATION

5 7 8 0 12 8 24 70 BY-PASS RATIO 3.1 Spial VIOL Problems
15 16 5 i5

THRUST PER UNIT MASS FLOW•* In Fig 2 the full range of engine/airframe interactions for a

Fig 1 TRENDS IN MILITARY 6NO CIVIL ENGINES typical VTOL combat aircraft operating in ground proximity
are illustrated, clearly the problems are extensive and varied,

A © ©
PILOT VISIBILITY INLET STREAMIUBE JET ENTRAINMENT JET INDLCED IX2WNWASH
IN OUST CLOUD JET ENTRAINMENT INDUCED INDUCED OOWNWASH 9 JET 'FOUNTAIN' FLOW
AIR DATA SYSTEM RAM DRAG VECTORING LIFT PENALTY ISUCKDOWN) STABI'Y L CONT'L EFFEETS
PERFORMANCE

/S

INTNT RESR
IREEOVERY FAR &NEAR-FIELD JFT FOUNTAIN FLOW tET GROUND EROSION
ENGINE 'MARGINS IT 'FOUNTAIN' FLOW LIFT AUMENTATI AIRFRAME /WEAPON HEATING
[IN UNSTEADY FLOW NOT GAS RE- INGESTI~ lCUSHIDN' OUST(LOUO i ENVIRONMENT

Fig 2 VTOL ENGINE/AIRFRAME INTERACTIONS



From Ref 2 S SUCTION 0 6 Fig 5 HARRIER T rk. 2 MAKING ROLLING VERTICAL LANDING
T THRUST

DIAMTER two flow field features along with hot gas re-ingestion and theAWING AREA AIRCRAFT general unsteadiness associated with the powerful turbulent jetA HEIGHT flows make an interesting area for study.nO 1-0• IA small anecdote is perhaps worthwhile here: in the period
0 3 1953 to 1966 the author was lucky enough to serve Hawker

Aircraft Limited at Kingston upon Thames, the home of the
0 z Hurricane, the Hunter and the Harrier (Fig 5); and, in

0 1 particular, to have as task masters the father of the P1127, Mr
Ralph Hooper, and Mr John Fozard the father of the Harrier.

1"0 0.8 0'6 04 02 0 HEIGHT
SUITION/THRUST ý/T TOTAL OF FREE AIR

Fig 3 JET/WING/GROUND INTERFERENCE LIFT LOSS SUCK-DOWN HOVER•FOUNTAIN LIFT IfABOUT 20 METRES}

but we need to break this set down for more detailed discussion HGR LIFT LOSS

of the physics of the situation.
LIFT LOSS

In 1957 it was well known that lift losses can arise when a jet
is operated from the centre of some surface, due to the jet
entrainment induced downwash, as shown in Fig 3, and that if
the jets emerge at the perimeter of the surface some substantial
lift gains can be realised when close to the ground, due to the CRITICAL ASCENT

ground cushion effect. Fig 3 shows Nicholson's lift loss curve, LIFT GAIN

and we can note that. close to the ground, losses of installed jet _ _,_WHEELS DOWN
thrust of the order of 20% can be expected; for this single jet LIFT 4% 2% 0 2% 4% LIFT
layout the interactions of engine, airframe and ground effect LOSS AIRCRAFT CAIN

are dominant. However, apart from the suck-down due to jet HEIGHT
mixing (or entrainment) we can show that, for twin vertical jets
we have a lift enhancing fountain flow, Fig 4. This fountain
arises from the in.teraction line between the wall jets. These

SECONDARY FLOW-.

FREE STAGNATION LINE SF_L \ \ \ I fI /// I SUCK-DOWN FOUNTAIN

OANTAIN FLOW LIFT LOSS LIFT GAIN
PLANE OF SYMMETRY FLOW PATTERN

HURNLIFT LOSS

LIFT 4% 2% 0 2% ,% LIFT
- ALOSS GAIN

Fig 6 INTERFERENCE LIFT VARIATIONS
MIMNGEMEN POIT--/C NTATNEU WITH AIRCRAFT HEIGHT

I-NTERACTION AND Now much attention wascentred on model testing these feared

SEPARATION LINE L B VTOL ground effects and spread over to the flight test side

I I'P'./ / where Mr Bill Bedford our Chief Test Pilot could not

FOUNTAIN junderstand why at times the aircraft could not ascend above an
altitude of 4 or 5 feet. We now know that Bedford's
uncertainties were due to the complex interactions of the jet

FLOW REGION FLOW CHARACTERISTCS induced suckdown and ground jet fountain flows, Figure 4, and

A TURBULENT. LOW INTERMITTENCY to some extent, due to variations of Hot Gas Reingestion.
e STEADY
C TURBULENT. UNSTABLE.

H Ref 9 0 UNSTABLE. HIGHLY INTERMITTENT Fig 6 shows the individual lift interference contributions, these
being suckdown, fountain lift and HGR; it is apparent that the

Fig 4 TWIN-JET/GROUND FOUNTAIN FLOW resulting overall interference lift behaviour is very non-linear.



For the P1127, or Harrier, making a vertical take-off at a result. In the Kingston work Smith, Ing and Bailey have
weight close to maximum thrust it was found that a critical demonstrated the physics of the interaction of twin-jet fountain
ascent height needed to be cleared before the freedom of free flows with strake-like lift improvement devices (LIDS) using a
air hover could be enjoyed; there were many take-offs, which very simple rig indeed. The results demonstrate both the
Bill Bedford has recently described, in which the P1127 would expected jet fountain impingement pressures and, unexpectedly,
simply refuse to break through this critical ascent barrier; on a pair of strong vortices which sit in the strake/fuselage comer
a later attempt with less fuel load the aircraft could get up and when the ground clearance is typical of VTOL conditions. It
away and pass through the barrier without perceptible has been shown that this pair of vortices can eliminate the
hesitation, fountain lift under certain circumstances; Figure 7 gives an

indication of some of the important flow-field relationships.
A further comment concerns the origin of the strakes on the
Harrier lower fuselage. These are used to enhance fountain lift This use of quite simple jet rigs and the somewhat more
by revectoring the largely two-dimensional jet fountain flow sophisticated 'vertical' mode rigs for study of lift interference
which impinges on the lower fuselage when close to the and Hot Gas Re-ingestion has changed little since the late '50s
ground; the first strakes on the Hawker P1127 were 10" long and early '60s, Figure 8 is an example from the mid-60s.9

pieces of bent aluminium angle fitted to a 1/16th scale P1127 RAPID ACT;ON VENT EJECTOR

model; at '/2" by '/h" it seems they were very nearly right firstVAE
time and they owed much to detailed flow visualisations and COMPRESSED AIR

flow surveys. SUPPLY LINES

At a recent joint RAeS, AIAA and ASME specialist ASTOVLMOE
gathering in London, Knott and Milford (Ref 6), amongst 27I

others, provided lucid papers on these flow fields; but we
should pay particular attention to the fundamental twin jet work t ) t
of Abbott7 at Pyestock and to that of Smith, Ing and Bailey' at
Kingston. Abbott has examined the fountain flows for a pair
of quite high pressure ratio impinging jets anu has found that
thz fountain flow is sensibly similar through a wide range of From Ref 10 \GROUND BOARD

nozzle pressure ratios. Even when the post exit shock structure
interacts with the ground plane, the rates of decay and fountain Fig 8 TYPICAL RIG FOR VTO STUDIES
spread are uninfluenced by NPR in the range 1.1 to 4. In the
light of current engine developments this is an important new Certainly, the instrumentation schemes today are well advanced

but the fact remains that carefully conducted experiments using

CRITICAL POINT PARAMETERS INFLUENCING simple low-cost rigs can reveal much, if not all, that needs to
IN FLOW FIELD LOCATION OF POINT be known of the complex transient characteristics of VTOL

aerodynamics. Care must be, and generally is, exercised in the
WALL JET FAR FIELD DYNAMIC PRESSURES understanding of scaling laws, whether they relate to
SEPARATION POINT BUOYANCY PRESSURE timescales, model instrumentation response, gas cloud

POINT A WIND STRENGTH (IFANY) contamination or temperature scaling. There is no doubting
that this fully turbulent unsteady flow field is really quite

WALL JET NEAR FIELD DEPTH AND DYNAMIC complex and that an understanding derived from fundamental
SEPARATION POINT PRESSURES OF INTERACTING experiments can provide secure cornerstones in the overall
(FOUNTAIN LOCATION)I WALL JETS integration process. Further references in this field of research

POINT e include work relating to pilot visibility,"° ground erosion," hot

FREE STAGNATION POINT INDUCED FLOW DYNAMIC gas re-ingestion' 2 and particularly to engine response
AT TOP OF FOUNTAIN PRESSURE considerations, as described recently by Darryl Williams of

POINT © FOUNTAIN FLOW DYNAMIC Rolls-Royce.' 3

g BUOYANCY PRESSURE

Fom Rf 9 3.2 High Speed and Lower Speed Military Problems

At speeds above those of the vertical take-off manoeuvres we
can identify a range of engine/airframe problems which will be
significant not only for Harrier/AV8B or ASTOVL aircraft but
also for such relatively conventional aircraft like EFA or F22;

Fig 9 shows in brief form a range of these flow-field related
integration aspects. The detailed aspect concerning thrust

TRAPPED MAIN vectoring, as illustrated, does not change the general
VORTICES VORTICES STRAKES interference considerations.

C' (.) \/In the case of the aircraft with nozzles near to the centre of the
-J airframe and with thrust vectoring, it is easy to recognise that

the whole of the aerodynamics is 'close-coupled'. The phrase,
'close-coupled' indicates that throttle dependent effects arising

._- -. _ due to interference of inlet or nozzle flows on other majorI/I/7/I// r//I/1/1/,'/~/,7 //////// airframe elements cannot be linearly superimposed; with 'close-
FOUNTAIN coupled' aerodynamics it is necessary to provide simultaneous

Fig 7 FLOW-FIELD PARAMETERS FOR HGR simulation of the inlet flow, at appropriate MFR,and of the
AND LIFT INTERFERENCE nozzle flow, at appropriate NPR.
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o--i Total head tubes
.16 Five hole probes
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DYNAMIC DISTORTION RAKE
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Fig 9 AERODYNAMIC ENGINE /AIRFRAME INTERFERENCES /" ,-g- PERFORMANCE RAKE

FOR MILITARY AIRCRAFT A c 88 Total head tubes
*8 Endevco dynamic tdx's

The full complexities of 'close-coupling' are highlighted when 0 . . . . 8 Duct.statics
a vectored thrust aircraft operates at high angle of attack during o o 3 Endevco duct statics

transition. The flow fields arising even without vectored thrust 00 %/
and even in the case of aft mounted nozzles can still display
quite marked 'coupling' of the flow elements.

REFERENCEOR RtPRESENTATIVt C IAL BRATION

In certain respects this is not at all surprising as we are, after OR0OEL INTAKE DUCT ASS FLOW CELL CTANLI

all, dealing with subsonic flow and, in most if not all cases, the
control surfaces and nozzles are downstream of the air intakes. ENGINE FACE A METER 2 oBN

There is evidence both from wind tunnel data and from CFD AERODYNAMIC RAKE E

(Ref 14) that, for a generic aircraft layout with a foreplane INTERFACE

(canard), the air intake MFR sets up a significant forward RAKE

influence; conversely, of course, the foreplane can, and does,
disturb the pre-entry streamtube and thus, too, the performance -- - -1•-
of the air intake.

BEILMOUTN DIST01TLEP SWIRL FLOW
OR SCREEN GENERATOR STRAIGHTENER

REAL INTAKE
WITH BELLMOUTH

...... STEADY STATE, DYNAMIC AND SWIRL RAKES

I • :i•• Before leaving this front end topic, we note two things: One is
.. that this conference will also include papers on low speed

C R intake/airframe aerodynamics which are to be discussed by
Signor Barbantini of Alenia in Paper No 16 and Herr Lotter
and Herr Scherbaum of MBB who will report on the special
aspects of time-variant total-pressure distortions in Paper No
17. Secondly we note that this type of test is generally run for
both internal performance and external drag performance

Fig 10 GENERIC FIGHTER INTAKE MODEL FOR INTERNAL purposes. This external drag work is, of course, linked to a
& EXTERNAL PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTS IN TWT complete aircraft model (Fig 12) by a suitably rigorous and

In some recent experiments using a specialist air intake well defined forces and moments accounting system - only in
research rig, Fig 10, the tests included examination of e e this way can the predicted flight behaviour including power

engine effects be included in the flight simulator computer data bank.
face pressure recovery, and swirl, as well as steady state and
dynamic distortions covering a wide range of model angle of -

attack, foreplane angle, simulated mass flow ratio variation,
sideslip, and freestream Mach number plus study of the
influence of foreplane angle on intake performance.

It is probably unnecessary here to show more than a few details .
of the rakes (Fig It) and mass flow cells in this type of rig
but, very clearly, a massive quantity of data does arise from
such tests and some powerful 'number crunching' machines
have to be put in place to guide these sophisticated model
studies; Laurie Goldsmith and others will restore the balance of
detail here (in this conference), when the AGARD FDP WGI3
work is reviewed. Fig 12 FULL SPAN AERO-REFERENCE WIND TUNNEL MODEL



A small di',ersion here to note that television viewkers in the A[FIEPUuY PA -I,•RAT FL1NIROL 'UPFALE
UK have been fortunate enough to see a superb series of ORA6 L VIOR1LCES j INTEPELENLE

documentary television programmes entitled 'Reaching for the NOZZLE

Skies'. In the course of many totally absorbing hours of PER-HM /

',iewing a specific remark made by the great US test pilot TWIN-JET
Chuck Yeager was noted. To quote Yeager, when talking of SHOCL/ELPANS0CJN

early test flying of X aircraft, he advised that 'in th,' early days .... L-CEL . R TUR

(of Bell X-1 through to X-15) test pilots flew by the seat of
tieir pants and Oid not really know what to expect next'. -
-Tcday though', he went on 'the pilot gats in !or his first flight
and he is already an old hand on accouit of his (extensive) I'.
flying of the flight simulator'. CAVITY T

RESONANCE

Certainly, everything that Yeager said is true, of course; TWIN-JET
PLUME/BASE

however, there are just two riders that we should add - firstly - INTERACTIONS JET SCREECH
SHEAR~ LAYERthe flight simulator will only be as good as the SHOCK CELL

aerodynamicists' predictions can make it - based, very largely, INSTABILITY
on wind-tunnel test data and secondly, and equally importantly
- the simulator can only represent pre-planned aircraft Fig 13 TWIN-NOZZLE/AFTERBODY PERFORMANCE
manoieuvres and responses. These must include all conceivable AND FLOW-FIELD PROBLEMS

engine/airframe flight conditions otherwise the 'unpredicted' increments and to the study of the various dynamic phenomena.
case will inevitably arise; it is regrettable that today we do still In a manner similar to that for dynamic intake test data, the
witness 'unpredicted' events; even today in these days of the testing again requires the use of substantial numbers of
supercomputer aidJ these days of sophisticated dynamic and static pressure measurements with powerful
wind tunnel techniques, we must keep trying. computers so as to yield, at the test site, analysis of the

frequency spectra, phase relationships and the necessary cross
We will next consider the aerodynamics of the aft regions" of correlations and fast Fourier transforms to describe the
a conventional high speed fighter-type aircraft, Fig 13. It is behaviour of the dynamic pressure disturbances. In all studies
now widely accepted that when a pair of jet nozzles are of this type it is vital that the quality of the upstream
arranged together at the aft end of a fuselage or twin engine freestream and nozzle flows is established and that any
nacelle, there is a potential for serious and adverse dynamic unsteady and non-uniform features in these flows are both small
interactions between the jets and freestream flows; moreover, and well understood.
there is the possibility of an aft end separated 'base cavity' PEPEETA.CL,-TNC,

associated with the difficulty of closing the aft end intemozzle E:A,_FAES

region, at least when the jet centreline spacings are less than 3 .ALTONAL FRONTI/.

or 4 nozzle diameters. This aft end flow field can develop into P'•.ELA6 E ON,

complex twin jet shock cell interactions with jet screech and
cavity resonance problems; this eventually results in a Twn NCZJ,
loss of nozzle shroud components due to high powered acoustic
fatigue damage. ALTERNATIVE

In Ref 16, John Seiner et al of NASA Langley have discussed a-I V0 o\.,-AR
a study on the BI-B twin engine nacelle nozzle system: in this M_. 1J 2

1991 paper Seiner has provided a clear review of published . '

1980s test data including descriptions of research into the
unsteady flow phenomena. The broad outfall of this research . " ,,to '-N

is that for closely spaced jet nozzles the dynamic phenomena •ow )NOT,• TT

will depend upon the specific nozzle geometries, upon the I MFASURI,' SYTM

nozzle spacing, and upon the upstream flow history. The 3 5.

principal mechanisms appear to be toroidal or helical shed 2ft

vorticity at the nozzle perimeter, shock-cell resonance, and TWT TUNNEL FL ._-

resonance of these phenomena with the separated base region; 11LLW1
Seiner has also very painstakingly traced aft cavity disturbances FLEXURES5 COMPONENT

to flow features such as vortices shed from upstream aircraft FOE 9 MOMENT
BALANCE /AIRFEEOlocations; in fact, from far upstream of the subject LAtte/bol PSISPEC IFIC.ATION M22 -1 A7bd k•/sc R II

afterbody/nozzle region. MAC4 NUMBER RAN3E Ot, 12
MODEL INCIDENCE P onef n 0 t ! 8' 

L

In a recent MoD (UK) funded programme to develop an F OPE BALANCE 5C•.,et NF 27 .kN IAF 3 6 h N I Mc.)

afterbody/nozzle research rig, Fig 14, early decisions were AIPPEEDS XNLCt ýfl
A!P SUPPLY PRESSURE (MAX) 3 to Sbr lno tWOWI)t '

taken to represent the flow field at as large a scale as practical, AIRALOW RATES I MAX 2. 3 5kg/wc laMi 2.7kg/wc I

to build the rig to permit tests across a significant range of "_ __

Reynolds number, to put a representative wing/fuselage on the
fully metric rig so as to maximise the value of the research Fig 14 FULLY METRIC NOZZLE/AFTERBODY
findings, and to minimise 'part body forces integration' worries RESEARCH RIG
which can arise when part metric, part non-metric rigs are The rig discrimination for afterbody drag performance has been
used. established in two series of research tests covering a wide

range of NPR, con-di nozzle configuration (dry power, reheat
In recent testing this new fully metric rig has been shown to be power setting etc), and freestream Mach number; it is not
well suited to the determination of throttle dependent drag appropriate to go beyond this brief description at this juncture,



but the data will undoubtedly prove to be both of value and /
interest when it becomes more appropriate to publish the /
results. f
Before leaving this new rig we should note that it provides the
means, when suitably equipped, for high speed aft end
ASTOVL or for stealthy nozzle s ,tems research. Further, the
rig has been specifically tailored for use across a wide range of
freestream Mach number and Reynolds number"7 using the
ARA 9' x 8' transonic and the RAE 8' high speed variable
pressure wind tunnel facilities. Also, the practicality of using
shadowgraph, oil flow and liquid crystal flow visualisations ENINE / AIRFRAME INTERACTIONS DOMINATE

have all been demonstrated using video recording methods,Fig LIT DRAG OWTUDINALAND ATERA $&C

15.

ENGINE /AIRFRAME INTERACTIONS DOMINATE
[LFT DRAG. LONGITuDINAL AND LATERAL S &I

Fig 17 EXAMPLES OF ENGINE/AIRFRAME LAYOUTS
WHICH REQUIRE FULLY POWEREU SIMULATION

For full development of a new vehicle, the supporting
experimental model research testing should leave few technical
risks for the full scale aircraft testing stage. This is especially
true in regard to those aspects in which flight safety is

Pig 15 EXAMPLE OF SHAOOWGRAPH FROM involved. Thus, it is clear that for the vehicles shown in

TWIN- NOZZLE RESEARCH RIG Figures 16 and 17; use of powered simulation providing total
airflow representations must be used to provide both

3.3 Tov :.rds More Advanced Simulations of Military performance and S&C data.
Airc•af

On the other hand though, it can be argued that, provided the
For a substantial number of years the development in the LISA layout falls into the category of 'conventional' then the most
of the CMAPS military simulator unit and the use of civil TPS suitable plan would be to use only the conventional separate
units for turbofan installation studies has shown the way ahead intake, nozzle and overall airframe force and pressures
for more complete simulations in the engine/airframe modelling approach.
integration process.

At this stage it is appropriate only to preface Paper nrimber 15 The fluid motion question which is raised here isat what stage
at this symposium with one or two observations drawn from is it reasonable to infer that 3-dimensional subsonic flow fields
experience to date; Fig 16 shows a generic ASTOVL aircraft do not communicate and at what level of communication from
layout in a high-speed, unpowered model test. upstream flow to downstream flow and vice versa does it

become important. It is, well established that engineering
designers are most comfortable using established tools but, in
light of the present day very large overall programme costs to
develop say an EFA or an F22, is it not reasonable to suggest
that live intake, powered nozzle arrangements should become
commonplace in the armoury for engine/airframe integration
testing?

Everything considered, it is very clear that the full power-
dependent 'thrust' vector must be established for all

* installations and that experimental methods must be developed
to provide high levels of certainty in these determinations.

FIg 16 UNPOWERED GENERIC ASTOVL RESEARCH MODEL
IN HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL



4 EXAMPLES OF CIVIL (TRANSPORT) ENINE! In Fig 19 the results of two oil flows obl•.•ed a few yea-s
AIRFRAME INTEGRATION STUDIES ago1- are hown at off-design conditions ior a close-coupled

long-cowl powered installation research model zid at
In some respects the civil simulation situation for engine/ comparable conditions, for a powered short-cowled turbofan
airframe integration is now very well established and has been installation. The evidence in this case is that for the lorg cowl
reported extensively in the literature, Refs 18,19. However, the flow in the gulley between the wing/pylon and nacelle
today we are faced with the need to adapt methods to cover the encounters a shock induced separation which then trails
requirements of even higher turbofan by-pass ratios and, in downstream as a vortex front; to fulfil continuity needs the
recent years revival of propeller technology has emerged. flow near the pylon trailing edge is fully reversed and flows

forward in a cavity behind the vortex, in spite of the free
As noted above a number of specific references should be stream Mach number of 0.8. For the short cowl a similar
made, particularly AGARD Toulouse 1981, AGARD Propeller shock trips the comer flow resulting in a reversed flow/vortex
Conference October 1984, AGARD Engieering Methods interaction of similarly serious consequence to drag
travelling Lecture Series 1991; also, our May 1984 paper20 on performance; it is emphasised that these two flow
turbofan techniques, and in our September 1990 ICAS paper2i visualisations were at conditions well away from the cruise
on contraprop model testing methods the test approach from a flight envelope.
high speed viewpoint was outlined.

To set the scene it is appropriate to briefly note just a few of
the important interferences which do arise at high subsonic
speeds when we install a large turbofan under a modem, highly
tuned transport wing, Fig 18.

1 ©8
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a a) Close coupled, long cowl, Jff design M and CL

I T A - I! N

F ig 18 HIGH SPEED INTEGRATION PROBLEMS
FOR A VHBPR TURBOFAN A h

As shown, a number of significant features totally envelop the b) Close coupled, short cowl, off design M and CL

engine installation. For an optimised engine installation today Fig 19 EXAMPLES OF SURFACE OIL FLOW VISUALISATIONS
the industral leaders in this field set out to select the preferred ON WING/PYLON CLOSE TO NACELLE
design features at a level of discrimination at around 1/5 to 113 These oil flow pi-tures are just a small example of hundreds of
of one percent of aircraft drag. To achieve this level of coloured oil flows which are generally recorded u .ing
discrimination in powered expenments serious difficulties are strategically placed video cameras; in this way the flow fie;d
encountered and the need arises for quite rigorous methods of developments can usually be traced from off-design, where a
approach to the research. Furthermore. it becomes necessary great deal of disturbed flow is frequently evident, to on-design
to adopt a clear, statistical rationale with respect to where fine tunin, of any residual adverse flow features often
repeatability, bias, precision, certainty and discrimination of the becomes necessary; as to how the configurations are fine tuned

experiments. is another story.

There have been many recent high-speed and low-speed
In Fig 18 we have illustrated a flow field in which the fan and advances leading to quite sophisticated powered model
core jets behave very well and flow tidily off the aft end of the representations; we now address some of these developments,
installation. In practice, considerable attention to detail is with particular reference to the high speed aspects; in particular
required to produce this result at conventional levels of BPR. we consider those rigs and methods necessary to evaluate a
The advent of larger nacelles mounted in more close coupled typical installed high or very high by-pass ratio turbofan and
installations will only aggravate the problems which can arise confine the attention mostly to those aspects not already
when turbulent jets run parallel to the lower wing surface. published in the referenced literature.



In a similar way to the strategy adopted to evaluate candidate wind-tunnel interferences have been studied using both
military designs so the civil engine nacelle is divided into computational and reference experiments. To date it has
intake plus cowl and cowl plus nozzle/afterbody. proved possible to gain confidence in rig blockage corrections

to quite fine levels of Mach number resolution; incremental
Figure 20 shows a specialist intake rig (known as Z30 at the values of less than 0.002 at M = 0.820 being the order of the
ARA); there are similar rigs at many facilities. The rig is blockage corrected Mach number uncertainty.
equipped with a set of 5 rotatable rakes for the purposes of
external drag traverses using the method of wake traverse and Fig 22 shows a specialist nozzle rig which is used at ARA to
momentum integration, and it also has six internal rakes to study turbofan static, low speed, and ",igh speed nozzle/
provide for internal performance assessments. Testing is afterbody performance. The rig provides for two airstreams,

ROTATING i ROTATING RAKE DRIVE GEAR ftr provision of a representative pylon, and is strut mounted in
INTEHNAL .- 'EXT•RNAL AND 20 SCANIVALVES the high-speed tunnel; a special high accuracy single componentPER FORMANCE DRAG
RAKe OA DRAGFs Task balance is used for the measurement of nozzle thrust

-, !performance. This rig has been extensively used for inter-
- - •company compliance demonstration purposes in respect of the

influence of free-stream airspeed on nozzle discharge
coefficients. The rig has exhibited benchmark levels of overall•_j repeatability and an example, Fig 23, illustrates the fact that

MODEL I! ,NLET FLOW discrimination of performance increments has been shown to
INLET INOUCED BY approach the 0. 1% level. At the level of thrust and discharge
COWL13 OH

CWCOMPRESSOR coefficients repeatability shown here, and regularly
demonstrated in successive test campaigns, it becomes a matter
of firmly addressing the statistics of the work to establish the
levels of confidence in the derived best fit curves. In principal,
at least, we can say that if we add a factor of 4 to the number

A Zof test data samples we can obtain a twofold reductionSPECIFICATION Z30 Isolated Inlet Rig (iinprovement) in the incremental discrimination achievable.MACH NUMBER RANGE: 0.2 to 0 9

MODEL INCIDENCE RANGE : Low Speed -10' to :-25'
High Speed 01 to 60 As with all precision rigs, much time and effort must be

AIRFEED Suction using BB Comp'r expended with prior calibrations of load cells, rig seals, and
AIR SUPPLY Suction to 0 3 bar pressure and temperature transducers; clearly the technique
AIRFLOW RATE (MAX) 8 kg/sec Suction must be resilient to avoid bias errors both before the wind

tunnel series and during the test entry; clean, steady airflows
Fig 20 AIR INTAKE RESEARCH RIG (Z30) are also mandatory and high speed servo systems are used to

WITH ROTATABLE RAKES control the compressed airfeeds to the rig to fine levels of flow
normally conducted over a wide range of Mach number (0 to stability (order ±0.1% maximum variation).
0.9) and with angles of attack of up to 210 for incidence FIN ..... -
performance and cowl external lip separation studies; at all.r
conditions a range of mass flow ratio is used to identify the --.

influence of spillage, or effectively, throttle setting. In recent - -
work the rig has been used for studies of representative pylon . 7

features (Fig 21) so as to identify the potentially important
influences of the pylon on lip separations, cowl drag rise, or :\ ,\3 -
spillage drag variations. Although there is still some further 'Q C -

research required in this area the rig does offer the opportunity FA I- . .'
for very local studies of pylon to cowl interferences at a good C

scale, using a finely spaced/traversed survey rake. The rig is SPECIFICATION B20 Isolated Afterbody Nozzle Rig
generally used to evaluate a set of cowls evolved using CFD MACH NUMBER RANGE i 0 to 09
and empirically derived designs. MODEL INCIDENCE RANGE : Preset Rig/Model IV,/?-41-.)
In a recent set of refinements the rake blockage of this intake FORCE BALANCE 2.7kN Axial (Max)

AIRFEEDS : 10 bar supply to Fan & Core Streamsrig was reduced by a factor of 2 and ng-on- owi and rig-in- AIR SUPPLY PRESSURE (MAX) . 7 bar
AIRFLOW RATES (MAX) Fan 4 5kg/sec

Core 2 2 kg/sec

Fig 21 AIR INTAKE MODEL ON Z30
WITH REPRESENTATIVE PYLON Fig 22 TWO STREAM NOZZLE/PYLON RESEARCH RIG (B20)



AT RIESCHEDOULE can all be evaluated for comparison with CF-D and prior data

From Ref 20 114=0 bases.

With the advent of the bigger cowls and higher airflow rates
we must now account for nacelle and pylon thrust, drag and

lift; this rig, giving off-axis data, is thus a key pan of the

CTHRUST TEFC U modem accounting process. As with all of these rigs it is vital
OVERALL M0 that the model nacelle/pylon accounting system is run parallel

V to, and compatible with, the full scale methodologies.

NOE O, O- PR ILE 6 C1-MN-
SELECTEDEO TO •N•MAC BRtMNCE

%CN' AL V BAI AKE
",4EEMTEFELD

ft METRCMMETRI

NOZZLE/AFTERBODY ME T ..I

THRUST IC% aSESHDLtE
COEFFICIENT M E, -I S ,COT ...

FAN NOZZLE PR'ESSURE RATIO - T - - E

TAKE-OFF SCHEDULE BUILD R T M T POMOEM NACELLEMUO RUN REP AT- S ED)TCELLEREPEAT FIRST SECOND . ... . . LO ODtO"

-B a 'a SPECIFICATION Z61 Isolated Nacelle / Pylon Rig
C V 'V MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.2 to 0 9

"CFAN MODEL INCIDENCE RANGE -6' to +15'"DISCH FORCE BALANCE : 6 Component NF 156kN (Max)

IATF CRUISE SCHEDULE AIRFEEDS : Single or TwinAF07kN(Mx

M=OAIR SUPPLY PRESSURE (MAX) I 45 bar
AIRFLOW RATES IMAX) 2x 2 7kgsec

FAN NOZZLE 1 I
DISCHARGE CRUISE SCHEDULE
COEFFICIENT M MCRUISE L

FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE R'ATIO

Fig 23 EXAMPLE OF NOZZLE COEFFICIENTS DATA

With the move to even higher levels of by-pass ratio, whether
it is to BPR = 9 or 12 or 15 for the new ducted designs, we
will face a change to where 0.1% of nozzle gross thrust
coefficient reaches the elusive 1/3% of cruise drag; or even
greater leverage. Quite clearly, the ra..n rag of low specific 9
thrust ergines inevitably rises since it is proportionate to the .
inverse of specific thrust or airflow. Thus, we must make the

next step in thrust coefficient discrimination to measure up to
the target level of discrimination of 1/3% of drag; it may
become necessary to apply statistical leverage using much . .
larger numbers of test points. Fig 24 ISOLATED COMPLETE NACELLE/PYLON RIG IN TWT

So far we have addressed the rigs necessary to study isolated
intakes and isolated nozzle systems and we have noted that both The off-axis force vectors need to be very carefully addressed

rigs can evaluate the influences of the addition of pylons to for both through flow nacelles and for powered nacelles; also

these nacelle components. The next part of this paper the unpowered and powered methods must be mutually
addresses complete isolated and installed nacelles. compatible, and must be accounted similarly on the aero-

reference full span model which is generally used as the basis

To study complete through flow, unpowered or powered of the aircraft drag calculations (base de calcul). In order to

nacelles, Fig 24, it is practical to use a rig equipped with a 6 provide for off-axis thrust vector accounting the utility of the

component force balance housed in a long, slender, low two Mach Simulation Tanks at ARA have been extended, Fig

aerodynamic interference mounting tube. The rig is mounted 25; today both MSTI at about 3 metres diameter and MST2,

in a wind tunnel using a conventional sting. Attached to this at about 1 /2 metres diameter, are equipped with an off-axis

aerodynamically fine tube is a swept strut onto which is precision forces measurement capability. This facility has been
mounted the complete nacelle/pylon, made feasible using the well established annular rolling

diaphragm seal system, as illustrated; this RDS system creates
The rig can provide full incidence traverses giving isolated lift low, linear forces residuals as well as offering small off-axis

and drag performance polars for the complete nacelle/pylon, seal constraints; as a result it is practical to determine the
In this way, the effects of intake mass flow ratio, angle of complete vector of the nozzle system exhaust plume, under

attack and Mach number on overall nacelle/pylon performance quiescent conditions. Using the resolved thrust vector it is then
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a) Overall MST schematic layout b) Details of off-axis farces and REIS system

FIG 25 MACH SIMULATION TANKS FOR NACELLE CALIBRATIONS WITH ON & OFF AXIS FORCES AND ROS SEALS

SPECIFICATION :Installed (ITPS) Half Models
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0 9
MODEL INCIDENCE RANGE : 50 ta + 10'0~lpBN
FORCE BALANCE :5 Component NIF 112 kN (Max) o

AIRFEEDS Single or Twin k(ax

AIR SUPPLY PRESSURE (MAX) 45 bar '----.

AIRFLOW RATES (MAX) 2 x 2 7 kg /sec:- .v- _

NCE AN TOPBUNE FAN LORE
STATION INLET INLET DOCT/NOZ'LE DUCT ,NC-Z.E
PRESSURES PITOTS 0 2iPIT 6 RAKES- ST' &OIPTFLI 4 BAKES..4 TUBES 'PTP1 I

STATICS F51~ C TON qUIT S 5PSF1  4 ON RATES (PXP)
TEMPERATURES TOTALS 4LITill 3 TIý IN BABES TFL1 I 6 ON BAKES (TP,)

A7 1.1

FIG 26 SEMI - SPAN RIG/ MODIEL FOR HIGH SPEED INSTALLATION STUDIES



possible, using the Z61 rig, to separate the nacelle and pylon
lift from the (quiescent) thrust vector contributions; in all, this SIX COMPONENT CLEAN. DRY. METERED

represents a significant element in the build up to installed FORCE BALANCE COMPRESSED AIRFEEDS
TRANSONICstudies.9' TTSUNT

WIND TUNNEL

One or two further details of the MST facilities should be WIETI

noted. To measure tank airflow rates sets of critical venturi
meters are used; the design of these venturis has recently been AIR TRANSFER

established as an International Standard. It is now established BELLOWS SYSTEM
that a bias error of less than one quarter of one per cent can be METRIC ASSEMBLY PRESSURE SURVEYS

STING MOUNTED 8 SCANIVALVES
subscribed to the use of such venturis. In the high pressure FULL SPAN MODEL IN MODEL NOSE
airfeeds this ISO design of critical venturi meters is also used WITH TFN. TPS ORBLOWN NACELLE
so that all flow determinations are traceable to International

Standards. SPECIFICATION INSTALLED FULL SPAN

In a recent exercise of the calibration facilities, the UK MACH NUMBER RANGE: 0 to 0 88
National Engineering Laboratory calibrated three of the high MODEL INCIDENCE RANGE : -3* to +60

pressure venturis for use as a 'secondary standard'; it was FORCE BALANCE : 6 Componena NF 7.1kN (Max)

pleasing to find that, when subsequently exercised against AIRFEEDS A Twin

(direct connect) the low pressure venturis (multiple venturi sets)

the data all fell sensibly within a plus and minus 0.15% band AIR SUPPLY PRESSURE (MAX) : 35 bar

of the sought after I to I correlation. This comparison was AIRFLOW RATES (MAX, : 2x2 kg/sec

achieved at pressures in the high pressure system of 1000 psi Fig 27 FULL-SPAN RIG/MODEL FOR HIGH SPEED
and of 10 psi in the low pressure (tank) system; a factor of 100 INSTALLATION STUDIES
in pressure level: this is, of course, a very satisfactory
correlation on airflow measurements. Reynolds numbers than a. !1 span model (at a fixed tunnel

blockage). Later in this conference, Herr Burgsmiiller will
At this point we have established the calibration of the through describe the use of a similar powered full-span model in the
flow nacelle and powered nacelle internal flow including the study of low speed installed drag and thrust reverser
thrust vectors; further, the isolated performance thrust, lift and performance.
drag for both powered and through flow racelle/pylon
assemblies is also determined; we can now move on to the As an example of the value of the TPS testing techniques, we
installed cases - always using fully compatible thrust and show here two examples taken from an illuminating text'2

airflow accounting methods. presented by Frank Ogilvie of BAe to the Royal Aeronautical
Society in 1989, Figs 28 and 29. In Fig 28 Ogilvie has shown

For many years in Europe and the USA, Fig 26, the semi-span that using a rigorous approach to identifying the relevant
or half model TPS technique has represented a cornerstone of interference features it is possible to go about 90% of the way
many aircraft development programmes and significant benefits to explaining all of the sources and magnitudes of the
have accrued from the use of compatible and stable interference results. The incremental component variations are
methodologies; the half-model technique has been in virtually all shown here plotted against model overall lift coefficient; all
constant use in one or other of the three leading high-speed components diminish with increasing lift coefficient.
facilities in Europe, namely those at NLR in the Netherlands,
ONERA Modane in France and at ARA Bedford in the UK. In the second example (Fig 29) Ogilvie illustrated the results of
In practice, using the established TPS approach, in which both a brief development series in which a close-coupled research
through flow nacelles, giving variable mass flow ratio using
plug nozzles, and powered nacelles giving variable mass flow, INSTALLATION

by means of power variation, it has proven possible to identify DRAG

the various contributions to the interference elements shown in ® NACELLE VORTEX DRAG (Z61 RIG
Fig 18; the approach m(use of extensively pressure plotted o SPILLAGE (=f MFR. o IZ61, Z30)

cmakes u WING LOWER SURFACE WAVE DRAG
wing, pylon and nacelle components. 0 (Z} FAN FLOW ON CORE COWL

WAVE & SCRUBBING DRAG
0 1 OUSA, OILVIE)

For example, provided that a comprehensive set ot test L WING/ PYLONI/ NACELLE VORTEX DRAG

configurations are examined, it has been shown that the o (BLACKWELL. BAe)

influences of intake mass flow ratio and exhaust system power o
level can be identified in the overall aerodymamic interference o
situation. 1%

S AIRCRAFT 
0

In a parallel development a powered full span (Fig 27) rig was DRAG o_ TEST RESULTS
created to provide for examination of engine installations where
the half model technique might be considered flawed on
account of tt.e proximity of the nacelle to the fuselage or to the 0 o o
tunnel floorplane (wall). The fact that this rig has not been B

extensively used at high-speed mainly reflects the fact that, in
general, the budget associated with 2 nacelles, 2 wings and 2 A

pylons is inevitably larger than that for the half model 0 1
equivalent; also, the expected push to aft mounted noise LIFT COEFFICENT CL
shielded installation designs did not materialise as was expected Fig 28 EXAMPLE OF TURBOFAN INSTALLATION DRAG
in the early '80s; furthermore, the half model offers higher INCREMENTS (FROM REF 22)
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INSTALLATION It is interesting to relate the above work to that publishqdl very
INTERFERENCE recently in two ASME papers, Fig 30. The June 1991 aers
DRAG \describe the influences on the aerodynamics, including drag, of

changing from current turbofan installation designs to very high
RESEARCH by-pass designs, as evaluated in two separate test series.
CLOSE-COUPLEI

SCHEMATIC INSTALLATION In the NASA Langley contribution (Ingraldi et al Ref 23) we
can observe interference plus form drag levels of between 5 %
and 10% ( of aircraft drag) of adverse installation drag; this
result is at a cruise-like CL and Mach number; thf- results being
somewhat in favour of larger nacelles, as compared with the

DNSALTUM conventional design. It would appear that the conventionaldesign carries an undue level of adverse installation drag and
the case for large VHBPR nacelles is clouded by this factor.

RESEARCH Z In the second example from June '91 (Fig 30) a joint P&W and
BUILD / MTU contribution quotes much lower levels of adverse"--- installation drag; the P&W and MTU results were obtained in

S/ the rigorous calibration, isolated and installed approach

1%RDRAG FAIRING 'A' described above. Although the results again favour VHBPR
AI RRAF nacelles all interferences plus form increments fall within the

range 1 to 3% of aircraft drag.

FINAL RESEARC FIXES The important things to note overall here are that, on the one
RESULT WITH '' ' BASELINE hand, none of the 1991 installed work discussed here wasFBUILD powered and that, probably on account of very different wing
FIXES 'A .'B: g \- L -interference contributions or some other more significant

difference, the results do illustrate very marked drag
- differences. In a sense, this highlights a long standing rule in

"0 1 LIFT COEFFICIEN' CL respect of turbofan installation interference - it is clearly not
possible to generalise; further we also note that any attempts to

Fig 29 DATA FROM GENERIC CLOSE COUPLED INSTALLATION generalise should be undertaken with the utmost caution; in
RESEARCH DRAG IMPROVEMENT STUDY consequence the plot of Fig 30 can only be relevant to those

installation showed adverse drag increments of about 3% of having full knowledge of the geometric variations (including
aircraft drag. Using a small group of interference drag fixes baseline designs) and the aerodynamics of the work.
(geometry modifications) it was shown that all of the adverse
flow could be removed, leaving drag increments very close to The need for powered experiments in such comparisons cannot
the baseline, conventional nacelle installation results, be overstated; on the other hand research using through flow

nacelles, as described above, can help to build the essential
This positive, favourable drag result was achieved using all of overall aerodynamic understanding and data base. Substantial
the advantages of oil flow surveys and wing pressures as guides levels of interference are still to be found And the major
to the fixes necessary; as noted above, thl ",tcome was also companies are still employing the best path to safe results,
based on an in-depth understaiading of the flow mechanics and namely, CFD plus full experimental study leading to good
of the variations in the relevant incremental drag contributions, installation performance levels.

INSTALLATION
SINTERFERENCE R FORM) DRAG The October 1984 AGARD conference provided a major
%A IRCRAFTamjo

DRAG contribution to the technology of advanced propeller
aerodynamics and acoustics. Subsequent work at various
establishments including technique developments and research

10 HBR results has been reported in Refs 18 and 21. In essence the test

techniques for single or contra-rotating propellers run parallel
"to those used for turbofans. In overview, we should note that

VHBPR the following stages are usually used in a full development
programme:

v •VHBPR2
O 5 v" Plot uses apop*rate A Isolated tests at M = 0 and wind-on using an

Aaxisymmetric aft nacelle on a special isolated rig; large
I HBscale and/or small scale experiments to determine

r - propeller aerodynamic (and acoustic) performance; withSVHBRA or without air intake representation;

DATUM DATUM B Nozzle system calibrations using a Mach Simulation
REF 2'3 1991 REF 24 M1 Tank; tests may include presence of (locked) air motor;

INGRALDI. KM1IYA, RE Mc CALL, TRACKSORFN HEINIG
{NASA LANGLEY) (PtW. MTU) C Installed tests using half model plus air turbine motor

Fig 30 INSTALLATION DRAG DATA FROM TWO SEPARATE and rotors from isolated tests; model on underfloor
HIGH SPEED STUDIES forces and moments balance.
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In A and C above the rotor/s are equipped with rotating shaft For the last few years the state-of-the-art in the use of lasers
mounted propeller thrust and torque balances to evaluate for 3-dimensional flow field understanding has been actively
perfcrmance in isolated and installed modes of operation. Figs addressed, Refs 25,26 and 27.
31 and 32 are extracted from Ref 21 where a full description
of the techniques described above can be found. As for the This UK DTI and SERC supported work involved three
work with turbofans,it is vital that accounting procedures and particular facets which have been studied in the relatively
diagnostic data (pressures, flow visualisations. flow field hostile (optical) confines of the ARA 9' x 8' transonic tunnel;
traverses) are coordinated through the test phases. The broad the facets are:
outfall from this research should be: well understood isolated
and installed performance data, at least at model scale, plus a 1 Laser Holography to visualise installed TPS interference
substantial set of acoustic data for assessment of overall full flow fields; whole flow field visualisations;
scale characteristics. 2 Laser Light Sheet to slice up vapour in transit through

these flows; traversable two-dimensional sections;
CRP IN BASIC HSWT (2 7mx2 4'm) 3 Particle Image Velocimetry to determine the velocities

DOWNSTREAM SURVEYS of 1 micron particles of vapour travelling through these
THREE OF TOTAL PRESSURE/ flow fields at about 250 metres/second: this PIV work

V,.ESTEMPEQEATUPE
IFLOW SWIRL ANGLE used a 'throw' of 2 metres from the 1 micron particle

LASER HOLOGRAPHIC to the camera (videotelescope); movable, traversable 3"
> IUFLOWFIELD square flow patches;VISUALISATION

In the interests of space here it suffices to refer to this recent
literature and to note that valuable results have been obtained

with all 3 techniques in the period 1990 & 91; the techniques
- LASER TRANSIT ANEMOMETRY

FLOWFIELD SURVEYS are, as yet, new and have yet to be regularly exploited,;
however, early results do give considerable promise for use to

enhance the conventional diagnostics tools. In Fig 33 we showLIVE BLADE TWIST oeeape
LASER MEASUREMENT one example.

zzz z~zz-,
FRONT & REAR BLADE STRAIN GAUGES
SHAFT IFORCE) FOR STRUCTURAL 4
BALANCE - BLADES DYNAMICS ASSESSMENTS
THRUST/TORQUE 7 FRONT NOZZLE VIBRATIONS

. 7 REAR FIXED MICROPHONE
NOISE DATA

BLADE SURFACE/ MULTI-MICROPHONEPRESSURES ,/ MTR / NOISE TRAVERSES •FAN JET PLUME
PSR MIR USING MICROPHONE PERIMETER

TRAVERSE RIG VORTEX RINGS

CRP IN ACOUSTIC LINER
HSWT I2I(,rx lmIra T •21) ACOUSTIC WAVES

Fig 31 LARGE CONTRA-PROP RIG IN TWT
WITH ACOUSTIC LINER

FRONT L REAP TD1700
SOAFT BALANCES METRIC NON-METRIC NOZZLE

EXIT• INBOARD GULLEY
SHOCK

MFTR:1

NACELLE 
ACOUSTIC WAVES,..4 CONTRA-RCTATING •AOSI AE

PROPELLER RS CRP
ISOLATED
RIG

TNON- METRICS METRIC NOZZLE VIBRATIONS

0 5.•.

TWT FLOOR_ FAN JET PLUME

FOUISTAIN.. S H O C K C E L L SGAUGED FLEXURES-•
FOURHIC'I "i:•EXISTING

R HIGHARA
SEIIAT[O -.--. _ HALF MODEL

METAL BELLOWS 5 COMPONENT ACOUSTIC WAVES
fORCE &TEMPERATURE / MOMENT

CONTROLLED MLANCE
OI L BATH

T01700 1 -TO1700
TRIM r A LINE 'S'LINE MAI' NAIRFED) AIRFEEn

EXISTING SERVO-CONTROLLED
2NO bW SYSTEM COMPRESSED AIR

SUPPLY LINES

Fig 32 SMALL SCALE ISOLATED ROTOR Fig 33 PRINTS FROM HOLOGRAM RECONSTRUCTIONS

PERFORMANCE RIG (R8) SHOWING INSTALLED TURBOFAN FLOW FEATURES



In Figure 34 an aircraft layout featuring a fully integrated 5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
engine/airframe arrangement suitable for high subsonic speed
21st century mass transit is shown. A few of the design I The demands for high quality engine/airframe
features are: integration testing remain substantial as powerplant

installations reach new levels of installed specific thrust
a) Hybrid BLC using suck or blow or both; and fuel efficiency.
b) Trailing edge windmill BLC power units (Patent applied

for); 2 The majority of the required testing techniques are in
c) Advanced '2-D' inlet with S ducts to 3, 4 or 5 engines; place for military and civil studies and these have been
d) VHBPR fuel efficient turbofans; reviewed; the uses of CFD for configuration
e) Refined L/E, T/E 'adaptive' cruise drag reducing identification and in support of advanced testing

features; techniques have been noted.
f) S & C using combined winglet/L'E/TE control system.

3 A need exists for powered simulations to give
The design illustrated gives some indication of possible trends representative inlet and exhaust airstreams for emerging
in next generation engine/airframc integration and maybe used advanced military (ASTOVL, stealthy, vectored thrust)
to guide future testing requirements. and civil (VHBPR) installation studies.

COMPRESSOR PUMP * PATENT APPLIED FOR 4 Significant steps forward have been achieved in respect

FOR SUCK OR BLOW

iiii T/E SUCK of more refined installation aspects such as off-axis
-iNOMILL thrust vector accounting and total aerodynamics

W ILL* diagnostics covering the complete integrated
(CONTRA-PROP) engine/airframe using recent technique advances.

"----5 The use of powerful laser whole-flow-field visualisation

LAMINAR jETS TIE and measurement (survey) techniques has been
OR SFOR BC evaluated at a research level; major contributions to

SUCOTIN SLOTS
FOR BLC engine/airframe integration technology can be expected

to arise when these methods are consolidated in the
overall methodology.

FXDL/E- -.-
PASSENGER 3,4 OR 6 The needs for extensive and costly large scale and flight

CABIN ENGINES test experiments continue to be eroded by the
OR CARGO -VHBPR advancement of sophisticated small scale experiments.
ORBOTH(9 to 15 BPR)

7 Total quality engineering testing techniques allied to a
variety of CFD methods can give both facets an assured
place in future engine/airframe integration studies.

•2-0 INTAKE
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RESUME Les essais portaient sur l'int~raction nacelle-
voilure, et sur 1'effet de aol, avec moteurs en

Les conditions particuli~res des essais de rq~verse, notamment (2). Des essais de m~me type
maquettes 6quip~es de simulateurs de r~acteurs effectu~s dans la soufflerie DNW avec tarage des
(SDR) A des nombres de Reynolds 6lev~s dans la nacelles au banc de tarage de I'ONERA i Modane
soufflerie Fl de l'ONERA sont pr~sent~es. font l'objet d'une pr6sentation conjointe de

l'A~rospatiale, Deutsche Airbus, DNW et l'ONERA
L'6quipement de Ia soufflerie en air haute A ce ,~,e congrý,s (3).

pression pour l'alimentation des SDR, l'ain6na-
gement de is balance avec travers~e d'air corn- Ces essais, conduits & une pression
prim6 et son tarage, la m~thode de tarage de ia g~n6ratrice de soufflerie egale & Ia pression
pouss6e de ls nacelle motoris6ee, et le contrble atmosph~rique, peuvent toutefois ne pas rendre
de ce tarage en soufflerie, sont successivement compte d'effets tributaires du nombre de
d~crita. Reynolds. Pour s'asaurer de ceux-ci, notamment

sur la portance maximale en configuration hyper-
sustent~e, un montage d'essai pour maquettes

ABSTRACT motoris~es a 6t6 r~alis6 et mis en oeuvre dans
is soufflerie basse vitease, pressurisee A 4

The special conditions of the teats of models bar, Fl, du centre du Fauga Mauzac de 1'ONERA.
equipped with TPS (Turbofan Powered Simulator) at Des essais de fonctionnement de ['installation
high Reynolds numbers in the Fl pressurized 0?:E2-A avec un SDR de "9 pouces' h 3 bar de pression
wind tunnel are presented. g~neratrice avaient 6t6 effectu~s en 1985.

R~cemment, (juin 1991) un programme d'essai comn-
The high preasure air supply system of the plet sur Ia m~me demi-maquette de l'Airbus A340

wind tunnel, the equipment of the balance with qu 'a SIMA, version hypersustentee, a 6t6 res-
the high pressure traversing flow and its lis6. Les conditions et lea caract6ristiques de
calibration, the thrust calibration technique of cet essai sont d~crites ci-aprZ-s.
the TPS and its check in the wind tunnel, are
successively detailed.

2 - LA SOUFFLERIE El ET SON EQUIPEMENT POUR
I - CONTEXTE GENERAL DES ESSAIS DE MAQUETTES L'ALIMENTATION ET LE CONTROLE DES SIMULATEURS DE
EQUIPEES DE SDR (Sirnulateurs de r6acteurs) DANS REACTEURS
LES SOUFFLERIES DE I'ONERA

Une experience de plus de dix annees d'essais La figure 3 presente la demi-maquette reali-
de maquettes 6quip~es de SDR eat aujourd'hui s6e par l'A~rospatiale, de l'Airbus A340 i
acquise. Lea premiers essais A 1'ONERA, en 1980, l'6chelle 1/17,5 6quip~e de sea deux simulateurs
ont 6t6 r~alis~s sur des demi-maquettes mont~es a de r~acteurs 'Technofan' dana la soufflerie Fl.
la paroi de is veine tranasonique de is souf- Les dimensions de veine de Is soufflerie aunt
flerie S2MA, de 1,75 x 1,77 n2 de section (1). De 4,5 m de largeur, 3,5 * de hauteur et 11 m de
tels easais sont encore aujourd'hui couramment longueur. La pression g~n~ratrice maximale
programmes, masi lea plus grandes dimensions de d'utilisation eat 3,85 bar. Des portes permet-
ls soufflerie SLMA, qui peut atteindre Mach 1, et tent d'isoler Is veine du reste du circuit pour
dont la veine s'inscrit dana on diame-tre de 8 m, r~duire le temps d'acc~s A Is maquette en limi-
ont 6t.6 egalement retenues depuis, pour effectuer tant Is depressurisation A Ia portion utile de
des essais de maquettes motorisees de tailles la veine lorsque l'ensemble du circuit eat pres-
plus importantes. suris6.

La figure I presente one demi-msquette de
l'Airbus A340 recemment psase~e dana cette souf- Cette soufflerie poss~de un 6quipement d'es-
flerie, pour 6tudier is train~e d'installstion asi tr"s performant, bas6 sur qustre palettes

Pdes moteurs, jusqu'A un nombre de Mach de 0,9. interchangesbies formsnt plancher de is veine
Lea deux SDR qui 1'6quipent ant un diami~tre de d'essai, chaque palette 6tant sunie d'une chaine
14 cm (5,6 pouces). de mesure comple4te. Cette disposition permet ls

pr~paration simultanee de trois easais dana des
La figure 2 montre une autre maquette de halls de pr~paration individualia~s, tandia que

grande taille eassayde cette fois & basse ls quatri~me palette eat en eassai dana la veine.
viteame, dana s lamCme soufflerie. 11 s'sgit de La description de Ia soufflerie fait l'objet de
l'Airbus A320 A l'6chelle 1/7,6 , de 4,5 m d'en- la r~f. (4).
vergure, 6quipi de deux SDR de 23 cm (9 pooces).



ta t'i guor I prc ise le iosbrm de Reyno lds
nominralt dt. I a souffterie, compare aux souf- La cnufdi te d 'air compr ime est fermee au
flcries DNW. RAE 5 m, et SIMA de ('ONERA. niveau de la maquette, et Ia pression est appli-

qu~e par des hooteilles d'air comprime.
La figure 5 decrit les caract~ristiques de

i'iitstallation d'air comprimtl, dont la partie La izamme de pressiori intorne a couvrir est de
haute pression a ete spý,cialiement d~vvlopp~e pour 120 bar, ot celle dea efforta de 3000 N.
les essais avec simulateurs de r~acteurs.

Stir le ponit de trainee, I'effet de Ia prea-
Le reseau basse pression (11 bar) eat ali- sion se traduit par one legere diminution de la

mente~, suit par le compreaaeur centrifuge l3Pl aensibtlitt de la balance, qui conduit A one
(d~bit 5 Kg/a), suit par les compresqeiirs BPI et correction du coefficient de I'ordro de 3.10-4.
BP2 (3 Kg/a) travaillant en parall&Ie. Le r6ser-
voir a partir dugoel s'effectoe la pressurisation Une faible dlýýive lin~aire eat 6galement con-
de la soufflerie Fl a un ýolume do 300 m3. stat6e, qui atteirit 20 N A 120 bar.

L'air haute preasion (270 bar) eat fourni par Apr~s correction, et coritr~le par r~petition
tin compresseur A piston (3 Kg/a) fonctionnant en de cyclea eftorts-preasions, lea r~sidua
s~rie avec le compresseor BP2. Le reservoir de d'6carts aunt inf6rieurs a 3N.
stuckage a on volume de 40 m3. Pour son utilisa-
tion, P'air eat d'abord d~tendo & uric pression Le comportement de l'ensemble etant ainsi
rtlglable entre 60 et 120 bar, et tin rechauffeur v~rifi6 en pression, mais aana 6coolement inter-
primaire maintient sa temp~rature it 20'C. Une ne, un contr~le de La balance avec dilbit eat
reguilat ion du debit eat assur~e juaqu'A 20 Kg/s. r~aliaO en veine, maquette en place, maia d~bits
tn r~chauffeur secondaire permet un ajustement de d~viý-s aur deux tuy~res de r~f~rence fixeos aur
la t mpý-rature jusqti'h 80'C. Uri filtre prot~ge le on support provisoire, comae repr6serit6 figure
SDR de touto erositon. 7.

Lea coefficienta de debit et de pouuaae de
trio console de pilotage des SDR permet, par ces tuy~res aunt 6tablis par mesure aur un banc

asservissemerit du d~bit, de r~gler le r~gime, et do tarage sp~cialis6. L'eaaai en veine permet A
d'assurer divorses functions de securite5 de Ia Ia fois le contri~le de la d~bitm~trie, et le
machine. contr~le de la balance dans lea conditions reel-

lea d'utilisatiori.
3 - BALANCE DE PAROI ET TARAGE

Lea r,ýsultats montrent des diff~rences en
Le principe d'am~nagement de la balance de coefficient de pouss~e de 0,2% au maximum, avec

paroi avec traversie d'air comprimiS eat pr~serit6 one fidtilit6 meilleure que 0,1%.
figure 6.

La balance constitut~e de deuIx plateaux reli~s I - TARAGE DES SOR EN DEBIT ET POISSEE
par lea el~ments de d~cooplage et lea dynamom&-
tres comporte on large tividement cenitral. L'air Ce tarage a'offectoo en plosieura phases
comprime traverse la balance par un long tube
place6 dana cot i-videment avec un systi-me de - des essais en alimentation cojitr~l~e de
rotule et joint tongque A rhague extrý-mittP pour 1'entr~e d'air, sur le baric S4b do Mudane oii la
minimiser lea interactions en efforts transver- tiiv~re d&bouche dana tine ambiance A pression
sans sor Ia balance. L'effet doe fond eat ent i,>re- rq~duite ajustable, afin de simuler au baric le
merit supportt6 par (aý balanice, aisi cet effort qui taos de dt~tente de l'essai en soufflerie A dif-
eat on effort transversal poor la deal-maqoette f~ronts nombres de Mach. la pression maximale
mtunt~e sur Ia balance, W'est pas critique pour ambiante dana le caisson eat limit~e A 1 bar.
lea m,,sares, et il fait, de toutos fa(;ons, L'ob-
wt d'tin tarage. - ties essais en atmosph~re libre, type point

fixe, au m~me banc, avec nacelle munie d'un pa-
Un tube isolarit joue Ie r~le d'6cran thermi- v'illon d'entr6e, pour verifier le tarage du

que entre le tube d'amen~e d'air comprim6 et la d~bit et de Ia poussee sos conditions du point
balance, pour 6viter tout risque do d~rive thor- fixe.
miglie deuF dynamomi~tres.

- des essais identiqoes effecto~s sans vent,
Le dtubit ve partage en deux au sommet de la dana is soufflerie, A plosieurs niveaux de pres-

balance, par one culotte de distribution qui ali- surisation de la voine, pour &tablir des correc-
monte- deux circuits munis chacun d'un r~glage de tions 6ventuelles d'effets do niveao de prossion
d ibit par obturate ur motorise, et d'on d~bit- sur lea coefficients do poussee.
mi
5
tre. Lo tarage de ce debitmetre eat assure& en

alimontant successivement chaque conduit, et en 4.1 - Eassai en caisson
se r6ff~rant au d~bit.etre standard placti dana le
i'iriuit amont d'air c:omprim6. Lea deux circuits Deux montages, qui peuvent etre alternative-
a-unt destiri;a aux doox turbines do SDR qui eýqui- merit instalI~s dana le &&me caisson, "S4B" do
pent la tiemi-maquette. centre de Modane aunt utiliseis AI'ONERA pour ces

essais, I'un pour lea SDR de diami~tre mu plum
Lensemble de pesee fait l'ob~jet d'un tarage L~gal A "5,6 pooces". l'autre pour les SDR poo-

dana line alveole sp~c ialernent ame~nagee pour rece- vant atteindro "16 pouces".
voir lea palettes tde Ia soufflerie, et pour ap-
pliquer des efforts calibr~s, A une potence fiit~e Ces deux montages aunt decrita r6f.15). Une
stir Ia balance do la meme faiqon que Ia maquette. utilisationi particuliere do second montage pour

des essais de reverse eat present~e mu pr~sent
congr~s (3).



sent de Ia soutfiante ne sont pratiqueme~nt pas
Une particularit6 d'utilisation de ce second modifi~es par le niveau de pression, maim que le

aontage est que l'ajustement de Ia pression du debit g~n~rateur peut devoir 6tre le6gerement
caisson se fait par reglage d'un effet troupe reajust6. La plage de pression g~n~ratrice cou-
utilisant le jet propre du SDR. Les caract~risti- v'erte par ces essais a 6t6 limjt~e at 3 bar, le
ques de ce syste-me sont analys~es dans Is SDR n'ayant pas 6t6 conqu pour un niveau plus
r~f6rence (5). eleve.

Les deux montages eux-m~lmes sont de m&.e Des essais analogues ant 6t r~alis6s lorm de
principe, et le schema du premier est rappele l'etude, plus recente, faite sur Ia demi-ma-
figure 8. quette de l'A34O au 1/17,5, mais, pour des

raisans de cf~iiodit6, Ia maquette elle-mene a
La balance est traversee par deux alimenta- servi de support & la nacelle munie de son

tions munies d'un syst~me de decouplage. La pre- pavilion de point fixe. Afin toutefois d'6viter,
mii-re debouche dans une chambre qui alimente Ia au point fixe, toute interaction du d~bit du SDR
prise d'air de Ia nacelle du SDR, prise d'air avec Ia maquette elie-m~me, ce qui aurait fauss6
6quip~e A l'amont d'un pavilion permettant de La mesure de Ia p6uss6e, un mht special d'at-
restituer au plan d'entr6e de Ia soufflante un tache de Is nacelle it laiie a 6t r~aiis6, de
6coulement comparable it celui de l'essai en souf- hauteur suffisante pour 6carter largement le SDR
flerie. La seconde entraine la turbine du SDR. de Ia maquette.

Lea debits sont mesurtes au niveau des alimen- Le sch~ma de cette installation est pr~sent6
tations A l'amont de Is balance. figure 12, et Ia vue en veine figure 13. On

notera sur cette figure, par comparaison avec Ia
Les parame~tres essentiels sont la vitesse figure 3, que lea hypersustentateurs ont 6t6

r6duite de la machine et le taux de detente de 6t~s, pour 6viter l'interaction des jets. Les
la souffiante, rep~r6 par le rapport de la pres- essais, dans an premier temps, ont 46t6 limit~s A
sion gen~ratrice amont A Ia pression statique de une presmian g6n~ratrice de 2,5 bar, pour un
sortie, preasion ambiante du caisson. Le coeffi- probl~me de rigidit6 du mitt, qui pourra itre
cient de debit en eat tributaire, mais ii peut r~solu. La fid~lit6 des r~sultats a confirme6
ktre i-galement rept~e par le rapport d'une pres- celle identifi~e pour Ia balance au paragraphe
sion locale interne d'entr~e d'air it is pression 3.
gen~ratrice amont.

L'extraction du d6bit et ie reglage de Ia 5 - CONCLUSIONS
pression du caisson se font, pour ce montage,
par contrble d'une evacuation sur une sphere At Lea mayens et lea principes d'essai des ma-
vide de grande capaciteý. quettes 6quip~s de simulateurs de moteur dans Is

soufflerie basse vitesse pressuris~e Fl de
Le controle des meaures s'effectue en mixant 1'ONERA ant 6t6 pr~sent~s. Lea diverses opera-

les deux d~bits traversant Ia balance dana Is tions de tarage et de contr~le de Ia balance
meme chambre de tranquillisation et en avec travers~e d'air comprime d'une part, et des
remplaqant le StIR par une tuy~re standard type param~tres de debit et de pouss~e du SDR d'autre
ASM¶E, de debit et pouss6e connus. part, permettent d'effectuer ces essais dans des

conditions satisfaisantes de fid~lit6 et de
pr~cision.

4.2 - Eassai de is nacelle au point fixe avec
pavilionau~meme banc REFERENCES

La figure 9 represente l'essai en atmosphere (1) J.P. BECLE et R. PERIN -
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.-ssai a pour but de verifier que Ia pouss~e mesa- - Comparaison de deax m6thodes de simulation des
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mesuree dana l'essai pr~cedent en alimentation AGARD CP 301 (1981)
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RESUN4A on prdscntera 6galement des rdsul-
tats do trainde obtcnus A 1 aide

Dans le but de reduire le nombre d'un calcul de couche limite bas&
et le coat de ses essais, la sur -.ne mdthode int~grale. Il sera
SNECMA s'est dotde d'un code Euler 6galernent prdsent6 une comparaison
tridimensionnel. Celui-ci rdsout calcul/expdrience.
les 6quations d'Euler compressibles Ensuite, une application a la pr6-
mises sous leur forme conservative, diction de ld6coulement 6tabli
et A convergence est capable de autour et au travers duane nacelle
pr~dire les 6coulements aerodynami- avec corps central sera exros6e.
ques autour de geometries multido-
maines complexes. Le schdma numdri- 1. PRESENTATION DU CODE DE CALCUL.
que est de type volumes finis et
est d'ordre 2 en temps avec urie 1.1. GENERALITES.
approche predicteur-correcteur
A 2 pas. Le code utilis6 pour la prddiction
Dadutre part, il utilise un pas de des 6coulements tridimensionnols et
temps local et une viscosit6 artifi- compressibles de fluide pdrfait en
ciolle de type TURKEL-JAMIESON. int~gration a~rodynamique a !a
Cette m~thode a 6t6 validde par des SNECMA, a 6t6 ddvelopp6 A 1'ONERA.
calculs sur des nacelles isol~es ot V, a pour nom SESAME (Simulation
los r~sultats num~riques c'btenus d'Ecoulements Stationnaires avec
rocoupent de mani~ri! satisfaisante Approche Multidomaine Euler) [1)
ceux issus des essais. C'est un code de type industriel
Cc code a 6te industrialistS et per- do par sa facilitd d'utilisation
met aujourd'hui la critique des 1i- pour des applications varidcs, et
gnes a'~rodynamiques des nacelles. la modularit6 de ses 6l6ments.

Il est capable de simuler des
INTRODUCTIONI. 6coulements internes (grilles

d'aubes, entr~es d'air) et ex-
Dans le but do reduire le nombre et tornes (missiles, voilures, na-
le coat de sos essais, la SNECMA cellos) par rdsolution instaticn-
s'est dotdc d'une chaine num~ri- naite des 6quations d'Euler com-
que lui permettant do calculer pressibles tridimensionnelles.
los champs d'6coulement autour Son domdine d'application valid&
de geometries complexes. Pour se va du fortement subsonique
faire, olle s'appuie sur un code (Mach -0.15) au supersonique fai-
Euler tridimensionnel d~voloppe blo (Mach = 3). En 6coulement
par l'ONERA., externo, il pout prendre en comp-
Dans un premier temps, ce code a to do fortes incidences (4usqu'A
6t& adapt6 aux calculs do nacelles 30 degrds). Ce code a 6t6'vectoris6
isol~es et aujourd'hui,grAce A lui, pour un rendement optimal sur CRAY.
la SNEGMA peut valider ses nacelles
on s on servant comme outil de con- 1.2. CARACTERISTIQUES.
cept ion.
Apres une description du code uti- Sesame est un code multidomaine
listS et des techniques de maillage (domaines pouvant se recouviir ou
employ~es, il sera present6 des non) dent l'ext~cution se faiL
calculs sur la nacelle d'un turbo- entitbremcnt en m~moire centrale.
r~acteur A ht~lices rapides, qui A convergence, il Ionne les champs
ont pormis sa validation par compa- stationnaires p)
raison avec les essais effectuits ('A.VP-e
sur cette nacelle. d'un problt~me a~rodynamique par rt~solu-

tion des 6quations d'Euler insta-



t iun1naircs. s i t
IL ut'lise des maillagcs structures

"I., " ar bloc ot les variables de
calcul sent donndýes aux noeuds (2) 2 F Lt c iF
..scmmet ". 2
La discretisation des 6quations est
effectu6e au mayen d'un schdma Le coriectour donne la solution A"volumes Einis" et explicito du listri +1 n o
type LAX-WENDROFF-NI ýi deux pas en l-ntn tsi
temps.
La stabilit6 du schema est assurdo
par un termo de viscosit6 artifi-
ciellc de type TURKEL-JAM~ESON.
La convergence do la. solution pout n+1 n A fn+I
6tre aCCdldrde a l'aide d'une + r t~ 2
rnethode multigrille de type NI. 6
Le Lrditement des conditions aux
limitos et do raccord entre sous- n+1 nI ~~
dornciincs est base sur la mdthode (3) Ld*ivF 2
des relations do compatibjlit6.

1.3. VARIABLES ET SYSTEME D'EQUATIONS. 
ý F 2=FFZ

Le code rdsout le systmem des 6qua-

sous forme conservative 1.4.2. DISCRETISATION EN ESPACE.

Le schdma utilise une approximation
du type volumes finis. Il ost bas6
sur l'utilisation do formules de
distribution gui permettent de

+ v( - distribuer vers los huit sommets
+"

1
'MI~'d'une cellule, les variations de

Ut la solution calculdo en son centre.
Fn particulier, le terme

OV~o( V+VPI) = =-L Ov

2
3ýE di (PE+ P) 0du prddicteur est calculd au bary-

at centre de chague collule du maillage
a l'aide do la formule de la
moyenne

A=- At f divF ndv

soit sous forme compacte

(4) A=. .L F" F)I fds

odt 9 reprdsente la cellule et
apson enveloppe.

Los flux F~ n tant connus aux noeuds
o6 f reprdsente les ariables censor- du maillago, l'int~gralo do contour
vat ives est calculde on supposant gulils

(Q,P" &.Pj.,P -. Pe) sont constants sur chacune des six
faces do la cellule et ont pour

et F los donsites do flux. valour la moyenne arithmdtique des
valours aux guatre sommets do la face.

1. 4 SCH24A UMERQUE.Le torme Ff du prddictour ost la
Le schema numdrique utilise dans moyolnne arithm~tique des valeurs
Sdsamo est un schdma explicito de f"l aux huit sommets do la
d'ordre 2 en espace et on temps du cellule. En ce gui concerne le
type LAX-WENDROFF-NI [4] prddicteur, 1e terme

1.4.1. DISCRETISATION EN TEMPS. B. .AtdlvFn+21
La discrdtisation en temps est est 6valu6 en chague point du mailla-
of fectude a l'aido d'un sch6ma pr6- go par une formule do la moyenne
dicteur-correcteur a 2 pas. Le prd- analogue a (4), ofi le volume do
dictour donne los valeurs des varia- contr6le ost la cellule g~n6r~e par
bles conservatives 4 l'instant los barycontros des huit collules

.L gui entouront ce point.
+

2



Les valeurs aux points
"frontihre" sont obtenues par extra- le calcul des champs d'6coulement
polation. dans cette zone a forts gradients et

plus particulibrement la prise en
REMARQMcompte des ph~nom~nes sur l~extrados

des profils (poches supersonigues).
Etant donnd l'approximation choisie, Pour gdn6rer de tels maillages,
la r6gularit& et l'orthogonalit6 du cha-ýun des sous-domaines "support"
maillage am~liorent la qualit6 des est divis6 en une suite de blocs
rdsultats. topologiquement d~pendants af in de

bien prendre en compte les varia-
1.5. PAS DE TEMPS LOCAL. tions de ccurbure (Cf. planche 1).

Ensuite, chacune des fronti~res de
Le schema utilise un pas de temps ces blocs est discr~tis~e & l'aide
local qui est d6termin6 A partir de r6partitions uniformes ou en uti-
d'un critbre CFL du type lisant des progressions gdomdtriques

h simples ou dou'bles. Dams la mesure duA -q possible, la continuit6 des tailles
V+a de maille est assurde au pAssage

o6i h est une longueur caractdris- des fronti~res entre blocs tout
tique du domaine de d~pendance comme au passage des frontibres de
num~rique, V le module de la vitesse raccord entre zones.
du fluide et a, la c~l~rit6 du son. Des maillages de type H A l'amcit,

qest un coefficient de s~curitd au-dessus, voire en aval des zones
compris entre 0 et 1, introduit en des profils, permettent de discr6-
raison du caractbre approch6 du critbre. tiser le reste du domaine de calcul,

en 6tendant celui-ci de mani&re A
1.6. ADIIMISIONNEM9W. approcher les conditions du fluide &

l'infini aux fronti~res externes de
Les variables adrodynamiques sent ce domaine. La planche 2 donne une
adimensionndes par les valeurs A reprdsentation d~un maillage 2D de
l'infini anoint. En particulier, r~fdrence.
les masses volumiques sont adimen-
sionn~es par la masse volumique 2.3. NAILLAGE 3D.
d'arr~t et les vitesses par la
c6l~rit6 du son d'arr~t. L'adimen- Dans le cas de nacelles axisym~tri-
sionnement de tout autre grandeur gues, le maillage 3D est obtenu
s en d6duit. par rotation du maillage 2D de

r6fdrence.
2. TECHNIQUES DE MAILLAGE. Dans le cas d'une nacelle non-

axisym6trique, celle-ci est ddcoupde
2.1. GENERALITES. en une suite de profils de base,

obtenus par intersection avec des
L'approche multidomaine du code plans radiaux gui s appuient sur
S6same 5' avbre extr~mement pratique. l~axe de la nacelle. Ensuite, un
Dans le cas de gdom6tries complexes, maillage 2D eqt gen6r6 autour de
elle permet une d~composition du chaque profil en prenant pour
domaine de calcul en plusieurs zones support le plan radial ayant servi
topologiquement et numdriquement a sa creation.
ind~pendantes. Dans le calcul global, La planche 3 donne une repr~sen-
ces zones sont reli6es les unes aux tation de la discr6tisation angu-
autres par des conditions aux laire du domaine de calcul. Th~ori-
limites de raccord bas6es sur la quement, cette discrdtisation ne
m~thode des relations de compatibi- devrait pas d~passer 50 par secteur
lit6. Le code S6same peut traiter angulaire, mais une discr~tisation
des fronti&res entre deux zones uniforme avec des secteurs de 180
sans gu'il y ait correspondance des donne des r~sultats corrects avec
nocuds, les deux zones pouvant m~me un nombre de points de maillage pas
se chevaucher.trp6e.
Les maillages utilis6s pour les tra p lacev4dnn ner.rs
etudes de nacelles isalees sont tation du maillage de la nacelle,
generds en BATCH A l~aide de logi- du jet ainsi que du plan d'entr~e
ciels d~di~s. Ce sont des maillages compresseur.
3D cylindriques constitu6s d'une
suite de maillages 2D plans coaxiaux. 3.CONIFROWI'ATION CALCUL/EXPERIENCE.

2.2. 14AILLAGE 2D3 DE REFERENCE. 3.1. GENERAL=TE.

Des maillages de type C sent uti- One confrontation calcul/exp~rience
lis&s pour discr~tiser les domaines a 6t men6e sur la nacelle axisym6-
de calcul praches des profils. Ceux- trique du turbor~acteur A h~lices
ci permettent une bonne definition rapides (THR). Ce syst~me propulsif
de la g~om~trie, tout particulib- est 6quip6 de deux h~lices transsa-
rement dams les zones de fortes cour- niques cantraratatives (Propf an).
bures ainsi qu'une discr~tisation Ces h~lices sent elles-m~mes entral-
fine de la zone entourant le bard noes par deux turbines contrarata-
d'attaque. Ceci, af in d'optimiser tives lentes. Ce mateur a 6t6 dive-



lopp6 par les socidt6s General ri~rc d'un fuselage d'avion de
Electric et SNECMA dans le cadre transport bimoteur (Cf. planche 14).
d'un projet de reduction des con- La forme externe de la maquette
sommations en carburant. La nacelle repr~sente la nacelle du moteur
entourant le g~n~rateur de gaz a jusgulau plan des h~lices ;en aval
fait l'objet de notre 6tude. une forme de transition peimet le
Les caract~ristiques de l'&coulement raccordement au diam~tre externe de
6tabli autour do cette nacelle ont la virolo amont des peignes externes.
6t6 obtenues par Ilutilisation du Le conduit interne porte los pei-
code S~saff,ý dans diff~rentes condi- gnes de mesure des pressions d'arr~t
tions de vol Af in de rendre compte internes et le diffuseur aval suppor-
de la validit6 du modble num~rique te un corps central.
et d'6valuer ses limitos, une con-
ironLdtiun Qaicui4 _A rienco a 6t 3.2.3.1. EQUIPEMENT DE MESURE DES
r~alisde a partir des r6sultats
d'essais obtonus sur cette nacelle PRESSIONS INTERNES ET SUR LES LEVRES.
au cours de la campagne de janvier
1988 dans la soufflerie SlMA de La maquotte est 6quip~e de prises
1'ONERA E5). Cette confrontation a de pressien paridtales sur le m~t
&t& effectu~e pour des conditions et sur la nacelle. Toutes ces pres-
d'6coulement variant selon le Mach sions sent mesur6es par des multi-
amont, le debit dans l'entrde d'air et plicateurs P.S.I. de + 200000
l'incidence g~om~trique do la nacelle. pascals (+ 30 P.S.I.) de capacit6.
Dans un premier temps, le cempor- La contrepression des capteurs est
tement a~rodynamique de cette la pression de censigne d'un r~ser-
nacelle soumise a une incidence veir ajust6e en fonction de la
de 30 sera d6termin6 pour un 6cou- pression g~n~ratrice de la seufflerie.
lernent amont uniforme de Mach Le rendemont de la prise d'air est
Me 0.82. d~termin6 a l'aide des mesures des
D'autre part, des r~sultats ebtenus prossiens d'arr~t dans le plan corn-
a incidence nulle seront pr6sent~s presseur, of fectu~es A l'aido d'un
dans deux conditions de vol d~finies peigno interne. Ces pressions sent
par les couples (Me = 0.78 ; galement relev~es sur des multi-
W2 =47.58 kg/s) et (Mo = 0.82 plicateurs P.S.I.
W2 =65.78 kg/s).

3.2.3.2. EQUIPEMENT DE NESURE DES
3.2. PRESENTATION DES ESSAIS. PRESSIONS EXTERNES DANS L.E SILLAGE.

3.2.1. GENERALITES. La mesure des pressiens statiques
et d'arr~t de l'&coulement externe

La nacelle du THR a 6t 6tudi~e A A l'aval de la nacelle et du m~t
haute vitesse dans la soufflerie est effectu~e par un peigne teurnant
Sl de l'ONERA gui fenctionno
jusquoen subsonique &lev6 A une 3.2.4. HETHODOLOGIE D'ESSAI.
pressien g~n~ratrice 6gale A la
pression atmosph&rigue. Les condi- Les pressions ainsi que les condi-
tions do croisi~re ont 6t simul~es tiens d'essai sent mesur6es A
et le rendement de llentr~e d'air chacun des points constituant le
ainsi que la trainee do la nacelle lot d'enregistrement. Ces lots
ent Pu 6tre mesur~s. d'enregistrement sent de deux types

3.2.2. MONTAGE DESSAI. a) Let de type "continu":
ensemble de points do mosure

Un tripede fixd a l'amont du diffu- acquis lers d'une variation
sour do la soufflerie supporte de d'un param~tre d'essai (inci-
l'aval vers l~ament dence, d~rapage, d6bit, d~pla-

cement du peigne do sillage)
- un ebturatour A volots gui permet A la cadence fixee par le calcu-
do r6gler le d~bit A l'intdrieur latour et llunit6 d'acquisition
do l'entr&e d'air, do mesures et 6gale A

- un venturl do mesure du debit do - un point teutes los 4
195mm do diam~tre au col, secondes lors des mesures

- un peigne de sondage do 1'6cou- avec le peigne interne,
loment externo, - 4 points par seconde lors

- la maguette du THR 6quip~e d'un des mesures avec le peigne
poigne interne do mesures stationnaires. externe.

b) Lot do typo "condition
La misc en incidence et en derapage stabilisee" :ensemble do 30
do cot ensemble est r6alis~e par un points de mesure acquis & la
dispositif plac6 dans la pointe cadence d'un point par
avant du tripodo. seconde, sans variation
L'6coulement interne so fait par d'autre parambtre quo le
aspiration naturelle. temps.

3.2.3. DESCIPTON DR LA mAQuETrE. 3.2.5. MESURE DR LA TRAINEE.

La maqueitto repr~sente un motour L'application du th~or~me des quan-
gauche et son m~t support A Var- tit~s do mouvement A la maquette



du THR permet de calculer la trainee importante. Une s~rie de tests nous
de l'ensemble nacelle + pyl~ne en a amends & retenir un maillage dont
n'utilisant gue les mesures de la hauteur de cette zone est 15 fois
pression totale et statique du sup~rieure A celle du maitre-couple
peigne externe. de la nacelle.
Ce calcul correspond A une analyse La partie du maillage gui prolonge
du sillage ddvelopp6 par Betz. Elle la nacelle du bord de fuite a la
est 61abor6e en dcrivant le th~o- frontifre Ilaval" est cylindrigue et
r~me de la dynalpie sur un tube de simule le jet issu du moteur.
courant entourant la nacelle d'une
section amont Ao (Mo, Po, Pio) A 3.4. CONDITIONS LIMITES.
une section aval A" (M",Po). Le
plan de mesure situ6 dans le sillage Le traitement des conditions limites
de la nacelle est repr~sent6 par est bas6 sur la m~thode des rela-
la section A' WM, P', Pi'). La tions de compatibilit&.
train6e totale externe de la nacelle Sur la nacelle et le jet, sont appli-
est obtenue par l'int~gration sur qu~es des conditions de glissement.
la section A' des valeurs caract6- Sur la fronti~re "amont" subsonique,
ristiques du champ a~rodynamique, sont impos~es la pression et la tern-
soit: p~rature d'arr&t ainsi que la direc-

tion de l'&coulement.
Sur la fronti~re "'aval" subsonique

='y Pet sur la fronti~re entr~e corn-
X~PJ(m~ fi ' (M0) _ M'2 

'-'('' dA presseur, sont impos~es respecti-
PI. M' E(MI) vement la pression statigue de

l'6coulement A l'infini, et la
1+0.2 2 3pression statique d'entr~e corn-

oUs 1:(M) = I 1O~1  presseur, cette derni4ýre 6tant cal-
M 1.2/ cul~e A partir du debit voulu et

r6partie uniform~ment sur toute la

La m6thode exp~rimentale consiste surface dlentr~e.
A r~aliser une mesure de pression Sur la frontibre externe du domaine
statique et d'arr&t de 1'6coulement gui symbolise l'infini, est appli-
autour de la nacelle A l'aide du qu~e une condition de non-r~flexion.
peigne rotatif. A partir de ces Cette condition conserve partielle-
mesures, le champ de Mach est recons- ment des informations issues du
titu6 dans les sections A' et A". champ initial gui doit donc 8tre
La train~e totale est alors calcul~e d~fini avec soin et tout particuli&-
a partir de l'expression ci-dessus. rement sur ces frontibres.
on note que l'introduction de la Sur les fronti~res internes entre
section th~origue A' o~i L'&coulement les diff6rentes zones du maillage,
a retrouv6 la pression statigue %ont appligu~es des conditions
amont permet de ne faire aucune hypo- limites de raccord, fonction de la
thbse quant A la position du plan direction de l'6coulement et de sa
de mesure A' dans le sillage. vitessc.

Sur l'axe de la nacelle, est appli-
Reaqe:La nacelle 6tant sym6- qu6e une moyenne prenant en compte

trique par rapport au plan vertical J les mailles d~g~n~r~es gui l'entou-
et le pyl~ne desaxe, une int~gra- rent.
tion des mesures sur un secteur de La planche 5 repr~sente l'applica-
1800 permet d'avoir la trainde tion des conditions limites sur le
nacelle seule. plan radial 2D de r6f6rence.

3.3. DESCRIPTION DU MAILLAGE. 3.5. INITIALISATION.

La nacelle 6tant axisym~trique, L'initialisation du calcul se fait en
le maillage utilis6 a 6t6 obtenu deux parties. Dans la partie (1) (Cf.
par rotation autour de l'axe de la planche 5) ou domaine d'6coulement
nacelle, d'un maillage 2D radial externe, le calcul est initialis6
de ref6rence. 11 est constitu6 de par les caracteristigues du fluide
21 plans radjaux 6qui-r~partis en A l'infini amont. Dans la partie (2)
angle. Ce maillage est celui gui a ou domaine d'6coulement interne, l'ini-
servi d'exemple dans le chapitre tialisation est effectu6e A partir
sur les maillages (Cf. planches I d'une interpolation 1in~aire entre
A 4). les caract~ristiques du fluide a
Le maillage 2D de r6f6rence comporte l'infini amont et celles A l'entr~e
2015 noeuds et le maillage 3D corn- compresseur.
plet en contient 42315.
Les confrontations calcul/exp6- 3.6. CALCIJL A 31 D'INCIDENCE.
rience realis~es sur les r~parti-
tions de Mach et de pression sur Le champ a~rodynamique de la nacelle
la nacelle ont mis en 6vidence A C(= 30 est repr~sent6 sur les
l'irnportance du dimensionnement de planches 6, 7 et 8 (prof ils sup6-
la zone de maillage situ6e au-dessus rieur, inf~rieur et latdraux) pour
de la nacelle. Ainsi, 11 est un Mach amont Mo = 0.83 et un d~bit
necessaire de surdimensionner cette de 47.9kg/s a llentr6e compresseur.
zone, en particulier lorsgue la na- L'6coulement au-dessus de la nacelle
celle est soumise A une incidence est caract~ris6 par une importante



zone oai le Mach est compris entre engendr~es par les chocs 6tant
0.9 et 1, et une poche supersonique d6termin6es & l'aide des relations
de Mach inf6rieur & 1.1 (Cf. plan- de RAN'KINE-HUGONIOT. Ensuite, au Cx
che 6). de forme obtenu, un Cx de f rottement
Au-dessus de la nacelle et sur les est ajoutd,
c~t~s, l'&coulement reste subsonique provenant d'un calcul de couche
avec une zone oai le Mach est compris limite 2D ddvelopp6 sur chague
cntre 0.9 et 1 gui demeure relati- section du profil. Ce calcul de
vement importante (Cf. planches 7 la train~e de frottement est bas6
et 8). sur la determination d~e
En particulier, on constate une l'6paisseur de quantit6 de mou-
bonne continuit6 des lignes iso- vement A partir des distributions
Mach au passage d'une zone Ade Mach obtenues avec le code SESAME.
1' autre. Le Cx de frottement est ensuite cal-
Les r~sultats du calcul de Mach cuI6 avec la formule
et de pression recoupent de fagon
satisfaisante les mesures, les
&carts calcul/exp~rience pour
les profils inf~rieur et lat~raux2f R6,-R)d0restant inf6rieurs A 3% (Cf. plan- Cx
ches 9 et 10). En revanche, sur le o0
profil sup~rieur, 1&6art calculi
exp~rience atteint 5% dans la zone
de Mach supersonique (Cf. planche
11). En effet, le calcul a tendance Cette m~thode donne de bons .6sul-
A sous-estimer l'6tendue de cette tats dans des cas o~a les chocs et
zone sur le profil. los d~collements ne sont pas trop
Par contre, sur la l&vre interne importants. Dans le cas de la na-
dui profil et quel quo soit le plan celle du THR o~i il n'y a pas de
consid6r6, la confrontation calcul/ choc, l'6cart avoc les r6sultats
exp~rience sur les r~partitions de d'essais est de l'ordre do 5%.
Mach et de pression demeure satisfai- (Cf. planche 15). Dans la garnme de
Sante avec des 6carts de l'ordre nombre de Mach auquel a dt essay~e
du pour cent. la nacelle du THR, aucune divergence
D'une manibre gen~rale, la variation de train6e n'apparait du fait do
de prossion d'arrZ-t sur le profil l'absence de choc sur la nacelle.
est inftrieure A 1%, traduisant une Af in do montrer la capacit6 do la
bonne reprdseni.Cat ion numdrique des m~thode A pr~dire un nombre de Mach
ph~nomenes a~rodynamiques. de divergence, la m~me technique a
3.7. CALCUL A INCIDENCE NULLE. &t& appliqu~e A un profil de nacelle

de turbor~acteur conventionnel.
Les r*~sultats obtenus sur la nacelle Au-delA de Mach 0.82 la courbe de
dui THR a incidence nulle et pour los train~e tend A diverger du fait de
deux cas de vol 6tudi~s (Mo =0.78 l'apparition de chocs sur la
W2 =~ 47.5 kg/s et Mo =0.8 nacelle (Cf. planche 16).
W2 = 65.78 kg/s), indiquent uno
bonne corr6lation calcul/exp~rience 4. APPLICATION A IJNE NACELLE AVEC
(Cf. pldnches 12 et 13). CORPS CENTRAL.
Les &carts calcul/exp~rience sont
de l'ordre du pour cent sauf dans une 4.1. GENERALITES.
zone situ~e entre 5 et 10% do la
corde du profil a partir du bord SESAME a 6t appliqu6 A une nacelle
d'attaque~o~l les r~sultats du calcul non axisym6trique avec un corps cen-
sont 1&gbrement sup~rieurs aux tral axisym~trique dans le cadre
mesures (Cf. planche 13). d'une 6tude puremont a~rodynamique

(1'6coulement traverse librement
3.8. CALCUL DE LA TRAINEE. la nacelle et est perturb6 unique-

ment par la g6om~trie des enve-
La trainde externe de la nacelle loppes).
est d~termin~e a partir d'un calcul Un calcul sera pr~sent6 pour un
do couche limito. Un premier calcul, 6coulement A l'infini amont do Mach
bas6 sur la m~me technique d'analyse Mo = 0.89 et une incidence do 3*.
de sillage de la nacelle quo cello
utilis~e au cours des essais, pormet 4.2. MAILLAGE
d'obtenir le cx de forme a partir
des r~sultats du code Euler SESAME. Le maillage utilisd est constitu6
Ce code bas6 sur 1'hypoth~se d'un de 21 maillages 2D radiaux 6qui-r6-
flhide parfait, permet d'obtenir partis en angle. La planche 17 gui
los efforts de train6e dus aux montre le maillage de la gdom~trie,
variations de pression, en particu- donne une representation de cette
hier dans des r~gions d'6coulement discr6tisation en angle.
affect~es par des chocs. Chacun des maillages 2D radiaux
Toutefois, af in de s'affranchir est constitu6 de 4 zones (Cf. plan-
des pertes de pression totale engen- che 18). Deux maillages de type C
dr~es par le code num~rique, on enveloppent chacun des profils (Cf.
suppose 116coulenient isentropique planche 18 bis) et deux maillages
dans los regions non affect6es par en H 6tendent le domaine de calcul
des chocs, les pertes de pression en amont et en hauteur. Chaque
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maillage 2D radial comporte 5976
noeuds et le maillagc 3D complet, REFERENCES
125496 noeuds.

[1) V. COUAILLIER
4.3. CONiDITIONS LIMITES. Application du code SESAME aux cal-

culs d &coulements tridimensionnels
Los conditions limites appliqu~es de fluide parfait.
sont les m~mes que pour la nacelle Discussion technique du 26 Juin
pr~c~dente mis A part le fait gue 1990, ONERA
l'6oulement 6tant libre de traver-
ser la nacelle, on n'applique plus [2) J.P. VEUILLOT, G. MEAUZE
de condition de piession A 1'entr~e A 3D Euler Method for Internal
compresseur, mais seulement une con- Transonic Flows computation with
dition de pression sur la frontibre Multi-Domain Approach in AGARD-
infinie "aval". LS - 140.

Remarqrue :on initialise le calcul [13 L. CAI4BIER, F.DUSSON et
sur tout le domaine par J.P. VEUILLOT
les caract~ristiques du M~thode multi-domaines pour les
fluide A l'infini amont. 6quations d'Euler.

Appplications pour des sous-domaines
4.4. RESULTATS DE CALCUL. avec recouvrement.

La Recherche A~rospatiale, Ann~e
Le calcul effectu6 avec un Mach 1985, n13 (Mai-Juin) p. 181 A 188.
amont Mo = 0.82 et OL= 30 demande
6000 it~rations pour converger
de mani~re satisfaisante. [4] R. PEYRET
Les planches 19 a 21 montrent les Resolution numerique des syst~mes
champs de Mach obtenus autour des hypersoniques. Application a la
profils sup~rieur, infdrieur et dynamique des gaz.
1at~raux, et notamment les poches Publication ONERA 1977-5
supersoniques qui se d~veloppent
sur la partie externe de la nacelle. [5] Essais de llentrde d'air GE36 A
Les planches 22 A 24 donnent les 1'&hbelle 0.29480 dans la soufflerie
rdpartitions do Mach isentropique slMA.
sur los profils sup~rieur, inf~rieur D6c. 1987 - jan. 1988, ONERA
et latdraux do la nacelle.

[6] H. .JOUBERT et P. FESSOU,
CONCLUSION J.C. RAYNAL et F. GARCON

Essai en soufflerie do l'entrde
Aujourd'hui, grace au code SESAME, d'air d'un turbor~acteur A h~lices
la SNECMA est capable do critiquer rapides.,
l'adrodynamique des nacelles et AAAF - 25 ... collogue d'arodyna-
s'dppuic sur celui-ci comme outil mique appliqu~e
do conception. Talence 12-13-14 Octobre 1988
Ellc utilise un code Euler 3D pour
calculer l'6oulement do fluide
parfait et un code do couche limite
2D pour estimor la trainee et le
Mach do divergence.
Ces codes ont 6t6 valid6s sur la
nacelle du projet do turbor6acteur
a h6lices rapides, pour laquello
la SNECMA dispose do nombreux r6sul-
tats d'essai, et appliques A d'au-
tres cas d'6tude.
A l'avenir, e)10 compto etendro sos
rnoyens do calcul pour critiquer des
installations motrices compl~tes
(fuselage, voilure, mat et nacelle)
et s'en servira comma aide A Vins-
tallation dans une optique do r~duc-
tion dos co~ts doessais.
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Cot article et los 6tudes prsesnt~es
ont pu 6tre realises grAce au program-
me SESAM.E d~velopp6 par 11ONERA. Le
service integration a~rodynamique de
la SNEGMA tient A remercier toute
1'6quipe do M. VEUILLOT pour ce code
at pour leur assistance dans l'uti-
lisation de ce code.
Los auteurs remercient la direction
technique de la SNECMA gui leur a
donn6 los moyens do r6aliser ces
6tudes at a permis leur diffusion.
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ETUDE THR

CONDITIONS LIMITES ET INITIALISATION ETUDE THR

PROFIL SUPERIEUR
C C.

CHAMP DE MACH
B

B' F

A'
A' D

M0 -0.83
CONDITIONS LIMITES ALPHA - 3

AC condition d'injection Dm -0.04

BF-,WB' condition do coupure
CC/ , condition do non-r6tlexton
DE-EC condition do pression statique
EE' condition do glissement
AA"-XD condition d'axe

INITIALISATION :

PARTIE BLANCHE (t)

Ecoulement externe initialis6 par les
caracteristiques du flUid. a l'intini amont

PARTiE HACHUREE (2) :

Ecoulement interne initialisO par une
interpolation lineaire entre les conditions
amont at cellos a lentree compresseur

PLANCHE 5

PLANCHE 6

ETUDE THR ETUDE THRl

PROFIL INFERIEUR
PROFIL LATERAL

CHAMP DE MACH
CHAMP DE MACH

"M0 • *83
ALPHA 3
DM 0 04 MO * 0 83

ALPHA * 3
DM -004
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EVOLUTION DU MACH ISENTIROPIQUE

SUR LE PROFIL INFERIEUR
COMPARAISON AVEC L'EXPERIENCE

1.30

.. 10

900

).* ETUDE THR
2.10 EVOLUTION DU MACH ISENTROPIQUE

SUR LE PROFIL LATERAL
COMPARAISON AVEC L'EXPERIENCE

0.50 ALPHA

M 0 0833~ .jg8.-~MEA o 0407 r
W 2(k /0) .47 92

0.30 0 LEVRE EXTERNE
X LEVRE INTERNE 1.30

0.20

0 .2 1. .6 .8 1.0 1.2 i... 1.4 1.9 .2 2.2 10
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ETUDE THR
EVOLUTION DU MACH IbENTROPIQUE

SUR LE PROFIL SUPERIEUR 0.50 ALPHA -3

COMPARAISON AVEC L'EXPERIENCE mo 0 083
MEA 0 407
W2(kg/) 47 92

1.O0 LEVRE EXTERNE

1.0 ~X LEVRE INTERNE

1.20

i.00 ~PLANCHE 10 XR
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ETUDE THR ETUDE THR

EVOLUTION DU MACH ISENTROPIQUE EVOLUTION DU MACH ISENTROPIQUE
SUR LE PROFIL SUPERIEUR SUR LE PROFIL SUPERIEUR

COMPARAISON AVEC L'EXPERIENCE COMPARAISON AVEC L'EXPERIENCE

1.20 1.2013)0 1.30

.10 1

1.00 1.00

0.90 0. 0.900

0.80

3.10 3.10

0.50 ALPHA 0 0.50 ALPHA 0

M0 - 0796 MO 084
0-0 m MEA 0 403 0.,o MEA 0 634

.acW 2( kq / ) •47 58 .3 W 2(k , 65= • 57$

0 LEVRE EXTERNE 0 LEVRE EXTERNE

. LEVRE INTERNE X LEVRE INTERNE

3.20 0.20

3.2 D., 1.6 C.8 i.0 '1.2 . 1.26 i.8 2.0 1 3.2 0.- 0.6 0.8 1.0 1., 1.- 0.S 2.3 .

XPRF XPRR
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ETUDE THR
ESSAIS HAUTE VITESSE

MODANE Si (1987)
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TRAINEE DE LA NACELLE DU THR
comparailson calcuI/experience TRAINEE D'UNE NACELLE CONVENTIONNELLE

Cd Cd
0,025 .0.025

0.02 --- -, 0.02r

~.0t~r- 0.015--

0.01-
0.01

0.005 - - --

0.005

0
0.4 0.45 0,5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0,85 0.9 0.95 1 0

MACH 06
0.60.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.8 0.81 0.82 0.8304 0.85

Cd essat Cd form. - Cd trot. ' Cd total MACH
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MAILLAGE DE LA GEOMETRIE ETUDE NACELLE AVEC CORPS CENTRAL

MAILLAGE 20 RADIAL
PROFIL SUPERIEUR

;X,

PLANCHE 17 PLANCHE 18

ETUDE NACELLE AvEC CORPS CENTRAL
DETAIL MAILLAGE 2D RADIAL

PROFIL SUPERIEUR

I r r
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NACELLE AVEC CORPS CENTRAL

PROFIL SUPERIEUR
CHAMP DE MACH

0 $2

ALPHA 2

-DM 004
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NACELLE AVEC CORPS CENTRAL
PROFIL INERIEAR
CHAMP DE MACH

+ i t ~ALPHA :.2
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ANALYSE DETAIILEEDtE L1N[ERAC11ON VOILIIRE NACELLE D'UN AVION i)ETRANSP)RT CIVIL

3 L.GODARD
0.-P. IACQ(UOITE

Office National d'Etudes et de Rmehiches Aaropatialm (ONERA)
92322 Chmillon Ccdex - FRANCE

D. GISQUET
AEROSPATIALE Toulouse

3106 Touloiuse Cedes 03 - FRANCE

Resume fabniqu& ;,ar FAEROSPATIALE. Ces donnics seront co;flmnirt~es
Us montage experimeniLd a 66~ developpO A l'ONERA pour et le phdnom~ne d'interaction ser-a analyse en detail. La derni~r

1'6tudc detailie de ]'interaction nacefll-voilure davions de pantic du papier presenlera quelques calculs -tfectuds avec une
transport civils en transsonique. La maquette est on lronqon d'aile meihode potentielle multidomaine et qui pers'ettent de compider
fortement instrumenth en pr-ises de pression. defini et fabriqui par lanalyse des resultats expdrinientaux.
I'AEROSPATIALE. Cc montage permet la mesure des efforts
globaux, des r~partitions de pression Fur la maquette, et des 2 MONTAGJE EXPERIMENTAL
vitesses dans le champ par veiocim~trte laser. La compldmientarite.- ________

de ces diffirtnts types de mesure assure ulie description complete
et deiaille des phincimines itrodynamiques qui sont analyses 2.1 Gdomrridiret qipementdelamaquette
dans le papier. Cette analyse pernner une meilleure comprehension
de l'interaction nacelle-voilurr !t fournit les mecilleurs elements de Pour cette Etude de detail une maquel'- de grande Echelle a (tit r~aisec,
comparaison pour uric modelisation par le calcul. qui est representative de l'insiallation mole., extemei d'un quadrirdacteur

long-courrier. Cesse maqluette est uric pot.on d'aile qui traverse 1. veine
1 INTRODUCTION d'essais darts toule sa largeur (Fig. I). Lea extremites on, 6ei adaptees, compic

tcnu de la presence des pamnis ltarrales. pour assurer daris )a zone central' in
L'implantation cles rEacteur% suc une voilure davion de dcoulemeni semblable A ccliii dc la pantic catemne de l'aile compihtr du

transport civil trarissonique pose des problmes difficiles du fait de quadrirdactcur. Lea principales caracldristiques geomrithques de cette
la complcsitd des tormes et des deoulements A traiter. et du fait des maquente sent:
delais souvent limnites pour r~soudre lrs prrsblmcs rencontris [I] Corde de reference Cr=0.4407 mn
(21. Envergure Br4.800 in

En effet. l'optimisation de cette installation des nacelles dolt. Surface convenlionnelle Sr=O,22 138 in
pour Eitr pleirirment r~ussie. pouvoir agir A la fois sue la La nacelle est uric nacelle tongue dc grandc Echclle ci de gdomdtrsr
conception des formnes de la voilore. dc la nacelle ct du mat support pioche de cellinde nacelles existantes (Fig.t1). Cette nacelle eat permreable. sa
hu-mime. En pratique, lea composants precedents inifgrent des partic intemne a ete dessinde pour avoir in debit repirdsentatif de celui d'un
pi~ces A long cycle de fabrication et Ics definitions ndcessaires rdacteur au point de crois~trc
dloivent Etre disponibles tirts rapidemesi apri-s Ie lancement dui Ixe pyl6nc a un volume classique vis Il vis des contraintes d'avionabfftotE
pi,,gramine. inais nest pas adaptts adrmdynamniqucrnent (squelecte plan. Fig. 1).

L'atrodynamnicien utilise pour ces definitions des codes de
calcul plus ou mains sophistiqu~s. Ces codes doivent etre ILe rmnonn daite eat dquipO de 220 prises de pression fouri issant uric
perforanants ei flables afin de sdlectionirse dans les meilleurs dJelas description asscr ddtaillte dui champ de pression paridtat (Fig.2). La position
in sombre restreist de geometries qui seront essuite evalu~es en des poses a dtC adaptW A l'analyse du plsdnom~ne d'intcrac.;,'n
soumferie industricile pour un chaix final des forrnes retenues. Ces nacetle-voihiire. c'est A dire offi-ant sri plus grand sombre de prises A
rssais ont gentralemest pour but l~ivaluarion des performances, en l'intrados quAl lextrados. ci un sombre plus important d- Ac!l interne de
particulier )a trainee, et roe permelltent paa usie analyse fine des V'ase nacelle. D~es prises je pressios sont aussi irnplant~ea sur le pyl~ne (10)
ph~nomrines locaux. Dans cc conteste. ii a semblE utile de purises) ei tsr la nacelle (21 prises), i-n majoritE dui c~ti! sinter de
dd~vlopper in mayen d'essais de recherche, compldmcntaire des l'issialtitiori (Fig.3).
essais de type industriel. perenertast une analyse d16taill~e de 2.2 Montage en seine
l'ecoulement dans lea zones oii se manifestent essentiellemesr lea
interactions installation inotrice/voilure. dlans le bust de micux Les essais ant lieu dana ]a soumferic 8 cireuit Wense S3Ch d~e
comprendre lea phtnom~nca ci de dMvelapper et valider lea codies t'ONERA-Chalais. Cette soumferic trarissonique permect use variation do

d~e calcul appropries pour len reprtsenter au micux. nombre de Mach de038 11.2 .La veine d'essaisest de taille moyeissede
C'ct aec et bjetifqueI*OERAa ms ,a ouv~ un section 0,8x0.8 mn. Elle fonictionne 8 pbession atnosphs~isu, cc qui im~xise Ic

nouveau montage experimental permettant d'effectuer cc type obedRynlsprtit ouu obedeMcdni,

d'essais. Use bonne comprehension des phinomrrines n~cessite Je I rmontagereienu est titsparliculier etca~ractssss par les points suisaits
informations en grand sombre ct diverses: cc montage permet dc IFig,4):
mesurer let efforts glohaux s'esergant stir la maquetle ;us ILe i rsron d'aile traverse la veise decssais darts toite sa largeur.
Oquipement important en prises de pression permet use analyse -La nacelle cal gdrneralement fisee sous laile par us pyldne. tnais
locale et d&tIllde de l'iEcoulemcnt, cnfin Ie champ de vitesses danst pendant let sondagea par v~locincidtre laser en l'absence de pylOne dlle eat
l'espace est mesurd par velocimritrie laser ci constitut use soutenue par us dard aval.
arformation prtcicuse pour comspleter cente analyse. - La balance mesurara lea efforta globaux s'exeroant sur la maquelte eat

Ce papier d~crira d'abord le montage experimental. puis dans constitu~e de dcix elements separts. fli sont places stir elsaque paroi latdrale
let conditions de croisi~re on pr~senitera A rumr d'exemplc de la veine, ot lits & a structure dcla souffleric, et so4tienicnterletrongo A
1 ensemble des informatrions recucillies sur use maquente ddfinic ct chaque extif~niftf Cbaque demi-baance comporie 3 dynamomktrea et



l'en~semnbl pennet la mesure des 6 composanies de forces ct moments pyi6iic el de la nacelle et 7,5%1 de celle du tronicsi de voilure isold. Cc temic
globaux. esi ecocire plus important si I'on se place A iso-portance.

. Un systerme d'dtanchditd constitud de chicanes est implanid sur lcs
parnis latdrales Al[a tnsvetsde du uonron daie. nI pennect Ia mesure des efforts Les portainces locales sur e Ic in~on dc voilure son! dvaludes A partir des
en 6vitant tout contact entre ]a maquetle et les patois, tout en emptchant urt rdpanitions de pression mesurdes (Fig.8). La nacelle seule provoque unec
6eoulement entre ]a veine d'essais et le caisson de la soufflerie. perte de CZ local variant peu suivant l'envergiare, on pea plus dlevde du cmt

- Compte tens de ['occupation de la maquente dans ]a seine, des fotrnes intettne, 'decan maximal ye situars a 40% de 1'envergute du tron~on d'aile. En
de patois haute et basse on! did ddfinies de faion ILidorique pour minimiser prdsence du pyl~ne et de la nacelle. les dearts s'acemoissent considerablement.
]'influence de ecs parois au point de eroisitie (Fig 5). Ces pubois s'applalent Le pyl6ne introduit une dissymdtrie, l'effet Otani plus marqud du cOtd
sur des lignes de courant caleuldes ei oni des fonnes tt6s tridlimensionneliles. internte. Les deants par rapport au tmonqon d'aile isold dvoluent aussi
Pendant l'essai quelqises rdpartitions de prrssion son! miesurdes sue celles-ci davantage en fonction de l'cnvergutc, diminuant vets lcs cxu'dmitds A partir
afin de M~erminer les corrections rdsiduelles s'appliquant aux efforts d'un maximium situd au droit du pyl6ne.
globaus

- Pour les sondages par vdlocimi~rie laser. des hublots de dimensions Les rdpartilions de pression donnent des indications locales sue
0,75s0.25 mn sont implantds sur chaque parol laidrale de is seine d~essais. l'interaction. Les phidromdnes observds sont Irs suivantus

Des sondagen d'dcoulcment par vdlocimrdtric laser son! effeciuds dans la - Influence de la nacelle seutle (Fig.9.IO):
rmgion comprise criti le tronion d'aile cl la nacelle oOl linteraction en! la plus A l'intrados du trongon d'aile. on note une accilidration importante.
forte. et en labsence de pyli~ne (Fig.6). Cette absence pennet unic menure masimale dans Ic canal entre aile et la nacelle (Fig.9). Cetie zone
laser par diffusion avant qui simplifie le montage ci assure unic bonne qualiti! accdldrdc se termine A sine abscisse x qui dvolue peu suivan!
de la mesute. Lec bane dmenteur et le bane rdcepteur son! done situds de part et l'envergure et semble lide A la position du bord de fuite de Ia nacelle
d'utre de Ia seine d'essais. On diltetinine Ics 3 composantes de Ia vitesse A (Fig. 10). Du fait de Ia flidehe du tronqon. cci effet conceme une
'aide de 3 faisceaus laser de diffilentes ecouleurs et frdquences dmis en portion importante des profils do ci~tiL interne de laile ci semble

direction du point de mesure, le bane rdccpleur supportan! 3 cellules u'diendre jusqu'A lemplantute de Ia maquette. Cetic zone se rditrcit
orienies vets ce mdmec point. Les angles minima nilcessaires entte les lorsque Ion se dilplace vets l'exirdmitd et tie conceme plus que le
fuisceaus ilmetteuts pour avoit unec bonne qualitd de mesure et Ia taille des hord d'attaque dans les sections externes, as dela de 60% de
hublots limiteni Ia rdgion pouvant Wie sendd& et qui es! reprdsenttdc sur Ia l'envergure de Ia maquette. Au voisinage du bonl de fuite de la
Figure 6. nacelle, lI'coulement sue l'aile est Idgdrement ralenti dans une zone

symiltrique par rapport A l'axe nacelle. son extension en envergure cut
de l'ordre de grandeur du diatuttre de Ia nacelle (Fig.l1).

3 ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DE L'INTERACTION A l'estrados du iron~mon. Irs survitesues; de bord d'attaque son! plus

NACELLE- VOILURE faubles au droit de Ia nacelle et du Atd esteme, du fait du dl~placenseni
de Ia ligne de pantage A l'initados (Fig.9). Ce ralentissemeni affecte

3.1 *. Codiios *.ssi unec pantic du plateau supersoniquc jusqu'A 25% de Ia corde et
essatsentraine une avanc&l de l~onde de ehoc d'environ 3% de conic sur

('e papier se limite A une drude de linteraction nacelle-voilute as point toute lenvergure de Ia maquette. suivie par une ldgtire accillilation
de cmisiilrc dc laile dans len conditions: ale a c eldiplacement-

On noters que Ia perte de ponance locale par rapport au tronqon de
Mach=0,82 ci lncidence=1.605  

voilute seul ilvolue pes en enivergure mais cut due A des phdriormntes
La soufflerie fonictionnant A pression atnsosphdrique. Ie nombre de locaus tits diffdrents selon Ia section considdrde.

Rey-nolds fosxnnd asec la conic de Wrefrnce cut de 5,2 mtllions.
I es efforts globaux ci les nypantitions de pression setont analysils pour lea Influence de Ia nacelle ei du pyli~ne; ridle du pyli~ne (Fig.9l 1.12):

I cosfigurations. tronron d'ate isold. tonton d'aile et nacelle. puis tron~on Len effets relevds sur la configuration prd~cddensenuts accentuils par
daile ci pyl6ine cl nacelle. Ia pr~sence du pylidne.

Lcs sondages d'dcoulement par vdlocimdtrre laser coneement 'nrdsd dditre nrtov '!~eainpvq~
uniquement Ic imnqon d'aile ei Ia nacelle en l'absence de pylidne. Ils par li nradole s du ciyid interne, on tetiouve laucdcdeation provtius
fourrussent en chaquc point de nondage les 3 romposantes de Ia vitesse locale, paruIal naclle du~ odo pyatalune I'coelsi-c provoqunso suprvoitese ets
('es points de sondage se situent dans 7 plans venticaux symdtriqucs par uruiac pnet du choed dpaaftaque,9) Ideouemfen deien souperonique aci

lapnAIase nacelle. et principalement dans la edgiort comprise entre Ilueodeeco paa!(i.).Cief!e!tueosbacu
mnroon d'ade et Ia nacelle (Fig.7). Les positions de ces plans et des points on! oi inue negr u 'fe el ael Fg 2e 0.D

&0t adaptiles as philnomfie A dludier. et environ 1200 points on! did sondds. ci~id exteme intrados. unec ldghr accdldration cut pedenie dans Ia zone
cenitale (Fig. 12): Ic pyli~ne intrexisit une dissymdteie maislude enire

3.2 Analyse des efforts globass et repartitions de pression len rilgions inieme ci esterrie de la maqucite. ci cc philnomstne se
retrouve sur les tilpartitions de pression du pyli~ne. Toujours A

Les efforts glohaux pevils par Ia balance pour les diffdretenis l'intrados de l'aile en dehors de la rdgion centrale, I'deoulemeni est
co~nfigurations sent. accilldril parle pyl~ne, ce! effet cut de faible intensiid main dtendu en

envergure (Fig.9). Ceci conduit cirae asires. A une quasi dispariliort

Tr-nn~rtd'aie rocton~ 0 Iroflonfir de Ia zone ralentie en aval de Ia nacelle. obseevde pour Is glomiltrie
runo dil acelle pyIidne Ip+~et.D plus, dans Is rilgion esteme, il ubsisic un deant entre

nacele trn~on+pyl~e +n cll Itcl tronion de voilure scuI.
A lesxtrados, les survitesses de hoed d'attaque du ci~id esteme de

CZ 0,544 0,514 0,476 I'ave nacelle ddctoissent encore en prdvence du pyli~ne et eniralnen!

l)C' 0 0030 ~ 6Suse baisse du niveas da plateau supersonique (Fig.9). L'onde de choc
DCZ 0,30 0068avance de 1% dc Ia corde ci cc dilplacement ye rilperesic sur toute

CX 104 159 196 l'envergure.

I)CX 104 0 1 37 Les 6eants entre les configurations 'tmn~on+pyli~nc+nacclle' ci

La prilsence dej]a nacelle modilie Ie champ de pression sur Ic trorn~on e 'Irngon+nacelle' donnient unic dde de l'influence du pyli~ne sdi

voilure, enirainani uric porte dec portance de 5.5%. En peduence du pyldne et pouvait dire isold (Fig. 12). I.accdldration intrados en! britiale du cA~d
de l naell, cticpere acin 125%.1'efetdu il st oneý ct dardinieme du eait et s'itend sue 20% denrvergure. Du ciWt esteme dell

de~nu I cuid a nacelle. ceeepo te a nain 25.lyef! dous-eSest done acu eel dgrodo cv plus faible. plus reculde, ci s*diend sue 15% d'envergure. Une
vuj~eur3 clsi e I naelle Ceie nalye vus-nten qu sel Iciroronaccdlratiort irds fhit: wirmble siliendre use toute l'envergure du

d'ail participe S Is p.rrtance. to~ndn argo etaed aviue(i.)
Iti trainiee de Ia secvnnde configuration nest pas ped~nende car seule l'aileiriondnIstincelaedIaviueFg..

cvi -rvile L~a gdomdirie complfie volt le CX augmenter de 23%, pour usec
incidenice ilentiqrie ci non rartriance donride. 11 cvi habitiel de dilconpover 3.3 Esploitation des mevures de vitesse dana l'espace
cci deart en diffdrenis termes.

IXX= CX nacelle isolde - CX pylione + CX interaction L'inteedt des soirdages par vdlocimdtrie laser est de foumir des
1ev trafndes dc Ia nacelle ci du ea~t on! did dvaludes par calcul (CX de inforimations diltilldes dans Ie champ. notamnmeni le module ct la direction

frottemeni) ci par dialonnage (CX interine nacelle) Lx CX d'inicraction cvi d ilea vitesse. grandeuts qui soni gdndraleeaenl inaccessibles, lots d'ensais
alots de 12 104 .ce qui reprdsente eniviront Ia moitid de Ia tratfide propre du ilans des vyruffleries indusiriclles.



L- tracd des vectetira vitesse visualise lea deflections de 1'ecoulemenl La cormsissance du champ de vitesses locales permet le calcul des filigns
dans la region comprise cntre sulere nacelle (Fig.13). Danks les plans verticaux de courant dans [a region comprise entre le tronqon d'aile etl[a nacelle. Ces
y=cte, le fluide s'oriente suivafir la forme des protils: en asnont du tronioon lignes on( des formes lids tridimensionnelles qui illustrent ci compittent
d'aile it ness qusasiment pas devid. puis sincline fortemeni darts le canal lanalyse prdcadente sue les vitesses; (Fig.17):
entre sile et nacelle, et en aval de la nacelle les deviations soetI surtouc lides A la - les lignes de courart danas la section la plus interns samn constammenl
cansheure aerire du protfil supeecritique de l'aile. devi~es lateralemeni vets Vcxtrdmite. et verticaletnent elles suivent

Les lignes isa-Mach dlarts ces memes plans mactenit enl evidence les approxinsativement la formne des profils de la voilure.
gradients loragiludinaux aul droit dc la nacelle. qui sattdnuent A mesure que -lslge aaI eto apu aercs iietvt argo
Ion se deplsce cers les sections lea plus extemnes (Fig.14); dans la demnitre -k inteme de nsm]aquectioe pui'nluchssexerne vet lexrmietE Ae laregione

section y/ssO.S6. on ne soil plus de gradient suivant a saus l'aile. Ccci eat en dunterneo de voilaure. Ces sifdplcemesnta suetas y cormbin~s susari

accord avec: les repsrtitions de pression sur la surface du trorson d'aile evolutions en z donnent des formes irababituelles: vues de face ces
(fig.9): la nacelle provoque A l'issrados du tlslnon trine acceleration puiag trine 'grs scmblent serauuler sur elles-atents.
deceleration, cet effet contribue A augmenter les gradients de pression dana la - dana Is section centrale, la forme des lignes eat intemiddiaire entre les
region centrale des prolils pour leg sections du c6td interne de Ia nacelle et A fonnes pric&Ientes; el les surfaces de courant son! done tirts gauches.
Ics diminuer dana lea sections du c6td esters. Lea courtics iso-Mach portent - dans urine section dlonsde, les allures des differentes lignes sont peu
usasi lerrapreiste dej]a lignec de partage aui lxrd d'attaque du tmonqon et de Ia Evolutives ct dependent pes de l'allitude.

charge arriile.
Ces lignes de courant peuvent atre utilisdes pour Ia definition d'un

Les traces dana lea plans borizontaux z=cts. campris entre Ic torron et Ia pyldnc 'adapiE'.

nacelle, dorarent des indications sue lea effets lransversaux qui sont Ctes
marquels pour cc type de g~omritfic. et qui peuvent inlervenir de facon 4 COMPARAISON ENTftE ESSAIS ET CALCULS
determiriante dana l Icdessin du pyl6ne (Fig.BS16). Aux orientations Unec m~tliode de calcull d'Ecoulemtents trarassaniques astour de
habituellemest rencontrtes ati voisinage d'une aile supercritique, en flche goere opee s ncusd deopmn OEA[1.El

isolc, c sperosen de deiatonsduesA l naell quiparsa resnce eat ici appliqudc sux calculs des configurations teoni~on et tronwon+naccell
modlifi le champ dc pressions dana Vespace est dti (sitd rdti rfint provoque qui ont fsit l'objet des essais qui viennent d'etre ddcrits. Toutefois on ne
des deviations de l'dcoulcment vets; lextdrietircdu imnann dana Ia negion du cherchera qu'une comparaison qualitative avec lea rlsultats expdrimentaux

c~idintme t ds deiatonsver l'ritticu duc~t exerri dela acele.car Ie code de calcul rae prend pan encore en compte lea effets visqueux.
Comple tenua de ces remaeques, lea phdrinoines observes sant les

-En amont du tmon'on de voilure. la flche induit tins deviation 4.1 G34nerabitds stir le maitlage et sur Ia mndthode de resolution

lransversale vera I *ntrdmitE de Ia maquettcd'autant plus marquee que I'on La geometric du trronon avec nacelle Elan! trts tridimensionnelle il est
s'approche dc laile (Fig. 15); ceci eat lid aui ralentissement de Vecoulensent impossible de crder tin maillage de qualite qai soil globalement strucsrurl
qu-illustrent lea ligries iso-Mach (Fig. 16). La composanre latit-ale de la ccvi A dire doori lensemble des nocuds puisse dire numdrote en 1, 1 etlK.
vitt-ss est sccentudE du cbtE intensec car l'obstruction de Ia nacelle croft A L'option retenue A l'ONERA consiste A d~couper l'espace en domaines de
mesure qluc le fluide se ddplace latdralement jusqu'l laxe nacelle. Du C6tE calcul dana; lesquels le maillage eat structure, puis chaslue domains eat
catemne, Ia fonne de la nacelle et son obstruction qui ddcrmit latilrslement ddcoupd en blocs de maillage. Un nombre important de blocs penstet de
indwurset us ralentissement de l'donulement. S'opposant sinai A l'effet de contriler avec trine grande sauplesse Is position des noeuds et Icur rdpartition.
fltche do rron~on: Ia deviation tranaversale globale devient quasiment nulle Lea blocs ne soot utilisds que lots de Ia construction du maillage slots quc lea
poserIt-s sections lcs plus exlcrrev, et ccci correspond A des lignes iso-Macb domaines interviennent bora dc Is resolution. La donnde des blocs et des
perpendliculaires A l~coulement infut ansont. domaines constitue Is topologie.

- Du bord d'altaque du Lronaon de voilure aui bond de (site de Is nacelle Pour Is gdomdtric Eludide. 4 domaines orndidE d~finis (ati desatis dti
se trouve Is -egion 6ua I interaction eat Is plus forte car tin canal eat crele entre lrunqon, ee~ri le trnqnon et Ia nacelle, sass le tmingon, et tin domains entrant
lc uvnron el la nacelle darts Icquell l'coulement eat trts Evolutif. La sue de dana la nacelle), ei 62 blocs de maillage ant diE choisia pour obtenir tea
dcssss dc Ia geometric montre que Ic recouviement entre Is nacelle cetle rEpartitions de points ddsirdes (Fig.18). Le maillage de surface de l~objet eat
trunnon de voiture eat beaucoup plus important dti cOtE interne de l'axe crEE separtment A I'aide d'outils de CAO. fl comporte environ 1800 points
nacelle quc du cOtE externe, du fsit de Is Relica. Aussi il nest pan Etonnant de sur Ic Ironqon d'aile et 1000 points stir la nacelle (Fig.19). Le code
constIcte sric zone acceldrde, donc A faible pression. ddcalde vera ON'ERA-MESH-3D gdntre slots le maillage d'espace en positionnant lea
l'esplanlure de ]a maquetic (Fig. 16)- En oure. comple tens du rdtrcint de Is points sue chaque ani-te de bloc ping sur Icy faces et enfin A I'intEi-iur des
nacelle el de Is position du bord d'altaquc du trunqon, I'dcoulcmcnl cat blocs.
forrement steclE- as voisinage dti lard d'allaque puis il eat ralenli. Le maillage d'espace comporte enviroan 120000 points, c'ea tin maillage

En cc qui coscerne Ics vecleura vilesse dlang Is section au druit de l'axe en II autour des bords d'anaque de l'aile et de la nacelle (Fig.20).

nacelle, lea composanles trartaversales soot imp-ortanlcs el orienlecs vets Un second maillage a diE cede aurour dti trcinqon d'aile isolE, en sue d'une
lextr~milE dc )a maquenle ati voisinage du bold d'attsque de celle-ci evaluation theconque de l'effet dc Ia nacelle. Lc maillage de surface eat

(Fig I5). puis ces composantes dlcroissent car lHcoulement eat accel~rI ci Ie idenlique. Lespace eat d~coupd en 2 domamnca et 8 blocs el cc maillage
flutde se duige vets lecmplanture c~cvi. A dire vera les zones de basse pression: comporte env iron 80000 points.
dana I]a ions ralenlie qui suit Ia lendanc sinverse. Lea calculs adrodynarniqucs sant effectuds A l'aide d'un code

Dans It-s sections de part et d~autre de l'ace nacelle aux orientations multidomains rlsolvant l*6quation complltt du potentiel sotin la forme
prlcddeniles ssajoutent lea desiations suppl~ntenlairev. Esoqudcs as d~but de conservative avec trine formulation en elements finis. Celle mdllsode peuti
cetre analyse. causqcs par Is fonme de Is nacelle. Finalemeni dana lea sections trailer des Ecoulements faiblement supetsoniques (Mach local nonnalcI.),

It-v plus incenics l~coulement cvi toujours ddvi4 vets l'extidmitl de Ia etlla formulation ear bien adapt~E aux geometries complexes car etle tollre
rnaaqsetc mais Ia deviation importanie ati droit du bord d'anaque de luaile des maillages irelgailiers et peu orthogonaux.
d~mcro compte lens de l'acc~reration qui suit (Fig. 15). Dana lea sections Dana lea calculs, la napase tourbillonnaire issue de l'aile a trine position
esremes Is deviation tranasersale eat faible ati droit du bold d'allaque et fig~c stir trins ligne de maillage. La nacelle eat traitge comme trine entree dair

sugmenle en direction de l'emplunlsre jusqulas bold de fuite de Ia nacelle. dont on impose le coefficient de ddbit. La napire issue delai nacelle eat traitle

- En aval du bonS de (tile de la narclle, lea ligncs isa-Macb sont comme trins surface de glissement et le jet neat pas calculI.
quasiment paralllles A Ia fllhe dti tron~on ct on ne note presquc plus d'effet 4.2 Rlatiltats
indimensionnel provoquE par Ia nacelle (Fig. 16). Le fluide prend slots des
oirrntations semblables A cellct ot'servdes damt Ie can d'une aile isalle. Le code ridsolvant l'equation du potentiel sours fonnie conservative, lea

L'Ecouilesnent Elarm raicrtib vile trorgon ayanlde ]a fibelic lefuide dlvir de intensitfs des ondes de choc; sont surestiminlcaet ont ranic poition vecilde par

plus en plus sets 1lextr~mitE de Ia maquetie, A partir de son orientationl ati rapport aux essais, bien quc leg calerals aien EW efifectua I trine incidence plus

droil du bord de (site nacelle (Fig. 15). Prts du bord de (ijite de l'aile uri faible que lea essais (Mach=O.82, lncidence=1.10 degrfs). L'absence de

lEgtre acceleration. fide A Is charge arnrie. reduit ccv deviations trailement des effela visqueux conduit aussi I trine stirestimation des

transvetsales. portances; globalea:
Cz trongon =0.709 et Ce tnsnnon+naceUe=0.625

Lea remsnques concemnant I Icotlecrnen tiana lc plans bonionnitis entre La pdrte de portarxie occasiornnle par la nacelle cat aussi plus Elev~e quec
aile et nacelle s'appliquent A tous ces plans, lea pluenomlines dvoluant peti. cc que prdvoit 1'exptvience. Lecxamen des efforts locaux confimine citte
qualitalivement. suivant z. Enl paniculier. lea lignes iso-Mach issues des constatation (Fig.21 et 9). D'autre pait, leg dearts stir ces efforts cillculds 9Mr
sonidages par v~llcinslitric laser cort dcv allures ptrnches de celes obtensues A plus importnsa du cMd externe de la nacelle. cc qui West pas en accord aveic
lintrados du tnrsoer~o de voilure A paetir des mesures de pi-easion (Fig. 16). lea essais.



Les rdpannutons de pression par section sinsi que lea lignes iso-Kp 5 CONCLUSIONS
d~dcarts entre tron~on d'aile et lronron+nacelle fournissent des indications
plus ddtaillts (Fig.22.23). On constate tout d'abord que malgrd les 6carts au Le nouveau montage experimental italisd dans ]a soufflene S3Ch de
niveau des coefficients globaux le calcul rend comple des pnincipaux IONERA A Chalais-Meudon peniset une etude ddtaitide de t'dcoulernent
phdriorntris provoqluds par la nacelle: local entre nacelle et tronqon de voilure. Les pesdes globales par balance.

- zone acctltrte A l'intrados dui son~on d'aile en aniont du hord de fuile I'dquipement important de la maquene en prises de pression. le vd~ocimrttre
dc la nacelle. s'ttendant jusqu'l lemplanture du tronon. et limitte Is laser pour des sondages d 'coulecmnt dans l'espace permellent d obterur un
region du bord d'attaque du c~te extemei dejla nacelle. ensemble d'informations complet et dftaillt. Lecnsemble des informations

- region ralentie centite sur Ilaxe nacelle et peu dtendue en enivergure. ainsi recucillies a perinis une analyse fine des phenomenfes adrodynamniques
localisde juste en aval de Ia zone pitdckJeme. d'interaction grkce. notamnient. A Ia comptdmentanid des diffdrcnts types de

- ralentissement aui boisi d'attaque extrados au dtoit de la nacelle etdans mesurc. Cc moyes d'essais sera un outil important pour Ia validation de
lea sections plus extemnes. mdthodes de calcut appliqudes A ce pobiltme.

-cetie perte de survitesse eat suivie d'une baisse du niveau du plateau
supersoniqsre. plus marqsuee du c016 extemne de la nacelle. et conduit N un
ddplscement du choc: vets t'amont sur toute l'envergure de l'aile.

Les rdpartitions de Kp sur te tmrovon en presence de la nacelle ont nitme 6 REMERCIEMENTS
allure que tes courbes expdnimenrales (Fig.22 et 9). II en cut de mene pour tea
iso-dcarts entre trort~on d'aile+nacelle et tronqon isold (Fig.23 et t0). Seule Les auteurs tiennent A remetcier le personnel de Ia soufflerie
Ia difference de Ia position du choc cut notable. ONERA-S3Cti qui a contribut as succts de cette canmpagne d'essais, ainsi

Par contre l'intensitd des effets n'est pas correcteesent prtdrte par le que Irs spdcialistes de Ia vdtocimrbrrc laser t ONERA.
calcul. L'analyse des rdpartitions dc pression section par section et des
courbes des dcarta ensue troncon d'aie et trtsn~on+ntacelle montre que ~ RFRNE
(Frg.22.24)i EERNE

- A Icuxtrados. Ie dtplacement dui choc est stirestirre par le calcul. Ccci est [I JJ. MIRAT. R- PERIN, C. CATA
d(I A ta position titu recsuldc car on rtsout en fluide parfait l'6quation du
polenliel conservative, done Ia zone supersonique eat tits Otendue et dan Engine installation design for subsonic transport aircraft.
celse zone ltdcoulement est tits sensible A souse perurbsation. ICAS Congress

- La variation dui niveau diu plateau supersonique en presenee de la Stockholm. Sweden. 9-14 September, 1990
nacelle eat plus importanre pour Ie calcul. Lea causes sons lea memcs quc pour
Ia position du choc. [2) B. EWALD , R. SMY~TH

-A l'intrados. lea courbes des 6earts dvaluds par Ic calcul ou hroeadipmntinofifrntacl/nge
experimentaux dans quelques sections ontl a meune allure et sont quasiesentTenleadipmntioofilentacldnie
paralleles, mais lea teams calcults sont un pcu plus faibles. L~es ligns simulation concepts for wirxl-tunnel testing in research
iso-Mach d'dcarts ore aussi des allures tres proehes. Les difleirences peuvent and development work on transport aircraft
flue dues A la presence de la couche limire qul rtduit entre autre Ia taille dii AGARD CP 301, Aerodynamics of power-plant installation
canal entre le tmvnon et la nacelle. Toulouse, France. I11- 14 May 1981

11 faut cependant rioter que ldecoulement autour de cc tron~on entre
parois avec uric zone supersorsque dttndue slur toute son enverguire eat en cas
particuhi~ement severe pour lea mrdthodes numeriquea. [31 0.-P. JACQUOTTE

Multidomain topology management and solution algorithim
Les lignes iso-Mach Ithoriques ons dtt dttermindes dans Ie plan vertical for potential flow computations around complex configusrations.

passant par I axe nacelle. La consparaison avec lea intrus cosutles issuies des Computer methods in applied mechanics and engineering.
sondages par velocimettrie laser eat satisfaisante bicn que le jet ne soit pas A paraftre.
calculd (Fig.25 et 14).
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Investigation of Interference Phenomena of Moder.. Wing-Mounted
High-Bypass-Ratio Engines by the Solution of the Euler-Equations

C.-C. Rossow, A. Ronzhelmer

DLR Institut for Entwurfsaerodynamik
Flughafen, D-3300 Braunschweig, Germany

SUMMARY ning of airline companies, and a successful inte-
With the development of Ultra-High Bypass (UHB) gration of the propulsion system may reduce that
engines the aerodynamic interference between dependency.
airframe and engine becomes increasingly With the development of Very-High- and Ultra-
important. In this study the solution of the Euler High-Bypass engines (VHB/UHB) for transonic
equations Is used to simulate the flow field transport aircraft a substantial increase in eco-
around the DLR-ALVAST wing-body combination nomical advantage as well as in environmental
with different wing-mounted engines. For a compatibility is expected. However, these
CFM-56 engine, which is taken here to represent engines build larger than conventional engines
a conventional engine, the contributions of single and may cause stronger aerodynamic interfer-
components like engine, pylon, and jet to the ence. As a consequence, further efforts in PAl are
aerodynamic interference were investigated. The required for the time the Very-High/Ultra-High-
comparison with the flow field around the wing- Bypass engines will be installed into an airframe:
body combination without engine showed that the If the lower specific fuel consumption of these
presence of the engine alone lead to a forward engines should result in higher econo)mical
movement of the shock on the complete upper advantage, care must be taken that the benefits
surface of the wing. The pylon mainly influenced from the lower fuel consumption are not com-
the lower surface and caused an additional loss pensated (or even overcompensated) by higher
of lift which is of the same order of magnitude as drag of the complete aircraft caused by stronger
the loss due to the engine. The simulation of an interference. The efforts of PAl are especially
inviscid jet showed no significant influence for the relevant for configurations with wing-mounted
conventional engine. A further comparison of the engines, since here the propulsion system
interference effects of the CFM-56 engine and a directly Influences the flow around the wing. Fur-
UHB engine was made. The geometry of the UHB thermore, future UHB engines will be mounted
engine corresponds to the DLR-CRUF simulator closer to the wing due to their larger diameters
for Ultra-High Bypass engines. Due to the closer and the restrictions placed on the available
installation to the wing and the larger dimen- length of the landing gear.
sions, the UHB engine caused a local flow accel-
eration on the lower surface of the wing. This lead In order to get a better understanding of the ele-

to a significant loss of lift at the engine position, ments playing a role in the interference process

compared to the conventional engine. Simulation and to realize an improved installation of the

with and without jet revealed that the jet was propulsion system, substantial efforts have been

mainly responsible for this behaviour. In case of made to simulate jet and interference phenome-

the UHB engine the jet passed very closely under na. Experimentally this is performed by investi-

the wing and the displacement effect of the jet gating isolated and integrated model engines

caused a strong flow acceleration, driven by compressed air (Turbine Powered Sim-
ulators) [11, [2]. Wind tunnel investigations are
however rather complex and expensive. There-

1. INTRODUCTION fore numerical methods are increasingly gaining
The interaction between the propulsion system attention. For the numerical simulation of the flow
and the airframe can have a significant impact on around installed engines panel methods [3],
the performance of an aircraft. It is evident that methods solving the full potential equation [4],
an optimal integration of the propulsion system and more recently methods for the solution of the
into the airframe will result in an enhanced per- Euler equations [5], [61, [7], [8] have been used.
formance of the whole aircraft. This task Is called In the contribution presented here the solution of
propulsion/airframe integration (PAl). PAl the Euler equations will be used to predict the
becomes the more important the greater the Interference phenomena between aircraft and
amount of fuel prices as part of the Direct Oper- engine. One advantage of the solution of the Euler
ating Costs (DOC) becomes. The higher this equations with respect to the potential flow model
amount is the more effort has to be made in PAl is that the former is exact for inviscid flows, i.e.
to reduce the amount of fuel costs. But even when mass, momentum, and energy are conserved.
fuel prices are low the development of oil prices Secondly, in case of solving the Euler equations,
poses great uncertainties on the strategic plan- the vortex sheet behind a lifting wing needs not



to be specified. Furthermore, the geometry of an In equation (1), p, p, u, v, w, E, and H are the
inviscid jet comes out as part of the solution, and pressure, density, cartesian velocity components,
no assumptions are a priori necessary. On the total energy, and total enthalpy, respectively. V
other hand, compared to the solution of the Navi- denotes an arbitrary control volume fixed in time
er-Stokes equations, the effort for the generation and space rnd 49V is the closed boundary of the
of computational grids and the computer time volume V. F represents the tensor of flux density
required for the calculation of inviscid flow fields and n is the outward facing normal along 4V. The
tend to be an order of magnitude smaller, and unit vectors of tie _cartesian coordinate system
essential interference phenomena may already are given by i1, iv, i,, and the velocity vector is
be observed in inviscid flow. hence

The special configuration considered here is a -

twin engine Airbus-type aircraft.The geometry of q = Uix + Viy + wiz (2)

the wing-body combination corresponds to the Applying the integral mean value theorem,
DLR-ALVAST wind tunnel model. Experimental Applyin the intera ea v h
and theoretical investigations for this wing-body equation (1) can be converted to
combination equipped with a Turbine Powered -

Simulator were carried out in [6] for low subsonic F. n d S
speeds. Comparison of experimental and theore- V (3)
tical results showed reasonable agreement -- = f (3)
despite the fact that in the numerical simulation ffdV
the pylon was neglected. v

In this study the numerical simulation of the The term on the left-hand side of equation (3)
transonic flow field will be performed for the represents the integral mean value of the rate of
ALVAST wing-body combination with two different change of W in the control volume V, and the
engines installed on a pylon. The first engine Is right-hand side is the flux per volume of mass,
a CFM-56 engine. With this conventional engine momentum, and energy through the surface of V.
the elements playing a role in th? interaction Together with the equation of state
between propulsion system and airframe will be
analyzed. The other propulsion unit to be investi- p =pRT (4)

gated is an engine with Ultra-High-Bypass Ratio.
The geometry of this engine corresponds to the which relates the pressure to the components of
DLR-CRUF simulator (Counter Rotating Ultra- Wf equation (4) forms a system of five equations
high-bypass Fan), which shall be used for exper-
imental investigations in the future [9]. The
interference effects of the UHB engine will be 3. NUMERICAL METHOD
compared with those of the conventional engine
to estimate the problems occurring with the 3.1 Solution Scheme
installation of such large future propulsion sys- The discretization of equation (4) follows the
tems. method of lines, i.e. the discretization in space

and time Is done separately. The physical domain
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS around the aerodynamic body is supposed to be

The three-dimensional Euler equations for divided into hexahedral cells. The discrete values
unsteady compressible inviscid flows may be of the flow quantities are located at the vertices

written in integral form using a cartesian refer- of the mesh cells [10]. The numerical analogue

ence frame as of the Integral equation (4) then reads:

(fd 1v= ) 1 , -

JJ~ -WdV F Jj F~dS , (1) \d Vj (I,k -jJk)(5

where where 1,j,k are the indices of a certain grid point
in the computational domain, Qi,.k denotes the

-. • convective flux given by an approximpntion of the
p q surface integral in equation (4), and D0 jk, is a dis-

pu puq -psipative operator.
The approximation of the convective flux at a

W= p v F - p v q + p iY vertex 1,j,k Is accomplished by first evaluating the
fluxes through the surfaces of all cells surround-

p w p w q + p iz Ing node ij,k. On regular grids a vertex has eight
neighboring cells in common, as sketched in Fig-

p E p H q ure 1. Then the fluxes of all cells having, node ij,k
in common are summed up to yield Qij.k. Using



this cell vertex discretization rather than the each other, so mass is not necessarily con-
common cell centered schemes offers the served, depending on the conditions prescribed.
advantage of higher accuracy on non-smooth For example, in the following certain calculations
meshes, since it can be shown that a cell vertex will be shown where the correct mass inflow is
discretization for the Euler equations is at least specified, however, at the outflow faces an isen-
first order accurate on arbitrary meshes [10]. In tropic pressure ratio is prescribed. This implies
the context of solving the Euler equations for that total pressure of jet and free stream are the
complex configurations on meshes with highly- same, and therefore In these cases no jet is sim-
skewed cells, 5ingular points, and singular lines ulated. As a consequence, mass Is not conserved
this is consid !red to be a distinct advantage, any more.

Since this discretization scheme leads to central The algorithms are Implemented in the DLR code
difference approximations for the governing CEVCATS. This code is written in a block-struc-
equations, additional artificial dissipative terms tured form and allows an arbitrary application of
are necessary to damp out high frequency oscil- boundary conditions on the block faces. The code
lations. Following [11], a blend of second and is designed as an out-of-core version where only

fourth differences of the flow variables is used to one block at a time is loaded into the main

provide the dissipative operator DJ.. memory of the machine. This enables the handl-
ing of problems even larger than the size of the

The spatial discretization results in a system of main memory, since the complete domain may
ordinary differential equations in time which is be split into appropriate blocks which fit sepa-
solved by an explicit 5-stage Runge-Kutta time rately into the memory. Details of the multi-block
stepping scheme. Since here interest is focussed structure and the implementation of the multigrid
on steady flow fields only, various techniques, acceleration technique into the multi-block
like local time stepping, implicit residual averag- framework may be found in [15], [16].
ing, enthalpy damping [11], [12], and multigrid
[13] are used to accelerate convergence towards 3.2 Grid Generation
steady state. In this work a method for the generation of body-

In order to define the problem under consider- fitted, block-structured meshes is employed. In
ation the specificatioi of appropriate boundary the block-structured approach the domain of
conditions is necessary. At solid surfaces a flow interest is first decomposed into different appro-
tangency condition is enforced by projecting the priate regions, and then subgrids are generated
local velocity vector at a surface point onto the separately In each region. This approach offers a
surface. Far field boundaries are implemented high flexibility since now different surfaces of the
using the concept of characteristic variables as configuration under investigation may be repres-
described in [14]. Furthermore, boundary condi- ented by different coordinate surfaces of the sub-
tions for the simulation of engine flow have to be grids.
applied. At fan inflow faces the flow velocity, The first step in the multi-block approach for
pressure, and density are calculated as functions complex configurations is to decide about a gio-
of a specified mass flow m,.. The mass flow can bal grid topology which allows the embedding of
be prescribed by specifying the streamtube area necessary subgrids around the different compo-
ratio r = A4A,,A. Corresponding to Figure 2, AF., nents. In this study an H-type structure in
denotes the area of the fan face and A_ is the streamwise direction and an 0-type structure in
corresponding streamtube area at infinity. With spanwise direction is chosen for the wing-body
this ratio and the free stream conditions the combination, as sketched in Figure 3. Engine and
massflow m,,, may be calculated: pylon can be integrated into this topology by

introducing a sub-block containing these compo-
(6) nents. For this purpose a specified region has to

AF A. Ma,, - [. .c'P be cut out of the global grid to allow the substi-
tution of the subgrid with the propulsion compo-

At engine outflow faces the jet is characterized nents. The topology for the subgrid around engine
by the ratio of jet total pressure to freectream and pylon exhibits also an H-type structure In
static pressure p,,/p_, and the ratio of total jet streamwise direction, as shown in Figure 4a. In
temperature and total temperature of the ambient circumferential direction a polar grid topology is
flow Ti,/T,_. Using the freestream Mach number applied with respect to the engine. The outer
the jet mass flow may then be calculated. boundary of the polar subgrid Is adapted to the

With these boundary conditions realistic operat- boundaries of the cut-out region of the global
ing conditions can be simulated by prescribing grid. Figure 4b gives a schematic sketch of the

parameters obtained from the engine manufac- resulting topology.

turers. Note that boundary conditions at in- and Note that using this topology the global H-0 grid
outflow faces may be applied independently from around the wing body configuration may be left



u-changed when introducing different subgrids elliptic grid generation. Note that C1 continuity
for different engine types. has not been enforced at block boundaries in this

In order to achieve an efficient process a mesh section either.

generation systum was designed especially for
the generation of grids around transport aircraft 4. RESULTS
with wing-mounted engines. A mesh generator In the following results computed for the two
designed for a special task does n:-t provide the configurations will be shown. The free stream
flexibility as general mesh generation tools, but conditions are always chosen to M_ = 0.75 and
on the other hand it may be optimized for the a = 0.840 in order to represent typical cruise con-
special configurations to be investigated. Fur- ditions. The temperature ratio was always speci-
thermote, in case an appropriate grid topology is fled as unity, i.e. only cold jets are simulated.
chosen, different components like wing, body, Furthermore, no attempt has been made to sim-
pylon, and engine may relatively easy be ulate the correct bypass ratio. Instead, at fan and
changed as well as their corresponding position. core outflow faces always identical boundary
Details of the grid generation procedure and the conditions are applied.
techniques employed may be found in [17]. A The presentation of results is split into two parts:
three-dimensional view of a field grid obtained First, the influence of single components on the
with the grid generation system used here is interference effects will be investigated for a
shown in Figure 5. Note that C' continuity of the conventional engine (CFM-56). A comparison of
grid lines has not been enforced at the block the flow field around the wing-body combination
boundaries. Dropping C' continuity leads to a (wb) and ,he wing-body-engine-pylon configura-
much higher flexibility in the grid generation pro- dion (wbep) will be made, and mne interference
cess, but imposes certain constraints on the caused by single components like engine, pylon,
accuracy of the solution method used in the flow and jet will be discussed. Second, the interfer-
solver. The cell-vertex scheme used in this study ence effects of a conventional enginp and a UHB
provides a consistent discretization for these engine will be compared and the reasons for the
cases. differences in aerodynamic interfeience will be

Figure 6 shows a view of the surface mesh analyzed.
around the DLR-ALVAST wing-body combination
with CFM-56 engine. Note the H-type structure of 4.1 Influence of Single Components
the surface mesh on the fuselage at the leading Figure 9 shows the surface pressure distribution
edge of the root-section. The control of grid pro- of the ALVAST wing-body combination with
perties was achieved by elliptic grid generation. CFM-56 engine. On the upper surface of the wing
The surface mesh on the wing consists of 40 cells a shock is clearly visible by the concentration of
in spanwise direction, and cells are concentrated isolines. Note the smooth slope of the isolines
at the pylon location. 144 cells are used around even on the pylon surface, where the grid lines
an airfoil section. For the engine 64 cells have exhibit a slope discontinuity at the block bounda-
been employed in circumferential direction. The ries. Due to the consistent disrretization with the
complete field grid consists of 11 computational celI vertex scheme the non-smoothness of the
blocks with approximately 600,000 mesh cells. grid causes no difficulties.

In Figure 7 the ALVAST wing-body combination
with the DLR-CRUF simulator is displayed. The 4.1.1 Assessment of Interference Effects

surface mesh of the wing-body combination is First, the interference effects of the complete
identical with that of the previous configuration. propulsion system will be assessed to analyze
Comparing both figures one realizes the larger the aerodynamic correlations. In Figure 10 pres-
dimensions of the UHB engine with respect to the sure d!stributions at four different spanwise sec-
CFM-56 engine. Note the shape of the core tions are given. The results of the wing-body (wb)
engine. Since the turbines for the simulator and the wing-body-engine-pylon (wbep) config-
required a certain space, it was not possible to uration are denoted by dashed-dotted and solid

contract the core engine in the way of the CFM-56 lines, respectively. The four spanwise stations D2,

engine. Since mesh topologies are the same, this D3, D4, and D5 are given in the sketch of the fig-

grid consists also of 11 computational blocks. The ure, and the 2nd and 3rd distribution are just

number of mesh cells is insignificantly higher Inboard and outboard of the pylon. The pressure

than in the case of the CFM-56 engine, ratio at the outflow faces of the engine is chosen
to be isentropic in this case, so no jet is simu-

Figure 8 gives a view of a cross-section of the lated. Comparing the results of the wb and wbep
field grid with CFM-56 engine at the pylon configuration one observes that the presence of
location. Note the high skewness of the grid lines, the propulsion system has a significant influence
Control of grid properties has been achieved by on the flow field:



Lower Wing Surface effect the change in incidence occurs over the
On the lower surface inboard of the pylon, the range from fuselage to pylon, and the shock
flow is accelerated in a region from the leading position is also Influenced in that region. Togeth-
edge to about 35% chordlength. The acceleration er with the effect discussed before, the shock is
is the strongest close to the pylon. Further moved forward on the complete upper surface.
inboard the effect decays somewhat but is still
present. Just outboard of the pylon, a•..eleration 4.1.2 Influence of the Pylon
takes place only in the leading edge region. From100/ chrdlrtgh frthr donsteamtheflo Is In order to account for the interference caused`10% chordlength further downstream the flow Is b h y o ,i i u e1 if r n r s u e d s
decelerated, and from about 45% up to the trail- by the pylon, in Figure 12 different pressure dis-
ing edge the pressure distributions are almost tributlons of a wing-body, a wing-body-engine-identical. Further outboard, the influence of the pylon, and a wing-body-engine configuration are
identialso Frthemon the lower wing surface has compared. The dasiied dotted lines represent thepropulsion system on thetlowerowthg inrardelower wb configuration, the solid lines the wbep config-
almost vanished, in contrast to the inboard lower uration, and the dashed lines give the pressure
part of the wing. distributions of the configuration with engine but

The difference between the pressure distributions without pylon (wbe). Differences between the
in- and outboard of the pylon is caused by the results for the wbe and the wbep configuration
sweep of the wing. Since on a swept wing the can now directly be attributed to the presence of
streamlines of inviscid flow are not straight lines the pylon. The pressure distributions are given
but curved, the propulsion system distorts the at the same spanwise stations as in the previous
streamline pattern in a certain way. Inboard of the figure. One observes that the pylon has a rela-
pylon the streamlines are compressed and thus tively small influence on the upper surface of the
the flow is accelerated. Furthermore, propulsion wing. The pressure distributions of both config-
system and fuselage cause a channel effect, and urations show only small deviations on the upper
thus flow acceleration occurs n ' only closely to surface. This suggests that the presence of the
the pylon but also further inboa,. lowards the engine alone is responsible for the shift in inci-
fuselage. Outboard of the pylon the streamlines dence and thus for the shock movement.
are widened and the velocity is reduced. This was On the lower surface, the pressure distributions
already observed in [18]. Only very close to the of the wbe and wbep configuration are qualita-
leading edge the displacement effect of the the wbeiar, b ep ressura tin e with
engine causes an acceleration on the outboard tively similar, but the pressures obtained with
side, too. Further outboard, the influence of the pylon are almost always lower than withoutpropulsion system on the lower surface has pylon. The qualitative correspondence shows that
propu almost completely, as can be seen in the already the engine alone causes a similar devi-decayed aation of streamlines and a channel effect as dis-
fourth section. This behaviour is different from the cussed before. The displacement effect of the
inboard side, since there the channei effect pylon causes further acceleration of the flow and
caused a broader influence of engine and pylon, thus lower pressures. Furthermore, the channel

Upper Wing Surface effect between propulsion system and fuselage
In contrast to the more local effects on the lower becomes more severe by the addition of the
side, one observes in Figure 10 that on the upper pylon, which leads to a significant acceleration
surface of the wing the shock has been shifted inboard of the pylon.
upstream at all four sections. The Influence of the different components on the
The upstream shift of the shock becomes clearly lift distribution Is shown in Figure 13. Again solid,
visible in a comparison of displays of lines of dashed, and dashed-dotted lines represent wbep,
constant Mach number. In Figure 11 the Mach wbe, and wb configuration, respectively. Due to
number distribution on the upper wing surface Is the presence of the propulsion system lift is con-
shown for the wb configuration and the wbep siderably decreased, and it can be seen that the
configuration. Note that the complete upper sur- decrease due to the pylon Is of the same order
face is influenced by the presence of the propul- of magnitude as the decrease caused by the
sion system. This may be explained by the fol- engine alone.
lowing. The presence of the engine leads to a
local reduction In Incidencp and thus to a forward
movement of the shock. The flow on most of the 4.1.3 Influence of the Jet
upper surface Is supersonic, and therefore this In order to account for the influence of the invis-
local disturbance is propagated along character- cid jet for this configuration, Figure 14 shows a
istics. Since the sweep of the wing Is 27.10, which comparison of pressure distributions for calcu-
corresponds to the angle of characteristics at lations with (dashed lines) and without jet (solid
M_ = 1.12, the local disturbance may be propa- lines). The pressure ratio for the simulation of the
gated over the upper surface from the engine jet was chosen to p,,/p0, = 2.0. There is almost no
location up to the wing tip. Thus the shock moves influence visible on the upper surface. On the
upstream In this whole region. Due to the channel lower surface at the region inboard of the pylon



the flow is somewhat accelerated, because the the region outboard from the pylon, but not that
displacement of the jet increases the channel strong. At the outermost section the differences
effect between fuselage and propulsion system. between the two engines have almost vanished.
Outboard of the pylon only small differences The differences In the pressure distributions also
occur. show up in the corresponding lift distributions.

The small influence of the jet can be explained As can be seen in Figure 19, for the UHB engine
by the shape of the core engine. In Figure 15 lines a considerable loss of lift occurs in the region
of constant Mach number in a cross section around the engine location.
through wing and engine are shown. The isolines
at the pylon location correspond to the Mach 4.2.2 Influence of the Jet
number distribution on the outboard side of the The main reason for these large differences can
pylon. The jet is clearly visible by the concen-traton f iolies t te jt h' naris frmig a be found by analyzing the jet influence for thetra tio n o f iso lin e s a t th e je t b o rrid a rie s fo rm in g a H e n i .I n F g r 2 0 p s u e d st b t o skind of umeica she r l yer rhs sh ar aye is UHB engine. In Figure 20 pressure distributionsk in d o f n u m e ric a l s h e a r la y e r . th is s h e a r la y e r isfo th U B c nl u ra i n w h a d w t o tj e a ecaus d b th nu eric l dssi ati n, sncein rue for the UHB-configuration with and without jet arecaused by the num erical dissipation, since in trueco p r d s e i ly nb a d f th p l n t e
inviscid flow the jet boundaries should be given compared. Especianly inboard of the pylon the
by perfect discontinuities. As can be seen from displacement of the jet causes a considerable
the figure, the core engine is contracted in acceleration of the flow, and due to the channeldownstream direction. The streamlines of the jet effect that acceleration takes place in the whole
follownthisacontraction. andstreamlineo the jet iregion between fuselage and pylon. Outboard offo llow this co ntractio n and the jet is bend aw ay t e p l n t e f o s a s o e a c l r t d ufrom the wing, thus reducing a possible interfer- the pylon the flow is also more accelerated, but
ence between wing and jet. this effect decays further outboard since there nochannel effect exists.

4.2 Interference Effects of UHB Engine The jet influence becomes clearly visible by a
comparison of Mach number distributions on theFigure 16 and Figure 17 give perspective views lower wing surface for a case with and without

of the surface pressure distribution for the wing- jet. Figure 21 shows the corresponding lines ofbody configuration with the UHB engine on the constant Mach number for these cases. For the

upper and lower wing, respectively. Similar to the

results for the CFM-56 engine, all isolines show case with jet a supersonic region is generated at

smooth slopes. Note that even at the block boun- the inboard side of the pylon due to the additional

daries on the lower wing surface, where the block displacement effect of the jet.

containing the propulsion system components is In order to explain the reason for the strong jet
adapted to the global mesh, no irregularities of influence, Figure 22 displays a cross section
the isolines occur. through wing and pylon. As for the conventional

engine, the Mach number distribution at the pylon

4.2.1 Comparison of UHB and Conventional location corresponds to the outboard pylon sur-

Engine face. The simulated jet is clearly visible by the
concentration of Mach lines at the jet boundaries.For the installation of future propulsion systems Tfne strong Influence of the jet for the UHB engine

with significantly larger dimensions it is important is caused by the fact that the core engine could

to assess their aerodynamic interference with not be contract for the wind tnne mod

respect to conventional engines. Figure 18 shows Therefore the streamlines of the jet are not bend

a comparison of pressure distributions of the

ALVAST wing-body configuration with the CFM-56 away from the wing. Together with the closer

engine and with the CRUF simulator. Solid lines position of the engine to the wing, the jet appears
to be very close to the wing. Thus the displace-represent the data of the conventional engine, ment effect of the jet can cause the strong inter-

and dashed lines correspond to the pressure ference.

distributions of the UHB engine. The pressure

distributions are taken at the same spanwise
locations as in the previous section. The pressure s. CONCLUSION
ratio of the CFM-56 engine is chosen to This investigation showed several results
p,,/p_ = 2.0, and the ratio of the UHB engine is obtained by numerical simulation of interference
1.'01. It can be observed from the figure that on effects: The presence of the engine alone mc",
the upper wing surface the differences in the the shock upstream and influenced the complea
pressure distributions of both engines are negli- upper surface of the wing. On the lower side of
gible. However, on the lower side large differ- the wing the engine created a channel effect
ences occur, especially at the inboard region of between fuselage and engine and influenced the
the pylon. The CFM-56 engine leads to a some- special streamline pattern of a swept wing. These
what higher acceleration at the nose region of the effects are aggravated by the displacement of the
wing, but at nidchord the UHB engine causes pylon, and the flow Is substantially accelerated
pressures which are considerably lower than for by the addition of the pylon. Roughly half of the
the CFM-56 engine. This effect is also present at loss in lift due to the propulsion system can be



attributed to the presence of the pylon. The [6] Hoheisel, H., Kiock, R., Rossow, C.-C., Ron-

inviscid jet increased the interference effects by zheimer, A, Baumert, W., Capdevila, H. Aspects

its displacement,but for the conventional engine of Theoretical and Experimental Investigations on

the jet influence was small due to the contraction Airframe/Engine Integration Problems. ICAS-90-

Cf !he core engine. 
2.7.3, 1990.

The comparison of the conventional engine [7] Ronzheimer, A., Rossow, C.-C., Pflug, M. Unter-

(CFM-56) and the UHB engine lead to the follow- suchungen zum InterferenzeinflulB von modernen

ing results: The differences on the upper wing Hochbypass - Antriebskonzepten an einer

surface are negligible. On the lower surface the FlOgel-Rumpf Kombination durch L6sung der

closer position and the larger geometry of the Eulergleichungen. DGLR, 1990.

UHB engine caused a stronger interference with [8] Rill, S., Becker, K, Simulation of Transonic Invis-
a considerable loss of lift with respect to the cid Flow over a Twin Jet Transport Aircraft. AIAA

conventional engine. Furthermore, in case of the 91-0025, 1981.
UHB engine the displacement effect of the jet had
a more severe influence. On the lower surface of [9] Hoheisel, H. Zelle-Triebwerk Integration - Auf-

the wing a supersonic region was generated. gabe zukdnftiger Verkehrsflugzeugentwicklun-

These investigations show that the propulsion gen. DLR Nachrichten, Heft 61, 1990.

system has a clear 3-D influence on the flow field [10] Rossow, C.-C. Berechnung von Strdmungsfeldern
around the wing. The interference caused by the durch Llisung der Euler-Gleichungen mit einer
propulsion system leads to a considerable erweiterten Finite-Volumen Diskretisierungs-

change for the design point of supercritical wings, methode DLR FB 89/18, 1989.

and the interference becomes especially relevant
if a laminar wing is to be designed with wing- [11] Jameson, A., Schmidt, W., Turkel, E. Numerical

mounted engines. Solution of the Euler Equations by Finite Volume
Methods Using Runge-Kutta Time Stepping
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SUMMARY required, but only a configuration surface grid),
the vast amount of accessible experience gained

A panel method based model for the computation of with panel methods and the relatively modest
the time-averaged influence of a propeller slip- computer requirements due to the nowadays avail-
stream on the aerodynamic characteristics of an able and still ever increasing computer power,
aircraft configuration is described, panel methods are the most widely used numerical
The slipstream model is based on the simplifica- aerodynamical techniques throughout the world.
tions that the single-rotating propeller is In the detailed design phase the aerodynamic
replaced by an actuator disk and that all the designer is apart from global flow characteris-
vorticity of the slipstream is represented on a tics also interested in detailed flow phenomena,
cylindrical sheet of fixed geometry which envel- e.g. surface pressure distributions, of the flow
ops the slipstream in combination with a discrete around the one or the few configurations which
vortex at the axis of the slipstream. Appropriate have been proposed during the preliminary design.
jump conditions across the actuator disk and Apart from experimental techniques (wind-tunnel
boundary conditions on the cylindrical sheet, testing) numerical tools are also available to
solved simultaneously with the boundary condi- fulfil the needs of the designer in the detailed
tions on the aircraft configuration, yield the design phase.
mutual influence of the propeller and the At NLR an Euler code is available which is used
slipstream on the aerodynamic characteristics of for the analysis of propeller slipstream effects
the aircraft configuration, on the aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary
This slipstream model is incorporated in a three- aircraft configurations (Ref.l). This numerical
dimensional panel method, tool consists of :
Computed lift increments due to the slipstream - block decomposition method to divide the flow
are presented for a realistic wing/nacelle/fuse- domain,
lage-configuration and compared with wind-tunnel - multi-block grid generator based on algebraic
data for several thrust coefficients and angles techniques,
of attack of the aircraft. flow solver based on Euler equations.

The time-averaged effect of the propeller is
i. INTRODUCTION represented as an actuator disk in the flow

domain, with continuity of mass flow, but jumps
The prediction of the influence of the propeller in axial and tangential momentum and a corre-
slipstream on the flow around an aircraft is im- sponding jump in total enthalpy across the disk.
portant in all phases of the design of a pro- This approach based on Euler equations is vali-
peller-driven aircraft, because those parts of dated against test data originating from in-
the configuration which are affectted by the slip- flight pressure measurements on a Fokker-5O tur-
stream experience forces and moments quite dif- boprop aircraft (see Fig.l and Ref.2). In general
ferent from those in the absence of the propeller this Euler approach is complementary to the panel
slipstream. These differences on part of and thus method technology presented in this paper.
also on the entire configuration for instance
directly influence main design criteria, such as A slipstream modelling capability in a panel
the performance and control of the aircraft, method will thus strongly enhance the preliminary
In the preliminary design phase the aerodynamic design capability of propeller-driven aircraft.
designer is interested in assessing the influence It may be assumed that a time-averaged capability
of the main design parameters, amongst others the is sufficient to satisfy the needs in this design
location of the propulsion system, on his design phase. In the past the first attempts in this
in order to fix these parameters for one or a few direction were made by adding the time-averaged
promising configurations for the next design perturbation flow-field resulting from the iso-
phase In the preliminary design phase (semi-) lated propeller to the uniform onset flow and
empirical methods and relatively simple numerical considering the resulting flow as the onset flow
methods are at his disposal. Typical results of for the aircraft. The time-averaged perturbation
interest of these methods are forces and moments flow-field (if available at all!) was usually
on parts of and on the entire configuration, the derived from wind-tunnel measurements on the iso-
lift distribution on lifting surfaces, etc. lated prope

1
ler or generated by a calculational

rather than detailed information on the flow procedure on the Isolated propeller at corre-
around the configuration. Panel methods, which sponding conditions (thrust, total press-re
area of application is gradually shifting from increments, etc.). In this mist simple model it
the detailed to the preliminary design phase, are is assumed that the configurats, has a negli-
ar Important tool in this preliminary design gible effect on the flow about the propeller and
phase. Because of the simplified physics con- on its slipstream.
tained in such methods and the associated modest This method often yields reasonable results at
user requirements (no complicated spatial grid conditions where no strong interference between

* This investigation has been carried out under contract with the
Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR).



propeller slipstream and configuration is pres- tion. The parameters defining the operating con-
ent. However, the results become unsatisfactory dition of the propeller are only the mean total
in cases of strong interference, e.g. in case of pressure jump across the propeller disk and the
a wing-mounted tractor propeller at higher angle advance ratio of the propeller. There are no
of attack and/or high thrust coefficients. For restrictions to the values of the total pressure
these cases often the calculated lift force jump and the advance ratio. Because the singular-
increments due to the slipstream interference ity strengths on the actuator disk and the enve-
were excessively over-estimated. Thus, also at lope are calculated simultaneously with the sin-
NLR and Fokker, a need arose for a better gularity strengths on the surface and wakes of
slipstream capability in the panel method tech- the aircraft configuration, the mutual interfer-
nology. Especially the capability should be able ence between propeller, slipstream and aircraft
to handle wing/nacelle/slipstream interference configuration is accounted for.
problems, because this presents the major inter-
ference problem for commercial propeller-driven The first realistic example of application con-
transport aircraft. Such an improved slipstream sidered with this slipstream model concerns cal-
capability is the subject of this paper. culations on a Fokker 50 configuration. Calcula-

ted results for the lift and the lift increment
In the last decade several researchers reported due to the slipstream are compared with wind-tun-
on work on panel methods for propeller nel data for a range of thrust coefficients and
slipstream/aircraft interference. For instance angles of attack.
Chandrasekaran and Bartlett (Ref.3) use a set of
vortex rings to simulate the slipstream effect on In the next section the background of the mathe-
the aircraft configuration, but no mutual influ- matical slipstream model is presented. Mathemati-
ence of the configuration on the propeller and cal aspects are described in section 3, some nu-
slipstream has been taken into account. The merical and user aspects in section 4. The calcu-
approach of Kirrmann, Rousseau and Yermia (Ref.4) lated results are presented in section 5. Finally
follows the same lines. Clark (Ref.5) describes concluding remarks are made in section 6.

the slipstream modelling capability in the
VSAERO-panel program where mutual influences
between propeller slipstream and aircraft con- 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SLIPSTREAM MODEL
figuration are taken into account. The most im-
portant aspect of the method is the spatial re- In this section the general idea behind the slip-
laxation procedure for wake and slipstream vortex stream model is presented. Firstly a short out-
lines. Smith (Ref.6) shows comparisons of results line is presented of the panel method in which
obtained with the VSAERO-model (and also of an the slipstream model has been incorporated. Then
Euler code) with wind-tunnel results for a the relevant results are summarized of a two-
wing/nacelle/propeller configuration. Valarezo dimensional study on lifting surface/slipstream
and Hess (Ref.7) report on their panel method for jet interference which provided guidelines for
isolated propellers and the time-averaged instal- the development of the three-dimensional slip-
lation effects of a slipstream on an aircraft. In stream model. Afterwards attention is focussed at
Ref.8 Valarezo addresses the extension of this this three-dimensional slipstream model itself.
method to multiple rotor propellers and in ReE.9
he shows the application of the method to axi- 2.1 The panel method
symmetric, shrouded propeller flows. In Ref.lO The panel method in which the slipstream model is
Clark and Valarezo show results obtained with incorporated is a general purpose method for the
this panel method for the NASA Langley propel- calculation of subsonic, linearized (Prandtl-
let/wing configuration and a complicated tilt- Clauert) potential flow about general three-di-
propeller VSTOL transport configuration. Lotstedt mensional lifting and non-lifting configurations.
(R! -l1) uses surface vorticity distributions on For use as a preliminary design tool where the
cylindrical surfaces approximating the spatial prime interest is in (the distribution of) forces
vorticity distribution in the slipstream. These and moments on parts and on the entire configu-
vorticity distributions generate the influence of ration rather than in detailed flow phenomena,
the slipstream at the flow-field around a propel- the lifting surface approximation is used for the
ler/nacelle configuration. In Ref.12 he applies lifting components. The linearized boundary con-
his method to two wing/propeller/nacelle configu- dition of zero normal velocity is imposed at a
rat ions reference surface, e.g. the camber surface, of

the lifting components (see Fig.2). Lifting sur-
In the present paper a panel method slipstream faces carry a panelwise quadratic doublet distri-
model is described which has been incorporated in bution. The wake trailiag from a lifting surface
a panel method for the solution of the subsonic, can have any user-specified and thus fixed posi-
linearized (Prandtl-Glauert) potential equation. tion and shape in space. By choice the doublet
At present the model is restricted to slipstreams distribution on a wake can simply be continued as
of single-rotating propellers, but extension to a constant, equal to the value at the trailing
multiple (counter)-rotating propellers poses no edge, from the trailing edge to downstream infin-
fundamental difficulties. The time-averaged slip- ity (far wake attached to the trailing edge), or
stream flow is generated by an actuator disk can be calculated on the near wake part of the
carrying a radial distribution of vortex lines, wake by imposing the zero-pressure jump condition
The slipstream is enveloped by a surface of more across the near wake, i.e. the doublet distribu-
or less cylindrical shape carrying the helically tion is relaxed inside a plane of prescribed
shaped distribution of vortex lines to downstream position and shape allowing the vortex lines to
infinity. The model is completed by a discrete take a force-free location. In that case an ap-
vortex line running from the centre of the actu- proximation to the streamsurface condition on the
ator disk to downstream Infinity. The strengths wake is additionally imposed on the near wake
of the singularity distributions are calculated (accompanied by a panelwise linear source dis-
by applying an appropriate jump condition across tribution). The far wake is now attached to the
the disk and boundary conditions at the cylindri- downstream edge of the near wake.
cal envelope. The shape and position of the enve- Bodies can either be modelled by a panelwise
lope is a priori fixed and thus is to be speci- constant source distribution or by a quadratic
fied by the user and forms no part of the solu- doublet distribution, both on the body surface.



In the former case the normal velocity boundary The lift increments of the basic model and the
condition is directly imposed at the external LNI-, LN2- and NI-model are compared in Fig. 4,
side of the body (Neumann boundary condition), in as a function of the thrust coefficient Tc. The
the latter case in an indirect manner, by setting basic model predicts a lift increment which is
the perturbation potential equal to zero in the 200 percent higher than the lift increment of the
interior of the body (Dirichlet boundary condi- NL-model for a representative test case as shown
tion). In case of an intersection of a Neumann in Fig. 4. The LN2-model overpredicts the lift
body with a lifting surface, so-called "lift increment by approximately 40 percent. Further
carry-over" will be applied from the intersection analysis has shown that the LN2-model is a con-
to the body centreline. sistent approximation of the NL-model for small
No explicit measures have been taken to assure lift coefficients (first order in the lift). It
continuity of doublet strength across panel has therefore been concluded that both boundary
edges, edges of intersecting or abutting lifting conditions, as in the LN2-model, are required in
surface and body Dirichlet segments. order to obtain a consistent approximation to the
In a compressible case the doublet distribution solution of the slipstream/lift interference. For
on lifting surfaces, its wakes and bodies is 3D slipstream/lift interference problems the
accompanied by an associated linear source dis- results of the 3D implementation of the LN2-model
tribution in order to compensate for the jump in are expected to be substantially more accurate
normal velocity across a compressible doublet than the results of the 2D model shown in Fig. 4.
distribution.

2.3 The slipstream model
2.2 Results from the two-dimensional study Main differences between propeller/slipstream
Prior to the development of the three-dimensional flow and "ordinary" flow around an aircraft con-
slipstream model some two-dimensional research figuration as handled by panel method technology
into the interference effects between a lifting are the inherent unsteady nature of propeller
surface and a "two-dimensional" slipstream, i.e. flow and the vortical type of flow inside the
the jet effect, has been carried out. The incom- slipstream. Because the interest is in time-aver-
pressible problem under consideration consists of aged interference effects between slipstream and
a wing, represented by a single bound vortex, aircraft configuration, the first point is simply
located in an initially uniform and thus irrota- circumvented by considering only these time-aver-
tional jet with twice the velocity (-UP) of the aged effects. The classical propeller/slipstream
outer flow (-U.) (see Fig.3). model (Ref.13) then replaces the finite number of
The aim of this investigation was to obtain a propeller blades by an infinite number of blades
consistent linearization of the boundary condi- (actuator uisk model, see Fig.5). This implies
tions approximating the fully non-linear boundary that also the slipstream consists of an infinite
conditions, i.e. a solution procedure based on number of helical vortex wakes, i.e. the entire
surface singularity distributions which uses space in the slipstream is filled with vorticity.
iinearized boundary conditions, on fixed surfaces This would imply a continuous field distribution
in order to avoid difficult, spatial relaxation of vorticity. Although this is in principle pos-
procedures. Because in this two-dimensional study sible in (field) panel method technology, this is
one is interested in the lifting surface/jet not appropriate for the preliminary design pur-
interference mechanism, rather than in the actual pose of the model. Therefore it is assumed that
"values of the forces on a real wing, one can the "wake" rolls up immediately downstream of the
approximate its influence by a discrete vortex, propeller blades and it is allowed to concentrate
The criterion to assess the capabilities of the the vorticity of the slipstream in an infinitesi-
different proposed solution procedures is the mal thin layer (vortex sheet) enveloping the
lift increment due to the interference, because slipstream (see Fig.5). The sheet is attached to
this is one of the important issues in the design the tip edge of the actuator disk and extends to
of propeller-driven aircraft, downstream infinity. A physical argument to jus-
In the basic solution the lift force on the lift- tify the thin sheet model for a slipstream is
ing surface results from the assumption that the that in reality at relatively short distance
lifting surface is placed in an unbounded uniform behind the propeller most of the vorticity inside
flow with velocity U. ("perturbation flow-field" the slipstream is indeed concentrated near the
approach). outer edge region of the slipstream. Actually,
In the non-linear (NL) situation the flow-field the enveloping sheet can be thought of as a wake
is calculated by using a vorticity distribution of a wing, but of cylindrical shape and closed in
at the two boundaries of the jet in order to itself and enclosing a region with a different
generate the velocitv in the jet. The position of level of the energy of the flow.
the jet boundaries and the strength of the vor- The representation of the position and the shape
ticity distribution are calculated by applying of the envelope is fixed (by the user of the
the condition that the jet boundaries are force- program), no relaxation with relation to its
free and form streamlines, i.e. applying the non- position will take place in order to obtain the
linear zero-pressure jump condition across the force-free, streamsurface position of the enve-
boundaries, and the zero-normal velocity condi- lope.
tion at the boundaries.
In the first linearized (LNI) situation only the In the present model the actuator disk has to
linearlzed zero-pressure jump condition is generate the jump in circumferential velocity
applied at the fixed, straight jet boundaries in and, only in the compressible case, in axial
order to calculate the vorticity distribution, velocity across the disk. The radial velocity is
In the second linearized (LN2) situation both the assumed to be continuous across the disk. In
linearized zero-pressure jump and a linearized, panel method technology these jump characteris-
composite form of the zero-normal velocity condi- tics will be generated by a vorticity distribu-
tions at both sides of the jet boundaries are tion for the circumferential jump (vortex lines
applied at the fixed, straight jet boundaries, directed in radial direction) and a source dis-
The latter condition implies the parallelism of tribution for the axial jump (see Fig.5). Use of
the velocity vector inside and outside the jet such a vorticity model implies that this vortic-
(see Fig.3). A source distribution at the jet ity distribution has to be extended to down-
boundaries is added to the vorticity distribution stream infinity at both the tip side and at the
in order to satisfy both boundary conditions, axis side. Therefore the vorticity distribution



is continued across the tip edge onto the cylin- tinuities in the slope occur at both lifting
drical enveloping sheet and at the axis side the surface/envelope intersections and a very strong
distributed vorticity is concentrated in a dis- gradient occurs near the axis of the slipstream.
crete line vortex extending also to downstream The latter is dependent on the distance d of the
infinity (see Fig.5). The location of the line discrete vortex to the lifting surface; this
vortex is not strictly defined, because in the distance may even be zero in which case the
present model the line vortex is not subjected to largest gradient occurs. The load (doublet) dis-
any boundary condition, but should of course be tribution is assumed to be continuous and smooth-
at or near the centreline of the slipstream and ly (panelwise quadratically) varying over a seg-
in such a way that undesirable interference with ment. Thus a discontinuity in the slope can only
parts of the configuration inside the slipstream, occur at a segment edge and also a large gradient
e.g. a nacelle or a lifting surface, is avoided, can not be properly handled by the present dou-
The present method employs associated surface blet distribution on a segment. Therefore the
doublet distributions rather than the surface lifting surface is accordingly subdivided into
vorticity distributions, because of the advantage different segments. Also the actuator disk/envel-
of automatically satisfying Helmholtz vortex oping sheet is appropriately subdivided into
theorem. This implies that a sheet of constant different segments in circumferential direction
doublet strength (no distributed vorticity, only in order to account for discontinuities in the
discrete vortices at the edges) is required to derivative in circumferential direction of the
avoid discrete vortices at physically undesirable doublet distribution on the sheet.
locations on actuator disk and envelope. This
sheet connects the envelope to the axis vortex Because the combined aircraft configuration/pro-
and runs from actuator disk to downstream in- pellet slipstream flow problem is solved simulta-
finity (see Fig.5), thereby "removing" discrete neously, interference effects are automatically
vortices along the intersection with the actuator and consistently taken into account.
disk and the envelope. In this way it resevbles Once the singularity distributions on aircraft
the "lift carry-over" concept for wing/(Neumann) configuration and propeller/slipstream envelope
body configurations. It is actually the same have been calculated, velocity and pressure dis-
"membrane" as used in the VSAERO-propeller model tribution can be computed and also the forces and
(Refs. 5 and 6). moments on the configuration by integration of
The vorticity at the envelope and the axis vortex the pressure over the configuration.
have to generate the characteristic slipstream
flow-field, i.e. both the axially oriented jet 3. MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS OF THE SLIPSTREAM 4ODEL
effect and the circumferentially oriented swirl
effect This renders the vorticity distribution In this section the mathematical expressions
at the envelope its characteristic helical shape underlying the key features which are specific
<see Fig.5) for the slipstream model are presented.

The flow equation to be solved is the Prandtl-
Conform the conclusion concerning. the required Glauert equation for the linearized potential
boundary condition, at the slipstream boundary flow (perturbation velocities are small of 0(t)).
drawn in the previous section both the conditions In a Cartesian coordinate system with the x axis
for a force-free streamsurfa-e, i.e the zero- close to the direction of the free-stream veloc-
pressure jump condition and a combined form of itv U, this equation reads:
:he zero-normal velocity conditions are applied
at the envelope in order to calculate the doublet (I-) W _y (i)
and source distribution on the sheet. So the
relaxation of the distributed vortex lines within where MK is the free-stream Mach number and , the
a tixed surface is accounted for perturbation velocity potential. In case of in-

compressible flow (M.-o) the equation reduces to
At a certain kuser-specified) distance behind the thp Laplace equation: in this case no assumption
propeller, wherefrom the influence of the precise is required with relation to the magnitude of the
details of the slipstream is assumed to be of perturbation velocities.
little importance for the flow-field around the The equation for the conservation of total
configuration, the enveloping sheet is continued enthalpy along streamlines reads:
to downstream infinity as a cylindrical envelope
(see Fig.5). No boundary conditions are imposed Y p 1 -. c tv v = constant - Ali(2
on this far wake slipstream, the vortex lines are 7 7 P 7
spiralling downstream at a constant helix angle
and the source strength is constant in downstream where - is the ratio of the specific hea~s, p the
direction pressure. p the density and ý the total velocity

vector. The total enthalpy increment AH applies
An important aspect concerns the interference only to the flow-field inside the slipstream; its
between the slipstream and the aircraft configu- meaning is the energy increment of a flow par-
ration, i.e the wing/nacelle/slipstream intr- ticle added by the propeller at the time the flow
ference for propeller-driven transport aircraft, particle is passing through the disk. Eq.(2) may
Usually the nacelle will be located entirely also be applied in the coordinate system co-
inside the slipstream and thus poses no special rotating with the propeller. Because of the
problem. The nacelle is modelled as a "Neumann"- constant angular velocity 0 of the propeller
body using a source distribution on its surface, blades, pressure and density are invariant under
The discrete vortex at the slipstream axis is this coordinate transformation and the total
then placed inside the nacelle to obtain the best enthalpy increment 6H is zero, because in the co-
results in analogy with the so-called "lift rotating coordinate system the propeller does not
carry-over" modelling for wing/Neumann-body con- perform work. Combining the energy equations in
figurations (see Fig.6). both coordinate systems results in the following
For the lifting surface/slipstream intersection expression for the total enthalpy increment:
the division of the lifting surface and envelope
in different segments has to reflect the load AH(8,r) - 0 r (v,,(O,r) - vt 1(8,r)) (3)

distribution on the lifting surface. The typical
load distribution Is sketched in Fig.6. Discon- where r is the radial distance from the propeller



axis (see Fig.1) and v. and v,, are the circum- The streamsurface condition implies zero-normal
velocity at both sides of the envelope. In order

ferential velocity components just in front of to exactly satisfy these two normal velocity
and behind the disk respectively, equations one has to relax the position and shape
Applying the equation of conservation of mass of the geometry of the envelope. To avoid this
just in front of and behind the actuator disk difficult and computer time consuming task, both
together with the conseLr ation of mass through conditions are replaced by a combined one and
the disk yields as non-singular solution for the this condition is applied at the fixed geometry
doublet strength p at the actuator disk: of the enveloping sheet. Conform to the condition

of parallelism of the velocity vectors at the
ju(8,r) = constant - 8 (4) inner and outer side of the slipstream boundary

in the two-dimensional study (section 2.2), also
where 8 is the circumferential angle starting and in the three-dimensional case a parallelism con-
ending at the intersection with the membrare (see dition has been postulated. It states that the
Fig.7). Comparing the circumferential velocity components of the velocity vectors at the inner
jump resulting from Eqs.(3) and (4) yields: and outer side of the envelope, which are the

projections onto a plane normal to the envelope,
a 8 (5) are parallel (see Fig.8). This plane normal to

the envelope is constituted by the vector normal
to the sheet 'e and the vector in the far wake

In terms of the associated vorticity distribution direction of the sheet 4,, usually the direction
this yields the desired distribution of radially of the x-axis. So the non-linear boundary conai-
running distributed vortex lines of constant tion reads:
strength. Another implication is that the total
enthalpy increase has to be constant over the Vr _ V(8)
entire actuator disk in order to obtain the non- . V(
singular solution for the doublet strength. Also
the (unrealistic) radial loading distribution is
fixed by this type of doublet distribut-on. The where the indices r and a refe to the radial and
propeller operation is now completely fixed by axial directions respectively and the indices i
the mean total enthalpy (total pressure) jump and o to the inner and outer side of the enve-
across the actuator disk and the angular velocity lope. Eq.(8) results in the following, non-linear
of the propeller blades (i.e. the advance ratio) expression for the doublet and source distribu-
which are the only two parameters to be specified tion (again the incompressible equation is pre-
by the user. sented):
The strength of the discrete vortex at the axis
of the slipstream is thus: [ (U. +, ) x (V] e - qen) ' = 0 (9)

rX, 13 21 ý H (6)
where ;, is the vector normal to 9n and 4.
The Eqs.(7) and (9) are also the two boundary

Accordingly the doublet strength on the membrane conditions on the wake of a wing which are
is also given by Eq.(6). applied if one chooses to relax the doublet dis-

tribution within the fixed geometry of the wake.
The two boundary conditions on the slipstream en- Only the total enthalpy increment AH equals zero
velope are the zero-pressure jump condition and in Eq.(7) in that case, because the total
an approximate form of the streamsurface condi- enthalpy level is equal at both sides of the wake
tion. of a wing, clearly if the wake is located outside
Equating the pressure at the inside and outside a propeller slipstream, but also if the wake is
of the envelope yields as first condition to be inside the slipstream where the total enthalpy
applied at the cylindrical envelope (the incom- level is different from outside, but constant
pressible equation is presented for shortness' throughout the slipstream.
sake):

(U. u •) - (V - qen) ALH (7) 4. NUMERICAL AND USER ASPECTS OF THE SLIPSTREAM
MODEL

In this section some numerical and associated
where iP is the mean (Cauchy Principal) velocity user aspects concerning specific slipstream fea-
induced at the envelope by all singularities on tures will be discuused.
the configuration and propeller/slipstream, Vp The geometric input of the slipstream for the
the gradient of the doublet strength at the enve- panel method is virtually equal to the input for
lope, q the source strength at the envelope and 4 a lifting surface segment, see Fig.9. The
the normal vector at the envelope (see Fig.8). actuator disk/envelope consists of one segment
Because no restrictions are imposed on the magni- or, in case intersections with lifting surfaces
tude of the perturbation velocity in the incom- are present, it is divided in circumferential
pressible case, the corresponding boundary condi- direction in two or more segments. In the latter
tion has not been linearized and has consequently case the lifting surface should also be split in-
to be solved for in an iterative manner, to different segments at the slipstream/lifting
If q is taken zero in Eq.(7) the driving force surface intersection, as described in section
behind the slipstream becomes clear. It states 2.3.
namely that the vorticity lines on the slipstream The actuator disk is defined by radially oriented
envelope are not parallel to the mean total ye- contours, running from axis or spinner surface to
locity tangential to the envelope, as would be the tip edge of the disk, each consisting of a
the case at the wake of a wing, but there is a number of discrete points (like the chordwise
difference In direction. The angle between vor- definition of a lifting surface). Each contour-
ticity lines and velocity is defined by the total line is continued onto the enveloping sheet in
enthalpy increment M-. This renders the vorticity streamwise direction for some, user-specified,
distribution its helical shape. extent; this constitutes the near wake part of



the cylindrical envelope. A far wake is automati- German Dutch wind-tunnel WNi. The configuration
caily attached to the near wake. for which the calculations have been performed is
The discrete axis vortex is usually located at a wing/fuselage/nacelle contiguration with two
the centreline of the slipstream. In case of the installed co-rotating model propellers, right-
presence of a nacelle the position of the vortex turning as seen in the upstream lirection. No
is kept at the centreline of the slipstream, horizontal and vertical tail surfaces were
inside the nacelle, conform to the "lift carry- present. The model was supported by three
over" modelling concept for wing/fuselage con- vertical struts which were mounted on the wind-
figurations (see section 2.3). In case of inter- tunnel floor and supported the model underneatl.
section with a lifting surface one has to take both wings and the aft part of the fuselage re-
care that the lifting surface is split into two spectively (see Fig.10). The aft strut was able
segments near the slipstream centreline, if the to move vertically in order to adjust the angle

distance between surface and vortex is small, or of attack of the model.
even zero (i.e. vortex on the lifting surface), In all measurements considered the wing flaps

in order to be able to approximate the resulting were not deflected, the angle of side-slip was

load distribution on the lifting :urface near the zero degrees and the free-stream Mach number

2entreline. In case of a larger distance the ranged from u.ll to 0.21. The measurements of
entire part of the lifting surface inside the interest have been performed at a full matrix of
slipstream may be represented by one segment. angle of attack, ranging from -4 to 16 degrees,
A "membrane" has to be specified between envelope and thrust coefficients, ranging from 0.0 to 2.5.
and axis vortex. It may be attached to the enve- The thrust coefficient Tc is defined in the exper-
lope at any circumferential position. In the iment as:
method a "membrane" segment is treated like a
"lift carry-over" segment. Tc T (10)

As is usual in panel methods at intersecting 1pU® W Rl
2

geometry parts, the panel distributions on lift-
ing surface, its wake, slipstream envelope and
"membrane" should be adapted to each other, espe- where T refe-s to the thrust, p. and U. to the
cially in chordwise direction, in order to obtain free-stream values o- density and velocity, and
regular panel distributions and optimal results. Rt,p to the tip radius of the propeller. This
The geometrical representation of the cylindrical corresponds to a total (free-stream U. plus slip-
envelope has to be defined a priori by the user stream induced) mean axial velocity in the slip-

and it puts the same type of problem to the user stream far downstream of the propeller of approx-
as for exa.ple the specification of the wake of a imately v_ - 1.23*U. at Tc - 1.5 and v_ - 1.90*U.
wing. Points of concern are the position and at Tc - 2.5. The no-thrust , Tc-0 is the situ-
shape of the envelope, contraction of the ation with installed propellcrs which generate no
slipstream, intersection with a lifting surface thrust.
and its wake. The results of the experiments consisted of total
As parameters for the specificat,.r. of the pro- forces and moments on the entire configuration
pellet operation the total enthalpy increase including propellers. Here we will consider the
across the disk and the Advance ratio have to be lift force data only. These data have been -or-
specified The first parameter is also required rected for wind tunnel wall interference and sup-
for those aircraft configuration components which port interference ic order co obtain interfer-
are located inside th. slipslream (nacelle, part ence-free data. These interference ?ffec3 are
of the lifting surfac concerned). As total known to be large in this P:.perimei t. A main
enthalp: increase t a single value obtained by source of interference were the supporting struts
averaging over the entire circular actuator disk which turned out to be not optimally shaped (oc-
surface is used, see also section 3. The distri- currence of flow separation). For these reasons
bution of the tuval enthalpy increase across the there is some uncertainty a1 out the quality of
real propeller usually results from wind-tunnel the corrected wind-tunnel data.
iFeasurements or propeller performance calcula-
tions on the isolated propeller. The calculakions have been performed for the

interference-free situation, i.e. wind-tunnel
5 CALCULATED RESULTS walls ind support have not been taken into

account. Also starboard/port-side symmetry has

As the first application of the slipstream model been assumed in the calculations which implies
in oicer to investigate the capability of the contra-rotating instead of co-rotating propel-
method to predict aircraft/propeller slipstream lers.
interference effects an effort has been started A set of discrete points has been generated at
to perform calculations on the Fokker 50 aircraft the surface of the starboard configuration as
and to compare the results with available wind- geometrical Input for the panel method. These
tunnel data. This experiment has been chosen for points constitute the panel network used in the
validation of the method, because it concerns a calculaLions on the lifting surface,'fuselage/na-

complex, three-dimensional configuration and, celle/propller configuration, see Fig.ll for a
apart from an obvious interest in this aircraft, top view of the configuration. The fuselage and
it has been performed at a low Mach number which nacelle are modelled as body Neumann configu-
makes it amenable to the panel method calcula- ration parts. Because slipstream/aircraft lift
tions. Further the geometry, flow conditions and force interference is mainly restricted to the
some results were easily accessible to the wing, the panel distribution on the wing (lifting

authors, surface) and the slipstream envelope will be 'f
The main objective of the present cilculations is prime importance in the predicti-i of the inter-

the influence of the interference on the entire ference effects. The starboard lifting surface
configuration, i.e. the difference in performance has been divided in 21 spanwise strips of almost
of the aircraft between the propeller-on and -off equal width and in 36 chordwise panelq according

cases, to a cosine distribution with a refined panel

distribution near the leading edge. Especially
In the design phase of the Fokker 50 aircraft ex- the chordwise distribution is rather coarse. A
tensive wind-tunnel measurements have been per- limited convergence study for the lifting surface
formed on different configuration layouts in the alone indicated that in chcrdwise direction a far



more dense distribution is required to obtain values for AH then fo~low from Eq.(ll).

converged results in terms of lift and drag. But The no-thrust case T¢-O in the calculations refers
above all, the present panel distribution means to the configuration without actuator disk/slip-
that only four strips, two on both sides of the stream envelope segments.

wing/nacelle intersection, are located inside the The calculations have been performed at the NEC
slipstream. The near wake of the lifting surface, SX-3 supercomputer of NLR.
on which the zero-pressure jump and approximate
streamsurface condition are imposed, extends from In Fig.13 the calculated spanwise lift distri-
the trailing edge, fuselage and nacelle confor- bution is shown at a constant value of the thrust
ming, along st-aight horizontal lines downstream coefficient Tc-l.O and for a range of angles of
to the axial station just downstream of the attack.

endpoint of the fuselage. The lift on the segment of the lifting surface
The starboard, right-turning as seen in the between fuselage and propeller slipstream is

upstream direction, propeller/slipstream consists increased for all angles of attack compared to
in circumferential direction of 14 strips (see the no-thrust situation. This can be attributed

Fig.12). The actuator disk is located in the by some kind of "tunnel" effect: like the fuse-

plane of the propeller at the exact downward and lage, the slipstream envelope acts like a solid
outward angle and with the radius equal to the surface for the flow between fuselage and enve-

tip radius of the actual propeller. The stream- lope, because of its approximate streansurface

wise panel distribution on the envelope is adap- condition; this displacement effect results in
ted to the lifting surface and wake panel distri- higher velocities of the flow in this region.
bution and extends to the trailing edge of the On the dpwash flow side of the slips eam the
near wake. The shape of the envelope is slightly lift on the lifting surface is stro. ,ly in-
and linearly contracting between the actuator creased with regard to the prop-off case. This is
disk and the leading edge of the lifting surface, due to the increased total upwash at the lifting
It continues as a straight circular cylinder with surface caused by the slipstream upwash flow-
a diameter which is estimated from the Tc-0.5 field and because of the increased magnitude of
condition and with its axis being a straight the local oncoming flow vector. The latter can
horizontal line. Because the lifting surface is mainl- be attributed to the axial jet effect.
intersecting the slipstream ilmost th~ough its On to, downwash flow side of the slipstream the
centreline, the axis vortex of the slipstream is lift force on the lifting surface is decreased
located on the lifting surface and its wake, see compared to the prop-off case at the lower angles
Fig 12. The sheet of constant doublet strength of attack, but increased at the higher angles of
(membrane) connecting the axis vortex to the attack. This is due to the now opposite effects
envelope is attached to the upper side of the of the downwash induced by the slipstream and the

envelope. increased flow vector magnitude resulting from
The calculations for all angles of attack and the jet effect. At an angle of attack of approx-
thrust coefficients have been performed with one imately 7 degrees both effects compensate each
and the same position and shape of the wake of other, at lower angles of attack the slipstream
the lifting surface and the slipstream envelope, induced decrease of angle c.f attack is relatively
No attempts have been made to adapt the position importan1t compared to the .onfiguration angle of
an" shape to each individual flow condition, attack and exceeds the a:.:ial jet effect, at
The total number of panels on half the configura- higher angles of attack it is relatively less

Lion, including ctiuator disk, lifting surface important and it is exceeded by the jet effect.
near wake anid slipstream envelope amounts te The lift force aistribution an the outer part of

2900. Taking into account both the unknown dou the lifting surface outside the slipstream is,
hlt and source distribution on the wake and especially at the higher angles of attack, hardly

slipstream envelope, the number of unknown singu- affected. Mainly at the lower angles of attack
larity parameters to be solved for amounts to there is some difference, because the approximate
19/8 on half the configuration. streamsurface condition on the slipstream enve-
Because sufficient data were available from the lope changes the flow about the part of the lift-
wind-tunrel experiment it is p~ssible to derive ing sueface outside and near the slipstream.
an analytical expression for the mean total
enthalpy (total pressure) jump required for the In Fig.14 the calculated spanwise lift distri-
present computational model. Assuming incompress- butlon is shown for a constant angle of attack of

ible flow through an isolated actuator disk with 4 degrees and at vary-..g thrust coefficient.
the free-stream velocity normal to the propeller The amplifying effects of increasing local angle
disk. it follows trom ntegrating Eq,(2) over tý.e of attac'. and increasing axial jet effect with
actuator disk and using Eqs.(3) and (10): increasing Tc result in the strongly increasing

lift distribution on the upwash side of the
slipstream.

- S- - J
2 

R RtlP On the downwash side the opposite effects of
tlmi P (1l) decreased local angle of attack and jet effect

2 J2 Rl' In RP almost comr ensate each other for all thrust coef--p•P_ ficients.

where Sprop - ff(Rtp
2 

- R,P
2

) is the area of the In Fig.15 the lift on the entire configuration,

actuator disk, see Fig 12, and the advance ratio including the component of the force in lift
J is define, as: direction on the propellers, is presented as a

function of the angle of attack and for a number
J U. (12) of thrust coefficients. Shown are both the calcu-

lated and the experimental results obtained from

the DNW-measurements, which have been corrected
where n is the rotational speed of the propeller for wind-tunnel wall and support interference. At

(rotations per second). The values of J for all Tc-1.75 no corrected exp-rimental data are avail-
values of Tc have been obtc.Zed by -. Ind-tunnel able. ]or clearness' s-ke the crves for the

experiments on 11e isolatec propeller, at the propeller-on situation have been shifted upwards
ime values of U. as used at the wind-tunnel tests over the respective increment as indicated in the

on the Fokker 50 configuration, The associated figure. To get an impression of the magnitude of



the corrections applied to the experimental data, a function of the thrust coefficient. The figure
the uncorrected data at Tc=O have also been pre- presents the accumulated contributions of the
sented. different parts of the configuration to the
For the Tc-O situation agreement between calcu- slipstream induced lift increment. The upper line
lated and experimental results is reasonable at is thus the contribution of the entire con-
the lower angles of attack, hut the experimental figuration which is already shown in Fig.16.
results show a slightly smaller slope of the lift Clearly all parts of the configuration, fuselage,
curve compared to the calculated results. Because nacelle, lifting surface and actuator disk add a
the thin lifting surface theory used in the cal- positive increment to the total. As remarked
culations is known to usually provide correct earlier on the spanwise lift force distribution
lift slopes due to the cancelling effects of vis- on the lifting surface, the presence of the pro-
cosity and wit. thickness, the discrepancy in pellet and slipstream also influences the flow-
lift slope might be a result of insufficient cot- field outside the slipstream. The contribution of

the entire lifting surface amounts to approxi-
rection of the experimental data as is suggested mately 47% of the total lift force increment for
by the still smaller slope of the uncorrected all values of Tc, the part of it affected by the
data. slipstream approximately 39%. The contribution of
Also for the prop-on conditions the calculated the lifting surface has been split into the con-
lift slopes are larger than the corrected experi- tributions from both parts located outside the
mental ones. For increasing thrust coefficient slipstream and the upwash and downwash part
the calculated lift coefficients tend to increas- inside the slipstream. The largest contribution
ingly oveypredict the experimental values, is due to the upwash part of the lifting surface

inside the slipstream, as already can be seen in
This tendency can also be observed in Fig.16. the spanwise lift force distribution shown in
Here the increment in lift force due to the pro- Fig.14. The part between fuselage and slipstream
peller/slipstream is presented as a function of adds also a positive contribution, while the
the thrust coefficient for a number of angles of downwash part inside the slipstream and the outer
attack for the same corrected experiments and part outside the slipstream both add a small,
calculations as of Fig.15. The increment is negative increment at this angle of attack
defined as the lift force on the entire configu- (shaded areas in Fig.17). This is also in agree-
ration, including the propellers, minus the lift ment with the lift distribution in Fig.14. The
force at Tc-O for the same angle of attack. actuator disk adds a positive increment which is
Comparison of results shows that at Tc-0.5 the in fact the component of the thrust force in lift
calculated lift increments are more closely situ- direction.
ated than the experimental values. At a--4

0 
the

calculated lift increment is larger than the 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
experimental one, at a-Oo almost equal and at
increasing angle of attack the calculated lift A computational model for propeller slipstream/
increments are increasingly smaller than the aircraft configuration interference has been de-
experimental irrements. All calculated curves scribed which fits into the framework of panel
feature a larger slope compared to the slope of method technology. The use of the method is aimed
the experimental curves. This results in an over- at the preliminary design phase of propeller-
rating of the calculated lift increments compared driven aircraft. It is based on surface singular-
to the experimental ones at Tc-2.5 for all angles ity techniques and has been implemented in a
of attack, panel method. The main components of the

slipstream model are : 1) an actuator disk which
At this moment the following conclusions on the simulates the operation ot the propeller, 2) an
calculated lift force results can be drawn, infinitesimal thin sheet of cylindrical shape
For the experimental results the accuracy of the which represents the envelope of the slipstream
corrections which have been applied for wind-tun- and extends from the tip edge of the actuator
riel wall atid support interference is question- disk to downstream infinity and 3) a discrete
able. because it is known that these interference vortex at the axis of the slipstream which also
eff- cts are large. Alternatively it should be extends from the actuator disk to downstream
possible to perform the calculations on the con- infinity. The vorticity distribution on these
figuration including the walls and support in components and the discrete vortex generate the
order to make a direct and consistent comparison characteristic axial and circumferential features
between experimental and computational results, of the flow inside a slipstream. Appropriate jump
The inherent more complex configuration poses no conditions across the actuator disk and boundary
problem to the panel method which requires only conditions at the envelope define the vorticity
surface panel networks, distribution. Because these conditions are simul-
In, the calculations starhrlaru/port-side symmetry taneously solved with the boundary conditions at
has been assmned which effectively implies con- the aircraft configuration, aircraft/propeller
-ra-rrtating Instead of the co-rotating propel- slipstream interference effects are automatically
lets which are present in reality and in the taken Into account.
,.xperiments Co-rotating propellers will severely In order to assess the capabilitics of the
rffei-t the symmetry of •he flow-field. Also the slipstream model calculations have been started
panel distrilution on the configuration is not on the Fokker 50 configuration. Calculated lift
ade 1quate to accurate calculations. Particularly force results have been compared with available
the spatrwise panel distribution at the part of wid-tunnel results. The preliminary calculations
,he lifting surface which is affected by the show the correct trends, but comparison of calcu-
slipstream is far too coarse and also the chord- lated and experimental results is hampered by
wise distribution should be refined on the entire uncertainties in both results.
lifting surface Apart from the lift force it would be also of

great Interest to investigate the capabilities of
ilnally it has been investigated which parts of the method to predict the changes in Induced drag

the configuration are responsible for the lift and pitching and yawing moment on the configura-
force increase shown In Fig.16. The build-up of tion due to the presence of a slipstream. All
this increase has been determined for an angle of thesr performance characteristics play an impor-
attack of 4 deg and It is presented In Fig.17 as 'ant role already in the preliminary design phase



of a new aircraft. The present method should be 6. Smith, B.A.W.: The Flow over a Wing/Nacelle
able to accomplish these tasks. Combination in the Presence of a Propeller
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Fig. 10 The Fokker 50 configuration with the support in the DNW test-section
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1 SUMMARY wave drag from regions of supersonic flow. This could
A three-dimensional general nulti-klock juler solver be compounded if the wing maximum thickness occurs in
(GMBE) has been developed to analyze the propulsion the vicinity of tae pylon maximum thicknieb.:; which
integration effects of turbofan/superfan installat;ons. would be particularly true for supercritical airfoil
Either flow-through or powered nacelles can be mcdelled. sections. Additionall,, an adverse pressure gradient
The code is demonstrated on a generic NASA low wing arising from the r-. n trailing edge closure could
transport model with an advanced turbofan flow-throL.gh encourage flow separation on the lower wing surface
nacelle. The results compare favourably wbth resulting in form drag. Flow separation could also be
experimental data obtained in the NASI. Langley 16-Foot present at the nacelle-pylon junction, as could regions of
(4.88 m) Transonic Tunnel. The compu;ed pre :sure supersonic flow, if the nacelle is not properly contoured
distributions are used to identify, in terms of pres,, re or aligned with the local flow dhcction.
coefficient peaks (maximum negative values) iykd
gradients, undesirable flow regions in the vicinity of *he Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling of the
pylor, and nacelle. The results suggest that a change in propulsion integration problem must therefore addre-s
toe angle and pylon trailing edge closure geometry will severa! complex issues: complicated geometry; regions
improve the propulsion integration, of transonic flow; rotational flow; non-uniformity in

total temperature and pressure; and, viscous effects on the
2. NOMENCLATURE configuration surfaces.
b wing span
c w.ng reference chord The Euler analysis code used here does not address the
CL lift coefficient, lift/qS viucous flow problem; skin-friction is not modtlled and
Cp static pressure coefficient. (p - p )/q flow separation is tackled indirectly in terms of pressure

coefficient peaks (maximum neguive ,alues) and adverse
MI Mach number pressure gradients.
p static pressure
q dynamic pressure 4. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
S wing reference area The flow code is a generalized version of the Euler
x streamwise coordinate; origin at airplane nose analysis code that was successfully used to address the
y spanwise ordinate w.r.t. fuselare centreline problem of wing-mounted and aft-mounted propfan
(X angle of attack engine-airframe integration for a gereric NASA low wing
rI non-dimensional spanwise wing station, 2y/b turboprop transport configuration (Refs. I and 2). The
0 meridian angle about nacelle centreline flow solver is derived from Jameson's cell-centered finite-

meriian angl abut ncele cetreine volume approach.
(clockwise. from crown-line IrVoking upstream)

Subscripts The flow field around a complicated geometry is divided
** freestream conditions into a number of topologically simple blocks, so thatsurface fitted grids and an efficient flow solution

3. INTRODUCTION algorithm can be easily applied within each block (Ref.

The increases in fuel cost over the last two decades has 3). The computational grid within each block can be

spurred the development of fuel efficient advanced generated using a combination of elliptic and algebraic

turbofans and high bypass ratio superfans for transport mcth)ds. Typically, either GRIDGEN (Ref. 4) or EAGLE

aircraft with supercritical wings. The work presented in (Ref. 5) are used to generate the surface and volume grids

this paper is part of an ongoing effort, supported by from a given surface definition. The block relationships

NASA Langley Reto.eanch Center, on propuosind and face boundary corTditions may be specified manually.

integration for transport aircraft operating in the high- As this can be quite labourious, a grid-generation/flow-

subsonic Mach number regime. solver interface program was developed to facilitate the
process. This block relationship and toundar) condition

The nacelle-pylon assembly introduces installation drag code, BCON, is a menu driven graphics interface program
which i- cor'posed of skin friction drag (from the wetted (Ref. 6).
portions of the pylon and nacelle) and "induced

porios f he pylo vandou nacelle ) and e "indue Each block is allowed an arbitrary number of neighbours
l are variouscak~est fortioneof 1'• and each face is allowed an arbitrary combination of

the thickest portion of
low pressure region acting t houndary conditions. Typical boundary con(litions are:

ulting in lift loss and possi \ solid surface; far field (subsonic or supersonic inflow or

i • . .. . ...... ... . .... .. . ... . ..... ... . .. .... ... ... ... ... . ... .. . ... . ..



outflow); nacelle inlet (mass flux, velocity, or pressure farfield. Three blocks form a cylinder from the upstreamdistributions); and nacelle exhaust (swirl, total pressure far farfield to the fan inlet face. The remaining 17

and temperature distributions; or, force and work blocks wrap around the external geometry.
distributions). The boundary condition implementation
is described in Ref. 3. The flow solver inputs are Variations of this block structure are permissible. For
described in Ref. 7. example, for the powered nacelle case, the blocks inside

the propulsive unit may be eliminated; with boundary
GMBE includes special treatment of the convective and conditions specified at the fan inlet, the fan exhaust, and
dissipative flux terms for highly skewed cells, including the core exhaust. The resulting structure consists of 26-
zero-volume cells. A multiblo,'k version of multigrid is blocks. A close-up of the surface grid near the inboard
used to speed up convergence. The code applies a V- side of the installation is shown in Fig. 2 (b). This is
cycle multigrid only to those blocks with even cell for a three degree incidence angle with no toe.
distributions. This approach is necessary because it is
difficult to ensure that every block of a complex The overall model dimensions are gven in Table 1.
multiblock system contains an even number of cells in
each computational direction. In order for the strategy to
be computationally effective, non-multigrid blocks Table 1. Model Dimensions (Ref. 8)
should be small in number and size.

S 587.96 sq~in 0.3793 m2

For super-computer systems with central memory

limitations, a pre-processor is used to adjust the central Aspect ratio 10.795

memory requirement to each block. This ensures that Taper ratio 0.275

the grid and flowfield information for each block is 1/4-chord sweep 210
moved to the working area in a block by block manner 1/4-chord dihedral 5.780
with the updates returned to the block storage area. More c 8.176 in 0.2077 m
details are available in Ref. 3. Airfoil Supercritical

5. GENERIC TURBOFAN TRANSPORT
The GMBE analysis was performed in conjunction with
an experimental study on a generic NASA twin-,ngine A sketch of the wing orifice locations is given in Fig. 3.
transport model. The experiments (Refs. 8.9 and 10) Note that there is an extra row of lower surface pressure
were conducted with flow-through turbofan (bypass ratio orifices on each side of 71 = 0.34. The nacelle and pylon
S6) and superfan (bypass ratio - 18) nacelles. Force, external surface pressure orifices are sketched in Fig. 4.
moment. surface pressure, and flow visualization data The x-coordinate ranges for these orifices are given in
were taken for the airplane in an un-yawed condition for The 2.
a Mach number range of 0.5 to 0.8, and for an angle of
attack range of -40 to +80. Several combinations of
nacelle/pylon toe and incidence angles were investigated Table 2. Pressure orifice locations (Ref. 10)
at two span locations; I = 0.34 and TI 0.40. This
paper concentrates on the installation at Tl = 0.34. x-min x-max

Pylon upper row 31.275 in 39.032 in
The airplane is designed for a cruise lift coefficient of 0.7944 m 0.9914 m
0.55 at a Mach number of 0.77 with twin, under-wing, Pylon lower row 39.430 in 43.81. in
advanced turbofan nacelles located at TI = 0.34. The 1.0015 in 1.1128 m
surface grid and symmetry plane for this configuration is Fan cowl 28.923 in 36.660 in
shown in Fig. 1. The volume grid contained 0.7346 in 0.9317 in

approximately 1.2 million grid points and was composed Core cowl 36.718 in 39.243 in
of 26 to 32 blocks, depending on the nacelle simulation. 0.9326 in 0.9968 in
A typical solution took 4 hours on a Cray YMP super-
computer. The convergence criterion for the Euler runs
was a three order of magnitude decrease in the
incremental maximum density. 6. RESULTS

The entire flow-through nacelle configuration (with 6.1 Flow-through Nacelles at Cruise
pylon, wing, and fuselage) is modelled with 32 blocks. Condition, M_, = 0.77, CL - 0.55
Fifteen of these blocks are used for the flow-through core 6. 1. I Computational results
and fan cowls, Fig. 2 (a). Three blocks form a cylinder Static pressure coefficient contours are shown in Figs. 5
from the fan entrance through the core cowl to the core (a) through (e) for different elements of the airplane.
cowl exit. The forward portion of this cylinder is This dismembered approach is necessary for clarity and
surrounded by an annulus, formed of three blocks, from for the ease of dissemination of this information in a
the fan inlet face to the fan exit. The cylinder from the black and white format. The contours range from 1.0 to
core exit face to the downstream far field is composed of -1.5 in increments of 0.1. The dotted lines correspond
three blocks. Another annulus, also composed of three to frecstream pressure.
blocks, extends from the fan exit, around the outer core
cowl and core exhaust cylinder, to the downstream
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The fuselage, Fig. 5 (a), has a gradual variation from near available experimental pressures do confirm the
freestreamn pressure, except at the wing junction where asymmetry in the fan cowl pressures that was predicted
the closeness of the contours represents the effects of the by the GMBE solution in Fig. 5.
wing upper surface. The contours continue on to the root
region of the wing upper surface, Fig. 5 (b). The 0.05c Although the experimental data available for the core
to 0.5c region on the wing upper surface has the typical cowl is sparse, Figs. 8 (a) through (e) show that the
gradual variation in local supersonic flow that is pressures computed on the cowl are not unreasonable.
expected of supercritical airfoils. A weak shock occurs 'Lie x-axis scale is deliberately set to be consistent with
near 0.7c, after which the flow compresses to freestream Figs. 7 and 9.
near the trailing edge as indicated by the dotted contour.
The lower surface contours, Fig. 5 (c), are locally Figs. 9 (a) through (d), show the comparison of the
modified by the propulsion installation. The contours pylon surface pressures. Figs. 9 (a) and (b) are for the
show a return to freestream pressure at roughly 0.6c. upper row of orifices. Figs. 9 (c) and (d) arc for the
This is characteristic of supercritical airfoils (Ref. 11) lower row. Along the upper rows, the computed
and is followed by additional compression from the pressures are consistent with the experimental data;
substantial aft-camber. except for the first experimental data point in Fig. 9 (b).

The computed results predict high flow velocities near
Near Tl = 0.34, the lower surface wing Cp contours the forward portion of the outboard pylon, but there is
continue on to the inboard, Fig. 5 (d), and outboard, Fig. no experimental data available to corroborate this. The
5 (e). sides of the pylon. The flow on the aft portion of plots for the lower row, which extends to the pylon
the pylon compresses because of the pylon trailing edge trailing edge closure, also suffer from a paucity of
closure. This compression introduces substantial adverse experimental pressure data, although the two orifices in
pressure gradients which are communicated to the wing Fig. 9 (a) do show the same trend as the GMBE solution.
surface and could encourage flow separation there. Ahead Beyond this, the computed results predict high flow
of this compression, the flow is nearly sonic (0.97 < M velocities, particularly on the inboard side, and show the
< 1) on the inboard side of the pylon and at roughly 0.4c aft compression gradients, which are transmitted to the
on the wing. This high negative-Cp on the wing lower wing lower surface and might be steep enough to result
surface causes a loss in lift. in the flow separation shown in the flow visualization

photograph, Fig. 10. The outer limits of this separation
Regions of high negative-Cp are present at the junction region on the wing lower surface are reflected in the
of the pylon tip with the outboard fan cowl, and on the experimental pressures, Figs. 6 (c) and (d), which did
forward portion of the outboard fan cowl. By show a tendency to flatten out over the last 20 percent of
comparison, the inboard sides of the forward portion of the chord.
the pylon and nacelle have lower negative-Cp. This
asymmetry in the pressure distribution on the fan cowl Separation of this scale could drastically alter the
could be alleviated- by toeing in the propulsion aerodynamic integrity of the engine-airframe integration.
assembly. The experimental data (Ref. 10) showed that Euler code predictions of Cp peaks and gradients,

the pylon-nacelle assembly with a 1° toe-in resiilted in although an indirect means of addressing flow separation,
have had some success in improving pylon design (Refs.lower drag than tn. 00 toe configuration studied here. 12 and 13).

6.1.2 Comparison with Experiment In summary, the Euler calculations indicate that there is
Figs. 6 (a) through (f) show the comparison between room for improving the propulsion integration in two
experimental and calculated (GMBE) wing Cp. The code ways: (1) the fan cowl should be toed in; and. (2) the aft
seems to slightly under predict inboard upper surface portion of the pylon should be redesigned, for lower Cp
peaks, Figs. 6 (a) and (b), while it over predicts the peaks and gentler pressure gradients, in order to
outboard peaks. Figs. 6 (e) and (f). This discrepancy minimize flow separation.
could possibly arise because of aeroelastic twist. As is
typical of inviscid solutions, the computed shock is 6.2 Flow-through Nacelles at Off-Design
farther aft than the experimental shock, Fig. 6 (e). Condition, M-o = 0.80, CL - 0.55

On the lower surface the comparison is fairly good ip to hAt this higher freestream Mach number, the regions of

0.7c. Particular attention is drawn to the vicinity of the igh flow velocity that were seen at M_ = 0.77 on tie

propulsion installation. Figs. 6 (c) and (d). The inboard pylon-nacelle junction, the outboard fan cowl, and the
Cp peaks and the consequent adverse pressure gradients, inboard aft portion of the pylon all contain pockets of

from roughly 0.4c to 0.7c, could be crucial from the supersonic flow. The asymmetry in the fan cowl pressure
standpoint of propulsion installation drag. Both the distribution is also evident at this Mach number, Fig.

experimental data and the Euler calculations indicate that Il.
the effect is stronger on the inboard side of theinstallation. A small supersonic region is present on the outboard aft

portion of the pylon. This is followed by an adverse

There is remarkable similarity between the experimental pressure gradient on the pylon trailing edge closure

and computed pressure distributions on the fan cowl, region. The change, due to Mach Number, in the aft

Figs. 7(a) through (e). It is unfortunate that there are no pylon pressure distribution is also reflected in the sparse

experimental pressure orifices coincident with the experimental data that is superimposed on Figs. 12 (a)

primary Cp peaks predicted by GMBE. However, the and (b).

i
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(a) Fuselage

(b) Wing upper surface (c) Wing lower surface

(d) Inboard side of nacelle (e) Outboard side of nacelle

Fig. 5 Cp contours for low-wing aircraft with flow-through nacelle at 71 = 0.34. M_ = 0.77, CL 0.55. The

contour range is from 1.0 to -1.5 in increments of 0.1. The dotted lines denote freestream pressure.
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CD) drag ceeffiyiTent dling, and the impact of thrust rcverSer depILnV-
CIl)i bisiec auIr, ra ft dra g nient. In the future, the experimental investiga-
(' Da Hiir hsrakes drag %itli rev erser Interaction tion of engine integration will becemne even
tl~r reerse isii effect 'In aircraft drag niore important as the engine diameter increase
('I, [PS iseltrispic cure thrust IN) This holds in particular for new types of engines
( L lift cosefficieni stic h as the ducted propfan. Their large diameters
C lI ba l~sic ai rcrafi lItft lead to a close coupling between en gine anul
C Lab air brakes lift with rv erser tinteraction wing flow field.
C(I.r reverser pliiiie effect on aircraft lift
C I center line For a widte range Of aircrtaft development testing
D) drag N)N in w:-d tunnels, the engines can be represented
F thiruist IN) by through flow n acell es. HoweveCr. jet simtila-

J efective thrust torn is required to measure the jet interference
Is TPS isentropuc fan thrust IN) drag during take-off and landing. The same holds

H FI) hteni/onial fuselage iatu-it line for Mteasuring thrust reverser efficiency and as-



sssing tthe impact of failures and reingestion, The purpose of the tests was firstly to metsure
Out of the existing simulation techniques (see the braking capacity and secondly the extra re-
ref. 1) the so called Turbo Powered Simulators verser limitations such as reingestion, parasitic
(TPS) have proven as the most appropriate tech- loads and aircraft handling qualities. Before the
nique (Fig.I). A TPS consists of a fan which is wind tunnel test the reverser system was calibra-
driven by a turbine. This turbine is powered by ted at the specially modified ONERA Modane S4h
compressed air. supplied by the Aind tunnel calibration facility. The wind tunnel test pro
compressor plant. gram included also the handling quality of the

aircraft in case of reverser inadvertent opening
in flight. These low speed data together with the
results of a planned transonic test in the ONERATURBO POWERED SIMULATOR ( TPS ) SI will be used in aircraft certification process.

Front all types of tests with jet simulation the
drag interference for the second segment climb
require the highest accuracy and repeatability.
To achieve this goal, a constant improvement of
test equipment and procedures is necessary. The
improvements made during the last years are des-
cribed below. All these tests were done for per-
formance prediction of the new A340 aircraft as
well as for a better understanding of the physical

h"•=,.1,,,,,, rs flow phenomena. Some of the recent results will• ,o•Ip~su,,p,0ob ~ be shown and discussed in detail.
0 total tlmfllt,p**rl [Iirl'Ocoup.lg

,w ,•t 2 Recent Developments in Low-Speed
figure I TPS-Testing for Engine Integration Drag

The first low-speed wind tunnel tests in Europe 2.1 Test objectives
using TPS were (lone in 1980 in the low speed
Aind tunnel LSWT at VFW-Brenten (now Det, tsche The integration of airframe covers two major
Airbus. see ref. 2).The ainm of the tests was to shares of aerodynamic effects, i.e. (fig. 2) :
,tudN the interference between the engine and - the incremental forces and moments due to
the wing higl, lift devices deflected for second the addition of engine-nacelle and pylon-
segment climb. The size of the wind tunnel . bodies to the airfran-e,
2.1 2. ,in. forced to use half models for these - the interferences due to the engine jet flow-
tests. Based on the experience gained, the TIPS field
technique was next installed in the German-
Dutch Wind tunnel Ox6tn) enabling to test cont-
plete models. For the necessary calibrations of
the siniulators. NLR built close to the DNW an INCREMENTAL DRAG DEFINITIONS
Engine Calibration Facility. The first tests with
a model equipped with two simulators were per- ENGINE INSTALLATION DRAG JET RTERFE CE OPA

formed in 1982. Again. the goal was to study the
,ecornd segment climb jet interference drag
1.ater on, the ground effect or, the longitudinal .
stahility was includled (ref. Il). Since. in close I
cooperation between DNW , NLR and Deutsche hih pN V,-,/,,,
Airhus thle testing technique was steadily impro-
s ed (%;cc ref. 3 to 6). The major latest develop- MINUS MiNUS
meniti were connected with a series of tests led
bv Deutsche Airbus, on an Airbus A340 corn- -
plete powered model in the DNW. -

Another application of tte TIS technique was TwFihoNo ýrw/rylm l
pioneered by Aerospatiale. Besides forwatrd (I N- - - -TF " --

thrust simulation (ref. I ), Aerospatiale since figure 2
1l)7X used the TpS technique for thrust reverser
development. Through an extensive wind tunnel For the first item, through-flow nacelles can be
sinminlIition, the aerodynamic integration of the used, while the jet interference effects are inves-
thrust reverser system was carried out, up to the tigated by the ttse of TPS-equipped nacelles. run-
certification process. In 198.6, Acrospatiale ning at (ifferent powter-,cttings. The main ob-
conmpleted in this way successfully a test cam- jectivc, for test with jet-simulation described in
patgn for the Airbits A320 in the large ONERA this chapter of the paper were :
SI transonic wind tuniel (ref. 7 and 8). - performance prediction for a new aircraft.
Although rather complex, this methodology re- concerning second segment climb jet inter-
duces the costs to spend in full scale aircraft de- ference drag and jet effects on tailplane ef-
velopment program. Aerospatiale's long stan- ficiency during take-off and landing,
(ing experience in both forward as well as in re - to improve the understanding of the physi-
versed mode engine simulation (ref. I. 7 to 9) cal flow phenomena
and the close and fruitful cooperation with
)eut;sche Airbus. I-lispano-Suiza, ONERA and For these purposes, force- and pressure -distri-
DNW made it p.)ssible to complete successfully a bution-measurements as well as wake flow inca-
series of installed thrurst reverser performance surements and flow visualizations were made.
tests on a complete powered Airbus A340 model
in the DNW low speed wind tunnel. The model
used was the same as for the secound segment
climb let interference drag test mentioned
abov e.

n i n u i



2.2 Improvements in testing technique this strut. In front of the strut and the balance, a
plate is installed for mounting instrumentation.

2.2.1 Wind tunnel equipment The center section, the plate and the strut are
surrounded by a non-metric shell, the nose shape

The German-Dutch Wind Tunnel (DNW) is an at- of the shell is designed in such a way that the
mospheric single return wind tunnel with two TPS-intake is in a uniform flow field.
exchangeable test sections, of which the smal-
lest one has convertible cross section. Of these 2.2.2 Model hardware
two test sections, the largest one has a cross
section of 9.5x9.5 m and the convertible either The mounting of the engines to the model makes
8x6 or 6x6 m. All test sections have a length of it necessary to subtract the thrust from the ba-
20 in and are equipped at the downstream end lance measurements in order to get the pure ae-
with breathers. The purpose of these breathers is rodynamic loads. The measuring rakes in the en-
to equalize the static pressure inside the test gine, installed for this purpose, were steadily
section to the ambient pressure. The maximum improved to get a fail safe and very accura'e sys-
speed in the largest test section is 62 m/s, in tem. In this context e g. the simr ,le open ther-
the medium seized one 1 17 m/s and in the sinai- mocouples were replaced by the more accurate
lest one 153 m/s. For the test described in this PTI0O thermo-sensors.
paper, the medium-seized test section was used.

Due to the low temperatures in the turbine re-
To measure the loads, the Airbus A340 model had gion, water condensation occurs in the TPS
an internal six-components balance. The balance nozzle after stopping the tunnel. This water, in
maximum axial load is 20000 N, the maximum combination with lubrication oil, can affect all
normal force is 50000 N and maximum side force electric connectors in this area. This necessitate
6250 N. The resolution of the balance in axial a proper sealing of all wirings and avoidance of
direction is 1.6 N and in normal direction 3.6 N. connectors wherever possible.
To suspend the model on a dorsal sting was se-
lected. The sting was connected to the support Another critical area is the sealing between the
mechanism which has an angle of attack range of TPS-body itself and the cowlings and pylon.
_+45' and a yaw range of ±300. Although conti- Leakages of compressed air from core to fan and
nuous variation of the angle of attack is pos- from fan to pylon influence the accuracy of
siblc, the A340 test was executed in the step by thrust calculation. Due to the unfavorable ratio
step mode. between thrust and aerodynamic forces in the

low-speed regime (thrust is about 2 to 4 times
The model's angle of attack and roll angle were higher than drag) even small inaccuracies in
measured with a system mounted inside the model thrust calculation heavily endanger the quality
and consisting of three Q-Flex accelerometers, of test results. To avoid these problems, a spe-
The Q-Flex is a completely self-contained unit cial equipment has been built, by which inlet
which is very suitable to be used for accurate and nozzle exits can be closed. Then, after pres-
angle measurements. It has a seismic element surizing the engine via the drive air connection
which is held at constant horizontal position on the pylon, all leakages can be detected and
through the built-in servo electronics. The reso- sealed afterwards.
lution of the system is 0.01 degree. For the yaw
angle measurement, the sting mounted sensors To control the engine power setting and measure
were used. The resolution of these sensors is the drive air mass-flow, a remotely controlled
also 0.01 degree. valve plus a critical venturi nozzle system were

usually located outside the model on the moun-
The compressed air to dr ve the simulators was ting sting or even further upstream. This system
deli.ered by the DNW Air Distribution System. had the general disadvantage, that the response
Two compressor units form the hart of this sys- time was quite long. Additionally, the time delay
tcm. Each unit has a maximum mass rate of 3 between the actual turbine inlet mass-flow and
kg/s at 280 bars. This capacity is large enough the readings from the venturi nozzle measuring
to run three 7.1" fan diameter simulators conti- system causes inaccuracies in the thrust calcula-
nuously even at maximum rpm. Because the air tion. To improve this system, a model internal
delivered by the compressors is hot and too wet, control and measuring unit was developed and
it is cooled down and dried. For accurate TPS build by Deutsche Airbus (fig. 3).
measurement a low residual humidity is impor-
tant. If the humidity is too high, ice forms at
the simulator core nozzle exit and changes the TPS MASS -FLOW CONTROL UNIT
exhatlS area and thereby the generated thrust.
Experience has shown that a dewpoint of at least :-tawf
70-C' Lit ambient pressure) is necessary.

'[li single Supply line from thle two compressor CoMM
units split up in two lines. Each line has a heat "
exchanger and a computer controlled regulating

ialve. The computer can be programmed to keep _,_

the pressure constant at any downstream point. !
or alternatively to keep the TPS rpm constant.
In this test the pressure in the supply line inside
ihe model was held constant at 40 bars.

To measure the thrust vector of an isolated TPS, D T
with or without flow, DNW has build a special
test stand. This test stand is in effect a fuselage firure 3
center section which can house one of the DNW's
standard balances together with the airline Each unit consists of a needle-valve, remotely
bridges. Attached to the metric part of the center controlled and driven by a linear motor, plus a
cross section is a vertical strut which points critical venturi nozzle for drive air measurement.
downward. The TPS to be measured is mounted to This equipment was used for the Airbus A340



tests in DNW (Fig. 4). The model had a span of three cardanic joints in such a position. that the
about 5.5 meters and a scale of 1/10.6. The two degrees of freedom from each joint combine
weight of the complete model including all ins- to a system with 6 degrees of freedom (Fig. 6).
trumentation used in this test was about 1.6
tons. Covered in each joint is a metal bellow to seal

the piping system. This air line bridge system
was modified such that the drive air pressure now
is loading the outer side of the bellows instead

A340 MODEL WITH TIPS IN DNW of the inner and which stabilizes the bellows la-
terally. Figure 7 shows the A340 model from top
with balance and airbridges"

ui ure 4

Due to the fact, that the performance used for
certification of the second segment climb flight
is always with one engine failed and the others
at maximum take-off power, one of the Airbus
A340 engines was simulated by conventional _ __ _ . ...... 7__"
through flow nacelle. So. three mass-flow con-
trol units were installed in the model fuselage 2.2.3 Test procedure
ahead of the balance (Fig. 5) to control the three
TPS units, designed and manufactured by The high accuracy needed for second segment
Deutsche Airbus. The TPS-diameter was 7.1" and climb jet interference drag measurements can
the units were equipped with cowlings represen- only be obtained through a careful, step by step
ting CFM56-5C2 nacelles. approach. It is not necessary to emphasize that,

after each step, a throughout check of the system
completed so far is necessary. The basic steps

- check of balance calibration;
- if not available, calibration of the balance
for temperature gradients. The balance is
equipped with 18 temperature sensors which
measure the heat flux through the balance;
- calibration of the combination of balance
and airline bridges, effect of temperature gra-
dients in airline bridge is included;
- after mounting of balance and airline
bridges in the model, check of parasitic
forces due to TPS lubrication piping and elec-
trical wiring;
- a test with cubic nozzles to determine the
residual parasitic forces due to the airline
bridges. Earlier this was only measured stati-

fiiure 5 cally, but experience has shown that flow
through the airline bridges alters the correc-
tion. The correction is found by measuring

LOW- REACTION AIR LINE BRIDGE the balance forces and moments twice : once
with the nozzles pointing in flow direction,
and once with the nozzles turned over 180 de-
grees;
- a static pre-test with a bellmouth on each
engine. The bellmouth measurement is repea-
ted after the test is completed. The pre- and
post-test results are used to access the vali-
dity of the calibration over the test period;

fid m•mtM - repeat of polars and power polars (free
stream velocity, angle of attack constant.
rpm increasing);

hl"- I" o - to reach thermal equilibrium in model andJ"• '-flosible pip lcoamrmct balance the simulators run for at least half an
hour prior to the measurement run.

*t• Y. An essential element of the test procedure is a

figure 6 continuous control of all TPS-data. Malfunctio-
ning of either total pressure probes or tempera-

To minimize the interferences between the model ture probes in the TPS results in errors in thrust

balance and the drive air pipes, a so-called air calculation. To this end, special software was

line bridge system is necessary. This consists of developed following the Christmas tree struc-



ture. During the measurement, the global values the engine located below the wing center-line
like the overall thrust are compared with the va- counters the wing circulation and such leads to a
lues measured during the TPS calibration phase. decrease in lift plus increase in drag.
When differences are noted, the next level such
as the mean pressures and temperatures are exa- Another contribution to the jet-interference drag
mined. At the lowest level, each single rake to- was found first during TPS-tests on an isolated
tal pressure profile and and temperature probes TPS-powered nacelle in the wind tunnel of
can be checked. To account for any difference in Deutsche Airbus at Bremen and later confirmed
rpm in calibration and wind tunnel, the calibra- by tests on the "single engine strut" at DNW.
tion values are all curved fitted as function of
the rpm. To simulate an engine on a wind tunnel model.

the TPS is equipped with scaled down cowlings
2.3 Recent test results and pylon of the real engine. To make the jet-

flow-field as similar as possible, all details like
2.3.1 General pylon-core cowl-fairing etc., are made as similar

as possible.
All improvements in testing techniques made
since the first low-speed tests in DNW have led The test in the Deutsche Airbus wind tunnel with
to a reduction of testing time as well as in data such a simulator, mounted on a six components
accuracy and repeatability such that today a high wind tunnel balance showed, that the overall
quality standard for industrial measurements has thrust vector was not acting only in the direc-
been achieved. tion of the engine center-line as assumed until

now and also used in the flight-test evaluation,
While results from tests on ground effects during but deviated from this line. Further test with
landing were discussed earlier (Ref. 1 1) and the other configurations showed deviations in both
results of thrust reverser and reingestion tests directions, leading to a positive or a negative
are shown below, the next chapters concentrate normal force increment.
on flow phenomena in context with the second
segment climb phase. This interesting result could not easily be veri-

fied by the engine manufacturer because all
2.3.2 Performance prediction for thrust stand balances are only "one-component

second segment climb balances" until today. Only one test on a real
engine has been done in cooperation with

To predict the performances in the second seg- Deutsche Airbus, DLR and Airbus Industrie on an
ment climb phase (from short after take-off until A320 (see ref. 14). In this test a laser doppler
the retraction of high lift devices), normally an anemometer was used to measure the flow.field
increment for engine jet interference is added to directions behind the nozzle exits. As will be
the results on the models with conventional shown in paper no 20, the tendency of thrust
through flow nacelles. To get this increment, vector deviation was in accordance with the wind
the procedure of Deutsche Airbus is to test a mo- tunnel results.
del with a TPS-nacelle as engine simulator. The
TPS is then first set at maximum take-off power In the last years the thrust vector measurement
(MTO) and next at a condition similar to the on TPS engines have been made for different en-
through-flow nacelle (TFN). For this TFN-condi- gine- and aircraft-types, by different Airbus
tion the TPS is running at a rpm, where the fan Industrie's partners. Figure 9 shows some of the
nozzle exit velocity is about equal to tunnel ve- results, where the thrust vector "angle" is defi-
locity, such representing the nozzle exit condi- ned as the angle between overall thrust and en-
tion of a real TFN. gine center-line. It should be noticed here, that

this effect must not be due to a pure deviation of
the engine nozzle flow direction, but it can also

JET - INTERFERENCE DRAG cover effects due to differences in static pressure
on the lower and upper regions of the core cowl

CL (upper bifurcation blocka- ?)

-. THRUST VECTOR ANGLE MEASURED

7N ON TPS - MODE=LS
-- - AICRAFT ENGINE

M A ShantDuct ja

La

figure 8 1 1 1 1g1 1

The difference in drag between MTO- and TFN- -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 2 4(][
setting is called jet-interference. Figure 8 shows figure 9
a test result from the A340 model tests in DNW.
As can be seen from this figure, the shift of the For a better understanding of the consequences
polar at MTO-power is not only due to a drag in- of these thrust vector effects, Figure 10 shows a
crease, but also due to a loss in lift at constant schematic drawing of an engine installed on a
incidence. The lift loss is increasing with the wing and the corresponding angles and vectors.
increasing incidence. This phenomenon can be
explained in such a way that the jet velocity af
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Assuming stabilized flight conditions, engine
axis parallel to horizontal fuselage datum (HFD) JET INTERFERENCE DRAG
and thrust (F) acting along engine center-line, A/C WITH DIFFERENT ENGINES
the main correlations between aerodynamic and
thermodynamic forces are dC:j,04 8eCilSegment lhu

L = W-FL] [ _

D = FD P- .

INFLUENCE OF THRUST ANGLE 2)
ON LIFT AND DRAG _ -- -- '

LaaL UCL 2 0.6
Thrust Vector Effect Included

FD -_...0 _-• figure 11

Taking this into account, the results from Figure
WOWQL 11 can be reduced to the pure aerodynamic com-

A- W ponent of jet interference drag. The result is
SM&M-dMm• shown on Figure 12. This leads to the conclu-w rn-w inI C ~ • .L

,, sion, that the pure aerodynamic jet effects are
the same for both engine types wh2.! "be diffe-

figure 10 rences in the direction of the thrust vector lead
to the differences in the overall engine-airframe

Under these conditions, lift and drag are the pure jet-interference.
aerodynamic forces Laerod and Daerod. If howe-
ver the true or effective thrust vector is devia-
ting by an angle y from the engine center-line, JET INTERFERENCE DRAG
it consists not only of the component F along A/C WITH DIFFERENT ENGINES
the engine center-line which is delivered by the dCDJ-IO'4 SecondSegment Cmb
engine manufacturer as total thrust, but also of a
component AF normal to this. dCDf- CCMTO- C

The consequence in this case is, that, if only _- n t o
vector F along the engine center-line is taken 110 i

into account for analyzing wind tunnel and
flight test results while the effective thrust vec- -

tor is F', the contributions due to AF are inclu- ,I.
ded in the aerodynamic interference data for lift
and drag. So, they are assumed to be aerodynamic _ _V-*od&.

forces while indeed they are propulsion ones.
This can then lead to misinterpretation of test
results while the overall performance calculation CL'2 0.6
based on wind tunnel results is not affected as Thruet Vector Effect exluded
long as the wind tunnel data evaluation is in ac- figure 12
cordance with flight test analysis. An example
for such a case is shown on Figure 11. where the 2.3.3 Engine flow field investigations
incremental Jet interference drag versus CL2 is
plotted resulting from a wind tunnel test on an For a better understanding of the flow pheno-
Airbus model with two different engine types and mena leading to a deviation of the overall thrust
for different slat/flap settings during second vector from the engine center line, some tests
segment climb. Without knowing the normal with a wake-flow rake behind the TPS-powered
forces components of thrust, the differences in nacelles have been done in the low-speed tunnels
drag would be explained as aerodynamic pheno- of Deutsche Airbus and DNW. The test setup for
mena. The tests of isolated TPS-powered nacelles DNW is shown on Figure 13
however showed a deviation of the thrust vector
from the engine center-line of +3.80 for one and
.2.20 for the other engine type. With this infor-
mation it is possible to split the overall engine-
airframe interference into an aerodynamic and a
propulsion component, which is very helpful for
a better understanding of the underlying pheno-
mena and finding possible areas of improve-
men t.I

The normal force component of thrust AF affects
both the aerodynamic components lift and drag I ir
depending on incidence. As can be seen from
Figure 10, at low incidence (cruise condition of
aircraft) the main influence is on lift, while for
higher incidence (second segment climb condi-
tion) the influence on lift is decreasing, and the -

drag component of AF is increasing.

fi ure 13
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The total pressures were measured at different 15. The variation of thrust vector angle of + 4'
stations behind the fan nozzle exit and summari- leads to a variation in lift versus drag of +1% to
zed on Figure 14. What can be concluded from 4% compared with an engine with a vector angle
this figure is a strong unsymmetry in the flow- of zero degree. It should be noticed, that the hi-
field close to the nacelle exit. This is an indica- gher lift versus drag is achieved for a negative
tion of a deviation of the nozzle flow direction thrust vector angle, i.e. an incremental force
from the engine center-line. Also measurements consisting of a lift- and drag-reducing compo-
of static pressure distributions on the engine nent. Due to the high incidences, the negative
core cowls showed unsymmetries on the upper effe t of lift reduction is overcompensated by
and lower regions leading to normal force corn- the positive effect of drag reduction.
ponents of overall thrust.

Making a similar calculation for an aircraft at
cruise condition, i.e. at low incidence, leads to a
contradictory result, as shown on Figure 16.

"TPS WAKE -FLOW SURVEY Under these conditions a positive thrust vector
deviation angle is favorable due to the positive
effect of the lift-component of thrust, while the

SPtG P •6 drag-component at small angles is nearly zero.
The possible increase in lift versus drag for an

ON angle of 4' is also about 3% to 4% in the low-
speed case.

The results shown here lead to the followingNACELLaE conclusions and recommendations :
- it is necessary to understand and verify the

POSInON XjD•3.24 Re -.2,, _Wt -7.24 phenomena with the help of engine manufac-
DO WNSTREAM FAN EXrr t urers.

figure 14 1 - negative angles of thrust vector deviation
are favorable in the second segment climb,

2.3.4 Possibilities forperformance impmvemerit while,
- positive angles are desirable for cruise con-

Summarizing the results shown above, it can be ditions.
concluded, that tests with TPS-powered nacelles
in the wind tunnel indicate the existence of a HIGH SPEED EFFECTS OF
normal force components of the thrust which THRUST VECTOR ANGLE
have not been taken into account as such until CL/COD
now and thus are included in the overall engine-
airframe jet interference effects. The next steps,
necessary now. are

- first a better understanding of the mecha-
nisms leading to the thrust vector deviation P
- second a verification of the tunnel results 7 Z Y 0-des
by tests on a full scale engine.

As already mentioned, for the latter case a first
investigation was made on an Airbus at Toulouse
by Deutsche Airbus, DLR and Airbus Industrie _ _._

(see ref. 14).

Especially important however is now the assis-
tance from the side of engine manufacturers for
both necessary steps in order to verify the air- CruiseaMition. 2 eek" 50%MTO
framers data. Without this, all performances pre- figure 16
dictions will cover some uncertainties concer-
ning these effects. So. an onboard mechanism to vary the direction

of overall thrust vector could improve the per-

LOW SPEED EFFECTS Of formances of modern transport aircraft. If this
mechanism is not feasible due to technical or fi-

CL/CO THRUST VECTOR nancial reasons, the best compromise probably
is to design the engine nozzles and pylons such,
that the overall thrust vector acts along the en-

4 -gine center-line, unless situations where e.g.
climb performance is insufficient (negative an-"v. .gle could help) or power reserves in low-speed
performances are existing (positive angle im-

1 ~ ~ u.Proves cruise performances).

"33. Installed Thrust Reverser Simulation

3.1 Test objectives

fi.. The fundamental objective of these installed re-
CUeb CON1 tim 2 onaines90% mTo verser tests was to improve the aircraft landing

figure 15 performances prediction, as well as to reduce air-
craft development cost. This main goal was ef-

Some first estimates have shown that, if the me- fectively achieved through a number of clearly
chanisms of thrust vector deviation are unders- identified technical subjects such as :
tood and could be influenced, the overall perfor- reverser static efficiency check-out
mances of aircraft could be improved. A result reingestion speed limit
for the low-speed regime for second segment plume effect on pilot probes
climb with high incidences is shown on Figure local induced loads on slats



reverser normal operation performances
reverser inadvertent opening in flight The facility is installed in a sealed vacuum tank

The associated financial benefit came from the (S4b). For transonic calibration (high fan
reduction of the corresponding full scale deve- nozzle discharge ratio), ambient static pressure
lopment programme at Aerospatiale (reingestion is decreased by use of aejector (ref. 12). For low
for example) and the reduction of the full scale speed tests (lower fan discharge ratio), Mach
reverser-test at Hispano-Suiza. number effect is simulated only by plenum cham-

ber "total pressure" increase.
3.2 Static tests

The facility described hereabove is dedicated to
In association with the thrust reverser manufac- classical forward thrust calibration, where plume
turer Hispano-Suiza, Aerospatiale has conducted does not impinge on the hardware. In reverse
a six weeks static test campaign in the specially mode, the problem is different : the jet exhaus-
modified ONERA-Modane calibration tank S4b, ted upstream creates parasitic loads on the me-
using a turbine powered nacelle. tric parts, and disturbs the pressure field in the

vicinity of reverser doors, that modify plume
3.2.1 Static bench characteristics.

The use of TPS for engine installation studies These two problems have been carefully studied
has driven ONERA to develop the necessary in 1986, during the Airbus A320 program (see
means for their calibration. As already said, the ref. 7 and 8). A pre-test has been performed with
bookkeeping procedure of nacelle installation a blown nacelle fitted with reverser doors, in or-
drag requires the assessment of the TPS thrust, der to define a new optimized facility configura-
wind off, but with the internal flow similar as tion (see fig. 18).
under wind tunnel conditions (pressure). Two
static benches have been build. The first one for ONERA Calibration tank - Revers, mode
TPS fan diameters below 6 inches and a second
one for bigger TPS (fan below 16 inches), both
described in reference 12. The principles are the Sh NS Mouthdescribedli 2. s mouth
same, only components size is different
(balance, mass flow measurement,...). Figure 17
showss the larger TPS calibration facility ar-
rangement.

ONEWA Calibration tank - Porward mode

BeiBelem:

Fan ExhaustFSn 
,-FanwMass-Flow

Core Exhaust Coe Mss-lo

, figure 18

Balance First of all, the metric plenum chamber had to be
shielded to avoid any impingement. This shield
had to be sealed to avoid any pressure field dis-
turbances in its vicinity, that could induce

Fan Moss-Flow -bouancy parasitic thrust. On the other hand, this
a shield, close to the reverser doors created a suc-

Core Mass-Flow tion effect increasing exhausted mass flow up to
o. 1,5%. As can be shown from the pressures recor-

figure 17 ded on the shield (figure 19), a nacelle 300 mm
downstream displacement deleted this effect.

The nacelle is connected to the balance interface
strut, which also supplies the high pressure everser calibration tank - Location effect
drive air (15 bars) to the turbine. As described in
Chapter I , this mass flow is then discharged Relative Pressurelncre antheShield

through the turbine and exhausted by the nacelle 0 ,
core nozzle. The fan-mass flow is provided , e
through a metric plenum chamber by the secon- - U No
dary piping connected to a 9 bars air supply. The
nacelle is connected on this plenum chamber by -,o

a bellmouth.

The balance directly measures the jet thrust, 0

while bellows disconnect the piping's metric and -u,te -

non -metric parts. The drive air mass flow
crosses the balance in the middle, by use of a .0,1 Fan Preesure
"Donahue" type of bellow (see ref. 13) minimi- I,' 1.2 1,3 1,4 1.5 I,' 1.7 Ratio
zing "bottom effect". Two secondary bellows, on figure 19
each balance side, provide air to the plenum
chamber. Both mass flows are measured upstream These modifications leading to an homogeneous
the balance. pressure field around the reverser, have forced to

manufacture a new thin balance interface strut
Balance calibration is done in situ. with all (including drive air supply line). Finally, the
bellows connected. It showed (corrected for the overall facility (model/plenum chamber/balance)
tests) : has been moved backward, out of the vacuum

- low parasitic loads, pressure on (4 N on dri- tank, in order to avoid wall interactions.
ve air bellow, 7 N on secondaries),
- weak pressure dependant thrust axis sensiti- Facility validation is achieved by use of two re-
vity variations (0.6 to 0.7% at 50 bars). ference nozzles



- b 130 mm reference nozzle, simulating the = Xrev-Cis
total mass flow (core+fan) crossing the ba- Fis
lance. It can be feed, either by the turbine
drive air-line or the secondary air-line, or An example of reverser efficiency is shown on
even both. It is used to check loads and mas, figure 21. These data are coming from three dif-
flow measurement repeatability campaign to ferent runs (1832/1833/1841) performed on the
campaign. same model configuration. It is shown that on
- DNW reference cubic nozzle, only feed by the overall measurement range, discrepancy is
the drive air-line, and used to check repeata- below ±0.5%.
bility measurement from S4b to the DNW.

3.2.2 Model hardware Reverser static efficiency Repeatability

Fan reverse thrust I T _Ta RUN 1832
The model used wa3 a scaled down Airbus Fanlorwardthtst-- - RUN1833*
A340/CFM nacelle (1/10,6) powered with a tur- ARUNI841
bine simulator (7,1 " fan diameter) from Deutsche
Airbus. The basic forward and reverse mode na-
celles were manufactured by Aerospatiale and all 1% - - 1 r
plume tailoring components (leakages, kicker- - - - -

plate and fan ramp fairing) by Hispano-Suiza. e I --

Full representation of all steps and gaps was
even achieved. The reversed thrust nacelle was
also able to simulate forward thrust by closing
and sealing the four movable doors, just like on F-n Pressure Raio
the real powerplant (see figure 20). 1 1,. 1,2 1.3 2.4 1.5 1,6 1,7

figure 2 1j
Powered reverser nacelle-General arrangement As on a real engine, the first exercise is to

match the reverser effective area to the TPS nor-
Kickerplate Lmal forward mode operating line. This is achie-

Leskee ved by optimizing the reverser leakages. What is
For fcalled "leakage" is the residual mass flow still

Modeln nacelleexhausted by the forward fan nozzle in reverse
Mode" fl--e--• •-ebb mode. This flow is tailored by the gap height

existing between the fully deployed reverser
door trailing edge '-r,4 the -"rc cowl extern--!

Engin, -line (see figure 22).
Simrulator •

rtita WLeakages effect on reverser efficiency

fig ure 20 1 Fn reverie thrust / Fan forward hrust

The instrumentation used was based on the same _ _
definition as the Deutsche Airbus one (Fig 1) :

- one measurement ring downstream the last
turbine stage, fitted with 4 total pressure
rakes with 5 probes each, plus 6 PT100 for
temperature data- one it'2asurement ring downstream the fan, 1 of eficly

fitted with 6 total pressure rakes with 5 N1
probes each, plus 6 PTI00 for temperature
measurement.

3.2.3 Results 0 0,05 0,1 0,15 0,2 0,25 0,
Forward leakages area (m2 full scale)

The goal of this static test campaign was two figure 22
folds :

- forward and reverse TPS thrust calibration The figure hereabove, showing results from the
versus fan mass flow and fan pressure ratio last test campaign, is a clear demonstration of

reverser fan efficiency measurement. reverser efficiency losses due to the "fan effec-
tive area match" exercise. Three different level

The calibration laws used by Aerospatiale and of "leakages" have been tested, plus one refe-
ONERA have already been described in a previous rence configuration completely sealed, which
paper (see reference I ). Their final expression is means that 100% of the flow succeed through the
the following inlet was exhausted through the reverser. This

configuration is not realistic because a minimum
(t) W__-_- = f( PTF ) level of forward fan flow is always required for

Po Po core nozzle cooling at least.

The law (I ) gives fan mass flow in the tunnel. Once the reverser effective area has been pro-
perly matched to the TPS operating line (as

(2) X f( WFITIF + W(; FTC, ) close as possible to the forward mode one), se-
PoS Po Po veral reverser configuratic-ý `ýz.'e bez,' ested

(kicker plates and fan ramp fairings). This is
The law (2) gives TPS thrust in the tunnel. shown in the following figure 23.

Concerning the second goal of static tests, the The main goal was to insure that the alternative
definition used for reverser fan efficiency is configurations to be tested later in the DNW

wind tunnel, in order to optimize the reingestion



limits (see § 3.3.2) were not unrealistic as far as stream velocity, the belt speed can be conti-
efficiency was concerned. Efficiency and rein- nuously varied from 5 m/s to 50 m/s. With the
gestion margins are generally heading in oppo- belt tension/tracking system the position and
site directicns because an efficient reverser ex- flatness of the belt is controlled.
haust plumes as parallel as possible to the en-
gine axis, in order to get the lowest radial thrust The basic model hardware used for this second
component and keep most of it axial. But rein- set of test is the same as described in the first
gestion is caused by the suction of reversed part (complete powered Airbus A340 model fitted
plume which is easier when it is axial and conse- with three TPS units, at the scale 1/10,6). The
quently close to the inlet lips. main difference were the fan cowlings, manufac-

tured by Aerospatiale and fitted with movable
In this particular Airbus A340 case, the solution four pivoting doors reverser, as during the static
was a basic configuration on the outboard engine tests phase.
and an alternative on the inboard. The overall
efficiency loss is then 5% (see figure 23 hereaf- Some additional instrumentation was also im-
ter) on two engines compensated by a speed li- plemented on the model, i.e. :
mit reduced by 10 kts (see § 3.3.2). - static pressure taps on high lift surfaces,

horizontal tail, fuselage front section, pylon
Reverser optimisation effect on efficiency and reverser doors (247 more in total);

- 5 rakes of 3 thermocouples each on the two
Ravev fan ýrustj Fors dfan t irust * sport engines inlets (see figure 25), specially

SBasieal dedicated to the reingestion tests.

Alternate 3.3.2 Reingestion tests____ ____optimized

"--Ol- optimized •The very first stcp for any consistent installed
___reverser test is to check the safety margins in

the model (or aircraft) test envelop, by identi-
fying the minimum speed limits, free of TPS (or
engine) stall due to reversed flow reingestion.
This input will also be of primary interest when
the aircraft braking distances will be predicted
through the airframer data bank. An highly effi-
cient reverser is indeed of no use as long as it

- Fan Pressure Ratio can't be used for more than a few seconds, due to
I 1,1 1,2 1 " 1,4 1,5 1,6 1,7 its limitated speed range.

figure 23
A good way to check if reingestion occurs, is to

3.3 Installed tests measure the air temperature in the engine or TPS
inlet. The compressed air from the reversed flow

Still in association with Hispano-Suiza, is hotter than the ambient (30 to 60°C more) and
Aerospatiale has then conducted a six weeks test can be easily detected. On the model, it is pos-
period in the DNW low speed tunnel, using the sible to implement a large number (15) of tempe-
Airbus A340-300 complete airframe model avai- rature probes in front of the fan, without any
lable at Deutsche Airbus, as described in 2.2.2. risk for its health (see figure 25). It is conse-

quently possible to achieve a good value of the
3.3.1 Hardware inlet temperature versus the engine power set-

gestion development can then be quantified by
the following parameter :

- Tin-Tie
TF-Tio

&----'Law This coefficient increases in principle from 0
"(Tin is very close to Tio) to I (Tin is very close

now• to TF). In practice, the TPS is in danger above
"0.1

Another coefficient is then helpful to clearly
"identify the occurrence of reingestion phenome-
non. It is possible, if the rakes position has

a" ,-- ft, been refined, to highlight the first reingestion
Moving Belt Ground Plane figure 24 spot, generally located at the bottom of the in-

let inboard side. Then a "distortion parameter"
The model was mounted in the 8x6 meters test can be defined as follows
section on the same dorsal sting as used by Tmax-Tio
Deutsche Airbus. The only specific hardware ad- TF-Tio
ded to it was the Moving Belt Ground Plane
(MGBP) for ground effect simulation. A schema- An example of distortion coefficient result is
tic drawing of the MBGP is shown in figure 24. shown in figure 25.
The MBGP system replaces the test section stan-
dard floor element. When installed in the test It shows the clear identification of reingestion
section. the belt surface is 200 mm raised over initiation achieved with this process as well as
the test section floor level. A boundary layer ithsaleof phen ed with this TPs
scoop at the leading edge of the MBGP removes ths scale of phenomena studied with this TPS
the oncoming wind tunnel wall boundary layer. simulation. From a technical point of view, it
The removed mass flow is re-injected through a has been finally possible to define an alterna-
slot at the downstream end. An endless belt tive reverser configuration, prior to the flight
width of 5.2 m was used. To match the free



test, and take it into account in the Hispano- The reverser effect is quantified by the formula:
Suiza production process.

CDinteraction = CDreverse-CDforward
The reingestion phenomenon quantified herea-
bove during the Airbus A340 tests, is typical for where all coefficients are corrected from TPS
a four engine aircraft. The outboard inlet flow is net thrust, and the difference is made at a
spoiled by thc f-,versed efflux exhausted by the given TPS power setting.
inboard engine, located upstream the outboard, This is also valid for CL and Cm.
due to wing sweep. The easiest way to solve it is
to change the inboard nacelle, outboard side, in Two informations are provided in the figure
order to modify the plume angle. As a reference, - a comparison between Airbus A320 and
a self-reingestion example is also given (i.e. A340 in landing high lift configurations,
inboard engine shut down) to demonstrate that - a comparison between two Airbus A340 high
the reingestion is really not caused by any lift configurations and the clean one.
outboard engine plume sucked back by its own
inlet (distortion curve stays flat) High lift configuration effect

on reverser Interference drag
;Drv-Cn fwa

Crosa-reingestion 3 thermocouples per rke

Outboard inlet - A320 L-d.n
0.05 empeature dit*,,..n at V A340 Lcndn.

* A340 Toidlot

A340 1.i-.

TPS INLET FRONT VIEW

0 aasicall , , . , ,

0,01 • •Alternateoptimized figure 26
n Aircraft speed • Self-eing

A t The first remark is the good consistency of pure
figure 25 "reverser doors drag" represented by the lowest

power setting tested (Fan pressure ratio i .)
These tests have been performed in landing where no plume is exhausted. This demonstrates
configuration with all lift dumpers fully de- the quality of the results in spite of tunnels and
ployed, Airbus A340 model "on the ground" (50 model differences (A320 scale 1/7.6 in ONERA
mm above the moving belt), for three TPS power SI in one hand, Airbus A340 scale 1/10.6 in
setting (max take-off, max reverse and idle) and DNW in the other).
tunnel speed continuously decreasing from 90
kts down to reingestion limit. The belt speed The second remark is the improved situation of
was constantly adjusted to the tunnel one, in or- Airbus A340, relative to the A320. which keeps
der to simulate properly the aircraft speed rela- a higher drag level in spite of reverser plumes
tive to the runway and avoid any unrealistic shielding, due to its large size, relative to its
plumes blockage effect under the wings. For sa- engines. The drag level directly increase the bra-
fety reasons, the distortion rate in the inlets king force.
was constantly monitored, and TPS fan stall was
detected with a microphone checking any varia- The purely aerodynamic braking forces are pro-
tion in frequency. duced by two del ices : the reverser itself and

the airbrakes. Their interaction has then to be
During these tests, Hispano-Suita has recorded taken into account. The easiest way is to divide
the static pressures on reverser doors sides in the reverser plume effect on the airframe in two
order to check the loads on the doors hinges. components : effect on the "cle?-" airframe
These data are Hispano-Suiza proprietary and (without lift dumper or airbrake) and the effect
won't he shown here. on airbrake efficiency (always negative). In the

figure hereafter, an example of the drag interac-
3.3.3 Reverser normal operation tests tion on the "clean airframe is given, as a func-

tion of aircraft speed and engine power setting.
The basic objective of such a test campaign is to
identify the reverser effect on the basic aircraft
aerodynamics, in order to supply the daja oank Reverser effect . CO rv-CDtwd
with the most appropriate aero coefficients, on Drag
These data are then used, in combination with 0.0-.. " ....
the engine deck, to compute the overall braking
forces acting on the aircraft during the landing 0O'-
phase. Landing distances can then be predicted
for any kind of runway conditions (dry,
i cing..0.0.

A3e landing *

The validity of this wind tunnel simulation has 0-
already been studied during the A320 Program by/
Aerospatiaie (see reference 7), through compari- - <,0.- 0.25
sons between wind tunnel and flight tests, on 1,1
the predicted and measured braking distances. A 1,35 015
simple comparison of these Airbus A320 tests FAN PRESSURE RATIO 0.1 MACH
and the Airbus A340 ones is shown in figure 26 .6
hereafter, showing the reverser plume effect on figure 27
ai;frame drag.



In the figure 27 hereahove, the main remark is
about the interaction drag decrease associated to (CDinteraction = CDfailure-CDforward
the tunnel speed decrease and, more izorprisingly
to the TPS Power setting increase. In fact, this where all coefficients are corrected from TPS
phenomenon is the well known "shielding ef- net thrust, and the difference is made at a
feet" produced by the reversed plume upstream given TPS power setting of the non
the aircraft. The more the ratio plume speed-air- failed engines and given incidence and
craft speed increases and the more this "shield" sideslip angles.
in extended in front of the airframe, which is Thi- is a!•o valid for all other coefficients.
more and more in a "static" environment is crea-
ted. This "local speed" decrease in the neighbo- Validation of failure simulation
rhood of the aircraft induces a drag decrease. In
som e extrem e conditions, the drag can becom e 0 C31av-C"hý _ r -CT _
smaller than the basic aircraft drag in forward ,..40~r•E• nra) / 990 r
thrust mode and could even be down to zero. This 990
is the paradox of any reverser system which ae- ,/W9
rodynam ic effect is opposite to the thrust effect . ... A ' 4

Two coefficients have to be taken into account - .. .. 0,0~i

in the landing distances prediction process. The
drag is directly combined with thrust, and the 9..
lift is introduced through the9runway friction co- a
efficient, which is depending on the weather 1I

conditions. Finally, the braking force formula, 0 2 , I o 2 4

out of any direct action on wheels brakes is : .,
I ~fi gure 28

F = T + QoS[(CDa+CDr+CDab) + ý1(CLa+Clr+CLab)f
First remark iz the relatively small difference

The integration of this formula as a function of between a classical cascade type of reverser
time will then give directly the predicted aircraft (Airbus A320/IAE or Airbus A310) and the four
landing distance. pivoting doors one for a twin engines aircraft

(fig. 28).
These tests have been conducted on the Airbus

A340 model, for three high lift configurations Second remark is the good coincidence for all
(landing. take-off and clean), three TPS power these configurations at the lowest incidences.
settings (max take-off, max reverse and idle). Then the evolution at higher angle of attack is
and different tunnel speeds from Mach 0.25 to quite different for a twin or a four engines air-
Mach 0.10. The model was "on the ground", craft. It is smoother for the four engines, which
above the moving belt for propre ground effect is logical due to the relatively smaller size of
simulation, the engine compared with wing span (fig. 28).

During these tests, static pressures have also For this particular Airbus A340 test campaign, a
been recorded in order to check the consequences very large number of parameters have been ex-
on revered plumes impingements on slats (local plored in order to answer properly the question
loads) and on the fuselage (pilot instrumentation put forward by the airworthiness authorities :
probes disturbances). On the Airbus A340, no di- - 3 high lift configurations (landing, take-
rect impingement has been noticed, due to the off and clean),
engine location, on critical airframe component. - 3 power settings (max climb, max reverse

and idle),
3.3.4 Reverser Inadvertent opening in flight 7 incidence angles (0' to 12°)

4 sideslip angles (-40 to 80)
The major improvement in the aircraft develop- full inboard failure/outboard failure
ment program coming from this "installed rever- 3 types of outboard single door failure
ser study" technics using wind tunnel simulation I type of inboard single door failure.
is not relevant of normal operation, but more of
failure conditions. It allows to explore in detail The basic failure case to be certified is the full
the complex physical phenomena and the large four doors opening on either inboard or outboard
number of parameters involved in such a critical engine. Some examples of forces (drag on figure
event. 29) and moments (roll on figure 30) are shown

hereafter, versus the explored flight envelope
The flight test only provides limitated informa- (i.e. incidence and sideslip), for the landing.
tions, while in the wind tunnel it is possible to
go up to aircraft's most dangerous attitude and
stay there to achieve a good knowledge about ae- In flight failure - Effect on drag

rodynamnics and handling qualities. . ~ e'~wS• ~CD rev - CD ~
Since 1986. starting with the Airbus A320, -'-: " : ' ,,
Aerospatiale uses the wind tunnel simulation for CAM :::ril
this purpose. This technic has been validated at
that time, and reported in the reference 7 docu- es "

ment. The figure 28 shows for two coefficients . ..-\0

(rolling and yawing moments) the effect recorded v I-0'- . -
during the A310 flight test (1986) at one inci- ... ,5
dence only, compared to the wind tunnel results . -
for A320/ CFM (ONERA SI 1986), A320/IAE r •4
(ONERA SI 1986). and to the Airbus A340 (DNW 0 ,
1990) for inboard engine failure and outboard bio & sa *slip nidený Outboard
engine failure (incidence range from 0 to 8°). n.2ard IUtboard

The failure effect is quantified by the formula figure 29



On figure 29, the Airbus A340 does not appear to rolling moment induced. This lift effect (ne-
he very sensitive to sideslip effect, but the out- gative) is very small for the two external doors,
board failure seems more severe than the inboard which are far from the wing due to sweep. But the
one. upper internal door, which is closer to the wing,

produces almost the total effect by its own.
For the rolling moment shown on figure 30, the
sensitivity to sideslip is slightly higher on the Outboard In flight failure
outboard engine, but :he most important remark Lift effect door by door
stays the relatively important effect of outboard L rev -r L _•_

failure. This leads to the foreseen conclusion . .O.ba.: • .- 4 d

that the outboard failure is more dangerous,
mainly due to the longer lever-arm. _-___.o .,
Additionally, the local chord length at the out-
board engine station is about equal to the Airbus
A320 one. This leads to a situation comparable
to this aircraft because the size of the reverse ef-
flux is bigger relative to the local wing.

Pilot view

In flight failure - Effect on Roll 
A'40 ie

o 2 4 0o 1

Ci rev CI twd -r~1-~figure 32

. In figure 33, the induced rolling moment is
shown. The same tendency as for the lift effect
rences between the single doors and the fully de-

ployed reverser. Even the upper internal door
does not provide a critical moment bv its own,

-- in spite of its great influence on lift.

Inc, ence .; S.d.. e Ia 1, incide e j i2 S.desliop Anyway, in all explored cases, the full failure
Inboard FA3- Io..Z70v Outboard remains the critical one.

fi oure 30 Outboard in flight failure
Roll effect door by door

A fundamental question is now to identify if one CIrev-ClR e o

particular door is spoiling the wing flow and if tb.4vc

ses. which one. This inform ation is also helpful 0 00-u -,-d..n.I

to answer sonic specific certification questions. _"'~_.
As the outboard engine is the most important L "
failure case. the major nurmber of test configura- T
tions hase been produced on that powerplant.
and some of these results are shown hereafter _--..__._

ffig. 31 to 33I.I.

Outboard in figt ailure o viW
Drag effect door by door * *

V PP-4nft-I figure 33

----- Another interesting parameter is the engine (or
S...TPS) power setting. But it has to be said that the

potential main effect linked to any kind of po-
, 002  wer setting is not relevant of the aerodynamics

(plume interference) but of the thermodynamics
and thrust effects, which are not the purpose of

-P-lz. --ew the wind tunnel test as the following figures 34
-- ,and 35 show

figure 3 1 In flight failure - Power effect on drag

CO rev cc twd
The interesting doors are the two upper ones,
which have a direct effect on the wing (even if
there IS rio plume exhausted, and thus no physi- .

cal shielding) and the lower external one due to
the maximal lever-arm it creates.Q::

In figure 31, the drag effect of 4 doors and the
three single doors is compared. It appears • • "
clearly that the drag effect is never additive. All
single doors produce a comparable effect, mainly 4-e• .
at high incidence. On the other hand, the fully Incld.ence '3 .1 Fan r e nelnc. • e P' -

deployed reverser stays comparable to the single Inboard I 'u OutboardIs
doors except for the high incidences, where its
effect is much bigger. fiture 34

It is interesting to have a look to the lift effect The drag effect, as any force effect, is not prima-
on the figure 32, in order to correlate it to the rily sensitive to the power setting on the in-



hoard side, Ahich is consistent with the .Ot l u tistlical s ltet,, analysis is done and delivered to
sions of the reverser normal operation Studv (§ the authorities, and, as a final step a structural
33.3.). Once again, the outboard engine, due to check-out is also completed, using the unsteady
the relatively short local wing chord is inore informations obtained from the transonic test.
sensitive and comparable to the A3210 situation.
It is also important to notice that, at higher air 4. Conclusion
craft speed and out of ground effect, the separa-
tion on the wing induced by the reverser plume The technical work, done in close cooperation
impingement dominates the shield effect descri- between airframers (Deutsche Airbus and
bed in the paragraph 3.3.3, consequently increa- Aerospatiale) and the wind tunnels (DNW and
sing the aircraft drag instead of decreasing it. ONERA) over the ten past years has led to a ma-
But. in any case, the power effect on the aerody- tured standard concerning low-speed testing
namic interference is about the same order of techniques with engine simulation by TPS-powe
magnitude as the incidence effect is, which red nacelles.
seems to he relatively small compared to the
same power effect on pure thrust forces. Three types of concluding remarks have to be

pointed out.

In flight failure - Power effect on Roll From a technical point of view, the goals for
.. ' •--C./this series of A340 powered test was particularly

f•_rn,-d" "ambitious, as well for the wind tunnel (moving

- - 4-- -'" \• i belt), the model (three TPS) or the test itself
.. .- z-,, k>- ... 7-'\ "(failure cases). But all of them have been suc-

.. cessfully achieved, demonstrating in the same
"S.< X,' time the quality of the product under develop-

"~�-..ment at Airbus Industrie. More particularly, in
<"j$ J- :'-context with the second segment climb investi

:• ~. K' -. gations, effects of thrust vector deviation from
j. - " the engine center-line have been detected, which

-- -. ,"' were not known before. A verification of these
I n i:, e,••, I F~n P,. , -,is,,nct* a Fan pr.,. . results is necessary in cooperation with the enInciden.. C) d lmt atio gine industry.Inboard IE34 cl* Outboard

figure 35 From a financial point of view, in spite of what
some people think about the high level of powe-

The mornents problem could be different, but, as red models and wind tunnels costs, the amount of
shown on figure 35. it seems to be the same or- aircraft full scale development and engine tests
d(er of magnitude, if not smaller. The dominant saved is still regarded by Aerospatiale and
effect is clearly the attitude, and mainly inci- Deutsche Airbus as widely effective. Additional-
dence effect. which is particularly demonstrated ly, the future saving potential, related to the
on the outboard engine, thrust vector improvement is still to be identi-

fied, but will anyway be very positive.
Once all these aerodynamic informations have
been collected, the certification process can From a political point of view. finally.the
still rot start[ Other inputs are necessary : European cooperation and unity has been once

the reverse thrust from the engine deck again enhanced through this fruitful German/
the Mach number effect from transonic test French/Dutch aeronautical joint effort, via the

industries and research centers directly invol-
The first component is pro-,ided by the engine ved, i.e. Deutsche Airbus, Aerospatiale.
manufacturer, as a pure thermodynamic input, wi Hispano-Suiza. DNW, ONERA and NLR.
thout any nacelle aerodynamic data. All these
aero data are already taken into account. toge- 5 References
ther with the airframe data. through the installed
tests. I "Essais en soufflerie de maquettes moto-
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SUMMARY

The Fokker 100 is a twin engined T-tailed aircraft
developed as a short to medium haul passenger and -0 INTRODUCTION
cargo transport. The engines are located on the aft The use of thrust reversers is since long time an
fuselage.
The development of thrust reversers on this type of accepted means to augment the braking system on
aircraft was accomplished through ditlerent type of commerrial transport aircraft. As a deceleration
windtunne amodelitestshand fhrull scalerests, tdevice that is independent of wheel brakes, thrustreversers increase the safety level in landings on
Model tests on an isolated exhaust coefiguration, wet or icy runways. Moreover thrust reversers can
scale 1:5. were conducted at F1,itdyne in order to also be useful for ground manoeuvring and for
establish nozzle suppressiorn and, thrust reverser counteracting residual thrust in high idle engine
efficiency and side plume effects, conditions during ground roll.effiienct ondrc and longlumeefetud sInstalling a thrust reserver however also means anEffects on directional and longitudinal stability increase of the weight, cost and maintenance of -hecharacteristics were investigated by model tests on aircraft.
a complete model, scale 1:12, in the LST of NLR. During the design work of the F28 Fellowship (in
Reiniestion tests were performed -,n the same complete 1962) it appeared to bo difficult to justify the
mode in the RR low speed facility at Hucknall. installation of a thrust reverser. The Fellowship was
Attached photographs show the mode' in the NLR and RR designed as a short haul aircraft (reference 1) that
facilities. can operate from short and/or undeveloped airfields
This paper discusses the integration process, showing (figure 1). For this the Fellowship features among
test results from windtunnel model tests as well as other things a wing with low sweep and airfoil
full scale boiler plate and flight tests. sections with relative large nose radii, a single
A succesfull mean to control side plume effects on slotted Fowler flap at take-off positions which
the directional stability and a configuration change changes to a double slotted at approach and landinp
to suppress induced re~verse plume empennage buffet flap settings. Large brake flaps were installed in
will also be discussed, the rear fuselage where they would not deteriorate

the maximum lift of the wing nor influence the trim

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS changes significantly. Analysis of landings on wet
runways with one engine out and full reverse thrust
on the life engine revealed that the F28 Fellowship

7 mean aerodynamic chord is uncontrollable and will eventually slip from the
runway.

C,,30  Yawing moment about .30 7 The Fokker 100 (figure 2) is a new generation, high
D jet pipe diameter performance, twin engined aircraft developed as a
EPR Engine pressure ratio short-to-medium haul cormsercial passenger and cargo
FAR Federal Airworthiness Regulations transport. It is designed for a Mmo - .75 and a
FOD Foreign object damage maximum cruise altitude of 35000 ft.
H end plate height The range with 107 passengers plus cargo equals
JAR Joint Airworthiness Requirements 1340 n.m.
kCAS Knots calibrated airspeed Tne requirement to operate from short and/or
kts knots undeveloped airfields was not taken into
LP Low pressure compressor spool consideration in the Fokker 100 design.
LST Low Speed Wind Tunnel Studies of landings as mentioned before indicated the
MMo maximum operating Mach number need to install thrust reversers on the Fokker 100.
NPR Nozzle pressure ratio This result was supported by the requirement for
S T/R spacing to jet pipe thrust reverseis from (potential) customers.

The design work of the propulsion package of the
T Mean total temperature in the inlet at Fokker 100 was carried out within a cooperative

fan face propulsion design programme with Gulfstream Aerospace
T, Jet total temperature Corporation. The goal of the programme was to save
Tm Maximum total temperature in inlet at fan cost by achieving a common engine and nacelle suited

face for installation on the business jet Gulfstream GIV
To Ambient total temperature and the commercial transport Fokker 100. The combined
T/R Thrust reverser design efforts of both airframe manufacturers are
u/c under carriage discussed in reference 2.
V"D maximum operating speed It should also be noted that in this cooperative

propulsion programme, the engine manufacturer Rolls
e clocking angle of reverser Royce and the nacelle and thrust reverser
r3 sideslip angle manufacturer Grumman Aerospace were participants.
& door sweep angle



In addition pressures and temperatures were measured
2.0 NOZZLE/THRUST REVERSER DESIGN (figure 8) to monitor the propulsor performance,

leakage through the labyrinth sealing and h~at
A thrust reverser, T/R, for ground operation usage trans er to the balance.
was considered in the design.
The design objectives of the thrust reverser were:

with the T/R stowed: 3.1.2 Scope of test
- no effect on engine performance
- avoid extra drag penalties The model was tested in the landing configurationaim for good jet noise attenuation. i.e. flaps at 42 degrees, lift dumpers at 60 degrees.no effect on engine operating limits undercarriage extended and the horizontal stabilizerno efecton ngin opeatig liitsset at -8 degrees. Limited variations of stabilizer

areverser efficiency of 35Z or higher and flap settings were tested.satisfactory aircraft directional stability The model placed at a touch-down distance above the
and controllability ground board at an angle of attack of 0 degrees was
no exhaust ingestion or FOD behaviour g g-a cancellation speed down to 50 kts. yawed from -.0 degrees upto +30 degrees.

Nozzle pressure ratio was varied from 1.03 (idling)

A fixed-pivot target type reverser was selected, to 1.60 (take-off) and the tunnel speed ranged from
Through an extensive test programme at Fluidyne in 30 m/s (60 kts) to 6.0 m/s (120 kts).
Minneapolis on an approximate 1:5 Tay exhaust model Other model parameters investigated were rudder
(figure 3) and engine cycle studies of Rolls Royce, deflection, T/R door clocking, side plates, strakes
it appeared that the Tay engine favoured a flared and end plates on the reverser doors.
convergent type nozzle (figure 4). More details f athe selection process of the nozzle and the T/R The flow was visualized by tufts and for interesting
configuration viz. the T/R spacing ratio and the door reverse thrust conditions the plume was visualized

using liquid nitrogen and steam. The fog was
sweep angle are discussed in reference 2. illuminated by either two 1000 W spot lights or a

light sheet from a 5 W ion laser (figure 9). The
3.0 THRUST REVERSER/AIRFRAME INTEGRATION latter was useful to study the vortices in the

reverse plume formed in front of the horizontal tail

The aerodynamic integration of a T/R to an aircraft plane.
was new in the design process of Fokker.
In order to reduce the design risks an extensive Test Results and Conclusions
development programme (figure 5) was defined, 3.1.3
utilizing different types of wind tunnel tests and
full scale tests. The potential aerodynamic risk From the flow visualization tests it was observed
areas are: that the reversed jet from the thrust :everser was

degradation of directional stability and composed of two main jet plumes and four side jet
controllability plumes.
pitch-up behaviour
re-ingestion The way the top main jet plume turned off backwards
impingement of aircraft components. and flowed over or beneath the horizontal tail wasthe result of the interaction between the reversed

plume and the free stream momentum forces (figure
3.1 Stability and control test programme 10).

For the bottom main jet plume the presence of the
3.1.1 Model ground board moreover played an important role. It

was observed that at a NPR - 1.10 and a forward speed

The low speed facility (LST) of NLR in the North East of 50 m/s both main plumes turned off strongly and
Polder was used to investigate the influence of the top plume passed below the horizontal tail.
thrust reversers on aircraft stability and Keeping the NPR at 1.10 and reducing the forwardcontrollabilityu speed to 40-30 m/s it ':as found that the horizontal

An existing F28 model scale 1:12 was partly modified tail was submerged in the top reversed plume. At 30
to represent a Fokker 100 configuration as close as m/s the bottom reversed plume impinged on the ground
possible. The modifications concerned the fuselage board. At 20 m/s the top reversed plume passed well
length and the distances between nozzle exit and the above the horizontal tail.
empennage and between the nozzle exit and the At zero speed both reversed plume were directed
wing/inner flap. forward except for some flow diffusion of the bottom
Axis-symmetrical blown nacelles of the same volume plume impinging the ground boardi
distribution as the full scale nacelles were fitted
with elliptically faired inlet pieces, so the inlet Furthermore the top inboard side plumes towards the
flow was not simulated in these tests, fuselage and vertical tail caused flow unsteadiness
The exhaust configuration selected from the nozzle on the vertical tail and flow separation on the
T/R Fluidyne programme with the T/R in the stowed and rudder.
deployed posi-ion was represented viz. door angle 9
degrees, no door clocking, end plates on upper and The force measurements substantiated the directional
lower door of 4 ams model scale and a spacing ratio of stability and controllability degradations as
.76 (figure 6). observed during the tuft runs,

Nozzle pressure ratios (figure lla) and forward
Measures were taken to enable clocking of the TIR speeds (figure lib) could be traced at which the
doors during the tests. configuration became directional instable and beyond
The model (figure 7) was mounted on a sting above a which side slip angle stability recovery occurred.
groundboard. The sting, which was hollow, served as
air supply line and was attached to an air It became clear from these tests that restoration of
distribution chamber. the directional stability will also improve
Nacelle, thrust reverser and stubwing were also controllability.
connected to this air distribution chamber (figure Means to manage the plumes were explored such as end
8). Fuselage, wing and empennage were connected to a plate modifications. strakes on the door and door
six-component internal balance which was fastened to clocking to influence the main plumes, side plates,
the air distribution chamber. In this way the balance edle caps and also door clocking to counteract the
measured all the forces and moments on the model side plumes and combinations of aforementioned
except those on the nacelle, thrust reverser and gadgets (figure 12).
stubwing combination.
The thrust of either the cruise nozzle or the T/R was Positive (top outboard) door clocking angles
derived from static calibration tests. The exceeding 10 degrees were required to restore the
calibration results and TIR base drag were directional stability of the model with the basic TIR
transformed to the axis system of the 6 component configuration. The inherent disadvantage however was
balance. an unacceptable pitch-up moment and an increased risk
The T/R base drag component was obtained from of reingestion.
integrating the pressures on the back-side of the TIR
door.



As the inboard side plume also contributed to the 3.2 Reingestion test programme
destabilizing behaviour by blanking off the vertical
tail from dynamic pressure, the effect of side plates
were tested (figure 13). 3.2.1 Model
"Chinese fan" type side plates located on the inner
quadrant of stang beam and door edge were considered. The same F28 model used in the stability and control
Shape of the edge member on the side plate and the test programme was modified in the rear fuselage to
radius of the side plate were varied, incorporate high pressure air supply pipe and an
It was found that only the side plates on the upper intake flow suction pipe (figure 16). The nacelles
door quadrant improved the directional stability, were fitted with representative intakes having a full

array of thermocouple instrumentation (figure 17).
After a laborious process of trial and error two Furthermore the nacelles configured the preferred T/R
configurations were selected, a preferred and an configuration as discussed in the previous chapter
alternative one. The alternative one was meant as a and some end plate modifications were included for
backup configuration in case the prefered one showed diagnostic tests (figure 18).
unacceptable reingestion characteristics in the next
part of the integration programme (figure 5).

3.2.2 Scope of test
The prefered T/R configuration (figure 14) features

on full scale dimensions: The model was tested in configurations representing
an end plate on the top door with a height 1) a landing (i.e. flaps 42* and liftdumpers 600), 2)
of 48 mm. an aborted Take-off (i.e. flaps 200 and liftdumpers
a 'Chinese fan" type side plate on the inboard 60') and 3) ground taxiing (i.e. flaps and
top T/R dcor. The radius of the fan equals 456 mm liftdumpers retracted).
and originates from the T/R door pivot point. On Three nozzle pressure ratios 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 were
the circular fan part a lip type edge member with tested and the tunnel speed was varied from 100 kts
a lip height of 48 mm. down to 30 kts. Heated air of approximately 110'C was
an end plate on the bottom door with a height of used to simulate the engine exhaust flow.72 mm.
no clocking (8 m0m) of the TR doors. Side slip angles explored were zero, -151 and -30';

(-) meant starboard engine out of wind. In the

The alternative TIR configuration holds the same top a-symmetrical T/R operation test case (port engine

door end plate and side plate of the prefered T/R shut down) +300 and -300 slip angles were measured.

configuration. The differences with respect to the Flow visualisation was carried out by supplying pre-
preferred T/R configuration were: mixed steam/hot air to the nacelles.

no end plate on the bottom T/R door.
5 strakes of 300 mm length on bottom T/R door.
The strakes were tapered from 48 mm to 72 mm and 3.2.3 Results and Conclusions
were arranged on the T/R door in such away that
the bottom main plume was directed to flow The measured temperatures in the fan face were
outward (i.e. away from the fuselage plane of r
symmetry). expressed in terms of a distortion T -T)
5' clocking (top door outward) of the T/R doors. e in to

Although the alternative T/R configuration showed reingestion - parameter.
better yawing moment characteristics, the preferred -TOpTo)

T/R configuration (figure 15) was selected because of It was found that at a NPR = 1.4, reingestion started
its simplicity. Furthermore T/R doors are thermally at about 90 kts with a peak temperature distortion at
and aerodynamically highly loaded components and 80 kts. These speeds were reduced by 20 kts, i.e.
consequently the end plate on the T/R door improved reingestion at 70 kts and distortion at 60 kts, at a
its structurally integrity. NPR - 1.2 (figure 19).
Deletion of the end plate and installing strakes on
the bottom T/R door of the alternative configuration For SL/ISA conditions the measured maximum
meant an unwanted structural complication and weight reingestion of .09 at NPR - 1.2 meant an increase of
increase. 8*C above ambient of the intake flow. The measured

peak distortion of .07 at NPR - 1.2 meant an increase
The investigation was completed with test runs on the of 6*C in the bypass flow entering the intake. This
preferred T/R configuration in order to collect latter was derived from the radial temperature
aerodynamic and reverse thrust data for the distributions measured by the i:rtake rake.
engineering data base.
From these tests it was found that during At a NPR of 1.42 and -15* side slip angle the
a-symmetrical T/R operation (i.e. one side T/R starboard, out of wind engine, which would be
deployed and operative and the other side T/R stowed expected to reingest first has a better reingestion
and engine not operative) the directional stability characteristic than the port in to wind engine.
and control was improved with respect to the At -300 side slip angle the starboard out of wind
symmetrical T/R operation cases, engine reingested first as one would expect. This
Variations of pitching moment were small and no peculiar result could be explained by considering the
pitch-up tendency was measured. aircraft geometry. At a side slip angle of -15° the
At high NPR and low forward speed a small increase in inboard flap geometry provided a clear channel in
lift was measured; this was most probably caused by front of the starboard intake for air to blow through
induced circulation on the inner wing from the bottom and keep the starboard engine free from reingestion
main plume ground board interaction, for an extended period. At a side slip angle of -30'

this channel disappeared and the expected result
Other important conclusions were that: occurred.

at a NPR of 1.42 and a forward speed of 120 kts Ventilation of the bottom end plate resulted in a
the dynamic pressure sensor at the horizontal/ significant improvement in the distortion level. The
vertical tail junction registrated a peak reingestion characte-ristics did not change.
at 72 Hz (equals 6 Hz at full scale) in its It was concluded to plan tests on the prototype to
3pectral density plot. This indicates a top determine the engine tolerance to reingestion and
plume/tail interaction, distortion characteristics as measured in this
forward speed resulted in an additional exhaust programme. Furthermore the cancellation speed should
suppression due to T/R deployment. Also the basic also be measured during these prototype testing.
nozzle characteristics were influenced by forward
speed.
speedbrakes on the rear fuselage did not 3.3 Boiler plate test programme
contribute in restoring the directional
stability. As part of the engine development and certification

programme the engine manufacturer carried out tests
on a complete engine.
The engine test set up comprised a so-called boiler
plate T/R unit (figure 20 and 21).
Only the internal aerodynamic lines of this T/R unit



were representative for the actual T/R. TIR as soon as possible in order to achieve best
The door deployment mechanism was simplified, climb and cruise performance.
From these tests it was found that the engine Furthermore the flaps should be selected 25 degrees
tolerated T/R operation in static condition and on the approach (as recommended after any engine
during transient behaviour, failure) to enable a go-around with flaps 11 degrees.
Various temperatures on the TIR door and stang beam
were measured for structural design optimization
studies. 3.5 Flight test programme

3.4 Engineering flight simulator studies
3.5.1 Aircraft instrumentation

3.4.1 Purpose of the study
The Fokker 100 flight test programme was carried out

In order to demonstrate compliance with the JAR/FAR on two prototype aircraft, Qi and Q2, equipped with
requirement, par. 25.933(a)(2), a flight test must be the Fokker/NLR measuring and registration system
performed on the F28 Mk0l00 prototype aircraft. (MRVS) (figure 22).
During this flight test a T/R bucket must be deployed In addition a straingauged fan was installed in order
and stowed on one side at 180 kCAS and 200 kCAS. The to check the inlet compatibility during ground and
restow capability up to 200 kCAS must be demonstrated flight testing by recording the alternating stresses.
and it must be shown that the flight can be continued The equipment, straingauges and their positions were
safely including an approach and landing with one T/R identical to that used on the boiler plate test
deployed, programme.

During T/R evaluation and certification tests the
It was decided to carry out a comprehensive flight straingauged fan was also installed.
simulator test program in order to gather additional These tests were performed mainly on prototype
compliance material to support the above mentioned aircraft Ql. On this aircraft additional
flight tests, instrumentation was installed, such as
The flight simulator test program includes a variety 1) thermocouples on various locations on the
of loading conditions and configurations throughout fuselage, fuselage/wing fairing, stubwing and
the complete flight envelope, nacelle and T/R.

2) mini microphones on the fuselage surface adjacent
Furthermore an opportunity for the pilots was created to the T/R.
to familiarize themselves with the T/R operation on 3) straingauges on the horizontal stabilizer pivot
the aircraft well before flight testing took place. lugs, accellerometers in the horizontal
Landings, aborted take-off's and taxiing and stabilizer tip sections and on the TIR drive rod.
powerback under various runway conditions including
a range of cross winds were explored.

3.5.2 Scope of tests

3.4.2 Method Flight tests were performed to evaluate aircraft
behaviour and handling during T/R operation and to

The study was performed on a fixed-base type show compliance among others with JAR/FAR
simulator, having a representative cockpit lay-out, requirements 25.125, 25.143, 25.933 and 25.1091.
including preproduction aircraft compatible Efis- Furthermore tests were required by the Authorities
displays and instrumentation, before clearance could be given for powerback
The control loading system was of analog type with operations (JAR/FAR 25.939).
hardware featuring hydrostatic bearings. Calculation
of aerodynamic hinge moments of the control surfaces
was digital, whereas the transfer functions of 3.5.3 Results and Conclusions
hydraulic and mechanical flight control systems were
analog. It was demonstrated that no exceptional skill was
The T/R door deployment aerodynamic effects derived required to control the aircraft during a landing
from the stability and control test programme were with T/R deployed (JAR/FAR 25.125).
coupled with the standard simulation system through It was observed that there was no strong change of
a separate software module, longitudinal pitch due to T/R selection during the
Engine response on automatic throttle retardation to landing and that after touch down the nose could be
idle power after inadvertent T/R deployment validated lowered smoothly (JAR/FAR 25.143(b)(3)).
during the boiler plate tests, were provided by Rolls
Royce. During the inflight T/R deployment (figure 23), it
The test pilot was unaware of the time at which was demonstrated at 180 and 200 kCAS that the
inadvertent bucket deployment was initiated and deployed T/R could be restowed. The restow time was
unaware at which engine, with exception of the tests less than 4 seconds.
compatible with the actual flight tests, i.e. L/H Adequate controllability was demonstrated at 180 kCAS
side. with 1.2 NPR reverse power on the LH engine and MCT

on the RH engine.
A rudder deflection of 7.5 degrees was required to

3.4.3 Results and Conclusions counteract the thrust asymmetry with only minimum
trim changes of rudder, aileron and stabilizer

From the simulator flight tests it could be concluded (figure 24).
that after sustaining an inadvertent T/R deployment
in flight (cruise, dive, approach), it was possible Satisfactory flight handling characteristics (flap
to continue safe flight and landing without extreme extension and roll capability) are demonstrated
pilot skills. Maximum roll angle encountered was 22.2 throughout the manoeuvre.
degrees and maximum sideslip was 4.4 degrees (with
yawdamper off). In the landing with the flaps deflected 25 degrees,

Critical conditions found were the inadvertent T/R u/c down and a speed of 1.3 Vs. the LH engine was set
deployment during take-off (with T/R deployment at approach idle power and the thrust reverser at the
beyond V, and the a/c at MTOW) and the go-around RH engine was deployed. Full reverse power was
(with MLW), in which marginal controllability and selected on the RH engine only after touch down. No
climb perfor-mance were found, even when the engine adverse handling characteristics were encountered
with the deployed T/R was shutdown, during the landing (figure 25).

In these flight tests, continued safe flight and
When during the take-off with flaps selected 18 landing was demonstrated with thrust reverser
degrees an inadvertent deployment occurred beyond V1 , deployed and the relevant engine at idle power
the remaining engine should be set at maximum thrust (JAR/FAR 25.933).
(max. HP rotation speed) in order to gain speed and
altitude for recovery. It was also found that throughout the flight test the
From the above the following recommendations were aircraft sustained regular but moderate buffeting
made by the pilots: After and inadver-tent T/R when the thrust reverser was deployed.
deployment during any phase of the flight it is
recommended to shut down the engine with the failed



From the straingauge readings collected during static
ground runs with cross-winds, landing and take-off
rolls, landing with use of reverse thrust, flight
manoeuvres and powerback trials it was concluded that
the vibrational behaviour of the fan was satisfactory
for all service conditions that can be envisaged. No
unusual modes of vibration or flutter were observed
(JAR/FAR 25.939).
High fan peak stresses (figure 26) were recorded
during static tail-wind testing and a powerback
operation when the engine LP was operated at about
6000 rpm. For a satisfactory blade fatigue life this
engine LP rotational speed should be avoided during
service. The appropriate aircraft manuals include a
caution.

During the T/R test trials, also high alternating Figure 2 Fokker 100 in operation with USAir

loads were measured on the horizontal stabilizer when
maximum reverse thrust was selected at speeds well
above cancellation speed.
These loads had an impact on the fatigue life of the
stabilizer support. The load levels must be reduced
in order to maintain infinite life for the pivot
lugs. This was accom-plished by reducing the day to
day reverse NPR to about 1.2 and to install wedges on
the T/R trailing edge.

These wedges create a gap between the deployed top
and bottom T/R door (figure 27). The size of the gap
was selected in such away that the loss in overallT/R efficiency was kept to a minimum i.e. the thrust

bleed through the gap was compensated more or less by
an increase of T/R efficiency due to the increase of
doorsweep (figure 28). Figure 3 Nozzle and thrust reverser model at
The bleed flow through the gap suppresses the low Fluidyne
frequency fluctuations in the wake behind the
deployed T/R doors.

4.0 FINAL CONCLUSIONS

An extensive development programme was carried out in
order to integrate and certify the thrust reverser 1.0
successfully on the Fokker 100.| 0 CONDI

CT , C0  0 FLARED CONV.
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Based on best compromize
- Engine cycle H = 2" C

- static
- transient =9

- Reverser efficiency of 37%

" Configuration selected
- Spacing ratio = .76D D
- T/R door angle = 91

- Door end plate height (FS.) = 2"

Figure 6 Selected T/R configuration NPR

Figure 10 Effect of NPR and speed on reverse plume
direction
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Figure 9 Flow visualization technique in low speed
windtunnel
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Figure 16 Model in Hucknall Test Facility
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Figure 22 Instrumentation on board Fokker 100
Figure 20 7/ft door deployed during boiler plate prototype

test

Figure 23 Inadvertent deployment during flight test
Figure 21 T/ft door stowed during boiler plate test
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ABSTRACT from limited measuring accuracy etc. Therefore
a need for better test cases is generally reco-

Aero engine component des! a and develop- gnized. A coordinated international search for
ment makes increasing use of c puter codes for and evaluation of suitable test cases would be
flow field calculations, such as two- or three- appropriate. In order to limit the scope of the
dimensional flow fields and flow fields with work, only steady flow phenomena in axial com-
strong viscous effects. The accuracy of these pressors and turbines including the ducts ahead
calculation methods depends on the mathematical of and between them shall be treated."
models and numerical schemes used to describe
the physical reality. The proof of validity and Scope of work
the refinement of such methods depend on veri- T. To define the types of test cases needed
fication against relevant test cases, primarily now and in the next five years, relating
experimental test cases. The AGARD Propulsion to axial compressors, axial turbines, and
and Energetics Panel established Working Group the ducts ahead of and between these cnm-
18 to specify relevant reference test cases to ponents.
serve as validation bases for new methods, but 2. To assess what measurements are required
also as check for existing production codes, for each type of test case, and with what
The present paper gives an overview on the re- accuracy.
suits of the Working Group and briefly descri- 3. To identify existing and define potential
bes the different test casen. These test cases future test cases and document them,
refer to analytical and experimental test cases checking their suitability as far as pos-
for steady flow in linear compressor and tur- sible.
bine cascades, single blade rows, single and 4. To make recommmendations about future ex-
multistage axial compressors and turbines and periments needed to fill gaps in test
ducts. In addition, suggestions for futute cases.
tests designed to reduce the limitations are 5. To prepare an Advisory Report cataloguing
discussed, the selected test cases and to provide a

separate detailed set of documentation
OBJECTIVES, ORGANISATIuN OF THE WORKING GROUP for each of them.

Following the conclusions of AGARD Workino The activities started in 1985 under the
Group 12 "Through Flow Calculations in Turboma- chairmanship of Prof. Dr. L. Fottner with a
chinery" (AGARD, 1976,1981), there is a lack of four years working period (1985-1988). From the
reliable and publicly available well-documented beginning of the work there was agreement to
test cases for verification of different calcu- limit the activities to steady-average flow
lation methods applied for design and analysis conditions and that certain analytical soluti-
of turbomachinery components. ons (considered to be exact) should be conside-

Dr. J. Dunham, at this time member of the red as the equivalent of experimental test
AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel initiated cases for some classes of computational codes.
discussion of this topic within an ad hoc com- The above mentioned objectives •'.;h espect to
mittee of the Panel in October 1982. After tho- experimental test cases were soon recognized to
rough discussion of different aspects on neces- represent an enormous task due to the large
sary types of test cases on the basis of a po- number of candidate test cases and the need to
sition paper prepared by Dr. J. Dunham and ta- define their limitations and degree of vali-
king into account restrictions with respect to dity.
the types of problem areas to be considered,
the AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel in Group members and meetings
1983 requested the creation of Working Group ]8 To assess, screen and identify the highest
"Test Cases for Computation of Internal Flows quality data available for the data base and to
in Aero Engine Components" to start in 198,, assemble these data into a final report specia-
with a scheduled working period of 3 years. lists in theoretical and experimental turboma-

The terms of reference were defined as fot- chinery flow research have -been nominated by
lows: the delegates of the AGARD Propulsion and Ener-

getics Panel. After collection of available ma-
Oblectives terial for candidate analytical and experimen-

Acre engine design and development makes tal test cases the members of the working group
increasing use of computer codes for flow field agreed on a list of 27 potential experimental
calculations, such as two- or three-dimensional test cases. For each of these test cases subre-
flow fields or flow fields with strona viscous ports were to be prepared, a proposal for the
effects. The accuracy of these computer codes content of each subreport had been agreed on.
depends on the mathematical models used to de-
scribe the physical reality. Therefore, they OVERVIEW ON TEST CASES
need to be verified against experimental test
cases before they can be used with confidence In agreement with the objectives described
for the design of engine components. Recent ex- in the terms of reference the selection of test
periences with test cases show however that cases included:
such verifications often suffer from poor know- - cascades for axial compressors and turbines
ledge about experimental boundary conditions, - compressors (single blade row, single and



multi-stage machines plete information in their reports according to
- ducts (including diffusers) this subdivision.
- turbines (single blade row, single and

multi-stage machines) CRITICAL COMMENTS ON TEST CASES
Most of the analytical test cases presented

For practical purposes the following numbe- are rather academic and do not include some of
ring system for the different test cases was the important features of real turbomachine
adopted (for example: A/CA-l): blades. All the test cases are 2D and a case
- A for inalyticil, E for experimental including Q3D effects such as change of radius

test case and stream tube thickness is also desireable.
- CA for cascade, CO for compressor, In order to validate a calculation method

DU for duct, TU for turbine by an experimental test case it is necessary to
- I number model the experimental boundary conditions in

the best possible way. Hence the experiments
Analytical test cases should be chosen to reproduce the analytical or

All analytical test cases described in this numerical boundary conditions. Because of this
chapter refer to two-dimensional inviscid flow requirement, it turns out that the greater the
calculations for cascades. Table 1 contains a degree of simplification of the flow model the
brief description of the analytical test case more difficult it is to provide a suitable ex-
type, types of data included in respective perimental test case. For example, it is almost
subreport, author and source of data of the impossible to provide an experimental test case
test case and recommendations for types of co- for a one-dimensional calculation, whilst in
des to be verified. Information in addition to principle all experimental data is amenable to
the subreport content can be requested by di- comparison with a 3D, vicous, unsteady calcula-
rect contact to the respective author or source tion. Currently theoreticians cannot tackle the
of test case. full complexities of real turbomachinery flows

Experimental test cases and often assume simplified flow physics and/or
To select the highest quality data from all simplified geometry. Simplified geometries,

data submitted to the Working Group, some deci- like linear cascades, are also used by experi-
sive criteria were used covering items related mentalists, but the flow physics do not usually
to become as simple as in the theoretical model.
- type of model and model geometry From the 8 experimental test cases for li-
- completeness of publicly available informa- near cascades only 3 can be considered to re-

tion present nearly 2D flow conditions. This puts
- range of test conditions and testing techni- into evidence the difficulties in achieving 2D

ques employed flow conditions. This is in particular true for
- test facility, instrumentation used in ga- transonic compressor cascades especially for

thering the test data choked cascades with strong shocks. In regard

- types of measurements necessary for valida- of turbine cascades the situation is somewhat
tion of calculation methods more favorable. Even in absence of active side-wall boundary-layer control the axial velocity

Table 2 contains a brief description of the density ratio is sufficiently close to one pro-
experimental test case type, types of data vided that the inlet sidewall boundary-layer is
included in the respective subreport, author small compared to the blade height.
and source of the test case and recommendations The compressor test cases consist of an
for types of codes to be verified. Information isolated low speed rotor (E/CO-I), an isolated
in addition to the subreport content can be re- transonic fan rotor (E/CO-2), a subsonic stage
quested by direct contact to the respective (E/CO-3), a transonic stage (E/CO-4) and a low
author or source of test case. speed 2-stage machine with only the second

The AGARD Advisory Report (AGARD-AR-275) is stage documented in detail (E/CO-5). Various
organized as follows: types of data are available for checking compu-
Chapter I : Introduction and overview of tational solutions. Radial traverse information

test cases is available at rotor exits for all cases
Chapter II : Requirements for flow prediction (pitchwise and pitchwise-averaged results are

code evaluation also available for E/CO-l and E/CO-5 respecti-
Chapter III : Validity of experimental test vely, in a rotating frame) Stator exit Ladia!

cases distributions are available for E/CO-3, E/CO-4
Chapter IV : Analytical test cases for and E/CO-5; test case E/CO-3 also has stator

cascades exit area surveys. Blade surface pressures are
Chapter V : Experimental test cases for available for the rotor of E/CO-1 and the final

cascades rotor and stator of E/CO-5. Laser velocimetry
Chapter VI Experimental test cases for measurements of the rotor internal flow field

compressors between about 10% and 90% span are available
Chapter VII : Experimental test cases for for E/CO-2 and E/CO-4. The major omission from

ducts the range of compressor test cases is a good
Chapter VITi: Experimental test cases for multistage machine.

turbines The duct experimental test cases consist
Chapter IX : Conclusions and Recommendationes only of a low speed S-shape duct (E/DU-l) and

The subreports on test cases are as com- an annular diffusor (E/DU-2). For the S-shape
plete as possible and are included in the main duct which was of square cross-section a water
report. For some test cases additional data is tunnel was used; Laser anemometrv data on velo-
given in microfiche form in an Appendix or can city (3 components), turbulence quantities and
be requested by direct contact to the cross-correlations as well as pressure measure-
respective authors. Each test case is documen- ments are available for laminar and turbulent
ted in similar format according to the fol- flow. The annular diffusor was operated at low
lowing subdivision: speeds, too, however with a turbine stage at
1. Description of test case, facility and in- the diffusor inlet. Only velocity data deduced

strumentation from pressure probe measurements as well as
2. information on geometrical details flow angle data in the diffusor inlet and exit
3. experimental conditions and results planes are available. However, little informa-
4. evaluation method and data uncertainty tion was available on circumferential variati-
5. recommendations for comparison with calcula- ons at entry to and within the diffusor.

tion methods Of the 4 turbine experimental test cases 2
6. Nomenclature are for complete turbines and 2 are single

It is suggested that authors of future pu- blade rows (annular cascades). Th' former are
blications of test cases should include com- primarily test cases for throughflow calculati-



TABLE I OVERVIEW ON ANALYTICAL TEST CASES FOR CASCADES

PL Boundary-layer correction, PMD Profile Mach number distribuition,
SP Shock pattern, 2Di 2D-inviscid flow calculation method

'rest Case Description data code source author
types types of data of rep.

A/CA-I SANZ supercritical com- PMD 2Di Sanz Denton,
pressor cascade et al

AiCA-2 Supersonic staggered SP 2Di Denton Denton,
wedge cascade et 31

A/CA-3 SANZ subcritical turbine PMD,BL 2Di Sanz Denton,
cascade et al

A/CA-4 SANZ supercritical tur- PMD,BL 2Di Sanz Denton,
bine cascade et al

ACA-5 HOBSON cascade I PMD 2Di Hobson Denton,
A CA-6 HoPSON cascade 2 PMD 2Di Hobson et al

o)rs whilst the latter ate more suitable for that the dominating physical processes in the
fully 3v viscous or inviscid single blade row theoretical model to be validated coincide with
calculations. The E'TIU-I test case is a typical those governing the experimental case. In many
test case for IT viscous calculations in spite cases it is not so much the measuring inaccu-

o-f lack of blade bcundary-lyer data. The end- racy which influence the validity of a test
will boundary-layer data are fully documented, case but more the physical processes caused by

the specific boundary conditions of the experi-
'NC'L.SICNS ANP RECOMMENDATIONS ment. An assesment of the boundary conditions

and flow field similarity for the computational
Thi s report presents an overview on an and experimental results is necessary. In test

A3APC activity to provide an analytical and ex- cases where unsteady flow effects prevail the
pet imental data base intended as support in the physics of many measuring techniques are im-
development of new and the refinement of exi- paired. Particular care is recommended in these
Sti102computer codes for internal flows in tur- cases, not only concerning the measurements
b,,machines (cascades, compressors, turbines and themselves but also the procedures for aver-

d'cts ahead of and between them). The data are aging the results.
e~ eed to belong to the "highest quality" Turbine cascades can be considered for 2D

iiialytical and experimental test cases avai- code validation for the following flow conditi-
lable tn-day. All analytical test cases descri- ons: (a) highly accelerating subsonic cascades,
bed in this report refer to steady, 2-dimensio- (b) choked cascades with fully established ob-

rii, inviscid flow calculations, the experimen- lique trailing edge shocks. For compressor cas-
tal test cases respectively being referred to cades quasi 2D conditions may be obtained for
sta•1y 2-dimensional, quasi- and fully 3-dimen- subsonic flows with appropriate side wall boun-
si2nal ffcw calculations for viscous flows in dary-layer suction. All transonic cascade con-

: i.bmachinery components. figurations and choked cascades with strong,

Thete are so few analytical test cases normal shocks exhibit strong 3D flow features
available that any addition to them would be and require full 3D measurements for 3D viscous
most welcome. In particular a blunt leading code validation. Future tests should provide:
edge with a detached shock would be a (1) clearly defined upstream flow conditions
desireable test case as would be a wedge shaped including turbulence flow properties, (2) de-
trailing ed'ge designed to model the trailing tailed boundary-layer measurements including
edge shock system on a t~ansonic turbine blade. heat tzansfer and turbulence data and (3) in-

The absence of a ID analytic test case is a se- formation on trailing edge vortex formation to
rio-us omission. If such a case cannot be obtai- allow better modelling of wake mixing process.
ned analytically then "reference solutions" In order to check various aspects of comr-1-

should be obtained from numerical methods witih Lion- ,,,h . -pressors, including pre-
a "ety large number of grid points. diction of stage matching, one could argue a

Fluid dynamic experiments are performed for need for three cases: a) a repeating stage low
two reasons: a) to increase the knowledge about speed test case with highly detailed internal
'he flow behaviour and by this to improve the measurements; b) a high speed (but mainly sub-
design tools and b) to check fluid dynamic cal- sonic) test case of four or more stages witt
oulation procedures. in the first point the ex- interrow aerodynamic traversing measurements,
periments serve to fill up the unknown and in- Licked up if possible by some Laser anemometry;
calculable parts of the design procedures by ci a fan test case of two or more transonic
deriving correlations for losses, deviations, stages with Laser measurements. More generally,
blockages, etc. In these experiments differen- the range of compressor cases may in future
ces are expected and the tests are normally di- need to include more "advanced" configurations
tected to special aspects of the overall flow. which could test the computational methods more
In the second type of experiment, however, dif- severely, for example: very high duty or tir
ferences between measurement and calculation speed, sophisticated aerofoil or end bend desi-
should not occur. If they do occur, it may be gns, swept blades and propfans. Radial and mi-
due to measurement inaccuracies, due to diffe- xed flow turbomachinery will also need to be
rent boundary conditions or due to imperfecti- catered for. In all types of turbomachinery, as
ons of the theoretical solution. Only In an the ability to study and model end wall flows
iterative procedure between theory and experi- improves, tip clearance effects will be of con-
ment the actual reason can be detected. Thus, a cern; test cases documented at more than one
close collaboration between theoreticians and level of clearance may be needed to check codes
experimentalists is necessary. It is important fully. For stators, data on the effect of hub
to draw the attention of the theoretician to- clearance will be needed, and the skewed end
wards the problems which unavoidably impair the wall boundary-layers at stator inlet will need
quality of experimental results. A meaningful careful documentation. Concerning test measure-
validation of computational results requires ments, the present lack of data on internal
knowledge of the experimental procedures and flows within stator rows need to be remedied.
measuring problems. Before using an experimen- Within both rotors and stators, Laser anemome-
tal test case it is recoimmendable to make sure ter measurements of all three velocity compo-



TABLE 2 OVERVIEW ON EXPERIMENTAL TEST CASES

BL Boundary-layer, CD circumferential distribution, CP Contour plots,
LV Laser velocimetry, OP Overall performance, PMD Profile Mach number
distribution, PPD Profile pressure distribution, PVD Profile velocity
distribution, RD Radial distribution, SCH Schlieren, SF Secondary flow,
WT Wake traverses,

2D 2-dimensional flow calculation, Q3D quasi-3-dimensional flow calcu-
lation, 3D 3-dimensional flow calculation, TF through-flow calculation

AGT Allison Gas Turbines, General Motors Corporation, DFVLR BS Deutsche
Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt, Braunschweig,
DFVLR CO Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt,
KoIn, ECL Ecole Centrale de Lyon, IC Imperial College, ISU Iowa State
University, MEL Marchwood Engineering Laboratories of Central Electricity
Generating Board, NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
ONERA Office Nationale d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales, RAE Royal
Aerospace Establishment, RR B Rolls Royce plc, Bristol, RR D Rolls Royce plc

Derby, UH Universitat Hannover, UTRC United Technologies Research Center,
VKI von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, VUB Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
WL Whittle Laboratory, Cambridge University

Test Description data code source of author
Case types types data of rep.

E/CA-l Low subsonic compressor PVD, BL, 3D ECL Leboeuf
cascade NACA 65 SF

E/CA-2 High subsonic compressor PPD, WT, Q3D DFVLR BS, Hoheisel
cascade DCA BL RR B

E/CA-3 High subsonic compressor PPD,BL 2D ONERA Meauze
cascade 115

E/CA-4 Low supersonic compressor PPD, WT Q3D DFVLR CO Starken
cascade MCA et al

E/CA-5 Transonic compressor PPD, WT, Q3D DFVLR CO Starken,
cascade ARL SL 19 AGT,GERA et al

E/CA-6 Subsonic turbine PPD, WT, 2D DFVLR BS Hoheisel
cascade T 106 BL

E/CA-7 Subsonic turbine SF Q3D,3D WL Denton
cascade LA

E/CA-8 Transonic turbine cascade PMD,WT, 2D VKI Siever-
SCH ding

E/CO-I Single low speed com- OP,RD,CD, TF,Q3D, UTRC Serovy
pressor rotor PPD,WT,CP 3D

E/CO-• Single transonic fan OPLV,RD, TF,03D, NASA Wood
rotor CP 3D et al

E/CO-3 Single subsonic com- OP,RD,CD, TF,Q3D, RR D Ginder,
pressor stage WT 3D et al

E/CO-4 Single transonic com- OP,RD,LV, TF,Q3D, DFVLR CO Dunker
pressor stage CP 3D

E/CO-5 Low speed two-stage PPD,RD TF,Q3D, UTRC Serovy
compressor 3D

E/DU-1 Low speed S-shape duct LVCP 3D NASA, IC Martlew
E/DU-2 Annular diffuser PD,CD TF DFVLR CO Quest

F/TU-1 Low speed annular turbine RD,CP 3D VKI Sie-er-
blade row ding

E/TU-2 Transonic annular turbine PPD,CD,CP 3D MEL Ball,
blade row WT et al

E/TU-1 Single stage subsonic OP,PD,LV TF DFVLR CO F6rster,
turbine et al

E/TU-4 4-stage low speed turbine OP,RD TF UH K6tzing



tents woould be valuable, and the end wall ,e- St ream flew and lie' -1 w e h ,t f1, p* ,,j,
g IenI' t a i Ny needs much closet att etion. ments of the unsteady blade and end-waii V- ..-
Data from high response instrumentation mounted dary-layers.
in blade surfaces and casings would be a va- In conclusion, it is cleat that the maqni-
luable addition. More comprehensive and better Wude of measurement errors anid of departures
quality measurements are needed at rotor from the ideal flow situation are often signl-
exit/stator inlet using Laser anemometry, high- ficant but difficult to estimate. The test
frequency-response total pressure and tempera- cases presented should thus not be taken as ab-
ture probes able to resolve the rotor-locked solute standards against which to judge theoie-
flow field, and instrumentation which gives tical predictions. However, experience nas
true averaged flow conditions. Advances in shown that they can be valuable in developing
measurement techniques will be needed to sa- and verifying codes if used wisely, for example
tisfy these requirements. Concerning the range by including sensitvity checks for quantities
of operating conditions, modelling of off-de- where the experimental data are uncertain, S~l
sign operation will become more tractable as theoretical checks will also assist expericon-
computational methods improve; the operating talists in understanding their test cases bet-
conditions of interest include part speed as
well as -near surge" cases especially for tran- thi and in stinglte fruitfulsonic rtors and stages and for multistage ma- this report will stimulate fruitful ireroharce
hines. 'n the longer term unst, Ldy flow ef- which witi help narrow the gap between f"--'y

focrs, which were specifically excluded from and experiment.
*he scope of WK 18, may need to be given closer In spite of tho limitas on. of 14- reto ,n
attention. Measurements of unsteady properties, data and the need for additional tevti:m i' i-
distinguishing between components which are believed that the data base presented hcoe wiii
phase locked to the rotor and those which are largely meet the set objective. This i"s man'
random, will be needed. Also correlations bet- due to the fact that for all of thMe configura-
ween unsteady velocity components which give tions selected a fairly large amount -f irfoi-
rise to the apparent stresses needed for "aver- mntion on actual geometry and on tes.. .Wit-
age passage" and spanwise mixing computations nits as well as an estimation of the data a-q-
may be needed. racy is presented. This will enable *he user '-,

The major omissions from the range of in- judge the merit of each individual data q- in,
terestinq dict test cases are ai annular diffu- allow him to di w conclusions corce/nini 1ý-
sW with and without upstream moving blade quality of and necessary refinement to his - Y-
r-"ws; b annular S-shape duct with and without puter code.
utqtream blade rows, beth moving and sta- it is iecommmended that uni''e'sity instsit:-
' i nary. All test cases should be for compres- tes and research institutions like DFTLF, NASA,
tot f low. The measurements should comprise ONERA, RAE and VKI which have the '"e-11 f i , -

f1 ".Ilvelocity t rav-rses by hot wire or Laser lities arid the resources take the riot Vi" iv,
.iw-sm'-''• y fr inlet , exit and a number of ini- for a cooperative work using t heizol : .v, n!

z'r'rdiate planes, irncltud ing; turbulence measu- c(s to uen]eiat( tow test c0ases 0' no _ :

:,xnts, wail nressure arid wall shear stress conclu ioniu s (('tt n iteMi abo'e.
measurements. Flow visualization would be v'ery A;cN'vCWEPQEMFNHT
helpful for qualitative information on flow se-
paration etc. Part icularly, detailed flow The research effort sumrmarized he, w.-s'
measurements are needed when blade Lows are Tuestionable oreater than was expected in 1`11.
present at the diffusor inlet. In the case of lhroughout, there was excellent cooperati n itn!
rotating blade rows at the diffuser inlet also exchange of ideas within and among all -f 5,
measurements with correctly averaging instru- participating -rqanisations and individuals. A,
mentation are recommended. In the long run also chairman of the AGARD Working Group I want ' -
inclusion of unsteady flow conditions dire to thank all organisations who have cont rbuted by
local separations would be necessary. On a release of the material, all authors of subre-
short term basis pti irity should be given for a peits on different test cases and my rolleaues
futuire test case of the annular diffuser listed fioum WG 18 for their continuing efrort duoing
under a) above. on a longei term also test these I years. The working group was -oposed
cases on ducts containing splitters will become of the following members:
necvssa•,a. J.F. Chevalier, FR, A. Dadcne, IT, 1`,.

For thtno'qhf low ralculat inns a turbine test Denton, UK, L. Fottner , GE, R.B. Gindet . iTT,
-ase with m qi detai Is of the blade row loss Ch. Hirsch, BE, F. Mattelli, IT, P. Mattlew,
distributions includinq tip leakage arid with UK, G. MeauQ6, FR, G. Oates, US (deceased). P.
radial and cir-umferential traverses after the Psarudakis, IT, G.K. Serovy, AS, C.H. Sle'el-
stators is needed. A multistage high speed tur- ding, SE, H. Starken, GE, A. Ucer, TU. G. Win-
bine with geometry and loading typical of an terfeld, GE, J.R. Wood, US
aircraft gas turbine would be the most suitable
far obtaining this data. Since the development REFERENCES
'f end-wall boundary-layers is greatly affected
by radial pressure gradients and centripetal AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel
accelerations test cases with detailed boun- Through-Flow Calculations in Axial Turbomachi-
dary-layer measurements on both fixed and mo- nery. AGARD-CP-195. 1976.
vina blade rows are needed for comparison with AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel
modern ID viscous flow calculation methods. in Working Group 12. Through-Flow Calculations in
the langer term, mcacukements of the unsteady Axial Turbomachines. AGARD-AR-175. 1981.
flow in a multistage turbine, both stator and AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel
rotor will be necessary for comparison with un- Working Group 18. Test Cases for Computation of
steady flow calculations. These should include Internal Flows in Aero Engine Components.
both Laser measurements of the unsteady main- AGARD-AR-275. 1989.
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ABSTRACT This paper will review the four topics of the PEP
Symposium listed above, and attempt to provide a

This paper is part of the PEP contribution to the 69th summary of the main achievements and of the problems
FDP meeting on "Aerodynamic Engine/Airframe raised, as reported by the authors. Unless otherwise
Integration for High Performance Aircraft and stated, all contributions to the PEP meeting will be re-
Missiles". It presents an overview of the main out- ferred to by the paper number, as to be found in the final
comes of the last PEP meeting dealing with "CFD Proceedings, AGARD CP 510.
Techniques for Propulsion Applications". The emphasis gwas given to computational work on realistic 3D The first section will cover contributions dealing with
w gnfigurtion comerinthe four following topics: Full numerical accuracies and the applications of differentconfigurations, covering tflow models to specific propulsion components. The
3D Validations; Full 3D Numerical Techniques;
Unsteady Flows and Multidimensional Reacting Flows. second section will cover ,he important question of vali-
In addition, an invited paper from FDP on the state of dation of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes simula-
the art of computational techniques for 3D Navier- tions, in particular turbulence and transition modelling.
Stokes equations and a Technical Evaluation of the The third section covers some inputs to unsteady flow
meeting were presented. The most widely stressed con- computations, while the fourth section will summarize
clusion was the urgent need for a large scale effort on the inputs to chemical reacting flows. Finally some
validation of numerical accuracy and of physical concluding remarks will be presented.
models.

2. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
1. INTRODUCTION Although Navier-Stokes computations are currently be-

The objectives of the 77th PEP Symposium on "CFD coming the most widely applied approach to practical

for Propulsion Applications", held in San flow simulations, a certain number of difficulties have

Antonio, Texas, US, from 27 to 31 of May 1991, were still to-be overcome, in order to achieve fast and reliable

to assess the state of the art of 3D aerodynamic compu- computational results. The major techniques and prob-

tations in propulsion related components and evaluate lems of the present state of the art in CFD-technology
the present CFD capabilities for more complex flow have been reviewed by D. Hanel (Paper 1) in an out-

systems, such as multistage, unsteady environments and standing review paper, as a contribution from FDP to

reacting flows, the PEP Symposium.

The main focus of the meeting was set towards the ques- D. Hanel discussed the current approaches of central and

tion of validation of numerical accuracy and of physical upwind space discretizations, the most widely applied

models, essentially turbulence and transition modelling implicit and explicit time integrations, including the

as well as some aspects of chemical kinetics. Although important aspects of multigrid acceleration techniques,

some contributions were aimed at an evaluation of 3D as applied to Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers. A most

numerical techniques, the algorithmic developments interesting section of this review deals with an analysis

were not considered as a main topic, so more that an ex- of the numerical errors in viscous solutions, as gener-

cellent review was offered by Dr D. Hanel, as a FDP ated by various schemes. In particular, the numerical

contribution, and provided a reference on algorithmic dissipation of standard flux splitting sclhemes has to be

properties to many presentations. carefully monitored to avoid excessive drag predictions
and too much dissipation in the viscous regions. This

The development of a CFD-based analysis and design problem becomes particularly severe in unsteady flows,
methodology for propulsion components still requires a were time accuracy is strongly dependent on space accu-
great amount of evaluation work, and this requirement racy. When the relevant space and time scales of the
was largely emphasised by many contributions, as well computed flow are large compared to the stepsizes, the
as by the technical evaluator of the meeting, Dr. L. computed solutions are reliable with most of the current
Povinelli from the NASA Lewis Research Center. methods, provided sufficient space resolution is applied.



I lowever, with spontaneous, self-induced flow unsteadi- Validation results were presented for four blade-to-blade
ncss, such as the Von Karman street behind a cylinder test cases and three high speed compressor stages, doc-
at high Reynolds numbers, the separating vortices are umented in the PEP WGI8 Report on test cases,
created out of the very small vortices formed at the solid AGARD AR275. Globally, very good agreement is ob-
watt surface and subsequently growing in time. Since served for the blade sections, but the predictions are less
the numerical dissipation acts as a filter on the small accurate for blade rows and complete stages. This is due
scales, the time development of the flow will be very to the greater complexity of the loss mechanisms, such
sensitive to mesh configurations and to the numerical as end-wall effects, spanwise mixing connected to full
scheme. This is illustrated by figure 1, taken from 3D effects, flow separations at higher incidences.
I l••el 1], which shows the influence of mesh configu- Clearly more accurate models are required for full stage
ration and numerical dissipation for a central scheme on performance predictions, but in simpler cases the viscid-
the time evolution of the laminar vortex street around a inviscid model, developed by Calvert [3] provides excel-
circular cylinder. The figure shows the time history of lent predictions.
the lift coefficient, for different grid stretchings. Similar good predictions are obtained by Weiland,
Particularly interesting is the non-zero average lift coef- Hartmann and Menne [32] for rocket motor and free ex-
ficient when a tangential stretching is introduced, fig. pansion nozzles with equilibrium real gases, by the
la, revealing a non-symmetrical development of the coupling of 2D or axisymmetric Euler solvers with a
vortex street. This effect disappears on a circumferen- boundary layer differential computation. The Euler
tially uniform mesh, but a very strong dependence of solver is based on in upwind flux splitting formulation
the value of the fourth order numerical dissipation is plus artificial dissipation to damp oscillations, instead
clearly seen. Similar dependences have been reported on of the more current approach based on limiters, and a
other geometries and with other schemes. This creates a Runge-Kutta time integration. A variety of examples
major difficulty for the computation of unsteady flows, are presented by the authors, including effects of turbine
particularly in 3D and in presence of geometrical com- exhaust gas injections, however without comparisons
plexitics. At present, there is no known solution to to experimental data. Figure 2 shows calculated results
these difficulties, unless use is made of excessive, and for a plane and plug nozzle of a hypersonic aircraft, for
probably prohibitive, fine meshes. It has to be men- a highly integrated cell-air breathing propulsion sys-
tioned however, that these problems might be slightly tem. The computations for the plane nozzle at M=6.8
less severe in turbulent flows because of the higher clearly show the shock waves due to t'ie displacement
value of the physical dissipation generated by turbu- of the external airflow and the contact discontinuity
lcnce. separating the combustion gases from the airflow. The
This review paper provided also some insight in the plug nozzle has a more complicated flow structure, the
question of structured versus unstructured meshes, em- shock and shear layers being more pronounced for the
phasizing the advantages of unstructured meshes for plane case computations. The addition of the external
complex geometries and for adaptive meshes. The excel- flow leads to a still more complicated flow field, includ-
lent presentation and the large list of references did con- ing separated regions at the back of the plug. This con-
tribute to the basic material offered by this contribu- figuration would clearly require some Navier-Stokes
tion. computations for validation.
Presently. a variety of numerical methods are applied
for turbomachinery blades, intakes, ducts, nozzles and 2.2. INVISCID CODE APPLICATIONS
oiher propulsion related configurations. Due to the flow
complexity and the requirements for fast design meth- Several applications of full 3D inviscid computations
ods, simplified approaches, based on approximations to have been presented, for curved ducts by Martini,
the full Navier-Stokes solutions are often considered. Massardo and Satta [5], for blade rows by Haarmeyer and
Several of them were presented at the PEP meeting and Stubert [16], for hypersonic intakes by Bissinger and
are summarized in the following sections. Eberle [261, for blade rows and internal flows by Oktay,

Akmandor and Ucer 127], for hypersonic nozzle flows by
Weiland, Hartmann and Menne [32], Koschel, Rick and

2.1. VISCID-INVISCID INTERACTIONS Bikker[33].
A prediction and design tool for subsonic and transonic Martini, Massardo and Satta 151 calculate 3D inviscid ro-
turbomachinery blade-to-blade flows has been presented tational flows in ducts, comparing two numerical time-
by W. Calvert [3). It is constructed by the combination marching methods: an explicit Lax method with cor-
of a 2D time marching Euler solver and an integral rected viscosity and an implicit ADI approach based on
boundary method, covering laminar, transitional and the Beam and Warming scheme. Qualitative results are
turbulent regions. The main application area of this presented for the secondary flow in curved ducts on rela-
method is the performance prediction of axial compres- tive coarse meshes.
sor blade sections and of full compressor stages when Haarmeyer and Stubert [161 describe efforts in mesh
coupled to an appropriate through-flow method in a generation and visualisation algorithms, applied to 3D
Quasi-3D approximation. Euler solutions of turbine and compressor blades.



Bissingcr and Eberle [26] describe an Euler code based coupling problem. This paper contains a detailed inves-
on a new, characteristic based upwind, conservative tigation of the numerical accuracy of various boundary
scheme, with implicit time integration. The scheme can treatments at solid walls and at zonal interfaces. A very
be extended in a standard way to Navier-Stokes, but only similar approach is followed by Coelho and Pereira [30].
inviscid results are presented. Various scramjet and in- All these codes are applied to incompressible flows,
take configurations are computed, showing excellent ac- with the exception of Hah [10]. In this paper, the code
curacy for these high speed flows with very thin viscous is applied to a transonic compressor rotor, including tip
regions. An example is shown on figure 3, for a scram- clearance. Interesting shock-boundary layer interactions
jet, indicating excellent shock capturing properties on a are identified and some comparisons of overall perfor-
fine mesh of 405x 155 grid points. mance are presented, without detailed flow comparisons.

Oktay, Akmandor and Ucer [271 presented a cell-vertex
Lax-Wcndroff type scheme for the Euler equations, ap-
plied to subsonic and transonic internal flows. 2.4. FULL NAVIER-STOKES CODES

Koschel, Rick and Bikker [33] presented a finite ele- All the contributions, not yet mentioned, were based on
ment, adaptive mesh technique for the 2D and 3D Euler full Navier-Stokes, time marching, discretizations, cov-
equations, applying a Taylor-Galerkin method, with ering central or upwind schemes, explicit or implicit
Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) as limiting procedure. time integrations, with various turbulence models.
This scheme is a Lax-Wendroff formulation on unstruc- In Vogel's [7] contribution, the code developed by W.
Lured meshes, and is applied to hypersonic expansion Dawes at Cambridge is applied, coupled to a heat trans-
nozzles. Figure 4 shows calculation results for a 3D fer calculation. This solver is based on a central, cell-
plug nozzle with adaptive grid enrichment, leading to an centered space discretization with artificial dissipation
improved resolution of the shock structure and jet and implicit time integration. The same N-S solver is
boundary. This contribution was the only one present- used by Sehra et al [13] and by Horton et al [19], who
ing an unstructured adaptive solver. present an interesting mesh sensitivity analysis.

Non-equilibrium inlet flows, are calculated by Marsilio The Jameson-type code based on central space discretiza-
and Pandolfi [421 with a special flux difference method, tions, artificial dissipation and explicit, Runge-Kutta
adapted to steady supersonic flows, with second order ac- type time integrations is applied by Gerolymos [11,
curacy. Similarly Onofri [43] applies a X-type scheme Sehra et al [13], Chima [211, Birtch and Kitchen [25].
with an operator splitting between the gasdynamic and Flux difference splitting, with implicit time integration
the chemical operators. A similar algorithm is applied based on a Beam and Warming approximate factorisa-
by Walther [44] for non-equilibrium flow calculations tion, is applied by Dorney and Davis [221 and by
in converging-diverging nozzles. Dutoya et al [29], although these codes can differ

strongly by their practical implementation.

2.3. PRESSURE CORRECTION METHODS The codes developed by Escande and Cambier [14] and

Pressurc correction methods, in a fully elliptic formula- Lemeur [23] are based on a Lax-Wendroff two step

tion, enabling the computation of streamwise back- scheme with artificial dissipation. In the code of Hirsch

flows, have been presented by Moore and Moore [4], and et al [17] a unified formulation of central and upwind
applied to a turbine blade row with tip clearance. This s chemes is introduced, by a choice of different dissipa-

code is based on an original upwind definition of control tion expressions, whereby all the schemes are written as

volumes, leading to a scheme with reduced cross-diffu- central fluxes plus additional terms. Similarly, both ex-

sion and hence, improved spatial accuracy. Additional plicit and implicit time integrations can be applied as

validation tests of this code are reported by Cleak and al different options for a multigrid smoother.

181, and will be discussed in the next section on The incompressible codesofCombes 118] and Tayloret

Validation. al [28] are based on finite elements. The former apply-

Another code, based on a staggered mesh, SIMPLE- ing a fractional step method, separating the convection
,fully elliptic algorithm, is applied by Abou Haidar from the diffusion step. A different finite element for-typec, flyllpiagoihiapiebyAo adr mulation is developed by Habashi et al [31].

et al [341 for an interesting comparison of different tur-

bulent models in S-bends. The code makes use of a
quadratic, upwind discretization of the convection terms. 2.5. NUMERICAL ACCURACY OF FULL
Fotca et al [351, on the other hand, rely on a parabolized NAVIER-STOKES CODES
Navier-Stokes approximation for their duct flow com- It it is clear, from numerous comparisons on a variety
putations, while Katheder [361 applies a commercially of applications, that results of similar accuracy can be
available code, based on a elliptic, pressure correction obtained with different algorithms, for the same physical
method. A similar algorithm is applied by Bond at al models. In particular, there are no indications that any of
(381 to the flow computation in a gas turbine the central or upwind schemes, explicit or implicit
combustion chamber. Rachner [371 applies a non- methods, behave significantly better than any other.
staggered grid formulation, coupled to a zonal approach, Hence, the main question is connected with the numeri-
with a particular attention to the pressure-velocity de-
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cal accuracy on a given mesh and with the mesh depen- 3.1. 'INDUSTRIAL'-TYPE VALIDATIONS
dcnce of the computed rsults. Moore and Moore [4] presented computations on a tur-
Several of the contributions investigated these prob- bine cascade with tip leakage, comparing total pressure
lcms, in particular, mesh size and mesh aspect ratio de- contours, secondary velocities, tip gap velocity fields,
pendence. The calculations of Horton, Harasgama and with experimental data. Although the mesh is rather
Chana [ 19] compare results on four different meshes of a coarse, 32760 points with 6 points in the tip gap, and
nozzle guide vane with high exit angle, figure 5. A con- the turbulence model based on a simple Prandtl mixing
siderable mesh influence is observed at these relative length, good predictions are obtained for global flow
coarse meshes; meshes 1 and 2 having 55625 nodes, properties, such as pitch averaged flow angles, overall
while meshes 3 and 4 have 129591 mesh points. Figure losses, vortex sizes. However, turbulence modelling ap-
6 compares Mach number distributions in the trailing peared to have a strong influence on the mean exit flow
edge region for meshes 2 and 4, while figure 7 shows angle, as did the position of transition. Although this
the mesh sensitivity of the computed total pressure coarse mesh calculation cannot provide sufficient accu-
losses. This is again illustrated by figure 8, were the to- racy for very fine comparisons of flow details, it is rep-
tal pressure contours at an exit plane are compared for resentative of a level of 'engineering' computations,
the four meshes under consideration. These differences close to design methodology, allowing to predict global
are larger than the variations resulting from different trends and effects, such as the loss in efficiency due to
turbulence models. The high sensitivity of coarse unshroudedturbines.
meshes is also recognized by Birtch and Kitchen [25], unsroeturbines.where large differences between a H and a C-mesh are This situation is very representative of a current trend in
observed around the lip of a 3D intake, the turbomachinery design industry, where full 3DNavier-Stokes calculations are performed on complexIn order to obtain mesh independent results, it is clearly configurations such as splittered rotors, full stages, with
required to define fine meshes, having also good regular- rather coarse meshes, of the order of 50000- 100000. The
ity properties. This is further emphasized by the coin- clear objective being to identify trends and signs of vari-
putations of Dorney and Davis [22], who investigated ations of selected global quantities such as overall losses
turbine blade heat transfer and performance, including a or pitch averaged flow properties, with modified design
mesh sensitivity analysis. Since heat transfer coeffi- parameters, more than to simulate all the flow details.
cients are very sensitive quantities, a mesh independent The paper by Sehra, Abolfadl ard Zedan [13], was most
solution required 900000 points for a full span blade representative of this situation. Computations on a tran-
row, with values of y+ for the first mesh line close to sonic compressor, a high work turbine are reported with
the solid walls, below 1. This requires very efficient a mesh of 81685 points, identifying the most salient
codes in order to be able to perform large scale compu- flow features and with reasonably good quantitative pre-
tations on a routine basis. dictions of pitch averaged flow quantities.

Figure 9 shows computed flow fields for a splittered ax-
3. CODE VALIDATIONS ial compressor rotor with 33915 points. At all sections

The problem of validation of Reynolds averaged Navier- a leading edge weak oblique shock can be seen, with a
Stokes equations is essentially connected to turbulence normal shock at the splitter level and shock induced sep-
models, transition, complex geometrical configurations, aration at the tip section. This predicted lower work of
such as tip leakage flows in turbomachinery blade rows, the compressor tip sections were also observed experi-
combustion and real gas models. The process of valida- mentally. Other examples, such as exhaust mixer-noz-
tion itself has to be clearly defined. It is obvious that a zles (73500 points), inlet particle separators are also
surface pressure distribution is a weak validation cri- presented.
terium for Navier-Stokes computations; while wall Another 'industrial' oriented application has been pre-
stresses, drag, boundary layer velocity profiles, sented by Vogel [7], were combined flow and blade heat
Reynolds stresses, temperature profiles, heat transfer co- conduction computations with coolant injection, are ap-
cfficients are basically more severe tests for an accurate plied to film cooled gas turbine blades.
simulation at the level of Navier-Stokes simulations. The paper by Cleak, Gregory-Smith and Birch [8] fits
These data are difficult and costly to obtain in experi- also in this category and presents an analysis of the
mental tests, but it is essential that a major effort in mesh and turbulence model effects on a turbine cascade
this direction be undertaken. The AGARD Panels, in with inlet boundary layer, performed with Moore's code.
particular FDP and PEP, have been and still are cur- Approximate mesh independence is considered to occur
rently engaged in the tasks of compiling available data for over 20000 mesh points, defined within 'engineering
of good quality and providing them at large to the CFD accuracy', although with 65000 points the midspan
community. losses were reduced. However, very large effects were

observed with varying turbulence models and point of
transition.

Combes [18] applies a k-E turbulence model with wall
functions to the computation inside a centrifugal pump,
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with 43000 nodes of an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. 4. UNSTEADY FLOWS
Comparisons with measured velocity fields show rea-
sonably good agreement, but no systematic investiga- Relatively few papers were presented in this difficult

tion of turbulence models is presented. and computer intensive part of CFD. A general analysis
of the conditions of consistency at the computationalBirtch and Kitchen [251 present calculations of a 3D in- boundaries between stages of a multistage turbomachine

take, typical of a modem high bypass ratio engine in an beendpresented by amulykst9g. Geromos [11

underwing, twin-jet installation. The calculations are presented by idem enowards [III

performed with a Prandtl mixing length turbulence presented an interesting development towards a coupled
modelrmed 47450 mesh pndts. miing lethorsrbeognize aeroelastic prediction capability for vibrating
model and 47450 mesh points. The authors recognize compressor cascades. The approach is based on a 3D
that a higher grid resolution and more adequate turbu- Euler solver, based on central schemes plus artificial
lence models are necessary in order to capture accurately dissipation and a time accurate Runge-Kutta integration.
the details of this complex flow. The author concludes about the necessity to develop

time accurate viscous solvers within the aeroelastic
3.2. TURBULENCE VALIDATIONS approach in order to be able to predict supersonic and,

more importantly, subsonic stall flutter.
We are ranging, under this heading, the contributions

aiming at a detailed validation of turbulence models, Lemeur [23] developed a very interesting investigation

implying computations with a large number of points, of the unsteady flow in rotor-stator interactions. A

The code presented by Escande and Cambier [14] is ap- detailed analysis of the conservation and continuity con-

plied to a high pressure annular turbine cascade, with a ditions at the interface between domains in relative mo-

mixing length turbulence model and 626727 mesh tion is given, which is shown to allow a reduced num-

points. Unfortunately, no experimental data were avail- her of blade passages to be included in the computed

able at the time of writing of this paper. flow domain. In particular it is shown that the time

Chima [211 applies a Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model averaged unsteady flow data are well approximated by

to a transonic compressor fan, with 362600 points. the steady-state values.

This fine mesh calculation allows the identification, In Hadzikadis et al [24], the unsteady flow field is

through particle traces, of regions of separation at the represented as a superposition of a scalar potential field

leading edge and at the trailing edge, too small to have and a vector potential. Preliminary results are presented

been seen in the experimental laser data. Figure 10a for the subsonic flow in a duct.

shows th( rotor, parts of the mesh and the performance
curves, while figures 10b and 10c show the computed 5. REACTING FLOWS
particle traces at design and at near-stall conditions.

Dorny ad Dvis 22]hav pused he alidtio a tep Several papers were presented dealing with chemical re-Dorney and Davis [22] have pushed the validation a step acting flows, combustion chambers, or introducing real
further by including heat transfer data on a turbine actngflows, c sch amber or nucalblade, Since this is a most severe criterium, 450000 gas effects. Rachner [37] applied his numerical
plaie.Siover thes halfsp ar nosseveded formeshid -4investigations to a cold combustion chamber, whilepoints over the half-span are needed for mesh indepen- Bond, Le Vallois and Menzies [38] present a detailed

dency. A Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is applied, computation of the vaporizer and primary zone flows in
with fixed positions of transition. The heat transfer data computtion or amary zoe flow
clearly indicate that the accuracy of the predictions is a modem gas turbine combustion chamber. The method
very strongly dependent on a reliable estimation of Ian- applies a k-e turbulence model and a pdf model for the
sition g fuel fraction. Computations with over 190000 points of

the vaporizer and its fuel injectors are shown on figure
Taylor et al [28] calculate the flow and heat transfer in 11 a, together with the flow domain and some of the
turbine blade cooling ducts, including mudi-ribbed pas- computed flow patterns and fuel concentration, fig.1 lb.
sages. Detailed flow patterns are obtained with a one Scheurlen, Noll and Wittig [391 presented a discussion
equation turbulent model, but no comparisons with of the numerical problems connected to the application
other models are presented. The flow in rotating cavities of Monte-Carlo simulations to the transport of a scalar
is also computed by Dutoya et al (29] with a two equa- of Monte-tal simalan interest of andtion turbulence model, again without comparisons with pdf. Veynante et al [40] gave an interesting review and
data or other turbulence models. discussion of the potential applications of the flamelet

coapar dirr othrumodel of turbulent combustion for propulsion applica-
Abou Haidar, lacovides and Launder [34] compare differ- tions. This topic is somewhat outside the general scope
ent turbulence models for the flow in a circular sec- of the meeting, since it addresses mainly the question of
tioned S-duct. An algebraic Reynolds stress model is physical models, and we refer therefore the interested
applied, with various near wall corrections such as one reader to this excellent reference.
and two equation models, on a grid formed of 117800
mesh points. The main conclusion of the authors is The papers by Marsilio and Pandolfi, [42], Onofri [43]
that full second moment closure equations over the and Walther [44] were essentially dealing with inviscid
complete cross-section might be required for highly ac- hypersonic flows with real gas effects and applied to

curate simulations, inlets and nozzles.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The main emphasis of the PEP meeting on "CFD for Finally, some of the recommendations of the Technical

Propulsion Applications" was clearly directed at Evaluator, Dr L. Povinelli, are worthwhile reporting,

3D flow simulations, with some reduced input to since they most certainly are of general validity.

unsteady and reacting flows. i). More emphasis should be given to validation and to a

The presented papers covered a variety of numerical strong interaction between experimentalists and CFD

approaches and physical flow models. The latter were specialists.

ranging from viscid-inviscid interactions, to inviscid ii). Efforts should be expanded on turbulence and
models, pressure correction and full time dependent transition modelling, including compressibility effects,
Navier-Stokes solvers. A large number of numerical higher order closures, pdf modelling, direct numerical

approaches are applied within the propulsion simulations (DNS) of turbulence.
community. iii) Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations are

An interesting aspect is the systematic use, within the essential for propulsion system simulations, having

turbomachinery industry, of coarse mesh computations already led to significant progress. Fine grids are needed,
of 3D turbulent Navier-Stokes flows, with the main since coarse computations will normally not be

objective of identifying general trends on global sufficient.
quantities such as losses. iv) Future activities, such as Symposia, should be

More detailed validations unanimously indicate the great encouraged within the AGARD Panels, in the field of

need for better turbulence and transition models. Validation for Propulsion CFD
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THE INFLUENCE OF INTAKE SWIRL DISTORTION ON THE STEADY-STATE
PERFORMANCE OF A LOW BYPASS, TWIN-SPOOL ENGINE

W. Meyer*, W. Pazur**, and L. Fottner**

*MTU Munchen GmbH, Postfach 500640, 8000 MUnchen 50, Germany

**Universitit der Bundeswehr Munchen, Werner-Heisenberg-Weg 39, 8014 Neubiberg, Germany

SUMMARY p static pressure

Pt total pressure
Intakes of supersonic aircraft can produce intake swirl confi- PLA power lever angle
gurations in front of the engine which are important for in- rel relative to design point
take/engine compatibility assessment throughout the flight SM surge margin
envelope. The main objective of this investigation was to get SL surge line
more information about the influence of intake twin swirl on SC(G) swirl parameter (Ref 11,12)
the steady-state engine behaviour. The twin swirl was simula- SC*(@) swirl parameter
ted using a movable delta wing positioned between the Tt total temperature
bellmouth intake and the engine. By changing the angle of WL working line
attack of the delta wing, the intensity of the intake swirl could v absolute velocity
be varied. Increasing the intensity of the twin swirl resulted in Vax axial component of velocity
a deterioration of engine performance. The analysis of the test vr radial component of velocity
results showed that these effects on engine performance were vu circumferential component of velocity
mainly due to a modified characteristic of the low pressure a0  angle of attack
compressor (LPC). Therefore, it was very important to aiM(9) mean swirlangle in circumferential direction
investigate the changed LPC performance to be able to a angular deviation in circumferential direction
understand the effects of an intake swirl distortion on the / angular deviation in radial direction
engine performance. A difference between undistorted and distorted

conditions
Hence, an experimental method was set up to measure the nis isentropic efficiency
performance map of the installed LPC by defined changing of 0 circumferential position
the engine operating line. An analysis of experimentally fi total pressure ratio
determined compressor maps for varying intensities showed r local swirl angle
that the performance parameters of the LPC decrease. " mean swirl angle
Hoowever, there is essentially no variation of the engine's 2 entry of LPC
working line due to an intake txv in-swirl distortion. 21 exit of LPC

Semi-empirical calculations \',hich took account of this
influence of the generated swirl on the performance of the 1. INTRODUCTION
LPC confirmed the lov, of engine performance obsercd
during the engine tests. In the past, a distorted intake llowv was considered to be a local

non-unifom total temperature (Ref 1,2) and/or total pressure
(Ref 3,4) distribution at the engine face or a non-uniform dis-

NOMENCLATURE tribution with respect to time (Ref 5). In the scope of the
design and development of jet engines with even higher power

bs specific fuel consumption (SFC) densities and in connection with a higher thrust/weight ratio
corr corrected to INA conditions without intake guide vanes (IGV), an additional distortion

C L calculated value phenomenon in the form of intake swvirl distortion was found
DCt0) circumferential tt,rl pressure distor'ion coefficient (Ref 6,7).This phenomenon can have a significant influence on
FAR fuel-air-ratio engine performance, stability, or acromechanics and thus has
Fs thrust to be taken into account in the assesssment of intake/engine
m total mass flow compatibility. This means that due to an intake swirl
%I measured value distortion, the quality of the flow field at the LPC entry may
n rotor speed deteriorate to such an extent that the engine cannot tolerate it.
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An intake swirl diitoirtion is usu al ly generated 1y an S-shaped intake swirl flow patterns. Detailed analyses of the intake flow
intake duct in combination with extreme flight conditions such patterns measured for distorted ground and flight conditions
as high angles of attack or supersonic flight velocities which are required for definition of swirl patterns intended as a basis
cause flow separation at the intake cowl or ramp. for the design of such a swirl simulator. This has been done in
Investigations (Ref 6) have shown that essentially all a preliminary study (Ref 8), where extensive model wind tun-
supersonic intakes produce a swirl configuration which is nel investigations with subseale swirl generators were
considered to be a superposition of a twin swirl and a bulk performed. The results of this study show that engine tests
swirl with varying intensity depending on intake configuration should start with a movable swirl generator, consisting of a
and flight conditions. Indeed, this fact is attributed to the sharp-edged delta wing with trapezoidal cross-section and a
similar geometry of supersonic aircraft intakes, because these leading-edge sweep angle of 600. This model delta wing selec-
intakes usually require S-shaped diffusers du,. to the offset of ted has demonstrated its capability of simulating defined twin
the engine relative to the intake, swirl patterns. In addition, it allows the intensity of the gene-

rated swirl to be varied by changing its angle of attack. Even at
As a basic principle for the design of advanced turbojet en- low angles of attack the flow separates at the sharp leading-
gines the compatibility of the quality of the flow provided by edges of the wing and rolls up into two vortex sheets above its
the intake and the tolerance of the engine has to be considered upper surface.
from the beginning of tihe development phase. For this reason,
numerous investigations wvere performed in the past The results of the flow field measurements downstream of the
simulating non-uniform total temperature or pressure distribu- model delta wing, which could be pitched up to an angle of
tions in front of a turbojet engine. During the last few years, as attack of oto = 23o, show that the flow deflection within the
more information was obtained on another distortion in the vortex cores increases continuously with increasing angle of
form of intake swirl (i.e. Ref 5), experimental work has been attack (Ref 8). The local swirl angle r used for the description
started to simulate first of all typical swirl patterns in front of of the cross flow is defined as the angular deviation of the local
the engine face with a defined intensity and to investigate the flow direction from the axial direction (Fig 1). Its sign is
effects on the engine performance and, in particular, the defined as positive when the circumferential component of the
deterioration of the performance and the stability of the swirl angle is in the same sense as the LPC rotation. Fig 2
compressors of turbojet engines in the presence of intake shows the cross flow pattern measured for an angle of attack
swirl. The evaluation of these tests showed that the sensitivity of to = 150. The counter-rotating double swirl can clearly be
of jet engines wvithout IGVs to intake swirl distortion may recognized as symmetrical about the y-axis. According to the
result in effects similar to those well-known from non-uniform theory of vortex formation over a slender delta wing (Ref 9,10)
total pressure or total temperature distribution. The the flow deflection in circumferential direction increases
consequence of these effects is a decrease in engine within the vortex core towards the swirl axis up to about 300 at
pertormance such is reduced thrust and increased specific fuel the maximum angle of attack.
consumption and a deterioration of the compressor behaviour
involking a loss in surge margin and induced fan blade An investigation on the influence of a pure intake swirl distor-
,ib, rations So far. ho%%cuer, no fundamental investigations tion on engine performance requires a low-level total pressure
0 cre perf'otreed on this topic. Thus it became necessary to non-uniformity across the engine face. Thus, the effect of the
investig:Cte the influence of intake swirl on a jet engine in vortex formation on the total pressure distribution of the flow
dctalil field behind the delta wing is very important for a qualitative

assessment of the generated swirl distortion. Fig 3 presents the
"T he oork rcportcd hecrein sho%% s the possibility of the simula- normalised total pressure contour map of the measured flow
tion of an intake twin-soiMldistortion using a movable ssirl field downstream of the model delta wing for an angle of
generator in front of a t% ill spool low bypass turbofan engine, attack of eo = 15. According to the pertinent flow pattern in
Subsequently, the major triects of the generated intake swirl Fig 2 the total pressure distribution was found to be
on tile steids-state engine licrform~ince are presented. In symmetrical with respect to the y-axis. The two total pressure
order to be able to explain the deterioration in engine per- minima in the center of the vortices can be attributed to the
forntance further investigýa tions aimed at studying thle flow separation at the leading edges of the delta wing. This
influence of intake so\irl on the performance of the installed total pressure drop inside the vortex sheets increases up to
I.PC ,'cre performed. In thi, \o,i% a possibility was found to about 6% at the maximum angle of attack.
Inca sure the performfincnte manp of an in stalfed compressor.

For describing the circumferential total pressure distortion the

In order to \crify the decrease in engine performance resulting DC(e)-coefficient wyas tsed, which has proved to be very

from a deterioration of the LPC performance semi-empirical valuable for the assessment of intake/engine flow compatibi-

performance calculations were carried out using measured lity. The analysis of the measured flow field behind the model

[-PC data wNvith intake swirl, delta wing shows that the time-averaged DC(60)-value in-

creases with increasing angle of attack up to a maximum of
DC(60) = 0. 11 for ario - 230.

2. SIMULATION OF TYPICAL INTAKE SWIRL
DISTORTION

3. ENGINE TEST SET-UP, DISCUSSION OF THE

Investigations on the influence of intake swirl distortion on the SWIRL PA1TERNS

performance and the stability of compressors and engines
necessitate a device for the generation of typical aircraft The main objective of this investigation was to obtain more in-
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formation on the effects of intake twin swirl on the steady- and the behaviour of the compressor system (rake
state engine performance. These engine tests are the continua- removed),
tion of the model wind tunnel investigations with the subscale
sirl generators desctribed in Ref 8.

The flow patterns measured downstream of the full-scale delta
The tests \\ere conducted at the engine test facility of the Jet wing within the engine intake confirm the results of the sub-
Propulsion Institute at the Universitit der Bundeswehr Majn- scale wind tunnel tests. In Fig 9 the cross-flow patterns in front
then. As a test object a Larzac 04 turbofan engine (Fig 4) was of the LPC are shown for the maximum angle of attack of ao
chosen vwhich is the pousserplant of the Alpha Jet aircraft. The = 230 and a reduced LP spool speed of nLP/!T2 =
l.arzac 04 is a twin-spool low bypass turbofan engine in the 1060(minry)". As in the model investigations a symmetrical
13kN takeoff thrust class. It has a two-stage LPC and a four- flow field consisting of two counter-rotating swirls with similar

stage high pressure compressor (HPC), each spool being cross flow intensities was found.
driven by a single-stage turbine. The combustor is of annular,
straight-through design. Bypass stream and core stream The totalpressure distribution behind the full-scale delta wing,emerge through separate fixed-area exhaust nozzles. To en- depending on the angle of attack, is very similar to the model
sure stable engine operation during acceleration the Larzac 04 test results of the feasibility study. The dependence of the cir-
is COiippedI With a handling bleed which is open at HP spool cumferential total pressure distortion, in terms of DC(60)-
speeds below S6% to maintain the matching of both spools. In values, on the angle of attack also shows a similar relationship
this case compressor bleed air is extracted from bleed ports lo- and increases up to a maximum of 0.15 for a0 = 230. Although
c•tcd at the HiP compressor exit and discharged into the by- the maximum DC(60)-value of the engine tests is higher than
fliss duct, the corresponding value of the model wind tunnel tests it may

be assumed that the pressure distortion is still too small tohave any influence on the engine behaviour.
Although no intake s%%irl distortion occurs during normal

operation of this engine it is well suited for these investiga- Suitable parameters for describing the intensity of an arbitrary
tions because of the absence of inlet guide vanes which nor- swirl distortion provided by the intake and the tolerance of the
maily have a flow straightening effect. engine in numerical terms could not be found so far. An

SC(0)-partimeter. equivalent to the DC(e)-coefficient, is
The main components of the engine test set-up are shown in SCiggste in Rer 11u1vafor the asesmet ofibulk swir

Fi, emen th orgina belmouh itakeandthe ngie a sugge~sted in Ref 11,12 for the assessment of bulk swirl flowFig 5. Betss.ecn the originail bellmouth intake and the engine a
patterns. If this parameter is applied to such a complex swirliuritmictataofthe fsv fiel a~cross5 thie, whole cross-sei pattern generated by the delta wing the circumferentialmcasurclncnt Of the flow field across the whole cross-section velocity components within a sector, containing one of thein the cnmine aerodý,namic interface plane (ALP), are fitted. Awin nginsee adic, ingeometerfcacey pimlane (AlP, are fted A vortex cores of the double swirl, almost neutralize each otherdeltai wing (see Fig 6) geometrically similar to the subscale whttemanitkn;hrfoteyreotaennoI %wheni the mean is taken; therefore, they are not taken intom~odel. sshieh wals investigated in Ref 8, is used as a movable iaccount by quantifyig the swirl. As a result, the SC(O)-sox ir! generator Its fastening inside the intake and the mecha-- uitfnthsil.A ai-utheSe)parameter is not suitable for describing the intensity of a twinn:-m for variation of the angle of attack is shown in Fig 7. In swirl.

the case of compressor instability the driving mechanism can
be diSengigcd very qluickly. The systemn is desirned for an in- The usefulness of a modified version of this parameter has

finitlvarible angle of attack uip to a maximum of = 230. been investigated in Ref 13. There, a SC*(8)-coefficient,

The mivsur inc des% ice in front of the engine consists of a rake, here the average value for the absolute values of the
circumferential velocity components within a critical sectorwas used, shows a more significant dependence on the angle ofscilecd minlke segment. This rotating rake, featuring eight 5- nfcn eedec nteageoattack, but does not give any additional information about thehole rAobes, cn ilso be traversed in radial dir-ction to cover characteristic of the svirl patterns evaluated.

the k, holc cross-section. To allow measurements of complex
flowý ticl, to he performed with this measuring configuration, A mean swirl angle was used for describing the intensity of the
each of the 5-hole p'robes had to be calibrated in the installed ohole cross flow pattern. This mean swirl angle " is the mass
crndition, weighted average of all measured absolute values of the local

swirl angles 7 in the cross-section. The evaluation of theIII :ddition to the rike. further instrumentation of the engine measured flow fields generated by the delta wing in the engine
( Fi,= \) ik necv,-sirv to be able to analyse and assess overall intake produces a growth of this mean swirl angle up to 7 =
encine rcrtormtni'e and component behaviour with varying in- 130 with increasing angle of attack. As shown in Fig 10 T is
t,ikc sxxirl distortion intcntitv. LPC and IIPC delivery pres- independent of the reduced LP spool speed up to an angle of
m,,ircx antl temperatures were measured using rakes at two dif- attack of ao = 200. Above tit = 200 minor effects of the
fercnt circumfcrential positions in each case. To measure the spool-speed on the intensity of the generated cross flow were
exhjtust tcmperature after expansion in the turbine 9 harness found, resulting in a modest increase of f at lower speeds. This
thermocouples are locatcd at the exit of the LP turbine. influence of LP spool speed on " can mainly be attributed to

the fact that at high angles of attack the incident flow and the[he investtipt ion c,,mpried two parts: flow around the delta wing is changed significantly because of
measurement of the flow pitterns downstream of the delta blockage and variation of streamline curvature, caused by the
x% ing vith the rake presence of lateral flow constraints.
mneasurement of the effects of the intake distortion
generated on the stea•dy-state performance of the engine A very similar relationship between LP spool speed, angle of
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attack and intensity of the swirl was found in Ref 14. In this maximum thrust decr,!ise of 3% was measured while at higher

paper a swirl angle •,,(0) was defined by averaging the angu- spool speeds the thrust decreased by up to 9% at maximum

lar deviation in circumferential direction, i.e. neglecting the mean swirl ang,!, ind,Ipendent of the power setting.

radial component of the generated flow deflection, within a
critical sector. This swirl angle aM, obtained for a sector of 0 = An analysis of the measurements shows that a variation of the

900, was used for analytical calculations of the performance of delta wing incidence, i.e. a change of the simulated intake twin

a swirl distorted LPC using a theoretical distortion model, swirl intensity, at constant PLA did not decisively affect the

which considers four compressors working in parallel. bypass ratio. As the fuel-air-ratio is held constant by the con-

trol system, a mass flow reduction can only lead to a decrease
The difficulties in finding a suitable coefficient for the descrip- in thrust of approximately the same percentage. A comparison

tion of the intensity of the swirl including its direction of rota- of Fig 11 and Fig 12 shows that especially at high spool speeds

tion in connection with the tolerance of the engine resulted in the percentage of the thrust decrease is often more than twice

the decision to use the mean swirl angle f as a "swirl pa- the masss flow reduction. The difference can only be due to a

rameter". rematch of the cycle, giving lower component efficiencies and
thus a reduction of the core and bypass nozzle exit velocities.

The test results do not show any influence of the twin swirl

4. INFLUENCE OF GENERATED INTAKE SWIRL intensity on HP compressor operating points and overall

ON ENGINE PERFORMANCE turbine exp:insion. As discussed in the next chapter in greater
detail, the operating points of the LP compressor are shifted in

The engine tests for the investigations about the effects of the the map te lower reduced mass flows, pressure ratios and

simulated intake swirl on engine performance were carried out isentropic efficiencies with increasing swirl intensity.

using the following test procedure: The specified reduced

spool speeds were set at an angle of attack of efo = 00. During Fig 13 shows the effect of swirl intensity on the specific fuel

the subsequent variation of the angle of attack the engine consumption (SFC). As mentioned before, the engine control

rating was held constant (i.e. the power lever angle (PLA) was system regulates the fuel flow maintaining a constant fuel-air-

not clh,,ged). ratio in the core flow at constant PLA and the bypass ratio
does not change during variation of the swirl intensity. Thus

The decrease in reduced mass flow with increasing intensity of the reduction of fuel flow is directly associated with the

the generated twin swirl %% ithin the intake is shown in Fig 11. reduction of the total mass flow. Because of the high thrust

At low LP spool speeds (i.e. handling bleed open) the mass drop, this results in the SFC increase shown.

flow decreases with increasing mean swirl angle by up to 2%.

After the handling bleed was closed, a more significant mass

flow reduction was measured which reached a maximum of 5. LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR PERFOR-

5.5%. MANCE WITH INTAKE SWIRL DISTORTION

The test procedure used for these engine tests (i.e. constant It was necessary for further investigations to find a method to

PLA during %ariation of swirl intensity) did not ensure measure the performance map of the installed LPC. The pro-

constant LP' and fill spool speeds. A check of the spool speeds blem is, that the installed compressor can only follow the

at constant PLA showed a maximum decrease of LP spool operating line of the engine. Nevertheless, there are some pos-

speed of 0 2% at maximum swirl intensity for engine ratings sibilities of a defined changing of the engine working line on

with handling bleed open. For engine ratings with handling the basis of dilterent confipurations of the Larzac 04 engine:

bleed closed, the LP spool speed decreased by about 0.8%. a bleed from the IIPC into the bypass duct. This bleed air

The liP s.ooi speeds showed only minor variations. i.e. less leads to a throttling of the LPC over the whole operating

thin 0.1%, over the wh,,!.- operating range which, therefore, range and is especially severe in the upper partial power

were not considered in this investigation. The evaluation of the settin:' and at maximum power.

mass lioss reduction caused by a lower 1.,1 spool speed showed the bhyass nozzle can be separated from tne jet engine and

that in the lto% speed region it \\,as approximatcly in the same tests can be run without the nozzle. This leads to a

percentitge rige as, the .1P spool speed decrease. At higher significant unthrottling of'the IPC.

Npocl speed,, ie h.indling bleed closed) a mass 1lowk reduction running the engine with external air. This configuration is

of ().75;ý%,ais hound for PLA = 50' and PLA = 1010' and of 1.1% ,'vcry similar to the standard configuration.

for PLA = tV. the bypass nozzle area can he reduced by up to 28% of its

nominal area by fixing area restrictors at the exit of the

The mrass llow reduction resulting from the increasing twin nozzle. This leads to a throttling of the LPC.

swirl inten, its could be attributed to periodically changing in-
stitionirv t,•, conditions relative to the first rotor of the I.PC Thus it is possible to determine a surge point of the LPC by

and thus, to a resulting unsteady behaviour of this rotor, decreasing the bypass nozzle area by a certain amount and

opening the bleed valves at the same time. This observed surge

The effccts of intake ss, irl generated by the movable swirl can only occur in the LPC because throttling of the LPC leads

generitor on thrust are presented in Fig 12. The diagram to a constant surge margin of the I IPC.

showvs the reduction of thiiist, ,orrected to entry total

pressure, .ith increasing mean swirl angle. Similar to Fig 11 a Itowever, (lue to the exhaust gas temperature which is limited

difference can be noted between engine running with open and by the engine control system, it is not possible to run all of the

with cloised handling bleed. In the lower speed range a above mentioned engine contiigurations over the wvhole
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operating iange ol the compressor. Fig 14 shows the measured as a function of the swirl intcnsitv. These losses show a rising

performance trap o' the undistorted LPC whkh has been tendency even for moderate swirl distortion i.e. there is no

obtained in the wav mentioned before, tolerable limit of swirl intensity for the surge margin of the
compressor. A possible explanation can be that a swirl

Fig 15 shows the measured performance maps of the installed distortion atfects especially the tip region of the LPC which is
LPC for different intake twin-swirl intensities. The charac- often responsible for the location of the surge line.
teristics were obtained by changing the engine operating line
as described before. In comparison with engine operation A very important result of this investigation, also shown in Fig
without s\wirl distortion, an increase in the intensity of the swirl 15, is the fact that there is no variation of the standard working
distortion leads to a decrease in the reduced mass llow rate, line of the engine in the LPC pertormance map due to an in-

the pressure ratio, antd the isentropic efficiency. Furthermore, take swirl distortion. This means that all of the steady-state
there is a decrease of the surge margin of the compressor. operating points of the engine with intake swirl remain on the

undistorted operating line. This fact can be verified by
Fig 16 shov, s the decrease of the reduced mass flow, performance calculations (see chapter 6.)

rmreddistorted .100% (5.1) As a result of the traversed total pressure and total tempera-
red L ture distributions in the exit area of the compressor at dif-

tared, undistorted ferent measuring locations it is interesting to see if there is an

uniform or non-uniform circumferential distribution of these
parameters.

wi[th rared - ___
"? "P t2
Pt:2 The pressure ratio of the LPC is shown in Fig 18 for two dif-
n ferent measuring locations in circumferential direction at the

and nred t2 compressor exit. As can be seen, the decrease of the pressure
ratio is nearly equal at both measuring locations for the same

of the pressure ratio, mean swirl angle which leads to the conclusion that essentially
no total pressure distortion exists at the exit of the LPC in

F 1 LPdistorted 1 circumferential direction.

~LPundistorted In order to investigate the temperature rise in the compressor

the total temperature ratio was plotted versus the reduced
and of the isentropic efficiency speed in Fig 19 for two circumferential positions. A

comparison of the measured temperature ratios for the

S= I1 -- - - 1. 100% (5.3) various mean sNirl angles swith the measurements with

SUis,und1iýt rced undistorted intake flos shooed that at one location the
temperature ratio incrcases ssith increasing intensity of the

as a function of the mean swirl angle. The three graphs show swirl distortion, whe reas at the other location, it decreases
two distinct regions One of them refers to moderate swirl dis- with increasing intensity of the swirl distortion. This leads to

tortion. vhich leads to low loses. These are essentially indc- the conclusion that a circumferential total temperature

pendent on the power setting of the engine. The other region distortion exists at the exit of the LPC. This total t nperature

containing extensike sssirl distortion shows a significant distortion becomes more and more severe with increasing
increase in the losses, ss hich are additionally a function of the intensity of the swirl distortion at the compressor intake.

power setting if the engine. The reason for this phenomenon
is the tolerance of the bRiding of the compressor for changed This circumferential total temperature distortion is the result
incidence at the lst rotor of the LPC, caused by the generated of a change of the velocity triangles at the compressor entry.

intake swirl, up to a certain limit depending on the blading and The simulated twin swirl is in general a superposition of two
the inlet Mach number. When increasing the intensity of the bulk swirls, one co- and one counter-rotating to the rotation of

inlet swirl above this limit the losses of the main flow rise the LPC with different swirl centers. Accordingly, there is a
rapidly according to the cascade characteristic, vehich describes component of the absolute v'locity in the direction of the

the variation of the loss factor with incidence and relative circumferential velocity for the co-rotating and a component
Mach number. The working line range of the cascade is of the absolute velocity opposite to the circumferential velocity

considerably reduced with increasing Mach number, which for the counter-rotating part of the twin swirl at the
leads to higher sensitivit\ to distorted incidence in the tipper compressor entry in each case.
speed range

As a result there is a different increase in the total enthalpy

Fig 17 show,, the losses in surge margin for the co- and the counter-swirl causing a different increase in
the total temperature. This leads to the aforementioned non-

SSMdistorted 100% (54) uniform distribution of the total temperature at the exit of

-S _e "LPC in circumferential direction.Sundis torted

During the experimental investigations only minor changes of

SM = sL - WL the high-pressure compressor performance were noted. This
iWL -1 fact will be confirmed by a performance calculation for the
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1.Definition of the local swirl angle r
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4. Larzac 04 turbofan engine

rotating swirl rake

beilmouth intake -

swirl generator L__ARAO

5. Test arrangement for the engine investigations with distorted inlet flow
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6. Geometry of the full-scale delta wing (movable swirl generator)

adjustmenIt mechanism

4,1 profiled strut__

delta wing

'< intake duct

7. Movable swirl generator for full-scale investigations
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SAIN1STATION 13/21 STATION 3 STATION 5

6 ALSAI1?, RS H 148 STATION 2 RI 1663" 162
P. Pt. Tt AT 00 AND' 1800 R2 180 (AlP) R2 165 170,5 9HANSTEROUPS

R3 ISO R3 ~~176 179 9HANSTEROUPS
R4 194
R5 207 ROTATING SWIRL RAKE

R6219,5

8. Instrumentation of the Larzac 04 engine
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9. Cross flow pattern generated in the Larzac 04 intake
(a 230; nLPC/Tfl'2 = 1060 (min Tg )-I)
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10. Mean swirl angle as a function of the angle of attack of the delta wing at

different LP spool-speeds
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11. Reduction of corrected mass flow as a function of the mean swirl angle at

different LP spool-speeds
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12. Reduction of thrust as a function of the mean swirl angle at different LP
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14. Measured LPC characteristic with clean intake
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15. Measured LPC characteristic with intake swirl distortion
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16. Reduction of LPC performance parameters due to intake swirl distortion
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17. Reduction of LPC surge margin due to intake swirl distortion
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18. Pressure ratio measured at different circumferential LPC exit positions
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19. Total temperature ratio measured at different circumferential LPC exit

positions
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20. Comparison of calculated "C" and measured "M" total mass flow reduction
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22. Comparison of calculated "C" and measured "M" SFC increase
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Analyse en Vol de la Compatibilite'
Entree d'Air - Moteur

H. JOUBERT et J.L. EYRAUD
SNECMA Villaroche, 77550 Moissy-Crawayel, France

0 RESUME 1 INTRODUCTION

1Les problmes lids A la compatibilitd entreeLa mise au point d'un ensemble avion de d'air-moteur .iouent un r6le majeur dans lacombat-moteur performant passe par une mise au point d'un ensemble avion-moteuroptimisation de la compatibilitd entree d'air- performant.
moteur. Cette optimisation nkcessite des
essais en vol sp~cifiques au cours desquels la De nombreuses dtudes ont dt consacreles A ceperte: de marge au pompage des compresseurs sujet tant d'un point de vue thdoriquedue ý la distersion est d~terminke. La qu'ex pri mental (Rdf n'l). Cependant lamdthodologie gdndrale d'analyse de la plupart de ces 6tudes pr~seruent des rdsultatscompatibilitd entree d'air-moteur est ddcrite obtenus au sol en SOiffierie ou sur bancdepuis les premiers essais en soufflerie moteur. Peu de rdsultats obtenus en vol sontjusqu'aux essais en vol. Alin de determiner la disponibles.
perte de marge au pompage due A la
distorsion d'entrde d'air une instrumentation L'objectif de ce papier est de prdsenter lestr6s compl~te a dt insta~lle sur lavion essais en vol conduits par la SNECMA etMirage 2000 (Dassault Aviation) 6quipd du DASSAULT AVIATION sur lavion Miragemoteur M53-P2 (SNECMA). La procddure 2000 dquipd d un moteur M53-P2.d'essai ainsi que le traitement des signauxinstationnaires sont d~crits. Dans une premi&e partie nous passerons en

revue la nidthodologie g~n~rale des c6tudesLes correlations liant les coefficients de relatives A ]a compatibilitd entrde d'air-distorsion instationnaires ý la perte de marge moteur depuis les premiers essais enau pompage du compresseur Basse Pression soufflerie jusqu'A la phase finale des essais ensont prdsent~es. 11 est montrd qu'une Vol.
corrdlation A un seul param~tre permet
d'atteindre une prdcision de + 2 %. En Nous ddcrirons ensuite les moyens et larevanche l'utilisation d'une correlation A deux mdthodologie utilis~e pour obtenir desparamrtires (circonfdrentiel ot radial) permet pompages moteur A forte incidence. Lesde r~duire la precision A ± 1 ~.r~sultats des corr~lations liant la perte de

marge au pompage aux coefficients deL'utilisation au bane moteur dans un cai sson distorsions seront prdsent~s. Dans uned'altitude de manches de simulation de deminre partie, les essais rdalis~s au sol dansdistorsion instationnaire permet de reprcxiuire un caisson d'altitude avec une simulation dede faqon satisfaisante les phdnom~nes la distorsion instationnaire seront compattsobservds en vol et en particulier de mesurer aux rdsultats acquis en vol.
des valeurs de sensibilitd A la distorsion
similaires aux valeurs obtenus en vol. Cemoyen permet done d'am~liorer 2 MiETHIODOLOGIE
l'optimisation du moteur tout en rdduisant le
nombre d'essais en vol. Lors de la conception d'un nouveau moteur et

d'un nouvel avion, il est indispensable
d'analyser avec: pr~cision ]a marge au
pompage des compresseurs pour les cas de
vol les plus d~favorables.

Sur un avion de combat adaptd au vol
supersonique, lors du point fixe ou de prises
d'incidence rapide le contournement deIe6coulement autour des ltvres de l'entr~e
d'air provoque un d~collement important de
la couche limite.



iCes gros decollements sont cnvet~s par la Phase 3 : Essais au bane

manche A air jusqu'au compresseur bassepression qui est aliment6 par un dcoulement A l'issue des dtudes thdoriques et des essais
prsntn e ote ddrgndtsde en soufflerie, des manches de simulation

pression totale. La turbulence A grosses aatrsiu dcean esa eVols
structures gdndrde dans les d~collements rend plus critiques sont d~finies; et fabriqu~es.
ces hddodnid de pression instationnaireAfn d reouie es pnmns
assimilables A une sorte de bruit blanc sans Afoiynadqes similauires d eux ednomntrs

fr~jenc doinate.sur lentr~e d'air d'un avion, un pavilion non
L'optimisation de lensemble moteur-cellule axisymdtrique ýquipý6 de becquets est installd
rend n~cessaire une cooperation tr~s dtroite A l'amont du moteur (fig n*3)(Rdf n'5). Ce
entre l'avionneur et le motoriste de sorte que type de dispositif permet de reproduire assez
la prise en compte des distorsions fid~lement des conditions d'alimentation du
d'alimentation Soit r~alis& d~s le stade du compresseur proches de celles rencontr~es en
projet. Vol.

Nous altons maintenant d~crire les diff~rentes L'6oulement A lamont du moteur est mesurd
phases d'dtudes n~cessaires pour parvenir A A laide d'une virole compo,-tant 8 peignes A 5
eel optimum. prises de prsin stationnaire et

ESSAIS AU SOL (fig n'l) De la mn~me faqon qu'en soufflerie les
Phase I :Essais en soufferie signaux issus des eapteurs stationnaires et

instationnaires sont conditionn~s et analysds
Apr~s qu'un projet de dessin d'entrde d'air ait en temps rdel A laide de la chaine CATI (Rdf
6t fig6 par l'avionneur, un premier essai est n'4).
conduit en soufflerie afin de determiner les Dans un premier temps, les essais sontniveaux de distorsions instationnairescodisubacpteloprsuresoe
alimentant le mo*,eur pour les points les plus conunes auporante printuentato n p uisseu e stre
critiques du domaine de vol de l'avion. iu'nstle afitn de isrmenturer fuinementr

La cartographie de pression totale dans le l~coulement au sein du compresseur. La
ptan interface moteur-avion est mesurdc A mesure des pertes de marge au pompage

Pad 'npin e8bras comportant 5 permet Wttablir des corrdlations avec les
prides dun presigne deup 8 e4 aper coefficients de distorsion. Ces mesures sont
parises de pression, (Kuipt es 40i capturs compardes aux estimations thdoriques

larg bade assnte(Kultes (fg n2).effectu~es dans la phase 2 et un raffinement

Les signaux issus des capteurs rapides sont du bilan de compatibilitd entree d'air-moteur
conditiornnds, enregistrds et traitds en temps peut alors etre effectud.
reel avec: la Chaine d'Analyse et deEnscnliuesmnhsdsmlaonot
Traitement Instationnaire (CATI) afin En secondliees de ant un doeu aiulcatisnsont
d'obtenir en temps rdel les coefficients de dnsalttu devafnt de apoeher ae plusso
distorsion instationnaire ddlivrds par 1lentrde didltement posibl du f'ponctinemet dlus
d'air. fdeetpsil ufrcineetd

moteur installd dans lavion. Ces essais,
prdliminaires aux essais en vol, permettent de

Phase 2 : Conception des compresseurs reproduire au sal toutes les manoeuvres qui
seront rdalis~es en vol telles que transitoire

La connaissanee de la cartographie de rapide et lent, allumage de la post-combustion.
Ideoulement alimentant le moteur permet.
dans cette seconde phase, de rdaliser desIs pretet d rier e bn
estimations th~oriques du comportement co pormtement du oeu avante son preie
doj moteur vis A vis des distorsions. vonnagtement dussture Iavn sonureitdes

premiers vols. De plus, au cours; de ces
Ces calculs sont r~alisds A l'aide de m~thodes essais, la marge au pompage r~siduelle est
simplifides telles que les compresseurs en dgalement mesur~e afin de verifier sur le
parallle (Ref n'1) ou de m~thodes plus moteur complet les valeurs ddtermin~es au
complexes telles que celles d~crtes dans la banc partiel compresseur.
rt~fdrence n'3.

Ces m~thodes sont utilisdcs pour dt~terminer ESSAIS EN VOL (fig n*5)
la perte de marge au pompage des
compresseurs due A la distorsion ainsi que Ie Phase I : Caract~risation de la distorsion
comportement local de 1l6coulement au
niveau de chaque roue des compresseurs. Le L'objeetif de ces essais est de mesurer en vol
projet de compresseur peut alors &tre optimisd la distorsion alimentant le moteur. Le plan
en prenant en compte toutes les conditions de interface avion-moteur est 6quipý de Ia virote
vol et en particulier les conditions de mesures instationnaires utilis~e pour tes
d'alimentation rencontr~es dans les phases de essais au sot au bane moteur (fig n'4).
vol A grande incidence.

A lissue de ces deux premieres phases, un
premier bilan de la compatibilitd entrdce
d'air-moteur peut didjA etre dtabli.



Ces mesures permettent de calculer En outre, trois capteurs instationnaires de
1'efficacitd de l'entr& d'air ainsi que les pression statique sont insta11ds sur la paroi do
coefficients de distorsion pour tous les points la virole afin de ddtecter l'apparition du
du domaine de vol. Ces valeurs, peuvent alors pompage moteur.
Wte compar~es aux. rdsultats des essais en
soufflerie. Elles sont dgalement utilisdes pour De plus, afin de mesurer le taux. de
vdrifier la bonne compatibilitd de 1'entrde compression du compresseur basse pression,
d'air et du moteur. des peignes de pression totale sont implants

dans le plan de sortie du compresseur.

Phase 2 :MNesure de la marge au pompage

La demni~e phase de la ivise au point deAcustode srs

1[ensemble avion-moteur consiste A Les mesures stationnaires sont amplififes puis
determiner la perte de marge au pompage due filtr~es k Paide d'un filtre passe-bas A 7 Hz.
aux distorsions. Le moteur est dquipd de la Les signaux sont ensuite numdrisds A la
mime instrumentation que pour la phase n'1 cadence de 16 H4 puis sont transmis au sol
mais le syst~me de regulation du moteur est via une tdldmesure (fig n06). L~es signaux
adaptd afin de pouvoir modifier la ligne de issus des capteurs instationnaires sont filtr~s A
fonctionnement des compresseurs pour laide d'un filtre passe-haut A 0.25 Hz et d'un
pouvoir g~n~rer des pompages du moteur. filtre passe-bas A 500 Hz. Ces mesures sont

ensuite multiplexdes et enregistr~es sur un
De la ni~me faqon qu'au cours des essais au magndtophone analogique embarqud (fig
sol au banc moteur, des corrdlations perte de n-7).
marge au pompage coefficients de distorsion
sont &~ablies.

Traitement des signaux
Ce sont ces derni~res correlations qui sont
utilis~es pour ajuster l'optimisation de Au sol, les signaux analogiques sont
['ensemble entrrde d'air-moteur avant les d~multiplexds puis nuin~risds ý la fr~quence
essais en vol tinaux prr~paratoires A la mise en de 1250 Hz. Les pressions instationnaires
ser. ice de Pavion. sont filtr&s numdriquement A la fr~quence de

rdvolution du moteur. Les signaux
Apr~s cette breve description de Fensemble instationnaires sont a -ioutds alix signavx
des travaux. A -,cncr pour a~swcr !' stationnaires afin d'obtenir un signal complet
compatibilitd entree d'air-moteur, nous allons permettant le calcul de 1'efficacitd et des
ddtailler la derni~re phase des essais en vol. coefficients de distorsions instantan~s.
Nous comparerons les r~sultats obtenus en
vol a%-ec ceux issus du banc moteur au sol.

3.2 Essais au caisson d'altitude

3 MATERIEL UTILISE Instrumentation

3.1 Essais en vol Comme il a &6 d~crit dans le chapitre
prdc~dent, une manche non axisymdtrique

Ces essais en vol ont Wti conduits sur un gdndrant des d&ollements est install~e devant
avion de combat M irage 2000, conqu et le moteur afin de reproduire un elcoulement
fabriquý par DASSAULT AVIATION. Ce similaire A celui rencontrd sur I'avion (fig
chasseur multir6le permet A la fois n'3). La virole instationnaire utilis~e lors des
l'interception. I'attaque et ]a p~ncdtration, it essais en vol est install~e dans le plan
atteint une vitesse de Mach 2.2. Le moteur interface manche-moteur afin de caractdrnser
M53-1`21 quipant cet avion a W conqu et est la distors~on instationnaire d~Iivr~e par la
fabriqu6 par la SNECMA. Sa pousske au sol manche de simulation
avec r~chauffe est de 9500 daN, it est (fig n'4).
monocorps double flux. Le compresseur
basse pression est composd de 3 dtages sans Acquisition et traitement des mesures
roue directrice d'entr&~.

Au sol les mesures stationnaires et
Instrumentation instationnaires sont conditionn~es,

enregistr~es et anallystes en temps r~el. Ceci
Pour rdaliser les mesures de distorsion etrai6iFieduecan oqee
instationnaire, une virole de mesure a dt Uesralops& pa laid dune Cha.n o~
conque et fabriqu~e par la SNECMA (fig veoP pr[SNCA
n'4). Celle-ci comporte 8 Peignes *sabre" ý Ce syst~me est articul6 sur deux p6les (fig
prises de pression. Chaque prise est i~quip&en8
d'un capteur stationnaire diff~rcrntiel CZ1077 n8
et d'un capteur instationnaire absolu - d'une part un syst~me d'acquisition, de
ENDEVCO I large bande passante. Les numdrisation et de stockage sous forme d'un
capteurs stationnaires diffdrentiels sont relids message numdrique A haute densitd du type
A un capteur baromdtnique absolu SE4O. P.C.M.

Cette technologie a &6~ sklectionn&e afin - dautre part d'un calculateur vectoriel qui
d'obtenir une pr~cision satisfaisante malgrý permet de traiter en temps rtel les signaux
les fluctuations de tempdrature et les instationnaires afin d'obtenir les coefficients
vibrations induites par l'environnement sdv~re de distorsion instantands.
d'un moteur avionrid.



Cet &juipement est implant6 dans une o La quatri~me dtape de lanalyse
remorque mobile inddpendante de sorte consiste A determiner le taux de
qu'ele soit transportable sur tous les sites oO compression et le debit du
les essais de distorsion sont ria~isds compresseur au moment du pompage
(soufflenies, bancs partiels, bancs moteurs .. *. afin de determiner ]a perte de marge

au pompage due A la distorsion.
Celle-ci est d~finie de la fagon

4 RESULTATS suivante:

4.1. Prod~dure
LIGWE DE POMPAGE

L'objectif des essais de pompage en vol est de B SANS5 DISTORSION

provoquer un pompage du compresseur DERPPRTSIO

basse-pression pour des conditions de vol P,'P
bien identifides (altitude, Mach, incidence,
ddrapage, rdgime moteur). Pour atteindre cet
objectif la manoeuvre suivante a di mise au

pointPOINT Df POUPAGE
pitA AVEC DISTORSION

- Avion & faible incidence

Le moteur est rdduit A faible rdgimc. '-:I ISOVITESSE DU COMPRESSEIJE

section de tuy~re du moteur est fermde A
laide d'un syst~me de regulation sp~cifique DBTSADR
de sorte que le compresseur fonctionne A un DBTSADR

taux de compression plus 6lev6. Le moteur
est ensuite accdlcdrd jusqu'aU regime nominal, (P/P) B - (P/P) A
la vitesse de l'avion s'61ve jusqu'A Mach PRS = ____________

0.95. P )B

oýi (P/P)A est le rapport de pression de
- Prise d'incidence pompage avec distorsion.

Parvenu A Mach 0.95, le pilote met lavion A (P/P)8 est le rapport de pres,,ion de
cabrer, l'incidence augmente, le niveau de pompage sans distorsion pour le mn~me di~bit.
distorsion de pression totale dans la manche Cette valeur est issue des essais au sol avec
s'accroit et lorsqu'elle atteint la valeur une alimentation homog~ne.
correspondante A la limite de stabilitd du
compresseur le moteur se met A pomper. o La derni~re phase de ce travail

consiste, ý laide de lensemble des
informations recuejllies pour tous les

- Retour I faible incidence pompages, A rechercher des
corrdlatlons entre la perte de marge au

Le pilote met alors Favion A piquer de sorte pompage et les coefficients de
que lincidence et la distorsion d~croisse. L-- distorsion.
regime moteur est r~luit puis parvetnu A faible
incidence le pilote peut engager une nouvelle Caract~risation de la distorsion
manoeuvre avec un nouveau r~glage moteurAfnd cactrsr acaogahe e

(fig 09).pression totale alimentant le moteur, un
certain nombre de crit~res ont 6t propuses et

4.2 Analys sont utiliso-s par les motoristes et les

A l'issue du vol. des bandes niagn~tiques vonus(en7)
contenant les informations stationnaires et Pour ces essais la SNECMA a utilisd
instationnaires sont cr&s pour ktre traitdes en plusieurs types de coefficient de distorsion,
temps diffdr6 au sol. les meilleurs r~sultats ont W acquis avec les
L~e traitement est effectud de la faqon suivante coefficients (KO - KRA2). Par consequent

"o Les coefficients de distorsion es srdutssco psnd.

instantandes et les rressions statiques A partir d'une instrumentation comportant 5
de paroi sont cak .11es pour chaque couronnes de 8 prises rdparties tous les 45'
instant de discrdtisa'ion (1250 Hz) les coefficients KO et KRA2 se d~finissent de
puis sont tracds en fonction du temps. la faqon suivante

"o L'apparition du pompage du 1
compresseur est rep&&~ sur le trac6 KE)j xc
des pressions statiques en fonction du .Rj

temps. Ke J=

"o La troisi~me dtape consiste A identifier
Ie plus fort niveau de distoision .~¶ Rj
prd&~dant le pompage et qui l'aja
provoqud. La cartographic de pression
totale ainsi que les diff~rentsOt
coefficients de distorsionsont alors Rj est le rayon de Ia couronne
calcul~s pour cet dv~nement.



4
KOj Max (_4n) La perte de inarge aui pompage calculde avec

n= njj cette correlation en utilisant les coefficients de
distorsion initiateurs du pompage est

Aj n na~ ý+bj20) repri~sent&e en fonction de la perte de marge
8 effectivement mesurde (fig n' I12).

1 ~ Avec ce type de corr~Iation la pri~cision est
aj0  Pij cos(mnAe) am~Iioride et atteint + I % en valeur absolue.

8 Comparaison avec les essais au sol

b - Pij sin(inAO) Afin de valider la mi~thodologie g~n~rale
8 d'essais d~crite au chapitre 2, Ia SNECMA a

coniu et fabriqud une maniche de simulation
repri~sentative de, ]a distorsion ddlivrde par le

Q pression dynamnique stationnaire dans le Mirage 2000. Ua cartographie de pression
plan de mesure. totale fournie par la manche de simulation est

5 ~compar~e A une carte typique relevrde dans
1 l'entr~e d'air do Mirage 2000. L'allureZ (P - -Pj) -g~n~rale de lecoolement est bien ersnd

J~l Rjavec deux zones ý haute pression situ~es dans
KRA2 - ______________le haut de la nianche et one zone ý basse

5 pression plac~e dans Ia partie infidrieure. Lies
coefficients KO d~livr~s par ces deux manchies

,E1 R sont ýgalement en bon accord puisque I'on
J=1 Rjmesure one valeur de 0.35 a", sol poor on

objectif mesuri6 en vol de 0.34 (fig n' 13).
o6j P est la pression moyenne de Ia carte

Cette manche a W install~e dans on caisson
Pj est Ia pression moyenne sur Ia couronne d'altitude do Centre d'Essais des Propolseurs

Jý (Saclay, France) devant oin moteur M53-P2.
Des pompages do comrpressCUr basse pression

Lie coefficient KO est bas6. sur on ont ýt provoqo~s ao reginie nominal par one
d~iveloppement en s~rie de Fourier de Lt fermeture de la tuy&e. Ces essais ont 6t
pression totale de chaque cooronne, il attriboe &6 analysies selon one proc~dure analogue
on poids inversement proportionnel au rang de celle utilis~e, en vol.
Iharmonique. De plus la distorsion
circcrnfi~rentielle est pond~ri~c par I inverse do La comparaison des rdsultats au sol avec les
rayon de soirte que les distorsions situ~es ao essais en vol a &6 faite d'une part avec la
moyeu do compresseor aient plus d'importance corrtdlation en KO uniqoement et d'au-ýe part
qUc les distorsions situ~es en tiote. en utilisant Ia correlation A deux par--m~tres

d~terminde en vol. Les poinits obtenues au sol
Lie coefficient KRA2 est on indicateur de Ia sont en bon accord avec les corrdlations :3sues
distorsion radiale. De 1,t mi~me faqon que pour des essais en vol ce qoi confirme la validitr6 de
Ie coefficient KO Ia distorsion radiale de Ia m~thodologie utilisde.
chaquc couronne est pond&&~ par I inverse dui
rayon.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Ces deox coefficients sont adimcnsionn~s par

iapression dynamnique stationnaire dans le plan La mist au point d'un ensemble avion de
dc mnesore de sort,- que ces coefficients soient combat-moteur optimise n~cessite Ia r~aisation
pco sensihles aux varianAons Ae &bhit moteor. de nombreuses 6tudes tant thdoriques

qu'expt~i men tales au so] ou en vol.
L~a demni~e phase de cette optimisation est

Corr~Iations Pompage - Distorsion constitu~e par la r~alisation d'essais en vol.
Ceci a &6 conduit sur on Mirage 2000 6quipiý

Au coors dc cetic campagne d'essai en vol d'un M53-P2. Lie plan interface entree d'air-
rcalbs& sur le Mirage ?O00IM53-P2, one moteur a 6t 6quiip4 d'une virele de mesures
dizaine de pompage du coropresseur basse instationnaires.
riression ont &6tt cxpoiti~s aur rt~gine nominal, Lies diff~rents pompages provoqu~s du moteor

gont W analyses A laide de cette
a4 preini&r: exploitation a Llid r~ahise en instrumentation et ont permis de ddfinir one

,:on.id~rant le seol coefficient KO. La correlation- perte de marge au pompage
nr&ision ohienoc est de ± 2 IT/ sur Ia valeur coefficients de distorsion precise A ± I %

ah,ýolue de ]a perte de niarge au pompage (fig Lssmltosd itrincnutsa
n Hi Lssmltosd itrincnutsa

caisson d'altitude au sol ont permis de
Aifin d'amIitortr !a pr~cision de [a pr~diction ddterminer des sensibilitds A la distorsion
oine corrdlation faisant intersenir A la fois la similaires au sol et en vol.
distorsion ci rcon fdrentielle et la distorsion
radiale A 61 rccherch&~. C'elle ci se prdser. e Ces r~sultats confirment la confiance que Ion
ulus Ia forme foniction hilrntaire de KO pebt apporter aux sirmulations rd-als~es au sol
et de KRA2 afin d'optimiser le moteor avant les vols de

sorte que la dur~e des essais en vol poisse etre
r~duite.

A PRS Kx KO + K, x KRA2
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SUMMARY

PTP/PTO Ratio of ejector drive pressure to upstream

Feasibility studies have been conducted into the use of military total pressure
turbine powered simulators (MTPS) for wind tunnel research RALS Remote Augmented Lift System
on typical Harrier/AV8B and ASTOVL aircraft. S&C Stability and Control

SHP Shaft Horse Power
The MTPS approach has shown significant promise for full T Temperature (°K)
simulation of inlet airflow ratio and nozzle thrust W,Wt Airflow, inlet airflow (lb/sec)
representations. The studies 'wrc made in two parts. In the X/D Ratio of inlet/nozzle spacing to fan/compressor
first instance simulation of the basic Pegasus of the diameter
Harrier/AV8B was examined. A simulator at I to 7.5 model
scale using compressed air drive has been shown to be feasible. I INTRODUCTION
The design develops 467 SHP and is well adapted for use in
available high-speed and low-speed wind tunnels. In the low- Ine current approach to ASTOVL wind tunnel model
speed facility a strut mounted arrangement coupled to the representations needs to be set against that arising for
existing external force balance presents only minor difficulties; conventional take-off and landing (CTOL) combat aircraft.
for the high-speed tunnel further work is required to
develop/refine an internal balance/sting arrangement. The established approach to wind tunnel research for CTOL is
Overboard bleed is used in an optimised manner to match cycle to test a suite of models consisting of:
requirements to the need for minimum compressed air feed and
bleed cross sectional area. a) Comolete forces and pressures model of the aircraft,

with free flow through the air intake ducts and the best
In subsequent studies cycles and layouts appropriate to the possible representation of the geometry of the intake
evolving ASTOVL powerplants have been examined. It is and afterbody allowing for the pyesence of the support
shown that MTPS designs can be developed to match a sting;
representative ASTOVL layout although compromises may be
required to the support strut design to suit airfeed and bleed b) Specialised intake models to study the effects of changes
requirements. in intake mass flow and intake geometry on the intake

internal (recovery, distortions) and external (spillage

This paper concludes with a recommendation for a staged drag) performance;

evolution of ASTOVL model simulations which is geared to a
realistic ASTOVL project timescale in a cost effective manner. c) Specialised afterbody/nozzle models which can include

representation of both true blowing nozzle geometry (at
appropriate NPR) and with geometry matched to that
tested in a) above with free flow NPR matching and

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS with sting representations where appropriate.

ASTOVL Advanced Short Take-Off, Vertical Landing The overall predicted full scale CTOL engine/airframe
AN ANOZZLE (sq ft) performance is derived from a lift/thrust/drag synthesis of the
BPS Blown powerplant simulator results from all three CTOL model representations. For CTOL
CL. Cm Lift, pitching moment coefficients aircraft layouts it has been reasonable to regard the various

&L, 6 CD,bCm Incremental lift, drag, pitching moment aerodynamic interferences associated with intake conditions,
CMAPS Compact Multi-Mission Aircraft Powered nozzle conditions and airframe conditions (MFR, NPR, CL,

Simulator CM) to be relatively 'uncoupled'; however, for future ASTOVL
CTOL Conventional Take-Off and Landing designs this is not likely to be an acceptable assumption and the
D,6 Diameter (in) 'conventional' suite of models will not alone suffice.
EPS Ejector Powered Simulator
HGR Hot Gas Reingestion For ASTOVL aircraft the full suite of low speed and high
LP,HP Low pressure, high pressure speed aerodynamic wind tunnel models should include the
M Mach number above 'conventional' suite as well as a 'simulator' based model
MFR Mass Flow Ratio (intake capture ratio) that permits simultaneous representation of intake and exhaust
MTPS Military Turbine Powered Simulator streams with full airframe representation. Only in this manner
MoU Memorandum of Understanding will it be possible to make appropriately accurate
NCR Duct to Nozzle Exit Contraction Ratio representations of the complex engine/airframe interferences;
NPR Nozzle Pressure Ratio thus, in turn, permitting development of suitable flight control
P Pressure (psia, bar) systems and margins.

4



The model turbine powered simulator (TPS) approach has been it is likely that 'coupled' aerodynamics will arise in a
recognised for some years. In Europe and the USA the TPS significant portion of the overall operating envelope of an
has been widely used in pursuit of conventional transport ASTOVL aircraft.
engine/airframe interference investigations (Refs 1,2) whilst the
CMAPS (compact multi-mission aircraft powered simulator) 'Close-coupled' aerodynamics will also arise if vectored or
has been developed in response to the need for military TPS deflected jets are located close to the wing or control surfaces
representations (Refs 3,4). In general, for transport or combat or when intake airflows result in significant interferences at
aircraft types, less costly and less sophisticated simulations control or lifting surface locations.
using compressed air ejector powered (EPS) and blown
powered (BPS) models have been extensively used. However, It is clear from the above and examination of the candidate
for current and future STOVL projects exploitation of ASTOVL powerplants (Ref 5), that most, if not all, practical
sophisticated TPS techniques has yet to emerge. ASTOVL designs will feature 'coupled' aerodynamics and that

powered model simulations will be required in hover, low
In this note we piesent the results of a set of STOVL MTPS speed (and possibly high speed) ASTOVL wind tunnel studies.
feasibility studies starting with examination of Pegasus/Harrier In Figures 1,2 the various significant aerodynamic interactions
AV8B representation and progressing to more advanced relevant to current and future STOVL aircraft are summarised.
ASTOVL arrangements. Lewis (Ref 5) has provided a The need for full flow field model representations using
comprehensive guide to propulsion systems for ASTOVL and simulators with 'live' inlet and exhaust flows (inlet ram drag,
a suitable starting point for the current work. nozzle thrust levels) is clearly evident.

2 ENGWINE/AIRFRAME DESIGN TRENDS ©EEtAMN,•t •(

INLET STREAMTUBE JET ENTRAINMENT JET INDUCEO DOý,NWASH
JET ENTRAINMENT INDUCED INDICEFD DOWNWASH &JET 'FOUNTAIN' FLOWRAFT DRAG' VEfTUAINE LIFT T'E•NALTY (SUCEDOWNI STAB'LY I JONT'L EFFELTS

The term 'close-coupled aerodynamics' has come into vogue as R

a means of distinguishing between those engine/airframe
designs and operating conditions in which

a) the air intake and nozzle system flows create significant
interferences with respect to each other and/or which,
when combined, create interferences to airframe
surfaces differing from the sum of the individual
interferences; and those in which r .<.

b) air intake/airframe interference and nozzle J-•

flow/airframe interferences can be justifiably regarded -_ -- _. . ...
as separate, independent effects which can be summed /. .
(6 CL, 6CM, 5CD) to yield the overall aerodynamic data.

Some clarification is necessary since it is clear that, in subsonic FAT NEAR-FIELO ET FOUNTAIN FLOW JET 6R-NTNO EOS(ION
flow, in principle at least, all flow field elements are required JET 'FONTAIN FLOW LIFT AUGMENTATION AIRFRAME HEATINC,10( rUSISHIN'. OUSTCLOUIC/ENVIPONMENT

for fully representative aerodynamic modelling; however, it is
not practical to represent either intake flow or nozzle flows as Fig I STOVL AERODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS
well as the overall airframe without significant geometric NEAR M = 0
compromises; some geometric additions (stings, struts) have
generally proved inevitable for wind tunnel model simulations.

The advent of closely integrated propulsion/airframe systems as
exemplified by the Pegasus/Harrier design led to a clear need (A) ( •)
for enhanced simulation capability and it is relevant to consider ,IT WIIEiiN[I/JFlI AFI JJ,0.LNO/ýiPFLAMTI'f•F IFT/ IF I t AI OPM, JE W /•1 I

some simple parameters which can be used to characterise the UIM, INFPAIETRINA TlIJEP URAL iNICPAJt1NS

layout.
\ I /

Thus, aircraft designs in which

X/D)front nouzles 3, where X is length from the intake ( -_

face to the front nozzle and D is the fan/compressor
face diameter

will undoubtedly feature 'close-coupled' aerodynamics for
many ASTOVL flight conditions; whereas for designs in which 0 ]O

E0
X/D)front nozzles 4Ž 8 /f GMYt f I/ jtZEfEIfE-NhlIt FACE DISTORTIONS AN9L`Fft k•NED[ENI /Nt F•ZIEOW R

S FPRRSUON[ RTOVERV NOZZE/ FRAEFSTREAM ANIAFA [IETINIJENT

the aerodynamics will frequently be considered to be IN UtIw [ NTERATIONS SiJeC EFFECT

'uncoupled'; in the range Fig 2 STOVL AERODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS

3 !5 X/D ! 8 FOR M V-0



3 ENtGiNE C•YCLE TRENDS; AND SIMULATOR
BACKGROUND \ / /i

Fig 3 shows the operating characteristics of a range of mid- r-3s 5 •,Z/ •// 2-•//
1980s and projected mid-1990s full scale military powerplants NP - ___

in terms of nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) and inlet air flow per EPS• 1 t• •/(/

unit nozzle area, WI/AN. This airflow parameter reflects the 95t5SSRE / SNTELCPE

tact that, for a simulator to give adequate representation, it is R5r s "0 • •

widely accepted that the inlet MFR and nozzle NPR should be
equal to, or close to, those of the full scale powerplant; also 2 3 I " •i'/
the inlet external geometry and the exposed nozzle geometry
must be correctly scaled along with the aircraft airframe
geometry. The plot of Fig 3 is based, in part, on Bailey (Ref ' RE ,98s
3), and partly on projected engines including those considered
under the UK/USA ASTOVL MoU. This figure clearly ___________

demonstrates the trend towards higher nozzle pressure ratios • 12• ' • 0
for future military engines.WIE/N:--

NPR ,E,]P

a: /

25505'/5s0 : .. •0' ' .?54

Fig 4 SIMULATOR & FULL SCALE CYCLE

" :• • • ;• ' ;•oCHARACTERISTICS

Fig 3 MILITARY POWERPLANT CHARACTERISTICS
0-. mlL-•

It should be noted here. howeser, that the simulator package H -- •• !`•
does not necessarily need to match the full scale enin lines: MACHli".'-

the requirement is to match the installation airflows at certain NUMBER l•'"...,
specific (inlet, nozzle) locations and to provide an accountable r' .ex-p-"-'eorym

set of internal flow pressure, temperature, mass flow and thrust 3 5.- ,.%

conditions. The simulator must, however, fit within the /"/eo

airframe lines, with due allowance for the model support strut/s /..- -,,'epren

In Figure 4 the cycle characteristics of EPS and CMAPS MACHK
simulators are compared to the full scale engine cycles It is NUMBER
clear that, compared with the CMAPS version of MTPS, the I i

EPS is deficient in inlet mass flow for the cases whe~e high 10. I •
specific thrusts, or high NPR, are involved. In References " -.
3,4,6,7,8 extensive data is given for CMAPS performance --

whilst References 9 and 10 give the essential features of EPS "
for high speed wind tunnel models. Before leaving the
comparnsoas of EPS and TPS it is important to note that a 0 •' 20 31)PPO0

supersonic/subsonic dual mixing mode of operation can arise i/r
when very high single stage EPS performance is required. Fig 5 EPS CYCLE HYSTERESIS CHARACTERISTICS
This dual mode operation results in a hysteresis loop of
predictable but undesirable character in the mass augmentation NPR within an acceptable stmulator package size. We can
ratio cycle of the EPS; Fig 5 is from Whiitaker (Ref 10) who expect to find that the MTPS must be closely matched to, and
has provided a very clear description of this dual (hysteresis) developed for, the defined full scale ASTOVL powerplant/
cycle behaviour, airframe. In this context it has been found that carefully

developed civil turbofan simtilators can match essential fan and
This brief comparison has pointed the way for further attention core operating pressure ratios with largely representative inlet
to be paid to achievement of fully representative WI/AN and airfiows, whilst matching package size constraints.



It is also clear that, despite the strength of the civil TPS Early cycle analyses demonstrated that it was necessary to use
background, the development of a specific ASTOVL simulator overboard bleed to achieve the best overall match to the
is likely to absorb significant time and effort. Clearly, too, an required nozzle conditions. This approach was allied to a
inventory of simulator design expertise will reduce technical mixed flow process for rear nozzle simulation and in all
risks when firm future project requirements emerge. The reflects similar design decisions to those reached in the
direction chosen for the current study was to examine: development of CMAPS, albeit to a quite different overall

specification.
a) Pegasus/Harrier AV8B simulator design as a possible

basis fOr a more extensive technique evolution exercise The cycle analysis data of Reference 11 has shown that the
noting that the costly conventional model components simulator cycle can be optimised to minimise both drive gas
exist at a suitable scale (1/7.5) and that a large model strut (or sting) sectional area and bleed flow area.
and full-scale data base exists covering all relevant
flight phases; and FRONT JETS REAR JETS

b) a particular ASTOVL variant based on a generic
aircraft layout and specific full-scale engine cycle
requirements allied to wind tunnel constraints in respect 7 ST--TAl w STRUT
to size and compressed air supply. INTAKE OPS _:: STRIN

3 STAGES

4 PEGASUS SIMULATOR STUDY [SHAT SP'EE 262zrp 2 STAGES

SHAFT HORSEPOWER 467

It was first decided that a sea level standard take-off power STATION TEMP PRESSURE FLOW AREA MACH NO

specification would provide sufficient and representative 'K PSIA LB/SEC SO INS

simulation requirements recognising that high speed cycle data 0 293 14 70 8 05 -

would be similar, Table 1. The I to 7.5 scale simulator design 1 293 14 70 8 05 28 36 0 so
2 086 1 30 92 8 05 16 05 0 S2is compared to the scaled Pegasus engine in Figure 6. It 3 386 33 92 4 56 2 - 3 52 0

should be noted that the aim was for fully scaled intake 4 3661 33 92 3 48 -

airflow, front and rear nozzle pressure ratios with cold flow 5 349 8 28 36 5 71 - -

simulation of the rear jets (if necessary). The wind tunnel 6 349 8 28 36 S 71 2 S 01 1
7 293 400 2 23 0 26 015

conditions were also to be sea level standard day for intake a 293 00 12 74 1 48 0 'S
airflow (1 bar pressure level, 288"K temperature). 9 233 148 2 12 74 3 55 0 7S

MODEL SCALE 1 to 7 5

INTAKE FRONT NOZZLE REAR NOZZLE Fig 7 CYCLE DATA FOR MTPS PEGASUS
F/S MODEL F/S MODEL F/S MODEL IN HARRIER/AV8B MODEL

TOTAL AREA (sq n) 2 2-198 2o3"52 2- 282 2x5 01
NOZZLE DIAMETER on - 21 - 2 5 Fig 7 shows the overall cycle selected with values of the key
MASS FLOW (Ib/sec) 453 8 257 4 6 196 TBD variables. It is notable tlaO full it~q ., airfl,, and nozzle
TOTAL P

2
ESSURE (PSIA) 14 7 14 7 33 92 33 92 28 36 28 36 v s n, lr d

TOTAL TEMP (OK) 288 288 398 398 960 TB7 pressure ratio (front and rear) simulation is achieved. The flow
NPR - 2 31 2 31 1 93 1 93 chart also indicates that the compressor flow feed to the rear

TBD - To be deter-mined during study nozzles is supplemented by mass addition from the compressed
(drive) airfeed to compensate for the absence of heat addition
(in the full scale gas generator). A two stage turbine of inlet

TABLE I SPECIFICATION I)ATA FOR PEGASUS SIMULATOR hub/tip ratio 0.90 and exit hub/tip ratio of 0.775 has been

designed to give the 467 SHP required. With an inlet tip
In the course of the study (Ref II) compressor and turbine relative Mach number of 0.95 and a hub/tip ratio of 0.513 the
cycle analyses were developed in parallel with schematic model 3 stage compressor design is conventional to match the Pegasus
Pegasus layouts. In all cases the compressed air drive gas was fan cycle. In Fig 8 it is shown that, in order to use a
to be introduced either along a sting from aft or along a strut comparatively conservative compressor design, a growl in the
from nominally above the rear nozzles, length above scale Pegasus Mk 103 was adopted; this growth

implies a foreshortened air intake duct to mate to the revised
""'. • .compressor face location.

study based on the needs for compressor and turbine
-- component assemblies as well as provision of the complex

_,4 -• ,.internal flow manifolds, as shown in Fig 8.

: 0,_ In Figure 8 the airfeed is illustrated for a sting mounted

...... ",' assembly; an alternative strut mounted design has also been
shown to be feasible. A suitable region between the front and

K., i:,,•',- T. >:is, 4•. sr' , • rear nozzles has been recognised as a possible location for an

I •4N'.O ,.,, -F ,:>,.r ., , , annular 6-component force balance; however, appreciable

. ' r•additional study would be required before the characteristics of

Fig 6 SCHEMATIC LAYOUT OF 1/7.5 SCALE a bellows airfeed flexure system and annular force balance

PEGASUS SIMULATOR could be firmly defined.
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Fig 8 PEGASUS MODEL ENGINE SIMULATOR LAYOUT

Schematic designs of the aerofoil section strut for both model the purpose of a relatively detailed feasibility study whilst
support and compressed airfeeds (feed and bleed) was also accepting that design variations would inevitably arise in a real
carried out in Reference 11; this work is generally relatively project ASTOVL scenario.
routine for an established force balance. In a comparable
programme involving a strut supported twin TPS civil model a The basic specification for the model/simulator stated that the
set of airfeed flexures and swivel joints has been engineered design must provide:
without serious difficulty.

a) scaled air intake geometry and airtlow;
The simulator flow paths have been designed to permit the use b) scaled nozzle geometry and flow area;
ot rotating nozzles for vertical, vectored or horizontal thrust c) fully representative Nozzle Pressure Ratios (NPR);
modes and with appropriate nozzle rakes placed at the plane of d) a simulator to fit within the defined airframe geometry;
nozzle rotation. e) compressed airfeed requirements within defined facility

pressure/temperature/ flow capacities:
From the above study it was concluded that a full f) a minimised demand for strutlairfeed cross-sectional
representation of Pegasus in Harrier/AV8B is feasible, giving area;
100% intake airflow at a realistic model scale of 1 to 7.5 using g) for simulation at 2.5 bar wind tunnel (ambient) pressure
a comprcsscd-air driven MTPS design of 467 SHP, although level to maximise overall Reynolds number levels for
the intake duct shape has had to be compromised slightly, improved aerodynamic simulationi of aero-propulsion
Further studies have pointed the way to representation of inte~ractions.
advanced Pegasus variants. By adoption of less conservative •;',; Y:,
compressor stage designs it is likely that an advanced Pegasus .....---. •- '
can be represented with only modest increases in scaled C4 •..• . , ,
compressor length. " '

S.... ,°': .z .A.1

AIRLW 5, 7;r< n7S

F ASTVL SIMULATOR STUDY MODEL ENGINE .MLT L

5.1 General leouirements ..

In a follow-up study (Ref 12) the specific aspects of MTPS .- r APPox •ocdesign for simulation of a RALS (remote augmented lift ': i-t study [hilst

spotadcmrse ifes(edadbedwaa ls acceptin that dein variations w[ould invtbyaie inarl

systemd engine variant in a generic ASTOVL layout were scenario
addressed. The study was aimed at identification of a simulator
cycle suitable for a model to be tested in the pressunised 5 d m provide:

The selected aircraft layout is shown schematically in Fig 9.
Model scale was selected at 15% and the overall model
dimensions were appropriately scaled in terms of fuselage o d
sections, intake and nozzle locations. It was considered thatr
this ASTOa L variant would be sufficienmy representative for Fig 9 GENERIC ASTOVL RALS LAYOUT

¾ute-tde aepitdtewy orpeetto fit2atos



These three latter specification requirements proved to be quite Front Nozzle Area 4 sq in
stringent and a moderation of the pressure level to 1.5 bar Rear Nozzle Area II sq in
operation was also considered as the study progressed. Front Nozzle Pressure Ratio 5

The 5 m wind tunnel facility operating envelopes for pressure, Rear Nozzle Pressure Ratio 2.9
temperature and flow are given in Figure 10, whilst the outline Tunnel & Intake Temperature 303.15 K
engine simulation and model requirements are listed in Table
2. A front nozzle NPR of 5 and a maximum intake airflow of Tunnel & Intake Total Pressure 1.3 to 2.5 bar

over 24 lb/sec is called for at the defined elevated tunnel Intake Mass Flow 12.7 to 24.4 lb/sec
ambient pressure level. (proportional to pressure)

WORKING SECTION Model Pitch Range ± 300

Sm.4 2m Model Yaw Range +150

STAGNATION
PRESSURE 5m TUNNEL Facility Capabilities(bars) o , ' O E A I 3

2 0 OPERATING The facility can provide air at a pressure of 1020 psia (70 bar).
MAP

Maximum Acceptable Strut Diameter 4.72 in (Max area =
10.0 01 02 03 04 17.5 sq in)

FREESTREAM MACH NO
TABLE 2 SPECIFICATION DATA

ASTOVL MODEL SLMULATOR

The design of flow paths and flow conditioning hardware for
80 option I is not a trivial task; a significant design/deveiopment

SI .-- 6 M~fns effort would be required to evolve a sufficiently well
60 - 5m conditioned set of flows to satisfy requirements for good nozzle

.OWREC R flow uniformity; large pressure losses need to be installed to
4bser1 ,0 UN AIR SUPPLY drop the airfeed pressure from 70 bar to the nozzle pressures

: z (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)

20 - - .0- C in us shown in Figure 11.
20 - -~t~u

__Cycle option 2 A heated drive air supply, to 4610K permits a
50 100 Sor viable thermodynamic solution using a 3 stage compressor and

MODEL SUPPLY PRESSURE a 2 stage turbine. A shaft horsepower of 2250 is derived at a
shaft speed of 41,000 rpm; turbine expansion ratio is 6.55 with

7A 10 bar LiMIT USING UNOERFLOOR BALANCE a compressor pressure ratio of 3.5. However, this option was
,) TEMPERATURE CONTROL IN RANGE 10*C to 80'r not considered feasible because, at the large mass flows

OL DEW PO!NT -62C involved, the additional heating requirements would beSFILTERING' 5 micro
31 CONTENT 0 2 mg/mr maximum excessive and would create formidable difficulties in bridging

the air supply across the tunnel force balance.

Fig 10 5 m TUNNEL FACILITY COMPRESSED
AIR FLOW. PRESSURE & TF MPERATURE Cycle option 3 Due to flow requirement limitations at the front

nozzle combined with a strut feedline maximum pressure of
1020 psia, a thermodynamic solution was not feasible due to

5.2 Cycle Options limitations of available shaft power.

At the outset it was recognised that there were a large number Cycle option 4 Using a stepped compressor to process front
of cycle layouts which may be suitable to satisfy the above nozzle and strut overboard bleed airflows, the shaft is driven
requirements. An initial set of seven cycle options was by the rear nozzle compressed airfeed. The 1020 psia feed
selected but later two further options were added to total 9 in pressure limit results in a requirement to preheat the turbine
all. The cycle options included, for reference purposes, a non- drive air to achieve the required the shaft power of 3028 SHP
simulator case which employed direct suction and blowing of at 41,000 rpm shaft speed. Unfortunately, the level of
intake and nozzles respectively. Figure I1 shows the flow preheating was again excessive and thus this cycle offered no
schematics for the various options with a few leading solution within the 5 m tunnel facility.
particulars of the design solutions.

Cycle option 5 This was an attempt to avoid the need for the
The following notes give the key findings for each of the use of overboard bleed by a modification to option 4 that
simulator cycle options considered: routed the remainder of the compressor flow to the rear

nozzles. However, this reduced the available turbine drive
Cycle option 1 (non-simulator reference case) has been shown flow so that the cycle was again no longer viable due to shaft
to require a total strut airfeed area of about 37 sq in, based on power limitations.
blow and suction duct Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.65
respectively with a blow duct pressure of 1020 psia, the facility Cycle option 6 This was a development of option 4 a'med at
limit. As the intake air is not pressurised it requires a large reducing the heating requirement by increasing the turbine
duct area, and the best that could be achieved would be an drive flow, some of which had to be ducted overboard (bleed);
arrangement of multiple tubes with two suction ducts at 4.6" this option resulted in an unacceptably large strut flow area
diameter n!r1 one blowing duct at 2.2" diameter. requirement.
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Cycle option 7 Option 7 is a development of option 5 with
increased turbine drive air, some of which is routed back
through the strut, ie uses overboard bleed. Note that in this 5 m Wind Tunnel Pressure Iel

cycle all the intake air was compressed to the full front nozzle 25 bar 1 5 b.

pressure. An increased shaft power of 3705 SHP was required PARAMNIER Option 8 Option 9 Option 8 Option 9

by this option; however, the strut area demand was again
considered unfavourable. Intake Airflow (lb'sec) 24 4 24.4 14 6 14 6

Intake Total Pres- re (psia) 36.3 36.3 218 21.8

Cycle option 8 In all the previous options, air from the turbine Front Nozzle Airflow (Ib/sec) 19.4 12.35 11.7 7 4

only exited from one set of nozzles; for options 6 and 7 the Front Nozzle Total Pressure (psua) 183.5 183.5 110.0 110.0

available turbine power was increased by using overboard Front Nozzle Temperature (cK) 220.0 548.0 216,0 549.0

bleed; in option 8 the turbine flow is increased by feeding the Rear Nozzle Airflow (1b/ssec) 30.2 22.65 18.3 13.4

drive air to both nozzles. The intake air is compressed by a Rear Nozzle Total Pressure (psia) 103.7 103.7 62.2 62.2

factor of just over three to reduce its volume prior to being Rear Nozzle Temperature (1K) 220.0 391.0 216.0 3900

ducted overboard. A viable cycle was thus established albeit Turbine Power (SHP) 2300.0 3617.0 1700.0 21700

with very cold flow from both front and rear nozzles (which Compressor Pressure Ratio 3 4 5 75 4.25 5 75

could lead to icing problems). Strut area demands compared Turbine Drsve Airflow (lb/sec) 49.6 70.5 300 41.1

well with the baseline (option 1), being only 48% of the option Required Airfeed Area @ M = 0.3 (sq in) 4.7 6.5 2 8 4.2

1 sectional area at a supply duct Mach number of 0.3 and an Compressor Overboard Bleed Flow (lb/sec) 24.4 0 14.6 0

outflow Mach number of 0.65. At the design point the shaft Turbine Overboard Bleed Flos (lb/sec) 0 599 0 35 1

power is 2300 SHP at 42000 rpm. Overboard Bleed Flo. Area @ 1 = 0.65 (sq 0.) 13.2 13.6 10.8 8.2

Total Strut Area (sq in) 179 20.1 13.6 12 4

Cycle option 2 In order to avoid the cold nozzle flows of
option 8. a layout was considered in which the total intake TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF 1.5 BAR AND 2.5 BAR DESIGNS

airflow exits via the compressor through the front and rear
nozzles. The reir no'7le flow is supplellentka using part of
the turbine exit flow which is mixed with the ex-compressor For cycle option 8 the reduced nozzle flows and pressures with
flow. This cycle is close to that used for CMAPS although unchanged supply maximum pressure allow an increase of
levels and details are quite different. Despite the fact that the turbine expansion ratio; this in turn permits an increased
strut is called upon to carry nearly 71 lb/sec into the model and compressor pressure ratio and a substantial reduction in strut
60 lb/sec out, the sectional area demand is still only 54% of the area demand. Retaining a turbine discharge at 2250K the
reference (option 1) case. For option 9 design point shaft power is reduced to 1700 SHP; strut airfeed area demand
power is high at 3617 SHP and shaft speed 42000 rpm. reduces to 36% of the Option I reference value.

In overall terms it can be observed that for 2.5 bar operation For zycle option 9 the retention of high pressures in the strut
the preferred solutions, options 8 and 9, both demand about feed and bleed ducts whilst requiring reduced turbine workload
one half of the strut airfeed arpa of the reference non-simulator again results in a substantial reduction in the strut area demand;
case. at 12.4 sq inches this is the lowest requirement of all the

layouts considered. Fuivatent airfeed demand diameters and
5.3 Considerations of Reduced Tunnel Pressure Level areas are:

A set of cycle analyses for options 8 and 9 has been performed Option 1 (reference) 6.9" dia, 37.39 sq in (100%)
for operation of the 5 m tunnel at 1.5 bar ambient pressure Option 9 4.0" dia, 12.56 sq in (33%).
level. Different effects arise due to the differing cycle designs
when the drop from 2.5 to 1.5 bar is considered, a shown in This was the option finally selected for a detailed design
Table 3. exercise.

RA[ 01 ttjTS 0 2 t+ 8 mn
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Fig 12 MILITARY TURBINE-POWERED SIMULATOR (MTPS) FOR
5 in TUNNEL ASTOVL MODEL
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The resulting simulator is shown in Fig 12. The compressor EIPOWERPLANT CYCLE & PACKAGE GEOMETRY

and turbine design particulars have been evaluated and TAGE 1DEFINE AIRFRAME.WAINLETAND NOZZLE LAYCXT

performance risks have been assessed by comparing the stage
and overall design duty to published data on existing small CONSIDER SUITABILITY OF BPS AND MTPS POWERPLANT

compressors and turbines. The analysis has shown that STAGE 2 SIMULATIONS AND DEVELOP AIRCRAFT/ POWERPLANT

sufficiently conservative design assumptions have been made THRUST/DRAG/INTERFERENCE ACCOUNTING SCHEME

for both the compressor and turbine. -

wSTAGE 3 DEVELOP SCHEMATIC LAYOUT DEVELOP DETAILS OF FULLYhe compressor design compares reasonably closely with a S AND CYCLE DATA FOR MTPS BLOWN SIMULATION SCHEME
number of known helicopter compressor front ends; a review SIMULATOR WITH ZERO INLET AIRFLOW

comparing the option 9 compressor with the Pratt & Whitney I I
ERDA industrial compressor has supported the concept with DEFINE MIPS DEFINE BLOWN SCHEME
regard to all leading design parameters including that of the STAGE 4 PACKAGE AND AIRFLOW TO FIT MTPS PACKAGE

assumed polytropic efficiency (assumed 85% versus 91% SCHEME VOLUME/SIZE

ERDA measured). I
DEVELOP MTPS DESIGN & MANUFACTURE

The turbine design has been compared with that defined by STAGE 5 POWERPLANT SIMULATOR MODEL/BALANCE WITH

Okapu (Ref 13); again the duty compares closely and it has DESIGN BLOWN NOZZLE SYSTEM

been shown that the assumed efficiency level is conservative I
(85.6% assumed versus 89.5% measured by Okapu). DESIGN & MANUFACTURE CARRY OUT LSWT & HSWT

STAGE 6 MTPS SIMULATOR AND TESTS USING BLOWN MODEL
CONDUCT DEVELOPMENT VERSiON

5.4 Overview of ASTOVL Simulator Designs TESTS

The discussions above have clearly demonstrated that a feasible
MTPS simulator is a realistic option; fitting the defined CALIBRATE POWERPLANT S[MULATOR&
simulator (option 9) within the oeneric ASTOVL airframe STAGE 7 CONDUCT LSWT & HSWT MCCCE TESTS TO
model lines has also been shown to be feasible. On the other REFINE ENGINE/AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE

SIMULATION USING MTPS

hand, it is recognised that more detailed design work will be

necessary to facilitate suitable strut or sting mounting of the
complete model and MTPS. Some design efforts have been Fig 13 SCHEME FOR DEVELOPMENT & UTILISATION
expended but not all problems of strut or sting interference OF ASTOVL POWERPLANT SIMULATOR
have yet been resolved; some compromises are clearly
necessary when compared with unpowered models. Also
further sting interference reference testing would inevitably be 7 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON MTPS
necessary for enlarged, possible non-standard strut or sting
designs. 7.1 A technically feasible simulator has been defined fc,;

representation of a basic Pegasus in Harrier/AV8B; the
Further advances in cycle design could arise if more advanced design includes use of overboard bleed and is rated at
turbomachinery designs were to be considered as opposed to 467 SHP. Full representation of intake airflow and
the relatively conservative approach used here; against this front and rear nozzle pressure ratios has been achieved
higher technical risks would inevitably arise. On balance, a in the design study as specified. The design has been
relatively conservative approach should be accepted for MTPS evolved to be adaptable to either strut mounting for low
design; costly model hardware with high risk would not be speed tunnce or sting mourtLng fou k, or high speed
viable, tunnel service.

6 DEVELOPMENT OF POWERED SIMULATION 7.2 A technically feasible ASTOVL simulator to represent
CAPABILITY a RALS derivative powerplant has been defined. Two

optional designs (options 8 and 9) have been shown to
In Figure 13 a plan of attack is outlined in which a parallel be viable for operation at elevated tunnel pressure (1.5
activity involving blown (BPS) and simulator (MTPS) or 2.5 bar) for high Reynolds number aerodynamic
approaches are followed to facilitate powered ASTOVL wind interference studies. Comparisons with existing
tunnel tests. The programme of work outlined gives suitably turbomachinery hardware designs have shown
interactive design stages to minimise overall model hardware performance assumptions to be conservative.
costs.

The scheme has been developed in response to the recognised 7.3 Both Pegasus/Harrier AV8B and the ASTOVL model
need to start with BPS model studies whilt,. the MTPS simulator designs require further design effort to
development continues; also, use of a common set of basic establish viable sting and/or strut definition. Some
model hardware, airframe and expensive components (flaps, compromises with regard to range of test programme
wings etc), is envisaged. sideslip or sting/strut interference may well prove to be

necessary to embody fully representative powerplant
Consideration should also be given to the use of MTPS for zero models for engine/airframe integration studies.
and near-zero speed model experiments (ie ground interference,
ski-jump, STOL, HGR tests), as the overall cost-effectiveness 7.4 Further work is also warranted with regard to definition
and design decisions require that a minimised set of models and of instrumentation for the MTPS designs for calibration
rigs become integrated overall, and tunnel thn'st/drag accounting.
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7.5 Whilst it is recognised that the MTPS designs outlined 3 Bailey R 0, Harper M, Janetta T, "Evaluation of turbo-
above will prove costly to develop, the alternative propulsion simulators as a testing technique for fighter
routes will undoubtedly prove to be similarly costly and aircraft", AIAA 79-1149, June 1979
at least equally risky. 4 Wagenknecht C D, Hoff G E, "Performance calibration

results for a compact multimission aircraft propulsion
7.6 A scheme has been defined to facilitate a well versed, simulator", AIAA 82-0254, January 1982

staged development programme for MTPS in an 5 Lewis W J, "Propulsion systems for supersonic
ASTOVL or Harrier/AV8B model suite. V/STOL aircraft", ASME 89-GT-309,

6 Smith S C, "Determining compressor inlet airflow in
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gratefully acknowledged. simulation test technique for V/STOL configurations",
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necessarily represent those of TKD, ARA, MOD(PE) or the use of ejector powered simulators in high speed
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ABSTRACT. influenced by several vortical struc-
tures whose shedding, growing and
burnsting is basically ruled by the

In this paper the experimental results local flow conditions existing where
obtained on a low speed six components the vortex sheds.
wind tunnel model representative of a
delta-canard configuration and featu- The configuration, which the tests
ring an ejector based internal flow refer to, features an air intake
augmentation system are described in located just forward the wing apex and
order to outline at what extent the very close to the foreplane (fig. 1) ;
near field distortions induced by the this suggests the consideration that
air intake operating conditions can the air intake operating conditions, by
modify the aircraft aerodynamic stabi- altering the local incidence patterns
lity characteristics and foreplane and the pressure/velocity gradients,
control effectiveness, can affect the aerodynamic behaviour of

the foreplane,of the wing and the
related interferences therefore modi-

1. INTRODUCTION. fying basic stability and control
characteristics.

Aim of the model whose results ate
herein described is to assess, by using
experimental measurements, how the near 2. MODEL DESCRIPTION.
field changes related to the air intake
operating conditions can affect stabi- The model involved in this test phase
lity and control characteristics of a was a 1/14 (7.14 %) low speed wind
far-coupled/delta winged canard confi- tunnel model fitted with a 6 components
guration. balance, pressure taps on the wings
It is worth to outline how these (fig. 1A) and on the ventral surface of
effects are conceptually different from the forebody along the symmetry plane
the so called "Internal Mass Flow
Correction" usually applied to wind
tunnel data, the last referring to the
internal momentum variation and accoun- 3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND DATA
tless of any "external" change in the CORRECTION PROCEDURE.
airplane near field.

Suction necessary to obtain model inlet
Rationale behind the usual approach is MFR beyond the natural value has been
that on conventional combat aircraft provided by using two ejector units fed
configurations seldom a combination of with compressed air ( controlled by a
high angle of attack (AoA) and high fast acting, electronic controlled,
Mass Flow Ratio (MFR) at the air intake regulation valve system ) up to 4.5
is found. absolute atm. thus allowing a model
At take off as a consequence of the low inlet MFR of 2.3 with a tunnel dynamic
speed and high engine setting the MFR pressure of 50 Kg/m'; lesser values of
is well beyond the unity but the AoA the MFR were obtained using combina-
doesn't exceed 10"-12" at lift off. tions of lower feeding pressures and
In the other flight conditions, even higher wind tunnel dynamic pressures;
for very high "G" manoeuverings, consequently Reynolds Number ranges
maximum incidence can be achieved still between 1. and 1.5 millions.
mantaining MFRs as small as 0.7-0.8. The inner part of both the ejectors has
On an agile combat aircraft this is not been designed in order to be non-
totally true anymore, conditions of metric, thus avoiding any effect
high MFR and high AoA becaming possible related to the momentum variation due
during a close in combat. to the flow feeding the ejectors.

The measurement of all the additional
Fut ,Lermore one of the requirements forces and moments generated by the
usually involved into the design of a Pnhanced internal f c. and acting on
fighter aircraft cuncerns the capabili- the internal surfaces of the model duct
ty of reaching supersonic speeds. has been accomplished by using a
This usually leads to low aspect ratio special rig (fig. 2).
/ highly swept delta wings on which the Basically this rig consists of an
flow field, even for median values of external non metric aerodynamic shroud
the Angle of Attack, is deeply able to house the model fuselage exept

for the forebody.



This part is complete of its internal During the tests a very good agreement
duct, ejector units, the same strain for every coupling of feeding and
gauge balance used for the tests and freestream dynamic pressure was found
fitted with additional pressure taps . between the MFR values of the air

intake when installed on the complete

In order to get a better understanding model and on the additional rig even
about this additional rig the effects if a slight difference in MFR shouldof the mass flow augmentation system have expected between the two configu-
should be thought as splitted betweeen: rations due to the presumably different

flow field at the intake in the two

arrangements.
- effects on the external aerodynamics Experimentally this difference was

(i.e. alterations of the flow field), proven to be so little to enable the
whose determination is the aim of the use of the data obtained by the
tests; auxiliary rig directly to correct the

relevant model data without the need of

- effects on the internal duct whose any interpolation.
determination is essential in order In other words the so called "coiected
avoid spurious contributions to the results" shown in the following
previous ones. paragraphs have been obtained as a

difference between the complete model

Having the effects on the internal duct balance outputs and the auxiliary rig

to be measured at the same inlet and ones.

nozzle pressure conditions measured on
the complete model it was decided to
reproduce them by installing the model 4. MASS FLOW RATIO EFFECT ON STABILITY
fuselage (except for the forebody) AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS.
complete of internal duct and ejector
units in the wind tunnel and shielding
it with a properly shaped external (and 4.1 LONGITUDINALS
non-metric) shroud in order to avoid
any aerodynamic interference on the When looking at the corrected data the
fuselage skin thus allowing to measure shift in the Lift Coefficient linear
the net internal contribution, stroke (fig. 10) is almost neglegible,

beyond 30° a more evident effects is
present the CL increasing with MFR.

Static and total pressures are measured
in the duct throat section so that the About pitching moment (figs. 11-12) a
Mass Flow Ratio can be computed using similar shift towards negative values
the following formulae: has to be outlined together with a

sharp change in the slope cata beyond a

p _ 1 The reasons for both the shifts appear
, -- to be a coupled effect of a changed

local incidence at the foreplane and of
a changed pressure distribution on the
ventral surface of the forebody (fig.

I -13) as it seems to be accounted for
,UT Rwhen looking at the foreplane-off

+1Al~fconfiguration where the shift in crn isstill negative but smaller (fig. 14)

and by the pressure distribution on the
By testing the additional rig for ventral surface of the fuselage
several different values of feeding and confirming the existence of a global
freestram dynamic pressure (fig. 3) it downloading for high MFR's; anyway the
was possible to get a working map of order of magnitude of the correspondent
the rig which gives the variations of pitch shift could be defined as
the MFR caused by different settings of equivalent to a flaperon deflection
the forementioned parameters. lesser than 2'.
From the rig balance outputs (figs. 4 At higher incidence ( a > 25*) a
to 9) is possible to note that: different behaviour can be noticed, low

MFR curves being very similar whereas a
- the coefficients of forces and sharp change occurs for MFR > 1.3 as a

moments acting on the duct are in a consequence of a retarded foreplane

first approximation related only to stall.
the operating conditions of the This is confirmed by the wing pressure

duct, that is to say to its MFR. distribution for the two extreme MFR.

- The effects induced by the Mass Flow
augmentation system (with the excep-
tion of the axial force) are
generally =-11 when compared to the
relevant values typical of an
aircraft.
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4.2 LATERALS AND DIRECTIONALS REFERFNCES.

As far as laterals are concerned (figs. Bowers,D.L."Aerodynamic Effect Indu-
15-18), increasing the mass flow gives ced by a Vectored High Aspect Ratio
a progressive reduction of the unstable Nonaxisymmetric Exhaust Nozzle.", J.
.t8 peak (fig. 16) iea'ching a fully Aircraft, VOL 16, NO 8, Aug 1979, pp

stable behaviour at the higher values 512-520.
of MFR without any influence by the
relevant change in Reynolds Number
(fig. 15). - Seddon,J.,and Goldsmith,E.L."Intake
A possible explanation comes from the Aerodymnamics.",William Collins
pressure distribution (fig. 16 A) of ,1985
the wing for the two extreme MFR which
shows a significative increase of the
load on the windward wing whereas for - Knott,P.G."V/STOL Aerodynamic Te-
zero sideslip the pressure distribution sting Techniques at British Aircraft
is unaffected by the variation in MFR. Corporation.",J. Aircraft, VOL 15,

NO 6, June 1978, pp. 339-344.
About C,,f (tig. 1i), its trend is
similar wit! a significative reduction
of the unstable peak, it is worth to Roskam,J."Airplane Flight Dynamics
outline that , in the incidence range and Automatic Flight Controls.",Ro-
up a = 25' the reduction in directional skam Aviation and Eng. Corp., 1979.
stability, when related to the relevant
increment in side force (fig. 18),
qtates that the additional side force Von Der Decken,J.,and Joos,R."Measu-
is located at the intake station. rements Techniques for Jet Interfe-

rence Effects.", AGARD CP 174 Paper
No 28, Oct 1975.

5. FOREPLANE EFFECTIVENESS.

Whitaker,R.,Matthews,A.W.,Knott,P.G.
Three different foreplane deflections ,Anger,R.,and Steward,D.J."Air Dri-
have been tested both for natural mass yen Ejector Units for Engine Simula-
flow ( 0.7) and 2.0 in order to assess tion in Wind Tunnel Models", AGARD
the effect of intake operating condi- CP 174, Paper No 27, Oct 1975.
tions on foreplane effectiveness. The
relevant results are shown in fig. 19
in terms of (u with respect to the
foreplane zero deflection.
As it's possible to see from the
variation in pitching moment the
foreplane effectiveness is pratically
unaffected for a lesser than 25° for
the whole set of deflections tested;
upon this value the trend is different
when going from 6/opat'ie +10 to -20°,
the foreplane effectiveness increment
with MFR growing along with negative
deflections confirming as the MFR acts
substantially reducing the local inci-
dence with a consequent foreplane stall
delay.

6. CONCLUSIONS.

The effects of air intake operating
conditions on external aerodynamics
have been assessed as significative at
high incidence.
For a < 25' nothing but a slight shift
in (. and C,,m has to be pointed out, the
variations in Cla and Cmna being
practically neglegible; otherwise for
> 25* strong depedence of lift,
pitching moment, (,ft and , above all,
(If is shown together with an increase
of foreplane effectiveness, especially
for negative deflections.
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A Novel High-Performance System for Recording and Analysing
Instantaneous Total Pressure Distortion in Air Intakes

KN. Lotter and R.-D. Scherbaum
Messerschmitt-B6lkow-Blohm GmbH

Military Aircraft Division
P.O. Box 80 11 ou
8000 MUnchen 80

Germany

SUMMARY LIST OF SYMBOLS

Instantaneous intake total pressure distortion A/D, ADC analog-digital converter
parameters are generally used to assess aerody-
n Imic intake/engine compatibility. DIfterent AIP Aerodynamic Interface Plune
distortion parameters are applied by the various bpi bits per inch
engine manufacturers.

CPU central processor unit
Distortion boundaries are specified which are not CSS channel sample selector
tu be exceeded in the intake durlng the whole
flight regime. The quantification of those para- DACP data acquisition control processor
meters is generally made in intake wind-tunnel D/A, DAC digital-analog conveter
model tests. In thesp test, the instantaneous to-
tal pressure i, measured in the Aerodynamic In- DCrOss steady-state distortion parameter
terface Plane AIP la short distance upstream of
toe engine compressor face) by nigh-response DC6OTA time-average instananeouis d-tfortion

pressure tranducer s., typically installed on an parameter

eight-arm rke with five probes on each arm. DC6
0 TV time-variant instantancous distort ion

parameter
In tne past, after having undergone the relevant;~jalcudi inin~iO~ss te sgnlsfrm oe DC[PA digital cassette recorder systemýiqnal (odlitioninq rce s the signals from the

trar'dro ecs were cormbined to the above-mentioned DLR Deutsche Forschungqs- kind Versucohsar-
sti5tortion baramet',r s by the us-e of an analog stalt fur tlft- und RaUsfan t

ompi.tpr. inter on. this was supplemented by '- DVM digital voltmeter
<tjqit ;31 it, i anIa y', i . f I the thigh-frequency

Sojal.. I BeHac je of t o large amount of data. the FM frequency modulation
Ji•ital anily, is, was, only applied over a prede- H steady-state total pressure. referred

;hort t iro r perod, to tunnel total oressure

Tie ooijtion )t ,,iqn-pert or man, e diq i t,iI da t a H6 0  steady-state total pressure averaged
t ,riqP tfi( i [it ie, combined with hiqgspeed and - over 600 sector •no referred to wind-

log' ,iqlt[it (aionver', ion now allows a major step tunnel total pressure

forward to lorgtime aigital recording and analy- HI nstantaneous total pressure, refer-
1i duriIng intake diJ.tort ion tests red to wind-tunnel total pressure

t, .t.mer that has be-en inst aall at MBR H1 60 instantaneous total pressure averaged
irL f,, I j appi i,,d <turinq vr iou, intake over 60' sector and referred to wind-

wind turnnel tes.t camjalqnis i S de.,cribed ir this tinnel total pressure
paper Dynamik ,ij]nal , from up to 144 high-re'-- H average total pressure, referred to
ponoP diffrentia transdu(er, can be recorded. mean wind-tunnel total pressure
Indlvid:nual (ontrol lines are usLd for sensing.
power .dpiPy and in-'stu cal ibration. A specially KH instantaneous total pressure, refer-
(Orftigured computer system is used to control the red to wind-tunnel total pressur,-

gnai frequency hand, the number of sign c (han- KP instantaneous static pressure, refer-
nel , the control line; and the sample rt. e. The red to wind-tunnel total Pressure

cimetiter 1, als'o Iel to (,.nt ol the storage of
the digi ti sed data on an ad&arveoo high Jen',ity MC MassComp
tape re(ording system that allow' (ontinuous re-
(ordinq of up to I hour on a , 'ti tape. The MUX multiplexer

<tata rate for tape st oraqe i htigh as 10! O/B outboard
Mbiti,/s. P static pressure, referred to wind-

"ir .•lIel to this ,toraqer proce's,% it. is possible tunnel total presure

to calculate, in an on-line real-time mode, the QAIP dynamic pressure in AlP, ref-rred to
Ie'ired instanltaneous di',tort ion parametors using wind-tunnel total pressure

an analog compiter . For recording t ime, of kip to R duct radius
Ssecondas for earh data point. digital on-iind

analysis is also possible, the da-a can be dis- RAE Royal Aerospace Establishment
played on a screen and are also plotted during RC rekote control
the test, thus allowinq the test engineer to
react quickly and alter or adapt the test pro-

gramme. SID Side-wash angle, i.e. swirl angle

Typical results from tests with different intake S/H sample-and-hold

models in various wind-tunnel facilities are t total pressure turbulence factor
presented. the effect of digitisation rate and RMS (root mean square)
recording time on the error of the calculated in-
stantaneonis distortion parameters is shown. UP upwash angle, i.e. radial angle
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1. INTRODUCTION 2. INTAKE/ENGINE AEROOYNAMIC COMPATIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

The stability characteristics of high-perfor-
mance turbofan engines are adversely affected by 2.1 The Aerodynamic Interface Plane
distorted intake flow. Intake/engine aerodynamic
compatibility, therefore, continues to be a major The inlet/engine Aerodynamic Interface Plane
issue during design and development of a new air- (AIP) is the instrumentation station used to de-
craft. A great deal of progress has been made du- fine total pressure recovery and distortion in-
ring the last two decades on the technical as- terfaces between the inlet and the engine (Fig.
pects of the intake/engine compatibility problem. 1). This plane, typically located a short distan-
A consensus has been reached on the elements ce upstream of the engine compressor face plane
needed to formulate empirical total pressure has to be mutually agreed between airframe and
distortion parameters or descriptors at the in- engine manufacturer and should be maintained for
take/engine Aerodynamic Interface Plane (AIP), all investigations from wind-tunnel test through
see Fig. 1. A methodology for the treatment of rig test to flight test to facilitate comparison
time-variant, spatial total pressure distortion of the results from the different data sources.
has been consolidated into general practical
engineering guidelines (Refs. 1 and 2). Other 2.2 Distortion description
forms of intake flow distortion, such as swirl
have also been identified and treated (Ref. 3). A major compatibility goal is the development of

sufficiently general numerical descriptors or
Wind-tunnel tests with scaled intake models are indices, which would enable all major aspects of
generally used to measure flow distortions in the distortion shape, intensity, etc. affecting the
AIP and to assess intake/engine compatibility ba- engine surge pressure ratio to be correlated with
sed on relevant compatibility parameters to be minimum scatter. The evolution of distortion
mutually agreed between aircraft and engine ma- descriptors and their components from those re-
nufacturer. viewed in AGARD LS 72 (Ref. 4) has stemmed from

an engineering consensus derived from a thorough
Early work aimed at improving engine stability co-operative effort involving a great deal of ex-
correlations was based on the use of spatially- perience in application. While no universal para-
averaged root mean square (RMS) total pressure meter has emerged or is thought possible for the
turbulence levels. While correlations improved, general distortion case, agreement has been
these were far from satisfactory. Developments reached on the elements of a general parameter
have subsequently shown that the major stability defined from pressure-probe measurements in the
features of turbulence-induced distortion can be intake. Four basic elements have been recommen-
described as an extension of steady-state distor- ded:
tion concepts to a time-scale of the order of one
rotor revolution, typically 5 milliseconds, i.e. Circumferential Intensity, Extent and Multiple-
200 Hz. This has meant that sophisticated data Per-Rev Elements, defined at constant radius (per
acquisition and processing techniques utilising ring), and a Radial Intensity Element (Ref. 5).
high-response instrumentation and analog/digital
computation have been developed to handle the A typical plot of instantaneous total pressure
enormous quantities of data involved, pattern from an intake model test is shown in

Fig. 2. The aircraft manufacturer still has to
Ten to fifteen years ago, pure analog data pro- cope with different distortion descriptors,
cessing was applied. Later on, peak detectors depending on which of the four major engine
and digital handling of peak distortion levels manufacturers in Europe and the USA is involved
were incorporated, in the aircraft development.

Although a digital computer requires more time to Each engine manufacturer has established empiri-
perform complex problems, an analog computer re- cal correlations (Fig. 2) between a relevant
quires more computational elements or hardware. distortion parameter and the loss in compressor
For complex operations, an analog computer will surge pressure ratio.
be less flexible for computational and input
changes, such as inlet rake configurations, In Fig. 3, three different circumferential total
especially if it has been hardwired. Another pressure distortion parameters derived from a
drawback of the analog computer is its reduced typical measurement during an intake model test
accuracy. Thus, analog computation was later are shown:
applied for data sorting and data screening only
while digital computation was used on selected time-variant (DC6OTV), time-average (DC6OTA) and
segments identified by the less accurate analog steady-state (DC6O ) distortion.
analysis. ss

The time-variant parameter, although widely used
With the evolution of high-performance digital for compatibility assessment, does not reflect
computers and the resulting possibility of sto- planar wave or "in-phase" pressure disturbances.
ring huge quantities of data, purely digital data These disturbances are covered by the time-avera-
handling during instantaneous intake distortion ge paramter DC6OTA.
measurement and analysis became possible.

Another essential parameter, especially for en-
In this paper, a novel all-digital processing sy- gines without inlet guide vanes is intake swirl
stem with improved accuracy and flexibility is (Ref. 3). A typical flow pattern with the apper-
described. This Digital Signal Processing (DSP) taining swirl angles at 87% of the duct radius is
System has been established at MBB, Military Air- shown in Fig. 4.
craft Division. It was successfully applied in
a number of intake wind-tunnel tests during the
European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) development
phase.

tI



2.3 Instrumentation in the Aerodynamic Interface In sophisticated intake wind-tunnel models such
Plane as those required during the development phase of

an aircraft for the purposes of intake/engine
For precise definition of distortion it is de- compatibility demonstration and flight clearance,
sirable to have as many total pressure measure- all the above-mentioned parameters are measured
ments as possible. However, practical considera- simultaneously, which makes good sense with a
tions, such as duct blockage, rake-induced tur- view to reducing costs and aircraft development
bulence, transducer costs, a;id limitations on time.
the number of high-frequency transducers that can
be measured by the data acquisition system, re- This requires processing of a huge amount of data
strict the number of measurements. that is involved in digital handling of high-fre-

quency signals.
As desribed in Refs. 1 and 2, a rake configu-
ration with 40 probes, located area-weighted on 3. DESCRIPTION AND FEATURES OF THE DIGITAL
8 equally spaced rake arms has been recommended SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM
as an acceptable compromise. The need for short times between the individual

The AIP rakes routinely used at MBB are shown in test phases and the high costs of operating large
Fig. 5. At top left of the illustration the rake high-speed wind tunnels demand that the large
for instantaneous pressure measurement is shown. -iount of data is quickly processed and displayed
It comprises 8 equally spaced arms with 5 high- already during the test campaign te allow test
response transducers each (filled symbols). As program alterations and optimisations at an early
only the AC component of these transducers is stage. For this purpose a novel Digital Signal
used, steady-state probes (open symbols) are Processing (DSP) System has been established
placed adjacent to the high-response differential which will be described in the following.
transducers. For a more accurate measurement of
intake internal performance (pressure recovery), 3.1 System arrangement

8 additional rake arms with 5 steady-state pitot
probes are placed between the high-response rake The elements of the DSP system are shown schema-
arms, the support strut of these rakes being tically in Fig. 7. The system not only takes
axially staggered to reduce flow blockage. The over the pneumatic and electric signals from the
installation of the high-response transducers is wind tunnel for transfer to various front ends
shown in the lower half of the illustration. The of the digital data processor to convert them
probe head is internally chamfered (150) to cope into engineering units for final display on
with flow misalignment and the transducer is screens and storage on disc and cassette tape but
shielded by a screen against particle damage. also fully automatically controls the whole test

sequence, the sensor calibrations and the signal
4 high-response wall pressures and 16 steady- conditioning. In addition to the full digital
state wall pressures are measured along the duct data processing and signal storage, analog com-
circumference in the AIP. puting and analog data output is still maintained

to facilitate monitoring of the digitisation pro-
At top right of the illustration the rake for cess and to direct the digital analysis.
measurement of flow angularity is shown. It
comprises 8 arms with 3 five-hole probes and 4 An example of a system arrangement as used during
pitot probes each. Again, 4 high-response wall air intake wind-tunnel testing is given in Fig.
pressure tdps and 16 steady-state wall pressure 8. It is capable of simultaneously handling up to
taps are installed, the same as on the instanta- 144 high-frequency transducer signals. The system
neous pressure rake. The swirl rake can be remo- was made possible by the evolution of an advanced
tely rotated by 22.50 to increase the number of digital cassette tape recorder (Ampex DCRSi, see
measurement points in the AIP. centre of Fig. 8) with a data flow rate of up to

107 Mbits/s and one hour continuous operation
2.4 Essential intake flow parameters to be resulting in a storage capability of 47.3 GBytes.

measured Simultaneous data flow of the high-response
transducers is possible through five different

During intake testing, measurement of d conside- system routes, after signal conditioning and
rable number of steady-state and instantaneous both low-pass and high-pass filtering have been
pressures is involved (see Fig. 5). In addition performed:
to these rake measurements pressure pick-ups are
located at the forward intake, in the intake a) through a sample-and-hold unit and a digital
diffuser, at the exit mass flow rakes etc. re- multiplexer (12 bit word) directly to the
suiting in some 900 to 1000 steady-state pressure digital processor incorporating 3x 1 Msamp-
pickups and some 80 to 100 high-response transdu- les/s units for immediate analysis and storage
cers. These measurements, especially those for b) through a sample-and-hold unit (12 bit word)
instantaneous content, result in a huge amount with a digitisation rate of up to 200 ksam-
of data to be processed and converted to engi- ples/s for each channel to the Channel Sample
neering parameters (Fig. 6). The essential intake Selector (CSS) and directly to the digital
flow parameters to be assessed for intake/engine cassette recorder DCRSi for later detailed
compatibility, internal performance and intake analysis by the digital processor
structural integrity are: c) to the 40 channel Analog Computer which can be
- Steady-state and instantaneous distortion inserted behind the filters or, as shown in

(type of parameter depending on engine manufac- Fig. 8, after the Channel Sample Selector
turer involved) d) to two synchronized 24 channel FM recorders

- Total pressure turbulence factor serving as a back-up system for selected

- Intake swirl TRMS analog signals

e) to the RMS Converter for total pressure
- Pressure recovery turbulence evaluation.

- Steady-state and dynamic loads



All sub-units are linked to the digital processor For the intake tests performed also high-pass
by suitable interface units, the processor also filtering w~th 12 dB Bessel filters and a cut-off I
controlling the complete data flow procedure. frequency of 0.25 Hz was applied to eliminate the
The display units and data storage capabilties DC component of the transducer signal.
are shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 8. 3.2.3 Channel Sample Selector
The lower end of Fig. 8 shows the data flow from
all the steady-state pressure scanner units (i.e. The Channel Sample Selector (CSS) has been spe-
960 individual pressure taps) through an optical cially developed for the DSP system (Fig. 10).
interface to the digital processor. The individu- This unit enables up to 128 channels to be digi-
al sub-systems of the complete arrangement are tised (12 bit word resolution) and serially
described in more detail in the following chap- transferred with sample-and-hold units at a rate
ters. as high as 100 Mbits/s to the Digital Cassette

Recorder (DCRSi). For data transfer, preselection
The essential feature of the DSP system is the of the sample rate in 9 different steps, ranging
high data flow rate for both the DCRSi cassette from 3 to 200 ksamples/s for each channel (Fig.
recorder and the special digital processor confi- 11) is possible, the choice being dependent on
guration incorporating an A/D converter system, a the required signal retolution and the number of
vector processor and a floating point processor, channels to be recorded. For the 40 signals from
This configuration allows on-line data recording the AIP distortion rake D/A conversion for 40
and analysis and thus a considerable reduction in analog outputs is possible. This is to allow an
wind-tunnel running time and cost. immediate check that the essential signals have

been correctly stored and to enable the analog
3.2 Detailed description computer to make distortion descriptor calcula-

tions, as already mentioned in Fig. 8. The sig-
3.2.1 Signal conditioning unit nals digitally stored on the DCRSi can later on

be used for any type of a more detailed analysis.
The signal conditioning unit is shown in Fig. 9. The whole data flow is then again controlled by
It essentially comprises three sub-units, i.e. the MC 6700 central processor. However, manual
- power supply control of the CSS is also possible. By this
- signal gain and zero setting unit and means test execution and data storage on the
- transducer calibration unit. DCRSi is possible without using the MC 6700 data

processor at the wind-tunnel site. This is pre-
To supply the transducers with stable power, a ferable when only small test campaigns are to be
transformer with rectifier is applied. In order executed.
to reduce the number of power lines to the wind-
tunnel model, common power lines with sense lines 3.2.4 Digital Cassette Recorder (DCRSi)
are provided. Seven controlled systems with a
sensed voltage range from 5 V to 16 V and a per- The Digital Cassette Recording System (DCRSi),
formance of 300 mA for each system are installed, see Fig. 12, with solid state memory emulation is

a one-inch transverse rotary digital recorder
An auto-calibration module was designed for re- with a cassette capacity of 47.3 GBytes. It is
tro-fit to the Preston wide-band floating diffe- capable of recording and reproducing digital data
rential amplifiers. The retro-fit unit incorpo- at any user rate ranging from zero up to 107
rates Mbits/s. The recording time is one hour at 107

Mbits/s, equivalent to 8 hours at 13.735 Mbits/s
a) an automatic zero-setting by generating a DC or 107 hours at 1 Mbit/s. A sophisticated error

offset correction voltage which is fed into correction system is incorp9 rated which reduces
the buffer amplifier and the bit error rate to 1 -10

b) a gain setting unit to provide a unified 3.2.5 FM video tape recorder
sensitivity range for all transducers.

Two 24-channel RACAL recorders (Fig. 13) with aThe transducer calibration unit represents an synchronisation unit and using standard 1/2 inch
automated system which generates the reference VHS video cassette tapes can be used as back-up
and calibration pressure levels for the pressure system. The recording time is 7.5 mlinutes at 30
controller, the PSI (electronic multi-pressure in/s tape speed (tape E240). The frequency range
scanner) system and the differential transducers. for each data channel is up to 100 kHz at 30 in/s
An electric switch is incorporated behind all tape speed. Remote control with RS232 is applied.
steady-state and high-response pressure transdu-
cers to allow change-over from test mode to 3.2.6 Analog computer with peak detector
calibration mode. During the calibration mode,
all transducers are supplied with defined refe- The analog computer (Fig. 14) with peak detector
rence pressures for in-situ calibration before is programmed to calculate, in the on-line real-
and after the test segments. Pressure supply is time mode, the time-variant ard time-average
accomplished by two individual HYCO pump systems. distortion parameters (DC6OTv and DC6OTA) and to

detect the peak value durin; the test. its inte-
3.2.2 Filters gration into the DSP system is possible in the

way shown in Fig. 8, when monitoring of the digi-
To avoid antialiasing effects and to tailor the tisation process and directing of the digital
frequency range to the test requirements the analysis is desired.
high-frequency signals can be filtered via 48 dB
Bessel low-pass filters. Programmable cut-off Fig. 14 shows the arrangement when only analog
frequency ranges are incorporated ranging computation is envisaged. The 40 high-frequency

and already filtered analog signals from the AIP
from 10 Hz to 2550 Hz in steps of 10 Hz or rake are then directly transferred to the analog
from 100 Hz to 25500 Hz in steps of 100 Hz computer. The required steady-state data from the

AIP rake as weil as the wind-tunnel flow parame-



t. ý are supplied via the ?MC6700 processor by the 21, which shows the model, shells removed, in the
use of the multiprogrammer with D/A conversion. low-speed wind tunnel of DLR Braunschweig, Germa-

ny.
Within the analog computer a peak detector is in-
stalled. Peak distortion values are then conver- The DSP System was used not only for the recor-
ted to digital data and transferred to the MC6700 ding and evaluation of all signals, especially
processor for final plotting and storage. for the instantaneous distortion analysis, but

also for control of the test sequence and the
The peak detector scheme is shown in Fig. 15. The movable model parts such as foreplane, rotatable
distortion parameters, produced by analog compu- AIP swirl rake and the two cone plugs used to
tation pass two peak detectors which overlap throttle the intake mass flow.
each other by 50 ms. The peak value detected by
either of these detectors is then selected by 5. DATA PRESENTATION
the digital processor. Overlapping is provided to
prevent signals from being lost during the peak For quick decisions during the test phase, im-
detector switching process. mediate data reduction and data presentation is

possible by means of the DSP System. A wide range
3.2.7 RMS Converter of data plot forms has been provided within the

system's software. Any of these plots can be pro-
Total pressure turbulence data from the AIP and vided for the test engineer upon special request.
other locations represents further essential
information in the assessment of intake/engine Some typical examples of data plots are presented
compatibility. in Figures 22 to 25. In Fig. 22 the presentation

of instantaneous distortion is shown. The left-
The 80 channel RMS converter (Fig. 16) has been hand diagram shows the instantaneous total pres-
specially configured to simultaneously calculate sure versus time in the AlP (upper curve) and in
80 RMS values during the test. This highspeed the 600 AIP sector having minimum average pressu-
processor provides on-line evaluation of the 80 re. These data are used, together with the rele-
channels during the test without the need for vant steady-state data, to calculate the DC60TA
the prolonged testing time required in the case distortion index (right-hand diagram). Also showH
of consecutive RMS calculation. is a plot of the reduced variate of DC60

which allows a prediction of the maximum ini-
The RMS converter uses operational circuitry to taneous distortion level for extended observation
convert AC signals to DC data. Sample and hold times.
units store the data and a multiplexing system
transfers the data to the MC6700 processor. Typical AIP total pressure contour plots with in-

dication of those 600 sectors having minimum
3.2.8 Masscomp processor MC6700 pressure are shown in Fig. 23 for turbulence,

instantaneous and steady-state total pressure.
The MC6700 configuration is depicted in Fig. 17.
It allows on-line real-time continuous simultane- The essential intake parameters required for
ous high-speed data acquisition and control of assessment of internal performance and intake/en-
the whole DSP system. gine compatibility are presented in Fig. 24.

Here, pressure recovery, distortion, mean swirl
Three MC 68030 central processor units with and turbulence factor are plotted versus intake
floating point processor, lightning, vector pro- mass flow ratio.
cessor a~d three bus systems, (memory bus, multi-
bus, Std bus) are incorporated. Three terminals Plots of flow angularity in the AIP, derived from
with individual processors and a high-resolution measurements made with the 5-hole probes, can be
graphic system with on-line data display are produced in various forms. A typical example is
available. A 2 GByte disc and a 2 GByte streamer shown in Fig. 25.
are installed. Data transfer at a rate of 5.4
MBytes/s to a 43 GByte video tape is possible. 6. EFFECT OF RECORDING TIME AN) DIGITISATION
The operating system is enhanced real-time UNIX RATE ON DISTORTION INDEX
with FORTRAN 77 and C compilers. The data rate
that can be processed by the MC6700 system and An available database, with a frequency content
sample-and-hold unit is of course dependent on of up to 2 kHz, recorded at a digitisation rate
the numoer of data channels (Fig. 18). A maximum of 80 ksamples/s for an observation period of 30
sample rate of 500 ksamples/s is possible for up seconds per test point, allows an investigation
to 3 channels, when using 3 DACPs with sample- to be made into the loss in accuracy when a re-
and-hold. For 96 channels (3x32 channels) the duced digitisation rate and shorter time periods
data rate is still as high as 30.3 ksamples/s per are applied.
channel. In Fig. 26 the effect of recording length on
4. SYSTEM APPLICATION DC6OT is shown for test data from a supersonic

test And a static test with high and low digiti-
The DSP System in its present configuration has sation rate. A data recording length of 30 se-
been successfully applied in 3 test phases with a conds was used as the reference against which
1:10 scale intake model and in 4 test phases with the shorter recording lengths were compared. It
a 1:7 scale intake development model of the Euro- can be seen that a rapid reduction in error is
pean Fighter Aircraft (EFA). Fig. 19 shows the achieved when the recording length is increased
1:7 scale model in the 8ft supersonic wind tunnel from a few seconds to about 10 seconds. While the
of RAE Bedford, United Kingdom. The AIP rake for error in the distortion index for short recording
measurement of instantaneous distortion is de- times is high (15% and above), the error for 10
picted in Fig. 20. The model incorporates 877 seconds recording time is only between 1% and 6%
steady-state and 68 high-response pressure taps relative to the 30 seconds reference.
and an internal six-component straingauge balan-
ce. The inboard arrangement of the model with its
comprehensive instrumentation can be seen in Fig.



The loss in accuracy of the distortion index due
to a reduced digitisation rate is shown in Fig.
27 for the two distortion indices DC60 and
DC60 Wi1h a digitisation rate of 5 ksamlles/s
for 16e individual signals the error relative to
80 ksamples/s is of the order of 3%. A digitisa-
tion rate of 20 ksamples/s reduces the error to
1% or less for the distortion indices consioered.
This suggests that a digitisation rate that is 5
times higher than the highest recorded frequency,
(i.e. 5 x 2000 Hz) is sufficient.

Figures 26 and 27 suggest that a sufficiently
long recording time improves the accuracy of the
distortion index more than increasing the digiti-
sation rate. Further investigations of the effect
of recording times up to 2 minutes are presently
being performed.

7. CONCLUSION

Measurement and analysis of intake flow distor-
tion is a major issue in intake/engine compatibi-
lity assessment. A system has been described
which allows all-digital data recording and di-
stortion analysis for complex intake wind-tunnel
models delivering a large quantity of high-fre-
quency signals and steady-state data.

Although the system operates to a great extent
in the automatic mode and with built-in failure
detection systems, it should be mentioned that
considerable care is required in editing and
processing the data.

Automatic data processing is not really automa-
tic. Great attention must be given to every
detail of the data chain from the sensing probe
to the output of the final result. This can only
be achieved by skilled and experienced personnel.
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WATER TUNNEL STUDIES OF INLET/AIRFRAME
INTERFERENCE PHENOMENA

R.Maggio
Aermacchi S.p.A.

Aerodynamics Dept.
Via Sanvito, 80
21100 - Varese

(Italy)

SUMMARY XBD = abscissa of vortex breakdown cm

This paper presents some experimental studies a = aircraft angle of attack deg

of inlet/airframe interference, conducted at e = aircraft angle of sideslip deg

the Aermacchi's Water Tunnel facility about A = inlet contraction ratio = At/At -

aircraft configurations under consideration
for an Advanced Trainer Project. SUBSCRIPTS
The chin inlet and the bifurcated inlet
configurations have been considered, and the
following phenomena have been investigated. o = undisturbed flow conditions

i= inlet capture section

Inlet/Forebody Interference at low incidence: t = inlet throath section

the forebody effect on the shape of the m = inlet maximum external section

streamtube approaching the chin inlet has r - wing root section

been visualized, in order to evaluate changes
of the local lip incidence respect to the
isolated inlet configuration, and to evaluate 1. INTRODUCTION
performance penalties and lip shape modifi- Since the 1913 Aermacchi has been involved
cations. in the trainer aircraft design and manufactu-

Inlet/Ground Interference at Take Off condi- re.
tions: the typical inlet ground vortex has Nowadays, the modern military aircraft flight

been visualized, and its existence conditions envelope extension in the high incidence

investigated; a comparison between the chin range, requires a parallel evolution of the

inlet and the bifurcated one has been made in trainer aircraft configurations as well, so

this respect. Aermacchi too is studying new geometries for
such aircraft.

Inlet/Airframe Interference: in this section A useful tool extensively used at Aermacchi

various typical interference phenomena bet- for preliminary configuration studies is the

ween the inlet and other airframe components water tunnel, by means of which the first

have been studied; components considered are validation just after the preliminary design

the wing, wing strakes, fuselage, etc., and can be made.

high incidence/yaw performances of the two Water tunnel investigations are considered an

inlet configurations have been studied as essential step in a new project, because of

well. their low costs/benefits ratio; in fact tests can
be made easily and fastly, the tunnel power is

All the above mentioned studies are based on negligible, it's management economic, and the

flow visualizations in water tunnel, merged model's manufacture cost is very low compa-

with theoretical studies, semiempirical and red to the wind tunnel models one. In spite

handbook methods. of these low costs many interesting phenome-
na can be observed, qualitatively at least, and
some possible design modifications can be

NOTATION defined before undertaking further expensive
activities, such as wind tunnel testing or

A = inlet cross sectional area cm 2  sophisticated computational fluid dynamics

C = wing chord cm analysis.
h - inlet cross sectional height cm
H = inlet centerline height above the cm Experiments in Water Tunnel are limited by

ground the low Reynolds number (1 + 4 x 104) and

MFR = inlet Mass Flow Ratio = low water speed; that means that it isn't

VJVo possible to study phenomcna depending of

P = total pressure Pa such parameters, like to boundary layer

Q = flow rate through the inlet cm 3 /s transition, turbulent flow separations, etc.

V = water speed cm/s Flow visualizations of fully developed



are shown, concerning their effect on lip
vortical flows and streamlines are instead design. The forebody effect on the shape of
very helpful to understand various phenome- the streamtube approaching the inlet has been
na, such as interferences among various investigated, because the presence of the
aircraft components. forebody will generally change this shape

compared to the isolated inlet condition, and
the local incidence on lips will be modified

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES, MO- too. A method to evaluate this effect is thus
DELS AND TEST TECHNIQUES presented.

Aermacchi's Water Tunnel is a closed loop The preliminary lip design can be made by
facility at continuous flow, with horizontal using standard profiles, such as Elliptical or
test section whose dimensions are: height = 90 NACA1, whose thickness/lenght ratio is
cm, width = 60 cm, length = 180 cm. defined in order to satisfy specific design
The maximum water speed is about 30 cm/s, requirements. Two classical requirements for
and an auxiliary pump can suck up to 1200 the inlet lips are the absence of flow
cm 3 /s through the inlet and internal ducts. separations: on the internal lip, at high engine
Flow visualizations are made by dye injection demand and low speed (Take Off conditions),
through holes on model surface or rakes, and on the external one at high speed (Cruise
while hydrogen bubbles and laser sheet conditions).
techniques are also available but have not Flow separations depends on lip thickness and
been used for the present investigation. MFR, because this defines the local incidence
Water speed and angles of pitch and yaw of on lips, and many methods are available to
the model can be continuously varied by calculate the critical value of MFR for
means of a remote control device, and their separations, as, a function of lip shape.
values can be read on digital displays. Fig. 3 shows the procedure in common use at
The auxiliary pump suction can also be Aermacchi, based on critical MFR from
continuously varied, and the flow measure- references I and 2.
ment is made by a rotameter kind of Starting from the low speed (Take Off) and
flowmeter. A water tunnel layout is shown in high speed (Cruise) design mach numbers, the
fig. 1. corresponding design points L, M are firstly

evaluated on the MFR-Mach curves; such
Two complete models 1:20 scale have been curves have been previously evaluated, based
used for testing both the chin inlet and the on the inlet throat area and engine demand at
side mounted one (fig. 2). the mentioned conditions.
A third partial model 1:15 scale, consisting of The geometrical parameters L, hi/hn, which
a forefuselage configuration, has also been give the thinnest lips with no flow separa-
used for inlet/forebody interference studies tions at the design points, can then be
about a chin inlet; in this case the inlet could evaluated on the critical MFR curves for
even be tested separately from the fuselage. both internal and external lips.
All the three models have a distribution of Finally lip thickness can be deduced from L,
holes on their surfaces for dye injection. hi/hm, in addition to other parameters having

been previously fixed. It should be pointed
Concerning the test techniques it must be out that the choice of the design points, and
pointed out that they are always based on the validation of the selected geometry, are
flow visualizations of streamlines, vortices made by considering the compatibility with
and various phenomena. further performance requirements such as
Parametric studies can be made by varying Drag Rise, Wave and Profile Drag, and
aircraft attitude, inlet Mass Flow Ratio, configuration constraints.
geometric configurations, etc.

At this point it is perfectly understandable
that if the forebody displaces the streamtube,

3. INLET/FOREBODY INTERFERENCE as shown in fig. 4, we have a local incidence
AT LOW INCIDENCE on lower lip corresponding to a higher value

of MFR on the isolated inlet.
The preliminary design of air inlets can A new, "equivalent" value of MFR, can be
generally be made considering as first defined as better representative of the actual
approximation isolated inlets at zero inciden- working conditions of the inlet lip. To make
ce, because many handbook methods and that, at first the streamtube approaching the
experimental data are available for this inlet has been visualized, both in the isolated
simple case. inlet and inlet + forebody configuration in a
Later on the appropriate modifications are range of working conditions (MFR up to
defined in order to consider the airframe 8.0), by using a rake of dye ports. This was
interference and the angle of attack. useful to have a first idea of the forebody
In this paragraph some aspects of inlet/fore- effect on the streamtube shape, as shown in
body interference studies at zero incidence the example of fig. 5.



Afterwards, with a single dye port, the lower acceptable as a preliminary tool, as a first
lip stagnation streamline which defines the approach to interference studies.
streamtube shape was visualized in the same
range previously considered, and its height
under an inlet reference line was measured at 4. INLET/GROUND INTERFERENCE AT
each test condition. TAKE OFF CONDITIONS
The results are summarized in fig. 6, where it
can be seen that the forebody locally The object of this paragraph is a special kind
displaces, enlarges the streamtube of about 10 of interference between the inlets and the
+ 15% of inlet height; that means an increase ground, the well known Inlet Vortex (fig. 10)
of local incidence on the inlet lower lip. which may appear during the first phases of

the take off run, at low speed and high
Fig. 6 can be explained in this way: if we engine demand (high MFR).
have a complete configuration, we must It is an undesirable phenomenon, because it
associate to it higher "equivalent" values of produces large flow angularities and total
MFR in order to consider it as an isolated pressure gradients, mostly in the core region,
inlet for apply the available handbook that means large flow distorsion to the engine
methods; the corresponding increased values face and related thrust penalties.
can be read on the figure at the same height It is also able to suck debris and small stones
Z/hi. from the ground, and cause severe F.O.D.
Note that in this case we are not interested (Foreign Object Damage) to the compressor.
about the upper lip, because it will be A basic mechanism of Inlet Vortex formation
replaced by a compression ramp, but the is the amplification of an existing ambient
same procedure could be also applied to i:. vorticity that happens when the vortex lines
It is now possible to evaluate some perfor- are stretched and sucked by the inlet. Vortex
mance penalties depending on MiFR, such as lines can be 'gested from the ground
the lip pressure recovery shown in fig. 7. boundary layer which forms when a hea-
We are also allowed to correct the dimensio- dwind or crosswind exists. In a theoretical
ning procedurc of fig. 3, taking in account situation, two vortex lines with an equal and
the above mentioned considerations as shown apposite circulation should appear (fig. 10),
in fig. 8. but in practice only one vortex is generally
We note that now, at the two design Mach observed; the perfect understanding of that is
numbers, the new operating points L, M still under study.
become L 1, MI , and without any modifica- The following parameters characterize the
tion the flow working conditions become A1 , phenomenon:
B1 ; that means that the external lip working
point falls into the no separations region, - the inlet Mass Flow Ratio
while the internal one works with flow - the inlet height above the ground
separation at its design point. - the wind speed and direction
To restore the required design conditions, - the magnitude of ambient vorticity.
new values of L and hi/hm could be The existence of a stagnation point, on the
evaluated from points A 2 , B2 ; in this case ground under the inlet, is also mandatory for
we obtain that the inlet capture area should the phenomenon to appear.
be increased by about 1.3% (thicker external
lip) while the external lip could be designed The basic mechanism of formation of the
about 1.0% thinner. Fig. 9 shows the Inlet Vortex was the object of many works
modified profile of the lower lip aose region. by different authors (ref. 3 + 7), but most of
It is important to note that modifications them are referred to isolated inlet of circular
related to a change in lip incidence will be shape, and have produced the fundamental
always opposite in sign, therefore they knowledge of the phenomenon.
require enlarged inlet area and thinner In the present work two different inlets, chin
external lip, thus leaving the maximum lip inlet and bifurcated one, in a complete
thickness roughly untouched. aircraft configuration have been investigated
It should be pointed out now that such a in order to apply the basic knowledge on two
modifications are the simplest to define at real configurations and to have a comparison
this stage, and can be chosen as a first step in between them.
the project development; further analysis Therefore the Inlet Vortex was visualized in
could validate them and eventually define the water tunnel during a simulated Take Off
more sophisticated modifications of the inlet condition with headwind, and its existence
cross sectional shape, lip profiles, etc. domain was thus evaluated. Starting from a
At the end of this paragraph we want to static point the inlet flow was at first
emphasize that the method presented here is switched on to its maximum value, and the
a semiempirical method, based on flow vortex appeared; then the water speed was
visualizations and some rough measurement; slowly increased till the vortex disappeared.
thus it is affected by natural approximations,
but it's very simple, rapid and perfectly
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Figures 11 through 14 show some images difference was observed nor measured re-
taken during the experiment, like the vortex spective to the zero sideslip condition.
evolution due to speed increases (Fig. 11, It would be interesting to test in the future,
H/hi = 3.). with dedicated models and/or sting, the 90
The vortex firstly appears at V = 2 + 3 cm/s degrees of sideslip condition, which should
(MFR = 50 + 60., Fig. 11-1) which was produce the worst situation (maximum asim-
found to be a minimun value to produce an metry) corresponding to the stationary air-
appreciable ambient vorticity. craft in cross wind.
A small speed increase gives more energy to Concerning the Reynolds number effect,
the vortex, because it produce an increase of depending on flow viscosity, speed and
the ambient vorticity as well (Fig. 11-2, V = ground plane length, even in the past it was
4 cm/s); after further increases the vortex considered of second order by many authors,
gets quite unstable (Fig. 11-3, V = 6 cm/s) and thus neglected because it doesn't influen-
and finally ;s blown awiy (Fig. 11-4, V - 8 ce the phenomenon by the qualitative point
cm/s). of view.
The water speed corresponding to this As a final remark, it is noted that tests have
situation was measured for various heights demonstrated a high degree of repeatibility,
above ground, and the graph of fig. 15 was though the vortex shows large instability
put down; it represents the vortex existence before being blown away.
domain for the two inlet configurations under
study. The more interesting result is that the
bifurcated inlet vortex is blown away at a 5. INLET/AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE
slower speed (higher MFR), respect to the
chin inlet one, which means that it exists in a In this section the results of interference
shorter range of headwind speed. studies between the inlet and other airframe
In practice the inlet vortex of the bifurcated components are presented.
inlet configuration is weaker, and even by More interest has been given to the
sight it was observed that it has a slower inlet/wing-strakes interference, in terms of
rotational speed and is quite spread respective MFR effect on the wing vortex breakdown.
to the chin inlet vortex. The strake vortex has been visualized, as fig.
This wasn't a foreseen result, and points out 16 shows, and the chordwise position of its
that other geometrical parameters have an breakdown has been measured for various a
influence on the vortex, more than those and MFR. The most interesting result obtai-
known from the literature; possible effects ned is that the bifurcated inlet has a strong
can arise from the inlet size, shape, width and beneficial effect on the wing vortex
and position respective the fuselage. breakdown, which is delaied about 50% of
Thus the phenomenon deserves further inve- the wing root chord as the MFR is increased
stigation in the future. from 0 to 2. (see fig. 17 + 20).

The chin inlet flow also gives more energy to
Further interesting results were observed, the vortex, which is quite spread and slow
concerning the different behaviour of the two for MFR = 0. + 1, but faster for MFR = I + 2
configurations. (fig. 21); in this case however, the position of
The two bifurcated inlet vortices are always vortex breakdown doesn't move.
counter-rotating and quite stable on the inlet Such effect of the mass flow through the
lower lip, while very different is the situation inlet is probably due to the acceleration that
for the chin inlet. the inlet gives to the flow just ahead of it;
In this case the vortex frequently moves since the wing strakes are located near the
along the lip, and sometimes a second inlet, the local higher speed produce higher
counter-rotating vortex appears (fig. 12). vorticity around them.
Such a difference probably exists because the The bifurcated inlet produce then a stronger
bifurcated inlets ingest the forebody bounda- effect because is nearer to the strake respect
ry layer vortex lines, which have an opposite to the chin one.
circulation on the two sides where the inlets
are located; the capture sections have then a These results are very important, at this
shape with large curvature at the bottom, preliminary stage of the project, not only for
which maybe fixes the vortex there. the wing and wing-strakes design, but mostly
The chin inlet has instead a quite flat shape for the planning of experimental activities in
at the bottom and, in theoretical conditions, wind tunnel.
is a perfectly symmetric configuration; thus Before to plan such tests in fact, is very
any small external disturbance, such as flow useful to know the MFR effect on wing
disuniformities, may influence the phenome- aerodynamics, in order to decide for a
non. flow-through, faired or choked inlet model.
Tests have been done even with 30 degrees of
sideslip angle, which is the maximum value
actually allowed by tests set up, but no



The shielding properties of the airframe at A very large interference was observed
high incidence for both configurations have between the inlet and the wing-strake,
also been investigated, mainly for the bifurcated configuration; in
As fig. 22 shows, the bifurcated inlet suffers this case in fact, the wing vortex breakdown
a fuselage upwash, while the chin one has a is delayed about 50% of the wing root chord,
beneficial downwash and thus is much better when increasing the MFR from 0 to 2.
in this respect. Further interference phenomena have been
Opposite is the behaviour at negative attitude: observed between the inlet and fuselage,
no problem arises from the bifurcated inlet, concerning the shielding properties and the
while the chin one seems to be quite in general behaviour at high incidence and yaw.
shadow under the forebody, as the sketch of Data have always been repeatable, and their
fig. 23 shows. approximation is perfectly acceptable in a

preliminary testing like this.
Another interesting phenomenon observed Therefore tests have been very useful as a
during the activity is th,,i the side mounted preliminary configuration analysis, and very
inlet configuration shows bad flow conditions efficient because the high quality and
at high incidence and yaw, because of large quantity of results obtained, compared to
flow angularities and vorticity on the bottom their low costs and short times.
fuselage, around the inlet (fig. 24); some
geometry modification could therefore be
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1. BACKGROUND
i small rig has been designed and made to
study fountain flows formed by subsonic Upwash or 'fountain flow' occurs between
jets impinging onto a ground plane. two or more adjacent'substantially verti-

cal matched jets when they impact with a
A series of tests was carried out to horizontal plane. The effect of such an
investigate three dimensional flow pat- upwash can be a significant change in the
terns and pressure distributions in the magnitude and distribution of the aero-
fountain flows. A programme of tests was dynamic forces on the underside of the
then devised to establish fountain flow airframe of a short take-off vertical
pressures and normal forces on rect- landing (STOVL) aircraft when it is
angular blocking trays of various hovering near the ground. Since the flow-
designs. Most tests were carried out at field is essentially three-dimensional
ambient temperature but some tests were and strongly influenced by turbulence it
carried out with pre-heated compressed is complex in nature and gives rise to a
air. range of design and performance problems

including hot gas reingestation by the
The effect of the distance between the gas turbine(s), jet-lift interference,
jets and the trays from the ground plane localised airframe forces and overall
was examined and recorded. Moving ground control changes.
board tests were also carried out.

The purpose of the research was to pro-
vide further information on fountain flow
and its effects, This entailed flow

LIST OF SYMBOLS visualisation , pressure measurements in
the main volume of the fountain flow with
no blocking tray present (ie unconfined

D emergent jets' diameter, fountain flow) and impingement pressures
and upthrust forces on a representative

Sfountain flow aerodynamic net model of the underside of the fuselage of
force on a blocking tray. a STOVL aircraft. The study was underta-

ken because there appeared to be little
Fj thrust of the pair of emergent pertinent information in the public

jets. domain on this important aspect of aero-
space science.

H distance between the nozzles'
plane and the ground board plane. 2.INTRODUCTION

h distance between the nozzles' The experimental arrangement employed was
plane and the surface of a simple and inexpensive. The jets were of
blocking tray. diameter about 1/25th scale of the Brit-

ish Aerospace Harrier but in all other
1 tray lip (strake, dam) height. respects the rig was not configuration

specific. Experimental studies of the
M Mach number, free fountain flow created by the pair

of round jets were carried out in order
p pressure (gauge). to establish the total pressure distrib-

ution in the main fountain volume. This
Pitt emergent jets' total pressure was followed by flow visualisation tests.

(gauge). A progromme of tests was then undertaken
to investigate the magnitude and distrib-

w width of blocking tray. ution of normal force on a blocking tray
(in effect a similated fuselage under-

x,y,z Cartesian co-ordinate system, see surface) mounted between the pair of
fig. S. jets. The test facility is shown diagram-

atically in fig.l and the main geometric
parameters are displayed in fig.2.

1.___



The test rig was designed to incorporate jets. The initial tests were to be con-

existing components where possible so as ducted at jet Mach numbers in the range
to reduce cost and delay. Thus it was 0.2 to 0.3, for ground board distances,H,
designed to be mounted on top of a pres- from 2 to 8 jet diameters, for various
sure vessel previously employed for nozzles' plane to tray plane distances,h,
jet en ainment research by Barnes and with rectangular blocking trays of vari-
RansomR. The vessel provided a stable ous lengths, L and lip heights, 1. See
platform for the two-jet rig and also fig.2.
incorporates an array of electric heaters
which enabled the compressed air to be
delivered to the plenum chamber at almost 3. THE EXPERIMENTS
2000C at M =0.20. The plenum chamber has
an internal baffle designed to avoid The programme comprised the following
direct flow from the inlet to the jet sets of tests:-
nozzles and at the same time to give
satisfactory contraction ratios. The 3.1 Pitot pressure surveys of the main
chamber was sized to be large enough to volume of the fountain flow.
ensure that the flow velocity inside it
would be very small compared with the 3.2. Flow visualisation.
velocity through the jet nozzles. The
nozzles were mounted directly onto the 3.3. Trayforce and pressure measurements.
top plate of the plenum chamber and dis-
charged vertically upwards as shown in
fig.2. The distance between the axes of 3.1 PITOT SURVEYS
the nozzles was jigged to be five jet
diameters. Their design, shown in fig.3, The pitot probe was aligned vertically
was based on a configuration developed by and the traverse restricted to cover that
Hawker Siddeley Aviation of Kingston in part of the three dimensional field where
the 1960s. Particular care was taken in positive pressures were reckoned to
the manufacture of the nozzle bores so occur.
that they were closely matched. The re-
movable top plate of the plenum chamber Pressure sampling surveys were carried
incorporated a pressure port and a out in vertical 'xy' planes for a number
thermocouple. Linear traverses were set of stations along the z axis. The emerg-
up as shown in fig.4 with the vertical ent jets' velocity was held at Mach 0.2,
y1' traverse set parallel to the nozzles' ie about 70 m/s depending upon ambient

axes, with the 'x' traverse set parallel atmospheric conditions. For these surveys
to the line joining the centrelines of the ground board distances, H, were
the nozzles and in the nozzles' exit chosen to be 4D, 6D and 8D. Since the
plane. The 'z' axis completed the right- flowfield was eapected to be most
handed Cartesian co-ordinate system. The vigorous in the datum xy plane an
initial use of the traverses was to det- intensive survey was carried out there.
ermine the velocity profiles of the At a number of locations the pressure
emergent jets. It was also intended to be appeared to be negative, ie slightly
used to survey total pressures in the below ambient, such values were regarded
main volume of the fountain . Finally it as suspect because the flow may have
would be used to move the ground board been far out of line with the pitot head
up or down either in steps or at a chosen at such points. Typical total gauge pres-
rate. Each traverse was driven by a sure profiles are displayed in figs. 8 &
stepper motor controlled by software 9 but they should be treated with caution
written to a microcomputer. as at some locations the airflow will

not have )T en within the required 200
Having designed and made the rig a number cone angle''. It is perhaps worth noting
of commissioning tests were conducted to that it had been intended to present a
investigate its performance and to check survey at H = 3D but it was realised that
that the jets were in fact closely the jet flow might not have been fully
matched. A high frequency audible vib- develpjped before impact with the ground
ration of the jets was overcome by trial- board"'.
and-error using baffles of various
designs mounted over the intake to the It is evident from the pressure profiles
plenum chamber.The optimisation procedure mentioned above that the fountain flows
eventually ensured that the flow from are relatively narrow and do not extend
each nozzle was substantially the same as very far in the fore-and-aft directions.
shown in figs.6 & 7. The tuning process When the non-dimensional total pressures,
was considered to be worthwhile because p/pi.r were plotted against distance from
of the need to obtain fountain flows the ground plane, H-y, the data points
which would be closely parallel to the collapsed towards a single curve suggest-

1,



ing that the strength of a fountain flow forces were found to occur for unlipped
is heavily dependent upon the radial wall trays and it was observed that increase
jets produced by the impingement of the of lip height only added slightly to
main jets onto the ground board, the trayforce. Lipping the forward or aft
Supporting evidence for the crucial edges of trays to form 'dams' seemed only
importance of the wall jets is resented to be worthwhile if strakes were present
in a report by Barry GilbertTM. too.The prime effect of the strakes was

deduced to be to roll up the fountain
flow into a pair of quite strong and

3.2 FLOW VISUALISATION stable fore-and-aft vortices which were
clearly seen to be present by means of a

Attempts were made to examine the miniature wool-tuft wand. The vortex pair
strongest part of the fountain flows - extended well beyond the tray in the
that lying more or less in the datum fore-and-aft directions and so, for an
plane - by means of a hypodermic wand aircraft, would be expected to be instru-
from which oil vapour from a special mental in promoting hot gas reingestation
heater was issuing in a steady stream. for configurations with engine intakes on
With H/D set at 4 and with an emergent either side of the fuselage.
jet velocity of 6 m/s the wand was held
close to each x-axis side of each jet in A measurement difficulty was posed by the
turn and four photographs taken on the low magnitudes of the model trayforces. A
same frame of black and white film. See simple calculation established that the
fig.lO. The fountain shows up quite well jets' force at the most cten used Mach
but is rather diffuse in appearance number of 0.3 was about 4N (0.9 lbf) so
because the camera records a total view it was considered to be necessary to
in the z direction. discriminate fluctuating forces of about

0.04N (0.14 ozf). This was achieved by
A dyed-water in clear water set-up vas making an operational amplifier designed
employed contemporaneously by Ing;(' to to in effect multiply the strain gauged
obtain qualitative insights into the dev- load cell's signals by xlOOO. With such
elopment of two-jet fountain flow over a an amplification, signal interference
short time span. The results may be con- from the stepper motors was found to be a
sidered to be most useful in displaying major problem as the interference was
the nature of fountain flow and its both 'airborne' and cable borne. This
limited penetration normally from the elusive interference was eventually
ground plane as indicated by the pitot reduced to an acceptably small level and
surveys described above. Figs.ll & 12 force discrimination was found to be
show the development of the flow for better than O.02N.
various values of H/D.

Time-averaged trayforces were first
3.3 TRAY FORCE AND PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS recorded manually over a time interval of

a few seconds, also the highest and the
lowest values in each time interval were

3.3.1 Tray fornes: logged. The range of fluctuation was
typically +7% to -7% at H/D = 4 but only

A large number of tests were carried out +21 to -22 at H/D = 2. Later the experi-
to determine trayforces for various H/D, mental system was substantially redesig-
tray height h, tray length L and for sev- ned so that time-averaged data could be
eral lip heights etc. All of the trays collected and processed automatically
were of a standard width to just fit under microcomputer control. Typical
between the nozzles and were of lengths plots of non-dimensional trayforce versus
from 4D to 1OD. Sets of trays were made H/D and versus LID are shown in figs. 13
with lip heights from 0.2D to O.8D and a & 14. Fig.13 is of especial interest
few trays were made with no lips or with because the data was mainly collected
lips on 3 or 4 edges. For a tray of L/D with the ground board moving towards the
8 the magnitude of the fountain upwash tray at from 5 to 60 mn/s and as can be
force was found to vary from zero near an seen the descent velocity made no
H/D ratio of 10 to a distinct peak of discernable difference to the trayforce;
almost 20% of the jets' lift force at an a few data points were collected with the
H/D of about 2.5. As the ground board was ground board in fixed positions - these
moved closer to the tray the fountain are arrowed on the curve drawn through
seemed to change abruptly culminating in the main data. In order to attempt to
a suckdown force of between 101 and 202 relate the ground board range of descent
of the jets' lift force. The abrupt velocities to full scale conditions it is
change in the fountain force was later noted that a descent1grate of 45 mm/s was
explored by means of tray pressure sur- considered by Ing' to represent an
veys as described below. Only very small aircraft descent rate of under 3 m/s. The



implication of fig.13 for a STOVL air- tray forces determined from the pressure
craft coming in to land vertically is distributions and from direct measure-
that there will be a sudden suckdown ments of force on a similar tray.
following a peak of fountain flow buoy-
ancy. An attitude control change might
well occur if the aircraft approached the Comparisons with theoretical analyses:
ground with even slight asymmetry - such
asy mme try would be almost inevitable for Two limited attempts(9110) at computational
a single-engined aircraft due to residual fluid dynamics (CPD) solutions to the
swirl from the engine compressor/turbine model trayforce and its associated pres-
system. sure distribution were made. The first

analysis predicted a squarish strong
Tests with pre-heated compressed air: At axial vortex pair and a trayforce which
lower values of H/D a reduction in tray- was of the same order, but not closely
force occurred when the jets' tempera- the same as, the directly measured tray
ture was held at 180C as compared with force. The second analysis resulted in
around 23C for the previous tests. much the same squarish vortex pair and a
Some results are displayed on fig. 21 for tray pressure distribution similar to
several H/D for two tray heights,. An those found from the model tests.
earlier report by Karemaa et al 'ýcon-
tained experimental evidence which is
different in character. If the current 4.DISCUSSION
results are correct then it would appear
that it is sufficient only to conduct 4.1. Data reliability.
cold jet tests when investigating near-
ground fountain flowfields because the Much care was taken to ensure that the
trayforces are likely to be somewhat on relative positions of all parts of the
the high side and it is clearly easier to rig were accurately defined, this was
set up the rig and do the tests. considered to be particularly important

in view of the small scale of the rig.

3.3.2 Tray pressures. All the experimentally obtained data were
corrected for variations in ambient

A tr•y of length L = 40D was designed and atmospheric pressure and temperature.
madel'1 with a set of pressure tappings Mach number effects were allowed for in
across its width. This tray is shown in the data processing computer-based calcu-
fig.15. The tray, which was longer than lations even though the jets' flow velo-
the diameter of the ground board, could cities were chosen to be low. The reason
be moved in the axial (z) direction; it for allowing for compressibilty was the
could also be moved vertically so that intention of working at a Mach number
h/D could range from +1 to -1. The lips approaching 1.0 for subsequent tests.
were removable so that tests could be
made with different lip heights, 1. There was found to be excellent correla-

tion between the earlier trayforce tests,
Data was collected with the jets' Mach in which data was collected manually, and
number held at 0.3 for a range of H/D, later tests conducted under computer con-
h/D, l/D and for z/D from zero to just trol.
under 5. The plotted results, of which
figs. 16 - 18 are typical, are character- A high level of repeatability was
istically of a 'W' shape. A maximum peak achieved for the tray pressure tests and
value occurs near the datum position (ie the fact that the trayforce found by int-
where z = 0) for lower values of H/D. egrating pressure correlated well with
For z/D = 3 or more the peak was less direct trayforce measurements for the
pronounced and for H/D = 6 a peak was same sets of values of H/D, L/D, h/D, l/D
scarcely discernible beyond z/D = 3. and M confirmed the reliabilty of the

test data.
A short tray (L/D = 8) with pressure tap-
pings was later designed and made. A
large number of tests were carried out at 4.2 Relevance of the test results.
M = 0.3 for various combinations of the
geometric parameters H, h, 1. Fig. 19 The application of the model test data
displays typical distributions of pres- collected and presented in this paper to
sure across the tray for H/D = 2 & 3. full scale aircraft conditions is known
Fig. 20 displays distributions of tray- to depend on Reynolds' number (N) and
force over the length of the tray for the Mach number. Even approximate equality of
same two H/Ds. Calculations confirmed N is clearly impossible as the corres-
that there is good correlation between ponding jet velocity for the model would



have to be of the order of 25 times that characteristics of such fields deter-
of the prototype - totally unrealistic, mined. The usefulness of small-scale
It has to be accepted therefore, that the testing has been demonstrated so it is
viscosity-dependent characteristics of hoped that it will be further employed
the fountain flowfield will be different and exploited. It is likely that systems
in the model tests to what would be using under-expanded arrays of three or
expected to occur for a prototype. The more jets will attract STOVL aircraft
extent to which this may matter is designers in the future so there is
conjectual but intuitively felt not to be clearly much scope for developing model
very significant. It could be checked by experimentation along the lines, for
CPD studies. The effect of Mach number ing nce, of that pursued by Smith et
was much more readily accommodated as it alfff.
simply demanded that the jets' velocity
should be the same for the model and the 6.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
prototype; for the range of low Mach num-
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SUMMARY

The present contribution describes the In particular the development of present
measurements of a three-component LDA fan engines with bypass ratios of around 5
within the jet of a bypass engine CFM56-5 follows a trend to new engine concepts
installed on an A320, in the form of with extreme high bypass ratios. This
ground tests. The aerodynamic data ob- development leads to larger dimensions of
tained at the fan exit and in two sections the engines so that the problems of aero-
at the turbine nozzle exit near cruise dynamic integration is of special impor-
condition allow an insight into the com- tance. The real physical conditions of tie
plete jet behaviour. The velocity compo- jets under the influence of the airframe
nents in the specified position for all aerodynamics must be taken into account
three coordinate directions are discussed [1, 2, 3]. Also in wind tunnel testing the
allowing the evaluation of the radial real conditions of the engine flow has to
velocity distribution and the swirl be completely simulated [4]. The best
components. In addition, the important simulation technique consists in the ap-
parameters of the turbulence intensity and plication of so-called Turbine-Powered
the direction of the thrust vector are Simulators (TPS-technique) which allow at
considered, least the fan flow to be realistically

simulated [5]. Therefore, for the compu-
LIST OF SYMBOLS tation procedures as well as for perfor-

ming experiments there exists a strong
A Area interest to know the real conditions in
Ma Mach number the jet flow field of actual high bypass
Ni Fan speed (RPM) fan engines.
pt Total pressure
p Static pressure As very few data have been published on
R Radial distance from the surface engine jet flow, e.g. [61 an agreement

(see figure 10) between the DLR (Institute for Design
uvw Velocity components Aerodynamics Braunschweig and the Insti-
u',v',w' Components of velocity fluctua- tute for Experimental Fluid Mechanics

tions G6ttingen) and the firms Deutsche Airbus/
u_ Free stream velocity Airbus Industrie respectively was met to
VTA Swirl component obtain such data for an actual aircraft.
x,y,z Coordinates (see figure 10) The relevant experimental data are to be

Angle in circumferential direc- acquired by means of a 3-D LDA system
tion developed by the DLR-G~ttingen [7] . These

. Flow direction between x and z LDA-measurements took place on a CFM56-
(see figure 10) engine at Toulouse two years ago on a

E Jet spread angle flight test aircraft A320 with relevant
test equipment, in form of "ground

A,B,C.D Different sections behind fan tests".
exit (see figure 3)

The present contribution describes the
LDA Laser Doppler Anemometer measurements performed with a three-compo-

Jet nent LDA within the jet. The jet data
Above symbols = average value obtained at the fan exit and at the tur-

max Maximum bine nozzle exit allow an insight into the
jet behaviour without external flow for
about 80% engine speed. The velocity com-

1. INTRODUCTION ponents in the specified positions for all
three coordinate directions are discussed,

For the development of computation proce- allcwing the evaluation of the overall
dures as well as for the actual design of quantities like swirl, flow direction,
transport aircrafts there exists a real thrust vector and turbulence level.
need for knowledge concerning the mecha-
nism of the aerodynamic interference be-
tween the engine flow and the wing-body.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP To get information on the complete jet
flow field behind the engine and to get

2.1. Aircraft set-up and test programme information possibly on the total thrust-
direction, measurements in six sections D1

The complete set-up of the used aircraft to D6 were carried out along vertical
A320 on the Engine-Test-Place at Toulouse lines behind the hot jet nozzle (see
is shown in figure 1. The LDA-measurements figure 3).
were carried out on the left engine. The
figure 2 shows the position of all devices All measurements were carried out at N1 =
relative to the airplane. The engine runs 80% RPM of maximum speed, with the excep-
were controlled by the flight engineer tion of section A, where measurements at
from the cockpit. All engine data like RPM Nl = 60%, 70%, 80% and 85% were carried
corrected to standard atmospheric condi- out. For all measurements only the left
tion, ambient temperature and pressure, engine of the aircraft was in operation.
direction and velocity of wind were recor- Before starting the laser measurements
ded by the data acquisition system of the preliminary tests on the following items
aircraft. were necessary:

* Tests for the seeding on the flow.
• Determination of engine center line.

* Tests for determination of the engine
position running with power.

- - - -. '

IIJ
Figure I. Aircraft set-up "-

Section A B CD

Noise Protection Walt

Eng," 

--Pylon

Eng. view in
7 No. 2 

V-w--9 
F on-

Flight Direction 12 D4 2

L - A 320 
1SD Cole Cowl

3 10 Stiffening

1 LDA System
2 Electronics
3 Particle Seeding / g Loser Beams
4. Video 9N 1
5 HeNe-Laser

Meas Devices es 32
7 Equ~pment Exit
8 Laser Beams

Figure 2. Position of the devices relative Section A, B,C Lower Strut
to the aircraft

180'

Main purpose of the tests is to get in- Notation
formation regarding A 1 03

"* jet velocity profiles including the L Test-No.
three components, turbulence level and Radial for secticns A, B.C
swirl behaviour and a d t r section (. f.C

" possibly the direction of the total and transverse section IY) for D
thrust vector. Section in X-direction

The determination of the radially sampled Figure 3. Test section on the engine
velocity profiles was carried out in three
sections A, B and C at r = 200° as shown
in figure 3. The position p = 200* in 2.2 Laser-Doppler-Anemometer
sector 7 was chosen in order to avoid
scatter of the laser light from walls of The three-component Laser-Doppler-Anemome-
the aircraft. In a section B2 - parallel ter used for this investigation has been
to the ground - the symmetry behaviour of developed at the Institute of Experimental
the fan flow was to be estimated. Fluid Mechanics G6ttingen. It works on a
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back-scatter off-axis using a 4 Watt the three-component optical Doppler arran-
argon-ion laser and has a focal length of gement. The first technique used, is the
2.3 m. Details are described in [7]. The so-called counter technique [7]. This
LDA system was mounted on a traversing technique is very fast but needs very good
system with an x-axis range of 0.5 m and signal-to-noise ratios which cannot be ex-
y- and z-axis ranges of 1.0 m respec- pected in all measurement position of in-
tively. Figure 4 shows the schematic set- terest. The second technique used, digi-
up of the 3D-LDA system. The installed LDA tizes the Doppler signal and computes its
by the side of the engine can be seen on frequency spectrum by means of a fast-
figure 5. For comparison of the level of Fourier transformation [18]. All the re-
the velocities measured with the LDA sults presented here are optimized by
system a Prandtl- and temperature probe using the data of the two techniques.
respectively was mounted in the fan exit
plane and can also be seen in figure 5. The most important problem in using the
The LDA-system was remotely controlled, Laser-Doppler-Anemometry for investigation
because the distance between the LDA and of engine-jet flow is to provide for
the recording devices was about 50 m (see enough seeding particles. There was only
figure 2) and nobody was permitted to stay some experience available how to seed the
close to the engine during a run. Additio- flow of a real aircraft engine from ear-
nally a video camera was mounted in order lier tests on a Rolls-Royce M45 H engine
to monitor the position of the measuring [8]. In the case of the present CFM56-5
volume during the runs. When the LDA was engine some engine runs were necessary to
moved the seeding probe had to be also get particles at the correct measuring
readjusted, again remotely controlled, volume (see figure 6). In the fan flow

so-called "disco-fog" was used. In order
PHOTO MULTIPLIER to increase the low data rate within the

MIRRORS BEAMSPUTTER 7RANSM417TING/RECEING shear layer, an additional seeding device
S•n csz, was installed outside the Jet (see posi-

-- -- -- tion 2a in figure 7). The seeding of the
SCOMMON turbine jet flow was not possible, because

E RAGG FOCAL the use of titan dioxide (TiO2) was not
476.5- LASER CEPOINT allowed. Obviously, due to the high effi-

ANS.IlTTNG /RECEIVING ciency of the combustion there .4ere only
COLOR OPTIC very few soot particles. For this reason,

SEPARATOR COLL•MATO - the collection of 1000 individuell samples

CCPMIE COUNTERR

three-componentE L--1-A-ystm -J

Figure 4. Optical arrangement of the
three-component LDA-system

Figure 6. Seeding equipment in front of
the engine

Fuselage

5 Wing

Figure 5. LDA set-up

Using the highly complex three-component
LDA-system a main task of a suitable Dopp-
ler-signal analyser is to acquire the sig-
nals and to analyze their different fre-
quencies as fast as possible. The related
individual velocity events are accumulated
in data stores in order to compute the lo-
cal mean flow-field data. Two fundamen- 1 2
tally different techniques were applied to
analyze these frequencies received from Figure 7. Seeding positions from top
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at one measuring station within the hot the engine no pressure differences against
turbine exit flow took up to 5 minutes the ambient pressure were observed, only
acquisition time and hence the number of 2980 mm away from the engine's end, a
data points in section C and D was demi- static pressure was measured being about
nished. More details of these special 40 mm of water over the ambient pressure
problems are described in [9]. when the engine was running at 80% speed.

From this additional observation the con-
3. DETECTION OF THE ENGINE AXIS AND THE clusion was drawn, that below and around
POSITION OF THE ENGINE the engine only very low flow velocities

do exist. That means also that entrainment
In order to align the optical axes of the effects of the engine's jet to the sur-
LDA correctly in reference to the engine, rounding were negligable.
the detection of the engine axis was de-
manded. This was done without engine 4. RESULTS
thrust (no operation) as shown in figure
8. A small mirror was fixed on the en- Before discussing the results in detail,
gine's inlet cone nearly rectangular alig- it is necessary to remark, that the flow
ned to its axis. In front of and about 5 m behind the fan and turbine exit on a real
away from the inlet a small laser beam was engine is not comparable with an ideal
directed into the center of the mirror, nozzle flow. Looking into the details of
When the engine cone together with the the CFM56-5-engine (see figure 9) the
mirror was manually rotated the reflection following statements can be made:
of the laser beam was observed on a screen
near the laser. If this reflex moved con- 0 The fan flo, is influenced by the
centrically around the original beam which thrust reverser in particular in the
was achieved by shifting the laser, the sectors 9, 10 (see figure 3). The
beam direction indicated the wanted axis. laser measurements were carried out in
Then a perpendicular line was drawn from sector 7. This part of the fan nozzle
the light beam to the ground and extended showed only small disturbances on the
to the outlet region below the engine, inner surface and no reflection of the
Different measurements of distance of the laser beam could be expected.
laser beam to the ground permitted to
measure the angle of attack of the engine. * From turbine nozzle geometry only a
This resulted in about 1.2 degree measured very small acceleration of the flow is
against the horizontal direction for the possible, because of the area ratio
switched off engine. ArurbineExit/ANozzle m 1.14. At the

inner part of this nozzle a decelera-
ted flow may exist.

Figure 8. Arrangement to detect the axis R,
of the "4'

A special instrumentation was also devel- Figure 9. CFM56 - 5 engine
oped to determine simultaneously to the
velocits measurements the real position of
the engine being in operation on ground.
This instrumenLation was able to record '\
the movement on the axis x. z. From these 'P
measurements the overall movement in x-di-
rection was obtained, for N1 = 80% this
being about 80 mm. The maximum amplitude
of engine vibration was found for the "
axial component 0.98 mm and for the verti-
cal component 0.95 mm. Also when one en- //
gine was switched on and kept running /4/
rotation of the aircraft about a vertical K • Lo/w/o
axis took place which amounted approxima- & FW Lookmgtm

tely to 0.4°. More details of this expen- / ...

sed instrumentation and some results are / 0
described in [9]. z

Additional static pressure measurements
below the engine were carried out using
small PVC hoses on the ground. The pres- Figure 10. Definitions of velocities and
sure was measured by means of simple U- directions
tubes filled with water. Directly below



The results of the present investigations well. In the outer part, the profiles are
will be discussed in form of the velocity influenced by the boundary of the jet and
components u, v, w as measured in the the ambient atmosphere. In this section A,
x-y-z coordinate system (see figure 10) . total and static pressure were also meas-
These components can be transformed into a ured with a Prandtl probe. These measure-
orthogonal coordinate system e.g. to get ments were carried out at a fixed radial
the tangential component VTA. In addition position. In the case of the probe meas-
to the mean velocity values of the meas- urements the velocity is obtained from the
ured velocity components the turbulence energy equation for compressible flow
levels will be discussed and the angle 0 using
giving the local mean flow direction in u = a * Ma (1)
the x-z plane.

with the velocity of sound expressed in
4.1 Velocity profiles terms of the static temperature by

Figure la gives a first impression of the a = ic R T (2)
axial velocity profiles at fan exit plane
A for four different engine speed of 60, and the Mach number
70, 80 and 85 % Ni. These velocity profi- _-i
les look very uniform at the different
speeds. Near the inner wall a normal Ma = -- 1 (3)
boundary layer profile is present, the
shape of this distribution looks quite

The temperature was also measured at the
same position as the pressure probes using
a standard thermocouple. As seen in the
diagram of figure 11a, the velocities

Ni (%J measured with the probe and the LDA are in
very good agreement. Because of the low

+ 85 A 104 turbulence level in the present flow, no
consideration of fluctuating values are

O 80 A 105 necessary as was shown in [10]. From the

a 70 A 102 Prandtl-probe measurements a static pres-
sure lower than ambient pressure by about

O 60 A 106 10 mbar was observed.

300 I I To control the level of the fan exit
velocity an averaged velocity was taken
by the flight engineer and estimated from

m/s the engine performance data. These values
UAS are marked in figure 11a, showing

-+ +1 4 +_ smaller values than the maximum velocity
U measured by the LDA-system and also by the

0+ O O0 0 0 0 00 AS Prandtl-probe as was expected.

00 O With respect to the limited test time run-

200 § A t6 ning the engine it was decided to continue
-•0Ao the measurements only with the constant
E AI speed of N1 = 80 %. This dicision was also

C 0 0 L~U pc

Co 50 N1
E + 85 A104
0 SE o 80 A105 0

100 Inner wall 0 100 80o 60 A106
- 0
0150 0
-1 0

Prandtt-probe 0 200-

250- o0 00
0 I I I 20D

0 150 300 300

R-Coordinate (mm) 0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
U/U max

Figure 11a. Axial velocity distribution in Figure 11b. Axial velocity distribution
section A at different fan dimensionless in section A
speed

L-



supported by the nearly constant shape of The velocity component v in particular
the velocity profiles at different engine responsible for the swirl behaviour of the
speed (see figure l1b). The development of total flow shows in section A (fan exit)
the three components u, v, w in the sec- and B (downstream of fan exit) positive
tions A, B and C are plotted in the figu- values so that a small swirl can be sta-
res 12 to 14. The axial velocity component ted. This swirl in the fan flow decays
u within the fan flow shows at the inner with the distance from the fan exit which
wall a normal boundary layer velocity de- can be seen from the results in section C
velopment without separated flow. The ou- (see figure 14). Also in this section at
ter jet flow of the fan shows very clearly the turbine exit the v-component indicates
the tendency towards a smaller gradient at a swirl on the outer part of the turbine
the jet boundary region as the jet devel- nozzle. The w-components in the three
ops. In section C a clear distinction of sections of the fan flow correspond di-
the velocity distributions of the turbine rectly to the slope of the cowling at the
flow and fan flow is indicated by the inner part and follow the wall direciton
strong jump at R = 280 mm. A surprising with the very clear tendency of a decaying
feature is the non uniform turbine veloc- gradient from section A (fan exit) to
ity distribution which can be explained by section C (turbine exit) in the fan flow
the inner shape of the turbine nozzle. velocity distribution.
Summarizing, the turbine flow quality is
worse compared to the good flow quality
behind the fan.
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Figure 12. Velocity components u, v, w in
section A
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The w-component and the axial component u
were used to estimate the flow direction. YX
The development of the flow direction is M = 80%°0
shown in figure 15 for the three sections.
In the sections A and B the flow direction 0.2 x
at the inner part is nearly parallel to Section x

the core cowling and changes along the A 105 o
radius R from negative to positive direc- 0.4 B 101 x
tion (section B). It should be also noted C4 0
that the radial gradient of the flow di- NC 101

rection changes from section A to B with x
the very clear tendency of stronger gra- E 0.6
dient downwards of the fan exit plane X
(section B). A change of the jet flow z
direction cannot be excluded. In section C
only a positive flow direction is obser- r 0.8 Z x 0
ved, with the exception of the shearflow Lx 0
between turbine and fan flow. O

Summerizing the jet behaviour of the fan 1.0
flow, figure 16 shows the dimensionless I x1
velocity distribution for the three sec- 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
tions using the half velocity radius with
R (uma /2) being the radial distance where U/ULI,the va'ocity is 0.5 umax. In the present
case two types of jet exist, at the inner Figure 16. Axial velocity distribution di-
part a wall-jet and at the outer part a mensionless for section A. B, C
free-jet. The results on figure 16 demon-
strate for the inner part a wall boundary
layer behaviour. On the other hand the
outer jet velocity profiles of section A for the three sections A, B and C where u
represent the jet exit and the profiles is the average velocity in all cases. A
for section B and C illustrate the sprea- very small influence of fan speed was
ding of the shear layer with increasing observed in section A (12], so only re-
distance from the fan nozzle exit. Similar sults for the constant speed of N1 = 80 %
behaviour was observed in an axi-symmetric will be presented. The turbulence inten-
jet [11). sity profiles obtained at section A has a

level of 5 % to 6 % in the main flow. Such
4.2 Turbulence profiles values are well known from axial flow

compressors [13] . In the inner part (wall
The distribution of the fluctuating veloc- of the core cowling) the turbulence in-
ity in R-direction is plotted in figure 17 creases due to the shear flow in the
as turbulence intensity boundary layer and in the outer part it is

influenced by the shear flow of the fan
u/ boundary layer. In section B the turbu-

lence intensity level increases but on the
inner and outer part it is influenced for
different reasons. At the inner part the

0 0 0-
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Figure 17. Turbulence intensities in sec-
tion A, B. C
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strong increase of fluctuation is mainly
generated by bleed air coming out upstream
of section B (see figure 9). On the outer 300
part the increased turbulence intensity is
caused by the mixing region at the jet
boundary.

The turbulence intensity in section C -200
(fan- and turbine flow) has in the fan

flow the same level as seen in section A E
but is also influenced by the jet mixing -

process. In the turbine flow (R = 0 to D100
280 m-,j the turbulence intensity level has
near'.y the same level compared with the
fan exit but strong variations between
z = 200 and 300 mm which may possibly be B202
caused by local separation within the 0turbine nozzle. 400 200 0 -200 -4O00

The turbulence intensities of the other Y-Coordinote (mm)
velocity components v' and w' were also
obtained during these measurements and are
of the same order [12], so that nearly an
isotropic turbulence behaviour is present. 40-

4.3 Synmetry condition 20-
Measurements were carried out in section oo0

B2 (see figure 3) parallel to the ground - 0
to get an information on the symmetry
quality of the total jet flow. Figure 18 >-20
shows the axial velocity component u and
the swirl componment VTA. Between left and
right side of the engine center line no -.0 B202
deviation of these velocities can be ob-

served. Also from the other component v
and w - not presented here - no remarkable 400 200 0 -200 -1.00
deviation could be stated. This confirms Y-Coordinate (mm)
the findings made before that only a very
small swirl in a range of 3 to 4 does
exist. Figure 18. Axial- and circumferential ve-

locity distribution in section
B2 parallel to the ground
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Figure 19. Axial velocity distribution in
Section D



4.4 Total flow field tions in the z-direction (looking into
flight direction, values y = 160, 350 and

To get the important information on the 550) no symmetry of the flow conditions
total flow field behind the engine meas- can be observed. It can be assumed that a
urements in a section D were carried out. different mass flow distribution exists in
With the very large dimensions of the jet the upper and the lower part of the engine
in this area a great number of different jet flow. To get quantities of the veloc-
positions )f the LDA-equipment would have ity differences, average values foL each
been necessary. Because of the limited section were estimatec to
test time available, only a limited area
could be cove- red. Especially in the
sections D1 and D2' (see figure 3) masked z=n
the pylon no data were available. All
measured axial velocity components u in u = - u(z) dz . (4)
section D are plotted in figure 19. Compa- zo fzn
ring the symmetry conditions between the
y-directions (y = ± 160 - D2/D4 - and z=O

y = ± 350 mm - Dl/D5 - respectively) good
agreement can be noted concerning the ve-
locity level in the inner part (turbine) The results of these data are summarized
and the outer part (fan). This result is in the following table for the lower
in agreement with the result found in part:
section B2. Comparing the symmetry condi-
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y 550mm y 350mmg )y 160mm

0411I
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Figure 20. Angle of flow direction in sec-
tion D
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engine left right
side 

"I- -Z
section D 401 D 201 ::
S[m/s] 231 229

section D 501 D 101
S[m/s] 191 188

The velocity differences between left and
right are smaller than 1.5%, the symmetry Figure 21. Total flow field of the engine

conditions are good as stated above. The Jet (schematic)

average values for the upper and lower
part of the engine are summarized in the
following table (left side, looking into 4.5 Thrust deflection
flight direction):

To find an explanation for this jet behav-
iour as detected by the present laser-
measurements, the photograph in figure 22

above section D 613 D 511 D 411 showing the installed engine on the pylon.
S[m/s] 134 172 199 The following statements can be made:

below section D 601 D 501 D 401 1. It can be assumed that the large veloc-
S[m/s] 171 191 231 ity differences between upper and lower

part of the jet flow are generated by
high total pressure losses in the upper
part where the pylon is installed. In

Very large velocity differences up to 28% addition losses will be also generated
can be stated between upper and lower part from the fairings (pylon/cowling) and
of the jet flow, so that also different the thrust reverser respectively which
mass flow distribut'n exists in the upper is mainly located in the sectors 3, 4,
and the lower part G_ -he engine jet flow, 9 and 10 (see figure 3).
if comparable densities of the flow is
assumed. 2. These higher total pressure losses in

the upper part of the jet flow are
Now, looking at the resulxs of the flow responsible for the lower velocities.
direction given from the u-w-velocity The fan jet nozzle is working with
components shown in figure 20 (vanishing lower pressure ratio ptý/p., while in
v-components in this section, see figure the lower part the jet it is working
14) leads to the same conclusion as stated with a higher fan nozzle pressure
before: Good symmetry conditions between ratio.
left and right side of the jet flow, which
cal be derived from the average angle
estimated to

z=n

- i3(z)dz . (5)
zo zn f

Z=0

The average values between left and right
section D 101/ D 501 and D 201/D 401 re-
spectively show maximum differences of
0.80 and 0.60 only. Comparing the flow
direction between upper and lower part of
the jet flow no symmetry condition can be
stated and at lower part higher positive
flow angles are observed. In the upper
part average angles between 10 and 20 and
in the lower part average angles between
30 and 6.5* respectively exist. In compa-
rison with the development of the flow
direction measured in section A and B it
can be stated, that the mean direction of
the complete jet shows a deviation from
tne engine axis in +O-direction, meaning
downwards as demonstrated in figure 21. Figure 22. View to pylon
This result is in agreement with TPS-wind-
tunnel measurements carried out by
Deutsche Airbus using different types of From basic investigations on the jet flow
models with short fan nozzles, comparable of afterbody configuration the following
to the present CFM56-nozzle [19). is well known, see [14) and (151:



20)-12

"* Independent of the free stream Mach To support this result, a theoretical in-
number increasing jet pressure ratio vestigation was carried out for the CFM56-
(increasing jet Mach number) ptý/p. configuration, calculating the complete
leads to larger spreading of the set, behaviour of the exit jet such that vis-
demonstrated in the sketch of figure cous flow effects can be considered [16].
23. The maximum velocity at the jet Using the STC-GENMIX-code which consists
center lino decreases further down- of a Stream-Tube-Curvature methode coupled
stream, with a boundary layer method with the

extension described in [17]. In figure 24"* The free stream Mach number influences the calculated isotaches are obtained.
the level of the jet spreading angle This result consists of two separated axi-
e, higher free stream Mach number Ma. symmetric calculations for two flow condi-
leads to smaller values of e. tions, in the upper part for a fan pres-

sure ratio of NPR2 = 1.41 and in the lower
part for a fan pressure ratio NPR2 = 1.70.
In both cases the turbine pressure ratio

SM_____L__cons_ was kept constant to NPRl = 1.41. In this
calculation the jet boundary is defined
where the free stream velocity and the jet

-AU velocity is the same. From these results

it can be seen that in the lower part
larger jet spreading exists compared to

(Ttj/T.) mixing region the smaller spreading in the -upper part.

(Ptj/PW)A > (,,/P=}, As a consequence of the observed jet vec-
EA > C8 ,)>EUj,, tor deflection the following conclusion

J max A can be assumed: An engine with short cow-
ITtj/Tw)A = (Tj/T.)s ling generates non-symmetrical velocity

distribution in the core flow exit plane,
in particular induced by the pylon. In
contrast a long cowling with the pylon not
installed directly in the fan jet should
lead to more axi-symmetric flow condition,
than having no thrust vector deflection.

5. Conclusions

Measurements with a three component LDA-
Figure 23 Jet behaviour (schematic) system have been performed successfully on

r 2an aircraft A320 with installed CFM56
engines. These measurements were carried
out as ground tests providing data for the

Transfering this knowledge to the present jet behaviour. The fan flow and in parti-
engine jet flow problem leads to the con- cular the three-dimensional flow field inccarteuseedmesion:lw ildi
clusion: different sections behind the engine have

In the upper part of the jet flow smal- been regarded. These investigations were
carried out mainly at Ni = 80 % fan speed,

jet spreading exists compared to the which in not far away from cruise condi-
jet flow of the lower part. This beha- tion. The present data leads to the follo-viour causes the mean flow direction of wn ttmns
tle complete engine jet to be directed wing statements:
downwards by about 5 = 3.5*.

154 ... .

Figure 24. Calculated viscous jet,
isotachs, MavO.4, NPR1 = 1.41
hot core-jet, NPR2 = 1.41/1.70



"* The jet of the fan flow is of good qua- 5. Eckert, D., van Ditshuizen, J.C.A.,
lity which regard to a flat velocity Munniksma, B., Burgsm~ller, W.,
profil. The flow at the turbine nozzle Low Speed Twin Engine Simulation on a
exit shows a non-uniform velocity di- Large Scale Transport Aircraft Model in
stribution. the DNW, 14th ICAS Congress, Sept.

"* A small local swirl of approximatly 3 1984, Paper-No. ICAS-84-2-10.4.

was observed within the fan exit jet 6. Smart, A.E., Moore, C.J.,
flow. Aero-engine Applications of Laser Ane-

mometry, AIAA J., Vol. 14, No. 3, March"• Turbulence intensities are of normal 1976.
values of 5% to 6%. Nearly isotropic
turbulence behaviour is present, within 7. BOtefisch, K.A., Sauerland, K.-H.,
the central part of the jet. A Three Component Dual Beam Laser-Dopp-

ler-Anemometer to be Operated in Large"• The upper part of the engine jet is Wind Tunnels, l1th ICIASF Record,
working with a smaller jet pressure Stanford University (1985), p. 48.
ratio which leads to smaller jet sprea-
ding compared with the lower part. A 8. Pallek, D., Sauerland, K.-H,
theoretical investigation confirms this BOtefisch, K.A., Roscher, H.-J.,
observed jet behaviour. Hoheisel, H.,

"3-D LDA-Measurements in the Jet of a
* The direction of the total jet shows a Bypass-Engine, 4th Intern. Symposium on
deviatioand fo dicthed e wng. a is oApplications of Laser Anemometry to

S= 3.5° and is directed downwards. This Fluid Mechanics, July 1988, Lisbon,
jet deflection can be explained by the Portugal.
reduced overall velocity in the upper
part of the engine.
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Carstensen, H., Sauerland, K.-H.,
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SOME ASPECTS OF INTAKE DESIGN, PERFORMANCE &
INTEGRATION WITH THE AIRFRAME

E L Goldsmith
Aircraft Research Association Lid

Manton Lane, Bedford MK41 7PF, England

SUMMARX f engine face

A selection of topics has been made from the 'state of the art L local
review' in the Fluid Dynamics Panel Working Group 13 Report
on Intakes for High Speed Vehicles. The first topic is a brief o free stream
account of results from a programme of research on internal
and external flow in pitot intakes conducted in the UK over the t throat
period 1978-88. The main topic is that of intake airframe b body
integration and is illustrated by examples from systematic work
done in the USA and Europe on agile strike fighters and multi- 1 INTRODUCTION
intake missiles.

The Report of the AGARD Fluid Dynamic Panel Working
Group 13 ' Intakes for High Speed Vehicles' includes a 'State

NOTATION of the Art Review' as is customary in such documents. This
paper presents a personal selection of the topics in that review.

A cross sectional area
Most light agile fighters of recent years have featured pitot

CD drag coefficient [=D/qo A.] intakes and therefore before moving on to the main theme of
intake-airframe integration a brief review is made of some

CR intake lip contraction ratio (=AIA,) isolated pitot intake research conducted in the U.K. over the
Mach number range 0-2.0 and incidence range 0-40°.

D,d diameter
The general subject of intake - airframe integration is

KA 2 & DC60 specific distortion indexes introduced using a restricted aspect of this theme that is mainly
relevant to the aerodynamics of long range supersonic cruise

K/Kw,. proportion of maximum allowable engine face vehicles. This leads to a very brief mention of intakes for the
distortion next generation of supersonic transport aircraft.

L,, length However the more general aspects of intake-airframe
integrations became more apparent when considering the

M Mach number problems of layout of strike-fighter aircraft. These are

illustrated by combinations of fuselage and pitot intakes at
P total pressure subsonic and supersonic speeds and very brief illustrations of

results for compression surface intakes and fuselages at
PR pressure recovery (= P/P. = q) supersonic speeds only. This leads on naturally to the

combination of compression surface intakes and long bodies
AP/P= (1 - P/P,,) at subsonic speeds; Shock P.R. - that occur on many guided missile configurations.

P/Po at supersonic speeds.

2 PITOT INTAKE PERFORMANCE (Refs 1 & 2)
q dynamic pressure

For the Mach number range from zero to 2.0, the general
R,r radius pressure recovery characteristics of a pitot intake are well

known Fig.l(a). Losses in total pressure originate from three
a angle of incidence sources, from skin friction on the duct walls, from the intake

lip and from the normal shock. If the ingested streamtube is
B angle of sideslip/yaw smaller than the capture area then losses up to an incidence of

about 10° are basically skin friction losses that for a given duct
/5 compression surface angle and Reynolds number are a function of throat Mach number

only Fig. 1(b). At low forward speeds when the streamtube is
Sroll angle liable to be larger than the capture area, particularly at high

throat Mach number then separation can occur around the
Suffices whole periphery of the cowl lip which results in mixing losses

downstream in the subsonic diffuser (Fig. 1(c)). Above an
c capture plane incidence of about l0° the boundary layer on the inside of the

windward lip will thicken rapidly and then depending on lip
d design thickness, will separate which again gives rise to mixing losses.



Thus at subsonic speeds the loss can be considered as the sum Pre-entry drag can also be evaluated by potential flow or Euler
of a basic duct skin friction loss and a lip separation loss Fig methods and agrees well with measured values (Fig.8, ref.2).
1(d). For a given Reynolds number and geometry the former If the intake lip is sharp then the classic one dimensional
is a function of throat Mach number only and the latter is a momentum evaluation of pre-entry drag is sufficiently accurate
function of capture ratio AJA, and throat Mach number. Note for most purposes. However for a blunt lip, it is important that
that free stream Mach is not a parameter except in so far that the right combination of pre-entry and cowl forces is used.
it controls the relationship between capture ratio and throat The one dimensional pre-entry force to the stagnation point can
Mach number. Total loss at subsonic speeds (skin friction + be combined with cowl thrust from the stagnation point or
lip loss) is shown as a function of throat Mach number and alternatively the two forces taken to the highlight point can be
inverse capture ratio Ac/Ak so that the static case at AJ/A, combined (Fig.9, ref.2). However an inconsistent mix i.e. the
of infinity can be plotted (Fig.l(c) and (d). However at cowl thrust from the stagnation point plus the pre-entry force
supersonic speeds M. is a relevant parameter in its own right to the highlight point must not be used.
because at incidence it controls the strength of the shock and
boundary layer interaction on the inside of the windward lip as 3 AIRFRAME-INTAKE INTEGRATION
flow ratio is increased towards full flow (Fig.2). The ratio
MJM, rather than A,/At is found to be more relevant as a Airframe-intake integration is liable to have different emphases
correlating parameter to cover the full range of MK from zero depending on the context. For supersonic cruise vehicles the
to two. When shock loss and basic skin duct skin friction loss phrase engine-airframe integration is probably better.
have been deducted, lip loss can be presented for a given Integration is concerned with adding the intake, engine and
incidence for the full Mach number and mass flow range as exhaust nozzle to the basic wing and body with as little as
shown in Fig.2 (ref. 1). At low subsonic speeds a further possible deterioration to the value of lift to drag ratio of the
compression of loss data can be achieved by plotting loss AP/% wing and body at cruise Fig. 10(a). This theme becomes
versus MJM, for all incidences to give the carpet plot shown increasingly important as cruise Mach number increases and
in Fig.3. A reasonable collapse of measured results using these body and wing tend to merge so that the completely integrated
parameters can also be obtained at high subsonic speeds but body/wing/propulsion unit becomes a desirable objective.
only for configurations with well rounded lips. Practically the whole of the undersurface of the vehicle

becomes either part of the intake compression surface or the
Presenting a lip loss allows intake losses to be evaluated for nozzle expansion surface as has been illustrated many times in
other diffuser geometries with different basic duct skin friction conceptual studies of hypersonic cruise vehicles with
characteristics. However this is only applicable if initial duct combinations of turbojet, ramjet and scramjet powerplants (Fig
diffusion rates are similar. If the subsonic diffuser shapes 10(b),ref.3).
result in a much higher rate of diffusion then obviously mixing
losses will change as shown in the example (Fig 4, ref. 1) and However returning to the probably much lower supersonic
the simple addition of a changed skin friction loss with an cruise Mach number of a successor to Concorde there will be
unchanged lip loss will not be valid, three features of the engine installation that will distinguish the

Avion de Transport Supersonique due Futur from its
For a given diffuser shape the two intake geometric features predecessor (Fig. 10(c)). The first is the blending of the wing
which most affect lip loss at incidence are contraction ratio and undersurface with four separate nacelles because the twin
intake plane rake (Fig.5, ref. 1). Increase in contraction ratio nacelles of Concorde will almost certainly never again feature
decreases lip loss at all values of throat Mach number and on a commercial aircraft because of potential problems with
AJAo. However the effect of intake plane rake or stagger is to engine containment. The second is that for noise reduction
increase lip loss at values of Ak/A < 1.0 compared to zero reasons a very efficient high and uniform secondary flow
stagger but markedly decrease loss at A,/A. > 1.0. ejector nozzle will be needed. To achieve this the secondary

flow will need to be ingested circumferentially into the nozzle
The nature of the external flow around pitot intakes, the just aft of the wing trailing edge. As a result intakes will be
variation of pre-entry (or additive) drag and associated changes further back from the wing leading edge than they are on
in cowl thrust with flow ratio are well known. In potential Concorde and weight considerations will dictate that individual
flow these two quantities are equal and opposite and they can subsonic diffusers will be even shorter than were achieved on
be measured by any of the means shown (Fig.6(a)). For a Concorde. If double sided compression surfaces perpendicular
thick lipped cowl the division between internal and external to the wing surface are employed the result will be a halving of
flow can be determined by accurately locating the stagnation subsonic diffuser length. The third feature will be the very
point by pressure plotting Fig.6(b) and this will retreat from difficult choice of the actual form of the intake compression.
the highlight position to the underside of the lip as flow ratio As design Mach number climbs inexorably upwards, the
is reduced (Fig. 6(c)). When A.,../A.e has been aerodynamic performance advantages of a combined external-
determined (ref.2) cowl thrust can be evaluated by a summing internal compression system become very apparent. Combined
of the external flow pressures on the cowl. Pre-entry force can compression aims to halt the external compression process at
also be determined by pressure measurements on the internal the point where flow deflection away from the free stream
surfaces of the cowl from the stagnation point back to the direction is relatively small and then to complete the supersonic
internal survey pressure station combined with the evaluation compression by orienting the flow via shock waves or
of mass flow and momentum of the internal flow at this station isentropic compression fans from the undersurface of the cowl
(Fig.6(a), ref.2). internally back towards the free stream direction. The

advantages are great as shown by the performance of combined
Cowl thrust is well predicted by potential flow methods at compression designs when compared to the Concorde intake
subsonic speeds and by Euler methods at supersonic speeds (Fig.ll). At design Mach numbers of 2.5-3.0, critical flow
until a flow ratio is reached at which the flow over the cowl pressure recoveries and bleed flow are often very comparable
external surface separates at the lip (Fig.7). The departure of to those of Concorde at its design Mach number of 2.0. In
measured and calculated curves clearly indicate the onset of lip addition cowl drags at around 0.01 or less are much lower than
separation (Ref.2). Concorde's 0.099 (refs.4,5,6,7,8 & 9). The difficulties of
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achieving these performance figures at engine matched flow from the cowl lip or the pre-entry flow (Fig. 13(a)(b). and (d).
conditions however are great. The intake has to be 'started' These patterns can be accenuated by incidence and sideslip and
i.e. the internal shock waves have to be established as the by operation at supersonic speeds. (Fig.13(c)(d) and (e).
aircraft accelerates from low supersonic speeds and this Vortex generation from the body or from wing or strake and
requires geometry variation. The internal shocks then have to body junctions can also grossly affect intake performance as
be maintained under all conditions of engine variation and illustrated (Fig. 3f and g). The only really favourable position
possible malfunction and variation of unexpected flight is the underbody position where like the underwing supersonic
atmospheric conditions and aircraft attitude. As a consequence cruise configuration the installation effect is in the main wholly
the critical flow pressure recovery values measured favourable (Fig. 13(h)). Although all these effects are
experimentally often cannot be utilised in practice as a reasonably easy to see in principle, the quantification of the
significant degree of supercritical operation has to be adopted effects leads to a vast proliferation of geometric variables that
to ensure that the intake remains started at all times. To defied even such a large experimental programme such as the
further guard against intake 'unstart' very quick acting spill Tailor-Mate exercise that was carried out in the 1970s in the
valves have to be installed just downstream of the throat. USA (ref. 11) Fig. 14.

The result can be the complication of the 1972 Boeing Some general principles can be applied to improve the
Supersonic Transport intake (Fig.12, ref.10). The bleed incidence performance of unshielded side intakes (Fig. 15(a) and
system is now vital to the 'starting' and maintenance of the comparative test results illustrate the magnitude of the effects
internal compression as well as functioning to reduce losses at subsonic speeds. The effect of simple design features such
other than shock loss. The system becomes mechanically as lip thickening and camber (Fig.15(b)) are small (ref.12).
complex because every bleed region needs to have its own More complex variable geometry in the form of hinged cowl
collection plenum duct and exit and these need to maintain their lip, slats and leading edge blowing Fig. 15(c) lead to much
independence and ability to function as intake geometry greater efficiency gains (ref. 13).
changes. So far such a design has never had to satisfy the full
rigours of civil aircraft certification procedures. Some of the effects of shielding the intake by positioning under

a wing and strake (Fig. 16(a)) and under a fuselage illustrate the
If a successor to Concorde has a design Mach number that is fundamental difficulties associated with the former position
not very much higher, then it will be a fine judgement as to (ref. 14) and the undoubted advantages of the latter (Fig. 16(b),
whether or not a half way house between the external ref. 15).
compression intake of Concorde and a combined compression
intake can be developed. This with advantage, might be self At supersonic speeds the favourable effect of the lambda shock
starting at its design Mach number and then it should be formation in front of a pitot intake placed on a fuselage
possible to design it to be mechanically much simpler than the boundary layer diverter is well known. By assuming that the
1972 Boeing design. Achieving the right balance will be a duct skin friction loss at supersonic speeds for a given throat
worthwhile goal. It could markedly contribute to maintaining Mach number is the same as at subsonic speeds the favourable
perhaps one of the greatest attributes of Concorde design effect can be quantified (Fig. 17, ref. 16). This is a function of
judgement and engineering that to date in operation not a single free stream Mach number and of flow ratio as these two
life has been lost throughout its entire flight history. quantities define the proportion of the entering streamtube that

is affected by the two shock formation corresponding to the 10°
For supersonic cruise aircraft with intakes sited under a large separation angle associated with the lambda shock. Thus at a
wing and well away from the fuselage, intake integration is free stream Mach number of 1.4 the lambda shock formation
essentially a matter of placing the intake clear of the wing covers the whole of the entering streamtube at all flow ratios.
boundary layer on either a short strut or a diverter. The At M.= 1.6 the lambda shock formation only affects part of the
problems of non-uniform flow entering the intake are mainly entering streamtube when flow spillage is small but the shock
confined to ensuring satisfactory performance under the small formation progressively increases in size as spillage increases
sideslip angles that are encountered for this type of aircraft, with resultant increase in shock recovery. Finally as flow
The effect of increase in incidence is only to reduce local Mach spillage reaches high values the separated flow region is no
number at the intake entry plane below the free stream value longer confined to the diverter passage and the favourable
and this is wholly beneficial to intake performance. increment is progressively lessened by the ingestion of some of

the separated flow into the intake.
Strike-fighter aircraft almost invariably have their one or two
engines in the fuselage and the air intakes can be situated on The favourable effect of intake stagger which is a form of local
the top, the bottom or the sides of the body. With increasing shielding has already been mentioned. At high subsonic speed
emphasis on high agility at subsonic speeds all of these the full effect on a fuselage side intake is obtained with 50* of
positions and particularly the side fuselage position can result stagger although there is still some favourable effect at 20°
in intake approach flow that is highly non-uniform in both flow (Fig. 18(a), ref 12). The deletion of the swept endwalls leads
direction and Mach number. Typically a design Mach number to a large deterioration in the favourable effect for the 500
range from zero to 2.0-2.5, a range of incidence (without the stagger. At supersonic speeds the deleterious effect of shock
added complication of post stall manoeuvre capability) from - boundary interaction on the endwalls results in a progressive
10° to +400. a sideslip variation of ± 100 or more and a range lessening of the favourable lambda shock effect with increase
of engine airflows from maximum to idling may be required. in stagger angle (Fig. 18(c), ref. 16).
Under these conditions separated flow and complex shock and
boundary layer interactions in the region of the intake entry At a Mach number of 2.0 it is not easy to assign mean values
plane will be present over an appreciable part of the flight for the flow field Mach number, total pressure and flow
envelope, direction in front of a compression surface intake as incidence

is varied (Fig. 19, ref. 17). However despite this difficulty
Even at zero incidence the low speed and high speed patterns reasonably good agreement can be obtained between measured
can result in separated flow into the intake emanating either characteristics of the intake in isolation adjusted for the effect



of the measured flow field and the characteristics of the intake compression surface with shock waves that have a glancing
measured in situ (Fig.20, ref. 17). interaction with the body boundary layer has been used

consistently by North American/Rockwell from the F107
At higher Mach number and particularly higher incidence aircraft of 1958 to the present day Bib aircraft (Fig.25(b). The
values the situation can become complex and variation is very inverse of the classic configuration with the single sided
much a function of the detailed shapes of both fuselage and compression surface placed so that the shock waves impinge on
intake as referred to earlier. All body shapes result in the body surface results in the scoop intake which was used on
reductions in pressure recovery compared to the performance the LASRM missile (Fig.25(c)). This has two desirable
of the isolated rectangular intake at incidences above about 50 features for a supersonic intake; the compression process ends
(Fig.21,ref 18). However it is above an incidence of 10° with the airflow at intake entry orientated in towards the body
where the squared forebody has a particularly deleterious effect centreline (i.e. there is no turning back of the airflow towards
on intake efficiency and the inlet plane total pressure contours the free stream direction in the region of the final terminal
at a = 15* provide the explanation. normal shock and there is no cowl wave drag. However this

configuration has two design problems; the compression shock
4 MISSILES WITH MULTI-INTAKES system may not 'start' unless restrictions are placed certainly

on the height to width ratio and possibly also on the amount of
This last topic concerns the performance of four intakes supersonic compression and the form of the end walls enclosing
situated at the rear of a long missile body. The argument for the compression surface. The 'starting' can also be markedly
using single or twin intakes which remain on the underside of influenced by the form and quantity of flow associated with the
the body using a bank-to-turn mode for manoeuvre rather than boundary layer bleed where the shock waves impinge on the
the use of four equally spaced intakes around the periphery that body boundary layer. This interaction region varies in position
uses skid-to-turn for manoeuvre are well known (Fig.22). and intensity with change in free stream Mach number, missile
Propulsion companies that have produced ramjets such as attitude and intake flow spillage and this compounds the
Rolls-Royce and Marquardt have been tireless in promoting the difficulty of bleed design.
bank-to-turn philosophy which for good intake performance
probably cannot be matched by any other configuration. Laruelle of ONERA decided to forego some of the theoretical
However the Royal Aerospace Establishment in conjunction advantages of the scoop intake when he adopted an inverted
with British Aerospace at Filton in the U.K. and ONERA in position for the conventional form of intake (Fig.25(d). His
France have worked on the other line of attack. This is to primary aim was to place the compression surface in the side
acknowledge the inherently inferior performance of the multi- intake position so as to reduce the influence of body upwash as
intake skid-to-turn missile and then to try to improve the it falls away from the peak value at the body surface
performance of such an arrangement. (Fig.26(a), ref.20).

For any four intake configuration there are two main reasons The resulting performance is particularly successful in
why multi- intake performance should be inferior to the increasing the region where the four intake flows remain stable
performance of the same design in the form of a single nose as the missile rolls at angles of incidence up to 15' Fig.26(b),
intake. The first is the loss in total pressure sustained by the ref.21). It also increases pressure recovery by as much as 0.1-
four separate intake flows as they negotiate a sharp S bend and 0.15 at a free stream Mach number of 2.0 (Fig.26(c)).
then mix in a common ramjet or ram rocket combustion zone
(Fig.23, ref. 19). The loss can be minimised by adopting a low The second way of improving performance of the four intake
angle of entry for the four flows as they mix and by diffusing configuration is to use strakes on the missile body in front of
the individual flows (ideally before the first bend) to a low the intakes. Four strakes can be placed half way between the
Mach number before mixing. intakes or in line with the centreline of the intakes. The

position of the vortices shed from the body at incidence in the
The second source of inevitable loss is related to the condition crucial roll angle range 22.50-45° without and with strakes in
of coexistence of the four flows. The condition of equality of these two positions show the evident superiority of the in line
static pressure in the mixing region is probably the major strakes in minimising the injestion of body vortices (Fig.27(a)).
influence in this process and results in the worst performing At an incidence of 80 the superiority of performance in terms
intake dictating that the inherently more advantageously placed of pressure recovery (at a matched flow condition) 17,, for the
intakes must operate in an inefficient supercritical mode to position of the strakes in between intakes is evident (Fig.27(b)).
achieve this equity of static pressure (Fig.24(a) and (b), However at an incidence of 120 when the body vortices are
ref. 19). As the diagram shows it is the two 'side' intakes more fully developed there are large advantages for the in-line
which are subject to body upwash that are more inefficient than strake position over all other configurations (Fig.27(c)). The
the shielded top and bottom intakes which for small to influence of diverter size for the no strake configuration is also
moderate incidence 'see' the effect of incidence as only a seen to be significant.
change of local Mach number.

Strake span, strake length and longitudinal position on the body
The form and orientation of the individual intakes are key are all relevant parameters in optimising the favourable effect
factors affecting this situation. The illustration in Fig.25 shows of in-line strakes on the performance of four inverted
possible orientations of wedge and conical compression surfaces rectangular intakes (Fig.28(a)). Compression surface endwall
with respect to the body surface. The single sided wedge shape also has some influence but the effect of endwall
compression surface with the shock waves orientated away geometry changes are usually not large (Fig.28(b)).
from the body surface is the classical configuration as
exemplified by the Concorde and Phantom aircraft and the A final summary of strake effects illustrates the i,road areas of
ALVRJ missile (Fig.25(a)). The double side wedge advantage and disadvantage for all configurations of intakes as

incidence is varied from 0* to 15° (Fig.29).
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Abstract and to solicit investigators from all of
the NATO countries to provide solutions to

This paper presents a brief review of the the selected test cases. From these
work accomplished by the numerical solutions and their comparisons with
subgroup of AGARD Working Group 13 on experimental data as well as with other
"Aerodynamics of High Speed Air Intakes". solutions, the Working Group tried to
This work comprised the selection of test attain a global overview of the
cases for whichi experimental data were efficiency, effectiveness and accuracy of
available. The test cases were chosen to CFD as a design tool. The comparisons were
range in complexity from normal-shock/ not intended to serve as a validation of
boundary-layer interaction to full CFD, but rather, give an indication of
forebody-inlet combinations. Computations the viability of CFD for design
for these test cases were solicited from a application.
large number of organizations and
individual researchers within the NATO 2. Test Cases and Calculation Methods
countries. The computation methods reached
from Euler solvers (with and without Eight test cases were selected by the
boundary layer corrections) to full group for evaluation. These test cases are
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes codes. The summarized briefly in Table I. The actual
group compared these results with the test geometries of some test set-ups will be
data available for each test case. presented in chapter 3. Test case 1
A short overview of the CFD methods consisted of three different flows
employed, a description of the test cases comprising shock/boundary layer
selected and some of the comparisons interactions that result in no separation,
between CFD solutions and test data are just starting separation and strong
presented. The conclusions and separation. Although test case 2 is
recommendations drawn from this assessment geometrically simple it should still give
are given, hints into the accuracy of CFD codes which

are designed for full intake modeling.
1. Introduction Both test case 1 and 2 represent flow

details/phenomena that are typical for
The design of high speed air intakes for internal compression intakes. The intake
aircraft has been significantly affected ducts of test cases 3 and 4 are typical
by the recent development of computational for many current military aircraft.
fluid dyr.imics (CFD) methods for analysis. Depending on mass flow and/or curvature
CFD provides the designer with flow field these ducts can exhibit boundary layer
solutions for air intake geometries that separation. For both test cases two mass
are more detailed and provide more flows (with and without separation) were
information than wind tunnel test data. In specified. The intake of test case 5 was a
general these solutions do not replace straight pitot type intake for which three
wind tunnel test but rather compliment the mass flows were defined. The highest mass
experimental methods to provide greater flow lead to nearly chocking of the
insight and understanding to the detailed intake. So the influence of the flow at
flow interactions that greatly affect the the entrance of the intake onto the duct
performance of air intakes. As a result, flow was to be investigated in this test
the resulting designs can be expected to case. For the two-dimensional intake of
exhibit superior performance charac- test case 6 only the supersonic
teristics. compression was to be calculated. Because

the free stream total temperature is much
Since CFD provides such a powerful design too low real-gas models need not to be
tool, the working Group 13 elected to applied. However, free stream Mach number
perform an evaluation of the current is high en.igh to assess ,he ability of
state-of-the-art in CFD analysis. The the codes to perform hykirsonic flow
approach for this evaluation was to select calculations. Also, compar i.ons between
a number of test cases for which rather two-dimensional and three-dimensional
detailed experimental data were available modeling of the flow can be made. The



intake of test case 7 is axi-symmetric performed using a two-step Lax-Wendroff
with 40% external and 60% internal type scheme. The code employs an algebraic
compression. The flow was to be calculated turbulence model. The FLU3M code was used
as far as into the subsonic diffusor to analyze test case 6 and 8. This code
downstream of the terminal shock including was developed by ONERA and Aerospatiale
effects of wall bleed. For test case 8 the for multiblock grids with an emphasis on
Tailor-Mate series of experiments was supersonic and hypersonic flows. The code
chosen. For a transonic and a supersonic solves the Euler equations by an implicit
flight Mach number the flow around a upwind TVD finite volume scheme of van
forebody/intake configuration was to be Leer's MUSCL type. Its implicit part
calculated. Detailed information on the consists of an ADI like inversion in
test cases can be found in the reference cross-section planes coupled with a
(AGARD-AR-270) to be published soon. Gauss-Seidel relaxation in the third

direction. The ARA Euler multiblock method
Table II gives an overview of the computer is based on the scheme originally proposed
codes used in this study. The left column by Jameson et al. It is a finite volume
gives the name of the code. The second scheme with explicitly added artificial
column identifies the user of the code by dissipation. The multi-stage-time-stepping
affiliation, the third gives the type of scheme uses total enthalpy acceleration
code, and the fourth the particular test and a variable time step supported by
cases against which this code was applied, residual smoothing. For test case 5,

viscous effects were included by
The PARC3D code (Sverdrup) is a derivative performing boundary layer calculations
of the NASA Ames developed ARC codes, using results from the Euler calculations.
which employs a Beam-Warming approximate Ikarus (Dornier) is a three-dimensional
factorization scheme to solve the NS Navier-Stokes code derived from ENSFL2D
equations by marching the time dependent which is a two-dimensional/axisymmetric
equations to steady state and usually code for the solution of the Euler and
employs a Baldwin-Lomax algebraic Navier-Stokes equations. Both codes are
turbulence model. The code used a based on the finite volume spatial
diagonalized form of the implicit matrices discretization and the Runge-Kutta type
for efficient execution times and a time integration presented by Jameson et
Jameson-style artificial dissipation al. The solution method is characterized
scheme to stabilize the scheme near shock by explicit artificial viscosity, local
waves. For subsonic outflow boundaries, a time stepping, implicit residual
static pressure is specified and density smoothing, multilevel grid technique
and velocity are extrapolated in the basic accompanied by multigrid strategy within
code. The HAWK3D code is a specially each grid level. The viscous terms in the
modified version of the PARC3D code which Navier-Stokes equations are simulated in
was used by General Dynamics. This code full and their thin layer approximation.
employs a two-equation k-kl turbulence The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model (with
model not available in the basic PARC3D modifications) is used. RANSAC (BAe) is a
code. The FALCON code was also used by three dimensional, cell centered, finite
General Dynamics to study test case 6. volume, implicit, pressure correction
This code is a finite volume solver which method for the solution of the Reynolds
uses Roe's flux difference splitting to averaged Navier-Stokes equations. A
solve the 2D or s0 NS equations. The code non-staggered grid pressure correction
contains a multi-blocking capability and a algorithm due to Rhie is employed, in
Baldwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence model. which the addition of explicit fourth
For this supersonic test case, flow order dissipation terms damp out pressure
quantities were extrapolated at the instabilities in the momentum equations.
downstream boundary. For the momentum equations, the scheme
The PEPSI-S code was used to solve several enforces central differencing for very
of the supersonic test cases. This code slow flows and upwind differencing for
solves the PNS equations using a fast flows. The linearization of the
Briley-McDonald LBI scheme to make a transport equation for all the cells
single sweep in the predominately creates a coefficient matrix that is
supersonic flow direction. The code has a septadiagonal. The matrix inversion is
variety of turbulence models available, performed by an over-relaxation black/red
the algebraic McDonald-Camarata was used iterative matrix inversion technique which
for case 2, a version modified for takes two sweeps through the mesh on each
compressibility was used for case 6, and a iteration. For turbulent closure the
one equation turbulent kinetic energy standard k-e model is used. NSFLEX is a
model was used for case 7. A variety of finite volume Navier-Stokes code for
boundary conditions are also available to subsonic, transonic and hypersonic flows
this code, including distributed mass developed at MBB. Its basis is the Euler
removal for the bleed regions of test method EUFLEX for the conservative Euler
case 7. Because this code is used only for equations. The fluxes at the cell faces
supersonic flows, and is a single sweep are determined by a linear Riemann problem
code, the downstream computational using a nominally third order accurate
boundary is the last solution plane and is characteristic flux extrapolation scheme
not specified by a boundary condition. The of MUSCL type. At strong shocks the method
NS2D code was adapted for air intakes (and switches to a modified flux vector
used here for test case 6) from the code splitting trethod. The switching between
used by ONERA for test case 2. This code the two methods is accomplishud by an
solves the Reynolds averaged NS equations improved flux limiter of the van Albada
by a centered explicit finite difference type. The resulting unfactored difference
scheme with a multigrid convergence equations are solved in their implicit and
accelerator. The discretization is time depending form by a point
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Gauss-Seidel method. The viscous fluxes solution NS2 shows a lower static pressure
are approximated by central differences, at the exit of the test section (at
The turbulence model is that of x/ht-3.5) than solution NSl. From this
Baldwin-Lomax. The code has a block and pressure difference one would expect quite
real gas capability, the opposite in shock location between NSl

and NS2. The pressure behind the shock
3. Analysis (between x/ht-l.6 to 2.1) is overpredicted

by both calculation methods.
Comparisons have been made between the
results of calculations and measurements A selection of scaled mean velocity
and will be reported on in the Reference. profiles at five X-stations is shown in
In the following an overview about these Figs. 3.1.4 to 3.1.6. At the station just
efforts will be given for some of the test in front of the shock (x/ht-l. 4 ) solution
cases. NSl underpredicts the velocities whereas

NS2 near the wall underpredicts and above
3.1 Test case 1 - that layer slightly overpredicts the
Transonic Normal Shock/ velocities. This situation changes inside
Turbulent Boundary Layer Interactions the shock (Fig.'3.1.5) in that now both

solutions underpredict the velocities by a
The experiments for this test case have noticeable amount. That solution NSI even
been performed in a "two-dimensional" produced negative velocities can be seen
tunnel the main features of which are in Fig. 3.1.5. A separation of this small
given in Fig 3.1.1. For the formation of size could not be recognized in the
the shock interchangeable bumps are measured data. Solution NS2 agrees better
mounted on the upper and lower wall of the with the "free-stream" velocity which is
rectangular test section. The position of underpredicted by NSI (Fig. 3.1.6). This
the shock on these bumps is determined by is in agreement with the static pressure
the adjustable second throat downstream of difference at the exit of the test
the test section. Flow variables at three section. However, the boundary layer
different nominal Mach numbers at the profile is fuller in solution NSl and
shock had been measured by a two-color closer to experiment near the wall than in
laser velocimeter. The flows depicted solution NS2 (Fig. 3.1.6).
small to large separation respectively at
the foot of the shock inside the boundary Shear stress data have been supplied for
layer. The boundary layer is considered solution NSl only. They are plotted in
turbulent without any information from Figs. 3.1.7 to 3.1.9 for the same
experiment about transition. The tunnel X-stations as the velocity profiles. Near
wall is assumed to be adiabatic. The the wall the Reynolds stress in the
dimensions of the second throat are not calculations is generally smaller than in
given. Therefore, with the total pressure experiment. The calculation delivers a
and total temperature known from maximum whose magnitude is lower in the
experiment the calculations had to be upstream part, becomes higher inside the
repeated with different exit pressures shock and reduces to values again that are
until the shock location of the smaller than that of the experiment. The
calculation agreed with that of the distance of the maximum from the wall is
experiment, larger in solution NSI than in the

experiment around the downstream side of
CFD TECHNIQUES the shock. Upstream and downstream of this

area there is a good agreement in this
This test case was attempted by two variable. Fig. 3.1.9 seems to indicate
different research groups some small scatter in the measurements
as noted in Tables I and II. Both used closest to the wall.
Navier-Stokes methods designated NSl and
NS2. Details of the analyses can be found For test case 1.2 Figs. 3.1.10 and 3.1.11
in the Reference. show a comparison of the computed and

experimental static wall pressure
SELECTED RESULTS distributions along the lower and upper

wall, respectively. As can be seen the
Comparisons between calculation results shock standing at the downstream end of
and measured data are given here for the the tunnel wall insert spans the whole
test case without (test case 1.1) and with tunnel width with the same X-station at
a small separation (test case 1.2) only. the lower and upper tunnel wall. The

static pressure distribution ahead of the
For test case 1.1 Figs. 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 shock compares well between both solutions
show a comparison of the computed and NSl and NS2 and experiment. The foot of
experimental static wall pressure the shock in solution NS2 is slightly
distributions. As can be seen the shock ahead of the experimental one. This shock
standing at the downstream end of the location difference is to be expected from
tunnel wall insert spans the whole tunnel the difference of the static pressures
width with the same X-station at the lower between the two solutions at the exit of
and upper tunnel wall. The static pressure the test section where the pressure of NSl
distribution ahead of the shock compares is higher than that of NS2. The pressure
well between both solutions NSI and NS2 behind the shock indicates the beginning
and experiment. Whereas in the solution of a plateau which is to be expected in a
NSl the foot of the shock is nearly flow just starting to separate. The
exactly at the same X-station as in the pressure in this area is overpredicted by
experiment in solution NS2 the shock foot both calculation methods. NS5 exhibits a
is slightly ahead of the experimental one. distinctive and longer plateau whereas NS2
This is somewhat surprising because seems to possess a shorter plateau than
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the experiment. After the separation wall the measuring technique selected does
region the pressure in NSl is smaller than deliver correct data.
that of the experiment. Its positive slope
indicates a steadily decelerated flow down 3.2 Test case 2 -
to the intake exit. The pressure of Glancing Shock/Boundary Layer Interaction
solution NS2 behind the shock is larger
than that of experiment but it is leveling In this experiment a ten degree wedge is
off similar to the experiment, mounted on a flat plate which extends

upstream of the wedge leading edge (see
Scaled mean velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 3.2.1). A supersonic freestream flow
Figs. 3.1.12 to 3.1.14. At the station in sweeps along the plate and strikes the
front of the shock (see Fig. 3.1.12 - wedge. The shock wave generated by the
X/h,-l.6) solution NSl underpredicts the wedge interacts with the boundary layer
velocities even showing negative formed on the plate to produce a highly
velocities, i.e. separation, near the three-dimensional supersonic flow field.
wall.Solution NS2 near the wall does not From this flow field three principal types
produce negative velocities and of data were taken. Surface static
overpredicts the velocities above the pressures were measured along the plate
"wall layer". The measurements are not across the shock wave at a variety of
close enough to the wall to recognize distances from the wedge leading edge.
separation. This situation changes closer Additionally, a traversing nulling pitot
and inside the shock (Fig. 3.1.13) in that probe was used to determine both pitot
now both solutions underpredict the pressure and flow yaw angle at selected
velocities by a noticeable amount. The locations through the interaction. The yaw
separation bubble in solucion NSl is angle was measured in a plane parallel to
steadily growing. Separation is indicated the flat plate.
in solution NS2 at X/ht-l.95. Negative
velocities are reported from experiment at CFD TECHNIQUES
X/ht-2.0 only. The differences between
calculations and experiment become smaller This test case was attempted by five
further downstream (Fig. 3.1.14). Solution different research groups as noted in
NS2 agrees better with the "free-stream" Tables I and II. The analysis techniques
velocity which is underpredicted by NSl included five Reynolds-averaged
(Fig. 3.1.14). The boundary layer profile Navier-Stokes (designated NSl to NS4) and
is fuller in solution NS2 and somewhat one Parabolized Navier-Stokes (designated
closer to experiment near the wall than in PNS) methods. Details of the various
solution NSI which still shows negative analyses can be found in the Reference.
velocities (Fig. 3.1.14).

SELECTED RESULTS
Shear stress data have been supplied for
solution NSI only. Representative plots The static pressure distribution on the
are given in Figs. 3.1.15 to 3.1.17. plate is shown in Fig. 3.2.2 as a function
Compared with test case 1.1 there are of distance from the wedge at a specified
larger discrepancies between calculation distance from the wedge leading edge. The
results and experiment, pressure is seen to increase from a free

stream value of one (on the right of the
CONCLUSIONS figure) to a value of nearly two at the

wedge surface. The pressure increase is
Both methods applied used the not abrupt, as one would expect across a
Baldwin/Lomax turbulence model. It is shock wave, but is seen to be a gradual,
known that this model is not very good for distributed increase to the wedge. The
flows with separation. This general initial increase in the pressure occurs
statement can be made for the flows upstream of the shock wave. In the
analysed in this test case too. vicinity of the shock the pressure reaches
Unfortunately, from the fact that no a plateau value. Considering the CFD
calculation results with an alternate results, we see that, in general, both NS
turbulence model have been presented, it and PNS calculations have qualitatively
can not be deduced that no better model modeled this pressure variation. The NSI
exists. Definitely it is very badly solution has correctly predicted the
needed, upstream influence, the location and

strength of the plateau, and the increase
On the other hand there are questions also into the wedge. The NS2 solution does an
for the experimental people. CFD needs excellent job in the plateau and near
detailed data on the boundaries of the wedge region, but slightly overpredicts
computational domain, in this case at the the upstream influence of the interaction.
entrance and exit of the test section. The PNS solution has correctly predicted
These data have not been collected for the the upstream influence while
flows considered. It would be worthwhile overpredicting the pressure levels
to repeat those tests and gather all the downstream of the shock. The NS3 solution,
data needed for a more detailed comparison. while slightly underpredicting the
than was possible here. The question of upstream influence, has accentuated the
the accuracy of the test data should also plateau region near the shock wave. The
be raised. Raising this question does not NS4 solution has greatly underpredicted
mean that the data presented here are in the upstream influence and has missed the
doubt. But in a future effort, i.e. future pressure plateau.
comparison, the dependency of the measured
data on, for example, particle size or Fig 3.2.3 shows a pitot profile normal to
laser power should be investigated. It the plate at a location that is far
should also be determined how close to the downstream of the inviscid shock location

! "



and •epresent an outflow condition from CONCLUSIONS
the interaction between shock and boundary

layer. This profile is somewhat similar to In general, the CFD analyses used in this
a turbulent boundary layer profile, except study, which have been designed and built
near tn'i wall, at the left. The for full intake calculations, have done a
near-horizontal portion of this curve good job of modeling this fundamental
resembles boundary layer profiles in the three iimensional interaction. It appears
vicinity of flow separation. Considering that the salient physical features of the
the CFD results, we see that the NSI, NS2 interaction can be modeled with CFD. There
and NS4 analyses bav- p:edicted this are some interesting differences between
feature, with t:.e NS4 a, lysis the various computatinal results,
overpredicting the pressuze level and the particularly concerning tle three similar
NSI analysis smootlil g the feature NS calculations. Since the basic
somewhat. The NSl, NS2, NS4 and PNS algorithms used here are the same, the
analyses have maintained the turbulent differences can be attributed to
boundary layer shape through the differences in turbulence models, the way
interaction and, in general, give good the problem was modeled and possible
prediction of the profile -hape. The NSl enhancements to the computer codes. In
analysis overpredicts the pitot pressures this case, one group chose to model this
near the free stream. The NS2 analysis is interaction with a plane of symmetry, thus
slightly overpredicting the bounda-y layer doubling the grid resolution onto the
thickness while correctly modeling the plate, while another allowed the flow to
near wall region. The NS3 analysis has slip along the wedge, thus increasing the
produced a laminar-type boundary layer resolution of the shock wave. These types
profile and has returned little of the of choices, which are often made in CFD
complex profile seen in the experiment. analysis, are examples of user involvemen,

in the flow solution. The current state of
A comparison of the CFD and experimental CFD analysis still requires user
yaw angles is given in Fig. 3.2.4. The yaw involvement in obtaining flow solutions.
angle is measured in a plane parallel tc The same code run on the same computer by
the flat plate. The pkrticular profile of different users can often give different
Fig. 3.2.4 was taken at the same location answers.
as the pitot profile in Fig. 3.2.3. The
figure shows the computed yaw angle along 3.3 Test case 3 -
the vertical, versus distance above the Subsonic/Transonic Circular Intake
flat plate along the horizontal. In the
external flow, the yaw angle is seen to be This intake is a side-mounted circular
nearly nine degrees, corresponding to the i:4take with a horizontal symmetry plane
wedge angle and the inviscid turning of ind an S-bend diffusor (see Fig. 3.3.1).
the flow by the shock wave. Near the wall, Although the "flight Mach number" was
however, the flow is seen to turn nearly .ather small (M0  - 0.21) the solicitors
twenty-two degrees, with the break in the were asked to calculate the complete flow
curve occurring near the edge of the from free-stream into the intake instead
boundary layer from Fig. 3.2.3. If we now of just the duct flow. With this approach
consider the comparison of the CFD the problem of differing entrance
results, we see that all analyses properly conditions at the duct entrance within
model the external flow and predict different calculations could be
increased turning near the plate. While eliminated. The flow for a high and a low
the NSl, NS2, NS4 and PNS analyses nearly mass flow was to be calculated. The flow
predict the wall flow turning angle, the approached the intake with no angle of
NS3 analysis slightly underpredicts the attack and no sideslip. The test data
flow turning. The NS3 analysis seems to available from the experiments inclu.;ad
predict the beginning of the flow turning static pressures, total pressures and some
too near to the wall. circumferential flow angles in the engine

face plane. The total pressures within the
CFD analysis provides a powerful boundary layer were rcanned by total
qualitative representation of the test pressure probes at four circumferential
case flow field and thus leads to better stations just in front of the engine face
understanding of the three dimensional plane. Along the duct walls four rows of
nature of the flow. This is demonstrated static pressure taps were located.
in Fig. 3.2.5, which shows computed
particle traces through the interaction. CFD TECHNIQUES
In this figure particles are released near
the wedge leading edge and near the center This test case was attempted by two
of the flow field. In both cases, the different research groups as noted in
lower portion of the traces are seen to be Tables I and II. The analysis techniques
swept more sharply to the right than the included two Reynolds-averaged
upper poitions. The lowest traces, which Navier-Stokes (designated NSI and NS2) and
would ccrrespond to surface oil flow one Euler (designated EU) method. Details
patterns, are seen to coalesce into a of the various analyses can bc found in
single line; a feature which is also seen the Reference.
experimentally. The upper traces on the
wedge are pulled down onto the plate SELECTED RESULTS
surface far downstream from the wedge
leading edge, while the upper traces at A description and interpretation of the
the right flow up and over the low energy flow of this test case using the
flow on the surface. experimental static wall pressures along

the duct is somewhat difficult. AS can be
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seen in Fig. 3.3.2 the static wall Fig. 3.3.2 between the experiment and
pressure in the high mass flow test case solution NSl.
3.1 drops from the stagnation point on the
intake lip to supersonic values (p/pt 0  The pressure distribution on the cowl in
less than approx. 0.52). There is no the Navier-Stokes calculation NS2 shows a
explanation for the pressure increase very good agreement with experiment
between the second and third data point although it does not reproduce all
from the left. It seems that the flow details. Instead of going through the
downstream of the pressure minimum goes second branch of a lambda shock the flow
subsonic again through a lambda shock in this solution stays supersonic in the
system which could haie been triggered by constant area duct in front of the S-bend
a separation bubble at: the throat. There (Fig. 3.3.2). It even accelerates behind
is the indication of a small pressure the first shock on the lip which could
plateau at about X/D.,, - 0.3 which point to a shorter separation bubble. The
supports this supposition. At least the supersonic area enus with a local and
second leg of this shock system is hard to relatively strong recompression or shock
recognize in the pressure plots due to the after the start of the S-bend diffusor.
relatively large distance between the The pressure distribution in the S-bend
pressure taps. The level of the wall comes close to that of the experiment.
pressure behind the shock system is
already influenced by the first bend Comparing Fig. 3.3.2 with Fig. 3.3.3 one
following the constant area duct piece. In can recognize that the differences between
addition the starboard pressure shows a the Navier-Stokes solutions and the
pressure drop that indicates the measurements are most likely due to
acceleration of the flow necessary to problems in the modeling of boundary
counteract the centrifugal forces inside layers and their interaction with shocks.
the bend (X/D.,. - 0.8). On the starboard The low mass flow of test case 3.2 in
side the flow becomes supersonic again Fig. 3.3.3 does not lead to supersonic
with a shock at about X/D3 ,,-l.0. In front flow nor to local shocks on the intake
of this shock the pressure depicts a lip. Here the agreement between NS2 (and
somewhat erratic behaviour (the numerical even EU) and the measurements are very
people would talk of "wiggles"). This same good. There is only some indication of a
behaviour has been observed in separation in the S-bend starting at about
test case 4. The pressures reveal a X/D.,. - 1.7. In this area the Euler
steadily decelerating flow with a sudden solution deviates from the measured data
reduction in the deceleration magnitude at whereas the Navier-Stokes solutions come
X/D... - 1.4. This could be an indication pretty close to the experimental data.
for a further separation bubble the extent
of which cannot be derived from these wall Without showing evidence here it was also
pressure plots. The further development of found that the agreement between
the pressure downstream in the duct is calculations and experiment was much
typical for an S-bend with constant area better in the total pressures in the
which shows a deceleration in the first boundary layers and the static wall
bend and an acceleration in the second pressure on the circumference at the
bend, i.e. some sort of a sinusoidal engine face for the low mass flow case 3.2
pressure distribution, than for the high mass flow case 3.1.

The wall pressures from the inviscid The difference of the possible extent of
solution EU can be expected to be higher the separation inside the S-bend between
than those measured. This is due to the the high and low mass flow test case can
fact that the Euler calculations have been be recognized when comparing Fig. 3.3.4
performed for the mass flows given in the and 3.3.5. From the lines of constant
experiments. Due to the missing total pressures in the engine face
displacement effect of the boundary (Figs. 3.3.6 and 3.3.7) it could be
layers, i.e. larger effective duct areas, concluded that for both mass flows the
the velocities must be lower and therefore radial extent of the separation bubble is
the pressures must be higher than in the slightly underpredicted.
experiment. Fig. 3.3.2 shows this very
clearly. There is only a small supersonic CONCLUSIONS
pocket on the cowl followed by a shock in
front of the throat of the intake. Behind It is very difficult to come to a
the shock the flow is subsonic. The reasonable conclusion from the comparison
pressure drop at the beginning of the between experiment and calculations if the
first bend, i.e. the acceleration of the experimental data are so sparse as in this
flow, is obviously not large enough for test case. However, from the difficulties
the flow to go supersonic again. There is experienced when interpreting the flow
no indication of a local shock. from measured data it became clear that

there is a very large potential in CFD for
The Navier-Stokes solution NSl modelled flow diagnostics which are possible due to
the flow in the S-bend only. The guess of the increased amount of information on the
the starting values for the calculations flow. This information can be used for
gave a static wall pressure that is very placing instrumentation in intake models
close to that of the Euler solution EU. and/or optimizing intake shapes for better
This guess misses all the losses due to performance.
the shocks on the cowl and therefore must Because intake flows with strong secondary
lead to a totally different flow inside flows are very sensitive to the onset flow
the duct. This could be the reason for the it is very important for the calculations
differences in static wall pressures in that the boundary conditions are specified

as exact as possible. Detailed information



on freestream flow conditions and duct right, one sees that the pressure
exit flow conditions are needed. Only with increases sharply at the location where
correct transition and turbulence models the shock generated by the cowl strikes
will the results of CFD become good enough and reflects from the ramp surface, near
quantitatively to be used in actual X/XREF-6.2. The internal portion of the
project work. cowl has been contoured to produce a
It still seems to be an art to produce distributed compression near the shoulder
very good results for complex intake of the intake. Because of this contouring
flows. Only the engineer with good and the interaction of the shock with a
aerodynamic background can decide where in thick boundary layer, the pressure rise is
CFD grids for eyample need refinements to spread from near X/XREF-6.2 to X/XREF-6.4.
improve results. Near X/XREF-6.4 the flow turns over the

shoulder of the intake and the pressure
3.4 Test case 6 - 2D Hypersonic Intake increases much more slowly with distance.

Also, the measured data exhibit some
The hypersonic intake to be calculated for scatter for X/XREF>6.4. Considering the
Test Case 6, designated P8, is shown in CFD analyses, there appears to be a great
Fig. 3.4.1. The intake is a Mach 7.4 deal of scatter about the experimental
rectangular mixed-compression design. Only results. In general, the three dimensional
the supersonic flow was to be calculated. computations more closely match the
On design the nominal 6.5 degree wedge experimental results than the two
produces an oblique shock which passes dimensional calculations which would imply
just outside the cowl lip and delivers a that three dimensional effects are quite
Mach 6.0 flow at the entrance to the important in this speed regime in spite of
intake. Another shock is generated by the the high aspect ratio of the intake. Some
cowl lip and this shock traverses the calculations predicted the shock
internal flow passage and is reflected impingement correctly like DNS3, MNS2,
from the ramp surface back onto the cowl. PNS2, PNS3, and SNS2. Others predicted the
The interior of the cowl is contoured to pressure rise through the shock reflection
provide additional distributed like DNS3, MNS2, PNS3. Some of the
compression. In the vicinity of the shock deviations could be attributed to the
reflection, the flow field was surveyed effects of the representation of boundary
with a traversing pitot pressure probe to layers. For example, solution EU
obtain pressure profiles throughout the underpredicted the pressure rise, probably
intake. Static pressures were measured because it does not account for the
along the ramp and cowl surfc-es and some additional compression effects of the cowl
temperature profiles were obtained with boundary layer displacement. The slight
the pitot pressure profiles. While the underprediction of the pressure rise and
high throat width to height ratio of this the downstream shock location in solution
intake makes it possible to model the LNS3 are both effects consistent with
.enterline flow two dimensionally, some underpedicting the boundary layer
comparison of 2D versus 3D modeling of the thickness. At the impingement point of the
flow can also be assessed. The three cowl shock the SNS2 code predicts a small
dimensional effects are present in this separation bubble, which accounts for the
intake due to the glancing shock/sidewall rise in pressure upstream of the
boundary layer, internally, and the impingement point. The experiment gives no
outflow along the ramp surface, indication of such a separation. That
externally. In addition, while the free possible three dimensional effects are
stream Mach number is sufficiently high to present in this shock reflection can be
assess hypersonic flow calculations, the seen when comparing solution GNS2 with
free stream total temperature is much too GNS3. Both analysis are nearly identical
low to assess real-gas chemistry models, up through the early parts of the shock
Boundary layer transition has been reflection. They split following the shock
specified on the wedge and on the cowl, so impingement.
some assessment of transition and
turbulence models can be made. Considering the experimental pressure

distribution on the cowl, Fig. 3.4.3, and
CFD TECHNIQUES again moving from left to right, the

pressure slowly increases due to the
This test case was attempted by six internal contouring of the cowl. Near
different research groups, using seven X/XREF-6.6, the pressure decreases due to
different codes, as noted in Table II. The the expansion from the ramp shoulder
analysis techniques included both two and striking the cowl and then sharply
three dimensional Reynold-Averaged increases as the cowl shock strikes this
turbulent Navier-Stokes (NS), laminar surface after being reflected from the
Navier-Stokes (LNS), Parabolized ramp. Considering the CFD analyses, we
Navier-Stokes (PNS), and two dimensional again see substantial scatter from the
Euler (EU). Details of the various experimental results and, in general, the
analyses can be found in the Reference. three dimensional computations compare

better with the experiment than the two
SELECTED RESULTS dimensional computations. Upstream of the
Static Pressure Distributions shock the static pressures of all

calculations are equal or higher than
The static pressure distributions on the those of the experiment. The pressure rise
ramp and cowl of the intake downstream of through the shock can be larger or smaller
the cowl are plotted in Figs. 3.4.2 and than the experimental one. Only very few
3.4.3. Considering the distribution on the calculations reproduce the correct shock
ramp from the experimental data sharpness. The spike near X/XREF-6.6 in
(Fig. 3.4.2), and moving from left to the SNS2 solution is the result of an
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additional shock set up by the computed solutions, SNS2 and PNS3, that are
separation on the ramp. predicting profiles near the ramp which

indicate a flow separation which is not
Pitot Pressure Profiles seen in the experimental results. The LNS3

.nalysis again underpredicts the boundary
In Figs. 3.4.5 and 3.4.6 comparisons of layer thicknesc and the shock reflection
the CFD and experimentally determined because the analysis is laminar. The other
pitot profiles through the intake at a computations do a reasonable job of
location just ahead and just downstream of predicting the shape of the boundary layer
the snock impingement point (Fig. 3.4.4) profile near the ramp although the
are shown. Considering the experimental boundary layer thickness does not agree
data of Fig. 3.4.5, the lower part of the always. All of the codes pick up the
figure shows the thick boundary layer emerging reflected shock wave, though each
which has grown on the ramp surface; the of the codes model this feature
thickness is indicated by the location differently. Except LNS3, all other
where the curve turns vertical, at analyses predict the break in the curve
Y/XREF-.075. Continuing up the curve, the farther away from the ramp than the
sharp turn to the right is indicative of experiment. This would correspond to
the cowl shock location while the gradual predicting the shock above its true
rise to the right and up is caused by the location relative to the ramp. Most of the
distributed compression on the inside of codes correctly predict the slope of the
the cowl. Near the top of the curve, it distributed compression region, but all of
turns sharply back to the left which the analysis fall to the right of the
indicates the thickness of the boundary experimental data. The large bulge in the
layer on the cowl. Noting the shapes of SNS2 analysis is caused by the shock
the boundary iayer profiles, we see that generated by the previously discussed
the cowl profile is thin and curved which separation on the ramp. The cowl boundary
usually indicates a laminar profile. On layer profile is fairly well modeled by
the ramp, the profile is thick with a all the codes, although some variations in
nearly linear section which usually the height of the profiles at the extreme
indicates a turbulent boundary laye-. left part of the curve can be seen again.
Considering the CFD results, we again ste
substantial scatter between the analyses, Moving now to Fig. 3.4.7, at X/XREF-6.65,
although all of the CFD results fall to a comparison is made near the end of the
the right of the experimental results in measuring stations. At this location, the
the core flow. Al. of the analyses predict reflected cowl shock is just striking the
a similar, though different from cowl boundary layer, as shown in the break
experimental, value of pitot pressure in the experimental data near Y/XREF-.10.
upstream of the cowl shock. This is the The lower portion of the curve shows that
nearly vertical pocLion of the profile, the ramp boundary layer has been
This shock is smeared out by all compressed to a thickness which is about
calculations. They also deliver different one third of that ahead of the interaction
turbulent boundary layer heights on the (Fig. 3.4.5) of the cowl shock with the
ramp. The pitot profile of the SNS2 ramp. The distributed compression is still
solution is even becoming vertical on the evident by the sloping central portion of
ramp which is indicative of nearly the experimental data. Considering the CFD
separated flow. The PNS3 analysis has a results, again a great amount of scatter
similar type profile. The boundary layer between the various computations can be
thickness on the cowl is more or less seen. The laminar solution underpredicts
overpredicted by all calculations. The the ramp boundary layer thickness as
vertical scatter at the upper left hand expected. Two calculations indicate a
portion of the curve can be due to separation on the ramp which is not seen
incorrect modeling of the intake geometry in either the experiment or the other
or to graphical errors in the analyses. All of the other codes
post-processing of the computed results. overpredict the boundary layer pitot

profile on the ramp, yet do a reasonable
The next location to consider is at a job of predicting the boundary layer
station just downstream of the reflection thickness. All of the ananlyses are
of the cowl shock from the ramp surface overpredicting the distributed compression
(Fig. 3.4.6). Considering the experimental in the central portion of the duct. There
data, the lower portion of the figure is quite a bit of scatter in the predicted
shows that the ramp boundary layer has cowl boundary layer profiles and the
been Lompressed by the reflecting shock reflected shock wave. As seen in the
wave and is thinner than at the previous previous figure, each of the codes was
station. The reflected shock is just predicting the shock wave in a slightly
emerging from the boundary layer near different location and with a different
Y/XREF-.025 as shown by the break in the strength.(Whether this is due to the codes
curve. The effect of the distributed cowl used or the grid density cannot be
compression is seen in the sloping section determined here.) As the shock hits the
of the curve from Y/XREF-.05 to .125, cowl, these variations are magnified in
while the cowl boundary layer is seen at the profiles. In this type of intake,
the top. Considering the CFD results, we small variations at the beginning of an
see again a great deal of scatter in the analysis can become larger variations as
re-ilts with three dimensional one proceeds downstream.
calculations closer to the data than two
dimensional calculations for the same Total Temperature Profiles
code. In the center part, from Y/XREF-.04
to Y/XREF-.ll, the calculated data are to Considering the experimental data in Fig.
right of the measured onps. There are two 3.4.8, we see that thermal boundary layers



are generated on the ramp and cowl and for this class of intakes, it would appear
that the central inviscid portion of the that even small variations in the flow
flow field has maintained a constant total field upstream lead to large variations
temperature. This temperature ratio is between codes downstream.
less than one because it was not corrected
due to uncertainties in other
measurements. The corrected value should 4. Conclusions/Recommendations from the
be one. With only two exceptions all of Complete Assessment
the analyses have done an excellent job
modeling this flow field. However, some of From the complete assessment of all test
the analyses produce values smaller than case the numerical subgroup of AGARD
one downstream of the shock reflection Working Group 13 formulated the following
point on the ramp (see Reference). The statements:
parabolized Navier-Stokes analysis has
major problems to reproduce the total In this study, experimental test cases
temperatures of the experiment. As have been proposed for calculation to
expected, the thermal boundary layer assess the current ability of CFD to model
thickness in the laminar calculation is inlet flow fields. The proposed test cases
too small. At the end of the duct all covered the speed regime from subsonic to
analyses indicate underpredicted thermal hypersonic, and considered flow
boundary layer thicknesses (see configurations from simple, benchmark
Reference). experiments to full intake/airframe

combinations. Computational techniques
CFD Flow Field from 2D Fu]er to In •"-Stoke• ""',

been employed. Having considered the
while the experimental data is too sparse computation of each of the test cases
to quantify three dimensional effects, individually, the following general
full three dimensional CFD results can conclusions and recommendations can be
give some indication of the extent of drawn.
these effects. Fig. 3.4.9 shows pitot
pressure contours through the intake from PARTICIPATION
the GNS3 analysis. Only half of the duct
is plotted with a plane of symmetry along The members of the AGARD Working Group 13
the left edge of each plot. Clearly the wish to thank and commend all of the
boundary layers on the ramp and cowl can contributors to this study. A great deal
be recognized. The horizontal lines away of donated time and effort was spent in
from the walls are indicative of the cowl the analysis and computation of these test
shock. Because of shock/boundary layer cases. Of the eight proposed test cases,
interactions, such as the ones studied in the greatest number of calculations was
test case 2, low pressure regions develop performed on test case 6, the 2D
in the corners of the intake. The effect hypersonic intake. This probably reflects
of this corner phenomenon is seen to the increased interest in this speed
extend nearly a quarter of the distance regime and the important role that CFD
across duct from the sidewall, could play in an area where experimental

testing is most difficult. The test case
CONCLUSIONS with the fewest number of calculations was

the D-shaped intake with offset diffusing
From the complete comparison of CFD and duct, followed closely by the offset duct
experimental results given in the case and the intake/airframe case. It is
Reference one can draw several interesting ironic, and alarming, that the most
conclusions. First, there was a wide calculations were performed on a
variation in the CFD results. In general, configuration which has never flown, while
three dimensionAl calculations seem to the fewest calculations were done for
agree better with the experimental results configurations which exist on most
than do two dimension3l calculations. aircraft.
Second, nearly all of the codes were able
to match the experimental temperature RESULTS
profiles. However, because the wind tunnel
enthalpy was too small no conclusions can From a comparison of CFD calculations and
be drawn about the codes ability to experimental results for eight test cases
correctly model flight conditions. Third, the following conclusio.is have been drawn.
there is some evidence that in eacad -f the Not surprisingly, CFD has better modeled
analyses the intake geometry wa' - ,deled the simple benchmark experiments than the
in slightly different ways. For hypersonic full intake/airframe configurations. This,
flows, even small differences in geometry of course, can be attributed to better
can produce significant differences in definition of the problem, both
flow properties. It would appear that computationally and experimentally. In
additional work is required in the area of general and as expected, the full
geometric specification and flow solver Navier-Stokes solvers have done a better
grid generation. Fourth, none of the CFD job than the simpler Euler and Parabolized
analyses were able to predict the pitot Navier-Stokes solvers, but with a greater
pressure downstream of the ramp shock, but computational expense. There is some
upstream of the cowl shock although many evidence in these test cases that better,
CFD analyses tend to agree with one faster grid generation codes should be
another. One is therefore lead to suspect developed for intake applications. When
that the wind tunnel conditions specified comparing experimental and computational
in the test reports were in some way results, there are two chief sources of
different from the conditions that were disagreement; the experiment and the
actually present in the tunnel. And fifth, computation. In some of the test cases
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discussed here, it is clear that the
experimental results were either incorrect
or not completely described so that they
could be calculated. In all fairness, most
of the test cases chosen were completed
before the rise in interest in CFD and the
lack of detailed information for CFD
comparison is understandable. However, in
the future, all experimental programs
should be conducted in a way which can
benefit and be the benefit of CFD
analysis. As pointed out in most of the
test cases, CFD can provide additional
information concerning the flow fields in
intakes which one can not obtain in
experiments. The codes must, however, be
checked at some points to insure accurate
calculations.

Between different calculations performed
for the same test case one usually has
seen variations in the results. These
variations can be attributed to different
computational techniques, different
representations of the physics problem
(i.e. different grids, different
convergence levels, different boundary
conditions), and ultimately different CFD
users with different levels of experience.
CFD is not yet, nor will it ever be, a
mathematical genie in a bottle capable of
returning accurate flow fields to any
novice who rubs the lamp. CFD requires a
lot of experience and physical insight to
obtain meaningful results. When used in
conjunction with an experiment, it can
lead to a better understanding of complex
physical flows.

OUTLOOK

It was the aim of the numerical subgroup
of AGARD Working Group 13 to give an
overview of today's numerical method's
capablity for calculating intake flows of
high speed aircraft. The conclusions to be
drawn are limited and can be given in
general terms only. A more careful study
is recommended in which the accuracy of
CFD and its dependency on parameters liKe
grids and turbulence models can be
investigated. For this study, it is
recommended that the number of test cases
should be limited to a few cases where
experimental data are plentiful and the
accuracy of the measurements is well
documented. The complexity of the problems
should be restricted so that computers
available in all Nato countries will be
capable of modeling the flow. AGARD seems
to be a good forum to initiate and bring
together sufficient researchers and
institutions necessary to provide a
comprehensive study for a successful
completion of such an exercise.
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TEST CASE FLOW TYPE NUMBER OF CALCULATIONS

1 Transonic Normal Shock/Turbulent 2
Boundary Layer Interactions

2 Glancing Shock/Boundary 5
Layer Interaction

3 Subsonic/Transonic Circular Intake 3

4 Subsonic/Transonic Semi-circular Intake 1

5 Supersonic Circular Pitot Intake 2

6 2D Hypersonic Intake 10

7 Axisym. Mixed Compression Intake 2

8 Intake/Airframe Integration 2

TABLE I TEST CASES FOR CFD CALCULATIONS

CODE USER TYPE TEST CASE

PARC3D SVERDRUP-AEDC NS 1 2 6 8

SVERDRUP-CLEVE. 2 7

HAWK3D GENERAL DYNAMICS NS 2

FALCON GENERAL DYNAMICS NS 6

PEPSI-S NASA-LEWIS PNS 2 6 7

NS2D ONERA NS 2
AEROSPATIALE 6

FLU3M AEROSPATIALE EU 6 8

ARA EU 3 4
EUBL 5

ENSFL2D DORNIER NS 5

IKARUS DORNIER NS 3 6

RANSAC BAE NS 3

NSFLEX MBB NS 1 6

TABLE II CODES USED IN CFD ASSESSMENT

i-.
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Comparative Performance Trests of a Pitot-nluet
in Several European Wind-Tunnels

at Subsonic and Supersonic Speeds.

P.-A. Mackrodt, D)1 R (kattingenirI I - 6ollsrinith, ARAs Bedfoird
1. McGregor. RAE Bedford: 1. I esirciert. ON ERA Pmris
F. Giark~on, ()NFRA N1116!1e t f~ l. \t13Fk1fNiirchen

R radiws

Abstract RI RPnhsn i e:R

A common design (if' inlet model iR 11 lbnlhl -C/
Sniv/ 2, hut built ito ,lighll\ different sc~ilcN tcon\ cr1- U flow specal

jent to the specific wind tulnnel) %rIs insestic]:ared inl
tie RAEF X ftl N X ftl tuinnel. th Ik ()NI R *\ "I anrgle oif incidlente

S~\I\- (1.75e mI n\ 1.17 mll) inal ira the rn-
sonli Ic Inl N I rn \ind tunnel1 lW(i 0I' D[ R.- tile rmi Hori specific treal
rrre0As IOi~e 11nts w\ere c~arrieil out1 it subs)onlic -oild I kinemaitic 5iC~T
supersoni11C Mach nurn1 -rs, ;it see~lRes nolds, trur-
hers :1at :nincls11 ;iif:tacfs.

I he piper piresents - aisiale of a short lecLi ipriorr of . ubcit

Wei wanld tui1kl ; irrd tile moinoae - det;rils, of tire rrtwo stre~rnr
rnsrr arirentaitiiri anal tire fIirrrrl~ac rasca a- cLilcrlllit
tire ,lC;ild%-Nt~llC midt tire irrst~irrt;arrearrs alisItir rai C criptaire (ilrinlivltt pI Hej
p~r:rmwetcirs A hrief' alescripiiorrm or thifar r~oi ri corn pressor emn IIr
tion anld readrctiori sssteni is aflso gcisr. eir at

tire titree tests ire preserrta'l in tire lisual foIimi 111.ardstrrair
hlorn tire kunr1p:arsrrimn rita'l (ulttire a111lferenae arc

:aalre l 'na the nl~irr olaigirts otit e (\1w tsarpiri ekKthor

aiscrisseal Antd eXP1lairred. Finralls irr r)Ca arrrrtren11'r-
aions :in, NCien lar et WdiiiV 1Iris' d5 e

fri rt iCr taest, 2. Introduction

I.Nomnencature [)aaring discaassiaans, inl tre A(ir\RI War;kirv i m'(ilaaj
lnirje a a; hfigh- Soda I ch iacs the (aild at Iyraestiiin
;itasC. whet her tests with n geiametricall\ ateaat~i

1.1 Notation moidel in different wind trannels, warula cld itaa IIt
same resuilts air not. Fihe answeri th lis rlrrstiart is

cross, seutiinai :Ire;r certainly more interestling fair inlets - especi~ll\
' peedi if sailana regaraling the importance aif unstea3('ýd lst1ortar

parameters, - than For ot her kinds of' nmodel hecnarrs
a1iisch~t)e ( aaefficient ar. the conrplesity and disersity of' the inst itinteirtan-

turn as well as the dLita acquisition :and irealktactar
/) iiineter sysstems. It was therefore agreed toa investligate aI CC[-

is an win fnels as piassihle. Iii ;errgrrne f';1Ce alistrartiian LCIeffkit 0r 1 60i fiain model inl as maswn an
sectir : it st test phase each uirga nisua t in war Lla hla i mlltire

own mod~el to a carn'en lent scale, fit it with I hrei r arir
p,, p,,,,inst rrinentatiuon, do the tests using their srinaaratm

It( u,, ~techniques and equipment, anad exaluate the rsat
qI with their own cuomputer Clcde. -Thle irralar gail 41fiflte

tests was, tar find uout the dispersion if the wsualts it

Mihnurinbei: li, cammon test condlitiaon. amnad tar identif\ tilte oiii ns
(if any significant differences,.

st at ic pre~ssire In the course oif the experiment,, three modraels (if' o
simple subsarnic pitot inlet wsit h circulfar ci aPs sectlirn

PR pes re re)aisry: P'R -andl a blunt lip (RAE M~odel 742'1. ( owlt2: se, sectiqia
3A1) bulilt tar slightly different scales wecre ia est igi teal
in wind tunnels; at RAE, ONE 'RA. andl [DI R.- I lie

I n ic iam press ibhlI cl,ý narin ic lt cnessie a measurements; included steady statte sliaa's orfiftn
engine face: usual inlet parameters, such ais pressurie ieeaaaa-r.

PR. engine face flaow distortion, PC>,,, anal mass flow
-[ I it')ratio, .4jA,. as; well as dlynamic ulistairtiarn. I he te"st

q. , j I concentrated on Mich number lt ,, - O.9 ana l :rgles
a a ~~of attack 0' < at <c 2V" in all three wvinal tfiunnels.



I lowe\C .l %artations of- %lni.- nundiibe ([q 1 an eight arm rake. There wkas no bullet in the centre
I 1., I X~) a ni Rcytriwl,!, n umbr. h i , were i 1,, of thc rake because the arms were inseitcrd :rnmI sup-
calrried olit in two of the thnee ruinnels. ported by the duct wall (wee Figure 2). [)o%%nst reamn

of the rake the duct di,,meter decreased slightl% :ltd
static pressures measuJred in this reuduced sectlion were
used in conjunction with the rake total pressure,, ;nd

3. ldl n qimn a duct. calibration factor to obtain values for tile tuass
Niodk an eqipmet now ratio at subsonic speeds;. At supersonic speeds

the choked exit area (mordified by ain expelirimerrallv

3.1 The RAE. model determined dlischarge coefficient) wssa used roger Ier
with the rake total pressures to obtain mass flow. Io

The commnon model geometry was thtat ofR uIF control the mass flow ratio, ..1,.4,, the exit ;rret as
M~odel '42L (owl 2 which half already beern imest varied by means of a sliding cone throttle.
gated by RAE and ARA in lQ83 andf 1994 [I1. 1 2 J The form of the engine face instrunrentatiort wredl M
over the Mach nurmber range 0).2 -_ Af 2.0) at RAE (Figure 2 ) and ONFRA (see section 3.21 wasi
incidences between ) -V 0'and of - 41)". tWetril of similar. 'The only total pressure probes used for hotlt
the geonrerry of the lip, the exteirnal crowl. and the steady and unsteady measurements; were thre 4tt
diffttser as well as the main dimensions of the RAFU above mentioned Ku'lire tranqdurcers. Comrpared to
model are shown in Figure I . Fire htighlightt dintrrrete the M BB rake (see section 3.3) which wvas, equipped

240 0

~ .4

240

374 160
8 -VENTURI

STATIC HOLES
0 81.32 AS MANUFACTURED 8 X 5 TUBE

KULITE RAKES

Figure 1: The RAE model 742L Cowl 2.

is 1), - 81.5 minr a nd the diamreter of the engine face w it h 90 normalI pi tot titlhes iut? dditiolr to tir 11 tt(
P,. - 99.9 rpmr. The engine face intrsrumenrtatiorr for Ktrlites, the choice of only 40 probecs restills irr less
the-se tests, consisted of 40 Kurl te psi high blockage. Moreover, preliminary experiments. at tire
response differential pressure transducers oif' RAE also indicated a superior accuracy for stvead\
2.36 mm dliameter which were fitted wirir Boeing state values, which are obtained by time aseraging
s;creens and a I mm extension to ensure that tire title the DJC coupled indiividual Kuiite recordings, omce tire
total pressure was measured. The reference pressure use of adjacent pitor probes iinked to oine or two
was about the average totai pressure in the duct. The transducers via a Scanivalve systenm. Table I giucs
40) Kulite transdiucers were arrangedi five per arrm in results; from this preliminary investigationr (ntame ott
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Figure 3: The ONERA model

Radial positions of centres of Kulifes

No. R/Rcf

1 0.316
2 0.548
3 0.707
4 0.837
5 0.949 ' 2 'r
Rcf = 44.45 26.59 ....

Figure 2: The RAE engine face rake. - 34.21 ,,,m"
I ,.--r4 = 40.5g 8 n--.

•-,-45.91 rn

a different inlet modtch for two conditionw, Mwi
considerahle dynamic acti\ itv wa"s present.

Figure 4: The ONERA engine facz rakc.

3.2 The ONERA model

The ONERA model (Figure 3 ) wa, built to 1

slightly larger scale than the RAE model: he high-
light diameter was D), -- 86.3 mm and the engine face
diameter Dr. = 94.1 ntm. The engine face itri.. 3.3 The DLR model
mentation was identical to that applied by RM\ .,\ .
section 3.1): 40 Kulite ±5 psi transducer,, of The DLR model was the largest of the thtee ot eie-
2.36 mm diameter arranged fi\c per ;tmm in an ciiht wise similar models investigated. The highlight dirn)-
arm rake (Figure 4 ). -Thle Kulitc,, were prolectcd bM eter was, D, = 97.86 mm and the engine facet diam-
ONFRA screen,, and an 8.5 mm extension ahacdii. eter accordingly D,, -- 107.36mm (see Figure 5 I
There was a bullet in the duct but this was positioned The engine face rake provided by MBB for the DIR
downstream of the rake (,cc Figure 3). [he duct model was also equipped with 40 Kulite high
diameter increased slightly here to account for the response pressure transducers arranged fioc per atin
hlockage effect of the bullet. To vary the mass flo\w in eight arms (Figure 6 ) in the same angulm poi-
ratio. 4,IA,, a butterfly vaile was installed down- tions as those in the RAE and ONERA rakes. I he
stream of the engine face. It was followed h\ two diameter of the Kulites was 1.64 mm, they werc
grids to smooth the flow and reduce di%toilions. The protected by Boeing screens and had a range of
flow was exhausted back to the free stream \ia a ±15 psi. But, different from the other two rakes,, thle
convergent-divergent nozzle which was used to Kulites were used only for the dynamic measu, re,-
determine the mass flow. When the nozzle \sa" ments whereas steady state measurements werie made
choked, mass flow measurement was based on the with the aid of 90 pitot tubes of 1.1 mrt dlianletli
theoretical (ischarge coefficient for the sonic throat. placed in 16 arms; 8 immediately adjacent 1,, the
At low Mach number, AM,,_ or low mass flow./ 4 ,. Kulites and eight interdigitated midwa, btOw'len
Venturi formulae were used with corrections derised them (Figure 6). The pitot tubes were connected to
from measurements in the choked flow conditions. individual PSI transducers [3].



St OXIitot ul\ itk"' .. ~
-t 40" tube" I linc

Repeat scanis. aserage)

2 0.366 0.18-/

3 0.368 (t1 .1(

4 0.396 0.3191 .

5 0.367 0.18)il9 ~

1t,- I.81 pitot IKulites

a ~tubes 4 lime /
Repeat sCanis. a\ cr:Igel

10.240 0.261 7.
2 0.255 0.2s() -1
3 0.261 0.263

4 0.239 0.262

5 0.226 0.265

6 0.269 0.260

Table 1. Repeatability of DC90 measurements.

There was no bullet in the rake but at thin-walled i ing I31/
of a diameter slightly less than that of the innermost 3
probe joins the eight Kulitepitot arms, as shown in 1
Figure 6. The duct diameter increased just down-
streatn to more than compensate for the blockage ofFigure 6: The MBB engine face rake.
the 16 arm rake. Further dlownstream the duct
remains unobstructed as far as the exit, the area oit
which was varied using the common conical plug 4. Test facilities and test programmes
arrangement to control the mass flow tate, TA o
dletermine the mass flow rate the same met hod wasv
applied as used by RAF (see section 3.1 t 4.1 Tests at R AE Bedford

4. 1.1 The 8 ft x 8 ft wind tunnel of R AE Bedford

The RAE Bedford subsonic.<supersonic tuntnel is, a
closcd-circuit, continnous flow wind tunnel wsith i
working section 2.4 m square (Figure 7 ). I heic is,
no ventilated wall transonic test section. atnd so the

S. - -.- - . maximum usable subsonic Mach number is roulted
to about Al, = 0.95. The top and bottom walls of the

- ~tunnel are adjustable, and at supersonic speeds. conl-
194 - -. 4 tinuous variation of Mach numnbet between

577- 17. Af, 1.3 and Al, - 2.5 is possible. Maximum st~ip-
nation pressure varies between -. 4 blats :)I
A4, < 0.6 and p, - 1.2 bars at Af. 2.5.

737
A more detailed description of the tunnel. and the
method used to correct working section Mach num-
ber for blockage effects at subsonic speed,,. is, gisen
by D. Isaacs [4].

4.1.2 Test programme in the R AE wind tunnel

~The tests at RAE concentrated on angle of incidence

effects, at two Mach numbers. Experiments, were car-
ried out at Mf, =0.9 and 1 .9 at fiv'e angles oif attracl,
each. The Reynolds number, based oin highlight
diameter, D, - 81.5 m/n,, was kept at
Re, =1.25 x 10'. Repeatability checks wvere (loir at
Al, = 0.8 at o = 15' and at M., - 1,9at ý, It0

Figure 5: The DLR model The model was equipped with a transition ottip
2 mm wide located 12 mm downstream of the high-
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Is _____ ltmis of the test ptogianinie mie gi~en in TFable 4
090 n . Figure 12 shiNs the Installation of the M) R modele

I ~in ihe transonic %ott) itunnel ( 1iiitnuzen IW( 01

20-'it-

VI

101

I,

20',

S'.)) 0 2 IC0'

I ____-Figure 12: Installation of the DLR modlel in
the TWG.
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5. Data acquisition and reduction sysemns with a record length of onlN four second(. I lw'c &if:ri
were stored on 2 Gbxte disc,,. [he 401 chmi nek %%,

simultaneously recorded hv usini- :r -sanwlc ord I-
5.1 he AE-s~emsystem. The signal conditioning used DC A( loIss
5.1 Th RAE-ystempass Besse] filters (8 pole. 49 dB per octav~e roll o~ffI
The ynaic dta ignls o th 40Kulies ere and the cut off frequency could be sIrried Frtom
The ynaic dta ignls o th 40Kulies ere 10 Hz to 2.55 kHz in steps of 1t) Hz or from

digitised and stored in real time on 67 Mbyte 100 Hz to 25.5 kHz in steps of t00 H7, respcrtiscl`,.
exchangeable discs. The maximum digitisation tate During the tests the cut-off frequency was set to
of th,, system was 300 k, 10-bit woids per second. 1.42 kHz for all characteristics except one. whent it
Sample and hold amplificrs, were itsed] to ensure that was set to 2.9 kHz. Furtheron a lot of samiples \kns
all pressures were measured at the same instant in taken with a record length of two minutes. hilt these,
time. Signal conditioning was achieved using 48 high are not yet evaluated.
stability variable gain DC amplifiers (which can be
AC coupled if required) together with 48 low passý
Butterworth Filters (48 dB per octave roll-off). The
cut-off frequency wvas variable from It) H7 to 6. Presentation and discussion of the -esuIts
2.5 kHz and was set to 1.7 kHz, which is equix alent
to 200 Hz full scale for an assumed model scale of
118.5. The sampling rate was three times the cut off
frequency i.e. 5.1 k samples's on the evidence (it' 6.1 Data reduction and presentation
Figure 1.3 [9]. The record length was 4.016 secondls. Tesed tt naecaatrsi a~ iep

sented in the usual format i.e. pressure rCcoscfrv.

DC 60h.,, FR - j, 4/.rj,, and DC.~ versus relative mass llow.
OC 6O~A A,1,4,. Unsteady i)Cwcan be presented as oaximurn

0___a values rccordedf D(-,,,,, or, using the lacocksý statisi-
o ~- ---- ---- -i~--~~ £ tical method [10], as the maximum v~alues 27 moi

DC,,, that would predicted afte~r tWO minutesC opraC;-
A tion at full scale.

06 D C is dlefined as

601 A'

04- where nows is the lox/An/aniou11 sAI ( Ite 1 F1th
minimum total pressure a eraged ose ci a n% sector olt

-601 at the engine face; and ft, is, thre mi~nrr sed
state total pressure there 1:

021

01 05 1 5 0 '.) ~
SAMPLING FREQUENCY0
FILTER FREQUENCY (A' 40 for RAE and ONFRA. V --NOIt Mo ) R)

U-sing the Rolls Roiyce recommendation. q,., is :hIr
figure 13: Effect of sampling frequency [9] mean steady dynamic pressure as obtained flourn a

mass flows derived Mach number ait the enigine, i':rce

5.2 The ONERA-system -The Jackocks statistical methrod is srrnolir imid :is
Followss:

The records were ohtained in reall time b% 1ukei . Peak 1W(~, values aire calcle a led fill k-;icl of Ilire
acquisitions leser, second) of hatches oFt 2Vr pressure (,lc no at salbeintetret
maps at the maximum frequcnc\ oif 21) klli. I ?.bit lcso aaaiahci h fii ofu

words. The 'ilter cut off frequency, %%I, s to 1.6 ki II seconds of recording time. K is, T1orm11 ulls Ilrl"
andl the samplinp rate was fise t'imes the colt oFFT I. . range' of I5 to 25.
q Uency. i.e. 8 k samples %. I he record IcripthI 15:15 2. Peak D(,, values are ari ringcd in :iscndinrdr
3541 s. For a few points the ctit-ofF re fitienC*\i',11rs order oif' value aind assigned ; in i ndv\ or. r Ite
duotbled ito 3.2 kI~z indl then thre sanitplrini! [:rit 1, I 2,.. K.
hecame 16 k samples s.

3. The reduced variate

5.3 'The VIBB-system used for lthe lesis at PI.R Ini In __

The dynamic signal,, were dligitised ind storedl irr ie;i is calculated.
rime on 47 Gbyte tapes,. I he maxi.-um digit is~itmorn
rate was 200 k, 12-bit words per second fIo cm )Srri) , sth rwwn/idncr ýcd tic o~lp
channel. For (dat a storage purposes the samorpling tirec sure, so the equation for ii,, should intluIndca Ilrcl l\eu iegtiiillg

was 80) k sam pies s each channel, rising a resoluiroil factor (",. say), RAt; generally rise rakcs wtrer(-ei tulv t ms 11

of 12 bit for one word. The record length wias t heir arranged lo governi arriuli of equal area Ia' rvot oniruidt- I II

exten~ded to 30) sechondl. For the ... - line p resell lit it [I1]), so w, -I Allocatintg wright ing farrtu s for oity irer
MB13 sed redced %mplig lae olarraigemerits is. to som1we xienru, artbiltarN hut Ii Oil," I

M HI~used redtced s mnplng rae otadditioilnal arguitnent for statrdarditiing enigite h(, us?? 1,111
20) k samples sýchannel. I 2-bit wAords, tesoltit itt. natation



4. Peak 1)(',, values are plotted versusy vind :I le;,aI mass flow ratio is 0.882. which indicate,, throat di•-
squares fit straight line through the points, is charge coefficients of (C - 0.992 for the ONFRA
calculated. results, C(d 0.978 for RAF, and (, - 0.98N7 to•

DLR. Pressure recoveries measured hv ONFRA and
5. Extrapolation of this ,traight line allow eti- DLR at a ý 20' are in close agreement o\c the full

mation for a longer time period (e.g. 14 • RAE mass flow range whereas RAE values are I to 2 "'.

model scale, 14.83 s ONERA model scale. higher in the mass flow range 0.6 to 0.8. At r -= 25
equivalent to 2 minutes full ,calc, results are available only from RAE and ()NFRA.

Whereas RAE and ONERA provided DC(sB as well Pressure recovery values again differ by about I "-,

as 2 rmin DC&1 values DLR, MBB concentrated on over the mass flow ratio range 0.6 to 0.8 but there is,

DC"•Ix and resigned to calculate 2 ain D(,[I I ] no consistent one way trend.

However, it could be interesting to evaluate at a Ilate For the supersonic Mach number A,, 1.X results
time the stored samples of DLR, MBB with a record are available only from RAE and D1.R. In generil.
length of 30 seconds and of two minutes and to
compare these results with the 2 mitt DC",. alues MO=L6
obtained with the ,acocks method by RAE and
ONERA. 0.9

6.2 Analysis of the results -r0.8 _ V.O- Vo

6.2.1 Effect of incidence variation 20.7 -

Pressure recovcry versus niass flow characteristics at

= 0.8 (Figure 14 ) show close agreement at all a 0m o 0

incidences except at .t = 20'. If the maximum mass 0.6
flow rate is considered on the supercritical leg of the
characteristics close to the critical point. then there 0.9
may be seen a tendency for the ONERA value Ito
he slightly in excess of the RAE ant DLR saluies at m -

a ' and 10". At or 0', the theoretical choking 0 0.8 0

MO=0.8 0 0

1.0 I MV,
v a 100 a 150

V 0.6
V 0.9

(0.9

a0 0  as 5" RAI:

0.8 0.7 V I R

1.0 "y, 8oA

o 0.6 F-_ E

0 ') RAF ,
V

0.9 ONFRA 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

V l)t R AO/Ae AO/Ac

a 10F4 O ]Figure 15: Comparison of pressure recovery
-~l IA I at Wo = 1.8.

0.8 Effect of incidence variation

1.0 ,
10 0pressure recovery versus mass flow characteristics

_ Q - (Figure 15 ) are very similar at a - Wand 5'. At low
-- mass flow at a = 0" pressure recovery is very close

4 •to the normal shock value of 0.813 at f,, - 1.8.
N0.9 Maximum theoretical choking flow at these condi-

2 tions is 0.994 which compares with the measured"" - value of 0.977 for both sets of results. This gives a
a20l a25 throat discharge coefficient of C, -= 0.983, which is

0.6 the mean of the values 0.978 and 0.987 found at
Al = 0.8. At a = 10' to 20', there is a tendency for
DLR values of pressure recovery at flow ratios above

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.e 1.0 0.8 to be slightly higher than RAE values: this is also
AO/Ac A0/Ac true for maximum flow ratios. This latter difference

may be exaggerated by a lack of truly supercritical
Figure 14: Comparison of pressure recovery values for the RAE results at these incidences.

at Mo = 0.8.
Effect of incidence variation



A possible explanation for the deteriolalion ill pics- MO=0.8
sure recovery at ao - 20' and A., - 0.8 mas be
obtained from the internal cowl lower lip surface 0.1
Mach number plots from [2]. Figure 16 shows the
collapse of the lip suction that occurs oil changing
mass flow ratio from 0.559 to 0.604 indicating the O . oE ,o H E 0
advent of lip separation. The steady increase in sep-
aration bubble Mach number as 4,,/A, varies from 

0

0.652 to 0.796 then gives rise to rapidly increasing 0.3 0-

mixing losses and results in the observed deteii-

oration in engine face pressure recovery. At
Sý 25', the flow is separated from the lower fir of 0.2 -0

the cowl over the complete range of ineasured mas,,, 0
flow [2].

0.1 -- u- "

1 0 - ' i"t-.

Ms ' 00 '0.0

08 0 -

""!.,H 1kD., 0.7

0 6-" 0.6

0 4- • 0.5

A t)NtRA

S0.4 V DI R
02 U '

(0.3 c

0
0 0 2 04 0 6 0 8 10 1 2 14/16 0.2 - -- -

10 - 0.'-- ----
1 00

0 8 - 0.0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0

AO/Ac AO/Ac

0 4- 6 Figure 17: Comparison of steady state DC,,
x 0 731 atM. = 0.8

. , , Effect of incidence variation
02

Wb) reason for the especially high values of DC,,,, mca,s-
ured by DLR at the lowest mass flow rate of01 4-- i i i A ,/A , = 0.2 at M , = 0. 9 rem ains undetected

0 02 04 06 08 10 1Z 14 x 16 because neither RAE nor ONERA have comparable
x/[3m° results. However. it may be noted that the dynaic

Figure 16: Internal lower lip Mach number distri- pressure q- is extremely low at this mass flow ratio,
butions at Me = 0.8 and a = 20- [2]. which has the effect of greatly magnifying any jesen

very small) errors in the pressure measurements, or
Steady state DC, values at Alf - 0.8 (Figure 17 ) in the procedure for calculating the lowest 600 ,et or
show a greater variation between the three sets of mean pressure.
results. In particular at a = 0', theoretically (C,,,,
should be zero as any distortion of the engine face Values for DCsx from all three tunnels are in tea-
flow in an axisymmetric intake and duct ,hould be sonably close agreement up to a - 13' over the full
purely radial. All results approximate to this at flow flow range at subsonic (Figure 19 ) ais well as at
ratios above 0.6 but RAE and Dt.R values ledl to supersonic speed (Figure 20 ). In this case, some
increase (though remaining small) below\ increase in DC~,,, with reducing mass flow might be
.4,A, = 0.6. DLR values show the same tendency expected, as tunnel turbulence will provide a signif-
at at 5' to IS" but increase to fairly high \alrtes at icant component of the flow unsteadiness measured
mass flow rates below 0.6 whereas RAE and at the engine face. At Y,, - 0.8 a little more scatter
ONERA values remain below D(,, - 0.05 o\er the between the three sets orf results occurs at Y -- 20'.
full measured flow range. At o- 20". [ ",,. climbs At a = 25' ONERA values are considerably lower
rapidly above A4JA, - 0.6 remarkably CottsistenllyI than RAE values but both sets are, numerically. \0ry
from all three tunnels. At a =25' from 4./A, 0.7 high. At the supersonic Mach number Af,, 1.8 high
upwards values from RAE are considerably highet peak values of DC(,ýt can be obsersed ;at
than ONFRA values. At A4,, - I .X (Filure I1 ) at 5" to 20". These are probably the restults ofcoin-
DC,,, values from DI.R show the same tendency :\ , cidence of lip separation and shock-boundary Iai\Cr
at if, -- 0.X of being slightly higher than RAE ýal- interaction in the region of the lip. The DI R restrtts
ues at mass flow rates below the critical poini, tlhe, show that the DC(1,1 values can drop contsideiably
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when the internal supersonic nlow pattern has beccme below the well known "rule of thumb of intake test-
properly established and the terminal ,hock ihas ing that the Reynolds number based ,n intake dianl-
moved downstream of the lip. eter should if possible exceed I x I0'.

6.2.2 Effect of variation of free stream Mach nimher MO=O.8

Comparisons at M, = 0.75 and 0.90 are limited to
ONERA and DLR rstults (Figure 21 1. Values of 0.6
pressure recovery at M., = 0.75 are not in such close 0.5
agreement as at M, = 0.X, with ONERA \alaes
being 0.5 to I % higher than those from I)I.R. I)( . 0.4

Avalues show the same (but opposite) trend through- 0 0.3 U
out the flow range. At M1, 0.9 one value of the C' 0.2
DLR pressure recovery versus mass flow characler-
istic (at A,/.4, = 0.57) is much lower than tle corrc- 0.1 X,4 T T I
sponding ONERA value. This is not accompanied h%
a correspondingly large increase in D(',, at this con- 0 RAE
dition which indicates that the pressure teecmer, '•:i- 1.0 L ONERA
ue is in error. Again, as at .11, 0.8. I) ,,,•, ;lolues V I)1IR 0
between the two tunnels are remarkably coilsi,,enll. 0.8

M 0.6 - u0 15"
MO=- 1.8 0 0

S0.4
0.6

---- - -V
o0.2 0 0.2 -

O0.4 l0" a051,-,,

0.0

, v1.0
-O a:20* am 25*

0.8 -- 0S0.5 ao. _ ,_ _

0.6 - V

I T
~0.4 al 00.

0.2 - -0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
tAO/Ac AO/Ac

Figure 19: Comparison of DCQ,,x at Y, = 0.8

0.8 6.3 Discussion of results

0.6 Considering the differences in the model,, intru-
a - " mentation, basic flow calibrations, data acquisition

0.4 20 systems and analysis techniques, the results from the
0.4 0 V I)1 R three tunnels show a gratifying measure of agtrec-

v ment. In general, the differences are of little practical
0.2 significance, but three possible contributor1 factors

0.0 may be mentioned.
0.0

1. Although the three models were of nominally
-, - .-'-- .- ,'------~ --... . _, - - identical geom etry, norm al m anufacturing toler-

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 ances could lead to very slight differences in
AO/Ae AO/Ae shape - particularly in the critical area of the

cowl lip. This could have some effect on flow
Figure 18: Comparison of steady state DC•,• separation at incidence and possibly explain lihe

at M,, = 1.8 small differences in pressure recovery at high
Effect of incidence variation mass flow ratios at a = 20'.

6.2.3 Effect of Reynolds number variation 2. The internal transition trips of the three models,
were different in width andl location. The Itip of

Variation between Re, - 1.25 x 10' and I .9 I0" the RAE model was at the largest distance from
for all three (PR, Dc(, and DC, i) ONERA result,, the highlight, and had the smallest extension.
are negligible, as might be expected fr this smallan which cou wl resuslt in a thinner boundary lt ier
Reynolds number change (Figure 22 ). DI .R results and possibly lower losses. On the other hand. the
are similar for the two higher Reynolds numbers,, trips on the RAE and the DI.R model were tooi
However, the values at the low Revnolds number (f far downstream to influence flow separation
0.2 - 10 illustrate the large adverse effects oif going from the lip. However, the sensitisitv of the

results to the form of transition trip is largely



,,veculatise. It wou.ld h\ .aluable if '-,t,, c(: Md 2. It would have been helpful if more points had
be done on the same model with and withou a been taken on each characteristic, particularly in
transition band present, as this would indic;atc regions where pressure recovery or D(c,, were
whether such a trip serves any useful pkurposCe o changing rapidly with mass flow.
not.

3. Overall confidence level in the ONERA anld
3. The definition of the distortion parameter 1)( DLR results would he increased if a number of

is seemingly quite precise, hut the calkulaited repeats had been taken at one or more points.
value is very sensitive to the method UsCd to Of course, such repeats cannot reveal anv sys-
calculate the minimum 60(l sector mean pressure tematic errors, but they do give a good indi-
[12]. RAE and ONERA both used the cation of random er ors that may occur in the
Lagrangeian interpolation procedure recom-marngeid itRolatiRony prcetthisionydurefrin-d steady-state quantities. For example. RAF tookmended by Rolls Royce, hut this is only defined 14 sets of measurements at one point on a chtar-

for an eight or 12 arm rake. The MBB rake used acts (durints wt anot odealcat

by DILR has 16 arms and so a different proce- acteristic (duringltests with another model4 at

(lure had to be used. It is quite likely that. even M,, = 1.8, a = 10', , = 0.904. It wa,

with an identical pressure disttibution. this found that all pressure recovery and mass flow
would produce a somewhat different DC,,, value values were within a 0.001 hand and all DC,,
than the RAEONERA method. values were in a 0.006 band. Eleven repeats at

Al, = 0. , a = 15'. /A,[A, 0.832 shoswed

MO=-1.8 identical error hands.
0 The question of the accuracy of the unsteady mena•-

1.0 urements is much more complex, since the pressure

0.8 fluctuations are essentially random in character. That
the flow is "stationary" in a statistical sense li.e.

0.6 a= OP a= 5* samples taken at different times will have the sameVO.4 o
toV• mean values) is borne out by the very low disperion0.4 of the steady-state values fo)und in the RAE repent

0.2 tests (these values being obtained bv time-a\eraging

0 .0 
_ _

MO=0.75 a=150  MO=0.91.5

0 0 1.0 -V• A

1.0 I-as 10" * amT 5" C,

U a V
"" 0.5 0.9

ma 15 a15
0 o 0 A ONFRA0.0o i

0.0 Re, = 1.25 x 10'
0.8 V I) .R

1.5 0.4 Re, = 0. 90 x I0W
0 -0

o1.0 RAF0.3 V

V DI R 0.2 -

0.5 an 15 A a 15"

.0.1

.0.0

0.2 0.4 0.0 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.0
AO/Ac AO/A- 0.8 -

Figure 20: Comparison of DC, 1 at. M, = I.S 0.6 v
40

With regard to the conduct of the tests themsclhes, Q 0
three other factors may he mentioned that %would 0.2 V
hase facilitated comparison of the results: 0.0_0.0 _

The tests by ONERA and DLR at different
Reynolds numbers were %cry useful and indi- '--- ' ,
cated that there is little effect in the range 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.8 x 10' - Re, -. 1.9 0'. Hlowcever it wsoulld AO/Ac AO/Ac
have eliminated one c'use of uncertainty if all
the basic tests could have been done at the saimne Figure 21: Effect of variation of free stream Mach
Re. number.
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DLR M0-0.8,a=15° ONERA engine face instrumentation really needs to he 'tan-dardised. The guidelines laid down in Reference

1.0 [13] provide an excellent basis for this.
The geometry ofthe models also differed downstream
of the engine face, but this is not considered to hc an

important factor provided the flow does not separate
0.9for any reason (such as verexpansion) and Cause. pressure disturbances to be propagated upstream to

the engine face. More important for subsonic c,,ting
is the shape of-the duct exit. as it has been found that

0.8 this can generate high frequency pressure wa'es ofconsiderable amplitude at pressure ratios just hbelo

0.4 the choking value [14]. These wases can affectv DCs10,, but spectral analysis of the Kulite trCCOd., i
0.3 D vnecessary to detect their presence.

0 a= 15" f.-ATwo different methods of controlling and measuring
o 0.2 - 5 the intake flow were used - a translating conc b1

_ v RAE and DLR and a butterfly valve con ergent-
0.1 divergent nozzle by ONERA. Both are well c,,t:ih-

lished techniques and capable of measuring ni:is,,
0.0 flow to an adequntc accu racy pro\ ided they are !! i! -0 ably calibrated..ludging from the general]\ good
1.0 agreement in maximum mass flow ratio this hasobviously been done. However. the accurate iea.s-
0.8 - urement of mass flow in intake testing is notoriously,

- difficult and, at subsonic speeds in particular. an
0.6 a ,15* - accuracy of better than 0.5 % is very unlikely to le0 -t 15- -

S0.4 ^. achieved.

0.2 - 7. Conclusions

0.0- Measurements of pressure recovery, mass flow,
steady state DC,, and instantaneous distortions

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 DCox have been made on a common design of an
A0/Ac A0/Ac axisymmetric pitot intake in three European wind

tunnels. Although the models differed slightly in size.
Re, Re, and considerably in the instrumentation and the

techniques of data acquisition anti reduction. flte0 2'1 tI D" 1 2' x 10' results in most cases are very similar. Numerically.
V 0 8•5t 0Ir V I tl x 10t DCw andDC(o15 tend to show the most marked dif-

1 90 ferences, but even here, the variation with mass lfowv
generally follows a similar pattern.

Figure 22: Effect of variation of Reynolds number. In a comparative test such as this, one set of results

cannot be said to be "better" than another. Apart
the Kulite recordings). tlowever, the rcpeat tests from the experimental errors inherent in any intake
showed large variations in DC,,,%. particularls at test, each dataset must be regarded as "alidf fo• the
V., -- I.S. where turbulence level was high due to particular model and instrumentation used. It could
extensive flow separation from the cowl lip. The be argued that an' differences in the models and
magnitude of this random variation is such that it is instrumentation are, to some unquantifiable extent.
likel. to mask an,, systematic differences itt the responsible for the differences found in the results,.
methods of acquiring and processing the unsteady but this is not a very helpful approach. Certainly, a
data. The only way of inestigating such ditfferences greater standardisation of the engine face instrumen-
is to take a number of (unfiltered) analogue tape tation is desirable, but apart from that, the most sig-
recordings of the Kulite signals and analyze ihem- on nificant causes for differences in the steadv-staMe
the various systems. This would be an useful exercise, parameters are considered to be
which could also he used to stud, the effect of dif-
ferent scanning frequencies on the same set of data - * slight (ifferences in lip shape.
something not possible with a digital recording. * differences in the location and extent of the
Ohs,iously, minimising the scan rate is a most effec- transition trip,
tive way of reducing the massise data
storage computing problem inherent in d(namir di,- and
tortion work. * the method of calculating DG,.

The three models were built to different scales to Assessment of the dynamic distortion measurements
accomodate existing engine face instrumentation. i is bedevilled by the fact that DC,,,1 is essentially a
the interests of economy. Apart from the problem random variable. Consequently repeat measurements
discussed above of calculating DC( using the stand- at nominally identical conditions w,'hen the turbulence
ard Rolls Royce method with the MBB rake. there level is high can, and do, show considerable diffeir-
do not appear to be any differences in the results that ences. This random variation may be greater than
can be ascribed solely to differences in rake geomet r% any systematic differences due to the model. insttu-
However. to eliminate any uncertainty oiu this score. mentation, and the data acqusition analysis syslemns.
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RESUME Enfin nous pr~sentons les r~sultats obtenus lors de notre
contribution au 'Working Group 13" de l'AGARD sur une

aerospatlale Division Engins Tactiques utilise les configuration de prise d'air hypersonique et sur le calcul
stator~acteurs sur ses missiles depuns plus de trente ans et complet d'une prise d'air supersonique montde sur un
6tudie l'adaptation de ce type de proj.,lsion 'a des avions 'a fuselage.
_,ýs giandc 6itesse ainsi qu'h des lanceurs spatisux. a46robies.
Nous sommes ainsi amends 'a 6tudier des v~hicules conqus
pour des vitesses de vol de plus en plus 6lev~es et ka optimiser 2-CONSIDERATION'S GENERALES SUR LA
plus rapidement et 'A moindre cofit nos configurations de CONCEPTION AERODYNAMIQUE DES
missiles a~robies. Nous avona donc compl~t6 notre VEHICULES AEROBIES
m6Lhodologie de conception des prises d'air supersoniques
en mettant en ceuvre des codes de simulation num~rique pour Le developpement d'une prise d'air mont~e sur un vt~hicule
nos travaux. en a~rodynamique externe et interne. repose sur des calculs en a~rodynamique extemne et interne,
Ces moyens de calcul composes de codes Euler, Navier- des essais en soufflerie et des essais en vol (R6f.[]).
Stokes et d'outils de maillage sont des aides ka Ia conception La fiur pr~sente cette mdthodologie sous forme de
compl~mentaires aux essais en soufflerie. schema fonctionnel.

Avant d'entreprendre la conception et l'optimisation d'une

ABSTRACT prise d'air int~gr~e sur un v~hicule avec des outils de calcul, il
eat indispensable de connaitre lea grandes lignes des

caerospatlalo Tactical Missile Division has been using configurations 'a 6tudier, lea contraintes induites sur la prise

ramjets on its missiles for more than thirty years and studies d'air par l'adrodynamique externe du v~hicule et lea

the adaptation of this kind of propulsion to very high fT-- ph~nomn~nes physiques auxquels nous serons confront6s.
aircraft and airbreathing launchers. Nous pr6sentons ci-aprý_s, une revue critique des diff~rcntes
So we have to study vehicles designed for higher and higher configurations de prises d'air que I'on peut utiliser.
speeds and to optimize More rapidly and at lower cost our
airbreathing missiles configurations. Then completed our
supersonic air intake design methodology by using CFD for 2.1-Forme et airodynamlque des missiles
our work in external and internal aerodynamics. arbe Rf 2 t[]
These CFD tools involving Euler and Navier-Stokes codes, arbe Rf 2 t[]
and mesh generators are complementary to wind tunnel tests. 2.1.1 -Configurations A section de fuselage

ci rc ulal Fe.

I-INTRODUCTION Le nombre. Ia formne et ls position des prises d'air doivent

aerospatlalo Division Engins Tactiques utilise la itre choisis en prenant en compte les aspects suivants
proplsin pa sttoracters eoui pls d trete ns performance interne: pouss~e, IS[ (Impulsion Spdcifiquc);

propusIon D part lttra n teusst depudis plus de trctes axiqs -a~rodynamique externe: trainde, fincsse;
[R~fl].Deprt I n~esat~ '~tuierdesv~hiule co~us -contraintes op~rationne Iles: encombrement (emport sous

pour des vitesses de vol de plus en plus 6levdes (missiles et avion), discretions diectromagn~tique (SER) et infrarouge
lanceurs 'a atator~acteurs,...), aerospcltlaI@ a compl&t6 sa (S IR);
m~thodologie de conception des prises d'air en mettant en - Pilotage/Guidage: "tous azimuta" ou "type avion".
(ruvre des codes de simulation num~rique pour sea travaux en Plusicurs types de configurations sont pr~sent~s sur ]s
a~rodynamique externe et interne. En effet, l'utilisation flizure 2.
exclusive de moyens exp-6-imentaux ne auffit plus, en terme
de temps et de cofit, pour definir et optimiser des prises d'air. Piedaruiu

Danas Ia premi~re partie de cet article, nous rappelons lea Prise d'air frontale:

diffdrents concepts de prises d'air utilisds sur lea missiles Cette prise d'air permet des efficacit~s 6lev~es, mais eat

adrobies 'a tatordacteur ainsi que les contraintes g~n~rales de difficilement int~grable. Elle n'eat plus utilis&e;
0conception 4-rodynamique que I'on doit avoir 'a lesprit avant -Prise d'air annulaire

d'entreprendre l'tude d'une prise d'air inidgr&. L'int~gration de ce type de prise d'air eat meilleur que celui de
Ia pr~cddente mais lea performances sont mauvaises en

Danas la seconde pantie, nous prdsentons lea mithodes de incidence;
'-t1-ul t'tilik'sa pour d~terminer finement lea caract~ristiques - Prise d'air nasale ("en menton")

de l'6coulement capt6 par lea prises d'air de vdhicules Ia Cette prise d'air eat bien adapt&e au pilotage "type avion' et
statoriacteurs et l'ivolution de cet &oulement dans Ia prise eat utilis&e POUr lea missions longue port~e. Elle utilise
d'air. l'intrados du missile comme une surface de compression

aupersortique;



I24--

- Prise d'air ventrale portance tourbillonnaire).
Cette configuration est une excellente solution. La
compacit6 est bonne, les fonctions detection, charge
militaire et propulsion sont s6par~es et les performances 2.1.3 -Les probl'ames de I'akrodynamtique
sont 6lev~es; externe des missiles
- Prise d'air dorsale,

Cette configuration a des limites en incidence. Cependant, Du point de vue de l'a6rodynamique externe, les missiles
clle poss~de les meilleures caract~ristiques au niveau de la a6robies peuvent itre class~s en deux familles:
SER (la prise d'air est masqu&e vis 'a vis des radars terrestres); -configurations avec des prises d'air nasales, "en menton" ou

annulaires;
*Deux prises d'air lat~rales (Exemple: Missile ASMP Air Sol -configurations avec des prises d'air latdrales. Seules ces

Moyenne Port~e) prises d'air ont une influence sur la portance, la stabilit6 et la
Une configuration de missile avec deux pnises d'air latirales tra~m~e du fuselage.
est bien adapt&e au pilotage "'type avion". Les prises d'air
sont diam6tralement opposies ou inclin~es vers l'intrados. La contrainte de trainde minimale doit toujours 8tre pr~sente
Le premier cas est le meilleur au point de vue de dans la conception d'une prise d'air. En effet, la trainse des
lalimentation de la chambre de combustion et de prises d'air peut 8tre tr~s importante, et peut, par exemple,
I'augmentation de portance due aux manches 'a air. Le second s'6lever ka 38% de la train6e totale dana le cas d'un missile
cas permet des performances plus Olevies des prises d'air; supersoniquc 'a quatre prises d'air axisym~triques volant 'ak

Mach 2 au nivcau du sol.
*Trois tRises d'air latdrales Pour optimtiser la trainde, nous devronas donc 6tudier avec

Elle peuvent 8tre toutes identiques (adapt6 au pilotage 'tous pricision le bilan tra^nie-poussde.
azimuts") ou composdcs de deux prises identiques et d'une
prise diffirente 'a l'intrados (adapt6 au pilotage Pour ce qui concerne l'6oulcment capt6 par les prises d'air, il
avion"); est indispensable d'avoir une bonne connaissance du champ

a~rodynamiquc autour de l'avant-corps.
*puatre 1mises d'air lat~rales (Exemple: Missile ANS Anti Eneftporbei dsefrmcsipratsu
Navire Supersonique) En ueffet, pou oabtenviress perf ormaces imotantes. que'n
Une configuration de missile muimi de quatre prises d'air ~ olmn afil ieseetsuattni u o
lat~rales es! bien adapt&e au pilotage "tous azimuts" Oe cherche 'a 6viter lcs 6coulements 'a faible 6nergie (couche
meilleur pour une manceuvrabilit6 Olevde). Cependant, pour limite, tourbillons). L'6coulement capti par les prises d'air
les fortes incidences les prises d'air d'extrados atteignent Icur doit Etrc aussi homog'anc que possible et de niveau de

limite opdrationnelle et la finesse de ce type de pression totale compatible avec le bon fonctionnement du
configuration West pas optimale (deiix prises d~air sont moteur.
suffisantes pour assurer la portance, les deux autres U rb~cdlctcneelstublosdgv u

augmnten Iatrat&).apparaissent sur I extrados des missiles pour les incidences

Pour toutes ces configurations, la forme des prises d'air peut sup~rieures 'a 50 environ (cf. figutre 5. Ces tourbillons cr6ent
itre axisymintrique. semi -axisymitrique, rectangulaire des pertes tr~s importantes de pression totale dans. les prises
(classique ou invers&e) - Cf figure 3 d'air. 11 est 'a noter que l'adjonction d'arktes longitudinales en

amont des prises d'air modifie lc ddveloppemcent naturel de la
En cc qui concerne la position longitudinale sur le fuselage, couche limite autour du fuselage et peut permettre de d6placer
elle rdsulte d'un compromis entre l'dcoulement autour du les tourbillona en dehors des prises d'air. (cf. figure 5 et
fuselage, la longueur du diffuseur, le centre de pouss& et le Rff. 141)
systi~me de fixation sur le missile. Cependant la force
normale est peu modifi6e. 2.1.4 -Les probi~mes de l'airodynamique Interne

des missiles

2.1.2 Configurations it section de fuselage non
circulalre Las principales caract46ristiques a6rodynamiques 'A determiner

sont:
Certaines formes typiques de missiles airobies -coefficients de debit du diffuseur et du pi~ge A couche liniite
hypersoniques son! prdsenties sur la figure interne, efficacitd. tramine additive de sous-adaptation et

train~e de carZ~ne, pour un vaste domaine de nombre de Mach,
Las objectifs de ces configurations sont :d'incidence et d'aititude.
-une int~gration optimnale des prises d'air vis-&-vis de -les r~partitions de pression et de temp-6rature sur les parois
l*6coulement sur i'avant-corps, des prises d'air pour concevoir les structures.
-une traine minirnale,
-une finesse klev&e. Elies; dipendent de phinom~nes physiques complexes tels
-wie SER et SIR faibies, que:
-une bonne int~gration So11s le lanceur. -couche limite,

-interactions choc/choc et choc/couche limite,
Diffdrentes formes son! possibies : waverider", missile I -turbulence,
section elliptique. triangulaire ou carr&e.... -cueetd on
La figure~ prisente deux exemples : -6coulement dana les pi~ges 'A couche limite.

- les "waveriders" qui sont conqus pour minimiser ]a train~e
et maximiser la portance. Compte tenu de cette complexit6. l'4tude d'une prise d'air est
- Ia forme lenticulaire qui Cs! conque pour une finesse g~nrifalement d~compos&e en deux 6tapes.

importante i section droite donnie et pour tine portance Dans un premier temps on l'itudie isoliment en prenant

importante en incidence (Ie bord d'attaque pointu g-n~re une comme donnA-es les valeurs moyennes de M'coulement



externe que capte la prise d'air (nombre de Mach local.,4-

pression totale locale, incidence locale, ddrapage local,...). Pour g~ndrer le maillage, nous utilisons un mailleur
Mais cette m~thode simplifi~e n'est pas parfaite et, dana la elliptique plan r~solvant les 6quations de Poisson. Les
phase de developpement du projet, une 6tude avec le champ fonictions de contr6le sont deterrnin~es automatiquement,
adrodynamique r6el capt6 par les prises d'air est selon le schema mis au point par Steger et Sorenson (Rif.
indispensable. [6]), par sp~cification de l'espacement et de l'orientation des

mailles au voisinage des frontii~es. Ce type de mailleur est
bien adapt6 i la technique de marche en espace.

2.2 -Problkmes airodynamliques des prises d'alr
d'avlons et de lanceurs spatlaux Pour montrer les capacit~s de ce code, nous prisentons

quelques applications industrielles sur un missile agrobie, un
aerospatlalo a dgalement 6t amen~e ý 6tudier lanceur et un avion k tr~s grande vitesse pour lesquels nous
l'application de la propulsion par stator~acteur A des avions i 6tudions la motorisation par stator6acteurs.
tr~s grande vitesse (AGV) et des lanceurs spatiaux (STS2000). -emsieat-aies~roiu N ttratu

Comme pour les missiles, l'int~gration deý ioteurs sur les L:ANS est un projet de missile a6robie 6tudi6 conjointement
v~hicules cr&e une tr~s forte interaction entre cellule et avec MBB pour succ~der i la famille de missiles anti-navires
syst~me propulsif (cf. Etudes NASP(USA) et STS 2000). EXOCEI'.

La flg3ure 6pr6sente la repartition du coefficient de pression
Sans; rentrer dans le ddtail de la conception de ce type de sur la surface du missile. Le calcul a dt rdalis6 pour un
prises d'air, on peut noter que: nombre de Mach de vol de 2, et une incidence de 4 degris.
-pour les avions de transport civil, l'optimisation de la Cet exemple montre Ia capacit6 de FLU3C A calculer des
configuration est faite pour le vol de croisi~re I faible gdom~tries a~robies tr~s complexes.
incidence. La prise d'air sera donc tr~s soignde au miveau
efficacit6 utilisable et train&e. Pour exemple, on peut donner -L~e syst~me de transpnort spatial futur STS 2000
une 6juivalence des pertes de charge utile en fonction des U~ STS2000 es! un ensemble de projets aerospatlal.9 de
pertes de rendement des prises d'air pour un avion civil lanceurs spatiaux a~robies r~utilisables mono-6tage, bi-
supersonique (Mach 2): 1% dcefficacit6 en moins induit 2,5% 6tage ou mono-6tage ak stator~acteurs largables. C est cette
de charge utile en moins. demi~re configuration munie de quatre statoriacteurs que
-pour les lanceurs spatiaux, cecst Ia canacit6 d'accil~ration des nous pr~sentons. Les stator~acteurs sont 6quip~s de quatre
moteurs que I'on veut exploiter. Alors les prises d'air vont prises d'air rectangulaires h compression mixte sunul~es par
fonictionner Sur une grande plage de nombre de Mach. Elles une prise d'air 6quivalente fonctionnant de Mach 2 k Mach 6
devront donc souvent itre A g~om~tie variable et optimis~es avant largage.
pour tout le domaine de vol. La figure 7 pr~sente le maillage et Ia repartition du

coefficient de pression sur ]a surface du lanceur.

3 -LES iEHDSDECLU e calcul Euler a 06~ rialis6 pour un nombre de Mach de vol de
5 et une incidence de 4 degrds.
Pour ce type de configuration, les calculs Euler sont

3.1 -Airodynamnique externe principalement utilis6s pour determiner les caract~ristiques

Comm nou I'vonssouign6plushau. sinou vouons de 1l&coulement dans ]a section de captation de Ia prise d'air,
Commevi nous pavosesuin ls h'i nt sA ut. sdicnuse voulos les coefficients globaux de portance et de moment, ainsi que
conevoir des ptries dair iemnt grdes, un varticuler nous Ia repartition de vitesse sur Ia surface du lanceur pour

valeurs locales de Ia pression totale, du nombre de Mach, de riefetr dair. d6aser ecuh lmt udri el

l'incidence, du d~rapage ainsi que la hauteur de la couche piedar

limite sur le fuselage. Toutes ces caract~ristiques peuvent 6tre La fi&Ure 8 montre l'dcoulement dana un plan transverse

obtenues par des calculs tridimensionnels autour de l'avant- passant par l'apex de Ia premi~re rampe de Ia prise d'air. Les
Corps.lignes iso - (pression totale locale /pression totale amont)
corps.et iso-Mach sont repr~sent~es. Ceci nous permet de

Les outils num~riques que nous utilisons son! basis sur des connaitre finement l'A-oulement capt6 par la prise d'air et

m~thodes Euler, avec couplage couche limite 6ventuel, et d'optimiser l'avant-corps en cons~quence.
P.N.S. (Parabolized Navier-Stokes). -L'avion h Grande Vitesse fA.G.V.)

Cependant, dana les applications pr6sent~es ici, Ia faible L'AGV est un projet aerospatlale d'avion de transport
incidence et le nombre de Reynolds 6lev6 justifient, dans une commercial hypersonique (Mach 5 en croisi~re). 11 utilise un
premiere approximation, lutilisation des dquations d'Euler. mode de propulsion par turbo-r~acteurs jusqukl un nombre de
Aussi, dana la prdsente commuunication, nous nous limiterons Mach de 3 el ensuite il est propuls6 par des statori~acteurs
A une description rapide et i quclques applications du code .jusqu&k la vitesse de croisi~re, k Mach 5.
FLUXC. La figure 9. pr~sente Ia r~partition du coefficient de pression
Ce code, diveloppE en coopdration 6troite entre l'ONERA et sur Ie corps de l'avion pour un nombre de Mach de vol de 4,5.
CIMOSPOtIC2IO (Rif. [51) r~sout les Equations d'Euler
tridimensionnelles sous forme conservative. On utilise un 3.- ioya qu Inee
schima de type volumes finis, explicite en temps et Ie calcul 3. Aro naieItee
d~centri des flux, suivant l'approche de Van Leer, assure A Ia
m~thode rine grande robustesse. La pr~cision d'ordre deux en Les outils que nous utilisons actuellement sont basies sur:
temps et en espace eat assurde par l'utilisation dun' sch~ma a) des m~thodes analytiques et une base de donnikes
pr~licteur-correcteur de type MUSCL. Pour les calculs exp~rimentales,
supersoniques, mine technique d'acc~ldration de convergence b) des m~thodes num~riques.
de type marche en espace permet un gain important en
temps de calcul.



a) - MWthodes analytioues et base de donri6es exRdrimentales Cniuain acle,ýe L3

Le but est d'obtenir aussi rapidement que possible et I faible La figure I I pr~sente IL. iiiies iso-noinbre de Mach dans;
coilt, une estimation suffisamment pr~cise des performances une prise WŽ&i supersunique, i compression mixte (M3).
d'une prise d'air pr~l~finie g~om~triquement. afmr d'6valuer la calculde isol~ment. Elle est le r~sultat d'un calcul
pouss~e du moteur. bidimensionnel plan par un algorithmne explicite. La

decomposition topologique en quatre domaines permet de
Un programme bidimensionnel plan, fondi sur des calculs traiter les rampes de compression, la canine, le pi;dge A
analytiques de chocs, fournit 1lefficacit6 de compression couche limite interne et le diffuseur. Le nombre de Mach
critique (1102 critique) et le coefficient de debit total (ET) amont eat de 2,89 et l'incidence de 0 degrn.

entrant clans une prise d'ali supersonique de setion On observe les chocs de compression extemne, les chocs de
rectangulaire. Le code de calcul prend en compte le canine et le choc droit terminal pr~s de l'ent~r~e du pi;-ge i
fonctionnement critique de la prise d'air avec le choc: droit couche lrnite interne qui limite l'6coulement supersonique.
terminal accrochd & Is la vie de car~ne. Ce point critique est
d~firii ici par Ia position, sur Ia courbe caract~ristique de la. Lors des essais en soufflerie, le fonictonnement du moseur
prise d'ali, pour laquelle Ilefficacit6 de compression et le eat simuld par un obturateur plac6 en fmn de diffuseur. Dams le
coefficient de d~bit total entrant sont maximaux. calcul, deux solutions sont envisageables:

-soit imposer uric contre-pression P2 (c'est le cas pour la
La fieure I illustre cette m~thode pour uric prise d'air figiimJW1
supersonique I compression externe. Le calcul foumit les -soil ajouter en fin de diffuseur une g~om~tric avec col adaptk
caracctristiques de lHcoulemnent sur les rampes de et divergent qui cifectuc un blocage en d~bit imposant is
compression extemne d'une prise d'ali supersonique et nous lamont une pression statique.
permet de d~terminer l'efficacitE de compression maximale et
le coefficient de d~bit total. La figure 12 montre une comparaison entre le calcul Euler de

la fisure 11 et uric visualisation strioscopique obtenue en
Cette approche est compl~te par l'utilisation d'une base de soufflerie pour cette configuration de prise d'ali isol~e. La
doinnes expftimrnnalles r~sultant des diff~rents essais en comparaison montre une bonne corr~lation calcu~essais en
soufflerie. particulier pour la position des chocs dams cette

configuration complexe.
b) - M~thodes numndnQue
Las outils nurn~riques utilisds pour les calculs La figure 13 pr~sente une comparaison calcul/essais de Ia
dsadrodynamique interne sont de type Euler ou Navier- pression statique sur Ics parois inf~rieure et sup~rieure du
Stokes, et I& discn~tisation des Equations est faite sur des diffuseur pour cette m~me prise d'air. La calcul a dt46 r~alis6
maillages structuris. avec ou sans pi;Isge ks couche limite interne.

L'effet du pifge est de d~placer le choc: droit terminal vers
-Code Euler FLU3M l'amont et sa prise en compte est n~cessaire pour obtenir uric
Actuellement, pour Ia conception en adrodynamique interne, bonne corr~lation avec les r~sultats exp~rimentaux
nous effectuons principalement des calculs Euler 2D et 3D. (confirmation des r~sultats de ls figure 12 . On constate doic:
Bien que les Equations d'Euler ne prennent pas en compte lea que l'6coulement dans ]a prise d'air peut 6tre correctement
phinom~nes visqucux. importants en airodynamnique repr~sentE dana Ie cadre d'une strat~gic "Euler". LUcoulement
interne, de tels calculs peirnettent. d'analyser l'dcoulement rdel dans Ie pi~ge reste cependant domin6 par lea effets
clans toute la prise d'ali, mime avec un pifge & couche limite visqueux et c'eat principalement la perte de d~bit due au piisge
interne, et d'estimer le coefficient de dA-bit, FefficacitE de et la pression statique dana la zone d~eau morte,
compression et les pressions sur les parois. tourbillonnaire As lentr~e du piisge qui eat ici simul~e par Ie

calcul.
Pour traiter des g~omitries tr~s complexes et pour rsffmner le
maillage dans certaines zones critiques, il est n~cessaire Ce type de calcul permet de sinmiler diff~rents r~gimea de
d'adopter uric stratA-gic multidomaine. Ce choix simplifie fonctionnement de Is prise d'ali (du regime supcrcritique au
considA-rablemnent la construction du maillage et permet de r~gimne subcritique) par augmentation de Ia contre-pression
s'affranchir de certaines difficult~s propres sux maillagea P2 en fin de diffuseur. On pout sinai d~terminer ls courbe
structur~s. Cette stratigic multidomnaine est utilis~e clans le caract~ristique (efficacitE en fonction du ddbit en fin de
code FLU3M divelopp6 par lONERA en collaboration avec diffuseur) dont uric comparaison calcul/essais est pr~sentie
aerospotlalo (R16f. [71 et [81). sur Is fig= 1J4. Las calculs au voisinage du point critique de

fonctionnement n~cessitent cependant certsines pr~cautions
FLU3M est on code qui r~soot les Equations d'Euler (instabilitd du choc droit).
tridimensionnelles par une mithode instationnaire. La
schima numdrique utilisE repose, comme dan FLU3X Deux autres applications sont donn~es k titre d'exemples et
(Cf. 3.1), sur one discritisation dicentr~e de type volumes trait~es plus briisement.
finis. Pour le calcul des flux de convection-pression,
diffirentes approches sont disponibles: VAN LEER, ROE. La figure 15 prisente la r~partition de nombre de Mach sous
OSHER. et Is pr~cision du second ordre en espace est obtenue forme de d~grad~s de couleur et de lignes iso-valeor pour un
au moyen de l'approche MUSCL. Dana sa version implicite, calcu' 2D d'une prise d'ali supersonique g~nA-rique isolo-e.
le code otilise uric technique de factorisation de type ADI Pour cette configuration. uic tuyiýre avec col dana le piisge As
plan par plan, couplie k uric m~thode de relaxation GAUSS- couche limite inuerne s~mule le fonictionnement rA-el du pi;-ge
SEIDEL clans Is troisitme direction. Le traitement des clans les essais en soufflerie. Le nombre de Mach I l'anont
conditions aux limites eat r~alisE soit par relations de eat de 2,6 et l'incidence de z~ro degri. La calcul repr~sente
compatibilit6, soit par calcul des flux. FLU3M pout un cas de fonctionnament supercritique de Is prise "air.
Egalement itre utilisE pour des calcols axisymitriques et
bidimensionnels plans. La figurI1 prisente les lignes iso-nombre de Mach et des

lignes de courant clans urn prise d'air axisym~trique d'un



projet d'avion supersonique. Le pi~ge 'A couche liniite interne corps central. Cc Pic de pression n'est pas bien positionn.5
eat pris en compte dans le calcul. Le calcul axisymdrrique de par le calcul du fait de Ia non prise en compte des
Ia prise d'air isold6e a 6t6 effectud pour tin nombre de Mach de interactions choc/couche limite.
2 et tine incidence de zdro degr6 pour tin fonictionnement La figure 21 pr.',;ente les risultats obtenus dans ce m~me cas
critique de Ia prise d'air (le choc droit terminal eat accroch6 ka 'aaide du code NS2D. La visuialisation du profil de vitesse
Ia 1ývre de car~ne). tangentielle stir une norniale ka Ia rampe de compression

perrnet de contr~ler Idvolution de Is couche liuite. La
-Code Navier-Stokes NS2D3 visualisation du profil de nombre de Mach dana Is section du
Pour certains caiculs d'adrodvnarnique interne, nous utilisons bord d'attaque de car~ne permet de s'apercevoir de Is tr;_s
le code Navier-Scokes moyenn6 bidunensiorinel NS2D bonne corrdlation calcul/essais jusqu'i Ia paroi. Lea profils
ddvelopp,6 par l'ONERA (Rdf. (9)). La m~thode de rdsoltition de pression statique stir le corps central et sur la paroi interne
pseudo-instationnaire utilisde met en muvre tin schima. de la car~ne oft 6t6 tracds en foncuion de Vabscisse. Une tr~s
explicite en temps, centr6 en espace, de type volumes finis, bonne corrdiation caictilessais a 6t6 obtenue mime aprds lea
combin6 I tine technique d'acedidration de convergence interactions choc/couche limite.
multigrille. Deux moddles de turbulence algdbriqtics sont
disponibles: le rnod;dle de Baldwin-Lomax (R6f.(0)), et le -Cas test 8: orise d'air Tailor Mate A-I stir fuselage
moddle de Michel (Rdf.(l 1)). La configuration 6tudide est prdsentde sur Is figuire 22. 11
Ce type de simulation reste cofiteux et n'est encore titilis6 que s'agit d'un avion de type F15 mimi d'une prise d'air de section
de manidre ponctuelle. rectangulaire Tailor Mate A-1.

Les essais rdalisds, par GENERAL DYNAMICS (Fort Worth
Une comparaison entre tin caicul bidimensionnel (Euler) Division) foumnissent ics pararnidres adrodynamniques dana le
FLU3M et un calcul NS2D pour Ia prise d'air M3 est plan de captation des prises d'air ainsi que les pressions dans
prdsentde stir Ia figure 17. le conduit interne de Ia prise d'air.
Pour ces calculs, tin col fixe a 6t6 mmpos6 dana le pidge 'aPour traiter cette configuration. nous avons utilis6 notre
couche limite interne tandis qtie dants le diffuseur tin col de code Euler tridimensionnel FLU3M coupid 'a la proeddure de
section variable permet de parcourir Ia courbe maillage multidomaine cxposdc stir Ia figure 23.
caractdrsstique. Avant de gdndrer tin maillage. il faut determiner les limites
La calcul NS2D3 reprdsente lea effets visquetix Eels que le gdomdiriques conformes avec Ia surface de l'objet. Ainsi. ]es
ddcollemern rdsultant de l'interaction du choc terminal et de surfaces doivent dire ddfinies et tine sdrie de points
la couche limite. On s'aperqoit stir Ia figure 17 que le calcul surfaciques reprisentatifs de ces surfaces doivent 6ire retenus
Navier-Stokes fouriti tin choc terminal situ6 ldgdrement en comnie conditions aux limites pour le mailleur. Afin de
aniont de celtij obtenti par le calcul Euler ()a cotiche limite ddfinir gdom6dcnqueynent lea surfaces ei de ddfintir des points
r~ddtit Ia section de passage dana le diffuseur). Ce rdsultat reprdsentatifs pour Ie mailletir, tin sysidme de CAO est
perrnet tine meilleure corydlation avec lea, essais pour ce utilisi. La procddure de niaillage adopide est construute
fonctionnement supercritique. autotir de l'outil de ddcomposition topologique MULCAD et

du mailleur transfini PADAMM (116f. [13]).
La figure 18~ prdscnte tine visualisation d'un calcul NS2D stir Las fi3gures 24 et 25 prdsentent la ddcomposition
Ia prise d'air M3 ati niveati de lorifice du pidge 'a couche topologique. stir tine demi-configuration formde de 11I
limite interne. On observe bien Ia captation de Ia couche domaines.
limite. le tourbillon engendr6 dana le pidge (Rdf.[12]) et Ie Cette m6chode pennet de traiter totis lea dAdtails
ddcollemnent de couche limite dana le diffuseur indtiit par gdomdtriques: fuselage avec cockpit, pidge 'A couche limite
]'interaction du choc droit terminal stir ia couche limite de externe, conduit interne de Ia prise d'air et pidge 'a couche
paroi. limite interne. Un maillage structur6 en H eat gdnkr6 dans

cnaque domaine pour un nombre de points, stir l'ensemble
des I11 domaines, de 882000.

3.3 - Cas tests riallsks pour l'AGARD FDP La fieure26 prdsente tine partie du maillage stir Ic corps de
Working Group 13 l'avion et dana le plan de symdtrie de Ia configuration ainsi

que Ia visualisation de lignes isobares dana Ic plan de
Notre participation au WGI13 de l'AGARD nous a permis de aymdtrie et stir Ia surface de l'avion. On observe bien Ie choc
tester nos outiuls de calcul concemnant Id6rude dc prises d'air conique de tite, le choc devant le cockpit, Ia ddtenie en
supersoniques et hypersoniqucs. arridre du cockpit, le choc induit par le piage h couche limite
Detix cas ont &iA 6tudids: externe et lea chocs internes dana Ia prise d'air.
-Ic cas teat 6 portant stir Ia prise d'air hypersoniquc NASA P8 La figre2 7 prdsenie le maillage surfacique de Ia
-le cas test 8 pormant sur le calcul dc ]a prise d'air Tailor Mate configuration symdzrisde sinai que Ia rdpartition paridtale de
A-I montde Stir fuselage. nombre de Mach pour tin nombre de Mach de vol de 2.2 et

tine incidence de zdro degrO. On observe Ia compression dana
-Cas test 6: iirise d'air NASA P8 Ia prise d'air oun le choc droit terminal fait passer
La figure 19 prdsente I& configuration d'une prise d'air Ieotilemnent dti rdgirne stipersonique ati rdginue subsonique.
gdnriqtiqe de superstatoriacteur (prise d'air NASA P8) 6tudide La point de fonctionnement critique de Ia prise d'air eat
en vue de Ia motorisation d'un vdhictile hypersonique simul6 en imposant tine contre-preasion en fin de diffusetir et
6voluant a tin nombre de Mach de 12. en fin de pidge 'a cotiche limite interne.
La fieurc 20 montre les rdsultats obtenus par im calcul Euler La fiue2 prdsente tine comparaison calcul /essais aui
bidiniensionnel plan stir Ia prise d'air NASA P8. Las niveati de Ia r~partition de nombre de Mach dana Ia section
r~partitions de nombre de Mach et de pression statique tranaverse de captation de Ia prise d'air. Las calculs
foumnisseni des renseignements intiressants pour Ia fournissent tine r~partition aasez proche de celle des essais
comprdhension de l'6coulement. Las profils de pression stir mime si Ie phdnomdne d'accroissement du nombre de Mach
le corps central et Ia surface interne de Ia cardne ont diE dana les zones proches du fuselage n'est pas bien simul6. Las
tracds en foniction de labscisse. Las rdsultats sont assez diffirences calcul/essais; obtenues resteni cependant de
proches des easais sauf au niveati du pie de pression induit stir Iordrc de 2%.
Ia surface de is car~ne par Ia reflexion du choc interne sur Ie



dimensional grids about airfoil and other shapes by the use
En etan eicuvre des outils num~riques adaptds 1 l'6tude de of Poisson's equations'.
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APPLICATION OF SUBSONIC FIRST-ORDER PANEL METHODS FOR PREDICTION OF
INLET & NOZZLE AERODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS WITH AIRFRAME

Dr. R.K.Nangia & Mr. M.E.Palmer

Consulting Engineers
NANGIA ASSOCIATES

Bristol, BB8 I QX, UK.

SUNMMARY I. INTRODUCTION

Modern aircraft require intake and nozzle flows to The intake and nozzle flows are required to be
be closely integrated with the airframe and various closely integrated within the modern aircraft
layouts are possibl'. In some cases, the configurations and many variations are possible
intake/nozzle is integral with the fuselage (Fig.l a-l). In some cases the intake/nozzle is
providing a relatively "compact" layout. This integral with the fuselage providing a relatively
contrasts with configurations in which the nacelles "compact" layout (b, c, e, f, k, 1). In others, the
are displaced from the fuselage but are near nacelles may be displaced from the fuselage but
lifting surfaces. near the lifting surface (d, g, i, j). Pylon-wing

layouts ,h) represent another possibility often
Engine intake flow conditions may range from very used on high aspect ratio wings.
high Mass Flow Ratio (MFR) at take-off, to very low
MFR on approach and may include zero MFR during in- Engine intake flows affect the flow fields on
flight shut-downs. The effect of the intake flows adjacent components. The effects will vary with
on adjacent components will vary with intake MFR, intake Mass Flow Ratio (MFR), a, B and Mach number.
aircraft attitude and Mach number. Designers need Designers need to know the magnitude of these
to know the magnitude of these effects to ensure effects to ensure that they can be contained to
that they can be contained to satisfactory levels satisfactory levels within the available control
within the available control parameters. parameters. It is known that gradual changes in

intake MFR, due to thrust demand requirements (high
Currently, several types of CFD methods are being MFR at take-off, low MFR on approach), as weii as
developod world-wide, ranging from surface panel to more drastic situations such as engine surges,
field flow types. The "compact" type layouts have engine shut-downs (zero MFR) due to damage, etc.
always presented a challenge for all these methods, will have noticeable effects on the motion of the
Estimation of aerodynamic forces is closely linked aircraft. The severity of these effects must be
to the design geometry and panelling of the intake accounted for when stability and control
and neighbouring surfaces. Compared with the Panel requirements are defined.
type methods, the Field Flow methods require the
generation of meshes which involve lengthy analysis From the point of view of calculation methods, it
and are computer intensive. It is therefore is the "compact" type layouts that pose the
considered prudent, to use the more economic Panel difficulties. In such, the sensitivity to a and 13
methods as far as possible, in the early design depends strongly on the design geometry and
phase. panelling, not only of the intake itself but also

on the neighbouring surfaces.
In this paper, a first-order panel method has been
used to analyse the MFR effects on several Currently, several CFD methods are being developed,
configurations. These range from simple "generic" for example, field flow methods (Navier Stokes (NS)
type to complex, Canard-Delta configurations and and Euler) and first- and second-order Surface
include various intake and nozzle arrangements. singlarity, Panel methods. First-order methods,
Mach number and asymmetric effects have been together with their application to nacelle
studied in particular cases. flows/airframe interactions are discussed in Refs.l

to 6. The method of Ref.2 models through flow
Several useful working techniques have been nacelles but as yet does not model MFR effects.
established. These include rationalising the Second-order methods, together with their
geometry (complexity and smoothness) and lifting application to nacelle flows/airframe interactions
surface intersections. Special techniques were are discussed in Refs.7 to 12. As yet, the NS
developed to integrate a nacelle for simulation of methods have not reached full aircraft capability.
a compact Canard-Delta configuration. They require very fine field meshes and hence

intensive computational resources. The Euler
The panel method results have been encouraging. For methods are gradually evolving but they still
the Canard-Delta configuration, good agreement require very appreciable cpu time. The generation
between panel method and Euler results and of the field meshes required for both NS and Euler
experiment has been obtained. Analysis of the methods can take lengthy analysis. Second order
results has given a better understanding of the Panel methods require, of the order of, 10% of the
possible effects of intake and nozzle flows on cpu and storage use needed for the Euler methods.
neighbouring surfaces. This has led to greater The first-order panel methods computational needs
confidence in undertaking more complex are likely to be 1% of the Euler.
configurations in the future.

It in therefore considered prudent, to use and
Areas of further work and future developments have validate the more economic first-order Panel
been outlined. These include assessment of viscous methods in the early stages of design and
effects, comparison of thick and thin nacelle development. Such panel methods have been applied
modelling, further effects of wake relaxation and in wing-pylon-nacelle arrangements and have given a
alternative boundary conditions for the first-order good understanding of the aerodynamic - propulsion
panel method, interactions. Experience suggests that the panel

MtLhods can be used with greater confidence than
SR. K. Nangia & N. E. Palmer Euler methods at the lower Mach numbers, M < 0.4.



2. BRIEF DETAILS OF METHOD AND TYPES OF However, when part or all of the fuselage is
CONFIGURATION represented as a lifting component the necessity

for this type of enforced carry-over is avoided
2.1. Basic Theoretical Method since the lifting fuselage continues the lift

distribution to the centre-line. Various methods of
A first-order subcritical flow panel method (SPARV) joining thick lifting surfaces with thin lifting
has been used to obtain Mass Flow Ratio effects and bodies are shown in Fig.3. It was found that
aerodynamic loads on a variety of configurations. conventional constant x/c type distribution over
This method has been continually developed at BAe the wing led to an irregular panel distribution on
Brough since late 1970's. In common with other the body, Fig.3(a). This tended to give erroneous
panel methods, the geometry of a configuration is peak pressures on the body. Therefore, a more
defined as a series of planar panels. regular body panel distribution shown in Fig.3(c)

might be preferred but this could lead to
Thick, lifting components are represented by two inaccuracy in wing pressures. The 'C' type grid
surfaces (upper and lower). Each panel, on each illustrated in Fig.3(b) is often used as the best
surface has a doublet (or ring vorticity) and compromise.
source intensity associated with it. By placing the
doublets and sources on the panels at the surface 2.3. Lifting Surface Trailing Wakes
the use of a mean surface within the component is
avoided. Thin lifting components, which do not Lifting surface trailing wakes are treated as
require a source distribution, are modelled by individual line vortices stemming from the Trailing
doublets only. Edge (TE), which may be relaxed to take up new

geometries under the influence of local flow fields
The method uses the direct, normal velocity or set at a suitable angle (unrelaxed wake). To
(Neumann) boundary condition, in which the normal allow the vortices to relax, each one is subdivided
velocity at each panel control point is required to into a number of segments, Fig.4. The segmentation
be zero. In the literature, several other first- (number and distribution) must be appropriate for
order panel methods are discussed and some of these each configuration and requires careful
use the indirect, potential (Dirichlet) boundary consideration, especially where two or more line
condition, which in general, is found to be more vortices are close together. This may occur, for
"robust" (Ref.Morino). In addition, the indirect example, at a wing tip under high lift conditions.
type of boundary condition and modelling may be Care has to be exercised to ensure that neither
more suitable for lifting fuselage and powered rigid nor relaxed trailing wakes pass through or
nacelle work. The indirect boundary condition is too close tc the centroids of other panels. A
usuaily a feature of second-generation first- and particular aspect of this problem is shown in
second-order Panei nethods (Refs.S to 12). Fig.4. Here, the trailing vortex geometry in the

'near field', adjacent to the body needs to be pre-
In Fig.2, the essential features and differences defined to ensure that it follows the body profile.
between first and second-order methods are Alternatively, the geometry of the lifting body may
outlined. In first-order methods, planar panels are be modified 1ccally, to ensure that it follows the
formed by straight lines between points on the path of the unrelaxed inboard trailino vortex.
surface of the configuration. The sources and
doublets associated with each panel may be of 2.4. Non-Lifting or Lifting 'uselage Modelling and
constant or linearly varying intensity. In second- "Leakage"
order methods the curvature of the true surface is
taken into account (parabolic or higer order) and In general, the off-surface effects of lifting
also the source and doublet intensities vary non- components extend over greater distances than those
linearly across the panel. The second-order methods of non-lifting components. This feature
are therefore cpu intensive, distinguishes between lifting (source and doublet)

and non-lifting (source only) fuselages and it can
In all panel methods, the experience is that have a significant effect on the modelling of MFR.
geometry definition needs to be reasonably smooth
and continuous. For example, the sharp edge formed The boundary condition of zero normal velocity at
at the hinge line of a deflected flap would either the control point of each panel is to be satisfied,
be smoothed or the panelling density gradually as illustrated in Fig.5. Away from the control
increased either side of the hinge-line. Sudden point, there is usually a small variation in normal
changes in surface curvature or panel size should velocity, Fig.5(a). In most cases, these effects
be avoided. are small and self-cancelling. On more compact

geometries, there arises the possibility of
There are some additional features that have to be significant non-cancelling variations, as sketched
borne in mind when using panel m~thods on in Fig.5(b). This implies "leakage" which may have
configurations with a mix of lifting and non- its own repercussions associated with slow
lifting components, in particular where the effects convergence or reduced MYR effects. These will be
of NFR are to be assessed, discussed with reference to the Canard-Delta

configuration in Section 4 and are also noted in
It should be mentioned that the SPARV programme Refs.3 and 4.
offers a 'viscous option' which incorporates the
displacement effects of the viscous boundary layer 2.S Mass Flow Ratio Modelling
into the basic inviscid theory. In the present
work, viscous effects have not yet been included The Mass Flow Ratio (MFR) of the engine nacelle may
and this subject remains open for the future, be varied by adjusting the normal velocities on a

distribution of source panels inside the nacelle,
2.2. Lifting Surface Carry-Over at Body Junctions Fig.6. The source panels lie in a plane normal to

the longitudinal axis of the nacelle and this plane
Depending on a given configuration, a fuselage may is referred to as a Mass Flow Ratio Control Face
be either "non-lifting" or "lifting". Non-lifting (NFRCF). The MFRCF area (Ac) and the Intake
body panels carry sources only. To ensure highlight area (AM) are illustrated in Fig.6 for a
continuity of the wing lift distribution across a thick nacelle. The areas are used to calculate the
non-lifting body, the wing geometry is "carried- required velocities at the MFRCF for a given MFR.
over" to the centreline.



These velocities then affect the flow elsewhere on The effects of MFR on a thin lifting Canard,
the configuration leading to changes in pressures, located at various positions forward of the intake
load distribution and total loads (See also Refs.l lip, were also investigated. Canard CN variation
and 3). with MFR and position is shown in Fig.1l. As might

be expected, close-coupled Canards, positions 1 and
We now describe applications involving MFR effects. 4, incurred greater CN increments due to MFR than
We begin with straightforward "generic" far-coupled Canards, positions 2 and 3. Indeed, for
configurations, and then gradually evolve into Canards at the same height, the close coupled
complex combinations of thick wings, part lifting Canard CN was approximately twice that of the far-
fuselages and nacelles. coupled Canard.

3. GENERIC BODY WITH EITHER CHIN INTAKE OR NOZZLE 5. CANARD - DELTA CONFIGURATION WITH CHIN INTAKE

The "generic" configuration, Fig.7 comprised a The Canard-Delta configuration sketched in Fig.12
simple body (non-lifting) with an integrated is typical of current fighter designs which feature
nacelle (thin lifting) and either a Canard, a degree of longitudinal instability. The designer
adjacent to a chin intake, (Case 1) or a Tailplane will need accu-ate pitching moment predictions and
behind a nozzle (Case 2). The panelling density was the effects of MFR on canard lift and pitching
kept intentionally moderate for this essentially moment must be accounted for when stability and
preliminary analysis. control requirements are defined.

Case I (Canard + Chin Intake) is reminiscent of the 5.1. Panelling of the Canard - Delta Configuration
layout in Fig.l(c). Three MFR (1.0, 0.6 and 0.2),
simulating reduced intake flow conditions, were The geometry needs to be smooth and continuous and
modelled at M=0.2, a=0" and 4V, to give an from this point of view certain small
indication of the effects of intake flow on canard simplifications to the geometry of specific
pressure distribution and loading. The results, aircraft are inherently required to ensure that the
Fig.7, show that the canard lower surface is solution with a first-order method is stable.
affected to a greater extent than the upper surface Because we are primarily interestea in effects on
and that these effects are more noticeable towards neighbouring lifting surfaces, some detail such as
the trailing edge. boundary layer diverters and secondary air intakes

may be blended out or omitted. Gaps or sharp
Case 2 (Tailplane + Nozzle), Fig.l (k). Again three corners due to control surface deflection would
MFR were modelled but this time representing have to be closed or blended.
increasing engine thrust (MFR=1.0, 1.2 and 2.0) at
M=0.2, a=80. The results, Fig.7, suggest that As illustrated in Fig.12, the Canard and Wing are
tailplane upper and lower surfaces might be equally modelled as thick lifting surfaces. The fuselage is
affected by MFR changes, the effects being modelled using both lifting and non-lifting
concentrated towards the leading edge, indicating components. The forward and upper fuselage
posqible changes in tailplane pivot torques. components are non-lifting. The intake/nacelle is

modelled as a thin lifting surface to enable MFR
In view of the strong effects on the lifting effects to be realised. The intersection between
surfaces, it is possible that significant pitching the lifting and non-lifting components can be
moment changes will arise. visualised in the figure. Also shown are the

locations of the Control Face (MFRCF) and a
"Blocking Face". The "Blocking Face" inhibits

4. SIGH-WING CONFIGURATION WITH SIDE MOUNTED INTAKE internal flow between the nacelle and forward
fuselage. It must be mentioned that for this

We needed to understand the differences between the particular configuration, the "Blocking Face" did
modelling of intakes with thin or thick lifting not have any significant effect on the canard or
components. A suitable configuration appeared to be nacelle pressures.
an almost circular nacelle, representing side
mounted intakes, with thin lifting wings and 5.2. Effects of NFRCF Location
canard. No other components were included.

As may be expected, it is important to select an
A possible method of modelling the side mounted appropriate location for the MFRCF. If this is
intakes as a lifting nacelle is shown in Fig.8. located too far along the nacelle the effects of
Calculations were carried out on thick, and thin, leakage, section 2.4, will be increased. If it is
lifting nacelles together with the wing and canard, too far forward, unrealistic intake flows might
The MFRCF was located at the intake lip. It was result. The effects of MFRCF location, at M=0.7,
noted that the nacelle internal cross section are shown in Fig.13 (Total and Canard CN against
distribution could affect the solution process, a MFR) and Fig.14 (spanwise distributions of CN for
near constant cross section along the nacelle gave the Canard and Wing). With the MFRCF at location
improved convergence rate. The contributions to CN 'C' the effects of MFR are not detected at the
(Normal force coefficient) due to HFR reduction, canard. Locations 'A' and 'S' gave similar canard
for the individual components, with the nacelle loids but noticeably different total loads.
modelled either as a thick or thin lifting Location 'a' was selected as being the most
component, are shown in Fig.9. It was determined representative.
that thick lifting nacelle representation gave
larger (possibly more representative) CN increments 5.3. Effects of MPR on Chordwise, Spanwise and
with reducing MFR than thin lifting nacelles. The Total Loads
effects of MFR on the chordwise pressure
distributions at root, mid semi-span and tip of the At M-0.7, a'8*, the effects of MFR on the wing
canard, for the thick nacelle configuration are spanwise loads are quite minor whereas the canard
shown in Fig.l0. The effects of MFR decrease across distributions are significantly affected, Fig.14
the canard span. As was shown in the case of the (Location 'B'). These trends are confirmed by the
"Generic" configuration, the effects are more total loads in Fig.15 where MFR change has little
noticeable towards the trailing edge of the canard effect on CN but a noticeable effect on Cm due
lower surface. mainly to the effects on the Canard. Results from

experiment are for MFR=0.6.



Pig.15 also illustrates the effects of modelling study of the effect of MFR on total, spanwise and
the fuselage (from some earlier work) as a non- chordwise loads on the geometry shown in Fig.21.
lifting body. This type of modelling did not This represents a nacelle with its intake beneath
adequately simulate the effects of the lower MFR the lower surface of the wing and a nozzle above
(0.6 and 0.2) and the Cm - a and CN - a trends are and at the trailing edge of the wing.
similar to those of the thin lifting nacelle /
fuselage at MFR - 0.95. 6.1. Longitudinal Characteristics

The effects, from theory, of reducing MFR from 0.95 The effects of MFR (0.95, 0.6 and 0.2) on total
to 0.6 and from 0.95 to 0.2, on the Canard spanwise forces (CL and Cm) and spanwise distributions are
loads at a=0* and 80, are shown in Fig.16. Also shown in Fig.22. Also included are results for the
shown are results from experiment for MFR reduction plain wing (no nacelle). The addition of the
0.6 to 0.2. It is noted that the nacelle has been nacelle, in free flow condition (MFR = 0.95)
modelled as a thin lifting surface and consequently results in a loss of CL and a notable increase in
the full effects of NFR reduction are not achieved Cm. As MFR is decreased, on the wing-nacelle
(see Section 4). It would be expected that configuration, CL is slightly increased and Cm is
modelling the nacelle as a thick lifting surface significantly decreashd. The CL and C. trends with
will significantly improve these results. Chordwise decreasing MFR are in general, consistent at each
surface pressure distributions (Cp-x/c) are incidence. Spanwise distributions of CNL are given
presented as 3-D spanwise plots in Fig.17. Panel at a - 00 and 4V for each of the three MFR. It can
method results for lifting and non-lifting be seen that at a = 00, as MFR is decreased, the
fuselages are compared with results from the Euler effects on CNL are confined mainly to the nacelle
method and experiment. The panel method results are location, with a small increase in CNL inboard of
very encouraging and compare well with both Euler the nacelle. At a = 4*, the effects are similar but
method and experiment. The relative costs of grid the increase in CNL due to MFR inboard of the
generation, computation and analysis for the two nacelle is reduced and a reduction in CNL occurs
theoretical methods should be borne in mind and outboard of the nacelle.
compared with the costs of wind tunnel experiment.

Chordwise pressure distributions at three spanwise
5.4. Mach Number Effects stations, for the three MFR, at a - 4, M=0.7, are

given in Fig.23. Considering Cp - x/c for the
The variation of MFR effects with Mach number has nacelle centreline, at 14FR = 0.95, as would be
also been assessed for the Canard-Delta wing expected, the presence of the nacelle has modified
configuration. Total CN and Cm variation with MFR the upper surface pressures locally. The magnitude
are so.own in Fig.18, M=0.2 and 0.7, a=0

0 
and 80. of the effect reduces either side of the nacelle.

This shows similar results for M=0.2 and 0.7 at As MFR is decreased, the circulation around the
a-S* with a linear increase in pitch-up as MFR is wing is altered and the pressures are affected.
reduced. At a=O the trends are similar but at Small discontinuities are due to thin surface
lower Cm values. The CN levels are almost invariant modelling and moderate panel density selected for
with MFR and show a small Mach number effect at the this preliminary analysis. The lower surface
higher incidence, pressures show the trends expected. As MFR is

decreased, pressures forward of the MFRCF increase,
It is worth emphasising that, in general, it is from a peak suction at the freeflow condition.
difficult to obtain solutions to Euler calculations Either side of the nacelle, Cp - x/c trends with
at low Mach numbers, whereas the potential flow MFR are similar but the effects are more
panel method is able to provide valid answers up to significant on the outboard station. This supports
high subsonic Mach numbers, the general form of the spanwise loads. Further

work is required to obtain improved distributions
5.5. Relaxed Canard Wakes and MFR trends using a thick wing with fully

integrated thick lifting nacelle.
Canard relaxed wake geometry is shown in Fig. 19 for
MFRs0.95 and 0.2 at M-0.7, a = 80. It can be seen 6.2. Lateral and Asymmetric Characteristics
that the reduction in MFR has significantly changed
the relaxed wake geometry. The Canard root vortices Asymmetric effects of MFR variation (effectively
have moved down in z with increasing x and the tip right engine shut down, left engine free-flow) have
vortices are more tightly rolled-up. However, these also been studied on this configuration. Fig.24
changes to the canard wake did not significantly shows the variation of CN, Cm and CD with MFR at
alter the wing loading. a=4*, 6=00, -10 and -50, M-0.7. Fig.25 shows the

variation of Cy, C1 and Cn with MFR at a=4
0

, 8=0*,
5.6. Fuselage Surface Pressures -1l and -5*, M=0.7. Lateral derivatives, dCy/dB,

dCljdfl and dCn/d8, obtained over the range
It is necessary to have an understanding of the -l-<R<0-, at a-4', M=0.7, are also shown in Fig.25.
effects of MFR on the fuselage surface pressures
for a variety of reasons. These might include Taking typical values of the lateral derivatives of
topics such as structural loading, skin stressing roll from a similar configuration, the likely
and the location of pitot probes, aerials, etc. The aileron deflection required to overcome the
panel method has assisted with analysis of fuselage asymmetric loads predicted would be of the order of
side pressures and the effects of KFR. In Fig.20, 20 to 30.
it can be seen that MFR effects on the fuselage of
this particular configuration are confined to the This relatively brief study has enabled an
area beneath and aft of the Canard, up to the appreciation some of the important aerodynamic
intake lip. features and emphasised the strong MFR effects.

Further work with a more representative and
realistic configuration can be attempted with

6. DRLTA WING WITH BMRDDBD NACELLE confidence.

Wing embedded nacelles are being studied in design
of modern aircraft. This has led to a preliminary

4
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7. NOW-LIFTING BODY WITH CHIN INTAKE the best choice for intake/nacelle type
problems. Methods using the first-order

Fig.26 shows a simple non-lifting body of indirect, potential, Dirichlet type boundary
trapezoidal cross- section. A rectangular nacelle condition need to be explored with compact and
leads from a chin mounted intake to a nozzle, complex configurations. These may possibly be
exhausting at the rear of the body. The nacelle was more robust and easier to use on duct flows.
modelled as a thin lifting component.

The effects of MFR reduction on Cm and CN are shown 9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
in Fig.27. Reducing MFR by approximately 40% at
a-4* causes a slight nose up pitching moment. The effects of MFR have been studied on a series of
Reducing MFR by 80% increases this pitch up ten varied configurations with different intake and
fold. The changes in CN at these conditions are of nozzle types, witn emphasis on the effects on
the same order for both magnitudes of MFR adjacent surfaces. In particular cases, the effects
reduction. The effects of MFR on the body surface of Mach number and in others 'he effects of
pressures are shown in Fig.26. The effects appear asymmetry have also been studied. The
to be maximum on the centre-line, decreasing with configurations include a "generic" body with chin
increasing y, and are confined to the intake face intake or nozzle and canard or tailplane, side
location, mounted intake with high wings, Canard-Delta

configuration with chin intake, delta wing with
embedded nacelle and a non-lifting body with chin

8. POSSIRLE FUTURE DEVELOPNENTS intake.

Although several usefil results have been obtained These studies have been achieved within the
with the present method, further work can be limitations of the first-order panel method using
foreseen in following areas, for example:- the direct velocity boundary condition.

"More realistic modelling of detailed geometry Several useful working techniques have been
in close proximity to the intake may be established, for example:-
required. These detailed geometries include,
ramps or hoods in front of the intake face Nacelle modelling as a thick or thin lifting
acting as boundary layer diverters. This will body is largely determined by the complexlty
of course imply increased panel density. of the configuration and selection needs to be

made early in the analysis.
"Assessment of the likely effects of viscous
boundary layers on components near the The method required smooth, continuous
intakes. A knowledge of these effects and geometry, particularly for thin lifting
indications of possible flow separation, is nacelles.
important from both airframe and powerplant
considerations. The present method with its * It may be expedient to omit the more detailed
viscous option can be used to estimate some of items of the geometry, especially when overall
these effects. Mowever complex internal effects are of interest.
geometries cannot be analysed.

The intersection of lifting surfaces required
"When relaxing lifting surface trailing wakes, careful consideration with regard to the
it was noted that the wake segmentation is trailing wake vortices.
very much dependent upon the configuration
under analysis. The overall length of the The major part of the analysis has been concerned
relaxed wake, its proximity to other wakes and with a Canard-Delta configuration. The panel method
booies, the number of line vortex segments and results showed good agreement with those from Euler
their distribution within the length of the calculations and experiment and in particular,
vortex must all be carefully considered. This incremental MFR effects. This analysis has given a
approach needs to be developed for the variety better understanding of the possible effects of
of configurations considered in this paper in intake and nozzle flows on neighbouring surfaces.
order to establish a few major guide-lines. This has led to greater confidence in undertaking

more complex configurations in the future.
Relaxation of the nacelle trailing wake may be
necessary in the case of nozzle/tailplane In relative terms, the panel method costs can be an
configurations. An assessment of the likely order (or two) less than those of the Euler
effects with the potential flow can be made results. The panel method requires the generation
although it must be appreciated that heat of panel geometry only on the surface of the
transfer effects may not be negligible, configuration considered, whereas the field grid

methods need not only the surface panel geometry
The preliminary investigation into the but also the field grid around the configuration.

modelling of side mounted intakes as thick Consequently the running costs of the field grid
lifting bodies has been encouraging and a methods are much higher, not only due to the
nimilar approach needs to be developed for geometry generation but also the subs-.uent running
chin mounted intakes. and analysis costs.

Similarly, thickness should be added to both The first-order panel method has shown the
the wing and nacelle of the delta wing with potential of predicting intake/nozzle effects on
embedded nacelle configuration and the effects neighbouring surfaces and therefore offering
of MFR re-analysed. significant savings in computer resources over the

field flow methods. Applicability is to both Civil
Although we have been able to use the direct, and Combat aircraft.
normal velocity (Neumann type) boundary

condition with some success this may not be



Avenues for further work and future developments LIST OF SYMBOLS
have been proposed. This includes exploration with

panel methods using indirect or Dirichlet A Aspect Ratio
conditions. c Local Chord

Caero = c, Aerodynamic wing chord
Cref = c, Standard mean chord
CA = Axial force/(q S), Axial Force Coefficient
CD = Drag force/(q S), Drag Coefficient

CL = Lift force/(q S), Lift Coefficient

The authors have pleasure in acknowledging helpful Cm = Pitching moment/(q S cref), Pitching Moment
and valuable technical discussions with (Body Axis)
Mr.D.E.Shaw, Mr.T.J.Pemberton and M4r.W.R.Marchbank. 4Cm Increment in Pitching Moment Coefficient
We.acknowledge rthemgeneraln andvice orfBA.arohbn CN = Normal force/(q Sref), Normal Force
We acknowledge the general advice of BAe (Brough) Coefficient
on the use of the SPARV panel programme. CNL Local Normal Force Coefficient

LE Leading Edge
Lastly it should be mentioned that any opinions 1 Length (Bodies)
expressed are those of the authors. N Mach No.

MFR Mass Flow Ratio, ao/ac, See Fig.6
MFRCF Mass Flow Ratio Control Face
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Survey on Techniques Used in Aerodynamic NozzleAirframe Integration

Douglas L B•ers
James A. Laugh1y
Wright Labooes

Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433
USA

1. Summary buffeting. The report included a section on wind tunnel
Building on a survey conducted in 1984 of the correction methods and recommended future
state-of-the-art of experimental and computational experimental investigations. One of the concluding
tools used to evaluate aerodynamic nozzle/airframe remarks for the effort is indicative of the foresight
integration, this paper critically re-assesses these demonstrated in this project....
techniques in 1991. For experimental techniques, there "in the ten years since the publication of
have not been significant developments in the "ntetnyassnetepbiainoinharvenotbeven ysi iantdtevelpmauente es still t AGARDograph 208, much progress has been made onintervening seven years and these mature techniques still both experimental and numerical methods. ...Because of
serve the design engineer well. On the computational the tremendous progress which can be expected from
side, Euler techniques applied to nozzle problems the use of Vector-Computers within the next years,
where there are not strong viscous interactions are now "'being applied as design tools. Computation of the the report may be considered to be only a 'snapshot'
being apiegns, espciay tonozls. C omp attion owith from 'Status 1984.' ...the present WG08 report should beviscous regions, especially the nozzle boattail, w revised in time, considering especially the progress of
Navier-Stokes algorithms is still lacking. computational methods for three-dimensional viscous

flow. Experimental techniques have reached a very high
2. Introduction level of reliability if proper correction procedures are
The interest in AGARD in advanced nozzles and applied and error analysis is performed as
specifically the computational and experimental tools recommended."
used to design and test new concepts has been evident
over the past years in the two working groups started in "It can be de winitely stated that numerical analysis will
1974 and 1982. AGARD Working Group 04 "Improved not rep'ace the wind tunnel test, but as an outcome of
Nozzle Testing Techniques in Transonic Flow" the Working Group, it may be stated that numerical

(reference 1) utilized a series of three reference aftbody analysis will play a more and more important role as a

boattails to investigate the influence of test facilities and supplement to the experiment in the future."
model support systems on the resultant data. A number The WG 08 final report is a good point of departure for
of installation techniques in a variety of tunnel types this 1991 snapshot of the state-of-the-art in exhaust
produced different results when comparing nozzle nozzle integration. The objective of this paper is to
boattail pressure distributions. AGARD Working proceed, as the concluding remarks suggested, and
Group 08, "Aerodynamics of Aircraft Afterbody" provide a seven year update to the "Status 1984"
(references 2,3), was formed in 1982 to critically review provided by WG 08. As we shall see, while many of the
the state-of-the-art (SOA) in computational and areas identified for future work have been addressed in
experimental tools for aftbody/nozzle aerodynamics, the intervening years, many are still wanting. Further, in
nozzle integration and jet/airframe interference. The the interim time period, exhaust nozzles have evolved
scope of the SOA assessment for the working group into even more complex shapes making both the CFD
included looking at the range of applicability and and experimental analysis tasks both more necessary
accuracy of inviscid and viscous computational codes and more difficult. These comments are primarily from
with respect to aftbody drag prediction. For a U.S. perspective. A more comprehensive treatment of
experimental techniques, the working group reviewed advancements will be produced by a new AGARD
progress since 1975 with respect to measurement, Working Group 17, "Aerodynamics of 3-D Aftbodies,"
primarily in the wind tunnel, of drag and thrust. Progress which has been approved but not yet initiated.
was also evaluated for aftbody nozzle testing techniques
to detect nozzle external/internal now instabilities and 3. "Exhaust Nozes Arn't Aways Round Anymore!"
unsteadiness, boundary layer separation effects and Since the 1984 report, exhaust nozzle geometry is rapidly

changing away from the traditional axisymmetric as the
expectations of the exhaust nozzle has expanded. Figure
1 from reference 4 shows the increasing role of the

4,
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Figure 1 Evolution of Exhaust System Design Requirements

exhaust nozzle from that of its use as a simple engine
control valve in the 1950s. Advanced nozzles for
supersonic aircraft are now projected to be highly three
dimensional with variable geometry features such as
independent area control and thrust vectoring in at least Figure 2 Conceptual Multi-Role Fighter, Reference 7
two planes and perhaps thrust reversing. V/STOL
aircraft beyond the Harrier may have ventral nozzles
and fully articulating main thrust nozzles further
complicating the aircraft/nozzle integration. The utility
and viability of these nozzle concepts have been assured PInm Vector" Nozzees
by a number of flight programs. The F-15 STOL and Nozzl
Maneuver Technology Demonstrator (SMTD) program
aircraft has landed in 1500 feet and shown further
benefits for inflight vectoring and reversing (reference - *-."*

5). These will be discussed in a subsequent paper in this
conference. The X-31 demonstrator aircraft promises to
explore and quantify aircraft agility enhancement by
means of thrust vectoring up to 70 degrees
angle-of-attack (reference 6). Further, thrust vectoring
is part of the new technology set on the USAF F-22,
Advanced Tactical Fighter. In the future, the design of _/
advanced nozzles will include consideration of balanced System Exi
performance including the traditional thrust and drag
plus low observables, weight, cost, reliability and Figure 3 Conceptual Multirole Fighter Nozzle,
maintainability. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the Reference 7
advanced nozzle may be highly blended into the aircraft controls. Aircraft agility metrics are now being defined
aftend necessitating consideration of the entire aircraft which will dictate exhaust nozzle usage in the future.
flowfield in the component analysis. From reference 7, While this paper will concentrate on supersonic fighter
Mace and Doane of McDonnell Douglas state ..... aircraft, the problems and challenges are no less for high

"The integration of the nozzle with the MRF (Multirole speed vehicles which cruise at Mach 4-6 or accelerate
Fighter) airframe will be a balance between through the true hypersonic speed regimes of the NASP
supportability, performance, signature and cost.... Like and Saenger. The highly blended aftbody/nozzles with
the inlet system, the exhaust nozzle will be light weight chemically reactingjets associated with high speed flight
and have a simple geometry. Thrust vectoring could be further complicate the integration challenge beyond
beneficial for high angle-of-attack maneuverability. The those issues already mentioned.
exit shape will be three-dimensional and highly blended
aerodynamically and structurally integrated with the 4 Working Group 08 Experimental 7ýstlng Tbchnique
surrounding airframe. Assessment

Utility of advanced exhaust nozzles for air-to-ground The experimental subgroup of WG 08 looked at jet
fighter aircraft is amplified in references 8, 9 and 10. simulation including the effect of temperature, turbine
These benefits include increased air-to-ground and ejector powered simulators, testing techniques such
effectiveness and survivability for low angle weapons
delivery, dive bombing, standoff weapons launch, target
acquisition, self defense, threat evasion, IR break lock,
s-in departure prevention/recovery and redundant
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as force balances, pressure area integration and model figures 4 and 5. These facilities produce high quality data
support effects, and flow visualization. Other topics at nominal cost compared to large scale nozzle tests.
included the simulation of aftbody flow instabilities and Instrumentation traditionally includes a calibrated
error analysis in aftbody testing. The conclusions as a venturi for massflow measurement, pressure and
result of this study were as follows.., temperature measurements (static and total) in the

-- "The choice of wind tunnel testing techniques for nozzle flow and along the sidewalls and divergentsections and a six component strain gage balance.
aircraft aftbodies must include consideration of many

factors with the test objective, available facilities and Reference 12

model hardware the most important."
St.. 41.13

-- "Force balances., must be used with great care to,, Fill ..

minimize and account for all tares and corrections, and K"Su" f ..... C ..
an assessment should be made of the predicted levels of All i .
accuracy and repeatability versus levels required to
meet the test objectives." 8, q __ -_._

-- "Wind tunnel model support must be chosen with Il-', ,great care..." ,,, * ,' .. . ' ,,,,,,,

-- "The key to utilization of both computations and
experiments is understanding the flow physics involved
in the aftbody area."

-- "Special advanced and more complex testing
techniques... should be emphasized for future...
development."

"-- ... c'lring aftbody buffeting is a very delicate Figure 5 Static Test Model Arrangement, Reference 12

(problem), requiring proper model/aircraft Upgrades projected to these facilities include providing
instrumentation together with careful analysis of the test larger amounts of airflow at higher temperatures and
results..." (reference 2) nozzle pressure ratios to account for new, larger

massflow, higher temperature advanced engines. An
5. Updating the Stale-Of-The-Art of Experimental overview of many multiaxis thrust vectoring nozzle static
"Testing Techniques- tests can be found in reference 11. Other references
The test facilities most used in the aerodynamic concerning exhaust nozzle cold flow static testingworthy
development of exhaust nozzles are the static test facility of note are 12,13 and 14, and for a STOVLventral nozzle
and the large scale wind tunnel. State-of-the-art static test, reference 15, all for the NASA Langley facility. Due
test facilities are found in the U.S. at NASA Langley to the excessive cost to fabricate large scale wind
Research Center, General Dynamics/Fort Worth, The tunnels, those facilities that were in existence in 1984 are
Boeing Company in Seattle and at FluiDyne for the most part still in use today. Large scale wind
Engineering in Minnesota. Typical test arrangements tunnels in the U.S. suitable for using 10-12 percent scale
for the test model and the force balance are shown in jet effects wind tunnels models are primarily the NASA

Langley 16 Foot and the Arnold Engineering
Reference 16 Development Centers 16T (transonic) and 16S

Moon spor sytem (ca Refr ne1 supersonic facilities. In general, they still provide high

C) s~o ,• ,, (quality data as before. A research test program in the 16
S8,fiFoot tunnel is discussed in reference 16. This testPinvestigated isolated rectangular nozzles with respect to

aftend closure and corner treatment, see figures 6,7 and
8. Over the range of Mach 0.4 to 1.25, at 0

S........ .N angle-of-attack, a six component balance force balance

and 110 surface static pressure orifices provided
parametric data which would be useful for designers to
develop optimum aftbody integrations.

•- l M I belicw Low prehsure

Figure 4 Schematic Cross Section of Flow Transfer System
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Figure 8 Schematic of Nozzle Geometry, Reference 16

"changed very little with the same class of force balances
available as options now as before. With new
configurations becoming more blended, the trend is
toward more total body measurement of forces.
Improvements are evident in flowfield and body flow
visualization with laser light sheets and other techniques

Figure 6 Wind Tunnel Model, Reference 16 adding quantitative as well as qualitative data to that
previously available. These include pressure sensitive
paint which may give full body forces from a very
accurate pressure area integration. New methods of

BOTTOM SIDE TOP rapid pressure sensing and recording using
electronically scanned pressure modules have increased
the speed at which many surface pressures are recorded.

Y TNumerical analysis has not replaced the wind tunnel for
~ analysis of complex three dimensional shapes. However,

" X X X XX as forecast by the report, numerical analysis including
"x Z X online computations is slowly being incorporated into

X test preparation, being used to design the test hardware
x .I t p and to partially direct the path of the wind tunnel run

schedule increasing testing efficiency. In summary,
while there have been no real breakthroughs in
experimental testing techniques, there will continue to
be a need for high quality experimental data. The

Figure 7 Typical Nozzle Pressure Tap Locations, Ref 16 challenge for the next six years is to keep the facilities in
excellent condition as the funds to upgrade and maintain

so), the assessment of experimental testing facilities and them are reduced. The next great breakthroughs will
techniques reported by Working Group 08 should be come in conjunction with the new workstations and
reexamined. As a reminder, the concluding remarks advanced computational methods directing the test
indicated that... onsite. The 1984 assessment is still valid today. The most

"Experimental techniques have reached a very high level important question is: due to decreased funding, will the

of reliability if proper corrections are applied and error state-of-the-art be as good tomorrow as it is today?

analysis is performed as recommended."

Over the last seven years there has been very little visible 6. Working Group 08 CFD Assessment

progress in experimental techniques. No advancements The WG 08 test cases used for the CFD comparisons

in the area of jet temperature simulation and turbine or were limited to axisymmetric configurations at zero

ejector powered simulators for fighter aircraft are degrees angle-of-attack. The thirteen test cases included

apparent. "Cold" or tempered high pressure air is still external pressure distributions, and some boundary
the medium of choice to simulate the exhaust plume. layer and flowfield measurements. Eighteen
Upgrades in computer equipment and sometimes new contributors submitted solutions to one or more test

support systems capable of higher degrees of freedom cases. At that time, the solutions consisted of a few full

are the primary changes. Force balances have also Navier-Stokes methods, many mixed or patched
methods with inviscid solvers and a viscous



displacement, and a few Euler solvers. The problem of calculating internal nozzle pressures and subsequent
turbulence models for Navier-Stokes solvers and effective thrust vector angles and forces. The Navier
artificial viscosity in the numerical scheme of Euler Stokes codes, used by necessity in highly viscous areas

solvers was identified. For subsonic cases, some of the such as the nozzle boattail, are still hampered by
coupled inviscid-plus-boundary layer approaches inadequate turbulence models, grid generation, and
predicted the surface pressure distributions, the computer memory and speed constraints. Further, there
boundary layer separation point and the drag has been great progress in calibrating these types of
coefficients very well. The Navier Stokes solutions were codes for particular problems, in increasing the
found in good agreement with the experimental surface productivity of the grid generation task and in improving
pressure distributions up to the point of flow separation. user friendliness of the codes as design tools. The final
Quoting the final report... area of discussion will center on the emerging power and

"Today's Navier Stokes calculations generally cost 5 to speed of inexpensive desktop computer workstations.

20 times as much as an inviscid/viscous interaction The expeditious use of Euler codes for the internal
calculation on the same super computer... The rapid performance of exhaust nozzles as a supplement to the
increases in hardware technology and improvements in traditional static test has evolved as a useful tool for the
numerical techniques... may soon make Navier Stokes designer. Where viscous effects are not prevalent, these
codes inexpensive enough for production calculations." codes have been shown to predict thrust coefficient to

The conclusions and recommendations of the CFD within one percent, effective thrust vector angle to
within one degree and internal surface pressures well

subgroup were as follows: within the experimental accuracy. Further, the advent of

-- "Computational research should... improve unstructured grids, especially for shapes that can be
two-dimensional modeling of the separation region for analyzed as two-dimensional has greatly decreased the
inviscid/viscous interactions methods." clock time, measured in hours, to complete a

-_ "Navier Stokes code development should continue calculation. The paper of Bergman and Treiber

with concentration on grid generation, solution (reference 17) in 1988 set the stage for the further
algorithms, turbulence modeling and user friendliness." development of 2D and 3D Euler calculations for this

type flow solution. Their conclusion was that 3D Euler

-- "Detailed studies of the effect of turbulence modeling is suitable for external flow for integrated nozzle aftbody
should be undertaken." configurations where flow separation and boundary

layer effects are minimal. This implies that the codes will
-- "Three-D methods should be developed." reliably predict and irtegrate the surface pressures for

"-- "Zonal approaches plus full 3-D Navier Stokes design loads and aftbody pressure drag. Cheatham, in
solutions should be pursued." references 18 and 19, applied both structured and
--"Careful 'test case' experiments should be undertaken unstructured grid Euler codes to both 2D and 3D nozzle
t p"Caroefulo 'testice'd e mentas shoud be undveraent o test cases and showed excellent agreement with the
to provide flow field details for the development of experimental data. A thrust vectored axisymmetric
turbulence models." nozzle, the two-dimensional thrust vectoring F-15

-- "Results indicate the potential of Navier Stokes SMTD nozzle, an advanced exhaust nozzle with an
analysis to predict many features of the flow correctly." innovative internal vectoring scheme and additional

hand improvements of computers geometric and flow parametrics for each of these nozzles
-- "The rapid growth awere calculated and results compared favorably with the
and in theoretical methods should in the future provide static test data, figures 9, 10, and 11. The real power for
significantly better methods for predicting the effects of the designer in the use of Euler codes will lie in the
engine installation on the airplane aerodynamics."

7. Updating the State-Of-The-Art of Computational
"T1chniques
Progress in CFD since the WG 08 assessment has come
a "long way." Though the capability is not yet available,
improvements in computer memory, speed, and
graphics have rapidly moved forward the moment in

time when a design engineer can computationally design
the nozzle aftbody integration. Codes of choice which
are applicable to select design areas are Euler
algorithms or Euler versions of Navier-Stokes solvers
and simplified and full Navier Stokes codes. In areas Figure 9 F-15 SiMTD 3D Internal Grid, Reference 18
where there are not strong viscous interactions and flow
separation, the Euler codes, as we shall see, do very well development and refinement of a user friendly system
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Figure 10 F-15 S/MTD Mach Number Contours, Reference
18

Figure 12 CFD Based Analysis System, Reference 21

All of the interfaces between programs, see figure 12,
upper wall tps are automatically written with compatible files for the
lower wa ks post processor and all output options are menu driven.S........ O w . ... f .

1.0 -lower W4Mr For 3D cases, there is still a need for....

"CFD methods that are accurate, economical and have
0.s reasonable short turn around times, i.e. from when the

geometry is available to the time when the results are

0.6 generated to make a design decision... Fast and user
0s / 1. ... friendly methods of generating computational meshes

are needed to reduce overall analysis time for complex
0', configurations" (reference 21).

Note that in reference 22, a Propulsion Energetics Panel
02 -paper, Koschel demonstrated an adaptive 3D

vw* *woo •unstructured grid for hypersonic nozzles. For complex
0.0 - - - - -- I shapes, this approach may offer the breakthrough in

V.0 20.0 23.0 2.0 29.0 32.0 time and ease-of-use that will satisfy many of the

constraints to the use of CFD that exist for the designer
today. Euler codes now offer a very good tool to
supplement and complement the traditional static tests
used to screen nozzle candidates based on internal
performance. If no strong viscous regions are present in

Figure 11 F-15 S/MTD Flap Pressure Comparisons, Ref 18 the case being calculated, these tools are now available
for the designer.

coupled with an adaptive unstructured grid. Rowe from For those highly viscous dominated areas of propulsion
General Electric and Syed from Pratt and Whitney, flows, like the external nozzle boattail, the only methods
references 20 and 21 respectively, describe systems with a reasonable chance of calculating the flowfield are
which use 2D unstructured self-adaptive grid Euler the simplified or full Navier-Stokes codes. Codes which
solvers with a boundary layer analysis added to predict are known for their widespread use that have had some
thrust coefficient, discharge coefficient, and effective success for exhaust nozzle flows are the PARC code, a

thrust vector angle. Equally important is the philosophy derivative of the NASA Ames ARC code, and PAB3D,

surrounding the user friendliness of these codes. whose development was sponsored by NASA Langley.

"... in order for CFD tools to be effectively used in a Versions of the PARC code reside in various places in

design environment, various tasks... need to be industry and government with each code having

integrated and automated....It should also be supported capabilities unique to itself. Garrard (reference 23) and

on a user friendly easy to use platform so that it can be Cooper (reference 24) discuss the application and

used by a designer who is not expected to be a CFD calibration of this code for various propulsion

expert" (reference 20). installations and wind tunnel design. The code is
described as "well tested, user friendly.., with
generalized boundary conditions allowing complex
geometries to be readily treated using a single simple
grid." This Reynolds averaged compressible



Navier-Stokes solver was used for the design of a thrust - Jet, Goldberg model
reverser exhaust gas management system, and a freejet --- Jet, Baldwin-Lomax model
engine/inlet compatibility 2DCD nozzle. Parameters -- Sting, Baldwin-Lomax model
such as the centerline Mach number, jet spreading rate 0 Experimental data
and velocity profiles were useful for the freejet nozzle 0.4 -
design. This code has options for 2D or 3D, inviscid, 0.2/
viscous, laminar or turbulent and steady state or
transient. While Garrard suggests that PARC should be 0
used with caution for diffusers, backward facing steps Cp

and areas where there is flow separation and -0.2

reattachment, it is useful for flows in 2DCD nozzles if -0.4
the modified algebraic turbulence model is used.

-0.6 -

Another Navier-Stokes code of prominence is the
PAB3D code developed in conjunction with NASA -0.8
Langley. This thin layer Navier-Stokes solver
incorporates a multi-block multi-zone approach which 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1
simplifies grid generation. Each block can use a x/t
different numerical approach and topology. Four
turbulence models are available in the code. The grid is Figure 13 Effect of Turbulence Modeling, Reference 25
adaptable based on geometry or pressure distribution
for defining shock location or velocity distribution for
the shear layer. References 25 through 28 all describe
different aspects and applications of the code. A true
afterbody nozzle calculation for an aftbody at a
freesticam Mach number of 0.94 is presented in figure
13. The different turbulence models used is this study,
Baldwin Lomax and the Goldberg model, produced
different aftbody flowfields with neither predicting the
experimental boattail pressure data in the separated
flow region downstream of a standing shock, figure 14.
Future upgrades indicated as desirable for this program
include a better turbulence model, a time dependent
adaptive grid, and finite rate chemistry.

All of these codes would benefit from comprehensive Figure 14A Afterbody Particle Traces, Baldwin-Lomax,
experimental data with detailed measurements to Re Td
validate the code and the turbulence models. The two
papers which follow this one in the symposium address
the important matter of calibrating CFD codes for
particular applications. Both of these papers, references
29 and 30, see calibration as a way to gain confidence in
the solver's ability to provide useful design information.
Reed and Karman of General Dynamics looked at both -

qualitative and quantitative figures of merit including
internal flow of a thrust vectoring nozzle, ihe
development of an exhaust plume from a rectangular -
nozzle and the flow over the aftbody of a high aspect
ratio nozzle. As will be shown, good agreement with the
experimental data is evident. The conclusions of the
authors will be left to their own presentations.

Figure 14B Afterbody Particle Traces, Goldberg, Ref 25



The issue of the correct or suitable turbulence model Work stations with 100 MIPS are projected by next year
remains a problem for exhaust nozzle flows as well as and 1000 MIPS machines are discussed by the middle
other viscous dominated problems with flow separation 90's. Further, the cost of these machines is dropping as

and reattachment. Lowrie, reference 31, looked at a competition increases and new products are introduced.
multi-zone k-e turbulence model for complex Work stations that can compute over 70 MIPS are
configurations. For his test case, an ejector nozzle, the available for less than $20,000. These work stations will
k-e model matched the experimental data better than avoid the slowdown of computing experienced when
the Baldwin ILomax model though Irji 4 ddia such as mainfraaics are saturated and allow engineers to work
velocity profiles were desired to better define the together as a team by sharing data bases to enable true
differences. Many of the prior references also looked at concurrent engineering. The full impact of these devices
different turbulence models for their code of interest, will be great but will not be known until the next seven
For most of the comparisons, the different models gave year update is accomplished.
different results and it is apparent that no one model is Many of the recommendations made seven years ago by
appropriate at this time for all cases. the computational fluid dynamics subgroup for exhaust

The comments expressed earlier with regard to user nozzle flow calculations are still valid today.
friendliness and Euler methods and especially with Computational research should continue to improve
unstructured grids are reemphasized here for all CFD modeling of flow separation. While detailed studies of
algorithms, Euler or Navier-Stokes. For a CFD method the effect of turbulence modeling have been undertaken,
to be suitable for a design tool, the interface software an inadequate turbulence model is still the most stated
and the user friendly considerations must be written into reason for the inability of Navier-Stokes codes to predict
the codes so that input to a design decision can be made flow separation. Three dimensional and zonal methods
in a reasonable time and with reasonable effort and have been developed and this promising work must
limited CFD knowledge. Rout in reference 32 describes continue.There is still a need for the Navier-Stokes code
a 2D/3D finite volume method for vectored nozzles development called for by WG 08 in grid generation,
which is highly interactive with automated advanced better solution algorithms and user friendliness. Finally,
graphics based on a code with an intelligent data base the coming of new faster workstations that are
system. The surface and volume grid generation is reasonably priced may result in "significantly better
semi-automatic. The steps include defining the surface methods for predicting the effects of engine installation
and inputing the grid density on the edges. The code on the airplane aerodynamics" (reference 2). As
then defines the surface and volume grid and satisfies suggested before, this paper is only a snapshot at the end
the connectivity. Use of color graphics aids in analysis of 1991 and should also be revisited after 5-10 years to
of the results. A propulsion design engineer who reevaluate the state-of-the-art in CFD for exhaust nozzle
requires the use of higher power CFD codes for his aftbody applications.
decisions shouldn't haveto examine each block and edge
of the grid, define the surface and volume grids, addressorthogonality and ensure that the connectivity is 8. Jet Noise...An Esiecially'lfroublesome Prohlem_.

As difficult as the viscous nozzle boattail flow is tosatisfied. With the movement to highly 3D complex calculate for Navier-Stokes codes, the problem of
shapes, the considerations of user friendliness must be calculat e avietow and the problethtfincorporated into these grid generators. The code calculating unsteady jet flow and the interaction with the
developers that answer these considerations will be adjacent freestream flow and the resulting noise, figure
assuredloferther unswer their proniduats s w15, is an order of magnitude more difficult and may not
assured of further use of their products. be possible at this time. Unfortunately, the interest and
The next great breakthrough in the use of CFD as a the need to address this problem has become more acute
design tool may come with the increasing use of powerful with considerations of sonic fatigue which plagues close
"inexpensive" work stations. This may be the increase in spaced twin jet fighter aircraft and community noise
computer speed and memory that the authors of WG 08 associated with supersonic transport aircraft. This time
were projecting. From a series of articles from Aviation dependent problem is not yielding in spite of a...
Week and Space Technology, August 19th, 1991, "significant increase in research efforts to investigate the
references 33-35, the increase in computing power of role of unsteady jet flow in the production and
these desktop computers has increased dramatically. propagation of aerodynamic noise with the objective of

"While the entire division of a major aerospace firm controlling such flow in a manner that significant noise
might have been lucky to command computing reduction (occurs)" (Scott, reference 33).
capability on the order of 10 million instructions per The phenomenon is believed to be the interaction of the
second (MIPS) just 10 years ago, an individual engineer shock waves in the jet with other unsteady flow features
can now have 10-75 MIPS of processing power sitting on such as the shear layer. A pioneer in this area, Jack
his desktop" (reference 33). Seiner of the NASA Langley Research Center, states

that...



satisfied with the results. Further, he suggests a time
* MIXl NOISE averaged approach as a method to reduce the time

ANS "CALA required for the computations. The time averaged
TiifUlia.U.C approach, however, loses important information when

WAVE g W special applications are evaluated for noise prediction.
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Figure 15 Noise Sources in Supersonic Jets, Reference 33 eANTE NOZZLE LATERAL SPACING

"...satisfactory solution of the aeroacoustics problem will Figure 16 Parametric No7zle Configurations, Reference 37
depend highly on our understanding of the important
flow disturbances that produce intense near field Aqdfft
pressures. Understanding how these noise mechanisms -- F--
are related to the plume dynamic structure must be F
achieved to provide a successful outcome" (reference AR. 4A. IM

34) ,Am .,

The schemes which ensure that a numerical algorithm
converges contribute to the inability of the method to
compute this time dependent phenomenon by
"quenching" the very turbulence that is responsible for

the interaction (Sinha, reference 35). Sinha goes on to apu.Role k,-tsp,,y

state that... 
i =ý j"A tentative conclusion drawn from our studies to date

is that present capabilities to accurately simulate the &W. 1 s5-3.2 4.-2.6.PfoAAI.B4
detailed mean flow structure of imperfectly expanded 4.9.-,,W A.3a

jets, as requisite for evaluation of HSCT noise
suppression concepts and acoustics application in CaM Ar,, Pbhv

general, is quite rudimentary. Turbulence modeling at a
practical level is identified as the primary area of
uncertainty..." - 3oWs

Scott indicates that more work is needed on the Figure 17 Summary of Twin Nozzle Orientations, Reference
appropriate boundary conditions, avoidance of the 38
damping of numerical oscillations affecting the acoustic An alternative to the computation is still the experiment.
oscillations being calculated, and the effect of the order Walker (reference 37), Zilz (reference 38) and Seiner
of accuracy and the nature of the truncation errors with have pramerically c referene no) andued
acoustic applications. Some calculations have been have parametrically characterized the noise produced
completed. Berman (reference 36) solved the for close spaced twin jets with the intent of providing
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with time design guidelines to avoid sonic fatigue problems in the
dependent turbulent flow fluctuations but was not aftbody area. For each of the parametrics shown in



figures 16 and 17, the overall sound pressure level was 2)The use of Euler codes should be expanded for
recorded in subscale tests. Seiner has also conducted full inviscid flows especially if 3D unstructured grids and
scale flight tests with the F-15 to record the dynamic solvers can be developed for complex shapes.
pressure levels in the boattail region between the 3)Turbulence models adequate for the nozzle aftbody
engines (reference 39). must still be developed.

The state-of-the-art for computing or measuring the 4)Calibration and validation of all CFD tools against
noise generated by an unsteady jet exhaust plume is
poor. To determine and satisfy the noise requirements continued.
for new high speed transports and to avoid sonic fatigue
on advanced materials used in fighter aircraft, further 5)The user-friendliness of grid generation and
work is needed in turbulence modeling and in systematic code-to-code interfaces must be improved to increase
experiments that identify the physical mechanisms efficiency and reduce clock time.
involved in the problem. Progress in this area will be slow 6)The difficult problem of jet noise must be addressed
depending on the development of turbulence modeling, as tools and methods develop.
experimental techniques and computer resources.

Finally, as with the 1984 report, this look at the

9. Conclusions and Recommendations state-of-the-art for nozzle aftbody aerodynamic analysis

Both the experimental and computational techniques should be revisited now to include the European

used for aerodynamic analysis of nozzle/aftbodies have perspective and in the future as new developments

changed since the 1984 WG 08 review. become available.
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SUMMARY S Source term vector
t Time

A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method is T Temperature
presented for the analysis of complex two-dimensional u, v Cartesian velocity components
(2D) geometries using unstructured grid techniques. U Contravarient velocity
The grid generation procedure uses a split tree tech- X, y Cartesian coordinates
nique for subdividing the domain and generating 7 Ratio of specific heat
internal mesh points. A Delaunay triangulation p Density
method is employed to triangulate the points, then K Thermal conductivity
iteratively refines the mesh based on cell aspect ratios p. Kinematic viscosity
and area variation to improve the quality of the initial 7- Viscous stress tensor
mesh. The full Navier-Stokes equations are solved Q? Area of ceii
using an upwind flux difference splitting scheme for a Length of side of cell
the inviscid flux and a central differencing scheme for
the viscous flux. A two equation turbulence model
is included for analyzing turbulent flows. A Jacobi INTRODUCTION
iteration procedure is used to solve the linear set of
implicit equations at each time step. Two 2D propul- Complex geometries and flow structures associated

sive flowfields are analyzed and compared with exper- with propulsive flowfields can create challenges for

imental data. The grids are adapted to the flowfield the grid generation phase of an analysis. The geome-

by refinement based on the flowfield gradients. Im- tries often demand elaborate grid topologies when

proved resolution of the pertinent flowfield features the traditional boundary conforming structured grids
were a result of the grid adaption employed, are used. Not only is the grid generation more dif-

ficult, but the number of grid points required to re-
solve the geometry is often excessive. In addition,

LIST OF SYMBOLS the gradients in the final numerical solution cannot
be anticipated with much accuracy during the gener-

E Total energy per unit volume ation of the grid. As a result, the grid density can be
F Inviscid flux vector too coarse in some regions and too fine in other re-
G Viscous flux vector gions. Unstructured grid methods provide a tremen-

h,.• x, y components of heat flux dous flexibility in the distribution of grid points to
1 Turbulent length scale resolve complex geometries and flow physics. Highly

Lý Wall proximity function complex geometries can be easily discretized with a
nri x, y components of unit normal minimal number of grid points. The data structures

h, Normal velocity of moving face associated with unstructured grid methods also make
NPR Nozzle pressure ratio refinement of the grid easier during the solution phase

p Static pressure of the analysis. New grid points can be introduced
iSecondary to primary nozzle static pres- into the mesh based on error indicators derived from

Pp
sure ratio the gradient information of the flowfield. With the

Q Conservative variables proper selection of the error indicator, improved ac-
q2  Turbulent kinetic energy curacy can be achieved. This paper will describe the
Re Reynolds number based on Uo, use of unstructured grid methods in the analysis of

two-dimensional propulsive flowfields. Two example
Cpyfiht (1, by GM ..... l .. cases will be analyzed and compared with experimen-

All ritat. rd n t r u ghp by,, A,,OA,•O .ith p,.•.. tai data and solutions from structured grid methods.



GRID GENERATICN GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The governing equations are the two-dimensional
The generation of the initial mesh begins with the Navier-Stokes equations. A two equation turbulence
description of the boundaries and the distribution of model is included for computing turbulent flows[4].
grid points on the boundaries. Typically, the bound- The equations, shown below as one system of equa-
ary shapes are prescribed using a series of simple ge- tions, are loosely coupled and actually solved as two
ometric shapes such a lines and arc segments or by independent systems in an implicit sense. The equa-
a discrete set of points. Grid points are then dis- tions are given by
tributed on the boundaries with sufficient resolution
to define the shape and with a smooth variation in df QdQ+ (P+d).hd, /SdQ (1)
grid point spacing along the boundary to minimize d+1
truncation errors in the solution method. This ini-
tial boundary distribution is important since it will where Q is the vector of conservative variables, F is
be used by the flow solver in splining the boundary the inviscid flux vector, G is the viscous flux vector,
as grid refinements are performed. and S is the vector of source terms.

After the boundary nodes are defined, interior nodes p
are produced using a split tree node generation pu
procedure[l]. The domain is recursively subdivided pv
into quadrilaterals based on the boundary node spac- Q E
ing and the proximity of the quadrilateral to the pq 2

boundaries. Figure 1 shows the split tree subdivisions pq 2 1
for the multiple slot ejector case described later. The
actual nodes are introduced at the centroids of the pU
quadrilaterals. Denser node distributions are evident puU 4 (p + 3 )i•
near boundaries with smaller spacings.
The nodes are then triangulated using Bowyer's (E+ p + P1_ )U - (p + P1- )i, ,

scheme[2]. In this scheme, a super-structure with pq2U

a known triangulation is generated which surrounds pq21U
the outer boundary of the domain. The nodes are
introduced into the existing mesh one at a time. The 0
triangles in the region of the new node which violate Tx7lhi

the Delaunay criteria are broken and the nodes are C. = G 7-1 ryn

retriangulated. The process continues until all of the Re nj (r• u + rT. v + h.)
nodes are introduced. The triangles outside of the -pqlSq(q 2 )j Ij
boundaries are then discarded. Figure 2 shows the -pqlSq(q 21)jnj J
triangulation of the split tree generated nodes for the 0
multiple slot ejector. 0

The split tree node generation scheme produces nodes 0
which, when triangulated, can result in cells with -(P, )
excessively high cell aspect ratio or large cell area 2(P, - c)
variations. An iterative refinement node generation 1E11P, - Uý I + [E3 + Sq BijL- 1 0
procedures[3] is used to introduce additional points B,

into the mesh using the Bowyer's scheme. This pro- The subscript j indicates a summation over x and
cedure introduces new nodes at the center of the cir- y. The viscous stress terms and heat flux terms are
cumscribing circles of the violating cells based on user given by
prescribed tolerance for minimum cell area and as- 2p
pect ratios. The reduction in the high aspect ratio rr = -- (2u, -vy), Ty = f(uy + v,),
cells and large area cells is evident in figure 3. 3

The final step in the generation of the initial mesh is r= (2vy - u.), h8, = K1at, hy = K at

smoothing of the grid using a Laplacian smoothing 3 T) a-
scheme. The nodes are repositioned in a Jacobi it- The pressure is computed using the ideal gas law
eration procedure where the new grid point location
is computed as the a- -rage of the, present value of p (y - 1)[E - Pe(u + v 2)]

the contiguous nodes, based on the connectivity es- 2
tablished in the triangulation process. The resulting and the contravarient velocity is given by
mesh, shown in figure 4, is a smooth grid with low
aspect ratio cells. U = un, + vny + nt



F_

The turbulence production and dissipation terms are used, thereby allowing the scheme to fully vectorize.
I Typically 10 to 20 subiterations are used with CFL

, = iTurb + MLam )2 B 1 2 ( U + VI) + numbers ranging front 1 to 200, depending on the
Re pq21 1 problem being analyzed.

(U , _t ,) i + v -)) pq2 (u. Y
3 3

Pq3 GRID ADAPTION

The grid is adapted to the flowfield by refining the
whe equations contain several empirical constants grid in regions where large flowfield gradients exist.which were determined from simple shear flows, Grid adaption is generally performed periodically, al-

boundary layer flows and the decay of isotropic tur- loin testion to develop suficiently bte
bulence. lowing the solution to develop sufficiently between

each adaption. The adaption ftr.rion is generally a

B3 = 19.25, Sq = 0.2, El = 1.7, E3 = 0.7, K 0.41 function such as pressure or Mach number. Refine-
ment consists of bisecting any one or all three sides of

[he turbulent viscosity is obtained from the cell and assigning the values of the conservative
variables of the parent cell to the new cells. Thus,

( xa + f(6.9)a) Repql mass, momentum and energy are conserved during
r, --(9)3] L• the refinement- The adaption function is used as an

error indicator in the refinement process. Nodal val-

Repql ues of the adaption function are computed by averag-
Ieq ing the surrounding cell center valuws. The normal-

PLam .... Bized values of the difference in the adaption function
f 34_) between the nodes multiplied by the distance between

the nodes are used to determine which edges are the
[lie ).%,ll proximity function, L,,, is used to account be refined. Edges where t(le normalized difference

lier the dissipative effect of the wall on the turbulent is greater than a prescribed tolerance is marked for

length scale. For unstructured grids, this function refinement.
will simply he closest distance to, any wall. Grid points can also he deleted from lhe grid baseod

ott tle flowfield adaption gradients across the cell. In

FLOW SOLVER regions where the flowfiehd is not varying greatly and
the grid spacing is too fine, grid points are deleted

[lih, flow solver, known as JA(;UAR21), utes an inn- and the local region is reconnected with a Delauney
plicit, fit ite-vol tie upwind scheme to solve the gov- connection scheme.
,,rning eq,,titon[5] [6]. tell-centered valties of the con- The grid is also smoothed between each refinement.
,ervati ye variables are computed by solving tihe dis- The smoothing employed attempts to minimize, for

,-rete forti of the integral equations over the tri- each interior node, the sum of the aspect ratios of
itgular shaped cells. The inviscid portion of tlie the surrounding cells[7]. A global iteration scheme

flux on each face is computed using a flux difference updates the node locations computed using sub-
splitting shtrlte. llighier order accuracy is obtained iterations perfortied at each node. Each coordinate
isiig extrapolated values of the primiliw, variables if the node is incrementally changed and the new
,. ti. .1. I.q 2 and I 'lth,' ext rapolat io uses values of stint of the aspect ratios is computed. If the new sum

the prniitiye variables at the cell centers and aver- is greater than the old suti the direction of the point
, alues at the nodes to ,,btain face values. A movement for the coordinate is reversed. The process

lititer is uiset,, to preve'nt overshoots in the extrapo- is repeated for the other coordinate. The number of
latious. lFte viscous portion of the flux is computed global iterations required to reach a stationary grid
usimg central differences. The derivatives of velocity, is generally less the ten.
Wtiperature and the turbulent quantities are corn-

pltted using local curvilinear transformations at the
face using cell center values and nodal values.
i'h,' implicit scheme uses a Jacobi iteration proce- APPLICATIONS
liure to solve the linearized equations. The residual.
the, sutit f the fluxes around each cell, is computed Two propulsive flowfields were analyzed with the un-
,i,', for each global timnestep. The linearized ina- structured CFD method described above. Both con-
ploit oqliation is then solved in an iterative manner tain very complex flowfields and one involves a very
where the off-diagonal ternis are transferred to the complex geometry. The versatility awarded by using
right hand side of the equation. Information for the unstructured grids is demonstrated in these calibra-
neighboring cells from the previous sub-iteration is tion cases..

I,
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Hypersonic Inlet appears to be slightly better for the present solution.

The first calibration case is a hypersonic inlet com- One possible explanation is the refinement performed

monly referred to as the P8 inlet[8]. The geometry on the unstructured grid results in a finer grid density

and initial grid are shown in figure 5. The ramp and in the flow direction. As a result, the gradients in the

center body are simulated in the bottom boundary flow direction near the walls are better resolved.

of the grid, while Lhe cowl and upper wall of the in-
let are shown in the last third of the upper bound- Multiple Slot Ejector
ary. The initial mesh contained 2469 nodes and 4210 The second calibration case is a multiple-slot ejector
cells. Freestream conditions were :Mach 7.4 flow, nozzle tested by General Electric Aircraft Engines
Reynolds number of 8.86E06 per meter and temper- (GEAE) at FluiDyne Engineering Corporation[10].
ature of 67.86 K. A no-slip isothermal wall boundary The at lne in g were owntin[fig
condition was imposed on the ramp, center body and The geometry and initial grid were shown in figure
cowl portions of the boundary with a wall temper- 4. This configuration contains four ejector nozzles
ature of 303.06 K. A no gradient outflow boundary feeding into one primary nozzle. The nozzle pressure
condition was imposed on the rearward facing portion ratio (NPR) was 14.0 with a secondary to primary
of the boundary above the cowl and the right end of static pressure ratio P of 0.30. No-slip adiabatic
the grid. Freestream conditions were maintained on wall boundary conditions were imposed on the ejec-

the diagonal inflow boundary. A symmetry boundary tor bodies and internal walls of the nozzle. The top

condition was used for the small horizontal portion of and left inflow boundaries used a characteristic in-

the boundary ahead of the start of the ramp. flow boundary condition with the appropriate refer-
ence conditions. A no-gradient outflow condition was

The grid was refined based on the gradients in Mach

number in order to resolve the boundary layer and the imposed on the right boundary.

shock reflections ocurring in the inlet. An adaption The grid was refined based on the gradients in Mach

function based on the gradients in the velocity mag- number. The final grid, containing 37,323 points and

nitude resulted in insufficient refinement in the shock 71,067 cells, is shown in figure 11. The details of the

regions because of the very large gradients present shock reflections in the nozzle are visible in the chang-

in the boundary layer. Pressure, alternately, would ing grid density in the core portion of the nozzle. A

not refine the boundary layer at all. The Mach num- tremendous amount of refinement was also performed

ber tended to be the single best function to use for in the mixing region of the nozzle. The Mach con-

an adaption criteria for this analysis. The final grid, tour lines shown in figure 12 reveal the large gradients

containing 39,864 points and 76,200 cells, is shown in present in the solution. The reflection pattern in the

figure 6. The details of the flowfield structure are ap- contours also shows the reason for the grid refinement

parent in the grid. Higher grid densities are evident in the core region of the nozzle. This type of resolu-

in the boundary layer, the initial oblique shock wave tion would be difficult to anticipate with a stationary

and the internal portion of the inlet, structured grid.

Mach and pitot pressure ratio contour lines are shown Particle traces at each ejector plane are shown in fig-
ure 13. The mixing of the multiple shear layers is ev-in figure 7. The ramp shock and cowl shock ar cap-g

tured very crisply and the reflection pattern in the in- ident in the plots. A small recirculation region ocurrs

let is plainly visible. Very few grid points were wasted just aft of the first slot. This was also predicted in

in the region between the ramp surface boundary the structured grid solution computed by McFarlan,

layer and ramp shock and ahead of the ramp shock McMurry and Scaggs[ 11]. Their results and the cur-

where the flowfield gradients are small. rent results are compared with test data in figures 14
through 16. There is good agreement between theNormalized surface pressures for the cowl and ramp two CFD solutions and the experimental data. The

are displayed in figure 8. The second CFD solution tw scomparison matches the limited experimen-

shown in the plot are the results from a structured tal data very well. The weight flow ratios increases
grid flow solver, known as FALCON2D, which -uses a tldt eywl.Tewih lwrto nrae
gridyf somilvrnuernnsal O whicm[9] T he pr en solu- a for each successive slot, as expected. The present so-
very similar numericalofhbeingabTe po refinenthe sor- lution predicts lower values of the weight flow ratios
tion has the advantage of being able to refine the grid for the first two slots. This may be the result of in-
as the solution develops to resolve the pressure rise adequate refinement because of small Mach number

on the cowl surface. The cause of the oscillations in

the unstructured solution is unknown, but could be gradients. The resulting computed thrust coefficientsthe nstuctredsoluionis nknwn, ut oul be match data slightly better than the ttAWK2D solu-
the result of the rapid variation in cell areas that can

occur in unstructured grids with the grid smoothing tion.

employed.
Rake data is compared against CFD results in figures CONCLUSIONS
9 and 10. The unstructured solution is comparing as
well as or better than the structured grid solution. A CFD method using unstructured grid techniques
The agreement at the top and bottom of the profiles has been applied to two propulsive flowfields. Grid



refinement was employed to adapt the grid to the gra- [63] S.L. Karman Jr. "Duerclopirit 0f of ai J1) llstruc-
dients in the flowfield as the solution developed. nio- lured CFIJ Aftt1/od". Phil) thesis. Viiiver.sitv of'
proved resolution of important fiowfield features was Texas at Arlington, May 1991.
a result. The comparisons made with experimental
data showed agreement can be as good as result~s fromi [7] D.A. Anderson. - Smoothing of unstructure~d
structured grid analyses. grids.". U~npublished presently, 1991. Personal

The selection of the error indicator is very imipor- consultation.
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Figure 1: Split tree subdivision of multiple slot ejec-
tor case.

Figure 2: Delaunay triangulated mesh of split tree Figure 4: Laplacian smoothed riiesh.
n odes.

Figtire 3: Refined mesh based on cell area and cell
aLspect ratio
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Figure 8: Normalized pressure comparison for P8 calibration case.
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Figure 9: Pitot-pressure ratio comparison for P8 calibration case.
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calibration case.



Figure 11: Final mesh for ejector calibration case.
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CFD Calibration for Three-Dimensional Nozzle/Afterbody
Configurations

Christopher L. Reed
Arnold Muyshondt

General Dynamics Fort Worth Division
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Fort Worth, Texas 76101, USA

SUMMARY INTRODUCTION

The current trend in fighter aircraft design is toward
In Current advances in military aircraft design requireder to achieve this level of integration, extensive test- a highly integrated configuration. This is especially

dng and anayise tis requied Modintegrncationa, extentrue for the nozzle/afterbody region of a fighter typeing and analysis is required. Modern computation aircraft where numerous flow interactions take placeflular inpefmingapartof techenqu irhaved analses p which greatly affect the performance of the aircraft.u la r in p e rfo rm in g a p a rt o f th e re q u ire d a n a ly ses . T r d t o a l , p p u s v n z l e w re e ig d a dBecause of the complexity of most nozzle/afterbody Traditionally, propulsive nozzles were designed and
typaue flow fields, plaxier-Stokes codest are neraly t built by engine manufacturers and the aircraft wastype flow fields, Navier-Stokes codes are generally thefair back into the axismmetric nozzle.
preferred CFD methods. To gain confidence in these Curgn to air a nd en gine a nisy tuer s are
solvers ability to provide useful design information, a Currently, airframe and engine manufacturers are
number of calibration analyses must be conducted for working closely to optimize highly integrated designs.
which extensive test data are available for compari- Axisymmetric nozzles are giving way to a variety ofson. This paper describes three such analyses which nonaxisymmetric forms such as rectangular or dia-son Ths pperdesribs treesuc anlyss wich mond shaped. Since the flow path through a tur-
have been used to ralibrate two Navier-Stokes codes. mond shape sicehlo trog a tur-
The first case deals with the internal flow through a bine engine is basically axisymretric (because of ro-vectored nozzle. The second case looks at the devel- tating machinery), shapes other than axisymmetric
vpet of an exhaust plume issuing from a rectangu- require transition sections and flow turning greater
opment ofa xas lm sun rmarcag- thani that required in axisynimietric nozzles. Exter-
lar nozzle. The third case considers the flow over an nan mat r enaxisymmetric nozzle s. con-
afterbody with a high-aspect-ratio rectangular noz- nally, many nonaxisymmetric nozzle/afterbody con-
zle. In all cases, both qualitative and quantitative figurations are geometrically simpler than axisym-
comnparisons are made between the test data and the metric configurations particularly for twin-engine de-(coD data. Good coparisons are obtained and addi- signs. Ilowever, a detailed understanding of thetional confidence is gained in these ( anD codes ability flow field is needed to avoid flow separation and in-tionl povfidene u se engaineering tae creased drag. Development of these new designs re-quires extensive testing and analysis. Computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques have played an in-
LIST OF SYMBOLS creasingly important role in the design and optimiza-

C' , Thrust coefficient tion of nozzle/afterbody configurations. This paper

k Turbulent kinetic energy Preseints three test cases in which three-dimensional

"I Length scale of turbulence nozzle/afterbody configurations are analyzed using

Mt Mach number CFD techniques and the results compared with ex-

p Static pressure perimentally obtained data.

PC Total or stagnation pressure
He Reynolds number

t Temperature DESCRIPTION OF THE CFD CODES
u, v, w Cartesian velocity components
z, y, z Cartesian coordinates

V+ Nondimensional Law of the Wall length Two different computational fluid dynamics codes
p Density were used in the analyses. The following sections

,* Freestream conditions describe the theory and features of these codes. Also
included is a section describing the pre- and post-

"o. 0199, by G ...... y,.i cP... processing programs used to set-tip the analyses and
All flight° . ......

P.,.bd by A,(AR, .,, p- i..i..0 analyze the results.
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HAWK Code Description total pressure- total temperature, characteristic in-
The HAWK CFD analysis code is a derivative of the flow/outflow, specified mass flux, specified static
PARC code[l] which is in turn a derivative of the pressure(subsonic outflow), and extrapolation. The
ARC code[2]. HAWK is a finite-difference code which specific boundary conditions used in each of the cal-
solves the complete Navier-Stokes equations in con- ibration cases will be discussed below.
servation law form. These equations are solved at
discrete grid points on a curvilinear set of coordi-
nates. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved using FALCON Code Description

the implicit Beam and Warming approximate factor- The FALCON CFD analysis code has been devel-

ization algorithm[3]. In three-dimensions, the Beam oped at the General Dynamics Fort Worth Divi-

and Warming algorithm approximately factors the sion. Although it is similar in features and capabil-

equations into three parts (representing the three co- ity to the HAWK code, it has some distinct features

ordinate directions). For efficient steady-state calcu- which make it attractive. FAT CON solves the com-
lations, the block pentadiagonal equation is diagonal- plete Navier-Stokes equations using a finite-volume

ized to form a set of scalar pentadiagonal equations approach. The finite-volume approach means that
which are easily solved. Since this code makes use the flow field is discretized by dividing it into a num-

of central differences, artificial dissipation is added ber of rectangular-parallelepiped regions over which

both implicitly and explicitly. This dissipation is the integral form of the Navier-Stokes equations are

the switched fourth-order and second-order form of solved. Since the conservation equations are solved

Jameson[41 except that it is implemented separately in an integral form on each cell, the method is natu-

in each coordinate direction. This directional imple- rally conservative (unlike finite-difference methods).

mentati ., reduces the need for artificial viscosity in The discretized equations are solved using the diag-

the boundary layer where natural viscosity provides onally inverted LU implicit scheme of Yokota and

sufficient smoothing for numerical stability. Caughey[7]. In this method, the block-banded im-

Unlike the ARC and PARC codes, the HAWK plicit delta operator is factored into two block trian-

code makes use of the k-kl two-equation turbulence gular operators which are based on one-sided implicit

model[5] and wa!l function boundary condition[6]. spatial differences. The solution of the LU factor-

'The k k1 turbulence model adds two additional trans- ization is simplified by diagonally inverting its 5X5

port equations which are solved to obtain the turbu- matrix systems. This diagonalizing procedure trans-

Ient kinetic energy and the turbulent length scale. forms the lower and upper sweeps into uncoupled sys-

These equations are solved using the same solution tems of scalar equations that retain both the stability

algorithm as the mean flow equations. The k-k!equa- and time accuracy of the original LU factorization.

tions are coupled to the mean flow equations through Unlike the diagonalized Beam-Warming scheme used

a modification to the pressure term in the momentum in HAWK, time conservation is not altered by the

and energy equations and through the calculation of decoupling process.

a turbulent viscosity which is added to the molecular Since FALCON is a central difference code, artifi-
viscosity, cial dissipation is added explicitly. This dissipation
A wall function boundary condition is applied along is the switched fourth-order and second-order form of

no-slip walls where a very fine grid spacing is usu- Jameson[41 implemented separately in each direction.
ally required in order to resolve a turbulent boundary The FALCON code also makes use of the k-kl
layer. Generally, to adequately resolve a turbulent two-equation turbulence model[5] and wall function
boundary layer requires that the first grid point off boundary conditions[6]. The k-klequations are solved
of a no-slip wall be located in the viscous sublayer in the same manner as the mean flow equations. The
where y+ < 5. The wall function boundary condi- turbulence model is coupled to the mean flow equa-
tion actually patches in to the solution a boundary tions by a turbulent viscosity which is added to the
layer profile based on the solution of an ordinary dif- molecular viscosity. Optionally, it can be coupled by
ferential equation. With this approach, the first grid a modification to the pressure term in the momentum
point off of the wall can be located in the logarithmic and energy equations.
region of the boundary layer where the y+ is from The same type of wall function boundary condition
50 to 200. The overall reduction in the number of described for HAWK is implemented in the FALCON
grid points and the increase in size of the minimum code, allowing the first grid point off of a no-slip wall
grid spacing lead to faster convergence of the solution to be located at a much greater distance from the
without a significant reduction in accuracy. wall. This increase in the minimum grid spacing off of
The HAWK code includes a number of other bound- a no-slip wall translates into a reduction in the overall
ary condition types which allow the user to have number of grid points and leads to faster convergence
a great deal of versatility in specifying the bound- of the solution.
ary conditions. These additional boundary con- As with the HAWK code, the FALCON code con-
dition types include slip wall, adiabatic no-slip tains a number of built-in boundary condition types
wall, isothermal no-slip wall, symmetry, specified which the user can use to specify a particular analy-
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sis. These boundary condition types include slip wall, Navier-Stokes codes. Each of these test cases is a noz-
adiabatic no-slip wall, isothermal no-slip wall, sym- zle/afterbody type flow. Two of the analyses were
metry, specified total pressure- total temperature, carried out using the HAWK code and one was car-
characteristic inflow/outflow, and extrapolation. The ried out using the FALCON code. The following sec-
specific boundary conditions used in each of the cal- tions describe these calibration cases including the
ibration cases will be discussed below, physical experiments, the numerical analyses, and

comparisons between the test data and the analyt-
Grid Generation ical results.
The GRIDGEN series of codes[8] were used to de-
velop the grid system for each analysis. This series
of grid generation codes were developed at the Gen- SCF Internal Nozzle Flow
eral Dynamics Fort Worth Division under contract to The Spherical Convergent Flap (SCF) nozzle was
the United States Air Force. They were developed to tested under the Exhaust Nozzles for Aerocontrol
provide efficient, user friendly, and robust grid gen- program sponsored by the Air Force Wright Aero-
eration tools that would allow for routine applica- nautical Laboratories and conducted by the McDon-
tion of multiple-block coinnutational fluid dynamics nell Aircraft Company with participation from Gen-
flow solvers to complex aircraft systems. The GRID- eral Electric Aircraft Engines and Pratt & Whit-
GEN system consists of four main programs: GRID- ney Aircraft. The nozzle was tested statically on

BLOCK, GRIDGEN2D, GRIDGEN3D, and GRID- the NASA Langley six-component strain-gage bal-
VUE3D. The GRIDBLOCK program is a highly in- ance thrust stand. The SCF test model and approx-
teractive graphical program which allows the user imate instrumentation locations are shown in Figure
to define the grid topology, block structure, grid 1. Geometric parameters tested included throat as-
size, basic geometry, and boundary conditions. The pect ratio (1.27, 2.08, and 2.5), area ratio (1.46 and

GRIDGEN2D program is used to develop all of the 1.63), yaw angle ( 0, 7, 15, 20, and 25 deg.), and pitch

surface grids using algebraic and elliptical grid gen- angle (0, 20, and 25 deg ). The nozzle stagnation
eration techniques. GRIDGEN2D is also graphically temperature was kept at 530'R and the stagnation
oriented and highly interactive. After the surface pressure ranged up to thirteen atmospheres, allowing
grids are developed, the GRIDGEN3D program is for nozzle total pressure to free-stream static pres-
used to generate the three-dimensional volume grids, sure ratios of thirteen. The model was outfitted with
The volume grid generation process is the only part eight static pressure taps along the sidewall and tran-
of the procedure that is not interactive. The GRID- sition section on both the right and left sides. Both
VUE3[) program is used to view the volume grid sidewalls were instrumented with eight static pressure
once it is generated. Additional information about taps along the centerline. The upper and lower flaps

the grid generation system is available in reference of this model had pressure taps along the centerline

[81. with two additional taps on either side [10][11].
The configuration selected for the CFD analysis had

Post Processing a throat aspect ratio of 1.27, an area ratio of 1.46,
Integrated quantities and local flow data shown in and was tested at 25 degrees pitch and 0 degrees
this paper were computed by the flow solver pro- yaw vector angle. A two block, li-topology sur-
grain or other specialty programs written specifically face grid was generated using GRIDGEN2D[8]. The
for these analyses. A large part of the graphics internal domain of each block was generated with
us-d in this article was produced using the PLOT3D GRIDGEN3D[8]. Taking advantage of symmetry, it
program[9] developed at, the NASA Ames Research was only necessary to model one half of the test ge-
("enter. This program reads a grid file containing the ometry. The grid spacing at the solid walls was such
physical grid point locations (x, y, z) and a solution that 50 < y+ < 200. Both blocks had dimensions
file containing the conservative variables (p, pu, pm;, of 46 X 40 X 60 for a total of 220,800 grid points.
puc, pe). The user can then specify the subset (or sub- Point-to-point matching was observed at the block
sets) to view, as well as, geometrical features (walls) interface.
which should be plotted. A number of different func- The flow field was analyzed using the HAWK solver.
tions can then be computed and displayed. The func- All solid walls were modeled using a no-slip adia-
tions include any of the conservative variables, as wel! batic wall function boundary condition. The nozzle
as, Mach number, temperature, pressure, stagnation inflow plane was modeled with a constant total pres-
temperature, stagnation pressure, velocity, velocity sure, subsonic inflow boundary condition such that
vectors, particle traces, the grid, and much more. Pl/p, = 5.9 to match the test point. The exit plane

of the grid was modeled using a supersonic extrapo-
CALIBRATION CASES lation boundary condition, and the symmetry plane

was modeled with a symmetry boundary condition.
"rhre'e test cases have recently been used in the cali- The HIAWK code was run in the viscous mode includ-
bration of the previously discussed three-dimensional ing the two-eqii ttion turbulence model on a CRAY
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Table 1: SCF performance characteristics.
C1  Cj 2 CIg. Thrust Angle

CFD 0.9703 0.8959 0.3719 22.550
Test 0.9803 0.8989 0.3910 23.510
% A 1.02 0.34 4.88 4.08

1.2 Transition Sidewall

Guide Bar 1-
1.0-

F ý-..• ft 0ý0~00.6 - .. -

J 0 0.4 - TEST

0.2

0.0 2.0 4.0 6. 0 8.0 10.0
X in

.4_4014" -3.070' Figure 2: SCF static pressure along the transition
8"- -- 4.23S"- - section and sidewall.

Top View XMP, The solution was stopped aPer 1800 iterations

at which time the L2 residual had dropped over three
orders of magnitude. While solving, mass flow and
thrust coefficient at the nozzle exit plane were also
tracked. At the time the solution was stopped, both
mass flow and thrust coefficient had changed less than
0.01 percent during the previous 500 iterations.
"Figures 2, 3 and 4 show comparisons of the static

Divergent pressures along the transition section, convergent sec-
0 " o Flaps tion, sidewall, and upper and lower divergent flaps.

Good agreement is seen for most of the comparisons
except for a slight discrepancy in the predicted under-
expansion and recompression on the lower flap. This
discrepancy is likely due to an under prediction by
the solver of the separated flow region on the lower
flap and a lack of grid resolution in the area. Table
I shows a comparison of measured and calculated
thrust coefficients and angles. Excellent agreement

Side View is observed between the measured and the calculated
axial thrust coefficient. The discrepancy in normal
thrust coefficient, and consequently total thrust and

Figure 1: SCF Model and Instrumentation. thrust angle is again attributed to the underpredic-
tion of the separated flow region and the lack of grid
resolution in this area. Figure 5 shows Mach contours
along the symmetry plane for the CFD solution. Sep-
aration is evident along the lower flap.

NASA Langley Afterbody Plune
An investigation was conducted at the NASA Lang-
ley 16-Foot Transonic T'mnel to characterize the flow



field in and around the jet plume of a nonaxisym-
metric nozzle configuration [12]. The nozzle tested

0.8 had an aspect ratio of 1.9 and an area ratio of 1.25.
0 TEST Pitot-pressure measurements were made at five loca-

- CFD tions downstream of the nozzle exit to a maximum

0.6 downstream distance of five nozzle heights ( 0.0, 2.6,
5.2, 7.8, and 10.4 in.). The nozzle was operated at
a nozzle total pressure to free-stream static pressure

50.4 ratio of 4.0. Measurements were taken at free-stream
C- Mach numbers of 0.0, 0.6, and 1.2. The jet total

temperature was held at approximately 5300R for all

0.2 tests. The test model is shown in figure 6.

The flow field behind the nozzle was characterized
with a seven probe rake with the probes spaced 0.5

0.0 inches apart. At each longitudinal station, pitot pres-
0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0 sure measurements were taken every 0.1 inches from

X/L the jet centerline to approximately 6.5 inches out-
ward. A total of 1I roll angles were obtained to give
a sweep from 0 to 90.0 degrees at each longitudinal

Figure 3: SCF static pressures along the tipper di- station.
vergent flap. The Mach 1.2 case was chosen for analysis due to

the vortex-like flow known to exist near the cor-
ners on the afterbody closure section and nozzle
exit. A five block surface Il-grid was generated us-

0.8 ing GRIDGEN2D[8] and GRIDGEN3D[8] was used
0 TEST to generate the internal domain for each block . Tak-

SCFD ing advantage of symmetry, it was only necessary t.o

0.6 model one fourth of the test geometry. The sup-
port strut was considered to have a nziniinal effect
on the jet plume: therefore, it was neglected for this

" 0.4 analysis. Proper modeling of the test. geometry re-
C 0 quired the block dimensions to be 45 X 65 X 37, 450X 65 X 30. 36 X 30 X 30.-t16 X 30 X 37, and 46

0.2 X 65 X 30 for a total of 369,135 grid points. Point-
0 to-point matching was observed between block inter-

faces, and the grid spacing at. the solid walls was such

0.0 that 50 < y+ < 200. The grid terminated at approx-
0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0 imately 13 nozzle heights downstream of the nozzle

X/L exit and the far-field was at 4 heights at the begin-
ning of the forebody, and 20 heights at the end of the

Figure 4: SCF static pressures along the lower diver- grid. In order to conserve grid points the grid was

gent flap. started at the tip of the forebody.

The five block system was analyzed using the HAWK
solver. All solid walls were modeled using a no-slip
adiabatic wall function boundary condition. The noz-
zle inflow plane was modeled with a constant total
pressure, subsonic inflow boundary condition such
that Pt/p. = 4.0. The exit, plane of the grid was
modeled using a supersonic extrapolation boundary
condition, while the far-field was modeled using a
characteristic far-field boundary condition. The sym-
metry planes were modeled with a symmetry bound-
ary condition, and the forebody inflow pl-ne was

Seprdon I.2/ fixed at free-stream conditions,
1A The HAWK code in the viscous mode, including the

two-equation turbulence model, was run on a CRAY
Figure 5: SCF centerline Mach contours for CFD so- YMP. Solution time was 45 seconds per iteration.
lution. The solution was stopped after 4600 iterations at
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Figure 6: Afterbody Model Test Geometry

which time the L' residual for all blocks had dropped The nozzle model was mounted on NASA's twin-
over three orders of magnitude. Total pressure con- engine fighter model with a wing-tip-mounted sup-
tours for the test data and CFD at x=5.2 and x=7.8 port system (Figure 11). The model included a non-
inches behind the nozzle exit are compared in figures metric portion which consisted of the twin support
7 and 8. booms, the forebody and the ",-.,ng/centcr-'ý dy. The
Vortex flow can be seen on both CFD and test data. metric portion of the model aft of FS 44.75 consisted
These plots were generated by interpolating the CFD of the internal propulsion system, afterbody, tails and
values for the same locations as the test data. For nozzle. This whole assembly was supported by the
both occasions the CFD data shows good agreement main force balance which was in turn grounded to
with the test. In addition, the CFD is compared to the nonmetric wing-centerbody section. A second
individual rake locations in figures 9 and 10. force balance was attached to the main force balance

Traditionally, CFD results are compared to model and was used to measure the forces on the afterbody
surface data, such as wall pressures, and very seldom from FS 48.25 to FS 66.25 and the forces on the tails.
to mid flow field quantities. This problem offered the In addition to balance data, thirty-six surface static
unique opportunity to validate the flow solver with pressure taps were used to investigate the external

properties in the middle of the flow field. The IfAWK flow field properties. Flow rates through the propul-
flow solver showed good agreement with the test data; sion system were measured by venturis.
however, the mixing layer between the nozzle and the To calibrate the FALCON code, the high aspect ratio
external flow was underpredicted. nozzle with 1 vertical tail and two hor~zontal tails was

chosen. A sketch of the nozzle geometry is shown in
Conformal Nozzle with 3 Tails figure 12. The high aspect ratio nozzle analyzed had
An experimental investigation was condut red in the more closure on the top and bottom surfaces than on
NASA Langley 16-foot transonic wind tunnel to de- the sides and had an aspect, ratio at the exit of 5.378.
termine the effects of nozzle aspect ratio, empennage The design pressure ratio of this nozzle was 5.6 which
surfaces and vectoring on twin engine aircraft after- simulated a dry-power operating mode. For this test
body aerodynamics[13][14]. Three nonaxisymmetric case, a Mach number of 1.2 and a Pt/p. of 5.6 were
conformal nozzles and one twin axisymmetric noz- selected. The nozzle vector angle was chosen to be 0.0
zle were tested with various tail configurations and degrees and the angle-of-attack was also chosen to be
vector angles. The tests were conducted througl. a 0.0 degrees. The tunnel conditions were 11. = 1.2,
range of Mach numbers, angles-of-attack, and nozzle po = 6.131 psi, and t. = 458.452°R. The R~eynolds
pressure ratios (Pip,). number was 4.17 million per ft. The internal part, of
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Fligure 11: NASA twin-engine fighter model and support system.
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the flow path started at FS 65.0. At that location solution to converge faster. The combined single
the internal flow field wa-s tssumed to have a uniform block grid was 71 X 69 X 97 for a total of 475,203
total 1.ress.re and total temperature. grid points. Advantage was taken of the symmetry

[he (;RII)(;EN codes (described earlier) were used plane such that only the right half of the configura-
toE develop the grid for this configuration. A nine tion was solved. The grid began at FS 48.9 (just aft.
block Il-topology grid system was generated with of the wing) and did not include the aircraft, forebody
each block having point-to-point matching with its o wing-centerbody section. The nozzle ends at FS
neighbor blocks. Before executing the FALCON 71.7 and the grid concludes at FS 110.0 so that there
code, the blocks were combined into a single large are approximately 10 nozzle widths downstream of
block since the code allows boundary conditions to the nozzle exit. Above, be.ow and on the side of the
be set anywhere inside of or on the boundary of a configuration, the grid extended out approximately
block. Running the solution as a single block also in- 13 nozzle widths. Before generating the grid, the
creases the computational efficiency and allows the minimum grid spacing required off of a no-slip wall
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-0.6 -(using wall functions) was estimated using simple flat -. 20. 4j0 d. i. 12b. 16. 166. 1

plate theory. In order to have the y+ of the first grid Degtr4ee ftow varti

point at approximately 50, a minimum grid spacing Figure 14: Conformal nozzle circumferential pressure
of 0.005 inches was chosen. distribution comparison at FS 62.1.
'rhe boundary conditions were set from the standard
FALCON boundary conditions. A symmetry bound-
ary condition was set all along the plane of symmetry forebody and wing. Figure 17 shows pressure con-
Solid walls were modeled using the no-slip wall func- tours on the nozzle and tail surfaces. This plot indi-
lion bounL.ry condition described earlier. The ex- cates that extensive pressure instrumentation would
ternal int.)w, outflow anti farfield were set to a char- be required to adequately define the pressure varia-
acteristic inflow/outflow boundary condition. Sub- tions on this nozzle configuration. Figure 18 shows
sonic inflow on the internal part of the nozzle was how particles released into the flow at the begiining
set using a characteristic based boundary condition of the domain would traverse the flow field obtained
which holds both total pressure and total tempera- by CFD. Because of the nonuniform closure between
ture constant. At startup, the flow field was initial- top and sides, extensive spillage from the side onto
ized to freestream everywhere except at boundaries the top is seen. In addition, separation and vortic'!
where the coriect boundary condition was set. flow are apparent.
"[lhe solution to this analysis was obtained by running Overall, the conformal nozzle analysis should be con-
the FA LCON code, including all viscous terms anrd sidt-red a success. IHowever, it is obvious that in order
making use of the 2-equation k-k! turbulence model, to more closely match the test data, the forebody and
The solution was executed to 4000 iterations at which witig-centerbody section should be modeled.
point t he L0 residual of the ni an flow equations had
dropped :3 orders of magnitude and the L2 residual CONCLUSIONS
of the turbulence equations had dropped 2.5 orders
of magnitude from their initial values. In addition Computational fluid dynamics techniques can be
to monitoring the residuals, the nozzle mass flow and used to complement and enhance experimental tech-
external pressures were monitored during the last half niques in the design of advanced aircraft exhaust sys-
of the run to insure ronvergence. terns. CFD provides details of the flow field which
l'he analysis results indicate that not modeling the are difficult if not impossible to obtain experimen-
forebody and centerbody-wing section had a signifi- tally. CFD techniques can also be used in pre-test
cant impact on the results. Figure 13 shows a coin-
tarisoit between test and CFI) data along the top of
the ,,odel at, an angle of 11.8 degrees from the verti- C.4 i • T
val. This plot indicates that the pressure drop due to 6.2 Te-st__D
the forebody and wing section is significant in the for- F°.,
ward region. Figures 14, 15 and 16 show comparisons _°D 4
between test and CFD around the nozzle at fuselage I.4 _ -- -

stations FS 62.1, 67.1 and 71.1, respectively. In each -,
of these plots, the data starts at the top centerline e 26. 46. s0. Co. ver. ic. 40. 1. 1.

aril goes around the nozzle clockwise to end at the
bottom centerline. Again, the pressure distribution Figure 15: Conformal nozzle circumferential pressure

plots irdicate a discrepancy due to riot modeling the distribution comparison at FS 67.1.
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Figure 16: Conformal nozzle circumferential pressure tailed flow features.
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Investigation of the Flowfield around an Isolated Bypass Engine with Fan and
Core Jet
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SUMMARY requirements of the problem under consideration.
A finite-volume scheme for the discetisation of The numerical scheme discretizes the governing
the three-dimensional Euler equations is equations for inviscid, compressible flows, which
extended for the purpose of calculating the flow- can be written in integral form using a cartesian
field around an isolated bypass engine with fan- coordinate system as:
and core-jet. Flow calculations for a typical high
bypass engine are performed for take-off and [f ' Vdv = W ffdF -i. dS (1)
cruise conditions under consideration of realistic v 9
operational jet parameters. Several variations of
the jet pressure and temperature ratio show that n is the outward facing normal vector on the

the jei flowfield is dominated by the pressure closed boundary OV of the arbitrary control vol-

ratio as far as inviscid flow is concerned. ume V. The control volume- is regarded to be

A comparison of the numerical results to exper- constant in space and time. W denotes-the vector

imental investigations which are carried with a of the unknown flow variables and the flux

turbine powered simulator for low speeds exhibit density tensor:

good agreement. The influence of numerical
parameters on the solution in the region of the jet P P q

flow is analysed by varying the coefficients of the
artificial dissipation. p U puq + pix

1. INTRODUCTION IN pv F= p v q + p i

The development of modern jet engines for Pw pwq 4-piz
transport aircraft tends to an increasing bypass
ratio to improve the propulsion efficiency. This p E p Hq
leads to Very-High Bypass (VHB) and Ultra-High
Bypass (UHB) engine concepts characterized by
large secondary mass flows and fan diameters. q represents the velocity vector. With respect to
Taking into account that the wetted surface of the the unit vectors and the velocity components of
nacelle can amount to 30 % of the wing surface, the cartesian coordinate system q is defined as:

a carefull design of the isolated engine gains
increasing importance. Furthermore the investi- q = ui, + viy 4- wiz (2)
gation of the flowfield around the engine repres-
ents a substantial aspect with regard to th' inte- p, E, and H are the density, total energy, and total
gration of the airframe and the propulsion sys- enthalpy, respectively. Assuming a perfect gas
tern. In this context numerical methods have the pressure is thus determined by the relation:
proved to be an appropriate tool for analyzing u2+ v2+ I2
complex aerodynamic interference phenomena p = (K.- 1)p rE - 2 (3)
[1,2]. The numerical scheme presented in this
study is used to calculate the flowfield around Equation (1) describes the balance between the
isolated bypass engines. Besides of the simu- rate of change of W and the convective flux over
lation of the fan inflow and the surrounding flow, the surface (IV of the control volume. The discre-
espccizl'y th, fan and core-jet is considered. The tisation of equation (1) is done separately in
simulation is based on the three-dimensional space and time following the method of lines [5].
Euler-equations. The spatia! discretisation is accomplished using

a cell vertex scheme that assgins the flow vari-
2. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM ables to the vertices ij,k of the control volume.

Using central differences the approximation of the
2.1 Solution Scheme ý,urface and voiuiie integrals leads to an ordinary
To investigate the flowfield around isolated differential equation:
bypass engines the Finite Volume Code CEVCATS (
[3,4], which was developed at the DLR Institute _ i If Q 1 ( 4)
for Design Aerodynamics, is adjusted to the ,jk VQ,k



Qk., denotes the numerically calculated convec- ratio at the fan and core exhaust planes together

tive flux and Dijk is a dissipative operator, which with a freestream mach number, the mass flow
is neccesary to damp high frequency oscillations adjusts itself during the solution. Fan and core jet
that occur because of the use of central differ- are treated independently.
encing. Following Jameson et. al. [5] the dissi-
pative operator consists of a blending of second 2.3 Grid Generation
and fourth differences of the flow variables. The The grid generation method used in this study is
integration in time of equation (5) is performed based on the grid generation procedure for
using a five stage Runge-Kutta time stepping three-dimesional nacelles without core engine
scheme. The convergence to the steady state described in [8]. A multi block approach is used
solution is accelerated by implicit residual for the generation of body-fitted, structured grids
smoothing and local time stepping. Enthalpy consisting of hexahedral cells. The physical
damping is used in cases where the total ten- domain is divided into 4 blocks. In the longitudinal
perature of the flowfield is constant, that means section a H-type topology is used whereas the
when the total temperature of the jet is pre- crssetoexitsa0tplgyUinth
scribed to be equal to the freestreamn total tern- cross section exhibits an O-topology. Using the
criatobe. esymmetry of the engine only a half model is con-

perature. sidered. The grid generation process starts with

the geometry definition in the longitudinal sec-
2.2 Boundary Conditions tion. The point distribution on the engine surfaces
At solid walls the tangent flow condition is and the block edges is attained by solving a one-
enforced by setting the flux normal to the surface dimensional Poisson equation. By subdividing the
to zero. The farfield boundary condition is block edges into segments the local grid density
imposed following the concept of Riemann Invar- can be controlled to achieve a good resolution of
iants introduced by Jameson et. al. [5], assuming regions with high grad~ents of the flow variables
one-dimensional subsonic flow normal to the far- as near the leading edge of the nacelle and at the
field boundary. If supersonic jet flows occur this jet boundaries. A smooth two dimensional grid in
farfield condition is replaced by 0. order extrapo- the longitudinal section is generated by solving
lation of the flow variables at the outflow farfield an elliptical system of equations with source term
boundary. control. Finally the three dimensional grid results
The treatment of the engine inflow and outflow from a combination of rotation and interpolation
boundaries is sketched in Figure 1. The fan inflow of the previously generated grids in the longi-
is simulated by the specification of non-dimen- tudinal sections. This procedure enables the
sional inlet mass flow expressed by the ratio of computation of non-axisymmetric nacelles with
the inlet streamtube at infinity A_ and the fan face droop inlet or changing nacelle profiles in the
area A,: circumferential direction.

In this study a Turbine Powered Simulator
Are (5) (TPS)-engine is investigated, namely the TPS 441

= AF AF " Mao • I. "Po1" P. with a geometry similar to the GE CF 6-50 engine.

The model has a nacelle diameter of 170 mm and
The undisturbed flow state at the fan face is then an overall length of 466 mm. The choice of this
calculated using one-dimensional isentropic model enables the comparison with exper-
relations. The jet flow is characterized by the imental results carried out with the TPS 441 in the
ratio of the jet total pressure to the freestream low speed range as well as the use of published
static pressure pj / p. and the ratio of total tem- data of the CF 6-50 engine for the specification of
perature between the jet and the ambient flow the jet parameters. The three dimensional grid,
T/j / T,._. The assumption of the flow direction to shown in Figure 2 in a perspective view and in
be parallel to the engine axis reveals two addi- Figure 3 in the longitudinal section consists of
tional boundary conditions. Following the theory about 125.000 grid points.
of Kreiss [6] the last boundary condition has to
be specified by extrapolating one quantity from
the flowfield. Instead of taking the magnitude of 3. RESULTS
velocity according to Chen et. al. [7], the static The discussion of the numerical results is split
pressure is extrapolated from the interior of the into three parts. At first the influence of the jet
computalior, ai domain. This procedure has shown parameters on the engine flowfield is analysed.
to improve the stability during the transient phase After this the computed Mach n.,mber distribution
o lthe solution, espeLially when a flow with high is compared to experimental results in the low
enthalpy difference has to be calculated. The speed range. Finally the influence of numerical
remaining quantities at the exhaust planes are parameters on the solution is investigated be
computed using isentropic relations. By specify- varying the coefficients of the artificial dissi-
ing the jet-pressure and the total temperature pation.



3.1.1 Influence of the Jet Parameters sidered as purely numerical, because it is exclu-
The investigation of the influence of several jet sively caused by the numerical dissipation of the
conditions is performed for typical cruise condi- solution algorithm. The developement and shape
tions [9]. The freestream Mach number is chosen of the artificial shear layer is influenced by the
to Ma_ = 0.75, the angle of attack to 0*. The mass grid density as well as by the numerical disspa-
flow amounts to 254 kg/ sec. Assuming a flow tion [10]. A comparison of the mach number dis-
without incidence allows an axisymmetric com- tribution of the cold jet on the upper half of Figure
putation. Figure 4 shows lines of constant Mach 5 and the hot jet on the lower half of Figure 5
numbers for a calculation without jet influence, reveals only weak differences in the core jet
To achieve this condition the jet pressure ratio is flowfieid, although the total temperature and
calculated using the Bernoulli equation for isen- thereby the energy is increased by a factor of
tropic, compressible flows, assumina that the tot- three. The reason for this becomes clear if one
al pressure in the jet is equal to the total pressure regards the velocity and the density behaviour of
in the ambient flow. This leads to a relation for the cold and the hot jet. The evaluation of the
the so called isentropic jet pressure ratio: velocity at a short distance behind the nozzle

exits, Figure 6, reveals that the rise of energy in
PtJ [2 ] K the hot jet has lead to an increased velocity. On

=-- + 2 a. (6) the other hand the density has considerably
decreased due to the high static temperature,

The total temperature in the jet exhaust plane is depicted in Figure 7. This leads to the conclusion
set equal to the total freestream temperarure. that the influence of a hot jet on the flowfield is
The inlet flow is determined by the streamtube rather weak with regard to Mach number or
area ratio of t, = 0.93, which leads to a position pressure coefficients. re concerned, because the
of the stagnation points at the leading edge of the increase of velocity is compensated by the
nacelle. In the outer flow gradients of the Mach decrease of the density. The comparison of the
number appear up to about 25 % of the chord Ca-distribution for the isentropic cold jet, the
length including a small supersonic region. powered cold jet and the powered hot jet on the
Behind this the flowfield is comparatively homo- nacelle contour, Figure 8 and on the core cowl,
geneous due to the approximately cylindrical Figure 9, prove this thesis. Figure 8 shows that
contour. Differences between the jet flows and the maximum pressure value in the fan nozzle
the surrounding flow dissapear shortly behind the reaches a value of about C, , 3,0 for the powered
nozzle exits. In Figure 5 a computation with pow- jet, caused by the high total pressre of the jet.
ered jets is presented. On the upper half of the The Cp-distribution on the outer nacelle surface is
figure a cold jet is calculated, on the lower half characterized by the suction peak in the inlet
an increase of the total temperature is simulated region and the weak overcritical region at 20 %
by prescribing the total temperature ratio of the chord length. The outer flowfield and the inlet flow
core jet to T,/ Too = 3.05 and of the fan jet to is not influenced by the different jet conditions.
T,,/ T oo = 1.19, respectively. The freestream The distribution on the core cowl, Figure 9, shows
conditions and the inlet mass flow are held con- the acceleration in the fan nozzle with the pres-
stant. The nacelle flowfield is not influenced by sure minimum at 50 % chord length near the
the jet. Because the jet pressure ratios have nozzle exit. The differences between the powered
overcritical values of about ptjp. • 2.5 the cold jet and the powered hot jet are very small.
accelerated jet flow in the nozzle reaches the The distribution of the isentropic jet exhibits a
speed of sound at the nozzle exit plane. Behind much smaller acceleration in the fan nozzle as
the exit plane the jet flow is supersonic, charac- well as a lower pressure level in the core jet.
terized by a pattern of compression and expan-
sion areas. A better resolution of the oblique 3. 1.2 Comparison to experimental results
shock wave pattern can be achieved by an ade- The experimental results, referred to in this
quate grid refinement [10]. Following the theory investigation, were carried out at a Mach number
for compressible, inviscid flows, a discontinuity of Ma,, = 0,176 with a TPS 441 model engine in a
of the velocity is axpected at the boundary of a jet low speed wind tunnel [11]. The inlet mass flow
with high total pressure and the surrounding flow. amounts to 2,11 kg/sec, the angle of attack is
Due to the numerical dissipation an artificial chosen to a = 0.0*. The jet conditions of the sim-
shear layer develops at the jet boundary that is ulator are specified in Figure 10. The low total
slightly spread downstream characterized by the temperature level in the core jet results from the
high density of Iso-Machlines, leaving from the expansion of the high pressure drive air. The
trailing edge. The shape of the fan jet, which can experimental results, marked by circles, are
be detected by these Iso-machlines follows the calulated using the local static pressure on the
contour of the core cowl. Behind the engine the surface with reference to the axial and radial
contour of the jet plume is nearly cylindrical, averaged total pressure measured in a nozzle
Although this shear layer indicates a certain reference plane. Figure 10 shows the distribution
analogy to the real viscid flow, it has to be con- of the local Mach number on the nacelle contour
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and on the core cowl. The distribution of the as Mach number and pressure distributions are
nacelle is characterized by a relatively uniform concerned. A comparison to experimental results
local Mach number on the outer contour, the using a TPS-model engine in the low speed range
stagnation point near the leading edge and the reveals good agreement to the calculated sol-
high acceleration around the intake lip. The jet ution. The numerical dissipation of the solution
flow in the fan nozzle is accelerated with a maxi- algorithm causes an artificial shear layer
mum at the nozzle exit, but remains subsonic, between the jet and the outer flow which has to
Behind the exit the Mach number drops slightly be considered as pureley numerical. The con-
to the trailing edge of the core cowl. The numer- slant of the artificial dissipation is varied by a
ical solution shows good agreement to the mea- factor of four without any significant influence on
sured Mach number distribution. This results the solution. Entrainment and jet spreading
reveal that fhe flowfield around the nacelle is effects are not taken into account by the theory
decisively determined by the massflow and the of inviscid flows and are subject of future work.
connected total pressure level of the jet flow.
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that the overall influence on the quality of the nale Gondeln mit hohen Bypass-Verhgltnissen

numerical solution are small. DFVLR-IB 129-89/42, 1989

[9] R. John, W. BurgsmOller Kennfeldrechnung fOr
4. CONCLUSION die CF6-50 C2-Groflausfohrung MBB-Mitteilung

An analysis of the flowfield around a powered Vom 11.09.1986

high-bypass ratio engine with fan and core jet is [10] R. Rudnik Erweiterung eines dreidimensionalen
performed using a finite volume scheme for the Euler-Verfahrens zur Berechnung des
solution of the threedimensional Euler-equations. Str6mungsfeldes um Nebenstromtriebwerke mit
The solution of the Euler-equations enables the Fan- und Kernstrahl DLR-FB 91/13, 1991.
simulation of the jet flowfleld with regard to real-
istic jet pressure and total temperature ratio. The [11] R. Kiock, W. Stiger Druckverteilungsmessung an
investigation shows that the jet flowfleld is deci- Stremung DFVLRiIB 129-87/39, 19i7.
sively determined by the jet pressure ratio as far
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PROPULSION INTEGRATION RESULTS OF THE STOL AND
MANEUVER TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR

J. A. Laughrey
D. J. Moorhouse

U.S. Air Force Wright Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-6553

United States

SUMMARY OFP - operational flight program
PVI - pilot/vehicle interface

The STOL and Maneuver Technology RPM - revolutions per minute
Demonstrator program has achieved its SDF - six degrees of freedom
original goals established to demonstrate SLAND - short landing flight cont-ol
the benefits of thrust vectoring and mode
reversing on a fighter aircraft. It has S/MTD - STOL/Maneuver Technology
been shown that thrust vectoring will Demonstrator
enhance up-and-away aircraft STOL - short takeoff and landing
maneuverability at low speeds and can be STOL-GH - ground handling control mode
Lsed to improve tracking and capture tasks STOL-TOA - takeoff and approach control
plus contribute significantly to improve mode
takeoff performance and rough or damaged TRP - Temperature Rise Parameter
runway operations. Thrust reversing has 2D - two dimensional
been shown to permit quicker change- in 4T - four foot transonic
energy states that cnuld provide an 16T - sixteen foot transonic
advantage in tactical arena and can greatly
reduce landing distances. It was also
demonstrated that an integrated flight and 1.0 BACKGROUND
propulsion control system that incorporates
the appropriate control laws can As discussed in reference 1, the increasing
significantly simplify pilot workload threat of runway denial caused the Air
during all vectoring and reversing Force Systems Command to direct the Air
operations, including the approach, landing Force Research Laboratories to pursue those
and stopping tasks. Results of this emerging tecnnologies that could diminish
program are being used to transition these this threat. The STOL and Maneuver
proven technologies into future fighter Technology Demonstrator (S/MTD) program is
systems. a result of that direction. The prime

objective of the program was to flight
LIST OF SYMBOLS demonstrate and validate matarinq

technologies that will add short takeoff
AEDC - Arnold Engineering and landing (STOI.) capability to a

Development Center supersonic fighter without degrading up and
AFB - Air Force Base away performance. The significant
AFTI - Advanced Fighter Technology technologies (Figure 1) related to the

Integration S/MTD program were 1) Two-Dimensional
AOA - angle of attack Thrust Vectoring/Reversing Exhaust Nozzles,
BIT - built-in-test 2) Integrated Flight and Propulsion
CD - convergent/divergent Controls, 3) Pilot/Vehicle Interface, 4)
CL - lift coefficient Landing Gear, and 5) Close Coupled Canards.
CM - pitching moment coefficient
DEEC - digital electronic engine The two technology drivers in the evolution

control of the STOL and Maneuver Technology
DFBW - digital fly-by-wire Demonstrator have been the continuing
FPCS - flight path control set development of two-dimensional vectoring
FT - Feet and reversing exhaust nozzles and
GH - ground handling integrated flight and propulsion controls
h/b - height/wing span ratio (IFPC). Further improvements in the
HIDEC - Highly Integrated Digital pilot/vehicle interface (PVI) and landing

Electronic Control gear were utilized to fully demonstrate
HIL - Hardware-in-the-Loop these driving technologies. Of course, the
HQDT - Handling Qualiti-s During principal technology being developed and

Tracking refined was one of integration.
IFPC - integrated flight and

propulsion controls 1.1 Two-Dimensional Nozzles
KCAS - calibrated airspeed (knots)
LaRC - Langley Research Center From an indepth review of the development
LeRC - Lewis Research Center of non-asymmetric -r two-dimensional
LSWT - low speed wind tunnel nozzles (2)* up through 1979, it was
MIL - military concluded that two-dimensional nozzles,NASA - National Aeronautics and with a capability to vector and reverse the

Space Administration thrust, had the potential for a h'gh payoff
NC - nozzle controller to improve fighter maneu- rability along
NPR - nozzle pressure ratio with a significant reduction in landing
Nx - axial acceleration

* Numbers in parentheses dc3ignate
references at end of paper.
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sFURPd nozzles (Figure 2) is discussed in
Reference 12.

Figure 1. S/MTD Configuration A full scale demonstration sea level test
of a non-flight weight two-dimensional

ground roll. During this same time period, nozzle was succe~sfully completed in 1982
results of several nozzle integration (13). The results of this test were used
systems studies (3) stressed the need for a to further evaluate the suitability of the
"timely" flight research program that would two-dimensional nozzle concept and its
build confidence in two-dimensional nozzle potential for further development, to
technology so that it might be transitioned provide a more comprehensive data base, and
into use on operational fighter aircraft. to have a test vehicle with which to
Consideration of using thrust reversing for evaluate advanced two-dimensional nozzle
ground roll and inflight deceleration had components and cooling schemes. This same
been under consideration for several years "boiler-plate" nozzle was then tested in
(4.5,6). In general, most of these early the engine altitude test cells at the NASA
studies were indicating that reversing and Lewis Research Center (1985) and at the
vectoring could be incorporated into a two- USAF's Arnold Engineering Development
dimensional nozzle with less of a weight Center (1986). The tests were conducted in
increase than if built into an axisymmetric the forward thrust, vectoring and reverse
nozzle. There was also the benefit of modes at appropriate engine power settings.
a possible reduction of drag because of a
more favorable integration of the two- 1.2 Integrated Flight and Propulsion
dimensional design into a twin-engine Controls
fighter aircraft (2). Some of the
significant concerns of technical areas For a vehicle such as the S/MTD, the
that needed further development were 1) control system must be capable of
reduction in weight, 2) improved cooling coordinating the forces generated by the
techniques, 3) improving structural aerodynamic surfaces and the propulsion
integrity, 4) development of high system so that acceptable flying qualities
temperature materials, and 5) enhancement are produced. In a review of V/STOL and
of aircraft stability and control during STOL flight experiences (14), there is a
vectoring and reversing, compilation of the different vehicles that

have been flown since 1953 along with their
The genesis of the two-dimensional nozzle key features and control problems.
being developed for the S/MTD occurred in Practically all of the STOL flight
an analytical and experimental program experience had been with transport
sponsored by the Air Force (7,8,9). The configurations. The review emphasized that
unvectored static performance of the two- STOL vehicles require a fully integrated
dimensional nozzle was shown (8) to be control system because of the strong
equivalent to a comparable axisymmetric coupling between the airframe and
nozzle from tests using scaled models. A propulsion systems and concluded that
comparison at installed unvectored classical control design techniques will
conditions (9) indicated the two- have to be supplemented with modern
dimensional nozzle could have the same multivariable control techniques. As noted
level of performance; however, the in Reference 15, the "first era of control
magnitude could change depending on how the system development ended in the 1960's."
nozzle was integrated into a twin-engine Up to this point, aircraft dynamics were
airframe. For example, the geometry of the dominated by the forces being produced by
interfairing between the nozzles can the aerodynamic control surfaces. With the
significantly change the installed drag advent of propulsive forces being used to
levels. During a follow-on program to the control the aircraft flight path, the need
above (10,11), it was shown that for a for a more fully integrated control system
supersonic strike or air combat fighter, became a requirement. The development of
reversing for STOL capability and vectoring fly-by-wire and digital electronic control
for trim benefits could be achieved for systems over the past few years is giving
essentially no penalty in takeoff gross the flight control designer the flexibility
weight if a two-dimensional nozzle was to meet these more stringent requirements.
used. The tre.1 of usinq multifunction Examples of flight vehicles using digital

fly-by-wire (DFBW) controls are AFTI/F-16,



X-29, F-16, F/A-18, F-20, Digitac F-8, 2.0 S/MTD AIRCRAFT SYSTEM
Space Shuttle and, of course, the STOL/MTD.

Modifications to the F-15B being used for

Another recent development that is very the S/MTD included the aircraft control
critical for the complete integration of system which involved the removal of the
the airframe propulsion control systems has mechanical controls and installation of a
been the increasing use of integrated digital fly-by-wire system that
engine controls that are being used for incorporates the aerodynamic surfaces with
such things as optimization of engine their new actuators, the engine with its
performance or to continuously monitor own digital control, a new digital nozzle
engine stall margin (16, 17, 18, 19, 20). controller ana the main gear brakes along
Over the past several years, the USAF, NASA with nose gear steering. The nozzle
and Navy (21) 'nave sponsored many research controller takes the vectoring and
and development programs in the area of reversing signals from the flight
integrating the propulsion system with the controller and nozzle area requests from
flight controls. Several of the programs the Digital Electrdnic Engine Controller
have involved flight tests at the NASA (DEEC) to command the nozzle actuators to
Dryden Flight Research Facility (16, 17, their appropriate position. An
18, 19). An indication of the relationship electromechanical throttle servo is used as
between the development of control an interfac, between the flight controller
technology to various technical disciplines and the engine fuel control. The nozzle
is shown in Figure 3. The S/MTD involved controller also generates a thrust
all of these disciplines except weapons. calculation which is used by the flight

controller to schedule vector requests.

2.1_Flight Control Modes

There are five main control modes (Figure

_ 4) designed to meet the demonstrator
Aý6 requirements for the different phases of

flight and ground operation. The STOL mode
consists of three subset modes, which
includes the "STOL-LAND" mode that is used
just prior to touchdown to minimize
dispersion by having airspeed control

AIV111 .through throttle position. The engine RPM
HiDEý.1 is kept at MIL-Power and thrust is varied

by changing the angle of the rotating
vanes. STOL-TOA allows for the use of
vectoring on takeoff and normal power

Figure 3. Control Technology settings on approach. At touchdown, all
Development the modes go automatically to STOL-GH, the

speed hold is disengaged and the throttles
1.3 Landing Gear are used for direct control of the vanes to

attain the maximum thrust reversing allowed
The ability to land in a crosswind on for deceleration.
damaged runways that may be wet and icy
requires landing gear that can traverse not MOOE CAPABILITY
so ideal repaired surfaces and that have I FLAPS UP ALL EFFECTORSEXCPTVCTORIN)REVRSING
braking and steering functions that keep FLAPSo00" ALLEFFECTORSEXCEPTVCTORINGIBAWBRSING
the aircraft aligned with the runway. This
directional control is particularly 2CRuM FLAPS OPTIMUMFIGNTPACAB
critical when using a high degree of 3 COMBAT .APSMP OPTIMU AMATFIICONTROL
rzverre thrust. The S/MTD solution to
these problems was to have gear that would STOUL LAW FLAPSDW MAXIMUM? OFOMANUAPPR•ACH

IA FLAPS DOWN MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE TAAEWTF AlSO NORMALtake a partial flare and negotiate a APPROACH
typical profile repair and to integrate the Gi FLAPSOOW? MIMMU STOPPINGDISTANCEAnBsuGnJHWANAN.IN
braking and steering functions into the 5 FULLSURFACEBFL(CUWTHNOFEEURS
IFPC.

1.4 Canard Figure 4. IFPC Control Modes

An extensive review of wind tunnel tests The other control modes give the S/MTD the
with a canard on a F-15 is given in operational capabilities that allow for an
reference 22. As is stated, the addition inflight assessment of performance
of the independently variable close coupled improvements that can be attributed to the
canards allowed the S/MTD to more fully technologies being demonstrated. The
investigate the potential of the two- cruise and combat modes allow optimization
dimensional thrust vectoring/reversing of all the control effectors to improve
nozzle. The coupling of thrust vectoring maneuvering and to reduce trim drag.
and canard leads to relaxed static margin Thrust reversing is still available up to
and reduced trim drag (10, 11, 23). The aircraft structural limitations. Although
S/MTD is using modified F-18 horizontal the demonstration program has not included
stabilators for canards. They are used to high angle of attack, a spin recovery mode
increase maximum lift and to control is provided which gives the pilot full-
longitudinal stability plus generate side authority control capability. The various
force subsonically and roll supersonically, control modes are selected by use of the

appropriate switches located on the



throttle or the control panel. flaps and deploys tI-e vanes. The throttle
angle is interpreted as a speed command and

2.2 Nozzle Operating Modes feedback holds the speed constant by
varying the vane angle to increase or

The nozzle has three main operating modes decrease thrust (24). This allows the
(Figure 5) of conventional, primary jet pilot to point the aircraft at the
only vectoring and vectoring or reversing touchdown point thereby reducing his
with the rotating vanes. In the workload and giving improved touchdown
conventional mode, the expansion area ratio precision (reduced dispersion) which is
can be controlled with the convergent and critical to stopping on very short runways.
divergent flap actuators to allow The transition to full reverse takes less
flexibility in the thrust level and to than 0.5 seconds after touchdown.
maximize thrust minus drag. In this mode
the t--ust is through the engine
centerline. In the vectoring mode, the IDL
nozzle can be scheduled to its required RPM CONTROL

area ratio up to full afterburner while Al,( A Alp
vectoring in pitch up to a maximum of
+ or - 20 degrees. The actual vector angle
required and allowed is dependent on flight PNORMAL IDLE "
condition and thrust level with a limit of SPOILDIDL(VANESDEPLOYED)
6,0001b normal force. To operate the CUTOFF
nozzle on the vanes, the convergent flap is
closed or partially closed and the exhaust a. Normal Operation
flow is directed through the vanes on the
upper and lower surface of the nozzle. The
vanes can be varied from 35 degrees to 135 AIRSPEEDOL
degrees from the aft centerline. During o"I10 TO 170Y
vane operation the afterburner is A (,*1 4 (LIN VARIATION)

inhibited. ~CA
Cavw Thru Mode

--- CUTOFF

b. SLAND Operation

C" P- Figure 6. Throttle Geometry

3.0 GROUND TESTS AND SIMULATIONS

i DJ .. The S/MTD program had some very intensive
h-i ____-w • test and analysis activities to prove that

i all systems were ready for first flight and
beyond. Included in the major activities
prior to flight test were several wind
tunnel tests, manned flight simulations,

Figure 5. Nozzle Operating Modes propulsion and system component, sea level
and altitude tests, laboratory structural

2.3 S/MTD Throttle Operation tests, avionic systems tests and other
subsystems tests. Many of the tests were

All pilot commands were integrated into developmental in nature to assist in the
natural stick, pedal and throttle movements evaluation of the performance and
and no new controls were added for vane operational characteristics of the new
operation. A standard F-15 throttle concepts and technologies to be flight
quadrant was modified (Figure 6) so that tested. Additional tests were conducted to
above idle the throttle is no different show the airworthiness of a particular
than the normal F-15 throttle (24). In the component, subsystem or complete system.
CRUISE and COMBAT modes, pulling the In some cases, airworthiness was shown by
throttles slowly back from afterburner to analysis or similarity to a previously
normal idle produces a conventional flight rated component. During flight
response with the engine spooling down to tests, loads were measured on the canards,
the flight idle speed. As the throttle is wings, stabilators, vertical tails. engine
pulled aft of the spoiled idle detent the ducts and mounts, control system and inlet
convergent flaps start to close and the actuators, and landing gear.
vanes are deployed up to 135 degrees with
continued backward movement of the Following is a summary of the more critical
throttle. Further aft movement with the test activities along with representative
vanes at 135 degrees will spool up the results and how these results were used to
engine to 100% RPM to the maximum reverse assure a successful flight test.
thrust.

Vane operation as implemented in the SLAND 3.1 Wind Tunnel Tests
mode is the key to the short landing
capability. In SLAND the normal throttle The performance plus the stability and
function of controlling RPM is changed to a control characteristics of the S/MTD were
speed command function. Selecting SLAND generated from existing F-15 flight data
spools up the engine, closes the convergent incremented with wind tunnel data giving



the P•ects of the canards, the two- 02

dimensional thrust vectoring and reversing
nozzle and the combined use of the
flaperon/drooped ailerons. The nine wind
tunnel test efforts to acquire the go
incremental and other data are listed in LOWERVANEANG
Figure 7. The data from the first five DELTACL
tests were used in the development of the UOT ONJET OFF)

flight control laws and in the prediction 02

of flight performance. Information from
the other tests was used to estimate
component loads, establish flutter IN - S'

boundaries, evaluate the degree of reverser
flow into the inlet during landing, and to 04 o, a, ,s

go 02 04 a . ievaluate the aerodynamic data base in a W HEWIWIS
dynamic environment.

FACILU Figure 8. Lift Change in Ground Effects

TYPE TEST (MODEL SCALE) PURPOSE (Ref. 25)
04

HIGH SPEED AERO AEDC 14T PERFORMANCE. STABILIT A CONTRO LOWER VANE ANGLE

.. . 45,

LOW SPEED HIGH ADA NASA LRC. 30 0 60 STABILITY A CONTROL - -

02

LOW SPEED HIGH LIFT MCAI•ILSWT HIGH LIFT STABILITY & CONTROL.
03%) GROUND EPFECTS DELTA CM

OFT ON JET OFF)
LOW SPEED JET EFFECTS MCAIR;LSW`T lET EFFECTS STABILITY & CONTROL

(7 5%) GROUND EFFECTS. TAIL LOADS 00 .o

HIGH SPEED JET EFFECTS AEOC 16T JET EFFECTS STABILIY & CONTROL. - - - - -

.8 33%) DRAG INCREMENTS, TAIL LOADS ALP5 - 12 CAM
VILOCITY -720 A70

HIGH SPEED LOADS AEOC 167,4T COMPONENT LOADS __2_ 11" = __

tT 0 0 o 02 0. 06 0D

LOW SPOED FLUTTER MCAiR LSWT FUTTER BOUNDARIES HEIGHTWING SPAN
(13%) Figure 9. Pitching Moment Change in

INLET RINESTION NASA RC 9 X 15 INLET INGESTION O REVRSER ROW. Ground Effects (Ref. 25)
IT 5%) SURFACE HEATING

TETHERED FREE FIGHT NASA LRC 300I60 EVALUATION AEROOYNAMIC DATA BASE IN The low speed jet effects data discussed
(13%) DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT above was obtained in the traditional

method of placing the model at several
Figure 7. S/MTD Wind Tunnel Tests stationary positions above a fixed ground

plane. The NASA Langley Research Center
Some of the more interesting data was (27) developed a testing technique of
acquired during the low speed jet effects measuring time-dependent ground effects by
test (25) and the inlet reingestion test utilizing a moving model over an inclined
(26). The low speed jet effects tests were ground plane that simulates rate-of-
conducted to determine the jet induced descent. The reported results indicated
effects on aircraft control during the STOL rate-of-descent can be important in
approach and landing phase with the test determining actual ground effects and that
objective being to expand the aerodynamic the traditional test methods, particularly
data base for control law development and when an exhaust plume may be impinging the
fliaht simulation. The more siqnificant ground, may predict a greater lift loss
results indicate an observable change in than will occur during actual flight. The
lift and pitching moment as the aircraft flight tests of the S/MTD clarified the
transitions through ground effects on importance of simulating these dynamic
approach. As is shown in Figure 8 and 9, effects.
the greater lift loss and nose-up pitching
moment changes were observed at landing The same model used in the low speed jet
gear height on touchdown. These data were effects was modified to have heated air
combined with other data, including that (500"F) simulating the exhaust gases and
from the low speed high lift and low speed used in the inlet reingestion tests (26) to
high angle-of-attach tests, to derive the evaluate the level of exhaust flow
appropriate control laws that gave more ingestion in the inlet during landing.
than adequate control of the aircraft Results (Figure 10) from the tests indicate
during landing approach and roll out. The the difficulty of maintaining zero
was accomplished using a combination of the ingestion during roll out. The temperature
aerodynamic controls and the rotating vanes rise parameter (TRP) can be related to a
of the 2-D nozzles. Reference 25 gives percentage increase in temperature at the
more detail on how these changes varied engine face, whereas the reverser mass flow
with aircraft speed, angle-of attack, ratio is an indicator of ground roll
sideslip angle, and nozzle pressure ratio. velocity. An increase in mass flux ratio
Also diecussed are changes in directional correlates with a decrease in ground speed.
stability and rudder effectiveness which As can be seen, maintaining the desired no
were strongly influenced by the exit angle flow ingestion (TRP=O) is very much
of flow through the upper rotating vanes, dependent on aircraft speed and the angle

of the lower rotating vanes. It is obvious
from these reingestion results and those of
the low speed jet effects test that the



schedule for moving the rotating vanes, program emphasizes an optimization of the
especially the lower ones, during approach cruise and combat modes which in turn has
and ]Nnding i- dependent on many factors, highlighted the different flying qualities
The current schedule is a function of pitch required for these modes. During an
attitude and airspeed. initial evaluation of the control laws

developeA for these modes on both the fixed
LW A and moving base simulators, Level 1 flying

--. ,WEAVN Aqualities were attained for the general

0 _ ---'a . ,-'.3 maneuvering task; however, the fine
S-"tracking task received an unsatisfactory

Level 2 at all flight conditions. An
015 - -- - improvement in the aircraft tracking

TIy FAE ..... characteristics was reached with the
development of a technique that increases
the apparent lift due to angle of attack
term in the pitch rate response. Further

005 !simulation results indicated a considerable
I improvement in pitch control and the

stall attainment of Level 1 flying qualities for
,4 2 IS T the precision tracking task.RSREVR°MAMAS FLUX RATIO

The STOL mode landing task has required the
Figure 10. Engine Face Temperature development of decoupled longitudinal and

Variation (Ref. 26) airspeed control laws (29). Precise
airspeed control on approach is obtained by

3.2 Simulations varying the thrust, using the movable
rotating vanes. Pitch control is the

As previously discussed, the data base result of a combined use of the stabilator,
obtained from the wind tunnel tests plus canard, trailing edge flaps and
existing F-15 flight data were used to asymmetrical movement of the top and
develop the control laws for the different bottom rotating vanes.
control modes (Figure 11). Several
simulations were conducted to prove the Results of the piloted simulations of the
acceptability of the control laws and to approach and landing tasks indicate
check that the different control modes acceptable flying qualities, even with an
would perform as expected. The objectives increased pilot workload due to simulated
of these simulations included control law moderate turbulence and crosswinds up to 30
development, evaluation of flying knots. A significant improvement over
qualities, verification of current fighter capabilities noted by the
hardware/software interfaces, refinement of simulation pilots was the airspeed control
the pilot/vehicle interface and pilot feature. Moomaw and Lowry (29) conclude
training. Both fixed base and moving base that the multivariable design and analysis
simulators were used. The manned methods were successfully applied in the
simulations tasks included up and away development of the control law modes that
flight in the conventional, cruise and integrate the propulsion controls into the
combat modes plus takeoff, approach and IFPC system. These are the STOL, CRUISE
landing in the STOL mode. Included in and COMBAT mode longitudional axes. The
these simulations, when required, were the resulting design gives the required
aerodynamic ground effects on approach and performance without being too complex for
landing, landing gear brake usage and nose implementation.
wheel steering and differential use of the
engines for asymmetric thrust forces and 3.3 Propulsion Systems Tests
moments.

Shown in Figure 12 are the major propulsion
Discussed in two different reports is an component and systems tests conducted to
evaluation and the simulation results of develop and substantiate the
precise flight path control plus pitch flightworthiness of the S/MTD engine/nozzle
attitude during fine tracking (28) and the system. One of the more critical tests to
development and simulation results of the be conducted early in the S/MTD program was
coupled longitudinal and airspeed control the evaluation of the nozzle internal
laws for the STOL landing task (29). As aerodynamics. Prior to this test, there
pointed out by Bland et al (28), the S/MTD was a very limited data base on the

internal flow characteristics of two-
Governmet MCAI -- w nea H dimensional exhaust nozzles. The data
SimuIamoas Simulat ons Analysis Anasis Analysis (e.g., discharge coefficients) from this

test were used to establish the schedule
for the convergent and divergent flaps, the
arc valve and the rotating vanes (Figure

SIMTO SOF Ael _ Low Speed Jit 13) so that the correct effective exhaust
SEffects Test area is maintained to ensure stall-free

con"Iftil" Sengine operation. Other useful information
MO" AATest from the tests included internal static
STOL pressures that were used to verify the
1 i"speedJt loads predicted for the nozzle structure

F-19 0FN9 Crissfc"•° Eff'ets Test and actuation system.

Several component tests were conducted to
Figure 11. Data Base for Control Law support the development and to verify the

Development design of the flightweight two-dimensional



nozzle. These included structural tests of fabrication of the force measurement
the titanium honeycomb beams, pressure loss systems.
tests of the nozzle cooling system and
tests to evaluate creep forming of titanium Convergen F
honeycomb. Tests to support the F---H"g
development and flightworthiness of the
nozzle control system included evaluations
of both the hardware and software of the ITwb0n
nozzle controller, along with appropriate
tests of the nozzle's hydraulic actuators. -- --

. ..... . F

T : L- R W W V f . P

S .. Figure 13. ozzle Functional Features

_3.4 "Iron Bird" Simulations

S• A control system loads and response
characteristics simulator (i.e., "Iron

[•.••T--Bird") was used to determine the structuralt and dynamic characteristics and limitations
lof the complete control system. All

elements of the full scale S/MTD control
system were used, including the exhaust
nozzle and engine controls, to validate the

. totally integrated control functions. the

S five test phases conducted on the "Iron
Bird" were an integration and interface

Figure 12. S/MTD Propulsion System test, a hydraulic test, an open loop test,
Tests a closed ioop test and an actuator built-

in-test (BIT) evaluation. Some of the more

important objectives of this series of
Further evaluation of the two-dimensional tests were to:
nozzle and its control system was
accomplished during the full scale Verify power for IFPC system
engine/nozzle system tests. These components
development and flightworthiness tests were Verify cockpit and FPCS
conducted in both a sea level engine test interfaces
stand and an engine altitude simulation • Verify functional operation of
facility. The more critical test hydraulic systems
objectives were: Verify operation of IFPC/

hydraulic interfaces
Verification of the structural Verify Throttle Servo Operation

design • Demonstrate emergency operation
iEvaluation of performance and of the hydraulic system

operability Verify IFPC system stability
F Optimiuti ion of the nozzle Determine the magnitude of

control system uncommanded motion in the control
a Evaluation of the cooling air systems

distribution Determine overall system
d l Verification of the throttle frequency responses from sensors

operation to actuators
s Demonstration of engine stability Determine control mode, power and
f Demonstration of hardware signal failure transients

durability
3.5 Hardware-in-the-Loop t HILe Simulation

Following sea level acceptance tests for
the two flight test engine/nozzles, there Another test series to verify the
was an integrated test of the aircraft and integration of flight hardware of the
engine systems conducted prior to the first digital control systems and the Operational
flight with the two-dimensional nozzles. Flight Program (OFP), and also provide

pilot familiarization and training was
The testing of engines that utilize conducted on a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL)
reversing and vectoring created Some new Simulation. The tests utilized a fixed
demanding requirements on jet engine test base simulator along with the IFPC test
facilities. The capability to reverse and benches, the FPCS test console and the
vector in the altitude facility required a nozzle controller (NC) test interface unit.
complete new test scheme to capture the The flight hardware items used were the
flow and direct it out through the central computer, the Flight Path Control
exhausters. Accurate measurement of forces Set (FPCS), the Nozzle Controllers and the
other than in the axial direction also Multi-Purpose Display Processor that was
required a complete redesign and new installed in the aircraft cockpit.



Some of the specific simulation objectives 0., _ --

were to:Vo.) 0 - -

Verify hardware/software NX (9-8)0.4 - .... [ -

interfaces 0 3
Provide confirmation of the 0.210.1 . . . . . . . . . .

control laws 0
Verify the adequacy of failure 0.7 0.0 09 1.0 1.1 1.2 1,3 14 15

accommodation MACH

Provide verification of the OFP
Provide pilot training
Verify cockpit controller and ..
display information 1.o0
Establish emergency flight MACH 0.9

procedures o.i ..

4.0 FLIGHT TESTS 0.4
0 5 10 1 20 25 30 35 40 45

TIME (SEc)

An initial series of flights using only the

conventional mode control laws were flown
with axisymmetric nozzles installed to Figure 14. S/MTD Deceleration
obtain a functional check of the aircraft
subsystems, including the calibration of flight reverser operability was verified by
airspeed and angle-of-attack reversing on one engine initially at Mach
instrumentation, to provide information for 0.8 at 30,000 and 40,000 ft. After that
the flutter clearance of the canard initial verification, reversing has only
surfaces and to verify no canard induced been commanded on both engines. The
aircraft flutter mechanisms. Following reversing envelope was expanded to Ml.6,
installation of the two-dimensional (2D) with parameter identification maneuvers and
nozzles, there were flights to clear a data analysis at MO.9 and 1.2. Figure 14
limited flight envelope to allow a ferry shows the deceleration capability of S/MTD
flight from the contractor's facility to configuration compared with a production F-
the Air Force Flight Test Center. The 2D 15 chase plane with speed brake deployed
nozzle flights were begun with a vector and flight idle thrust setting. It is also
only capability and then completed with the worth noting that this does not represent
capability to vector and reverse, the maximum reverse thrust of the S/MTD

nozzles. The forward vane angle (reverse
4.1 2D Flight Test Results thrust) has to be software limited at

supersonic speeds to maintain vertical tail
The first flight with the 2D engines was bending moments within strength limits.
successfully flown on 10 May 1989. More reverse thrust could be available by
Following successful accomplishment of strengthening the vertical tails, or by
engine operability checks, testing avoiding the interference in the design of
proceeded toward verification of flutter a new configuration.
margins established during the axisymmetric
testing. Due to the close similarity of Buildup flights were also performed to
external aircraft configurations between evaluate the SLAND mode handling qualities,
the axisymmetric and 2D, only the critical and also to demonstrate a maximum
flutter test conditions (0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and performance landing. Touchdown dispersion
0.95M/5K feet) were tested. Results from in the SLAND mode has been consistent with
these tests did not significantly differ the design goal of a "box" 60 ft long by 20
from results obtained during the ft wide. Data were accumulated for
axisymmetric flutter evaluation, clearing comparison of all three flaps-down modes.
the 2D configuration throughout the
previously cleared flight envelope. Thrust reversing is also the major factor

in achieving the short landing distance.
Further flight test focused on expanding The final approach is made with the engine
the subsonic enhanced mode envelope for up at 100% RPM, the nozzle exhaust closed and
and away flight (CRUISE and COMBAT modes). the efflux controlled by the reverser vane
Handling Qualities During Tracking (HQDT) deflection. Nozzle design requirements
tests were accomplished in both modes using specified that the vanes be able to go from
a 3g cooperative target with excellent the nominal approach position to full
results, reverse in less than 1 second. At

touchdown, the pilot can select reverse
CONVENTIONAL and COMBAT mode pilot ratings thrust which commands the top vanes to
are all Level 1 for tracking, while the their full forward deflection and the lower
CRUISE mode (designed for flight path vanes to an angle determined by two
control) is actually better than the schedules. An angle-of-attack schedule
expected level 2 ratings; see Reference 30 ensures rotation to a three-point attitude
for further discussion of pilot comments (31) and an airspeed schedule prevents hot
and preferences. More important from a gas reingestion. In addition, the pilot
designer's viewpoint, pilot comments in can select an Autobrake function which
support of the small differences shown were gives maximum anti-skid braking after
exactly the same as in the ground-based touchdown. Measured landing distance of
piloted simulations. less than 1500 ft is half the dry runway

capability of an F-15, and the wet runway
Thrust reversing was functionally verified landing distance was demonstrated to be
first in taxi tests building up in speed less than 1/3 of the F-15 value.
and the amount of reverse commanded. In-



The capability of thrust vectoring to 5.0 LESSONS LEARNED
enhance takeoff rotation was also
demonstrated. It is possible to maintain a The development of the STOL & Maneuver
precise two-point attitude at steady taxi Technology Demonstrator has spanned ten
speeds as low as 40kts. Figure 15 shows years from formulation of the design
the takeoff distances that can be achieved requirements through the final flight test.
using different rotation speeds - rotating In that time the team has documented many
too soon incurs a loss of acceleration due lessons (references 32-36 address specific
to the additional drag and longer topics in more detail). Since we are using
distances. The optimum takeoff distance is judgement with hindsight, these lessons
approximately 25% less than a production F- learned range from someone else's lesson
15 at similar conditions. The re-learned, through interpretation of
benefits of vectoring have also been specifications to a speculation as to why
quantified up and away at low speeds. things worked or did not work.
Envelope expansion was done to 30" angle of
attack. Pitch captures and nose-down 5.1 Management
recovery maneuvers from 30* AOA were flown
back-to-back in CONVENTIONAL and COMBAT An old lesson was revalidated on this
modes to evaluate the effectiveness of program, i.e. all the contractor project
thrust vectoring. Figure 16 illustrates personnel were located in the same
the additional pitch rate capability building. Some things that seemed to be
available in a recovery from high angle new at the time are now more widely
attack, and also the quicker onset. The accepted. One example is the treatment of
figure also shows that the control laws integration as a technology by itself. In
have not been optimized for maximum order to guarantee the "Integrated" in the
effectiveness - the responses converge to IFPC system, a Control System Integration
the same steady state pitch rate. The Board (CSIB) was formed at the start of the
S/MTD program was initiated as a full- contract. The CISB was co-chaired by the
envelope demonstration without any high- government Chief Engineer and McAir's
angle-of-attack emphasis. A simple linear controls Integration Manager, with
gradient of pitch rate command vs membership by representatives of all
deflection was used, and would obviouzly be technical functions and subcontractors.
changed in application. The agenda was to review all the various

components that were being integrated into
Take-OffDietance (1) the IFPC system. Attendees represented

12001 McAir different functional areas, all the
major subcontractors and different
Government agencies. The Interface Control
Sheets are defined in one-on-one meetings

100 between Contractor and the various
suppliers. In any complex system there are
likely to be indirect effects of one

1oo0 component on some other, apparently
unrelated component or function. the
rationale behind the CSIB was to address

*00 integration questions as early as possible,
and also to involve all the Subcontractors
and Subsystem Managers in the discussions,
so as to uncover any possible indirect

Soo! effects. Government participation was also
o0 so 70 60 90 t00 an integral part of the meeting, and

Rotation Velocity (KIAS) frequently provided timely interpretation
of Statement of Work requirements. Other

Figure 15. Takeoff Distance with engineering representatives gained a
Thrust Vectoring familiarity with the system that they would

later be responsible for clearing for
0 flight. Similarly, the AF Flight Test

Center personnel became knowledgeable on
the system they would be testing, as well
as ensuring that the test requirements were

OA-0 understood during the design process.

PIOCH DOWN Faced with managing a complex integration

(DEGREES I SEC) process, a formal Integration Board is a
necessity not a luxury, with all Subsystem

-20 Managers, Suppliers and appropriate
Government representatives as attendees.

COMBAT MODE The Board should be responsible for
tracking the design, development and test
of each component, and the implementation

-30 and verification of each interface.
0 1.0 2.0 Deliberations should be required to bring

TIME (SECONDS) into view any problem or area of concern,
so that all Board attendees can assess
possible interactions with their area of

Figure 16. Pitch Response with Thrust responsibility, or where appropriate,
Vectoring potential solutions to "system" problems

which may involve components other than
those which encountered the anomaly.

4'



Stress should be placed on including all complex or conventional. The combined
components and interfaces in the design approach, however, provides a more
discussions, since a system problem can be rational method of trading off performance
generated by a component which is for acceptable system complexity.
performing well within the performance
boundaries specified for it as a unit. The Reference 34 is a documentation of the
meetings should be detailed technical special interpretation or other criteria
working meetings (not committee meetings) that were required to produce Level 1
with the agenda and frequency driven by flying qualities for all flight phases.
addressing current and future integration The desire for optimum air-to-air tracking
questions. Conversely any suggestion of characteristics required careful
unwilling participation or "too busy to interpretation of the available pitch axis
attend" should raise a red flag to the criteria, but required a new criterion for
managers responsible for the integration the lateral/directional axes. New criteria
process, were also proposed for achieving precise

touchdown capability, although further
5.2 2D Nozzle research is needed to define the inter-

relationship of the pitch and speed axis
When the S/MTD program was formulated, requirements and also the tradeoff of
there were questions about the utility of a required control bandwidth vs touchdown
2-D thrust reversing and vectoring nozzle. precision.
It is now clear that such a multi-function
nozzle can be integrated into a supersonic The S/MTD landing performance was to be
fighter with performance benefits. Pitch achieved in crosswinds up to 30kts with
tnrust vectoring has also been flown on the wind shear and turbulence as defined in the
YF-22, and thrust reversing can be military flying qualities specification. A
considered a viable design option. A significant amount of piloted simulation
lesson learned on a detail design level is was devoted to this problem. All the
that it is critical to forecast the correct simulations and the early flight tests
flight usage for the ground testing. A indicated Level I flying qualities. It was
composite flight test usage was defined for a surprise, therefore, when a CONVENTIONAL
use in an Accelerated Mission Test (AMT) to mode landing in gusty conditions showed
provide flight clearance for the nozzles. indications of stabilator rate limiting.
During the AMT, a serious wear condition There was no apparent effect on flying
occurred when the nozzle made a transition qualities, but a stabilator gain reduction
from vane operation to conventional thrust was implemented to eliminate any potential
while at a high power setting. Such problems. The condition could only be
transitions had to be minimized during the repeated in flight using a flaps-down
flight test program. Conversely, a target tracking test maneuver to increase
transition from afterburner to vane pilot gain. Reference 33 documents a
operation was not included in the AMT. piloted simulation evaluation of the
This caused a minor nozzle failure when it problem, continuous turbulence could not
was done in flight, and is no longer replicate the rate limiting. The lesson
allowed in the flight test program. As an learned from this experience is a proposed
aside, this nozzle failure validated the model combining discrete gusts with
failure accommodation and reconfiguration continuous turbulence that provides a
logic of the IFPC system. The failed realistic system excitation for control law
nozzle reconfigured to a fail-safe mode design. Finally, control system hardware
(full open); the other nozzle reconfigured and software lessons learned are contained
to the conventional thrust mode and the in Reference 35.
aircraft made a routine landing.

5.4 Pilot Vehicle Interface
Many of the lessons learned on this nozzle
are applicable to the first-generation, A very simple lesson was learned in this
one-of-a-kind article. A Propulsion System area. The mission avionics that are on a
Integration Board similar to the Control tactical fighter facilitates the on-board
System Integration Board helped to keep all generation of all required guidance to land
participants aware of problems and progress on a designated touchdown point. In normal
during the design, fabrication and ground peacetime operation this will enhance
testing of the propulsion system. overall situational awareness, providing a

subjective increment in safety. It can
5.3 IFPC System backup the ILS and enhance landings in

marginal weather conditions. In combat
The Statement of Work required integration operations, it removes the dependence on
of all possible control effectors, so the ground-based radiation and provides
use of multivariable control theory was significant flexibility in the landing
strongly encouraged. In the actual design strips that can be used.
process, McAir used classical design
techniques and Honeywell used a Linear 6.0 CONCLUSIONS
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) technique.
Reference 32 contains lessons learned, the An overall "lesson learned" is that the
primary one being that a combined design S/MTD program has generated flight test
approach is more efficient than either one data to validate four specific
individually. The final implementation is technologies:
LQG for the enhanced mode longitudinal
axes, and classical for the conventional 2-D thrust vectoring and
mode longitudinal axes and all lateral/ reversing nozzle
directional axes. To some extent this
follows the definition of requirements as
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1. SUMMARY 3. INTRODUCTION
A generic matrix of propulsion force accounting The traditional approach to an air vehicle configuration
procedures has been developed from a survey of the U.S. study requires an assessment of the installed propulsion
aerospace community. The matrix includes definitions system performance. This assessment is accomplished
for propulsion system and control volume boundary by or supported by the propulsion integration specialist
specification. Aerodynamic reference conditions are through various analysis techniques. The resulting thrust
also discussed relative to off-design performance. The and propulsion related drag estimates are then
advantages and disadvantages of each of the force combined with the airframe lift and drag (estimated by
accounting procedures are discussed as they apply to the aerodynamicist) through a force accounting
some typical hypersonic force accounting problems. procedure to yield the vehicle net forces and mcments

and ultimately the vehicle mission performance. For

2. LIST OF SYMBOLS highly integrated hypersonic vehicles, the definition of
A flow area an appropriate force accounting procedure can depend
AO freestreamn flow area on a number of factors. Propulsion integration schemes,AC freestcapuream area engine cycles, vehicle development maturity, analysis
AC inlet capture area methodology/accuracy, and personal preference all
API aero-propulsioninterface influence the selection of the force accounting
EAI engine-airframe interface procedure. Knowledge of existing procedures and the
F stream thrust specific applications to which they are best suited will
Ssurface pressure and shear integral help the propulsion and aerodynamics disciplines avoid

FADD additive drag common pitfalls.

FNP net propulsive force
AL incremental propulsive lift 4. DISCUSSION
AM incremental propulsive moment Force accounting is the procedure by which the air
M Mach number vehicle components and the forces that act on them are
m massflow defined and categorized as either aerodynamic or
P pressure propulsion related. Each discipline (aerodynamics or
S vehicle or streamtube surface area propulsion) is then responsible for determining the
V velocity forces and moments on components which are assigned
a angle of attack to them. However, identifying the propulsion system of
6 ramp or cowl angle a highly integrated hypersonic vehicle is not a trivial
p density matter. Consider first the unintegrated Mach 5 cruise
r shear stress aircraft shown in Figure la. The inlet, engine, and nozzle
Il engine throttle setting which are contained in the propulsion nacelles are

distinctly separate from the basic airframe. Since the
Subscripts aerodynamic and propulsion components have little

influence on each other, the aerodynamicist and
RAM freestream stream thrust station propulsion analyst can conduct independent
RI first ramp stream thrust station assessments easily. Conversely, an integrated Mach 5
COWL inlet cowl plane stream thrust station cruise vehicle is shown in Figure lb. Here, the various
E. FACE engine face stream thrust station vehicle components are designed to have mutually
THROAT nozzle throat stream thrust station beneficial interaction. For example, the vehicle
G nozzle exit stream thrust station forebody provides a significant amount of compression

of the propulsion streamtube. It also has a large
planform area which generates lifting forces and



Second, continuity is lost between preliminary
propulsion system analyses and scale test results during
the vehicle development process. The type of
information required for the selected force accounting
procedure may not be obtaiaable durhug the test. Also.
the measured quantities from the test may provide some
but not all of the force components determined in the
preliminary analysis. For example, a detailed inlet dak'
breakdown of several components (bleed, bypass,
additive, etc.) is difficult to obtain from wind tunnel
force balance measurements. Typically, the balance only
measures the total drag level. This limits the extent to
which the accuracy of the preliminary analysis methods

Figure la. Pod Mounted Mach 5 Cruise Vehicle can be verified by the test results.

Third, insight into the effects of vehicle performance

from component design parameters may be sacrificed.
Each discipline naturally wants to use a procedure which
yields the most visibility into their respective
performance sensitivities. Unfortunately, the various
force accounting procedures are able to highlight only
certain performance effects. A procedure which allows
the propulsion analyst to determine the sensitivity of
forebody compression and aft surface expansion on
thrust may not allow the aerodynamicist to optimize the
lift to drag ratio.

It is evident that a single best force accounting
Figure lb. Integrated Mach 5 Cruise Vehicle procedure has not yet been devised. In fact, the results

of past standardization efforts have not been universally
pitching moments. The aft expansion surface is designed adopted by the aerospace industry. An alternative
for optimum thrust, but it generates important approach described herein is to gather all proposed
contributions to lift and pitching moments as well. Thus force accounting procedures into a generic force
the forebody and aft expansion surface are key accounting matrix. The matrix would accommodate a
components in both the airframe aerodynamics and the majority of hypersonic airbrcathing vehicles at all Mach
propulsion cycle, and their proper integration is numbers because the procedures are drawn from many
necessary to the success of the vehicle design. existing applications. With this approach, the
Consequently, the aerodynamic or propulsion propulsion integration engineer is afforded the
components arc somewhat ambiguously defined. This flexibility to select the procedure which is best suited to
hampers the ability of the aerodynamic and propulsion the situation. The problems discussed above can be
disciplines to conduct independent assessments. minimized because transformation to other procedures

The result of the ambiguous hypersonic propulsion is easily accomplished.
system definition is the usage of many dissimilar force
accounting procedures in the hypersonic propulsion 5. HYPERSONIC FORCE ACCOUNTING
community. This lack of force accounting INTERFACES
standardization presents several problems. As indicated by the previous discussion, propulsion

First, evaluation of competing configurations becomes force accounting involves the definition and separation
difficult if not impossible when unique procedures are of propulsion and aerodynamic force generating
used for each configuration. Key propulsion surfaces on the vehicle. Also, a control volume
performance parameters for hypersonic flight, such as specification is necessary to determine engine forces.
specific impulse and excess thrust, may not be directly This is because a direct integration ofpressure and shear

comparable due to differing definitions of thrust and stress on complicated internal engine components is
propulsion related drag. Moreover, the detailed analysis normally not practical even with state of the art
information required to normalize these performance computational fluid dynamics.4 To circumvent this
parameters to a common definition is usually not problem, the conservation of momentum equation is

reported. employed to deduce the engine forces as the change in
momentum between appropriately selected control
volume boundaries.
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Thus two force accounting interfaces must be specified: freestream, bozzle exit, etc.) where the fluid stream
one for the separation of propulsion and aerodynamic thrust is known. An example of the EAI is also shown in
surfaces and another for the engine control volume Figure 2, again with the two-dimensional simplification.
boundaries. These interfaces form the basis of the The example shows that the engine forces are the
generic force accounting matrix and are described in difference in stream thrust between the engine face and
detail below. the nozzle throat.

EAI can be considered the portion of the propulsion
5.1 Aero-Propulsion Interface (API) system forces which are supplied by the engine
The separation of aerodynamic and propulsion surfaces company. That is, the engine company provides cycle
will be called the aero-propulsion interfacc (API). It is decks, tabular data, or thrust stand data in the form of
the main division of primary responsibility between the net engine forces between the EAI boundaries. It should
aerodynamics and propulsion disciplines. This does not be clear that the API defines the entire propulsion
imply division of responsibility between the airframe system, and the EAI defines that portion of the
company and the engine company, because the engine propulsion system which is provided by the engine
may be considered only a part of the propulsion system. company. The airframer propulsion analyst must
An example of an API is shown in Figure 2, where the analyze the retuainder of the propulsion system.
propulsion analyst is responsible for determining the
forces and moments on the ramps, internal surfaces, and 53 Aero-Reference Conditions (ARC's)
aft expansion surface. In certain situations, operation of the propulsion system

The two-dimensional vehicle representation is a drastic can have an influence on the flowfield about
simplification, and a real configuration will require a aerodynamic surfaces. These influences result from
complex three-dimensional specification of the API. engine airflow throttling and propulsion system variable
Also the interface boundaries may change with Mach geometry, which can change forebodylinlet compression
number, angle of attack, and engi,1 airflow. These shock strengths and nozzle plume expansion
details will be borne out later, characteristics. Exterior cowl surface pressures are

predominantly affected, especially if variable cowl flaps
5.2 Engine-Airframe Interrace (EAI) are employed. Also, the forebody flow is influenced by5.e EntrnelAirfrme Intprfachutiue e e engine throttling at subsonic freestream conditions.
The control volume approach utilized to deduce engine Other minor affects are possible as well, such as exhaiust

forces brings about another interface, called the O w influ e c on possing a s in th as e gi on.

engine-airframe interface (EAI). The control volume flow influence on trimming surfaces in the tail region.

boundaries define this interface and are usually
specified as propulsion strcamtube stations (ie.

AERO-PROPULSION INTERFACE (API)

DEFINES AURFRAME FORCES AS EITHER

PROPULSION OR AERODYNAMIC RESPONSIBILTY
AT THE AERO REFERENCE CONDITIONS

- ------------ - - -------- AEROOYNAMICS RESPONSIBLITY

PROPULSON RESPONSIBILITY

ENGINE-AIRFRAME INTERFACE (EAI)

DEFINES PROPULSION STATIONS WHERE

THE CHANGE IN FLUID MOMENTUM IS USED

TO DEDUCE THE ENGINE PROPULSIVE FORCES

RATHER THAN PRESSURE AND SHEAR INTEGRATION

CONTROL •OLUME

Figure 2. Definition of Force Accounting Interfaces
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Because the aerodynamicist is not responsible for propulsion models to determine the zeros for the
determining propulsive influences, aero-reference off-reference corrections. The ARC's do not have to
conditions (ARC's) are specified such that the represent any realistic propulsion operating condition,
aerodynamic forces are completely divorced from as the objective is to specify conditions which are easily
propulsion effects relative to force accounting. and accurately reproduced.

The ARC's are specified as engine airflow and
propulsion system variable geometry position at each 5.4 Putting The Pieces Together
freestream condition. The change in forces felt on Finally, the net propulsive force FNp (parallel to the
aerodynamic surfaces due to propulsion system vehicle velocity vector), the incremental propulsive lift
operation at other than the ARC's are charged to AL (normal to the vehicle velocity vector), and the
propulsion as off-reference force corrections. incremental pitching moment AM, are the component
Therefore, the off-reference force corrections are sums of the forces generated on the primary propulsion
defined to be zero at the reference conditions. Figure 3 surfaces as defined by the API, plus any corrections due
is an example of typical ARC's and illustrates the to propulsion system operation at off-reference
off-reference force corrections applied to the exterior conditions. All other forces on the vehicle are charged
cowl. In the example, all variable geometry has a to aerodynamics. The EAI governs who (the airframer
reference position, the inlet flow is started (critical inlet or the engine company) provides specific components
flow), and the nozzle pressure ratio is set by the of FNp, AL, and AM.
unrestricted passage of the inlet flow in the duct aft of Using these definitions for force accounting interfaces,
the inlet throat (flow through nozzle pressure ratio). The aigenese matiof aor force accountingoff-efeenc corectonsmay e afuntionof ach a generalized matrix of all proposed force accounting
off-reference corrections may be a function of Mach procedures was developed using inputs from therkm:ber, angle-of-attack, inlet airflow, nozzle pressure prcdrswsdvlpe uig inus rm h
raio, and rle geometr settirflo, nozzlepraerospace community. To accomplish this, a survey was
ratio, and variable geometry settings. conducted as discussed below.

Specification of the ARC's are important for CFD and
wind tunnel testing. Aerodynamic analysis of numerical 6. FORCE ACCOUNTING SURVEY RESULTS
or test models at the aero-reference conditions saves
considerable computer or wind tunnel expenses because The industry survey was conducted to obtain details of
the variation of aerodynamic forces and moments as a those surey iclude curmatly ing usent
function of propulsion operation is eliminated. Thus the U.S. The survey included information about current
aerodynamicist does not need to simulate propulsion hypersonic vehicle configurations being analyzed,operation. The propulsion analyst is responsible for engine cycles, type of propulsion integration, and the

peproducing The aero-resioerenalys citireonsinbhe f force accounting details. Responses were received from
five major airframe companies. Also, over 500 literature
sources were reviewed for additional information.

PROPULSION CHARGED SURFACES AT AERO REFERENCE CONDITION

O CRITICAL INLET FLOW AND INLET RAMP IN

REFERENCE POSITION

o FLOW THRU NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO

r - o VARIABLE NOZZLE COWL IN REFERENCE POSITION

AERODYNAMICS RESPONSIBIUTY

PROPULSION RESPONSIBILITY

PROPULSION CHARGED SURFACES AT NON AERO REFERENCE CONDITION

"o VARIABLE INLET RAMP ANGLE INCREASED

"o NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO INCREASED

PRIMARY PROPULSION RESPONSIBILITY

• _............ AERO SURFACES HAVING A DELTA FORCE DUE TO

PROPULSION OFF-REFERENCE OPERATION

Figure 3. Typical Aco-Reference Conditions



Figure 4 shows the API's that are in the survey database. The third API begins propulsion accounting at the inlet
A description of the propulsion charged surfaces and cowl plane, or inlet aperture, and extends to the aftbody.
comments about particular advantages or disadvantages This means the interface is well defined and remains
are included, constant with respect to freestream conditions. In
In [be first API, ideally all surfaces wetted by the general, the inlet aperture will not be planar but a
propulsive streaPItube are charged to propulsion. In three-dimensional locus of points. Again, the propulsion

some responses to the survey, the actual forebody and analysis starts in a complex flowfield. Also, since

aftbody wetted surface areas were determined, which aerodynamics accounts for the first ramp, more
requresstramlne racig o th prpulive off-reference corrections are required when the ramp isrequires streamline tracing of the propulsive variable.

streamtube. In this case, the API designation may

change with freestream condition if the propulsive The fourth API is similar to the third except that
streamtube changes shape. In other responses to the aerodynamics accounts for the internal surfaces up to
survey, the forebody and aftbody "propulsion areas" the inlet throat. This may require many off-reference
were pre-assigned prior to analysis. In this case, surfaces corrections when the ARC's are specified, especially if
not washed by the propulsion streamtube may be variable geometry is involved. Only one occurrence of
charged to propulsion anyway (or vice versa), the fifth API is in the survey database, which limits the
Off-reference corrections for this API are minimal, propulsion system to the internal surfaces between the

engine face and nozzle throat. The major disadvantageThe second API in the database starts propulsion of this API is that the off-reference corrections are

accounting at the first inlet compression ramp (which

may be arbitrarily specified) and extends to the aftbody; probably excessive. Because aerodynamics accounts for

the forebody is not counted as part of the propulsion the aft expansion surface, a correction is required at
every throttle setting, resulting in a 'powered" drag

system. If the first inlet ramp is not fully enclosed by polar.
sideplates, this API will also require streamline tracing
"along the ramp surface. Unfortunately, the propulsion
analysis is initiated in a complex flowfield which must be
obtained from aerodynamics.

Propulsion Definition Description Pro Con
* Prop Analysis Starts in Uniform * Aero Excludes Major Ufting

lRow Surfaces
•All Surfaces Wetted by

----- Propulsion Wtow * Minimum Corrections at * Interface is a Function of M, a 1
-- .Ppus.FlwOff-Reference Conditions

* Prop Includes Aft Thrust Surface
* Aero Includes Forebody Ufting * Aero Excludes Nozzle Uft & Trim

Surface
. Wetted Surfaces Aft of First Minimum Corrections at * Prop Analysis Starts in Complex

--- - - CompressionRamp Off-Reference Conditions Row

* Prop Includes Aft Thrust Surface * Interface is a Function of M, a, l
0 Aero Includes Forebody & Inlet •Aero Excludes Nozzle Uft & TrimSLifting Surfaces

- Wetted Surfaces Aft of Inlet * B undaris* Prop Analysis Starts in ComplexS..... Col Lp Boundary is Well Defined Flow
Cowl UpRO

SAero May Include Ramp
4 Prop Includes Aft Thrust Surface Variable Geometry
6 Aero Includes Forebody & Inlet * Aero Excludes Nozzle Uft & Trimj Lifting Surfaces

- Wetted Surfaces Aft of Engine * B undaisW Prop Analysis Starts in Complex
Face 0 Boundary is Well Defined Flow

* Extensive Corrections at
• Prop Includes Aft Thrust Surface Off-Reference Conditions
0 Aero Includes Major Ufting * Aero Excludes Nozzle Uft & Trim

Surfaces
* Wetted Surfaces Between * Prop Analysis Starts in Complex

Engine Face and Nozzle Throat * Boundary is Well Definced Flow

0 Extensive Corrections at
Off-Reference Conditions

Figure 4. Suvey Database Aero-Propulsion Interfaces
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Figure 5 illustrates the EAI's that are in the survey the survey responses. In many cases, off-reference
database. Three upstream boundaries and three corrections due to nozzle flow were admittedly
downstream boundaries have been considered in neglected. This indicates that either these corrections
various combinations. The upstream boundaries were assumed to be of negligible magnitude or they
include: freestream, inlet cowl plane, and engine face. could not be accurately determined.
The downstream boundaries include: nozzle throat,
nozzle cowl plane, and nozzle exit. The advantages and 7. FORCE ACCOUNTING MATRIX
disadvantages are similar to those in the API figure, DEVELOPMENT
except that the argument is between the airframer and The survey and literature search provided current force
engine company. The downstream boundary had only accounting procedures which when generalized are
one occurrence in the survey database, and the survey potentially applicable to the mijority of hypersonic
respondent indicated that it was not the preferred configurations. To this end, a force accounting matrix
method. was developed which includes the API's and EAI's
The term "engine face" is relative to turbomachinery discussed above, as shown in Figure 7. Some exceptions
based engine cycles and has no significance for open were taken, however. The nozzle throat API and the
duct engines. In this case, the combustor entrance will nozzle cowl EAI were not included in the matrix because
be the "engine face". Likewise, the term "nozzle throat" of their single occurrence in the survey database. These
does not have significance for scranijets, in which case exclusions are supported by negative comments from
the combustor exit will be the "nozzle throat". This the survey respondents. If a future growth in usage of
terminology allows the EAI to be generalized to any these interface types arises, they can certainly be
engine type. incorporated into the matrix. Also, a first inlet ramp

The ARC's included in the survey database are shown upstream EAI boundary was added to cover several

in Figure 6. In general, variable geometry (ramp and occurrences in the literature search. The matrix is

cowl flap angles specifically) has been specified at organized as four API families with four options for the

reference positions as a function of the freestream upstream stream thrust boundary and two options for

conditions. However, the reference flow conditions for the downstream stream thrust boundary. The matrix is

the inlet and nozzle were not consistently addressed in therefore generalized to all combinations of API's and
EAI's. Aerodynamic reference conditions were not
generalized because they were found to be too specific
to the vehicle configuration.

Control Volume Definition Description Pro Con
U Interface Starts in Uniform Flow * Streamline Tracing Required*Upstream:

Freestream * Simplest for AJrframer 0 Engine Company Needs Inlet
Performance Details

*Downstream
Nozzle Exit 0 Airframer Cannot Optimize Aft

Expansion

- Interface Starts in Uniform Flow * Streamline Tracing Required
* Upstream:

Freestream * Nozzle Boundary is Well Defined • Engine Company Needs Inlet
Performance Details

* Downstream
Nozzle Cowl Up * Airframer Can Optimize Part of

Aft Expansion

* No Streamline Tracing * Interface Boundaries in
Upstream: Complex FlowS~Engine Face E Boundary is Well Defined

* Downstream
Nozzle Nozzle * Airframer Can Optimize Part of

Aft Expansion

- No Streamline Tracing * Interface Boundaries in
* Upstream: Complex FlowInlet COwl Uip

C Boundary is Well Defined Engine Company Needs Inlet
* Downstream Performance Details

Nozzle Throat * Airframer Can Optimize Part of
Aft Expansion

Figure 5. Survey Database Engine-Airframe Interfaces
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Reference Conditions Description Pro Con

•Shock on U * Aero Drag Independent of * Off-Reference Correction at All
(AO/AC = 1.0) Shock Angle Off-Design Conditions

SOff-Reference Corrections at * Aero Force Calculations More
* Full Inlet Capture with Subcritical Operation Only Complex

Reference Ramp Angle
"(AO/AC = Critical) * Closely Simulates Aero Force * Specification of Reference

and Moment Model Ramp Angle

* Flow Thru Nozzle Pressure Ratio * Easily Produced Test Condtion * Aero Force Calculations More

with Reference Nozzle Geometry Aero Force and Complex
Moment Model

* Reference Nozzle Base Pressure * Aero Force Independent of * Nozzle Forces Must Be
(Pb,. = PW1) Nozzle Flow Removed From Aero Force and

Moment Model

* Assume Aero Forces * Simplest for Aero Force * Influence of Propulsion
Independent of Propulsion Flow Calculations Operation Neglected

Note: All variable geometry set at reference position.

Figure 6. Survey Database Acro-Reference Conditions

Options:
Force Accounting Family Aero-Propulsion Interface Engine-Airframe Interface

Entrance Exit

1) Freestream
SFreestream to Nozzle E.xit 2) First Inlet Ramp 1) Nozzle Exit

A___43__n_3) Inlet Cowl 2) Nozzle Throat
A 4) Engine Face

1)Freestreamn
SFirst Inlet Ramp to Nozie Exit 2~ First Inlet Ramp Nozzle Exit

3 Inlet Cowl 2 Nozzle Throat
B 4 Engine Face

1) Freestreamn
SE F NozzleEx 2) First Inlet Ramp 1) Nozzle Exit

n3) Inlet Cowl 2) Nozzle Throat

C 4~ Engine Face

1)Freestream
Inlet Cowl to Nozzle Exit 2 First Inlet Ramp 1) Nozzle Exit

3 Inlet Cowl 2) Nozzle Throat
D 4 Engine Face

Figure 7. Generic Force Accounting Matrix

I



Algebraic expressions for the net propulsive force can To avoid streamline tracing, many propulsion analysts
be found in Annex A for those who are interested in the assign a constant wetted area which is close to the design
force accounting matrix details. Expressions for situation so that the API specification does not change.
incremental lift and pitching moment are not included Then at off-design conditions, either some of the
because they do not add any new information. Deriving propulsive flow spills onto the adjacent aerodynamic
these expressions is simply a matter of resolving the surfaces, or some of the assigned propulsion surface is
force components along the desired axis. For example, not washed by propulsive flow. In the first case,
the nozzle exit stream thrust FG is a vector with off-reference corrections are required. In the second
components parallel and normal to the vehicle velocity, case, part of the propulsion surface forces may no' be
When net propulsive force is derived, it is assumed that accounted.
the parallel component is used, etc. For the EAT, the two-dimensional simplification results

in planar control volume boundaries for which flow
8. THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONSIDERATIONS momentum integration is straight forward. In three
The addition of the third dimension (width) to the API dimensions, the boundaries may not be planar, as is the
and EAI can make these interfaces very difficult to work case of the swept sidewall compression inlet (Figure 9).
with for some configurations. In two dimensions, The propulsion analyst must ensure that the momentum
propulsive wetted areas are assumed to remain term includes flow crossing all parts of the boundary,
unchanged with operating conditions. For including the spilled flow through the lower part of the
three-dimensional flow however, the wetted areas may aperture, and that the boundary does not involve
change on vehicles which have unconstrained external unaccounted streamtube forces.
compressions and expansions. For instance, Figure 8
shows the forebody of a typical scramjet vehicle at two
different freestream conditions: design angle of attack,
and some higher angle of attack. The wetted area
(shaded) is different for these two conditions because
the propulsion streamtube has changed shape.
Furthermore, the nozzle wetted area on the aftbody may
change with the plume expansion characteristics. Inco [Ing
Therefore, the API specification will be a function of the Momentum
operating conditions if it includes the forebody and
aftbody. The actual wetted area must be determined by Spilled
tracing streamlines in a computational fluid dynamics Momentu
solution or some type of flow visualization technique Momentum

during wind tunnel testing.

Figure 9. 3-D Cowl Plane Example

9. APPLICATIONS
The selection of an APF/EAI combination from the
matrix depends mainly upon three factors: 1) system
configuration, 2) analysis data characteristics, and 3)
analysis objectives. System configuration and analysis
objectives have more bearing on the API, while data
characteristics usually determine the most suitable EAt.

M = Md.sip, a = ad.ig One of the main arguments in terms of API selection is
whether lifting surfaces should be included in the
propulsion accounting. The other problem is the
difficulty in obtaining the desired force components with
existing analysis methods or test techniques. As usual,
data accuracy and cost of analysis are conflicting. This
section will illustrate through some common hypersonic
propulsion analysis examples the use of the force

M - mda' at > a ' accounting matrix.

Figure 8. Forebody Streamtube Wetted Areas
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9.1 Example 1 - Pod Mounted Turborainjet Mach 5 Assume first that the analysis is to determine sensitivity
Cruiser (Figure la) of aerodynamic parameters on mission performance, in
In this type of configuration, the effect of the weak which the propulsion analyst plays a support role. That
forebody shock on the inlet approach flow is usually is, the propulsion analyst is to provide some typical
corrected for local Mach number, total pressure, and turbojet and ramjet thrust data. API Family A is not a
angle-of-attack. The effect of the forebody shock on the good choice in this case because the exclusion of the
shape of the inlet streamtube is neglected, however. The forebody lift form aerodynamics may yield strange (even
most logical choice of API for this coniiguration is negative) lift data. Also, the propulsion analyst may not
Family B, which has propulsion accounting from the be willing to sign up to the task of determining the
inlet ramps to the nozzle internal surfaces (assuming the forebody wetted area. Family C or D are better choices
nozzle is not the single expansion ramp type). Family A because most of the major lift producing components
would involve forebody force terms which are essentially are accounted by aerodynamics. It will be easier for the
ztero since the propulsion flow does not wet the propulsion analyst to provide the required data because
forebody. Use of Family C or D would require the interface is not a function of the freestream
aerodynamics to determine forces on the internal inlet conditions.
surfaces which are clearly propulsion related. Also, the On the other hand, assume that the emphasis of the study
number of off-reference corrections required by is to determine propulsion parameter sensitivities. The
propulsion for Family C or D does not really reduce the propulsion analyst will want to know the effect of
propulsion analyst's amount of responsibility. forebody precompression on the propulsion cycle, so

The type of engine data used during the analysis will API Family A is the natural choice.
determine the EA. For typical uninstalled engine data, If the vehicle is under system development where the
net engine thrust is quoted as the difference in nozzle aerodyamics and ropulsion disciplines must work
gross thrust and freestream ram drag. Therefore, the aerodynamige pnd pAPI diy plne a good
freestream upstream boundary and the nozzle exit closely together, API Family B would be a good
downstream boundary result in the least complications. compromise between the to disciplines.
Additive drag from the ramps must be determined but Engine data format is again the key to the EAI selection.
this may be easier and more accurate than integrating If the propulsion analyst has the freedom to select any
pressure and shear on the ramps and sideplates. EAI, then it is desirable to keep the control volume
Because the inlet flow is two-dimensional (or boundaries within the propulsion system defied by the
axisymmetric), the shock structure and additive drag is API. Otherwise, additional terms need to be evaluated
easy to predict using oblique (or conical) shock theory. to prevent double bookkeeping (refer to Appendix A).
If CFD is used, the integration of pressure and shear can If the engine data format is mandated for some reason,
be done, but the accuracy of the shear stress estimate then the decision is already made and the propulsion
along the ramps and sideplates must be considered. It is analyst has to deal with the consequences. For example,
well documented that such calculations depend heavily suppose the engine data uses the frecstream upstream
on turbulence modelling. In its favor, the additive drag boundary and nozzle exit downstream boundary but the
integral does not involve shear stress. For testing selected-API is Family B. Some assumption about inlet
purposes, it is probable that ramp and sideplate forces and nozzle performance was made for the engine data
cannot even be measured directly by force balance which may not be compatible with the configuration
because of model size or complexity. Integration of being analyzed, and the propulsion analyst must
ramps and sideplate pressures from static taps still determine forebody forces and subtract them from the
requires a shear stress estimate. Thus an inlet massflow engine data to prevent double bookkeeping.
measurement (which automatically yields the Recallthataccuracy ofstreamthrustestimatesiscritical
freestream ram drag) and an additive drag estimate are to the accuracy of the deduced engine forces using thea good ofttheadeducedsenginee forces usingtthe
a good alternative. Using the nozzle downstream control volume approach. If the propulsion analysis calls
boundary assumes that the engine data includes all the for a flowfield averaging procedure (ie., going from a
effects of internal nozzle performance. If the nozzle is a 2-D or 3-D inlet flow to a 1-D engine deck), the
plug or single expansion ramp type, it may be desirable propulsion analyst will need to consider how the EAI
to use the nozzle throat downstream boundary and let boundaries will impact the accuracy of the stream thrust
the airframer determine the integrated nozzle forces. averaging. A boundary which has minimal flow

distortions is desirable in this case.
9.2 Example 2 - Highly Integrated Turboramjet
Mach 5 Cruiser (Figure 1b)
The propulsion system is more obscure in this case, so
the analysis objectives and the data characteristics will
drive the API selection.



9.3 Example 3 - Competing Configuration Audit 12. REFERENCES
This example is meant to show how and why the 1. Saleman, V., and Andrews, M., "Propulsion System4
procedure transformations are done. Assume that a Integration for Mach 4 to 6 Vehicles," AIAA Paper,
government agency is down selecting between two 24th Joint Propulsion Conference, Boston, MA., 1988.
contractor con-gurations. Configuration 1 uses API
Family B, and Configuration 2 uses API Family C. The 2. Hathaway, R.W., and Mack, J.T., "Propulsion
net propulsive force and associated performance System Characteristics and Force Accounting
parameters need to be compared, but Configuration 2 Options," Technical Operating Report 1, Air Force
will always have higher net propulsive force because the Contract F33613-87-C-3006.
ramp drag is not included.

The agency elects to perform a separate analysis using 3. Hathaway, R.W., and Mack, J.T., "Force

2-D Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) codes and a 1-D Accounting Equations," Technical Operating Report

cycle deck. The PNS solutions provide the surface 2, Air Force Contract F33615-87-C-3006.

pressure and shear integrals on all propulsive surfaces
except the scramjet, for which the cycle deck determines 4. Sulies, GIA., and Billig, F.S., "Force Accounting
the change in stream thrust between the engine face and for Airframe Integrated Engines," AIAA-87-1965,
nozzle throat. Thus the direct comparison of Washington, 1987.
Configuration 1 and 2 is done with API Family A and
the engine face to nozzle throat EA. To compare the
agency analysis with each contractor, the forebody 5. Lehrach, R.P.C., "Thrust/Drag Accounting for
surface pressure and shear integral is removed from Aerospace Plane Vehicles", AIAA-87-1966, 23rd Joint
Configuration 1 to get API Family B, and the forebody Propulsion Conference, Seattle, Washington, 1987.
and ramp surface pressure and shear is removed from 6. Numbers, K.E., "Hypersonic Propulsion System
Configuration 2 to get API Family C. Thus the agency Force Accounting", AK AA-91-0228, 29th Aerospace
has a valid comparison between each configuration, and Force Meeting, o,AIaa , 1991.
also an assessment of the individual contractors' analysis Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, 1991.
accuracy. 7. Thrust and Drag: Its Prediction and Verification.

Eugene E. Covert, Editor, Progress in Astronautics
10. CONCLUSIONS and Aeronautics, Volume 98, 1985.
The level of propulsion system integration required for
hypersonic flight vehicles usually results in somewhat
arbitrary definition of the propulsion system for vehicle
force analysis purposes. The large number of force
accounting procedures which are currently being used
by the industry attests to this. At first, a single standard
force accounting procedure appears to be an attractive
solution, but it is not likely that such a procedure will be
universally accepted by all involved. As shown by the
preceding examples, a single standard procedure may
not be advisable because of the inherent disadvantages
in certain situations. A generic force accounting matrix
which allows flexibility and guidance to select the
appropriate procedure in original research and
development efforts will help avoid these disadvantages.
The ability to make simple transformations helps those
organizations involved in configuration evaluation
efforts to arrive at accurate and meaningful
configuration comparisons.
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13. ANNEX A aerodynamics, then a double bookkeeping correction
The special notation for the force accounting must be applied to remove the aerodynamic forces from
expressions is as follows, the net propulsion force, and 3) as more of the vehicle

The pressure and shear force integrated over a vehicle is charged to aerodynamics, the more off-reference

surface is given by Equation (1). The so called stream corrections are required.

thrust integrated across a control volume boundary is
given by Equation (2). The "Z" and "F" terms are both
identified by appropriate subscripts to indicate their
location on the vehicle or within the propulsive
streamtube.

Q= f (P-P ' dS +rd (1)

S FRAM

F =f IpT P+ (P-Pee)}IdA (2)
A Last Caputured Streamline FADD

The additive drag of the inlet propulsive streamtube is FCOWL-FIAm =FAD--ZORBDY-O--NMP

given by Equation (3). The concept of additive drag and
its relation to propulsion surface forces is illustrated in IOREBODY+-AMP =FRAM--FCOWL+FADD

Figure Al. Additive drag occurs when the EAI control .%surface force = Astreamthrust + additive drag
volume encompasses the forebody or ramp surfaces and
the shocks do not focus on the inlet cowl lip. The extra
pressure force on the lower streamline must be
subtracted because it does not actually act on the Figure Al. Additive DragSchematic

vehicle. Additive drag is bookkept in the force
accounting expressions for the forebody and the ramps.

FADD = fstreamtube (P-Po.) dS (3)

The off-reference correction on an aerodynamic surface
are expressed as

AZI = Z3OPERAING - Z REFERENCE (4)

where 2REFERENCE is evaluated at the ARC's and

1OPERATING is evaluated at the actual analysis
conditions.

Other terms involving airflow allowances taken from or
added to the main propulsive streamtube (inlet
boundary layer bleed or blowing, environmental control
system, leakage, engine cooling, etc.) are usually
determined using the control volume approach. Since all
possible situations cannot be anticipated here, a single
term, FALLOWANCE, is added to each expression as a
place holder. In an actual application, the individual
forces associated with these allowances will need to be
bookkept.

The net propulsive force equations for each API family
are shown in Figures A2 through A5. The following
trends can be observed: 1) as the EAI boundaries move
closer to the engine, the additive drag terms are replaced
by surface pressure and shear integrals, 2) when the EAT
boundaries encompass surfaces which are charged to
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Integration of Turbo - Ramjet Engines for Hypersonic Aircraft
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P. O. Box 801160

D-8000 MUrnchen 80

Summary-

The integration of turbo-ramjet engines for hypersonic
transport vehicles operating in the Mach 0 to 6+ regime
represents one of the most important development tasks.
This paper presents a survey over the variety of inter-
acting problem areas and faculties, which have to be
integrated to lead to an optimized propulsion/airframe
system.

The influence of the forebody flowfield on airframe and SYSTEM ts1

propulsion system is adressed. The precompression in-
creases the net thrust at high speeds considerably and re-
duces inlet/engine airflow mismatch. On the other hand
relevant forebody design may change aerodynamic and co~e M,,l,.,.

structural characteristics to the worse.

The severe demands to the nozzle, ieading to the selection Dt,.U, Co ,
of the single ramp type with a largL nozzle exit area are
discussed. During transonic flight the nozzle runs far off- Fig. 1-1 Propulsion Integration Tasks
design, producing high forces in the downward direction
resulting in strong nose up moments. Some methods to Whereas aircraft with maximum Mach number below 4
improve this situation by the use of bypass and boundary tend to be optimized with podded propulsion systems
layer flows are proposed. Calculations of nozzle/aftbody kSST), for the higher Mach numbers, as discussed here,
flows show extreme variations in gross-thrust vector highly integrated propulsion/airframe-systems are con-
angle and position, leading to a considerable influence on sidered to be advantageous. As pointed out in fig. 1-2, the
aircraft trim and stability. These effects are compared to forebody of the aircraft is used to compress the airflow in
the moment characteristics of the airframe itself, front of the intake and thus - increasing the mass flow

Both examples show the demand for intense collaboration density - raises or even multiplies the thrust of the

between engine and airframe engineers to design an opti- propulsion system at hypersonic speeds. So the bottom

mized vehicle, side of the forebody may be treated as a part of the
airframe as well as a part of the propulsion system.

1. Introduction

A successful propulsion system integration is often desig- Podded
nated as one of the keys to hypersonic aircraft. Integrating
airbreathing propulsion systems into vehicles like the
lower stage of the Sanger leads to a manifold scope of
tasks which due to forebody-precompression, unsymmet-

rical variable intakes and thrust-nozzles exceed the usual
engine installation of subsonic aircraft by far and which
demands an intense harmonization between engine and
airframe companies / 1 /. Within this paper some ot hne
items, shown in figure 1-1 , as forebody flow and Highly integrated
precompression, fuselage nozzle extension being in
context with base drag reduction and thrust vector
definition and control are adressed.

Combined-cycle turbo ramjet propulsion systems for
application in hypersonic air vehicles have to be operated
efficiently from take-off up to the maximum required Expasion ramp
flight Mach number, which may exceed Mach 6, and -
what should not be overlooked - again during de- Ferebody precompressio
celeration, slowing down to landing.

Fig. 1-2 Propulsion Integration Concepts



High Mach operation and fuel efficient acceleration to this It is of effect on thrust, fuel consumption and weight of
final Mach number requires ultimate exhaust system turbo and ranjet engines via intake and boundary layer
performance due to the high sensitivity factor between diverter system.
gross thrust and net-thrust-minus-drag. To minimize In addition recovery, drag, size and weight of the intake
underexpanoion losses large nozzle exit areas are and boundary layer diverter system itself are strongly
indispensable, which may be materialized as an integral influenced by the entering flow field. Some of these
part of the airplane to reduce the weight of the exhaust
system. For instance the lower side of the airframe- propulsion related features are explained in the following.
afterbody may build the single expansion ramp for the At supersonic and even more at hypersonic speeds the
exhaust gases (fig. 1-2). On the other hand these large shock system at the forebody compresses the flow in front
nozzles have to be operated far off-design at low flight of the intake. This effect designated as precompression
Mach numbers, leading to undesired internal and/or causes an increased air flow density and so increased
exterT di !osses due to overexpansion, unfavorable captured mass flow. The ratio of mass flow densities is
afterbody angles and flow-detachment at base areas, often expressed by the area of the entering stream tube in

Both, the forebody and nozzle/aftbody are picked out as fr(estream devided by the area at the intake entry plain

examples to illustrate the variety of interacting problem (A,/A&.

areas and faculties, which have to be integrated to lead to Fig. 2-2 shows these area ratios /2/ as created by a flat
an optimized propulsion/airframe system. plate with incidence (left hand side) and of a typical

Stnger-like forebody bottom side, calculated with Euler-
methods at MBB /3/. The precompression ratio is

2. First Example: Forebody-Development. strongly increased by freestream Mach number and
aircraft incidence.

Looking at highly integrated propulsion systems with
intakes located below the fuselage (belly type), there are Flat Plate with Incidence "Sanger"-Type Forebody

many different mechanisms, how the bottom side of the
fuselage influences the intake flow while the intake itself W/0011
influences the flow around the engine cowl, parts of the
fuselage and wings or fins. These interactions between
airframe and propulsion system generally are designated 3ý0 3.0

as propulsion integration tasks. ,.

This first example deals exclusively xvith forebody effects M M7. X

on airframe and propulsion system. o0 2MP6O

The busy figure 2-1 indicates some of the influence paths M - -. 4.0

of the forebody bottom side shaping, starting with the tip M.3.0

of the aircraft and ending in our case at 'he first ramp of ,.0o 3 6 26 9
6 9 12 o 3 6 9 12

the intake. The influences to the fuselage are aero- •td. ] tdcj bdene [Ideg]

thermodynamic and structural ones.

Boom S.Lu Fig. 2-2 Precompression of Forebody Bottom Side

L • One of the aims of forebody design is to produce an even-
-- -ly precompressed flow field at the intake capture plain.

A,----- Th~n*-.k S UAUFig. 2-3 presents the results of an Euler-calculation
Ah, i (method Dr. Weiland, MBB) with isolines ot Mach num-

ber and mass flow density factors (A*/A0 ) with the

contour of the capture area sketched /3/.

Dn W-WM DNS Mach Number Mach- 6 Man Flow Densty

S _' R........

Fig. 2-1 Influence Paths of Forebody Design

Changing the design of the forebody alters lift-, drag- and
moment coefficients and derivatives, surface tempera-
tures (values and distribution) and sonic boom gen-
eration. Structural aspects are weight, inboard configu-
ration and fuel capacity.
The propulsion system is influenced with very complex
connections by the flow field generated by the fore-body. Fig. 2-3 Mach Number and Mass Flow Density at

Intake Entry Plane



The effect of precompression on net thrust is shown in Ib.[.,ianc.- 20.CD - sa., r g

fig. 2-4 for a constant intake capture area. It is obvious, '

that during ramjet operation at high speeds, where the I (M I

massflow is not limited by the ramjet burner or nozzle
throat area, the thrust increases proportionally to the air-
flow (compare fig. 2-3). So this effect is very valuable to P. co , dign - High • I•Ib i,•i., n- i-e Hg.h .PW le C,- ,,-1 ,J

increase the accelerating force (thrust-minus-drag) at e fo, -4. Ut -eight

ultimate speeds, attainable with subsonically burning L M high -X -6 11 ,, a .'W."

ramjets. Lo- pafi" o r Lt . La•keW dihr-cd.liV n

1ý .. L.w eel'orad • hg POkW 0. comLng.s

go Singer Type Fooling. . o* iae u

-so -c..-----A = mt) r•d' F 3.1 Highly sTpeuscTa ken into Codietton nl ,
170 - - - . . o pluga Wd owintg the mnimumt ma im

__- --. variatio of noled throenna.te iiiimt or beitParea by dlimted toi
160 - _

'10 Fig. 3.......c Nozzle Types Taken into Consideration
110

110 1~-.{i~.-x* a) Axisymmetric flap C-D nozzle

Aircraft Incidence [deg] arrangements /8/. This limitation would lead to low

Fig. 2-4 Precompression Effect on Net Thrust of performance at high flight Mach numbers, so preventing

Turbo-Ramjet Engines the use of this type for the hypersonic application.
A combination of axisymmetic flaps with a fixed or even

During turbo operation, precompression may help to movable plug leads to designs with better flexibility in

reduce the inlet/engine airflow mismatch, since area variation /5/. Cooling and leakage of flaps and seals

precompression is very low during transonic and low in the high pressure region of the nozzle is characterized
as critical.

supersonic speeds, when the engine can only swallow a

part of the intake flow, but is remarkably increased at b) Two-dimensional convergent-divergent (four flap)
maximum turbo engine flight Mach numbers, where the nozzle (2D-CD)
engine needs all the intake flow capacity /5/. So This nozzle type is analysed in detail in /7/ and /9/. It
enhanced precompression will improve ramjet and turbo combines a good flexibility in area ratios, leading to high
engine performance, but on the other hand may change overall performance with the possibility of active thrust
aerodynamic, longitudinal moment characteristic, vectoring. Yet, the weight of the exhaust system, which
structural constraints a.s.o. to the worse. may be twice as heavy as the engine itself is unacceptable,
Taking all the various effects into account, the particularly at the rear section of the aircraft.
determination of a suitable rate of precompression at c) Two dimensional single expansion ramp nozzle (2D-
relevant aircraft incidence during the ascent trajectory is SERN)
one of the important trade-offs to be carried out iterative-
ly by the design team during the aircraft development. The variation of the throat area can be performed by

relatively small flaps either only at one side (top or
bottom) or at both sides. This nozzle shows a certain self-

3. Second Example: Nozzle/Aftbody Integration adaptibility at off-design conditions, so reducing the need

As a further example for the mutual nifluences of air- to vary the exit area. Thus, the divergent part of the

frame and propulsion systems, some aspects of nozzle/- expansion system is partly shaped by the (fixed geometry)
aftbody integration and the complex interaction of the aircraft fuselage itself. Nearly the same high performance

propulsion group with different airframe faculties as shown by the 2D-CD nozzle may be attained with only

aircraft aerodynamics and weights, flight performance part of its weight.
and mechanics is addressed. For both, the 2D-CD and the 2D-SERN problems with

mechanical integrity, leakage and cooling are expected,
References /4/ to / 11 / demonstrate the extreme scope of which implies highly sophisticated designs, combined
demands to exhaust systems of hypersonic turbo ramjet with new materials and structures.
engines as to nozzle pressure ratios, ranging from about 2
to more than 500 and resulting nozzle throat and exit d) Plug nozzle (axisymmetric and in combination with
areas, both variing from I to 6 between minimum and SERN)
maximum required size. This type of nozzle may be built with proven structures

Fig. 3-1 illustrates the basic nozzle types, which were and cooling provisions (rocket technology) and allows a
taken into consideration for the turbo-ramjet engines in light weight exhaust system. Since the exit area of the
our hypersonic aircraft studies. axisymetric design is constant, very poor performance at

off-design points is shown, which may be slightly
improved by combining the plug nozzle with a single
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expansion ramp. Anyway, this would lead to un- all nozzle types can be improved for the low speed areas
acceptable thrust losses during subsonic and low super- by introducing ejector flows. This means may be especial-
sonic flight. As shown in the context, the performance of !y effective to improve the plug nozzle performance.

0i/ ~

2-Flow-Configuration, Pressures at Ma.,=1.2 3-Flow-Configuration, Mach-Nos at Ma,=1.2

Ramjet Operation, Pressures at Ma,,=6.8 3-Flow-Configuration, Pressures at Ma.,=1.2

Fig. 3-2 Previous Nozzle/Aftbody CFD-Calculations for Over-and-Under Configurations

MTU-Configu ration, Pressures at Ma,= 1.2 Plug-Configu ration, 3-D Grid Lines

Alternate Configuration, Pressures at Ma.6= 1.2 Plug-Configuration, Pressures at Ma,,=5.6

Fig. 3-3 MBB-EUFLEX-Calculations for Current Coaxial-Tandem Configurations



In the present studies we concentrate on two basic nozzle For the high speed case, where different fuel/air ratios are
types, the shown (4b = 1 is stochiometric) the thrust is improved for

* 2D-SERN increased nozzle exit areas (A9), but levels off for A9 /AC

and * Plug-SERN, of about 3 (AC = intake capture area), when viscous

both improved by injection of the forebody boundary effects are taken into account. This number again is de-
layer flow into the nozzle (ejector) during turbo engine pendent on the level of forebody precompression, which

operation. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 illustrate a choice of CFD- is achieved for the relevant high speed case (compare

calculations (Euler) for some designs of hypersonic chapter 3).

nozzle/aftbc-y syF'eme, inveqtigated it MBB, MTU and The low speed case shows just the opposite trend, despite
LFA (Lehrstuhl fijr Flugantriebe, Technische Universitat injection of the total forebody boundary layer flow,
Munchen) /12-15/. diverted in front of the intake. Configurations and perfor-

mance of 2D-SERN-ejector nozzles are demonstrated inDuring previous investigations we found that the vrosrfrne 581/

nozzle/aftbody performance could be strongly improved

during transonic flight by heating of the forebody Since the low speed (transonic) case is as well thrust-
boundary layer flow before injection or even more by si- minus-drag critical as the hypersonic case, the optimi-
multaneous operation of turbo and ramjet engines, zation of the effective nozzle exit area represents one of
feasible with wrap-around or under-and-over configura- the important trade-offs. Considering the effects of nozzle
tions. Those systems may - in addition - be a potential exit area not only on the internal performance but also to
solution to the inlet-engine airflow mismatch /8/. external drag, thrust vector direction and longitudinal
Fig. 3-2 indicates that such 2- or 3-flow nozzles represent moments, nozzle weight and cooling requirements, this
very complex configurations. Optimization of design and task becomes even more difficult. The fact, that the effects
control, to prevent flow instabilities and to allow proved quite different for various nozzle/aftbody and
maximum thrust-minus-drag and advantageous thrust airframe configurations makes the results of studies only
angle would be a challenge. partly transferable.

Fig. 3-3 shows current configurations being under con- A further integration aspect is caused by the unsymmetry
sideration for the present coaxial tandem arrangement. In of the SERN configurations. The gross thrust vector is
general, the 2-D-SERN and Plug-SERN nozzle produce neither in line with the engine nor with the nozzle axis,
the same two problems, pointed out in figure 3-4: but will vary with configuration and nozzle running

First, the absolute size of the nozzle exit area required for condition. For a given configuration the position and

the high flight Mach numbers to avoid underexpansion angle of the gross-thrust vector was found to be

losses, and secondly the extreme variability needed for dependent on

the adaptation to (far) off-design conditions at subsonic * nozzle pressure ratio (primary and secondary flow)
and low supersonic flight regimes to avoid detrimental * nozzle mass flows
overexpansion losses and flow-detachment effects.

is0 ~* temperature and fuel/air-ratios(")

* flight Mach number

60 _ __-" * aircraft incidence

I?_ Fig. 3-5 shows the angle a between gross thrust vector
and horizontal fuselage datum (HFE) for three types of

-a .. SERN-exhaust systems as functions of flight Mach
0 __number. All three nozzles have similar exit areas and

"lengths. The single flow nozzle, a nozzle without injection
- _00 of secondary air flow shows extreme downward directed

"forces in the subsonic and lower supersonic flight regime.
___ _-_These are created by the low pressures at the expansion

ramp due to strong overexpansion of the jet. The
presented data were calculated under the assumption,

60 .that flow detachment of the surrounding airflow does not
occur. It was shown, that the situation may be improved

4 .. for single flow nozzles, taking detachments created by
03 I 1 3 3 4 43 5 base areas into account.

Relative Nozzle Exit Area 1A9/ACI Blowing additional air volume into the far too large

Fig. 3-4 Effect of Nozzle Exit Area on Net Thrust nozzle exit at transonic flight speeds raises the pressures
at the single ramp and so reduces the downward force
respective angle a.

Here the relative net thrust versus nozzle exit area for a

transonic (Ma = 1.2) and a hypersonic flight Mach Simultaneously the gross thrust coefficient is improved
number (Ma = 6.8) is plotted. The data were significantly. Optimum thrust coefficients and angles

approximated for a 2-D-SERN system /11/. were found for the "three flow" configuration with
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10.
3-fl wnzzle ramjet operation

> .20- with boundary layer injection (heated to 1000 K)
Ur 2-flow nozzles

Ol-*--with boundary layer injection (unheated)

Z -40
- single flow nozzle

-50
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Flight Mach Number

Fig. 3-5 First Results of Euler-Calculations for 2-D-SERN Nozzles: Nozzle Force Vector Angle a rel. to HFD

simultaneously operated turbo and ramjet engines and aerodynamic measures.
ejection of the forebody boundary layer. At hypersonic During turbo engine operation in the regime Mach 0 to 2.9
speed, single flow nozzles with movable flaps at the the propulsion created moments of this special con-
bottom side as currently proposed for Sdnger offer high figuration are nearly independent on aircraft incidence
performance and advantageous small thrust vector and show extreme nose up moments at transonic and low
angles. supersonic speeds. The propulsion moments contribution

At both, the unsymmetrical intake located away from the is in the same size as the moment coefficients of the
centerline and the unsymmetrical exhaust system very airframe itself. Other nozzle configurations without flow
large forces work, being in the magnitude of the aircraft detachment showed a stabilizing effect. Increasing the
weight (at hypersonic speeds). These forces create incidence reduced the downward force at the expansion
significant pitching moments to the aircraft system. ramp, so reducing the nose up moment of the propulsion
Fig. 3-6 illustrates the pitching moment contribution of a system.
relevant propulsion system for the ascent trajectory in

II

*A I• i's 2 2.5 3 3,s 4 4As S sISg * M- Number

Fig. 3-6 Propulsion Effects on Aircraft Trim and Stability
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In the ramjet regime (above Mach 2.9) the propulsion 6. References:
created moments act nose-down. This effect is mainly 1. Kuczera, H.; Kleinau, W.: Konzeptuntersuchung und
caused by the high momentum forces of the intake flow, 1.Kcer .ein au, W.: Knzepuntrsuchung und
with the intake located below the center of gravity. Since Systemdefinition SANGER-Raumtransportsystem.

intake forces grow with aircraft incidence (compare March1991. Not published.
chapter 2) as a result of forebody-precompression, the 2. Kiinkler, H.: Der Einflug der Luftvorkiihlung vor der
nose down moment of the propulsion system increases. Verdichtung bei luftatmenden Antrieben eines

Another part of the nose down moment is created by the RaumfahrzeugtrAgers
overpressure at the expansion ramp. This again raises Dissertation RWTH Aachen, 10.Nov. 1973
with growing incidence, since higher precompression 3. Schmitz, D.: Hyperschall Technologieprogramm: Be-
leads to higher mass-flow, nozzle throat area and pressure rechnung der Vorverdichtung am Sanger-Vork6rper.
ratio. These stabilizing effects of the propulsion system MBB internal technical note. Not published.
are shown in the bottom part of figure 3-6. 4. Going, M.;Heyse, J.: 2-D Supersonic Nozzle Design

It is obvious, that these moments and derivatives have to AGARD-CP-479, Hypersonic Combined Cycle Propul-
be taken into account during the design of the airframe sion, Madrid, Spain, 1990
configuration, when trim, stability and controlability of 5 SchwabR.R.: Airbreathing Propulsion Integration.
the total aircraft system is optimized. Space Course Aachen, 1991

6. Dusa, D.J.: High Mach Propulsion System Installafion
4. Conclusions: and Exhaust System Design Considerations.

AIAA-87-2941. St. Louis, Missouri, 1987

Hypersonic turbo-ramjet propulsion integration studies

show: 7. Dusa, D.J.: Exhaust Nozzle System Design Considera-
tions for Turboramjet Propulsion Systems.

- The design of the airframe forebody and aftbody has ISABE 89-7077, Athens, Greece

a great effect on the propulsion system performance.
8. Dusa, D.J.: Turboramjet Exhaust Nozzle Systems.

-The design of propulsion system components, as Tenth International Symposium On Air Breathing En-

intake and nozzle types, secondary airflow handling gines, September 1-6, 1991, Nottingham, England

and engine characteristics effects not only aircraft

performance, but also trim, stability and control 9. Kuchar, A.P.; Wolf, J.P.: Preliminary Assessment of
characteristics. Exhaust Systems for High Mach (4 to 6) Fighter Air-

craft.
- The design of the forebody/intake and of the AIAA-89-2356, Monterey, California, 1989

exhaust nozzle/aftbody systems should be an

integral part of the airframe design process. 10. Bauer, A.; Rick, H.; Schiebold, H.: Zur Auslegung von
Expansionsrampen foir Hyperschallflugzeuge mit

- The selection of "propulsion" elements, as the Hilfe von Charakteristikenverfahren. Interner Bericht
adressed fore- and aftbody system cannot be based LFA- T.U.Munchen, LFA-Ba/Ri/Schi-10.90, 1990
on component performance alone, but on how well
they integrate with the total airplane system /8/. 11. Herrmann, 0.; Rick, H.: Propulsion Aspects of Hyper-

An overall optimized aircraft system will only beobtained, sonic Turbo-Ramjet-Engines with Special Emphasis on
if airframe optimized propcra system wl onl otainu y Nozzle/Aftbody Integration. ASME-Paper 91-GT-395.if airframe and propulsion system are continuously Orlando, Florida, June 3-6,1991

harmonized during design and development. This aim of

propulsion integration may be attainable on the premises 12. Eberle, A.: MBB-EUFLEX-Nachrechnung einer
that aircraft and propulsion engineers join to perform the Rampenduise, 1989.
outstanding trade-offs and to solve the problems together. MBB internal technical note. Not published.

Important means in this process are: 13. Heninger, R.: Beeinflussung von Schubvektoren und
Beiwerten durch Bypass-Luft in Hyperschall-Kom-

- a well defined and appropriate bookkeeping system binationstriebwerken
/16/ Diplomarbeit, Mai 1991

- continously arranged meetings and discussions to 14. Berens, Th.: Berechnung des Str6mungsfeldes einer
- adapt and correct work planning structures and to Rechteckduise mit Expansionsrampe for Hyperschall-
- understand the connections of propulsion and air- flugzeuge bei Ma-=1.2 (mit Einblasung der Vorder-

frame system. rumpfgrenzschicht) und Ma-=5.6.

MBB internal technical note. Not published.
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PRISES D'AIR A SECTION DE CAPTATION VARIABLE
APPLICATION AUX LANCEURS AEROBIES

par
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France

RESUMEL'intdret de la propulsion adrobie pour les lanceurs nWest
pas encore confirmd en raison des incertitudes qui persistent sur les
estimations de performances de chacun des constituants du

L! faisabilitd de la propulsion adrobie des lanceurs spatiaux vdhicule.
futurs d~pend largement de [a possibilitd de d~finir des prises d'air
r~alisant au mieux le compromis entre des performances internes
permettant une alimentation convenable du moteur et une masse et
une trainde faibles.

Le compromis peut etre sensiblement am~liord par l'emploi
de concepts de prises d'air ý section de captation variable.

Les concepts sont d~finis et leur -application aux lanceurs
spatiaux est analysde sous les aspects performances internes, masse
et trainde.

NOTATIONS Fig I STS 2000

surfae ~ i secton11 est cependant permis d'esp~rer que les fortes impulsions
Aj sufc ascinjspdcifiques des moteurs adrobies compenseront largement la nette

augmentation de masse du syst~me propulsif et permettront la
CAo coefficient de force axiale rdalisation de lanceurs rdcup~rables ý fort taux de charge utile.

F puu~side Pour ce faire, ii est e~sentiel de disposer de prises d'air

Is ipulson s~cifquerdalisant au mieux le compromis entre d'une part, desIs ipulson s~cifqueperformances internes suffisantes pour alimenter convenablement
L logucu de a prse dairle moteur, et d'autre part un devis de masse et une train~e externeL logueu de a prse dairlimitds permettant d'obtenir un bon niveau de pouss~e installde
m d~it dairramende A la masse du syst~me propulsif dans tout le domaine dein dbit 'airMach envisagE pour la propulsion adrobie.

M nombre de Mach
GENERALITES

Pdyn pression dynamique
Quell que soit le moteur a~robie A combustion subsonique

Pij pression g~n~ratrice de la section j consid~rd, le rapport optimal de Ia section du tube de courant captd
4 l'infini ainont A la section du col sonique d'Ejection (fig.2) croit

Sref surface de r~fdrence fortement avec le Mach de vol comme le montre l'exemple du
statordacteur prdsentd sur la figure 3.

?o2 efficacitd

01 incidence M

e ouverture de la prise d'air P_ IA.

Fig 2 Difinitiow

Depuis plusieurs ann~es, lea projets de lanceurs spatiaux
utilisant des moteurs adrobics sur une pantic de leur trajectoire de Is max
montde se multiplient I travers Ic mnonde.

Les avionneurs fran~ais Aerospatiale et AMD/BA, associds
aux motoristes SNECMA et SEP ainsi qu'l I'ONERA, dvaiuent
dgalement l'intdret de tels lanceurs grice A l'etude compar~e de____________
plusieurs avant-projets (Fig. 1), mono ou bi-Etages, mus par divers ' MO
types de moteurs combinant Ia propulsion adrobic et Ia propulsion
fus~e. Fig 3 Riglage optimal d'un statoriacicur
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L'arnplitude des variations de ce rapport est telle qu'il est
peu envisageable de ne faire varier que l'un des deux param~tes
intervenant. 'IURIH) - ROCKEI V- ANIJET ENG INE

En effet, r~aiser de teiles variations de la section sonique (comp~ressor~ in aul.,rulation during ramjet operallon)
d'djection du moteur conduirait A des difficultds technologiques
presque insurmontables.

Notons, l ce propos, que [a moindre perte de rendement
de la tuy~re compromettrait trrs fortement la performance globale
et ce d'autant plus gravement que le Mach est dlevd.

E.JE,(:lOR - RANMJET ENGINE

Par ailleurs, la section du tube de courant captd A l'infini
amont restant constante, le niveau de poussde diminuerait
sensiblement avec le Mach limitant ainsi le domaine d'emploi de Fig 4 Moteurs cons jdgres
la propulsion adrobie, et par lA-meme, son intdret pour les
lanceurs. tout le domaine de Mach, les performances thdoriques obtenues

son tr~s intdressantes tant en ce qui concerne I 'impulsion sp~citique
A I'inverse, ne faire varier que la section du tube de (3 A 6 fois plus importante que celle de la fus~e) que Ie niveau de

courant captd conduirait A des niveaux de poussde tr~s intdressants poussde (I A 1,5 fois celle de Ia fusde) (Fig. 5). Ces performances
A Mach dlevd, mais n~cesiterait l'utilisation de prises d'air aux ne sont obtenues que si une variation importante de la section du
dimensions extremement importantes, qui augmcnteraient de tube de courant captd k l'infini amont est r~alisde (Fig. 6).
mani~re r6dhibitoire le devis de masse du systeme propulsif.

Ces deux solutions extremes illustrent bien Ia ndcessitd et s
en meme temps Ia difficultd de rdaliser un bon compromis dans le variable regime
cadre d'un problme gdndral tr~s complexe. 0 -

En effet, ii s'agit de minimiser Ia masse de carburant
ndcessaire 9 ]a mise en orbite d'une charge utile donn~e en jouant
sur un nombre consid~rable de pararntres. 2000-

Cest ainsi qu'il faut choisir le type de moteur combinE, full regime
c'est A dire d~terminer les moteurs de base qui le constituent, les
r~gler et fixer les nombres de Mach de transition entre les 1000
diffdrents mod'es de fonctionnement. rocket

11 faut Egalement ddfinir des prises d'air dont [a conception .......... M
fixera darts tout le domaine de vol, Ia qualitE de I'Ecoulement 0 2 4 6
alimentant les moteurs en terme de d~bit, de niveau de pression et
de distorsion, mais d~terminera aussi une grande partie du devis de IF MN~)
masse et de Ia train~e externe du syst~me propulsif.

11 faut enfin d~terminer une trajectoire tirant le meilleur full regime
parti du systeme propulsif mais aussi de I'a~rodynamique globale 600
de l'avion qui peut varier considdrablement en fonction des
contraintes structurales. thermiques ou de sdcuritE qu'on se tixe ou
encore en fonction des contraintes opdrationnelles et du nombre 400 -

d'dtages auquel on se lirnite. variable regime

Etant donnE le grand nombre de param~tes et leur
caract~re Eminemnment interactif, il est impensable. A I'heure 200- 7 rocket
actuelle, de tirer des conclusions d~finitives sur tel ou tel aspect du
probl~me. en particulier dans le domaine des prises d'air.

Nous nous limiterons; donc ici A une prdsentation de 0 2 4 6M w
I'avancement des travaux entrepris A I'ONERA pour tenter de2 4
d~finir une famille de prises d'air adapt~es A Ia propulsion a~robic Fig S Performances du ,ncgeur
des lanceurs spatiaux.

LES BIESOINS DU NIOTEUR A~ (kg/&) A(t~I

De tres nombreuses combinaisons sont envisageables pour
le nioteur. Le turbofus~e A post combustion, le turbofusde-stato et
le statordacteur A Ejecteur ont fait l'objet d'une Etude approfondie
(Fig. 4). Considdrons A titre d'exemple le cas du turbofusde-stato. 400-

Pour limiter les contraintes thermiques et structurales, une 4
montee b pression dynamnique de 0,6 bar a Etd choisie comme 3001

Le moteur considdrd est dimensionnE pour ddlivrer une 0-- --
poussde de 400kW en mode fusde, au dellkdu domaine de la C) 2 4 6 2 4 -
propulsion adrobic.

En tirant Ie meilleur parti d'une loi d'efficacitd de Ia prise Fig 6 Besoins du moreur
dair, considdrde comme Ia performance maximale rdalisable dans
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L'int~gration de la prise d'air au fuselage permet de tirer All
parti de l'effet tr~a favorable du fuselage en incidence. / onsnflwlack or erriciency

luckora w
C'est ainsi qu'apparaissent les performances intrins~ques adldilie drug

requises pour la prise d'air, caract~ris~es par la tr~s grande
variation de ]a section du tube de courant captd et par un niveau/
particulirement dlevd de I'efficacit6 dans tout le domaine de Mach
en raison du fonictionnement en autorotation du compresseur aux / -' usfo

Mach dlev~s (Fig. 7). eCes

a.A- - - inltl reqluirements inlet performance

/ .0Fig 9 Prise d 'uir d~ geom#.rriefixe Mach d 'adapiationfaible

* / %.15M0 )CONCEPTS DE PRISE D'AIR A GEOMETRIE VARIABLE

/ 0.6

2 '

0.4 Classiquement, une prise d'air A g~om~trie variable est

L dotee de rampes de compression et de diffuseur mobiles.

0 La compression est rdpartie sur les rampes (compression
Fig 7 Pe~rormnncew requises pour la prise d 'air externe par lea deviiations Yt ek) et sur la car~ne (compression

interne par la dilviation~1i) (Fig. 10).

CHOIX D'UN TYPE DE PRISE D'AlR

Si les performances th~oriques des moteurs consid~r~s sont .
tr~s ins~ressantes, encore faut-il que laur installation sous l'avion /
ne p~nalise pas trop le bilan propulsif global.

C'est pourquoi. il convient d'appr~cier les performances
de la prise d'air en termes de debit et d'efficacitd mais aussi de 41 V
masse et de trainde.

Fig 10 Concept classique de prise d 'air d giomnitrie variable
Ainsi, nous avons optd pour une prise d'airPorotirlapainpem etedIapsediran

bidimensionnelle en considrant qu'une prise d'air circulairePorbtn Iapainpem et dlarsedi as
installde obligatoirement en nacelle et pr~sentant une surface tout le domaine de vol, on augmente les d~viationa't' ek au fur et
frontale de car~ne beaucoup plus importante. conduit A une traine A mesure que le nombre de Mach augmente ;le diffuseur suit cette
plus grande. Par ailleurs, moyennant certaines dispositions dvolution.
constructivea. il est possible d'amndliorer [a tenue mdcanique d'une Cl emtdaatrI rs 'i ndbt(e hc
pirisedaire bidimensiod elle enit smase.rmnn npolm issus des rampes focalisent juste un peu en amont du bord

circlaie lmitat, e c fai, s mase.d'attaque de Ia car~ne) et en efficacit6 (la section minimale de la
prise d'air diminue quand le nombre de Mach augrnente).

De la meme mani~re, nous avons optsd pour la gi&omdtrie
variable en analysant lea performances envisageablea avec une Cependant. la tr~s large gamme de nombrea; de Mach
prise d'air a gdomdtrie fixe. supersoniquies a couvrir conduit A de grandea variations des angles

'Vek et, par IA-mame, A une variation importante de la d6viation
En effet. si on consid~re une prise d'air A g~orntrie fixe 'Vi.

adaptide a grand Mach, on eat confrontd. A faible Mach. au
probl~me d'une trainde additive trhs importante. De plus, le Or, une forte contraction interne pose des problmes
manque de debit en tranasonique empeche de compenser cette d'amorgage et limite l'efficacitt de la prise d'air notarnment en
trainde par une pousste dlevde (Fig. 8). rldgime de suradaptation par les forts gradients de pression qu'elle

iniplique aur la carbne.
A Vinverse. pour une prise d'air adaptde a baa Mach, le

debit capte A grand Mach eat trop faible pour obtenir an niveau de Toute Ia difficultd de conception d'une prise d'air de ce
poussee satisfaisant (Fig. 9). type devant fonictionner jusqu'A Mach 5 et plus, realde donc dana

le compromis entre une ddviation totale pas ftrop faible A baa Mach
La difficultd de passer le transsonique dans un caa, ou pour garantir une bonne efficacitd, et une compreasion interne pas

l'obl igation de passer trts t6t en mode fusde dana l'autre, risque de trop intenae A grand Mach pour r~duire lea probil~mea de carene.
reduire sensiblement l'intdr&t de la propulsion adrobie. Cette derni~e condition limite la d~viation totale A grand Mach si

l'on fixe une valeur maximale pour l'angle extdrieur de la cartne
A0  uahtili,s &r.K lack of efficiency fe de mani~re a dviter l'apparition de c osd~ahts It ha Mach.

/ ~~~En effet, on peut dcrire d hc

- tckof III lo d'oti il vient 1 1

--- inlet reermesinlte performance et donc d~viation totalle Y, 2 Y4 . f -A'

Fig 8 Prise d'air it giomfirie ftse Mlach d'adaptation Sievot



Si W' i est limitee pour reduire lea prob1mes de car~ne et 'e eat Cependant, 1'inclinaison progressive de la paroi externe de
limitd pour dviter lea chocs ddtachds stir la car~ne A bas Mach, la la carfne peut generer une trainee importante, ce qui limite
d~viation totale ne petit augmenter que si l'angle du bord d'attaque l'ouverttire de la prise d'air et done le domaine de Mach dans
de la cartne~f diminue ce qui W~est gutre envisageable en deql de lequel elle petit etre adapt~e.
70 environ.

Par ailleurs, l'intdgration de ce type de prise d'air W'est pas
La figure I1I montre les gains que peut apporter la facilement envisageable stir tin vfhictle multimoteur. Elle a, en

gdomdtrie variable revanche, Wt expdrisnentite avec succ~s dana le cas des missiles
dans la plage de Mach allant de 2 a 5.

- atix faibles nombres de Mach, l'adaptation de la geometrie
permet de capter un d~bit plus important qu'avec tine geometrie La detixibme solution envisag~e consiste A placer face A
fixe et donc de disposer 6ventuellement d'une pouss~e plus face des rampes mobiles comme si on avait mis en regard l'une de
importante, si le moteur en est capable, pour contrer la trainde I'atitre deux prises d'air du type prdcddent dont on aurait stipprimEd
additive qui reste trbs importante ; les car~nes (Fig. 13).

- atix Mach dlevds, I'adaptation de la geomdtrie permet une
augmentation de 1'efficacitE par rapport A tine adaptation fixe A bas
Mach, ce qui autorise une section d'entrde de prise d'air plus
grande et donc tine poussde plus importante.

AA0

fixeed geometry
lhog Mach

*- number design

- frixed geometry

\ high Mach
Snumber design

fixed 'geometry

.,number design N

~ 0
Fig I1I Performances duane prise d 'air a geomeitre variable

cloassique

Ces ameliorations sont relativement limitdes puisqu'il est
toujours n~cessaire de rdaliser tin compromis entre tine trainee pas
trop importante I has Mach et tine poussde pas trop faihie !i grand
Mach.

Pour mietix rdpondre aux besoins dti moteur, nous avons
envisage d'autres concepts de prise d'air A gdometrie variable pour
lesquelles la section d'entree augmente avec le Mach d'adaptation.

La premiere solution envisagide consiste A basculer
l'ensemble rampe de compress ion-cartne autour d'un axe situe Fig 14 Concept n *2
dana le pitge interne comme le montre ]a figure 12.

Cette disposition fait que la deviation stir l'axe de la prise
Cette solution offre l'avantage du point de vue des d'air eat plus importante qu'auparavant sans que cela cr~e de

performances internes de maintenir tine compression interne probitme d'interaction choc-couche limite stir tine paroi (la car~ne)
relativement limitie dana tout le domaine de Mach. qui, en l'occurence, n'existe pas (Fig. 14).

Une interaction forte persiste totitefois stir les flancs
0 ~comme dans le cas d'une prise d'air classique fonictionnant en

regime de suradaptation.

On petit noter le gain important de trainee realise avec ce
type de prise d'air, puisqu'une grande partie de la trainee d'onde

ii We i Pniet d'une prise d'air classique est due A la cartne qui est d'autant plus
inclinee que le nombre de Mach d'adaptation est eleve.

Cependant, A Mach tr~s ElevE, la deviation totale repartie
A parts egales entre lea rampes de compression et le plan de

/ ~symdtrie de [a prise d'air, conduira A tin choc tr~s intense stir ce
dernier qui limitera 1'efficacitE de la prise dWair.

Pour r~sotidre cc problme, tine troisi~me solution a ete
Fig 12 Concept n *1 diabor~e (Fig. 15). Elie conaiste A r~aliser ]a compression A ]'aide



de deux rampes planes consdcutives, separees par un pifge A des problmes de tenue m~canique A rdsoudre, et d'autre part
couche limite, dont lea dimensions et les positions angulaires d'accroltre considerablement les problmes d'interaction choc-
entralnent l'existence de deux reflexions de choc sur le plan de couche limite sur les flancs qui concernent une part tr~s impontante
symdtrie. du tube de courant captd correspondant A une r~duction tr~s

sensible des performances de l'entrde d'air notamnment en terme de
debit capte et sont tr~s difficiles A r~gler en particulier du cWt du
fuselage en raison de F'importante couche limite dUvelopp&~ sur ce

-- ------- ____ - --- -__ - -~ dernier.

Fig 15 Concept n'3

Cette r~partition de la compression sur le plan de sym~trie
permet d'obtenir une meilleure efficacitC pour l'coulement sain et
de reduire lea problmes d'interaction choc-couche limite sur les CK.

flancs.

En revanche, cette solution pr~sente l'inconvdnient A-
d'allonger assez sensiblement la prise d'air par rapport A la
solution precedente (Fig. 16).

blockage zone
in transonic

Iexpansion zone flight range

Fig 17 Intigration d'une prise d'air de concept n'03

- - -- - -Une validation experimentale r~alis&e sur une version
momns sophistiqude que celle du lanceur spatial pour laquelle seules
les rampes amont sont motorisdes, a montr6 qu'il est possible de
reduire ces probltmes d'interactions choc-couche limite en utilisant
des rampes biaises (compression momns importante du c~td du

Fig 16 Comparaison des longueurs - concepts 2 et 3 fuselage) multidibdres (r~partition de la compression et done du
gradient de pression sur lea flancs) et des pifges A couche limite

Une bonne partie de la compression est obtenue par supplementaires sur lea parois infdrieure et superieure A l'entrde
compression interne. 11 est done possible que des probl~mes des rampes aval.
d'amor~age apparaissent. Cependant. [a section minimale A* eat
constitude par des rampes mobiles et peut done. si n~cessaire, Cependant, si ces dispositions permettent d'amdliorer le
augmenter sensiblement pour permertre l'amorqage. fonctionnement de la prise d'air, le coefficient de debit ne s'en

trouve pas sp~cialement augmentd en raison de l'importance des
Etant donnd le sens d'ouverture de ces deux concepts de debits A pidger, ce qui constitue un problme majeur dtant donnd

prise d'air, leur int~gration sous fuselage ne peut se faire qu'en le rapport de plus en plus faible de la pousste A la trainee de
plaiant verticalement lea rampes de compression (Fig. 17). captation au fur et A mesure que le Mach augmente.

Cette installation pose plusieurs probl~mes importants. Pour remedier A ces inconvdnients, un quatritme concept
Tout d'abord. ]'implantation des diff~rents fuseaux moteur a dtd d~fini (Fig. 18). 11 reprend le principe de fonctionnement du
constituera des canaux qui risquent de cr~er une forte trainee en concept n*3 mais a ete ainenagd pour permettre une ouverture
transsonique par blocage de 1'E6coulement et, dans une moindre verticale de la prise d'air installde sous le fuselage du vdhicule.
mesure. en supersonique par les fortes depressions sur la paroi
externe des rampes de compression. Cette disposition, qui correspond A une articulation

suppldmentaire du diffuseur, pr~sente de nombreux avantages.
Par ailleurs, une prise d'air placde sur l'axe du vdhicule

b~ndficiera d'une incidence locale favorable sur ces deux rampes En premier lieu, elle conduit, pour une meme geometrie
de compression. En revanche, une prise d'air placee lateralement de section de captation, A une prise d'air beaucoup plus courte

0devra compenser, par des braquages diffdrentiels des rampes, donc de masse plus limit~e et pour laquelle lea probltmes de tenue
1'existence d'une incidence locale n~gative sur la ranipe la plus mecanique des rampes sont beaucoup moins marques (Fig. 19).
proche du plan de sym~trie du vdhicule.

Elle permet Egalement de limiter la part du tube de courant
Enfin. et surtout, cette installation conduit en gtrndral A captd soumnise aux interactions onde de choc-couche limite sur lea

difinir des sections d'entr~e tr~s applaties, done des rampes de fianes. Cci interactions 6tant d'ailleurs fortement r~duites en raison
faible hauteur. cc qui a pour cons~quence, d'une part d'augmenter de l'abscncc de couclie limite pr6ddvelopp~e sur Ie fuselage (Fig.
sensiblement Icur longucur, done le devis de masse et l'importance 20).



Fig 18 Concept n*4

Third concept

F'ourth cor'cepl t

Fug 19 ('oniparaison des longueursa cwwcepts 3 et 4

Thaird concept Fourth concept
inlet opening

06

1750 mm

3000 mi

200000mm

e > e

intteraction zone = 15 > interaction zone =2e1

frontal area frontal area

Fig 20 Interactions choc-couche limite des flancs

Notons qu'il est meme possible, pour des vadhicules Enfin, ce concept de prise d'air autorise une implantation
n utilisant qu'Iune prise d'air. d'envisager de supprimer les flancs des fuiseaux moteurs l'un contre l'autre ce qui dolt conduire A une
jusqu'l la section minimale et ainsi annuler tout probIme reduction du devis de masse (parois latdrales des prises d'air et des
d'interaction. fuseaux moteur en dquipression) et A une meilleure homogdndit6 de

IVaiimentation des diffdrents moteurs :concentration de la captation
L'inclinaison de l'axe de ia prise d'air. au fur et A mesure vers le plan de symdtrie du v~hicule.

de son ouverture, correspond A l'augmentation progressive de
[Iincidence locale moyenne quand le Mach. donc ]'altitude, donc
lincidence de vol croissent.

APPLICATION AUX LANCEUR
Si la prise d'air est situde sur le plan de symdtrie du

vdhicule, le ddrapage local sera favorable sur les deux flancs. Si
la prise d'air est placde lattraiement. le ddrapage local d~fa-vorable Pour juger plus compl~tement de l'int~ret des solutions
sera du type de celui rencontrd sur une prise d'air bidimensionnelle proposdes, des prises d'air ý g&omdtrie variable ant dt d~finies ý
classique dont les effets sur les performances sont limites. partir du concept classique A section d'entr~e fixe (pirise d'air n* 1)
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d'une part et des concepts 2. 3 et 4 A section d'entr&e variable adaptation aux besoins du turbo fu s~e-stato consid~re
d'aucre part (respectivement prises d'air n'2, 3 et 4). pr&cddemment.

Les figures 21, 22 et 23 donnent une vue d'ensemble des En ce qui concerne la prise d'air n01, la section d'entrde
prises d'air ainsi d6finies et un ordre de grandeur de leur masse, a E6t fixde A 3 in2 , valeur qui apparait comme celle realisant au

mineux le compromis entre le niveau de poussde A grand Mach et
11 est ý noter que les, dimensions pourraient ktre fortement la, limitation de la trainde additive A bas Mach.

r~duites dans le cas de l'utilisation d'un stator~acteur A Ejecteur de
section bidimensionnelle. On constate que la prise dair n*4 pennet une meilleure

addquation des performances avec les besoins du moteur, rant en
Les tigures 24 et 25 permersent de comparer les d~bit qu'en efficacitd tout en rdduisant tr~s sensiblement la masse

performances estim~es des prises d'air I et 4 et de juger de leur et Ia trarin~e jusqu'l Mach 3.

s e p

Fig 21 Prise d'air ,z'1

ejector - ramjet engine

estimated scaled mass: 1 (0,7)

1500 mm i
(1000 )

2000
(3000)

ejector - ranmjet engine

Fi' 22 Pri..es d'air n,'2 er 3 EE

Soati~fl2! L 90000Mm (7800)

sotution 3: L - 11000 mmi ( 9600)

scaled mass 0.8 ( 0,72)

EFig 
23 Prise d 'air 0z 4

ejector - ramjet engine

scaled mass =- 0,6 ( 0,5)



5 inlte I

U Ilfiarnijet engine /
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Fiý 24 IDc~br Inoieur
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iittt additive drag

0,6 -inltet I

inlet 4
0.4-

0.2
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Fii 25 Evtimnafiir d1e a trrainee

CONCLUSION de vol. une propulsion purement a~robie sins en r~duire le
domainie d'emploi ý grand Mach.

La faisabilit6 d'une propulsion .t~rohie des lanc:eurs futurs Bien sar, I'&tude des concepts envisages A ce jour est trop
dUpend largement de [at mtse au point de prises d'air r~alisant le peu avanc~e pour assurer la mise au point rapide d'une prise d'air
meilleur compromis entre les performances internes. la masse et r~pondant par-faitement au problme de I'alimentation d'un mozzeur
]a traine~e. Une remise en question complWt de [a conception des dornnd. Cependant, la focalisation des travaux sur la d~tnition
prises d'air peut conduire A une ameloration tr~s sensible de ce d'une prise d'air adapt~e au stator~acteur A djecteur. qui supporte
compromis. une efftcacitd plus Iimit~e A haut Mach, devrait permettre d'obtenir

assez rapidement des rdsultats satisfaisants et d'envisager
En particulier, le recours 5 des concepts incluant la l'adaptation du concept retenu A la combinaison statoridacteur A

variation de la section d'entr&e parait tr~s intressant pour limiter ýjecteur superstato qui constitue F~une des voies de recherche les
la trainde en trafissonique et permettre ainsi. pendant cette phase plus promette-uses pour la propulsion des lanceurs fliturs.
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Round Table Discussion

P.W. Sacher, MBB, Munchen, GE
Ladies and Gentlemen, It is now time to come to our concluding session, what we call the Round Table
Discussion. I have asked the Session Chairmen from this week to support me in answering your questions
during the discussions. They will help me to try an evaluation of the outcome of this me cing.

First of all, I would like to apologize for the absence of Wolfgang Schmidt from Germany who had to go
back and he asked me to present to you the notes he has taken during the sessions. I hope to do my best
in delivering his remarks. I know that it is impossible to replace Wolfgang Schmidt in any way, but I
will try. My sec(.,d apology is because of the poor quality of this hand written viewgraph.

After this presentation of about 20 to 25 minutes on the major findings or preliminary evaluations and
remarks from Wolfgang Schmidt, I have asked the Session Chairmen to sit in front and to make some
additional remarks if something is missing or in error. I will try to stimulate the discuss,.n. I hope I
have written down somewhat pro~ocative statements and this ma. help you to start in an open discussion. I
may need some help from the Session Chairmen if I cannot arswer all your questions. Then, of course, we
will have the concluding remarks on this meeting, made by our Panel Chairman, Jim McCroskey.

Just to start, I would remind you that the main objectives for this meeting have been to review of the
state of the art in aerodynamic engine/airframe integration concerning the techniques reached in the
present time and to report on progress achieved in engineering project work in past years. You all know
that our last meeting on this subject was in 1982 in Toulouse, so at least 8 or 9 years have gone by. Our
feeling was, that there must now be enough material to be presented at this meeting. We had intended to
bring people together like experimentalists and theoreticians. I think that this has cen the case diring
the week. And we had extensive reviews in some distinct AGARD activities like working group- or
symposia. All of this has taken place.

The first question to raise is, "Were the meeting's objectives met by the contributions?". I will try to
answer this question after reviewing the statements by Wolfgang Schmidt. In addition, we have to asK
ourselves, "Does it seem timely?", and, "Are future activities needed?"

There is some logic in the program which divided the whole matter into sessions. We tried to start with
the subject we considered to be at the simplest level: wing/pylon/nacelle interference where the
integration level is low. This is of course related to civil transport projects. Due to increasing
complexity in geometry and speed, the following sessions dealt with forebody inlet problems,
aftbody/nozzle integration problems (which are clearly of great importance for any kind of military
aircraft or in the missile business, perhaps also for the future SST or HSr), and the highest level in the
final sessions dealt with tip-to-tail propulsion airframe simulation for space transport of any kind
(there is no difference between two stage or single stage to all those projects). They are all
characterized by the highes- degree of propulzion/airframe integration you can imagine.

Now I will go session by session and I have prepared two charts for each. One of them lays out some
general observations and the other one is, of course, the conclusion which could be made only in a
preliminary way. Of course, we have to write this TER in a much better and more professional way, reading
carefully all the papers presented here. This will be included in the final Symposium Proceedings.

Civil Transport Aircraft are dominated by economic requirements. That is quite evident. The
airframe/engine integration is very important for second segment climb and for cruise. That is the
dominating feature. We have seen the high importance for any application of thrust reverser in flight, on
the ground, and in interference with the aircraft. First of all, Uolfgang Schmidt said that we have had
well-balanced sessions, experimental papers 1, 2, 4, 8, and 10 and the rest was theory. There is a strong
feeling in Europe that TPS is a standard testing technique for turbofan and turboprop simulation. It was
observed that TPS seems to be the facility owned equipment and this has, of course, some economical
reason. To continue, in US industry, nacelles powered by pressurized air have been reported id less use
of TPS for unclear reasons. That is one of the provocations for the discussions. Remember this
statement. The theoretical analysis is made to a large extent by solving Euler equations. There is still
ongoing work using panel methods and full potential approach.

Now to the conclus'ons on Session I. There are well established test techniques using the TPS, at least
in Europe. CFD is still rather limited to the cruise application. We have seen no Navier Stokes
solutions. CFD is limited, not only due to cost, but also to a large degree to manpower cost for mesh
generation or some have used the word, "user friendliness". Most efforts seem to deal with just adding
pylon, nacelle, and engine to a designed wing. This was at least the impression from some ol these
presentations. The design of pyion and nacelle has been done for a given wing, in other words. So wing
design in the presence of a propulsion system was missing. At least we have not seen any contribution of
optimizing the wing shape in the presence of the propulsion system. We had no contributions to design
optimization and no contributions to overall design concept principles, nor have we seen alternative
designs.

Session 2 was the Engine Integration Session, an invited session, and the contributions came from the
Propulsion and Energetics Panel. We had two types of contributions; survey papers and a detailed analysis
of inlet flow distortion on the engine performance. PFP-WG 18 compiled an extensive experimental data
base, a huge effect on test cases; but the feeling is, that a follow-on activity is needed, and the
question is whether the experimental information is suitable or not to a CFD application. This is
specifically important when you are just collecting or compiling tests which have not been originally
designed for the purpose of CFD validation. If you just take tests which have been done, of course, for
the pu:pose of project work, it may be, that there is not sufficient data available which fits in the
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individual computational code requirements. CFD techniques are still in development, and used, in
PEP-activities in very similar, if not in an identical way, to those used in FDP-work. That is quite
clear. We have, of course, common problems and common limitations. The distortion handling needs some
kind of strategy and the big question Wolfgang Schmidt raised is that the communication between the
airframe and engine manufacturer is mandatory. In other words, if we provide some kind of distortion to
the engine manufacturer, what is the response from the engine manufacturer to this data?

In conclusion, the experiments need a new quality to satisfy accuracy and detail requirements to be datum
solutions for the CFD code validations. CFD validation is extremely difficult if there is nothing to
validate against. The reaction might be not validation, but calibration of computer codes, as currently
under way. This is another really provocative statement here, and I would like to have your opinions
about that. Air-intake distortions require an extensive experimental effort. In this respect we have
seen very limited CFD work, if any. The session indicated that many common areas of interest in PEP and
FDP exist and consequently we need perhaps a better or improved communication and more joint efforts.

Observations for Session 3 concerning the Experimental Techniques: Wind tunnel, water tunnel, ground and
flight testing is heavily used. TPS begins also to be used for military aircraft design. Significant
interest and important tool developments for the advanced STOVL and Stealth projects are currently being
undertaken in industry. Extensive data reduction or data acquisition systems, on more mobile basis are
now available and the latest Doppler anemometry techniques are now being used for full-scale flow analysis
allowing for the validation of experimental tools, like TPS, but also CFD work. Increased efforts were
reported on the airframe side to understand flow fields due to integration effects and the question is,
loes there exist any kind of parallel effort on the engine manufacturer's side.

Conclusions for Session 3: TPS is starting to move into the military aircraft business. In Europe, TPS
is owned by the test facility and requires a reasonable return of investment, therefore it is used in many
programs, not specifically invested and designed for one project. How can we simulate hot gas with TPS?
This is a remaining question. Something might be wrong considering that we have a real problem normally
with the afterburner. We have no US contribution on the specific subject of TPS, and perhaps the question
comes up: is the ASTr at AEDC the U.S. solution for dealing with that problem because TPS is not available

ror hot jet impingement. Another question is what can the engine manufacturers do with details obtained,
concerning the interface between airframe and the engine and what is the response to the airframe
manf facturer.

Now to Session 4. A huge variety of geometrical arrangements of intakes in different aircraft designs and
missiles has been presented. There was no tendency to find optimum inlet positions in general because
this is dependent on the mission profile of each individual vehicle design. A specific intake design
might be an answer to high angle-of-attack requirements, it might be an individual response to speed
requirements, and of course, it is different for aircraft types and missiles. What was missing to my
reeling was the general philosophy of how to get the individual optimum inlet position for a selected
configurat ion.

The results of the EOP Working Group 13 have been quite impressive. It is a compilation of a huge amount
of data. One of the results is that requirement for CFD code validation is to perform a specifically
designed experiment. The excuse of CFD people is somewhat in the direction, "garbage in = garbage out".
If you don't have better experiments, the results are not good enough or unsatisfactory. CFD results
differ even for the same class of physics. That should not happen, but it Is the case. The mesh
generation or mesh refinement technique of the flowfield seem to give some indication of what is going
wrong if you are using the same physical equations, the same class of approximation in different codes.

Another observation is the need for highly experienced, trained-on-the-job engineers because these are not
really "black box" codes. Results from internal test flow cases are even more confusing than for external
flow. This could be observed. Experimental pitot type inlet test cases showed significant deviations for
the DC 60 in three different wind tunnels. This means that the experimental situation comparing the
results obtained using different wind tunnels is the same as for CFD.

The FDP-Working Group 13 effort was, last but not least, not really completed. At least, at the time
requested there were missing contributions from different institutions. Some were specifically mentioned,
but there were others. A remarkable effort was dedicated to the high-speed commercial transport, SST, in
between mach 2 and 5. CFD tools applied to external 3-D and Internal flow simulations have been
demonstrated.

In conclusion, the report of the FDP Working Group 13 can be, in the f,,ture, considered as a
state-of-the-art notebook for designers, a guide for CFD and testing techniques. As already stated, a new
quality of experiment is needed. More approaches like Paper 24 are needed to set up a design concept
philosophy for airframe/engine integration. The CFD community should not only share success - Lnat is a
remarkable statement - but also bad luck or bad results. Then we can learn from ea-h other.

Some major observations from Session 5 follow. It was said that there has been no major breakthrough
since publication of the FDP Working Group 08 in 1986. I like the statement from Mr. Bowers who said,
"Will the state-of-the-art tomorrow be as good as today?" There are CFD requirements for test cases which
are still as valid today as they were when written down 5 years ago. But progress in the use of Reynolds
averaged Navier Stokes solvers using certain formulations of different turbulent models (maybe still
unsatisfactory) has been reported. However, there are still some restrictions on the complexities of
geometry. I have indicated on the left lower side some kind of magic triangle between the experimental
test cases, the code validation on the right side and consequently the user environment friendliness ca
the left. Everything has to be done in an interactive way and has to be improved continuously in the
future.
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The last session, Session 6, is quite short. AGARD FDP Working Group 17 will start in 1992 and I think
they will address specifically the subject of this session. Unfortunately, we had only a few papers
submitted. This is in spite of the fact that it deals with the highest degree of engine/airframe
integration. This is not yet a routine procedure today, and therefore, it can be explained by the fact
that it is highly identified with the program or the project status of the engine/airframe integration
represented by projects like NASP, HOTEL, SKNGER, etc.; there are many others. This leads to the
conclusion that this is at least company confidential or in some way classified. We should have expected
some kind of a response in that direction. My idea is that we would have been well-advised to defer this
subject to a future meeting when these projects are more clear and more open to be released to the public.

Overall conclusions: the successful airframe/engine integration relies to a large degree on the extensive
wind tunnel testing using engine simulation tools. That is at least the European point of view. TPS is
the most useful thing that we have for testing. Optimization of civil and military configurations need
the complementary support from CFD. I like the word complet intary; it has to be done in addition to the
experiment, it cannot replace in any way, as many have already stated, the experiments. Due to the
geometric complexity and need for viscous flow representation during engine/airframe integration, there
are still considerable limitations for successful use of CFD. That has to be clearly stated. CFD is even
more important for internal flow problems than it has been shown for external flow problems. It is not
easier to do it for internal flows. The future trend goes to even higher integrated designs. That comes
up perhaps more or less with the requirement for a tip-to-tail or front-end simulation of the whole
configuration. The aircraft airframe cannot be considered in an isolated way as it has been treated in
the past, at least for civil aircraft projects. But also for high speed civil projects, the degree of
integration of engine and the airframe is going to higher and higher complexity.

I should now try to refer again to my second picture, and comment on whether the meeting objective was met
by the contributions. I think, with some exceptions, we can say, "Yes". The next is, "Was the choice of
this subject timelv?". I think it was, because the response to our meeting was positive. We got a lot of
contributions, positive reactions from different countries and if we continue our efforts with the new FDP
Working Group WGI7, dealing again with the afterbody, then we will have the next meeting on the same
subject, let's say, within the next 10 years. "Are future activities needed?". Definitely. A joint
effort is needed with other panels. I mean it is quite obvious that we have to coordinate and to
collaborate with the PEP even more than we have done in the past.

Some general remarks on the meeting. I just mentioned that the overall aims might have been reached. But
the second point is even more important. I feel that it was a success to integrate people working in
different disciplines like working in experiment or in theory; we have brought together engineers from
civil and military industrial work; we have experts for internal and external flow physics here on the
floor; and we have brought together people from different AGARD panels, like FDP or PEP or FMP. We have
had some active and stimulating discussions from the floor. I appreciate that very much. Remarkably, all
these papers have been available in a written form which is not always the case. We had excellent
professional presentations during this week. I want to congratulate all the session chairmen for keeping
the program on time. That was first Symposium I observed when all the sessions were exactly on time, and
this was certainly due to the discipline our session chairmen put on our speakers. We had optimum local
arrangements and an outstanding hospitality provided by the hosting organization and I want to reserve
this special observation to the effort of Dick Bradley.

Now I want to give the session chairmen the privilege to react on the statements which have been made by
Wolfgang Schmidt and have been written down by myself. Sometimes I have included personal remarks in
addition. Who would like to start first, Session 1?

Ir. A. Elsenaar, NLR, Amsterdam,NE
There Is one remark that I would like to make. It is about the complementary nature between CFD and
experiment in the design process for civil transport aircraft. It is not only important to get the final
value of drag, which you can only derive from wind tunnel experiments, but also to get a good
understanding of the flow. I think that we have seen some nice examples of that. Tony Harris started off
his show with some surface flow visualizations and stressed the importance of doing that. We have seen
[DV measurements to show how the flow around the nacelle behaves and we learned about the importance of
the axis of the thrust vector as raised by several authors. We have seen advanced flow viz techniques for
thrust reversers. It is really important to see what we are doing. In the same category I would think
the Euler solutions give very important information in the design to show pressure distributions on the
wing/nacelle combinations with such a detail that it is almost impossible to measure it in this uay. It
is a good example that all these tools, more probably now than in the past, help us to understand the
nature of the flow and the detail of the flow. That is really what is important to improve design
processes.

Prof. L. Fottner, Universitat der Bundeswehr, Munchen, Neubiberg, GE
7 fully agree with the conclusions of Wolfgang Schmidt but I want to make some additional remarks. I
found that It has been clearly demonstrated that the subject of this meeting was an interdisciplinary
effort which overlaps the terms of references of both the Panels, PEP and FDP. But as Mr. Hermann asks in
the firsi question on his paper, we found that the engine community, members of engine companies, were not
well represented here. There were only some persons coming from the engine companies. Possibly there is
one explanation and that is in connection with the information on AGARD activities. We found also in our
panel, that information on AGARD activities in some NATO countries is not sufficient, and following my
presentation on the Working Group 18 Report, I found some questions from people asking where they could
get the report. This information should be better distributed. One additional remark is that I found
that there are three groups which should cooperate much more intensively. The first is the suppliers of
codes. Second are the industrial application people and the third one is the experimentalists. I would
suggest that these three groups should not operate or should not work in their rooms very isolated, but
should work together. This means also the validation of codes. We found, and this was a very important
result -f our working group, that the test cases, especially the experimental test cases, were not
well-documented. It is very, very necessary to find and to perform new well documented test cases.
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Therefore, working group activities like you mentioned, and like we will also do in our panel, are very,
very necessary.

Dr. Leynaert, ONERA, Chatillon, FR
I will just mention a particular point coming back to a discussion of yesterday on the unsteady distortion
measurement in the air intake. kIhen we say that the unsteady distortion coefficient is 0.3, we have to
add that during 10 minutes of flight at the given flight conditions, the probability to have a lower
distortion than 0.3 is 99%, for example. Because it is a random process, we have to give these
indications, or we are not sure of what we say. So to find that figure, 99%, we have to make a
statistical analysis of the distortion. That is still to be done. There is a first attempt in that way
in the WI.3 AGARD Report, but that kind of work must be developed and generalized.

Dr. R. G. Bradley, Jr., General Dynamics, Fort Worth, Texas, US
I have some comments. Generally, I agree with Dr. Schmidt, but I must take issue with one statement. I
"really don't agree that the internal CFD is more confused than external. As a matter of fact, we have
much greater success with internal than we do with external computations. When I started the session, I
noted that Dr. Schmidt and I worked together on the Working Group 13. I was interested in what his review
would reveal, whether he approved of that work or not. He seems to approve.

I would like to make another comment on CFD. There seems to be a continuing discussion of experiment and
CFD. Validation seems to be having a difficult time; calibration is misunderstood, by everyone, including
myself. There are some things that I think we must really understand, major problems that are
fundamental, like transition. We continually compare with data, flight and experiment, and we often have
no idea where transition occurs. We have no mechanism for computing transition, so we are very much in
the dark. The grid effects can be overwhelming, perhaps more important than the turbulence modelling.
There is just so much room for work. There must be some way to understand the band of error in experiment
before we can ever really compare it successfully with CFD.

Then the other thing is the unsteady effect. Anytime you compute a flow with a shockwave-induced
separation, chances are that the flow is not only separated but it is very unsteady. Steady computation
with some kind of averaged data for a moving shock is just very difficult to reconcile with experiment.
So, there is still a lot of work to be done there. I believe it is a real challenge.

A nose-to-tail solution for an airplane is not going to be really of value until we can recognize and
reconcile the scale of the flow over an entire vehicle. A great problem we have is gridding and stepping
schemes that can capture the scale, whether it is a turbulent boundary layer or a shock wave away from the
configuration. The real measure of success is when we can successfully and confidently calculate the drag
of a complex vehicle. I offer that as the real challenge; compute the drag accurately with CFD and then I
will be convinced.

Mr. D. Bowers, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, US
All of Dr. Bradley's comments concerning the Inlet Session apply to the Exhaust Nozzle Session as well.
There have been some successful efforts for code calibration as evidenced by the papers of Reed and Karman
in this session. There is a further need for calibration of CFD codes, but the primary missing ingredient
is high quality, specially directed, high detail experimental data. The queston is, "who will do it?".
The experimentalists don't necessarily want to do it, because that is higher detail than is typically
taken. The computationalists don't have the resources many times to do it. The question is who will be
responsible for providing this high quality experimental data? Certainly, it must be a collaboration of
both the experimentalists, the very best we have, and the computationalists, who are providing the
direction for the data needed. Perhaps a group like AGARD, through its working groups, can dictate the
requirements for this experimental data and be a facilitator to get the data available to the community.

In the past, we have been able to do very well without CFD as evidenced by the F15 STOL demonstrator, but
that is not a very high level of integration. The configurations we are looking at for advanced aircraft
are. So we must address this problem now or we will have the same discussion later.

Mr. J.M. Muylaert, ESTEC, Noordwijk, JE
In the session this morning we had only 3 papers. In that respect it might be a little bit
disappointing. On the other hand, we all clearly understand the reasons of classification. Let's hope
that in the future we will have more research work, openly discussed. Maybe a proposal to improve this
exchange of information is to define for the forebody compression as well as for the afterbody expansion,
some kind of generic forms. This would allow the community to do detailed studies on critical phenomena,
for example the matching of the forebody shape to the engine inlet, forebody boundary layer transition and
its effect on inlet efficiency. What about the entropy layers when only Euler codes or Euler coupled with
boundary layer are taken into account. In the same way, for the afterbody, I think it would be of
interest to have a generic form and study the secondary injection, especially at transonic speed, as we
have seen in the paper from MBB where the problems of local separation were addressed. Because one has
the highest level of engine integration for the space transportation systems, not only isolated phenomenon
on generic forms but also the overall system should be studied. Trimming the plane is partially done by
thrust vector control.

Mr. Sacher
Well, that brings us to the open discussion.

Prof. Dr. C. Ciray, METU, Ankara, TU
I was trying to take notes and trying to formulate my view while Mr. Bowers came up with a few sentences
to express exactly what I had in mind. It appears that detailed experimental flow measurements are
needed. One practice which has been used up to now is to use some building block experiments. I am
asking whether it is not possible to formulate some new building block experiments which will be used in
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connection with this airframe integration or exhaust jet flows. I think that our AGARD Panel can try to
formulate some activities needed to direct or to collect this kind of information. I think that this new
set of information is needed if we want to make further progress in this field and give the opportunity to
CFD people or turbulence modellers to create more effective means of calculation.

Mr. Elsenaar
Just one quick remark. Being an experimentalist I got a bit tired of the CFD community always complaining
about not having sufficient experimental material. I think that this is not justified. I fully agree
with Dick Bradley that as long as CFD is not capable yet of calculating drag, they still have a very long
way to go. They do not need experiments to assess that problem.

Dr. Bradley
The fact that CFD cannot calculate drag does not take the responsibility from experimentalists to define
error bands and understanding for their data.

Mr. J.W. Kooi, DNW, Emmeloord, NE
Worklng at a wind tunnel, I saw two remarks which touched us. One was that the TPS equipment is thought
to be bought by the wind tunnel owner. This equipment costs quite a lot of money and that brings me to
the second remark made, "can we continue to have our experimental facilities at the same standard today
and in the future?". I think that the only way to go in the right direction is that instead of having
quite a lot of competition between the wind tunnels, to attract work, rather cooperation is needed, so
that this very expensive equipment can either be shared by the facilities or that some centers of
excellence, you could say, are created with and specially suited for a particular type of work. In fact
such a cooperation is already starting a little bit in Europe; we (DNW) are working on the A340 project as
you have seen, together with ONERA. I hope that this cooperation will also reach over the ocean.

Mr. Sacher
Does somebody want to respond? We agree basically.

Mr. Bowers
I would say that in the future, that is the only way we will be able to maintain and conduct our business
because there will not be the funds available to keep many centers with equal capability. I agree with
you entirely.

Mr. A.E. Harris, ARA, Bedford, UK
One picture I didn't show was the compulsory CFD solution in color. I want you all to see this. The
reason for saying this is that on here we have listed M local and I get ever so bored looking at cp. I
don't know what c means. I have to know M infinity and then I have to know what cpcrit is and so
on. Could the CFA community please lean towards M local distributions where we can all understand what we
are looking at when we are looking at comparisons of CFD and experiment. We really want to know how much
we are missing the mach number by, not how much the cp is. There has been some discussion even about
delta cp. Good Lord, what does that mean? I don't know. I have got a serious point to make though,
and that is when you talk about reference experiments, a lot of times people are putting large models in
small tunnels. If you are going to run CFD on this comparison, I feel that you better be putting the
tunnel in as well all the time, or at least qualifying the experiment to be sure there are not major
model-tunnel constraints running into the picture. So that is kind of an appeal about reference
experiments and at what quality level they are produced. Obviously the other thing you have all said
about transition fixing and is it fixed and how well it is fixed, and so on. That is my contribution.
The rest was rubbish.

Mr. Sacher
I am looking for somebody from the CFD community who can explain what cp is.

Mr. Bowers
cp and delta cp are the usual parameters that wind tunnel data are reduced to.

Mr. Harris
The reply is that at the ARA we produce it in all sorts of forms, including cp and M local and all the
other things. A purist will stand up now and say that you don't know what M local is because you may have
some head loss. I say just call it infinity total head for the sake of us looking at it at least, or
qualify it and say it is true M local by some other head loss means.

Mr. B. Haines. ARA, (.et'd) Bedford. UK

I do not want to prolong the discussion on this point, but local Mach number rather than pressure
coefficient may not be the end of the story; for a sweptback wing, the Mach-number component normal to the
isobars is often what one needs. Turning to a much nore significant point, I was somewhat disappointed
with a lot of the CFD presentations, particularly on the first day in that they merely showed results
which I instantly recognised as being similar to experimental data obtained many years ago. This was
because both sets of results were for relatively simple configurations with flow that could not be
described at acceptable. This was disappointing because one might have hoped for examples where the CFD
methods had been used to refine the configurations to improve the flow. This is the prize that is now
within our grasp; hopefully at the next conference, we will have such examples; only then will we be able
to say that we are fully exploitimg the CFD tools that are now available.

Mr. Sacher
Who wants to continue?
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Prof. Ir. J.W. Slooff, NLR, Amsterdam, NE
If you have a problem in getting more responses, Peter, I will help you at the risk of making a fool of
myself because I was able to attend only about half or so of all the presentations. I would like to offer
a few comments and questions that popped up with me during the presentations that I was able to attend.
Like on one of your viewgraphs, I noted that perhaps the main experimental technique that we seem to be
lacking right now is a combination of TPS and hot-core simulation. It is not clear to me whether we
really need that or not. If we need it, it is probably more so in the military applications, I suspect,
than in the civil. If we need it, the question of course, is can we realize it technically. Maybe
somebody from the audience can respond to that. Another thing that I noticed, but as I said I was present
here only about half of the time, and I may have missed something, is that I have not really seen any new
concepts in propulsion/airframe integration. Finally, it also struck me that I heard very little about
the problem of thrust/drag bookkeeping. That might mean tw9 things; either it is no problem at all
anymore, which might be the case on the experimental side, although I suspect that there could still be
some problems there; or it might not yet have been recognized or encountered as a problem. The latter, I
suspect, is the case in CFD. Most CFDers fly their planes around without propulsion simulation at all.
Many times even without tailplanes or even without fuselages and they can't even predict the drag
correctly for those simple configurations. I don't think the problem of thrust/drag bookkeeping in CFD
has even been tackled yet. There is a very long way to go there. A final remark concerns the field of
validation type of experiments. This does not apply specifically to propulsion/airframe integration, it
is more a point of CFD validation in general. Usually we have here the situation that if we have data for
a given configuration that have been accepted by whatever person or institution as being a valid
validation set of material, it has been obtained only in one wind tunnel. It would be very interesting,
if not perhaps mandatory, to have experimental validation data, not from one facility only, but from
several facilities. Perhaps even from several models. There are many factors involved that could lead to
different results. In the few cases that there have been multiple tunnel entries, it was usually either
only in Europe or only in the US. I don't know of any example, except one or two exceptions perhaps,
where there has been testing on one similar model or configuration on both sides of the Atlantic. I think
that it would really be a good thing if we could organize a validation type experiment that would go
across the Atlantic and be taken both in US and European tunnels on the same model or at least the same
configuration.

Mr. Sacher
Thank you very much. I think that there were at least four major remarks on different subjects which we
have to discuss separately. The last one seems to be the most distinct proposal. We have had identical
ýueis, two-D sections and even three-D wings in different European wind tunnels already. We could now
discuss all the discrepancies we have seen on this report. It was amazing and in many cases could not be
explained where these differences are coming from. But anyway, it is true that these very extensively
tested models have not been transferred to any wind tunnels overseas. We had it just in the four or five
major European centers, the ONERA, NILR, UK, German tunnels. It was also including FFA at least for 2-D
sections. We had those identical models in all European wind tunnels. In most cases, differences have
occurred and in many cases they were not understood. Your proposal is now to define perhaps a new
experiment for CFD validation, a new desiged wing or section which should be shared, not only in European
facilities, but also overseas. I think it is perhaps up to AGARD to recommend such an action, or we can
undertake it in our test committee. I think there is at least one very capable member to undertake it;
Brain Elsenaar from NLR. I should mention that he has taken an active part in all these test cases and all
these experimental transfer from wings and 2-D wing sections.

Mr. Elsensar
That is not completely true, Peter. I agree that it should be encouraged. One thing that is quite clear,
I think, is that validation experiments should be done in different wind tunnels. It is the only way to
get rid of the bias error. There is a very good example of that in Europe; in the GARTEUR "thick wing"
exercise where the experiment is completely doubled in different wind tunnels, and you can learn a lot
trom doing that. There are configurations that have been exchanged between the United States and Europe:
CAST 7, CAST 10, the International Vortex Flow Experiment. But I agree it should be done more. One
further remark. In the GARTEUR F4 comparisons that were done in the European wind tunnels, the
experiments were reasonably close together, whereas the CFD calculations, showed very large differences.
I think in 3-D situations where the wall interference effects are generally small you get reasonably good
agreement between different wind tunnels in general. For 2-D models the situation is different. There
you see very large differences. That is due to the fact that the model is large compared to the wind
tunnel, and the wall interference is really a problem there.

Mr. E.N. Tinoco, Boeing, Seattle, Washington, US
One thing I have not heard addressed in the testing for validation or really for anything else, is
knowledge of the geometry. Typically, what we are given is thp geometry as to how the model should have
been built. That is not necessarily what was built. Even if we measure after it was built, that was not
necessarily the shape while it was tested. The wind tunnel models have significant aeroelastic effects,
and we need to account for those in the process of making the flow measurement. The codes are getting to
the point where we can pick up these differences. On a transport model, wing twist of one degree is not
unusual. That has to be known, it has to be taken into account. We need to develop better techniques for
doing this as we measure the forces on the model.

Mr. C.C. Rossow, DLR, Braunschweig, GE
I think CFD has taken some beating here. I waný to defend it in some ways. You refer to the GARTEUR
study and I think that this study was quite a long time ago. Now you have to keep in mind that CFD is,
let us say, about 10 years old, it started in the 1980's really dealing with complex configurations. The
GARTEUR Working Group was done with very early CFD codes, and I think we are now at the stage where we
understand the mathematical properties of these codes a lot better than we did at that time. Let me refer
only to the Euler part which was done for this GARTEUR studies. There I think that one can say that if
you take the codes now, the scatter will be a lot smaller. I only wanted to defend the CFD community that
way.

.. .. .. .



Mr. D. Nelson, Boeing, Seattle, Washington, US
f want to make just a general comment, I believe it is expanding on what Mr. Haines meantioned. I
Throughout the Conference I saw primarily CFD as an analysis tool. I think CFD has perhaps reached the
level of maturity now that it can be used as design tool. We have used it to identify problems and now we
have to use it to solve problems. That, maybe combined with optimizing routines, we can come up with more
optimum configurations. That, too, lends itself to testing validation, that we can go in and validate
that we have improved the design.

Mr. Sacher
Thank you for this comment, I think that it is very, very true that CFD is not only the pure simulation of
analysis comparable to the experiment. It has much more flexibility. Concerning its use as a design
tool, it is a unique tool. At least, during this Conference this topic was missing. So perhaps the
picture of CFD is not quite right here. We have got out just looking at this presentation following this
meeting.

Let me make two comments on the statement of Joop Slooff who said that drag accounting was missing or not
treated well enough and before there were some complaints of the CFD people not being able to predict
drag. First of all, I should remind you that drag is not one thing. Drag has several components which
can be computed quite well by CFD, much better than from the experiment. If you look at the task of
incremental value of, let us say, induced drag, or additional drag due to quick changes on the geometry,
wave drag predictions, pressure drag. These may be computed as well or even better than from the
experiments which cannot resolve these detailed information on the flowfield we need for a really optimum
design. But it is certainly true that in any kind of viscous drag or even separated flow, we failed up
till now in predicting drag for a reasonable 3-D or a complex configuration. My hope is that it may
improve in the future. People are working very hard to do that job. I think that during this week we
have not got the problem of drag accounting, because we are not dealing with the highest degree of
engine/airframe integration. Somebody was mentioning that these pictures we have seen of even the military
applications was not the highest degree of engine/airframe integration. That is certainly true for these
cases where we have a single engine, small aircraft, even military. There is no problem directly related
from the afterbody jet interactior problem, but if you look to a more complex design, like multi-engine
configuration, and if you go to hypersonic aircraft, not to speak from a space transport system, you will
very early come up with the conclusion that this is the highest degree of comple.ity that you can reach.
Drag accounting system is a real tricky thing, how to deal, how to separate the airframe components from
the engine components, how to deal with interference effects in between. I learned from the NASP program
that at least 7 or 8 different kinds of drag accounting systems have been proposed at an early stage for
this complex matter. So the reason why I did not talk too much about this is perhaps the reason why we
don't have too many contributions out of this project.

Mr. W. Burgsmuller, Deutsche Airbus, Bremen, GE
Just a comment or remark to Herr Slooff and his first point concerning the hot primary flow. I think at
least for the transport aircraft or the turbofan side, it can be stated that this is not absolutely
necessary. Some experiments have been made with the hot primary flow and the differences were very, very
small. There is a bit more flow spreading, but it starts far downstream behind the wing, and that is the
only difference we found. It should not be forgotten that although the primary flow is very cold, the
momentum ratio between primary and fan for TPS is not absolutely wrong; it is nearly correct.

Mr. Harris
I would just like to follow Wolfgang to say that on the one hand, in Paper 15 1 think that you will find a
paragraph in there that says that somebody has been looking at the potential for adding a burning
simulator; I know that it sounds horrific, but It really isn't that bad, you know, you do it on real
things. The other comment is that in fact there has been some hot simulation on the shuttle, I believe,
by Northrup where they did very short burn times in the wind tunnel, I mean extremely short, but long
enough to capture the data but not burn the model. Maybe this might be a way to contemplate hot
simulations on even quite expensive pieces of gear where you risk only the nozzles and you really do have
quite fine systems of fuel control and light on.

Mr. Bowers
The question of hot simulation of the jet with the TPS leads to another comment I would like to make. I
should tell you up front that my background is as an experimentalist, so I am not prejudice to one side or
the other. I believe in the future, if not now, we will have an additional figure of merit to drag and
performance, thrust and weight, and that will be cost. To me, the cost of adding a hot flow capability to
a TPS is not worth it, it is not of value. We must use both the experimental tools to their most efficient
way and the CFD tools in their most efficient way to reduce the cost in an era of dwindling resources. I
believe that that comes back to the comment on cooperative wind tunnel centers of excellence. We should
recognize that we are dealing with another figure of merit other than thrust, weight, performance.

Mr. Sacher
I agree completely, at least concerning any civil applications or military applications like fighter
aircraft or missiles, but if you go to further integrated space transport systems with non-axisymmetric
nozzle types, where real gas effects and jet Impingement play a significant role. There you have to go to
thrust deflection and to thrust vectoring. Then perhaps you will have to do it, otherwise you will come
up with a completely wrong solution for the afterbody of your configurations. This already was indicated,
of course, from a very intensive use of CFD.

Mr. MuIsae r t
Let me ust magnify a little bit the statement of Peter for hypersonic application because this is an area
where the uncertainty is large; we really need high enthalpy data from sophisticated non-intrusive
measurement techniques to be able to verify our modelization. Non-equilibrium Navier Stokes codes with
different chemical reactions, are required here and need to be validated.
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Mr. Sacher
Do we have any other comments from the floor?

Mr. Harris
I would just like to point to the fact that really the words TPS are getting locked onto here and I am
talking really model-powered simulation, not TPS-powered simulation. The point being that there are other
ways and therefore, whether you go hot or not might depend on your perception of what you mean by doing
that.

Mr. K.W. Lotter, MBB, Munchen, GE
I would like to comment on the subject of inlet-engine compatibility. I recognized in the conclusions you
have made some criticism concerning the contacts between airframe and engine manufacturers. I think this
is not quite correct. I think there is a lot of contacts between them and there are, during a development
of a new aircraft, frequent inlet-engine compatibility meetings being held. However, the problem is
whether the correct parameters are addressed and looked at. If we look back decades, there were fighter
aircraft intake-engine compatibility problems related to excessive dynamic distortion. Then a huge
"Tailor-mate" program was initiated and a lot of dynamic distortion measurements were made by the aircraft
industry. I think that today we are in a position where we can precisely measure dynamic distortion.
Nevertheless, during the Tornado flight test program we had draw-backs because a new effect came in: we
had measured all the dynamic distortions but not the intake duct swirl which harms engines having no inlet
guide vanes. There are often easy means to cure a problem. We have done that, for example, with the
simple invention of a fence that completely eliminated these swirls. The engine manufacturer has clearly
to define what harms the engine and this is the problem. The investigations which Dr. Meyer from the
University of Neubiberg reported on are the reaction on the intensive discussions between industry and
research institutes or between aircraft and engine companies, and I would like to encourage the engine
manufacturers to do more work in that direction: that means, simulation of relevant disturbances in front
of an engine.

Mr. Sacher
Thank you for this comment. It was exactly what we meant by our conclusion that better communication and
more joined efforts are needed between Engine manufacturer and airframer. And to start, the engine
manufacturer should specify acceptable levels for distortion or swirl, or what could be tolerated by the
engine. This is not the case up till now and a more critical question is if we are providing our data of
distortion what the engine manufacturer is doing with this data.

Mr. J. Bousquet, Aerospatiale, Toulouse, FR
I would like to make three remarks. The first one: you stated that in general TPS is owned by the test
facility. In fact it is not the case in France. I don't know the situation for other countries, but in
France the TPS's are owned by the manufacturer directly. I wonder if it is not the case in Germany also.
The second remark is that you stated that it is necessary to have collaborative work between engine
manufacturers and aircraft manufacturers. I'i fact, as far as I know, in the Airbus industry area there is
a big tradition of collaboration between the engine manufacturers and aircraft manufacturers. In fact, we
collaborate very soon in a project with engine manufacturers like Pratt and Whitney, General Electric,
Snecma and Rolls Royce. The third remark is that you stated that it seems that in the U.S. the
manufacturers do not use very much the TPS technique and you wonder why this is so. I would like to have
a comment about this question. It seems that there are two schools; the European school with TPS and the
US school without TPS. It is very funny to discuss why it is like that.

Mr. Sacher
It is my question too. Is it true, what we have stated, that TPS is more or less dominating in Europe and
at least referring to the complete TPS dual jet core simulation, or is it the case that this work is going
on in the States, but hasn't been reported here at the meeting. I would like to have a statement from the
U.S. Is ASTF the solution for this? What about Boeing?

Mr. Tinoco
We have done some TPS testing, but we do most of it with blown nacelles or domed over nacelles with high
pressure air exhaust. We have found it to be adequate for our needs, but that is not to say that there
are not some TPS's around that occasionally get used. It is very expensive testing, very difficult to get
all the proper calibrations and the question is whether it is worth it for the type of problems we
encounter.

Mr. Sacher
I get some indication that we are reaching our limit, so unless there is some really urgent need to
articulate another comment, I would propose that we close )ur discussion. First I would like to thank the
audience for participating in this discussion. Secondly, I would like to thank the Session Chairmen for
helping me in organizing this final session. Thirdly I would like to invite Jim McCroskey to make his
concluding remarks on this meeting. Thank you.

Dr. W.J. McCroskey, US Army Aeroflightmechanics, Moffett Fleld, California US
Thank you, Peter. As we do not charge registration fees for these AGARD meetings, there is another
penalty that you have to pay. That is to listen to the Chairman make pithy and erudite remarks from time
to time. So I will start with the standard phrase. Now it is time to bring our 69th Meeting of the Fluid
Dynamics Panel to a close. Whatever your backgrounds or interests, I hope you found this Symposium both
informative and stimulating and I hope that you enjoyed the Fort Worth atmosphere this week as much as I
have. This Symposium was intended to bring out the aerodynamic issues of airframe/engine integration, the
ones that effect the performance of both the flight vehicle and the engine. It included both civil
transport and military aircraft and we have heard about both experimental and computational techniques and
also external and internal flows. I somewhat regret that we still argue about wind tunnels vs CFD, and
now we heard a little bit of argument about who is the more confused, internal or external specialists.
Going back to the CFD/wind tunnel issue, a certain amount of healthy skepticism is good, but I hope we can
keep these comments and criticisms on a constructive level.

I
i,
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.ow in this meeting we were also fortunate to have had two valuable contributions from the Propulsion and
Energetics Panel of AGARD. We thank you very much Dr. Fottner for your contribution, and also to
Professor Hirsch who has left already. We anticipate even greater PEP and FDP collaboration and
cooperation in the future. As Chairman I was pleased and gratified to see a wide range of backgrounds and
interests represented here. That is something that we always hope for in planning AGARD activities, and
particularly meetings of this type. On this point, I sincerely hope not to embarrass them, but I am also
delighted to see a two generational team here, the Ransom's from the U.K. I think that is a good trend.

Now, back to the future. I would like to speak a bit about our coming attractions. This is the 1992
program of the Fluid Dynamics Panel. We will conduct a Symposium on Theoretical and Experimental Methods
in Hypersonic Flows in Italy in May, and a Symposium on High Lift System Aerodynamics in Canada about this
time next year. We also will offer two special courses put on collaboratively with the von Karman
Institute; one on Skin Friction Drag Reduction to be held at VKI in March and one on Unstructured Grid
Methods for Advection Dominated Flows at the VKI in May and at NASA, Ames in September. Please contact me
or the AGARD office or your countrymen on the Panel for further details.

A general word about AGARD, it is unique, but nevertheless, like many organizations in this day and age,
it is under pressure to justify its existence. So, I am going to make a blatant plea that if you found
this Symposium useful, or any of the other AGARD functions that I have just advertised, please acknowledge
us to your colleagues and management. If you have suggestions for improvement, and I am sure that there
are ways that we could, the Panel Members would like to hear from you, and we will strive to improve.

Assuming that you did find something to cheer about, I would like, on your behalf, to thank the Program
Committee - and especially the Chairman, Singer and Concert Master, Pieter Sacher - we appreciate your
efforts very much, not the least of which was to take over the duties of Technical Evaluator.

Once again, I wish to thank our warm and efficient Texas hosts, Dick and Lois Bradley, Dolores Hensley,
Shivaun Wilson and Mr. English of General Dynamics, and the US National Authorities for AGARD.

Successful meetings rely heavily on the Staff of AGARD - our Panel Executive, Winston Goodrich; our Panel
Secretary, Anne-Marie Revault; and the Technicians who have operated the projection and audio equipment so
efficiently during the week, John Baron and Mike Morgan.

Last, but by no means least, our interpreters have worked very hard all week integrating our supersonic
conversations into coherent French, English, and Texan; Ms. Kaplan, Ms. Kieffer, Ms. Sweeteye, and Ms.
Zandrowicz.

And finally, Thanks Very Much to you, Ladies and Gentlemen. Have a pleasant and safe trip home. We hope
to see you at future AGARD functions.
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